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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 23, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
Live Results | Jenkins Preview 
Watch: FloTrack 
 
WKU 4X400 RELAY HEADED TO BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAST CHANCE QUALIFIER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Five Hilltoppers are headed for the Boston University Last Chance Qualifier on 
Sunday for a final shot at earning a trip to the 2019 NCAA Indoor Championships. The WKU 
representatives of Duncan Agyemang, Oliver Alexandre, Kymari Gates, Martin Owusu-Antwi and Lincoln 
Warren will compete in the men’s 4x400-meter relay, looking to move into the NCAA’s top-12 rankings 
to earn a spot at the NCAA Indoor Championships. 
 
“This will be a tough meet because everyone’s trying to get into that top 16,” head coach Erik Jenkins 
stated regarding the weekend level of competition. “To qualify for the NCAA Indoor Championships, you 
have to be in the top 16 for individuals and the top 12 for relays. It’ll be a very competitive meet like we 
saw up there last year and we’ll look to do even better this season.” 
 
WKU’s fastest 4x400-meter relay time came on Feb. 1 at the Rod McCravy Memorial Track & Field Meet 
in Lexington, Ky. At the time, the squad’s mark of 3:08.07 ranked as the ninth-fastest time in the 
country. The reading now sits at 24th in the NCAA and is top-five among non-Power 5 programs. 
 
For a full list of this weekend's competitors click HERE (PDF). Live results will be available 
from lancertiming.com. 
 
Student-athletes competing will need to finish with one of the top 16 results in the country in a given 
event to qualify for nationals while relays must own a top-12 mark. The 2019 NCAA Division I Indoor 
Track & Field Championships will be held on March 8 & 9 at UAB in Birmingham, Ala., the same place the 
Conference USA Championships took place.  The current indoor qualifying list can be found HERE. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 17, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
Photo of Martin Owusu-Antwi attached. 
 
Results | Qualifying Lists | Celebration Video 
 
OWUSU-ANTWI, HILLTOPPER 4X400 RELAY SET SCHOOL RECORDS AT LAST CHANCE QUALIFIER 
BOSTON – In what could have been WKU Track and Field’s last event of the season, the squad’s 4x400 
relay unit notched a facility, school and Conference USA record time of 3:04.24 to earn a spot at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships. Individually, Martin Owusu-Antwi added a school record of his own, 
clocking a blazing 20.81 mark in the 200-meter dash for third place honors. 
 
WKU’s Boston University-hosted Last Chance Qualifier relay mark ranks as the fourth-fastest time in the 
NCAA this season. Lincoln Warren, Oliver Alexandre, Kymari Gates and Martin Owusu-Antwi were the 
Hilltoppers to deliver the record and the first-place finish. 
 
Owusu-Antwi’s showing ranks just outside of the required top-16 to earn a spot at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships, coming in at 21st in the country. 
 
“We had a good meet,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “Anytime you can improve this late in the 
season shows positive growth. We look forward to representing WKU in the NCAA Division I Indoor 
Track and Field Championships in two weeks.” 
 
The NCAA Championships will be held at the Birmingham CrossPlex, a facility the Hilltoppers are already 
familiar with after running the indoor Conference USA Championships there this season. The two-day 
event will take place across Friday and Saturday, March 8-9. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 7, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
Live Results | Jenkins Preview 
 
HILLTOPPER 4X400 RELAY HEADED FOR NCAA INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field will be represented this weekend at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships from Birmingham, Ala., as the men’s 4x400-meter relay squad earned one of the meets 
12 slots. The squad qualified in its final opportunity of the season, running a 3:04.24 at the Boston 
University Last Chance Invite to earn a spot in the top heat at this weekend’s Championships. 
 
Of the 12 schools represented in the 4x400-meter relay, WKU is one of just two non-Power 5 squads 
with an entry, joined by Houston. Outside of the Iowa Hawkeyes’ relay group in the second heat, the 
Hilltoppers are the northern-most school represented in the field. Joining WKU in the top heat are 
Florida, Houston and Texas A&M – the only three squads to run a time faster than the Red and White’s 
this season. 
 
WKU’s race is estimated for a 6:55 p.m. CT gun on Saturday night. In total, six Hilltoppers have made the 
trip to Birmingham, including: Oliver Alexandre, Lincoln Warren, Kymari Gates, Martin Owusu-Antwi, 
Austin Hayes and Abdur Kelly. 
 
The NCAA Indoor Championships will take place at the Birmingham CrossPlex, where the squad 
competed earlier this season for the Conference USA Championships. The complete list of participants is 
available here. 
 
ESPN3 will stream the championships live starting at 5:30 p.m. CT March 8 and beginning at 4 p.m. CT 
March 9. A re-air of the championship will take place starting at 9 p.m. CT Sunday, March 10 on ESPN2 
and again Monday, March 11 starting at 9 p.m. CT on ESPNU. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 9, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 




HILLTOPPER 4X400 METER RELAY BRINGS HOME SECOND-TEAM ALL-AMERICAN HONORS 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – After running a school-record 3:04.24 mark to earn a spot at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships, the WKU men’s 4x400-meter relay squad brought home second-team All-American 
honors Saturday night from the Birmingham CrossPlex.  
 
“We are proud to have earned a spot in one of the most prestigious races in the sport of track and field,” 
head coach Erik Jenkins reflected. “The NCAA Indoor Championships is one of the toughest meets in the 
world. We ran hard today and gained valuable experience as we head into the outdoor season.” 
 
Hilltoppers Lincoln Warren (47.440), Oliver Alexandre (47.419), Kymari Gates (46.703) and Martin 
Owusu-Antwi (47.489) combined for the 3:09.05 reading. WKU finished 10th in the event. 
 
The last WKU track and field competitors to earn indoor All-American status in a men’s relay came back 
in 2008 when the unit of Alexander Larin, Gavin Smellie, Romaine McKay and Terrill McCombs achieved 
the feat. 
 
Houston took home the men’s 4x400-meter relay crown with a time of 3:05.04 in Birmingham. 
 
WKU will kick off its outdoor season on Friday, March 22 at the Vanderbilt-hosted Black and Gold 
Invitational. The two-day event will take place from Music City. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 21, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Jenkins preview video: https://goto.ps/2Cy7zYT 
Live results: https://goto.ps/2FtIzUx  
 
WKU OPENS OUTDOOR SEASON AT VANDERBILT 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU will head south this weekend to Nashville, Tenn., to open its season at 
Vanderbilt’s Black and Gold Invitational once more. There are more than 20 teams participating in the 
Invitational, scheduled for Friday and Saturday, March 22-23 at the Vanderbilt Track and Field Complex.  
  
Over 30 Hilltoppers are set to compete in 31 track and field events over the course of the two days. On 
Friday, field events will begin at 4 p.m. CT and running events will start at 5 p.m. and continue through 
7:30 p.m. Action will pick back up Saturday morning with field events beginning at 10 a.m. while running 
events will occur between noon and 4:50 p.m. 
  
After running a 3:04.24 at the Boston University Last Chance Invite, a school record, WKU Track and 
Field men’s 4x400 meter relay qualified for the NCAA Indoor Championships in Birmingham, Ala., 
earning one of the meets 12 slots. The squad finished with second-team All-American honors Saturday 
night from the Birmingham CrossPlex.  
  
Conference USA Indoor Track & Field Championships was the last team meet for the Red and White, 
where four Hilltoppers recorded All-Conference performances. The men's squad finished ninth while the 
women's team finished 10th. 
  
“I think they saw some of their potential from some of the results indoor, especially late. I tell the team 
that we are not going to be a team that tears things up early, so we need to be patient and continue to 
work,” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “We hope that carries forward into the outdoor season.” 
 
Last outdoor season, WKU finished with a total of three event titles and 20 top-10 finishes in the 2018 
Vanderbilt Black and Gold Invitational. Six Hilltoppers walked away with first place finishes. Seniors, 
Austin Hayes, Kymari Gates, and Oliver Alexandre ran the 200-meter in this meet last year, with all three 
Hilltoppers finishing in the top five.  
  
Admissions is $5 per day. Parking is available in Medical Lot #73 directly across from the track off of 
Natchez Trace. Live results for the match can be found here.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 23, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full results attached. 
 
GRAY, 4X100-METER RELAY TEAM LEAD TOPS AT OUTDOOR OPENER 
 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – At WKU Track & Field’s outdoor season opener at Vanderbilt’s Black and Gold 
Invitational, Adarian Gray and the men’s 4x100-meter relay team brought back first-place finishes in 
their respective events. The Red and White earned over 10 top-seven finishes at the meet. 
 
Junior Gray marked a personal best in the women’s javelin, throwing 38.25 meters, almost three meters 
further than any of her opponents. She bested her former PR by almost four meters. Gray opened her 
second outdoor season with her best finish since placing third in the same event at the Austin Peay 
Governors’ Invitational in 2018.  
 
WKU’s two men’s 4x100-meter relay teams finished first and second out of eight squads in the event. 
Making up the first-place team with a time of 40.79 seconds was Joshua Davis, Austin Hayes, Abdur Kelly 
and Will Bush. The second-place team of Lincoln Warren, Kymari Gates, Oliver Alexandre and Nigel 
Brown finished with a 40.95 mark.  
 
Several of the 4x100-meter relay members also contribute to the 4x400-meter relay teams. WKU’s top 
finishing team at fourth place consisted of Hayes, Kevin Johnson, Kelly and David Saruni, running a 
3:15.09. The fifth place Hilltopper squad that ran a time of 3:18.94 was made up of Duncan Agyemang, 
Ka’Ven Berry, Bush and Sheldon Noble. 
 
In the men’s 200-meter sprint, Gates finished third with a time of 21.01. Fellow Hilltopper Hayes ran a 
time of 21.26 and placed seventh overall. There were 54 runners in the men’s 200-meter dash. 
 
The Hilltopper relay members continued to have success in individual events as Bush tied for fourth in 
the men’s 100-meter after running a 10.76. Kelly placed sixth in the 800-meter run with a time of 
1:52.64. 
 
Hurdler and Hilltopper senior Maor Seged won third in the men’s 400-meter hurdle event after 
completing a time of 52.89.  
 
In the jumping events, Lady Topper Briana Eskridge finished fifth in women’s high jump with a mark of 
1.66 meters. Freshman Hilltopper Noble placed fifth in the men’s triple jump in his first ever outdoor 
event with a jump of 14.15 meters.  
 
WKU Track & Field will travel to the Pepsi Florida Relays next week in Gainesville, Fla. Members from 




Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 NELSON, Briana Michigan 52.43m 47.82 52.43 52.21 47.88 50.06 50.64
2 THOMPSON, Mikayla TN St. 46.02m 44.69 45.52 46.02
3 WALLS, Elaina Indiana St. 44.32m FOUL 42.60 44.32
4 BAKER, McKenna SE MO. 44.09m FOUL 44.09 FOUL
5 HUMPHREYS, Nicole SE MO. 43.81m 42.31 43.81 FOUL
6 BURKHAUSER, Michaela Hillsdale 40.63m FOUL FOUL 40.63
7 FLIGHT, Taylor Dayton 39.98m FOUL FOUL 39.98
REDDEN, Mary Claire W. Kentucky FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
HUDSON, Kennedie TN St. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 THOR, Emma Virginia Tech 62.73m FOUL 62.73 62.25 FOUL 62.13 60.46
2 REESE, Erin Indiana St. 62.09m 53.94 57.16 58.63 62.09 61.49 FOUL
3 KUKLOVA, Pavla Virginia Tech 60.36m FOUL 59.67 59.53 60.36 FOUL FOUL
4 BAKER, Bailey Michigan 58.14m FOUL 54.84 55.92 FOUL 57.97 58.14
5 WENNBERG, Kajsa Virginia Tech 57.09m FOUL 57.09 FOUL FOUL FOUL 56.97
6 ROPER, Cassaundra Indiana St. 54.59m 54.59 FOUL 52.23 50.60 52.72 FOUL
7 DUNN, Marissa Ct. Michigan 54.34m 54.34 54.24 53.26 51.61 53.56 FOUL
8 MATTSSON, Jessica Belmont 53.65m 51.32 FOUL 51.51 53.65 51.88 52.50
9 DEERING, Kayla Michigan 51.31m 51.31 50.52 50.60
10 TAYLOR, Amani TN St. 46.09m FOUL FOUL 46.09
11 BENNETT, Maya Ct. Michigan 45.82m 44.82 44.73 45.82
12 GRAVES, Megan Ball State 42.49m 41.97 FOUL 42.49
WHEELER, Quiara Ct. Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#33 Men's Hammer
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 SHELDON, Ryan Belmont 48.60m FOUL 45.82 48.60 45.32 FOUL FOUL
2 ODUGBESAN, Isaac M.T.S.U. 45.45m FOUL FOUL 45.45
3 HARRIS, Grant Indiana St. 44.80m FOUL 44.80 44.62
4 DAVIDSON, Reece Belmont 43.94m FOUL FOUL 43.94
5 CLARK, Dylan SE MO. 43.91m FOUL FOUL 43.91
WEIDEMAN, Steve Hillsdale FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
BRANNON, Brett W. Kentucky FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
WILLINGHAM JR. , Michael TN St. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
HASSEL, Michel Lipscomb FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 FRYE, Joe Unattached 64.68m 63.34 62.72 FOUL 64.27 64.68 63.03
2 TARGGART, Logan Ct. Michigan 62.03m 62.03 FOUL FOUL FOUL 59.44 61.88
3 ZAGURSKI, Stephen SE MO. 60.02m 59.39 FOUL 60.02 FOUL 57.91 FOUL
4 ROGERS, Isaiah Virginia Tech 59.20m 57.18 59.20 56.89 58.13 FOUL FOUL
5 BLOMQUIST, Logan SE MO. 58.41m 55.54 56.25 58.41 57.95 FOUL FOUL
6 MAGNUSON, Sean Unattached 53.55m 49.20 51.46 51.01 53.55 FOUL FOUL
7 OVERTON, Sam Indiana St. 53.52m 52.37 FOUL FOUL 53.52 FOUL 48.50
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2019
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 1
#33 Men's Hammer (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
8 COVERT, Connor Ct. Michigan 50.45m FOUL FOUL 50.45 49.20 49.72 50.19
9 MILLER, Braidon Unattached 48.22m 48.22 FOUL 47.00
10 SAMS, Kannon Indiana St. 45.38m 44.09 FOUL 45.38
GIBSON, Stephen Belmont FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
PLATER, Manning Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#27 Men's Shot Put
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 1
1 LENFORD JR., Charles Kentucky 19.16m 17.80 18.43 FOUL 18.64 FOUL 19.16
2 SOBOTA, Josh Kentucky 18.52m 18.52 17.74 18.21 18.00 18.19 18.26
3 ODUGBESAN, Isaac M.T.S.U. 17.85m 17.85 FOUL 17.76 FOUL FOUL FOUL
4 JONES, Tyson Virginia Tech 16.99m FOUL FOUL 16.99 FOUL FOUL FOUL
5 BLOMQUIST, Logan SE MO. 16.36m 15.94 16.25 16.36 16.05 15.75 16.36
6 ZAGURSKI, Stephen SE MO. 15.91m 15.71 FOUL 15.91 FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 LACONI, Vince Indiana St. 15.25m FOUL 14.21 14.85 14.27 15.25 15.14
8 COVERT, Connor Ct. Michigan 15.15m 15.02 14.43 FOUL 15.15 15.10 FOUL
9 MILLER, Braidon Unattached 14.84m 14.84 FOUL FOUL FOUL 14.69 14.84
10 GIBSON, Stephen Belmont 14.34m 14.34 FOUL 14.31
11 DAVIDSON, Reece Belmont 14.25m 14.25 FOUL FOUL
MITCHELL, Drake Belmont FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CLARK, Dylan SE MO. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
WILLINGHAM JR. , Michael TN St. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#28 Women's Shot Put
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 HUMPHREYS, Nicole SE MO. 12.65m 11.94 12.65 FOUL
2 LAMBRECHT, Megan Indiana St. 12.18m 10.87 11.73 12.18
3 MCDANIEL, Kori Austin Peay 12.09m 11.99 12.09 11.97
4 EZEH, Niki Butler 12.08m 12.08 11.80 FOUL
5 FLIGHT, Taylor Dayton 11.91m 11.17 11.86 11.91
6 SHARER, Kamryn Loyola (Ill.) 11.77m 11.22 11.68 11.77
7 HUDSON, Kennedie TN St. 11.66m 11.02 11.24 11.66
8 ROBERTS, Khemani TN Tech 11.29m 11.29 10.92 11.11
9 GUSTAFSSON, Maja Belmont 10.91m PASS 10.91 PASS
ROBINSON, Eshe' TN Tech FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS
VERSEMAN, Jacklyn Austin Peay FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 FAUTSCH, Nicole Kentucky 15.90m 15.39 FOUL 15.30 15.55 15.43 15.90
2 THOMPSON, Mikayla TN St. 15.38m 14.66 15.07 15.13 15.12 15.10 15.38
3 ROPER, Cassaundra Indiana St. 15.06m 13.91 14.86 14.46 15.06 14.34 FOUL
4 LEPPELMEIER, Molly Kentucky 14.83m 14.46 FOUL 14.60 FOUL FOUL 14.83
5 HOWARD, Erin Ct. Michigan 14.37m 14.37 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
6 NELSON, Briana Michigan 14.35m 14.35 FOUL 13.78 FOUL 12.63 FOUL
14.11 12.91 13.47 FOUL 13.73 12.95
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2019
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 2
#28 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
7 REESE, Erin Indiana St. 14.11m
9 WALTERS, Kelsey Ball State 13.18m 12.55 13.04 13.18 13.05 FOUL 12.65
10 BAKER, McKenna SE MO. 13.06m 12.58 FOUL 13.06
11 CONNOR, Erin Michigan 13.02m 12.73 13.02 FOUL
12 MAINES, Nikita Hillsdale 12.86m 12.86 12.83 FOUL
13 HERMAN, Rebecca Ct. Michigan 12.23m 12.23 11.98 FOUL
#26 Women's Triple Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 NEAL, Alyse TN St. 11.64m  (+0.7) FOUL FOUL 11.45 (+1.9) 11.64 (+0.7) 11.57 (+1.4) 11.59 (+2.1)
2 PERRY - GRIMES, Maya Austin Peay 11.58m   (NW) FOUL 11.40 (+0.1) 11.47 (–0.1) FOUL FOUL 11.58
3 HARRISON, Kyra Ct. Michigan 11.44m  (–1.6) FOUL 11.44 (–1.6) FOUL 11.34 (+1.6) FOUL FOUL
4 BROOKS, Leslie SE MO. 11.31m  (+1.7) FOUL FOUL 11.31 (+1.7)
5 ROKITTA, Jana Loyola (Ill.) 1.31m   (NW) 1.31 FOUL FOUL
ZEHNDER, Kelly IUPUI FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
DRUMMOND, NaScottisha TN Tech FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
MCELWAIN, Lucia Ct. Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
POINTER, Jasmin TN St. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
MOCKOBEE, Hallie IUPUI FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 EBWEA-EXCEL, Marie-Josee Kentucky 13.21m  (+0.9) 13.02 (–0.4) 13.21 (+0.9) FOUL FOUL PASS PASS
2 OLOJO, Sarah Loyola (Ill.) 12.14m  (+1.2) FOUL FOUL 11.89 (+1.6) FOUL 11.97 (+0.6) 12.14 (+1.2)
3 BENTON, Akera M.T.S.U. 12.06m  (+1.7) FOUL 11.78 (+1.6) FOUL 12.06 (+1.7) FOUL 11.46 (+2.2)
4 MCCLELLAND, Camaryn Austin Peay 11.62m  (+1.1) 11.62 (+1.1) FOUL 11.60 (+1.2) 11.55 (+0.9) 11.49 (+1.0) 11.35 (+1.7)
5 SMITH, Raven TN Tech 11.59m  (+0.0) FOUL 11.59 (+0.0) FOUL 11.32 (+1.3) FOUL PASS
6 SMITH, Zhane Kentucky 11.50m  (+0.5) FOUL 11.28 (+0.0) 11.50 (+0.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 GRAHOVAC, Tamara Ct. Michigan 11.39m  (+1.0) 11.39 (+1.0) FOUL FOUL
8 HORTON, Angel TN St. 11.26m  (+0.1) FOUL 11.26 (+0.1) FOUL
#25 Men's Triple Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 1
1 PATTEN, Jacob M.T.S.U. 14.92m  (+2.0) 13.93 (+0.0) 14.59 (+0.2) 14.65 (+2.3) 14.92 (+2.0) PASS PASS
2 TAYLOR, Ryan Ct. Michigan 14.71m  (+1.3) 14.58 (+2.5) 14.71 (+1.3) FOUL PASS PASS PASS
3 BUTAEL, Daniel Michigan 14.49m  (+1.0) 14.40 (+0.1) FOUL FOUL 14.49 (+1.0) PASS PASS
4 SPRINGFIELD, Robbie Kentucky 14.46m  (+1.8) 14.40 (+1.8) 14.06 (+1.4) 14.46 (+1.8) PASS PASS PASS
5 NOBLE, Sheldon W. Kentucky 14.15m  (+1.4) 14.15 (+1.4) FOUL 13.73 (+1.5) PASS PASS PASS
6 CHINDA, Gift Loyola (Ill.) 14.11m  (+2.2) 14.11 (+2.2) FOUL FOUL PASS PASS PASS
MAYFIELD, Desmond TN St. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#21 Men's Pole Vault
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark
Flight 1 of 1 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 4.90 5.05 5.20 5.36
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2019
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 3
#21 Men's Pole Vault (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark
1 PEARE , Matthew Kentucky 5.20m P P P P O O O XXX
2 SCHIPPER, Jared Hillsdale 5.05m P P P O XO XO XXX
3 RAFFIN, Ben Hillsdale 4.90m P P XO XO XO XXX
4 FRENS, AJ Ct. Michigan 4.75m P P P O XXX
4 JARDINE, Joseph Kentucky 4.75m P P O O XXX
6 WHITEHOUSE, Callan Indiana St. 4.75m P P XXO XXO XXX
7 SMITH, Riley Indiana St. 4.60m P O O XXX
8 SOUTH, Nick SE MO. 4.60m P O XO XXX
9 WALDER, Wade Butler 4.60m XO O XO XXX
10 CAREI, Braden Belmont 4.60m O O XXO XXX
11 SEGHI, Joseph Ct. Michigan 4.45m XXO XO XXX
12 LINT, Jack Michigan 4.30m O XXX
CLARK, Richard Butler NH XXX
MORRISSEY, Alec SE MO. NH XXX
YOUNG, Lincoln Kentucky NH P P XXX
BAREITER, Shawn SE MO. NH XXX
TEIGEN, Tanner SE MO. NH P XXX
HOWARD, Antoine Indiana St. NH P P XXX
SADZEWICZ, Isaac Ct. Michigan NH P P P P XXX
#4 Women's 200 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 13 Wind:  (+1.1)
1 STEINER, Abby Kentucky 23.09
2 BARNES, Celera Kentucky 23.63
3 ABBOTT, Chloe Kentucky 23.73
4 GREER, DeAndra Indiana St. 24.94
5 AMPONSAH, Janet Unattached 25.16
Section 2 of 13 Wind:  (+0.9)
1 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 23.82
2 BYRDSONG, Bryeana Ball State 23.88
3 SMITH, Jazmin Ball State 24.17
4 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 24.22
5 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 24.25
6 HILL, Lakeia TN St. 24.51
7 TATE, Ceirra TN Tech 25.15
Section 3 of 13 Wind:  (+2.0)
1 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 24.53
2 CUNEO, Samantha Ct. Michigan 24.62
3 EDWARDS, Mair E. Michigan 24.70
4 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 24.85
5 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 24.87
Section 4 of 13 Wind:  (+2.5)
1 NORMAN, MaQuila Ball State 24.60
2 CLAY, Regan Vanderbilt 24.80
3 JOHNSON, Tiyanna Austin Peay 24.86
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2019
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 4
#4 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
4 DISMUKE, Simonae Ct. Michigan 25.13
5 SIMMONS, Natajah Loyola (Ill.) 25.36
6 FIELDS, Carson Butler 25.51
Section 5 of 13 Wind:  (+3.2)
1 WILDER, Kyra Austin Peay 24.55
2 SHELBY, Taiya Vanderbilt 24.61
3 BUGGS, BriMonet Indiana St. 24.83
4 MARTIN, Jezel Indiana St. 24.97
5 JOHNSON, Torisa Michigan 25.79
Section 6 of 13 Wind:  (+2.5)
1 MCKEE, Ivy Ball State 24.85
2 SANGSTER, Aliyah SE MO. 25.17
3 ECHOLS, Akili Michigan 25.65
4 JOHNSON, Dejah Ball State 25.84
5 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 25.95
6 MCFADDEN, Reyna TN St. 26.47
7 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 26.89
Section 7 of 13 Wind:  (+1.0)
1 JOHANSSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 24.69
2 LINDSEY, Faith Indiana St. 25.13
3 LEHMANN, Michelle Ball State 25.23
4 MENSAH, Ida M.T.S.U. 25.35
5 JOHNSON, Gabriella Dayton 25.53
6 KROLL, Lauren Loyola (Ill.) 26.08
7 ANDERSON, Teauna TN Tech 26.34
Section 8 of 13 Wind:  (+2.6)
1 COLLESTER, Rebecca Butler 25.22
2 MCGINLEY, Sydney Michigan 25.29
3 BARLOW, Payton Belmont 25.40
4 IDDRISU, Shawkia UNAT-MTSU 25.45
5 EWO, Erefa W. Kentucky 25.99
6 REIGHARD, Molly Loyola (Ill.) 26.41
7 BRIDGES-BUTLER, Jahmia Dayton 27.53
Section 9 of 13 Wind:  (+1.0)
1 JAMES, Lauryn SE MO. 25.83
2 CHUKWUNWIKE, Esther Indiana St. 25.93
3 JOHNSON, Malana Dayton 25.98
4 DANIELS, Tyra Ct. Michigan 26.05
5 BATTLE, Diamond Austin Peay 26.38
6 HORTON, Angel TN St. 26.85
Section 10 of 13 Wind:  (+0.4)
1 ANDERSON, Hanna Lipscomb 25.98
2 PORTER, Abbie Hillsdale 26.17
3 O'LEARY, Alanna Hillsdale 26.25
4 TONEY, Jordan TN Tech 26.39
5 BLAKE, Jordyn Loyola (Ill.) 26.58
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#4 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
6 GIBBS, Nia Austin Peay 26.63
7 EAKIN, Kaylee SE MO. 27.89
Section 11 of 13 Wind:  (+0.0)
1 ERKINS, A'Niya Ct. Michigan 26.53
2 MILLER, Madeline Butler 26.54
3 PALMER, Lauren IUPUI 26.73
4 RINELLA, Corey Dayton 27.13
5 NEDDEAU, Angela Butler 27.20
6 MAYANJA, Theresa Michigan 27.31
7 SANDERS, Kassandra TN St. 28.61
Section 12 of 13 Wind:  (+1.3)
1 KIRK, Miriam Trev. Nazarene 27.43
2 TERRY, Marie IUPUI 27.73
3 ROBERTSON, Taylor Dayton 27.84
4 TYSKA, Jorden Trev. Nazarene 29.62
5 PORTELL, McKenna Trev. Nazarene 29.78
6 NICKERSON, Michaela Trev. Nazarene 32.53
Section 13 of 13 Wind:  (+2.0)
1 WILLIAMS, Jayden Ct. Michigan 26.04
2 LUTON, Tiana Michigan 26.49
3 FORRESTER, Annastacia W. Kentucky 27.11
4 HYMAN, Megan Lipscomb 27.68
5 SHANNON, Holli Lipscomb 28.81
#3 Men's 200 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 9 Wind:  (+2.1)
1 SMITH, Jacob Kentucky 20.75
2 ST HILLAIRE, Dwight Kentucky 20.76
3 COUNCIL, Cameron Kentucky 21.23
4 HAYES, Austin W. Kentucky 21.26
5 PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. 21.29
6 WARREN, Lincoln W. Kentucky 21.30
7 DAVIS, Joshua W. Kentucky 21.62
Section 2 of 9 Wind:  (+1.9)
1 GATES, Kymari W. Kentucky 21.01
2 WRIGHT, Willington M.T.S.U. 21.25
3 ALEXANDRE, Oliver W. Kentucky 21.73
4 BRUMFIELD, R'Lazon TN St. 21.89
5 EDOKI, Fabian M.T.S.U. 22.32
Section 3 of 9 Wind:  (+2.3)
1 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 21.40
2 SCOTT, Jamario TN St. 21.82
3 BISSCHOP, Braam M.T.S.U. 21.85
4 BANN, Nathaniel Kentucky 21.89
5 EDWARDS, Michael Loyola (Ill.) 22.59
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#3 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 4 of 9 Wind:  (+3.7)
1 BROWN, Tai Kentucky 21.95
2 SCHWAB, Collin SE MO. 22.00
3 NAMMOUR, Nathan Belmont 22.20
4 PANDO, Nathan Hillsdale 22.29
5 SANDERS, Trevon M.T.S.U. 22.62
6 SHAW, Jarel Indiana St. 22.70
Section 5 of 9 Wind:  (+1.2)
1 BIOKORO, Ejiroghene Indiana St. 21.62
2 MOORE, JaVaughn Indiana St. 21.75
3 ELROD, Brendan Belmont 21.93
4 MORTON, Roshawn Ct. Michigan 22.27
5 HUERTAS, Erick Ct. Michigan 22.40
6 JAIME, Gavin Ct. Michigan 22.71
7 MITCHELL, James Indiana St. 23.20
Section 6 of 9 Wind:  (+2.7)
1 TIRADO, Alex Lipscomb 22.13
2 SCHWEDT, Alex Michigan 22.17
3 LEWIS-BANKS, Matthew Indiana St. 22.38
4 HAYMON, Colton Butler 22.46
5 REICH, Joe Loyola (Ill.) 22.48
6 PAPPER, Michael Loyola (Ill.) 22.74
7 SCHMIDT, Jacob Hillsdale 22.86
Section 7 of 9 Wind:  (+1.2)
1 UHL, Jacob Butler 22.33
2 HARRINGTON, Blayne Indiana St. 22.51
3 WILT, Caleb Kentucky 22.64
4 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 22.99
5 HODGE, Griffin Belmont 23.13
6 WASHINGTON, Blake Michigan 23.32
Section 8 of 9 Wind:  (+0.6)
1 LIGHTNER, Montaive TN St. 22.56
2 KELLEY, Jeron Ct. Michigan 22.82
3 BREMA, Momoh SE MO. 23.05
4 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 23.14
5 JENKINS, Kaylon SE MO. 23.29
6 FULLER, Connor Butler 23.34
Section 9 of 9 Wind:  (+3.2)
1 WADE, Adam Hillsdale 22.79
2 HENSHAW, Cassidy Michigan 23.14
3 CHASE, David Hillsdale 23.64
4 SINGLETON, Ahmad TN St. 23.66
5 JONES, Damion Trev. Nazarene 24.60
6 PACHECO, Andres Trev. Nazarene 25.06
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#10 Women's 1500 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 5
1 CHEPKEMEI, Eusila M.T.S.U. 4:26.80
2 MOORE, S. Brooke Indiana St. 4:27.26
3 ABU, Agnes Unattached 4:27.31
4 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 4:27.62
5 DEGENERO, Micaela Michigan 4:28.17
6 DAVRE, Camille Michigan 4:30.31
7 THESTRUP, Josephine Butler 4:30.47
8 METWALLI, Jena Michigan 4:31.01
9 BELF, Audrey Michigan 4:32.60
10 WALKER, Haley Vanderbilt 4:32.96
11 ELLIS, Angelina Butler 4:33.55
12 BIGGS, Lauren Michigan 4:35.68
13 JEBOR, Joice M.T.S.U. 4:35.79
14 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 4:37.53
15 DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt 4:37.77
16 DISTELRATH, Madison E. Michigan 4:49.34
Section 2 of 5
1 JENSEN, Grace Vanderbilt 4:26.30
2 SANGA, PURITY TN Tech 4:26.32
3 VERNOT, Taylor Dayton 4:31.08
4 MUNLEY, Lexi Michigan 4:31.85
5 SCHARDT, Kortney Belmont 4:33.26
6 KNOTT, Carli SE MO. 4:33.38
7 QUILES, Jocelyn Indiana St. 4:34.14
8 PENA, Corinna Butler 4:35.08
9 CONLEY, Jessi Indiana St. 4:36.15
10 MOFFETT, Lauren Vanderbilt 4:36.50
11 HORNOCKER, Margo Butler 4:36.60
12 COLEMAN, Rachel Michigan 4:37.20
13 BADGER, Sydney Michigan 4:38.43
14 PIETRZYK, Caroline Vanderbilt 4:38.46
15 MORGAN, Anna Grace Vanderbilt 4:39.17
16 REYNOLDS, Faith Michigan 4:42.41
17 BECKMANN, Lauren Ct. Michigan 4:45.53
18 MORTIMER, Gillian Vanderbilt 4:46.51
19 WALLACE, Ana Vanderbilt 4:47.75
Section 3 of 5
1 CONNER, Karleigh Ball State 4:38.10
2 AKANWOGBA, Patience M.T.S.U. 4:39.07
3 RUTHERFORD, Sofia B'wood TC 4:39.72
4 WILKER, Kelly Dayton 4:42.69
5 MARTINEZ, Serena UAB 4:45.49
6 KWAMBAI, Janet TN Tech 4:46.44
7 JANSOHN, Carola Michigan 4:46.84
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#10 Women's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
8 MERLINO, Morgan Ct. Michigan 4:47.16
9 MOHRMANN, Danielle SE MO. 4:47.64
10 BREEDING, Kacie Vanderbilt 4:48.74
11 MOON, Cele UAB 4:49.46
12 WEEMS, Kiera NRC 4:49.63
13 RETTELLE, Maija Ct. Michigan 4:51.75
14 DANIEL, Caroline Belmont 4:53.53
15 BACKHERMS, Jessica IUPUI 5:01.02
16 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 5:06.87
Section 4 of 5
1 DAVIS, Imani Indiana St. 4:49.30
2 JELAGAT, Julia M.T.S.U. 4:50.56
3 MCNAMARA, Mary Kate Michigan 4:51.19
4 SREENAN, Emily Dayton 4:51.20
5 CHEESEMAN, Claire Belmont 4:51.47
6 MCKINLEY, Lainey Kentucky 4:51.48
7 MORRILL, Claire SE MO. 4:52.40
8 LAX, Sierra Belmont 4:53.62
9 JONES, Abigail Loyola (Ill.) 4:56.22
10 CUNEO, Taylor Belmont 4:57.50
11 SMITH, Mikaela Austin Peay 5:00.00
12 GOLDEN, Marygrace Loyola (Ill.) 5:03.46
13 BRUGERE, Alexa TN Tech 5:05.81
14 SHELL, Keleah Austin Peay 5:19.38
Section 5 of 5
1 WELCH, Riley Indiana St. 4:55.34
2 GARCIA ARIAS, Ana Ct. Michigan 4:58.54
3 HOWARD, Molly Austin Peay 4:58.85
4 ALLISON, Ayse Lipscomb 4:59.95
5 TURNER, Lauren UAB 5:02.94
6 DENEMARK, Lauren Belmont 5:08.43
7 WYNN, Rebekah TN St. 5:09.89
8 SOPER, Lydia Trev. Nazarene 5:10.05
9 CHESIRE, Vivian TN Tech 5:16.14
10 YOUNG, Peyton Trev. Nazarene 5:22.72
11 ZAJAC, Megan IUPUI 5:23.10
#9 Men's 1500 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 HILL, Ben Michigan 3:51.09
2 CHEMADI, Kigen M.T.S.U. 3:51.69
3 BAUGH, Eric Butler 3:51.78
4 JOHNSON, Cole Michigan 3:52.02
5 MEDRANO, Akis Indiana St. 3:52.04
6 WEISEL, Ben Belmont 3:52.24
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#9 Men's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
7 LANDOWNE, Will Michigan 3:52.89
8 HARDING, Isaac Michigan 3:53.55
9 MCLEOD, Jacob Belmont 3:54.16
10 HUBAKER, Christian Michigan 3:55.18
11 SIMMONS, Derrick Michigan 3:58.21
12 CHOGE, Jacob M.T.S.U. 3:58.40
13 MOSITO, Lebo M.T.S.U. 4:04.85
BARNETT, Chase Michigan DNF
Section 2 of 4
1 PLOWMAN, Matt Michigan 3:53.78
2 LANING, Nick Vanderbilt 3:54.56
3 SPEER, Ryan Lipscomb 3:55.49
4 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 3:55.62
5 WALLACE, Luke Michigan 3:56.18
6 OTTE, Clark Butler 3:56.92
7 PANICI, Demetri Loyola (Ill.) 3:58.17
8 LEE, Jacob Michigan 3:58.83
9 KILIAN, Cale Indiana St. 3:58.83
10 VROON, Taylor Belmont 3:59.03
11 YOUNG, Nash Austin Peay 4:00.11
12 HILL, Jared Michigan 4:00.51
13 DIMAMBRO, Dominic Michigan 4:00.88
14 HUSSEY, Lascelles Butler 4:03.17
15 ISRAEL, Zach Lipscomb 4:03.99
16 MOHAMMED , ABABU TN Tech 4:08.52
Section 3 of 4
1 CHAMPAGNE, Emmanuel Loyola (Ill.) 4:00.72
2 PLAETINCK, Joost Michigan 4:02.20
3 NIEDERHAUS, Justin Indiana St. 4:03.34
4 TOUART, Jared Unattached 4:03.90
5 KANIPE, Miles Loyola (Ill.) 4:05.14
6 O'MEARA, Maximilian Loyola (Ill.) 4:06.75
7 HALLIDAY, Jordan Trev. Nazarene 4:08.07
8 HUEZO, David Trev. Nazarene 4:08.09
9 SMART, Micah Trev. Nazarene 4:09.77
10 JONES, Colin SE MO. 4:10.50
11 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 4:10.68
12 JONES, Keaton SE MO. 4:11.36
13 KOSBAR, James SE MO. 4:12.70
14 MOSLEY, Thomas TN St. 4:13.85
Section 4 of 4
1 HINKLE, Josh Lipscomb 4:11.67
2 PERKINS, Austin SE MO. 4:15.62
3 REDMAN, Joseph Austin Peay 4:16.09
4 WARNER, Camren Trev. Nazarene 4:16.94
5 DAVIS, Daniel Austin Peay 4:17.56
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#9 Men's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
6 WATERS, Russell TN St. 4:18.42
7 HEAL, Wes Loyola (Ill.) 4:19.76
8 FRIESON, John TN St. 4:20.42
9 WOODS, Austin Trev. Nazarene 4:20.93
10 UNDERWOOD, Benjamin Lipscomb 4:23.21
11 SHULTZ, Jimmy Trev. Nazarene 4:29.05
#38 Women's 5000 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 1
1 LAHEY, Grace Lipscomb 17:17.81
2 HUTCHCRAFT, Rachel SE MO. 17:28.83
3 OWENS, Hannah Lipscomb 17:30.09
4 ECKENROTH, Cayla Ball State 17:44.41
5 MARRIOTT, Lindsey Lipscomb 17:54.89
6 STARK, Kara Butler 17:57.61
7 KIPLAGAT, Emmaculate Austin Peay 18:05.24
8 VANFOSSEN, Abbie Dayton 18:07.55
9 WARD, Michaela Indiana St. 18:14.27
10 FALSEY, Erin Loyola (Ill.) 18:14.68
11 BROWN, Julianna Ct. Michigan 18:15.65
12 LAIRD, Erin Loyola (Ill.) 18:19.19
13 CASSIDY, Tara Indiana St. 18:26.11
14 KLING, Haley Lipscomb 18:40.53
15 MARTIN, Sara Austin Peay 18:40.91
16 KOPPLIN, Natalie SE MO. 18:55.40
17 MCMILLAN, Clara Trev. Nazarene 19:57.39
18 SMITH, Erin Trev. Nazarene 20:23.00
#37 Men's 5000 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 1
1 CASH, Ryan Indiana St. 14:46.65
2 PAPPAS, August Unattached 14:53.89
3 RINK, Derek Loyola (Ill.) 15:07.51
4 EVANS, Luke Belmont 15:08.05
5 CHUDZIK, Nick Loyola (Ill.) 15:09.93
6 PIPILAS, Stephen Loyola (Ill.) 15:10.99
7 SMITH, Patrick Lipscomb 15:11.15
8 LAMB, Colin Dayton 15:11.92
9 PLUNKETT, Daniel SE MO. 15:14.67
10 SUZMAN, Evan Vanderbilt 15:15.38
11 VROON, Jackson Belmont 15:16.19
12 CASOLARO, Caleb Vanderbilt 15:17.53
13 GREEN, John Unattached 15:19.13
14 BUYSSE, Blake Loyola (Ill.) 15:19.61
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#37 Men's 5000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
15 GRAY, Wesley Austin Peay 15:24.39
16 HUWE, Kevin F'break Athletics 15:25.30
17 KACHMAN, William Lipscomb 15:27.16
18 GRISSIM, Garrett Dayton 15:29.12
19 BARGER, Griffin Dayton 15:30.18
20 WHITE, Daniel Belmont 15:30.34
21 WALLACE, Kenny Loyola (Ill.) 15:38.91
22 RODRIGUEZ, Adan Lipscomb 15:39.49
23 MACGREGOR, Sean Dayton 15:49.37
24 MAJERCAK, Will Dayton 15:49.51
25 HALL, Hunter Unattached 16:10.13
26 DURR, Chris SE MO. 16:18.59
#32 Women's Discus
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 BURKHAUSER, Michaela Hillsdale 42.39m FOUL 42.39 40.67 FOUL 42.39 FOUL
2 HUMPHREYS, Nicole SE MO. 40.97m 40.87 40.97 FOUL
HUDSON, Kennedie TN St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
REDDEN, Mary Claire W. Kentucky NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MCDANIEL, Kori Austin Peay NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
BAKER, McKenna SE MO. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
ROPER, Cassaundra Indiana St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
VERSEMAN, Jacklyn Austin Peay NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
FLIGHT, Taylor Dayton NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
STEGBAUER, Sarah Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HERMAN, Rebecca Ct. Michigan NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MINK, Abby TN Tech NM
HUNDT, Emily M.T.S.U. NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 LEPPELMEIER, Molly Kentucky 49.73m 49.73 48.08 48.15 48.13 45.17 FOUL
2 REESE, Erin Indiana St. 49.39m 49.39 44.50 49.09 49.07 42.82 49.39
3 DUUT, Enid Virginia Tech 48.49m FOUL 48.28 48.49 45.61 FOUL 45.51
4 HOWARD, Erin Ct. Michigan 47.83m 47.83 FOUL FOUL 46.75 FOUL FOUL
5 FAUTSCH, Nicole Kentucky 47.57m 45.76 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 47.57
6 BAKER, Bailey Michigan 47.20m FOUL 46.92 47.13 44.43 46.43 47.20
7 RAMSTETTER, Alyssa Dayton 45.61m FOUL FOUL 45.61 42.20 44.40 43.93
8 MERTZ, Laurel Loyola (Ill.) 43.13m FOUL 41.56 43.13 41.69 41.01 41.69
9 THOMPSON, Mikayla TN St. 42.02m FOUL 42.02
10 WHEELER, Quiara Ct. Michigan 40.77m 40.77 FOUL FOUL
WALLS, Elaina Indiana St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
SZYKOWNY, Alison Unattached NM
CARTER, Princess Ball State NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
TAYLOR, Amani TN St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
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Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 WILLINGHAM JR. , Michael TN St. 48.02m FOUL 45.12 48.02 44.76 46.07 FOUL
2 CLARK, Dylan SE MO. 44.83m FOUL FOUL 44.83 FOUL FOUL 44.17
3 SAMS, Kannon Indiana St. 43.75m FOUL 43.75 43.51
BRANNON, Brett W. Kentucky NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
DAVIDSON, Reece Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
WEIDEMAN, Steve Hillsdale NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
CLARK, Richard Butler NM
HENSHAW, Cassidy Michigan NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
WALDER, Wade Butler FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
SHELDON, Ryan Belmont FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
ODUGBESAN, Isaac M.T.S.U. FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 LENFORD JR., Charles Kentucky 56.73m 55.57 FOUL FOUL 56.73 FOUL FOUL
2 SOBOTA, Josh Kentucky 51.99m 51.99 FOUL 49.91 FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 BLOMQUIST, Logan SE MO. 50.03m 50.03 49.04 FOUL FOUL FOUL 49.33
4 COVERT, Connor Ct. Michigan 48.43m FOUL 44.24 43.54 44.04 48.43 FOUL
5 PLATER, Manning Michigan 47.53m 46.96 47.53 45.85 45.90 46.79 46.73
6 MILLER, Braidon Unattached 45.21m FOUL 45.21 44.89 44.75 FOUL FOUL
7 ZAGURSKI, Stephen SE MO. 44.70m FOUL 44.70 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
8 HARRIS, Grant Indiana St. 44.15m 44.07 FOUL 44.15
JONES, Tyson Virginia Tech NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
GIBSON, Stephen Belmont FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
TARGGART, Logan Ct. Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#36 Women's Javelin
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 GRAY, Adarian W. Kentucky 38.25m 38.25 32.76 FOUL FOUL FOUL 35.00
2 MANISCALCO, Grace Belmont 35.44m 33.22 35.44 33.87
3 KOCH, Karmen Butler 32.13m FOUL 32.13 FOUL
MINK, Abby TN Tech NM
TAYLOR, Amani TN St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
WORD, Keyanna TN Tech NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HUNDT, Emily M.T.S.U. NM
PETERS, Lindsay SE MO. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
SHEA, Emma Hillsdale NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
SHARER, Kamryn Loyola (Ill.) NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HILT, Nina Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 MCELROY, Megan Ct. Michigan 44.97m 44.97 44.95 44.86 43.59 FOUL 31.48
2 TAMROUTI, Ilhame Loyola (Ill.) 44.68m 44.68 43.54 43.64 43.76 43.33 44.35
3 HIBBARD, Karly Belmont 41.88m 41.40 41.88 37.52 FOUL 41.56 FOUL
4 GUSTAFSSON, Maja Belmont 41.31m 37.23 41.31 40.62 39.74 40.84 37.42
5 GOSS, Madison SE MO. 39.74m 37.55 39.28 FOUL 37.16 39.74 FOUL
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#36 Women's Javelin (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
6 BOURG, Kristine E. Michigan 39.47m 39.47 FOUL 38.06 35.65 38.35 35.14
7 WILLIAMS, Jayden Ct. Michigan 39.34m FOUL FOUL 36.17 39.34 35.99 34.22
8 JOHNSTON, Kaylee SE MO. 38.67m 36.17 36.79 38.67 FOUL 36.10 35.79
9 DENHAM, Abby Ball State 36.06m 30.60 35.12 36.06
10 MICHALENKO, Elizabeth Dayton 34.32m 34.32 34.09 FOUL
EZEH, Niki Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MARTINEZ, Sabrina Indiana St. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
#35 Men's Javelin
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 1
1 JOSEPH, Avery Ct. Michigan 57.96m 52.97 54.51 FOUL 56.66 57.96 54.63
2 MILLER, Bo Belmont 56.79m 43.55 49.45 52.07 47.10 56.79 55.26
3 OVERTON, Sam Indiana St. 53.77m 50.99 47.74 52.22 50.42 53.77 51.56
4 JOSEPH, Ahmed Ct. Michigan 52.78m 52.78 FOUL 50.95 FOUL 52.45 FOUL
5 CLARK, Richard Butler 51.44m 44.71 50.62 51.44 46.76 45.01 FOUL
6 RYAN, Andrew SE MO. 49.38m 47.84 44.61 48.19 45.11 47.53 49.38
7 SAJOUS, Titouan SE MO. 49.12m 46.06 45.71 49.12 FOUL FOUL 45.79
8 BLOMQUIST, Logan SE MO. 48.79m 48.79 46.92 FOUL 44.97 45.86 45.53
9 WILLINGHAM JR. , Michael TN St. 47.83m 47.38 FOUL 47.28 47.83 47.43 FOUL
10 ZORN, Jake Ct. Michigan 47.18m 42.95 47.18 FOUL
11 SAMS, Kannon Indiana St. 44.23m 44.23 FOUL 43.35
12 GRIFFITH, Richard Indiana St. 43.38m 43.38 43.26
TODHUNTER, Regan Loyola (Ill.) NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
LINT, Jack Michigan NM
WALDER, Wade Butler NM
HOFRICHTER, Luke Butler NM
WEIDEMAN, Steve Hillsdale NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
#20 Women's High Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark
Flight 1 of 1 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.76 1.79 1.81 1.83
1 HINKLE, Carly Kentucky 1.81m P O O O O XO XXX
2 EKHOLM, Ellen Kentucky 1.76m P O O O XXX
3 ROBERTS, Khemani TN Tech 1.71m O O XO P XXX
4 STEMPLE, Calli Ct. Michigan 1.66m O XO XXX
5 ESKRIDGE, Brianna W. Kentucky 1.66m O XXO XXX
6 GIBBS, Nia Austin Peay 1.61m O XXX
7 ROKITTA, Jana Loyola (Ill.) 1.61m XXO XXX
7 GAMRADT, Ellie SE MO. 1.61m XXO XXX
7 MINER, Katt Michigan 1.61m XXO XXX
10 PETERS, Hailley Ball State 1.61m XO XXX
10 REDMON, Caitlyn Indiana St. 1.61m XO XXX
10 ROBINSON, Alexandria Ct. Michigan 1.61m XO XXX
10 BOWEN, Jalyn TN St. 1.61m XO XXX
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#20 Women's High Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark
10 FORRESTER, Annastacia W. Kentucky 1.61m XO XXX
CAMPBELL, Colleen Dayton NH XXX
PHAM, Lana IUPUI NH XXX
ROBINSON, Eshe' TN Tech NH XXX
BELL, Janea Indiana St. NH XXX
HELFRICH, Emily Ct. Michigan NH XXX
DAY, Alexie Hillsdale NH XXX
COOKE, Kara Indiana St. NH XXX
MORLEY, Jeanette Belmont NH XXX
RACHEK, Jamie Dayton NH XXX
SANDERS, Kassandra TN St. NH
HARLA, Marie Dayton NH
DRUMMOND, NaScottisha TN Tech NH
LEWIS, Regan Ball State NH
#19 Men's High Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark
Flight 1 of 1 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15
1 PATTEN, Jacob M.T.S.U. 2.10m P XO XXO O XXX
2 WAGNER, Max Michigan 2.00m O XO XXX
3 SCHULTZ, Nick Indiana St. 2.00m XO XO XXX
4 KIGER, Nathan Indiana St. 2.00m O XXO XXX
5 KLEMM, Alex Michigan 1.95m O XXX
6 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 1.95m XXO XXX
6 BENIARIS, Dino Loyola (Ill.) 1.95m XXO XXX
6 SAJOUS, Titouan SE MO. 1.95m XXO XXX
NOBLE, Sheldon W. Kentucky NH XXX
SHELLENBARGER, Gage Ct. Michigan NH XXX
CHASE, David Hillsdale NH XXX
SOUTH, Nick SE MO. NH XXX
GRIFFITH, Richard Indiana St. NH XXX
GRIMM, Noah Belmont NH XXX
#24 Women's Long Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 BUCHANAN, Kelsea TN St. 5.50m  (+0.4) FOUL 5.50 (+0.4) FOUL 5.28 (–0.2) FOUL 5.36 (–0.4)
ROBERTSON, Taylor Dayton FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
KELLEY, Jessica Austin Peay FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CARTER, Kristen SE MO. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
RINELLA, Corey Dayton FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
EZEH, Niki Butler FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
PALMER, Lauren IUPUI FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
KOCH, Karmen Butler FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
MAYANJA, Theresa Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
HILT, Nina Butler FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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#24 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
HILT, Nina Butler FOUL
Flight 2 of 3
1 ARNOLD, Mackenzie Loyola (Ill.) 5.76m  (+1.7) 5.76 (+1.7) FOUL 5.74 (+2.7) FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 FISH, Jeryne Michigan 5.59m  (–0.9) 5.44 (+1.4) 5.41 (–1.7) 5.59 (–0.9) PASS PASS PASS
3 NOTT, Myesha W. Kentucky 5.44m  (+0.6) 5.44 (+0.6) 5.27 (–2.2) 5.33 (–0.6)
4 THOMAS, Tasjia Indiana St. 5.40m  (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 5.40 (+0.0)
5 DRUMMOND, NaScottisha TN Tech 5.37m  (+1.1) 5.36 (–0.8) 5.28 (–2.4) 5.37 (+1.1)
5 BOWEN, Jalyn TN St. 5.37m  (–2.1) FOUL FOUL 5.37 (–2.1)
7 TAYLOR, Ja'la Ct. Michigan 5.30m  (+1.8) 5.30 (+1.8) FOUL FOUL
7 DAVIS, Kaitlyn Indiana St. 5.30m   (NW) FOUL 5.30 FOUL
9 PERRY - GRIMES, Maya Austin Peay 5.28m  (+0.2) 5.28 (+0.2) FOUL FOUL
10 MOCKOBEE, Hallie IUPUI 5.27m  (+0.5) FOUL FOUL 5.27 (+0.5)
LEHMANN, Michelle Ball State FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 3 of 3
1 PERRY, Janelle Ct. Michigan 6.04m   (NW) FOUL 5.97 (–1.5) PASS FOUL 6.04 FOUL
2 AHOLOU, Tatiana Kentucky 5.71m  (+1.1) 5.71 (+1.1) 5.66 (–1.2)
3 OMOSOLA, Omolayo M.T.S.U. 5.64m  (–0.3) 5.64 (–0.3) FOUL FOUL FOUL 5.35 FOUL
4 MORGAN, Ayanna Indiana St. 5.63m  (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.3) 5.30 (–1.3) 5.63 (+0.0) 5.51 (+0.0) 5.55 (+2.0) FOUL
5 COOMBS , Latavia Kentucky 5.59m  (–1.2) 5.45 (+0.0) 5.40 (–0.3) 5.59 (–1.2) 5.36 (+0.0) 5.47 (+0.7) FOUL
6 YOUNGINER, Gabrielle TN St. 5.51m  (+0.0) 5.51 (+0.0) 5.30 (+0.0) 5.23 (+1.7) FOUL 5.34 (+0.5) FOUL
7 SMITH, Raven TN Tech 5.47m  (+1.7) FOUL 5.47 (+1.7) FOUL
8 BENTON, Akera M.T.S.U. 5.39m  (–1.4) FOUL 5.39 (–1.4) 5.21 (–1.4)
9 JAMES, Lauryn SE MO. 5.21m  (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 5.21 (+0.0)
WILLIAMS, Nadia Ct. Michigan FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#23 Men's Long Jump
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 ROBINSON, Sam Butler 7.08m  (+2.2) 6.81 (+1.6) 7.08 (+2.2) 6.87 (–1.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 BUTAEL, Daniel Michigan 7.02m   (NW) 7.02 PASS FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 MITRZYK, John Ct. Michigan 6.78m  (+0.0) FOUL 6.70 (+0.5) 6.78 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
4 MITCHELL, Drake Belmont 6.68m   (NW) FOUL FOUL 6.57 (–0.7) FOUL FOUL 6.68
5 PAPPER, Michael Loyola (Ill.) 6.57m  (+1.5) FOUL FOUL 6.57 (+1.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL
GRIMM, Noah Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
BELLONI, Brandon Lipscomb NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MAYFIELD, Desmond TN St. NM
JOHNSON JR. , Roderick TN St. NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 BRUMFIELD, R'Lazon TN St. 7.33m  (–1.9) 7.14 (–0.6) FOUL 7.29 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 7.33 (–1.9)
2 SPRINGFIELD, Robbie Kentucky 7.06m  (+1.7) 7.05 (–1.3) 7.06 (+1.7) 6.86 (–0.4) FOUL PASS PASS
3 BURNS, Eric Loyola (Ill.) 7.05m  (–0.4) 7.03 (–0.8) 6.88 (–0.2) FOUL FOUL 7.05 (–0.4) 7.04 (+0.9)
4 HERRON, Dearis Indiana St. 6.99m  (–1.0) 6.91 (+0.0) FOUL 6.78 (+0.0) 6.83 (+0.0) FOUL 6.99 (–1.0)
5 RUSSELL, Luke Butler 6.92m  (–0.7) 6.92 (–0.7) FOUL 6.62 (+0.2) 6.57 (–0.3) 6.85 (–0.6) FOUL
EDOKI, Fabian M.T.S.U. NM
DUPRIEST, Corey Indiana St. NM
ONYEKWELU, Benjamin M.T.S.U. NM
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#23 Men's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
WRIGHT, Willington M.T.S.U. NM
#40 Women's 4 x 100m Relay
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 Kentucky (A) 44.56
1) BARNES, Celera 2) STEINER, Abby
3) ROSS, Faith 4) ABBOTT, Chloe
2 M.T.S.U. (A) 45.21
1) CASTOR, Mirlege 2) FRANCIS, Cecilia
3) MENSAH, Ida 4) ODIONG, Edidiong
3 Ball State (A) 45.30
1) STEWART, Peyton 2) BYRDSONG, Bryeana
3) SMITH, Jazmin 4) LEHMANN, Michelle
4 Ct. Michigan (A) 46.30
1) PERRY, Janelle 2) WILLIAMS, Nadia
3) BEAUVAIS, Gabriella 4) CUNEO, Samantha
5 Indiana St. (A) 46.55
1) MORGAN, Ayanna 2) GREER, DeAndra
3) COOPER, Shana 4) BUGGS, BriMonet
6 TN Tech (A) 47.83
1) ANDERSON, Teauna 2) TATE, Ceirra
3) ROBERTS, Khemani 4) TONEY, Jordan
Section 2 of 2
1 Butler (A) 47.88
1) HESS, Lily 2) COLLESTER, Rebecca
3) FIELDS, Carson 4) VOGELER, Allie
2 Austin Peay (A) 48.45
1) BATTLE, Diamond 2) JOHNSON, Tiyanna
3) WALKER, Lennex 4) WILDER, Kyra
3 Loyola (Ill.) (A) 48.47
1) SIMMONS, Natajah 2) LAWRENCE, Denee'
3) KROLL, Lauren 4) BLAKE, Jordyn
4 Dayton (A) 49.44
1) ROBERTSON, Taylor 2) JOHNSON, Malana
3) JOHNSON, Gabriella 4) RINELLA, Corey
5 Lipscomb (A) 51.17
1) CALVIN, Tia 2) ANDERSON, Hanna
3) HYMAN, Megan 4) JULES, Teanna
6 Trev. Nazarene (A) 55.64
1) KIRK, Miriam 2) PORTELL, McKenna
3) TYSKA, Jorden 4) WALDREP, Sydney
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#39 Men's 4 x 100m Relay
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 W. Kentucky (A) 40.79
1) DAVIS, Joshua 2) HAYES, Austin
3) KELLY , Abdur 4) BUSH, William
2 Indiana St. (A) 41.59
1) SHAW, Jarel 2) MOORE, JaVaughn
3) HARRINGTON, Blayne 4) MOOTHERY, C. Jordan
3 Ct. Michigan (A) 41.67
1) KELLEY, Jeron 2) DODGE, Jack
3) AERTS, Parker 4) MITRZYK, John
4 TN St. (A) 42.57
1) LIGHTNER, Montaive 2) THOMAS, Jordan
3) SCOTT, Jamario 4) BRUMFIELD, R'Lazon
M.T.S.U. (A) DQ
1) HUGLE, Keyon 2) PETTY, Lamarco
3) MANGRAM, Kenneth 4) EDOKI, Fabian
Section 2 of 2
1 W. Kentucky (B) 40.95
1) WARREN, Lincoln 2) GATES, Kymari
3) ALEXANDRE, Oliver 4) BROWN, Nigel
2 Butler (A) 41.58
1) UHL, Jacob 2) CLARK, Richard
3) HAYMON, Colton 4) KELLERSOHN, Jake
3 Hillsdale (A) 42.02
1) PANDO, Nathan 2) WYSE, Levi
3) BROWN, Ian 4) SCHMIDT, Jacob
4 Belmont (A) 42.96
1) STOVER, Hayden 2) HODGE, Griffin
3) DEVORE, Jared 4) SHEPPARD, Elijah
Loyola (Ill.) (A) DNF
1) DIVENERE, Vince 2) ELMORE, Tyler
3) CLAYTON, Adam 4) CHINDA, Gift
#12 Women's 2000m Steeple
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 DROUIN, Emily UAB 6:41.63
2 ELLIS, Angelina Butler 6:55.18
3 WORREL, Megan Michigan 6:57.13
4 HORNOCKER, Margo Butler 7:02.86
5 KINGHAM, Victoria CPTC New Balance 7:04.39
6 SHEA, Kaitlyn SE MO. 7:12.14
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#12 Women's 2000m Steeple (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
7 GARCIA ARIAS, Ana Ct. Michigan 7:14.87
8 GOBBI, Carissa Ct. Michigan 7:15.06
9 JOHNSON, Britney UAB 7:20.04
10 JONES, Abigail Loyola (Ill.) 7:24.17
11 THOMAS, Anna SE MO. 7:24.40
12 BOST, Felicity Unattached 7:34.00
13 BECKMANN, Lauren Ct. Michigan 7:36.38
14 STORTZ, Karlee UAB 7:41.34
15 MIHALIS, Morgan UAB 7:46.85
16 ALLMACHER, Samantha Ct. Michigan 7:59.52
Section 2 of 2
1 TARSA, Emmalyne Ball State 7:11.46
2 LOSITO, Clare Lipscomb 7:17.97
3 KELLER, Maddie SE MO. 7:30.69
4 KOSGEI, Racheal M.T.S.U. 7:38.76
5 GOLDEN, Marygrace Loyola (Ill.) 7:42.06
6 KIPLAGAT, Caroline Austin Peay 7:42.46
7 BRAUER, Adrienne SE MO. 7:48.61
8 MANOOGIAN, Pari Lipscomb 8:02.42
9 SOPER, Lydia Trev. Nazarene 8:18.30
10 YOUNG, Peyton Trev. Nazarene 8:26.03
#11 Men's 2000m Steeple
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 CHEMADI, Kigen M.T.S.U. 5:49.29
2 OTTE, Clark Butler 5:54.50
3 MCMANUS, Declan Belmont 5:57.24
4 CHAMPAGNE, Emmanuel Loyola (Ill.) 5:58.06
5 BAILEY, Griffin SE MO. 6:11.37
6 O'MEARA, Maximilian Loyola (Ill.) 6:17.83
7 KANIPE, Miles Loyola (Ill.) 6:20.65
8 REED, Curtis SE MO. 6:21.03
9 BIRD, Jonah Unattached 6:31.45
10 KOLBUS, Nathan Loyola (Ill.) 6:39.16
11 FALCO, Trevor SE MO. 6:56.39
Section 2 of 2
1 TATE, Lewis Michigan 5:54.18
2 THOMPSON, Aidan Belmont 5:56.53
3 PLAETINCK, Joost Michigan 5:57.49
4 HUBAKER, Christian Michigan 6:04.20
5 DIMAMBRO, Dominic Michigan 6:06.54
6 HILL, Jared Michigan 6:09.25
7 WELLS, Emerson W. Kentucky 6:20.06
8 WARNER, Camren Trev. Nazarene 6:23.31
9 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 6:31.57
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#11 Men's 2000m Steeple (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
10 SHERMAN, Michael W. Kentucky 6:37.30
11 HOOVER, Luke W. Kentucky 6:42.63
#18 Women's 100m Hurdles
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 6 Wind:  (–1.0)
1 ROSS, Faith Kentucky 13.62
2 SMITH, Jazmin Ball State 13.65
3 MORGAN, Ayanna Indiana St. 13.88
4 RUSSELL, Masai Kentucky 14.01
5 PERRY, Janelle Ct. Michigan 14.14
6 HARRIS, Jasmine Ball State 14.31
7 WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay 14.38
8 MCGINLEY, Sydney Michigan 14.42
Section 2 of 6 Wind:  (–0.3)
1 WINTERS, Melanie Unattached 14.32
2 REDMON, Caitlyn Indiana St. 14.78
3 MICHEAUX, April Ct. Michigan 15.10
4 JACKSON, Aisha Ct. Michigan 15.38
5 FAIR, Tajaa Indiana St. 15.41
RODRIGUEZ, Lauren Michigan DNF
BYRD, Tifani E. Michigan DNF
Section 3 of 6 Wind:  (+1.2)
1 TROUTMAN, Anasja Ball State 14.31
2 MCCLELLAND, Camaryn Austin Peay 14.71
3 MACKENZIE, Mia Indiana St. 14.87
4 ROBERTS, Khemani TN Tech 14.91
5 GREENE, McKenzie Butler 15.01
6 ROBINSON, Alexandria Ct. Michigan 15.18
7 BLACK, Kaitlyn Austin Peay 15.22
8 HOUT, McKendra Indiana St. 15.56
Section 4 of 6 Wind:  (+1.7)
1 STARKS, Nigeria TN St. 14.48
2 DUNBAR, Kamille Austin Peay 14.75
3 CARTER, Kristen SE MO. 14.88
4 MAYANJA, Theresa Michigan 15.05
5 LUTON, Tiana Michigan 15.26
6 RINELLA, Corey Dayton 15.28
7 HIGGINS, Ariel Butler 16.11
8 ROBINSON, Eshe' TN Tech 16.61
Section 5 of 6 Wind:  (+1.4)
1 HILT, Nina Butler 15.24
2 KOCH, Karmen Butler 15.42
3 PRUITT, Caroline Belmont 15.83
4 WILLIAMS, Hadiya TN St. 16.04
5 POINTER, Jasmin TN St. 16.60
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#18 Women's 100m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 6 of 6 Wind:   (NW)
GIBBS, Nia Austin Peay NT
SHARER, Kamryn Loyola (Ill.) NT
ROBERTSON, Taylor Dayton NT
EZEH, Niki Butler NT
BUCHANAN, Kelsea TN St. NT
EDMUNDSON, Taylor Lipscomb NT
GRIFFIN, Audrey W. Kentucky NT
#22 Women's Pole Vault
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark
Flight 1 of 1 3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 3.95
1 LOFSTEAD, Caleigh Vanderbilt 3.95m P P O O XXO
2 OLLINGER, Margaret Vanderbilt 3.85m P P O O XXX
3 BICKETT, Jaci Kentucky 3.85m P O XXO O XXX
3 MERCIER, Jessica Michigan 3.85m P XO XO O XXX
5 CAMPBELL, Colleen Dayton 3.85m XXO O XO XO XXX
6 SZERENCSITS, Siobhan Ct. Michigan 3.70m P XO O XXX
7 D'ALESSANDRO, Alison Kentucky 3.70m P XXO O XXX
8 STALEY, Kasey Ct. Michigan 3.40m XO XXX
8 CARR, Rebekah E. Michigan 3.40m XO XXX
10 JONES, Emily Dayton 3.40m XXO XXX
10 MADDOX, Sierra SE MO. 3.40m XXO XXX
10 OGOREK, Nicole W. Kentucky 3.40m XXO XXX
THACKER, Alexis W. Kentucky NH XXX
PERAMAKI, Michaela Ct. Michigan NH XXX
ZEHNDER, Kelly IUPUI NH XXX
KRAWIEC, Meghan Dayton NH XXX
THEOBALT, Keanna SE MO. NH XXX
SCHUMER, Katie SE MO. NH XXX
ATWOOD, Hanna Indiana St. NH XXX
BRADY, Emily Indiana St. NH XXX
BASSETTE, Kathryn Hillsdale NH XXX
JACKSON, Kim Indiana St. NH P XXX
#17 Men's 110m Hurdles
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 5 Wind:  (–2.3)
1 WILT, Caleb Kentucky 14.44
2 AMARTEIFIO, Roland Michigan 14.68
3 LEWIS-BANKS, Matthew Indiana St. 14.79
4 MOFFO, Shane Ct. Michigan 14.79
5 NEWMAN, Wayne Unattached 14.80
6 SEGED, Maor W. Kentucky 15.24
7 BROWN, Tai Kentucky 15.30
Section 2 of 5 Wind:  (+0.5)
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#17 Men's 110m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
1 BALDWIN, John Hillsdale 14.72
2 GONZALEZ, Tremaine Indiana St. 14.85
3 CAUDY, Noah Michigan 14.88
4 TAYLOR, Avery Indiana St. 14.95
5 BAILEY, Ashley TN St. 15.62
6 BLACK, Daryl Indiana St. 15.92
LINT, Jack Michigan DNF
Section 3 of 5 Wind:  (+3.6)
1 BLANCHARD, Jackson Ct. Michigan 14.83
2 TODHUNTER, Regan Loyola (Ill.) 14.97
3 WALDER, Wade Butler 15.12
4 BROWN, Ian Hillsdale 15.29
5 LANDER, Dante Ct. Michigan 15.44
6 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 15.59
7 AERTS, Parker Ct. Michigan 15.80
Section 4 of 5 Wind:  (–0.5)
1 SNYDER, Jacob Lipscomb 15.53
2 MITCHELL, Drake Belmont 15.81
3 HENSHAW, Cassidy Michigan 15.83
4 CLARK, Richard Butler 16.21
5 SEGHI, Joseph Ct. Michigan 16.25
Section 5 of 5 Wind:   (NW)
1 WILKERSON, Randolph Lipscomb 15.59
2 SOUTH, Nick SE MO. 15.75
3 TANNER, Desmond TN St. 16.01
4 KERN, Garrett Butler 16.18
#6 Women's 400 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 7
1 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 55.06
2 AMPONSAH, Janet Unattached 56.11
Section 2 of 7
1 RICHMAN, Sabrina Austin Peay 55.21
2 BARLOW, Payton Belmont 55.79
3 EDWARDS, Mair E. Michigan 56.47
4 DISMUKE, Simonae Ct. Michigan 56.85
5 THIESING, Amelia Austin Peay 56.98
6 TATE, Ceirra TN Tech 57.52
Section 3 of 7
1 NORMAN, MaQuila Ball State 56.16
2 IDDRISU, Shawkia UNAT-MTSU 56.44
3 SANGSTER, Aliyah SE MO. 57.32
4 JOHNSON, Dejah Ball State 57.78
5 WHITE, Zion TN St. 59.01
6 WALTERS, Lindsay Loyola (Ill.) 59.21
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#6 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 4 of 7
1 MARSHALL, Quanisha M.T.S.U. 57.13
2 HALL, Imani Indiana St. 58.76
3 JOHNSON, Allana Austin Peay 59.14
4 WATENE, Wambui Ball State 1:00.25
5 KARL, Emily Loyola (Ill.) 1:00.78
6 TREADWELL, Robin TN St. 1:01.41
7 QUIGLEY, Katrina Belmont 1:02.96
Section 5 of 7
1 HESS, Lily Butler 58.15
2 DUFFY, Grace Dayton 58.74
3 ANDERSON, Hanna Lipscomb 59.40
4 RANSOM, Aairiona W. Kentucky 59.43
5 WILLIAMS, Kamilah Kentucky 59.62
6 MILLER, Madeline Butler 59.77
7 WALLACE, Kyndall Loyola (Ill.) 59.93
8 MCFADDEN, Reyna TN St. 1:00.29
Section 6 of 7
1 PORTER, Abbie Hillsdale 56.89
2 KELLEY, Jessica Austin Peay 1:00.08
3 NEDDEAU, Angela Butler 1:00.78
4 ATTEA, Grace Dayton 1:00.82
5 VERGES, Elaina TN St. 1:01.72
6 LONG, Naja Dayton 1:01.78
7 ANDERSON, Teauna TN Tech 1:03.46
Section 7 of 7
1 HOWLAND, Sidney Loyola (Ill.) 1:01.13
2 KIRK, Miriam Trev. Nazarene 1:02.27
3 TONEY, Jordan TN Tech 1:02.49
4 HALEY, Hope TN St. 1:02.72
5 TERRY, Marie IUPUI 1:03.93
6 ESKRIDGE, Brianna W. Kentucky 1:05.14
7 TYSKA, Jorden Trev. Nazarene 1:07.34
#5 Men's 400 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 ST HILLAIRE, Dwight Kentucky 46.06
2 WRIGHT, Willington M.T.S.U. 46.53
3 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 46.91
4 SCHWEDT, Alex Michigan 49.18
5 AKWU, Mathias Unattached 50.67
6 NAMMOUR, Nathan Belmont 57.22
Section 2 of 4
1 BANN, Nathaniel Kentucky 48.45
2 SANDERS, Trevon M.T.S.U. 48.58
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#5 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
3 SCHWAB, Collin SE MO. 48.83
4 UHL, Jacob Butler 48.88
5 OLIGE, Elijah Loyola (Ill.) 49.03
6 SCOTT, Jamario TN St. 50.31
7 DAVIS, Joshua W. Kentucky 51.01
Section 3 of 4
1 ELROD, Brendan Belmont 48.93
2 CHUNN, Brandon SE MO. 49.22
3 NORTON, LeRon Loyola (Ill.) 49.29
4 BERRY, KaVen W. Kentucky 49.79
5 BLAKE, Rhett Indiana St. 49.89
6 JENKINS, Kaylon SE MO. 50.24
7 WADE, Adam Hillsdale 50.31
Section 4 of 4
1 SHEPPARD, Elijah Belmont 50.42
2 FULLER, Connor Butler 51.61
3 BREMA, Momoh SE MO. 53.12
4 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 53.65
5 RICHMOND, Deshun TN St. 53.83
6 IRBY JR., Quintsontro TN St. 54.18
#2 Women's 100 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 9 Wind:   (NW)
1 STEINER, Abby Kentucky 11.32
2 BARNES, Celera Kentucky 11.48
3 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 11.67
4 AMPONSAH, Janet Unattached 11.82
5 HALUTIE, Hor Unattached 11.84
6 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 12.01
7 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 12.22
Section 2 of 9 Wind:  (+0.8)
1 BYRDSONG, Bryeana Ball State 11.79
2 STEWART, Peyton Ball State 11.87
3 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 11.94
4 GREER, DeAndra Indiana St. 12.01
5 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 12.02
6 SHELBY, Taiya Vanderbilt 12.28
7 COOPER, Shana Indiana St. 12.49
Section 3 of 9 Wind:  (–0.2)
1 LEHMANN, Michelle Ball State 12.13
2 JOHANSSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 12.15
3 MCCROSKEY, Amber TN St. 12.38
4 LINDSEY, Faith Indiana St. 12.42
5 SIMMONS, Natajah Loyola (Ill.) 12.53
6 CLAY, Regan Vanderbilt 12.64
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#2 Women's 100 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
7 JOHNSON, Torisa Michigan 12.81
Section 4 of 9 Wind:  (+0.2)
1 WILDER, Kyra Austin Peay 12.24
2 JAMES, Lauryn SE MO. 12.51
3 FISH, Jeryne Michigan 12.56
4 FIELDS, Carson Butler 12.61
5 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 12.65
6 ECHOLS, Akili Michigan 12.71
7 BATTLE, Diamond Austin Peay 12.73
8 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 13.17
Section 5 of 9 Wind:  (+0.0)
1 MCKEE, Ivy Ball State 12.27
2 LAWRENCE, Denee' Loyola (Ill.) 12.49
3 KROLL, Lauren Loyola (Ill.) 12.74
4 BYRD, Tifani E. Michigan 12.76
5 STARKS, Nigeria TN St. 12.98
6 REIGHARD, Molly Loyola (Ill.) 13.10
7 EAKIN, Kaylee SE MO. 13.66
Section 6 of 9 Wind:  (+0.1)
1 JOHNSON, Tiyanna Austin Peay 12.33
2 JOHNSON, Gabriella Dayton 12.50
3 COLLESTER, Rebecca Butler 12.57
4 CHUKWUNWIKE, Esther Indiana St. 12.87
5 THOMAS, Tasjia Indiana St. 12.99
6 TONEY, Jordan TN Tech 13.02
7 MOORE, Nicquayleeonntea TN St. 13.30
Section 7 of 9 Wind:  (–0.2)
1 NETTER, Garielle Austin Peay 12.71
2 PALMER, Lauren IUPUI 13.04
3 NEAL, Alyse TN St. 13.15
4 RASSEL, Olivia Dayton 13.42
5 ROBINSON, Eshe' TN Tech 13.86
6 BAILEY, Airyanna TN St. 13.93
7 WALSH, Jessica TN Tech 15.74
Section 8 of 9 Wind:  (–1.2)
1 DANIELS, Tyra Ct. Michigan 13.02
2 LONG, Naja Dayton 13.57
3 PORTELL, McKenna Trev. Nazarene 14.44
4 WALDREP, Sydney Trev. Nazarene 14.99
5 NICKERSON, Michaela Trev. Nazarene 16.02
6 MARINO, Isabelle Trev. Nazarene 16.56
Section 9 of 9 Wind:  (–0.4)
1 BENTON, Akera M.T.S.U. 12.71
2 ERKINS, A'Niya Ct. Michigan 13.05
3 MOCKOBEE, Hallie IUPUI 13.13
4 ZEHNDER, Kelly IUPUI 13.73
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#2 Women's 100 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
5 CORNELIUS, Laura Trev. Nazarene 17.41
#1 Men's 100 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 6 Wind:  (–0.7)
1 DASOR, Emmanuel Unattached 10.64
2 SMITH, Jacob Kentucky 10.73
3 MOORE, JaVaughn Indiana St. 10.74
4 BUSH, William W. Kentucky 10.76
5 DODGE, Jack Ct. Michigan 10.86
6 COUNCIL, Cameron Kentucky 10.88
7 HAYES, Austin W. Kentucky 11.02
Section 2 of 6 Wind:  (–1.2)
1 PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. 10.81
2 EDOKI, Fabian M.T.S.U. 10.93
3 HARRINGTON, Blayne Indiana St. 10.94
4 SHAW, Jarel Indiana St. 10.96
5 CLAYTON, Adam Loyola (Ill.) 11.04
Section 3 of 6 Wind:  (–0.2)
1 HUGLE, Keyon M.T.S.U. 10.76
2 CLARK, Richard Butler 10.86
3 MOOTHERY, C. Jordan Indiana St. 10.96
4 BRUMFIELD, R'Lazon TN St. 11.02
5 THOMAS, Jordan TN St. 11.06
6 AERTS, Parker Ct. Michigan 11.14
7 MITCHELL, James Indiana St. 11.23
Section 4 of 6 Wind:  (+0.7)
1 LIGHTNER, Montaive TN St. 11.05
2 HAYMON, Colton Butler 11.08
3 STOVER, Hayden Belmont 11.09
4 PAPPER, Michael Loyola (Ill.) 11.11
5 MITRZYK, John Ct. Michigan 11.25
6 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 11.37
Section 5 of 6 Wind:  (–1.3)
1 MANGRAM, Kenneth M.T.S.U. 11.00
2 REICH, Joe Loyola (Ill.) 11.10
3 TODHUNTER, Regan Loyola (Ill.) 11.19
4 HODGE, Griffin Belmont 11.37
5 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 11.45
6 SINGLETON, Ahmad TN St. 11.48
Section 6 of 6 Wind:  (–0.2)
1 TIRADO, Alex Lipscomb 11.20
2 JONES, Damion Trev. Nazarene 11.95
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#8 Women's 800 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 5
1 DEGENERO, Micaela Michigan 2:08.45
2 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 2:09.02
3 WALKER, Haley Vanderbilt 2:10.17
4 JENSEN, Grace Vanderbilt 2:10.90
5 ODUSOLA, Rebecca Indiana St. 2:11.08
6 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 2:11.85
7 AKIN, Emily Kentucky 2:12.74
8 KNOTT, Carli SE MO. 2:13.43
9 MUNLEY, Lexi Michigan 2:13.82
10 CONLEY, Jessi Indiana St. 2:14.65
11 JANSOHN, Carola Michigan 2:17.66
Section 2 of 5
1 NOHILLY, Brooke Kentucky 2:13.91
2 CRUZ, Amairany IUPUI 2:15.06
3 WRIGHT, Allie IUPUI 2:15.26
4 DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt 2:15.97
5 MORRILL, Claire SE MO. 2:16.57
6 MOON, Cele UAB 2:16.89
7 SHIELDS, Maggie IUPUI 2:18.33
8 SHARPE, Jocelyn E. Michigan 2:19.11
9 WIGGINS, Ruth Belmont 2:19.83
10 RETTELLE, Maija Ct. Michigan 2:22.25
Section 3 of 5
1 MORSTAD, Madison Austin Peay 2:16.12
2 SMITH, Mikaela Austin Peay 2:16.65
3 RUTHERFORD, Sofia B'wood TC 2:16.79
4 PENA, Corinna Butler 2:17.29
5 MOFFETT, Lauren Vanderbilt 2:19.13
6 BRUGERE, Alexa TN Tech 2:19.86
7 SREENAN, Emily Dayton 2:20.19
8 WEEMS, Kiera NRC 2:20.86
9 DISTELRATH, Madison E. Michigan 2:22.00
10 SHELL, Keleah Austin Peay 2:22.37
Section 4 of 5
1 MARTINEZ, Serena UAB 2:16.17
2 STALLKAMP, Victoria Dayton 2:19.43
3 HOWARD, Molly Austin Peay 2:19.66
4 DANIEL, Caroline Belmont 2:20.43
5 TURNER, Lauren UAB 2:20.82
6 ARRICK, Anna Belmont 2:22.47
7 ZECK, Devon Indiana St. 2:22.86
8 WYNN, Rebekah TN St. 2:23.41
9 ZAJAKOWSKI, Mya IUPUI 2:23.63
10 MANDELKE, Madi Ct. Michigan 2:24.09
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#8 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
11 HEDRICK, Meghan Ball State 2:24.25
Section 5 of 5
1 MIKOLAY, Mary Claire Dayton 2:21.22
2 KISER, Madison Ball State 2:23.18
3 LEWIS, Juannae W. Kentucky 2:26.15
4 MADSEN, Palmer Dayton 2:33.23
5 CHESIRE, Vivian TN Tech 2:33.60
6 MCGOWAN, Courtney TN Tech 2:34.43
7 ENDRES, Alura Austin Peay 2:37.90
8 MCMILLAN, Clara Trev. Nazarene 2:44.20
9 SMITH, Erin Trev. Nazarene 2:53.17
#7 Men's 800 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 5
1 SCHWIND, Jonathan Lipscomb 1:49.86
2 LEVERENZ, Johnny Butler 1:50.59
3 HILL, Ben Michigan 1:50.79
4 PLOWMAN, Matt Michigan 1:51.64
5 JOHNSON, Cole Michigan 1:54.17
6 SIMMONS, Derrick Michigan 1:54.58
7 WEISEL, Ben Belmont 1:55.60
8 AGYEMANG , Duncan W. Kentucky 1:59.68
Section 2 of 5
1 RONO, Brian M.T.S.U. 1:52.63
2 KELLY , Abdur W. Kentucky 1:52.64
3 BAUGH, Eric Butler 1:54.01
4 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 1:54.04
5 MCGAHA, Chandler Butler 1:54.25
6 WALLACE, Luke Michigan 1:54.78
7 JONES, Keaton SE MO. 1:55.54
8 MOSLEY, Thomas TN St. 1:57.14
9 BERRY, KaVen W. Kentucky 1:57.23
10 KOSBAR, James SE MO. 1:59.77
Section 3 of 5
1 MACK, Nathan M.T.S.U. 1:53.69
2 HUSSEY, Lascelles Butler 1:54.81
3 ACEVEDO, Julio M.T.S.U. 1:54.84
4 MORGAN, Nathan Lipscomb 1:55.37
5 BUSH, Ryan Lipscomb 1:55.50
6 JONES, Colin SE MO. 1:56.06
7 WYMAN, Wyatt Indiana St. 1:56.25
8 WATERS, Russell TN St. 1:58.44
9 PLUNKETT, David SE MO. 1:59.54
Section 4 of 5
1 YOUNG, Nash Austin Peay 1:57.11
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#7 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
2 SANDIFER, Elias Unattached 1:57.93
3 JOHNSON, Kevin W. Kentucky 1:58.61
4 TIRADO, Juan Indiana St. 1:59.00
5 HALLIDAY, Jordan Trev. Nazarene 1:59.57
6 WOMACK, Wyatt Belmont 1:59.81
7 DAVIS, Antonio Indiana St. 1:59.96
8 WACHS, Zachary Kentucky 2:00.12
9 FRIESON, John TN St. 2:00.77
10 IRBY JR., Quintsontro TN St. 2:04.97
Section 5 of 5
1 REDMAN, Joseph Austin Peay 1:58.51
2 VROON, Taylor Belmont 1:58.75
3 SMART, Micah Trev. Nazarene 2:02.72
4 DAVIS, Daniel Austin Peay 2:03.71
5 HUEZO, David Trev. Nazarene 2:04.69
6 HEAL, Wes Loyola (Ill.) 2:06.70
7 WOODS, Austin Trev. Nazarene 2:07.19
8 SHULTZ, Jimmy Trev. Nazarene 2:07.89
#16 Women's 400m Hurdles
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 ROSS, Faith Kentucky 57.38
2 RUSSELL, Masai Kentucky 58.57
3 FOSTER, Chloe Michigan 59.33
4 VOGELER, Allie Butler 59.45
5 LONG, Kendall SE MO. 1:02.74
6 ROBERTSON, Emily Indiana St. 1:06.46
Section 2 of 4
1 HILL, Lakeia TN St. 1:01.62
2 TOWNSEND, Calli Hillsdale 1:03.32
3 PRUITT, Caroline Belmont 1:04.73
4 BOEHM, Melanie Hillsdale 1:05.27
5 BROOKS, Leslie SE MO. 1:06.11
6 EASON, Ayana TN St. 1:07.29
7 CLICK, Haley Michigan 1:07.94
Section 3 of 4
1 ZUMBRO, Karlie Ball State 1:05.29
2 GRIDER, Alexis Indiana St. 1:08.02
3 LEARY, Ariah Indiana St. 1:08.74
4 BUSH, Kaeley Dayton 1:13.14
Section 4 of 4
1 EDMUNDSON, Taylor Lipscomb 1:05.59
2 TROUTMAN, Anasja Ball State 1:06.14
3 HANKEY, Olivia Ct. Michigan 1:06.45
4 MCCLELLAND, Camaryn Austin Peay 1:06.95
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#16 Women's 400m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
5 JOHNSON, Malana Dayton 1:09.35
6 WALSH, Jessica TN Tech 1:20.23
#15 Men's 400m Hurdles
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 AMARTEIFIO, Roland Michigan 51.73
2 SEGED, Maor W. Kentucky 52.89
3 CAUDY, Noah Michigan 52.95
4 BISSCHOP, Braam M.T.S.U. 53.08
5 SARUNI, David W. Kentucky 53.97
6 BAILEY, Ashley TN St. 54.65
7 NEWMAN, Wayne Unattached 54.85
8 MILLER, Alex Belmont 56.94
Section 2 of 3
1 BLANCHARD, Jackson Ct. Michigan 52.33
2 WALKER, William Kentucky 53.68
3 DIVENERE, Vince Loyola (Ill.) 54.60
4 BUDDE, Kaleb Indiana St. 55.49
5 TANNER, Desmond TN St. 55.69
6 LANDER, Dante Ct. Michigan 57.95
7 PEASE, Bryce SE MO. 59.38
Section 3 of 3
1 WILKERSON, Randolph Lipscomb 54.22
2 SEGHI, Joseph Ct. Michigan 56.82
3 DOWNEY, David Hillsdale 58.01
4 BARNHART, Noah Belmont 58.20
5 CURBY, Kevin Hillsdale 59.52
6 WAGNER, Garrett Indiana St. 59.84
7 SHELLENBARGER, Gage Ct. Michigan 1:00.14
8 BOWERS, Jake Butler 1:02.59
#14 Women's 3000 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 HOUSE, Kathryn Michigan 9:29.46
2 BRENNER, Courtney Lipscomb 9:29.71
3 FORSYTH, Anne Michigan 9:29.95
4 LARSON, Jessi Michigan 9:36.68
5 COLEMAN, Rachel Michigan 9:38.63
6 BORCHERS, Emily Dayton 9:43.83
7 REYNOLDS, Faith Michigan 9:46.29
8 PIETRZYK, Caroline Vanderbilt 9:49.21
9 NELSON, Katie UAB 9:49.97
10 RODRIGUEZ, Maritza Ball State 9:50.24
11 MORTIMER, Gillian Vanderbilt 9:50.25
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#14 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
12 MCLAIN, Maddie Butler 9:55.58
13 BADGER, Sydney Michigan 9:56.04
14 POWERS, Raquel Michigan 10:00.15
15 KEANE, Kayla Michigan 10:02.60
16 MORGAN, Anna Grace Vanderbilt 10:03.86
17 VANITVELT, Julia Michigan 10:08.13
Section 2 of 3
1 BECKHAM, Mia Butler 9:54.00
2 FLYNT, Lauren Lipscomb 9:57.82
3 WORKMAN, Alli Indiana St. 10:00.71
4 CONSTABLE, Carlee Dayton 10:04.27
5 RUDIE, Kayla Lipscomb 10:06.60
6 TRISKETT, Allison Dayton 10:07.87
7 WALLACE, Ana Vanderbilt 10:08.60
8 THOMPSON, Laura UAB 10:09.75
9 KWAMBAI, Janet TN Tech 10:11.59
10 MERLINO, Morgan Ct. Michigan 10:12.07
11 CHEPKEMBOI, Sharon TN Tech 10:17.66
12 BREEDING, Kacie Vanderbilt 10:18.44
13 HUTCHCRAFT, Rachel SE MO. 10:18.98
14 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 10:24.99
15 FERNGREN, Logan Butler 10:26.86
Section 3 of 3
1 OETTING, Grace Lipscomb 10:14.74
2 MOHRMANN, Danielle SE MO. 10:17.93
3 RODRIGUEZ, Meliza Ball State 10:35.84
4 FALSEY, Erin Loyola (Ill.) 10:41.43
5 ORVIS, Janine IUPUI 10:41.96
6 HECKMAN, Savannah W. Kentucky 10:43.24
7 MILLER, Katie Dayton 10:44.72
8 LAIRD, Erin Loyola (Ill.) 10:47.03
9 BRAUER, Maria Belmont 10:47.95
10 CUNNINGHAM, Emma Ball State 10:48.08
11 YATAURO, Gabrielle Belmont 11:09.35
12 SCHWARTZ, Alex IUPUI 11:10.73
13 KANNAPEL, Morgan W. Kentucky 11:26.27
14 ROBY, Lauren W. Kentucky 11:58.62
#13 Men's 3000 Meters
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 LANING, Nick Vanderbilt 8:25.69
2 TATTER, John Michigan 8:31.51
3 HUFNAGEL, Noah Indiana St. 8:39.71
4 GLOGOVSKY, Owen Lipscomb 8:39.82
5 BENTZ, Isaac Indiana St. 8:41.76
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#13 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
6 LAWTON, Daniel Butler 8:43.44
7 GINN, Sean Unattached 8:46.95
8 TIGHE, Andrew Dayton 8:47.78
9 PANICI, Demetri Loyola (Ill.) 8:48.85
10 WALLACE, Kenny Loyola (Ill.) 8:49.55
11 TROXELL, Dedrick W. Kentucky 8:50.65
12 PIPILAS, Stephen Loyola (Ill.) 8:51.55
13 CUMMINGS, Ian Loyola (Ill.) 8:52.34
14 BUYSSE, Blake Loyola (Ill.) 8:55.91
15 PLUNKETT, Daniel SE MO. 8:57.81
16 LAWSON, Kevin Dayton 8:59.19
17 VERNOT, Kyle Dayton 9:09.90
Section 2 of 2
1 IRVINE, Andrew Vanderbilt 8:53.82
2 CHIMBANDA, Jonas Dayton 8:54.18
3 KIPKORIR, Dennis M.T.S.U. 8:57.91
4 DURR, Chris SE MO. 9:06.10
5 BEILER, Brody Lipscomb 9:06.43
6 PORTER, Thomas Austin Peay 9:08.65
7 BRENNER, Collyn Trev. Nazarene 9:21.80
8 SNYDER, Ethan W. Kentucky 9:23.89
9 FORBES, Gabe Trev. Nazarene 10:12.61
10 APPLEBY, Timothy Trev. Nazarene 10:34.89
KELLY , Abdur W. Kentucky DNF
HARPSTEAD, Edward Vanderbilt DNF
VAN GEFFEN, Caleb Vanderbilt DNF
#42 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 TN Tech (A) 4:05.24
1) TATE, Ceirra 2) TONEY, Jordan
3) ANDERSON, Teauna 4) JACKSON, D'Airrien
2 Indiana St. (B) 4:07.52
1) ROBERTSON, Emily 2) BUGGS, BriMonet
3) GRIDER, Alexis 4) LEARY, Ariah
3 Dayton (A) 4:13.36
1) ATTEA, Grace 2) MADSEN, Palmer
3) MIKOLAY, Mary Claire 4) STALLKAMP, Victoria
4 TN Tech (B) 4:34.85
1) ROBINSON, Eshe' 2) SMITH, Raven
3) DRUMMOND, NaScottisha 4) BRUGERE, Alexa
Section 2 of 3
1 Loyola (Ill.) (A) 4:01.50
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#42 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time
1) BLAKE, Jordyn 2) KARL, Emily
3) WALTERS, Lindsay 4) WALLACE, Kyndall
3 Michigan (A) 4:09.33
1) JOHNSON, Torisa 2) LUTON, Tiana
3) MAYANJA, Theresa 4) ECHOLS, Akili
Hillsdale (A) DQ
1) BOEHM, Melanie 2) O'LEARY, Alanna
3) PORTER, Abbie 4) TOWNSEND, Calli
Section 3 of 3
1 Indiana St. (A) 3:46.22
1) DAVIS, Imani 2) HALL, Imani
3) MARTIN, Jezel 4) ODUSOLA, Rebecca
2 Austin Peay (A) 3:50.47
1) THIESING, Amelia 2) JOHNSON, Allana
3) WILDER, Kyra 4) RICHMAN, Sabrina
3 Ball State (A) 3:50.88
1) JOHNSON, Dejah 2) ZUMBRO, Karlie
3) BYRDSONG, Bryeana 4) NORMAN, MaQuila
4 Kentucky (A) 3:51.47
1) ABBOTT, Chloe 2) AHOLOU, Tatiana
3) AKIN, Emily 4) O'CONNOR, Janie
5 SE MO. (A) 3:56.86
1) SANGSTER, Aliyah 2) LONG, Kendall
3) JAMES, Lauryn 4) MORRILL, Claire
#41 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 Indiana St. (A) 3:20.08
1) BLAKE, Rhett 2) DAVIS, Antonio
3) BIOKORO, Ejiroghene 4) BUDDE, Kaleb
2 Hillsdale (A) 3:21.27
1) WYSE, Levi 2) WADE, Adam
3) PANDO, Nathan 4) BALDWIN, John
3 SE MO. (B) 3:26.41
1) JONES, Colin 2) KOSBAR, James
3) PLUNKETT, David 4) PERKINS, Austin
4 Indiana St. (B) 3:30.08
1) TAYLOR, Avery 2) LEWIS-BANKS, Matthew
3) WAGNER, Garrett 4) GONZALEZ, Tremaine
5 Hillsdale (B) 3:30.63
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#41 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time
1) CHASE, David 2) SCHMIDT, Jacob
3) DOWNEY, David 4) CURBY, Kevin
1 W. Kentucky (B) 3:18.94
1) AGYEMANG , Duncan 2) BERRY, KaVen
3) BUSH, William 4) NOBLE, Sheldon
2 SE MO. (A) 3:19.34
1) PEASE, Bryce 2) CHUNN, Brandon
3) JONES, Keaton 4) SCHWAB, Collin
3 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:24.58
1) ACEVEDO, Julio 2) RONO, Brian
3) MACK, Nathan 4) MANGRAM, Kenneth
Section 3 of 3
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:07.41
1) SANDERS, Trevon 2) BISSCHOP, Braam
3) TORIAN, Jaquez 4) WRIGHT, Willington
2 Kentucky (A) 3:10.56
1) BANN, Nathaniel 2) ST HILLAIRE, Dwight
3) COUNCIL, Cameron 4) SMITH, Jacob
3 Loyola (Ill.) (A) 3:13.01
1) DIVENERE, Vince 2) OLIGE, Elijah
3) NORTON, LeRon 4) EDWARDS, Michael
4 W. Kentucky (A) 3:15.09
1) HAYES, Austin 2) JOHNSON, Kevin
3) KELLY , Abdur 4) SARUNI, David
5 Ct. Michigan (A) 3:19.00
1) HUERTAS, Erick 2) LANDER, Dante
3) MORTON, Roshawn 4) JAIME, Gavin
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, March 27, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full preview video: https://goto.ps/2U4cZ8H 
Full schedule attached. 
 
WKU TRACK & FIELD SET TO COMPETE AT PEPSI FLORIDA RELAYS  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - WKU Track & Field is headed to Gainesville, Fla., for the Pepsi Florida Relays this 
weekend at the James G. Pressly Stadium and Percy Beard Track. The meet is considered to be one of 
the top-five collegiate track and field meets in the country and will be run Thursday through Saturday. 
WKU is sending 22 Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers to compete in 15 total events over the course of the 
three days.  
 
A few Hilltoppers will compete in the 200-meter dash on the first day of competition. Those races will be 
run at 1:40 p.m. CT on Thursday. On Friday, collegiate field events start at 10:30 a.m. CT while collegiate 
running events will begin at 11:15 a.m. CT. On Saturday, the final day of the meet, field events are 
scheduled to start at 10 a.m. CT with men’s discus and collegiate running will start at 11 a.m. CT.  
 
The Florida Relays have been run nearly every year since 1939 excluding 1942-46 due to World War II 
and 2006 when Percy Beard Track was under construction. The Relays attract over 3,000 high school, 
collegiate and international competitors each year as a premier track and field event.  
 
“We are extremely blessed to have the opportunity to go down and compete at the Florida Relays,” said 
head coach Erik Jenkins. “Everybody will be represented at that meet. We want to be prepared for 
championship season. You want to compete against the best because at some point at the end of the 
season, you want to be one of the best. We want to put ourselves in a position where we’ve seen it and 
done it.” 
 
At WKU Track & Field’s last time out, one of the men’s 4x100-meter relay teams took home first place 
after running a 40.79 relay at the Vanderbilt Black and Gold Invitational. WKU also earned 16 top-10 
finishes including each of the two squads in the men’s 4x100-meter and 4x400-meter relays.  
 
SEC Network + (via Watch ESPN) will broadcast live coverage during parts of Friday's and Saturday's 
collegiate/post-collegiate competition. Tickets are $25 for a three-day pass and parking information can 
be found here. 
 
Following the Florida Relays, WKU is set to host its annual Hilltopper Relays on April 5th and 6th. Senior 
day and the Bowling Green’s Fastest Kid competition are both scheduled for Saturday afternoon.  
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 30, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full results attached.  
 
ISENBARGER BREAKS SCHOOL RECORD AT PEPSI FLORIDA RELAYS  
 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. – Led by seven top-10 performances and a record-breaking high jump from freshman 
Katie Isenbarger, WKU Track & Field had a solid showing at the Pepsi Florida Relays over the past three 
days. The Red and White had 22 competitors across 15 events at the James G. Pressly Stadium and Percy 
Beard Track.  
 
Isenbarger finished with the highest place for WKU, breaking the female outdoor high jump school 
record and tying for second in the women’s high jump invite event. The Indiana-native jumped 1.76 
meters (5’ 9 1/4”), finished five one-hundredths of a meter out of first and tied with reigning Conference 
USA Outdoor High Jump Champion Clarissa Cutliff of FIU. The previous WKU record was held by Kelley 
Barbour when she recorded a height of 5’ 9” in 1979. 
 
The men’s relay teams finished off the Florida Relays with strong performances on Saturday afternoon. 
The 4x400-meter relay squad ran the second-best outdoor time in program history with a 3:03.78 mark. 
Finishing just behind Iowa and Florida, the Hilltoppers missed first place by just .68 seconds. The 
outdoor school record of 3:03.02 was set in 2014. 
 
WKU competed in the 4x100-meter relay, placing 13th after running a 39.77. The Hilltoppers also ran in 
two uncommon outdoor relays, the 4x200-meter and 1600 sprint medley relay. The Red and White 
finished 11th with a time of 1:24.62 in the 4x200-meter and eighth with a time of 3:28.32 in the 1600 
sprint medley.  
 
Hilltopper sprinters continued to see success in Florida with high finishes in the men’s open 200-meter 
and 400-meter dashes. Kymari Gates placed ninth in the 200-meter sprint with a time of 20.76, a season 
best for the Hilltoppers. Oliver Alexandre ran a 46.36 in the 400-meter and finished seventh.  
 
Along with Isenbarger in the high jump, two other Lady Toppers recorded strong perforamnces in their 
jumping events. Myesha Nott placed eighth in the triple jump with a mark of 12.80 meters, WKU’s best 
mark in the event since 2014. Nott also placed 14th in the open long jump with a 5.52-meter jump. 
Annastacia Forrester competed in the women’s long jump invite and earned eighth with a jump of 5.95 
meters.  
 
“Florida Relays is one of the best outdoor track meets in the country,” said head coach Erik Jenkins of 
the event. “We look forward to this early season competitive measurement every year. We had some 
solid performances and are excited about the remainder of the season.” 
 
WKU is set to host the Hilltopper Relays this Friday and Saturday, April 5-6, with Senior Day and the 
Fastest Kid in Bowling Green competition scheduled for Saturday afternoon at the Charles M. Ruter 
Track and Field Complex.  
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Women 100 m Dash College
========================================================================
       Track: T 10.97  2015        Michelle-Lee Ahye, World Express
      Relays: R 10.97  2015        Michelle-Lee Ahye, World Express
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
Finals
  1 Kayla White               SR N. Carolina A&T          11.04   2.3  2
  2 Ka'Tia Seymour            SO Florida State            11.08   2.3  2
  3 Kianna Gray               SR Kentucky                 11.25   2.3  2
  3 Angela Tenorio               adidas                   11.25   0.1  1
  5 Liang Xiaojing            SR Tumbleweed T             11.26   0.1  1
  6 Tamara Clark              SO Alabama                  11.30   2.3  2
  7 Abby Steiner              FR Kentucky                 11.32   2.3  2
  8 Celera Barnes             SO Kentucky                 11.33   2.3  2
  9 Anavia Battle             SO Ohio State               11.37  -0.1  3
 10 Cambrea Sturgis           FR N. Carolina A&T          11.39  -0.1  3
 11 Lynna Irby                SR Georgia                  11.40  -0.1  3
 12 Rebekah Smith             JR Clemson                  11.41   2.3  2
 13 Wei Yongli                SR Tumbleweed T             11.43   0.1  1
 14 Aaliyah Brown                Usa                      11.44   0.1  1
 15 Daija Lampkin             SO Alabama                  11.45  -0.1  3
 16 Alfreda Steele            SO Miami (Fla.)             11.46  -0.1  3
 17 Kiara Grant               SO Norfolk State            11.47   0.3  4
 18 Charminiqu Hackney        JR Alabama State            11.52   2.3  2
 19 Joanna Atkins             SR Life Speed               11.54   0.1  1
 19 Shaina Harrison           SR Athletics Canada         11.54   0.1  1
 21 Krystal Sparling          JR Alabama                  11.66   0.3  4
 22 Symone Darius             JR Alabama                  11.67   0.3  4
 23 Carolyn Brown             SR Miami (Fla.)             11.69   0.3  4
 24 Symone Mason              SO Miami (Fla.)             11.70  -0.1  3
 25 Amuru Patterson           FR Miami (Fla.)             11.74  -1.3  5
 25 Amber Hughes              SR Twcus                    11.74   0.1  1
 27 Kennedy Dennis            SO Virginia Tech            11.76  -1.3  5
 28 Shaniya Williams          SO Ucf                      11.81  -2.0  6
 29 Bliss Soleyn              SR Ohio State               11.85  -1.3  5
 29 Bria Mack                 SO Maryland                 11.85   0.3  4
 31 Lauryn Hall               FR North Carolina           11.86   0.3  4
 32 Taliyah Townsend          JR N. Carolina A&T          11.88   0.3  4
 33 Alex Council              SR Charlotte                11.90  -2.0  6
 34 Nia Jack                  JR Alabama State            11.91  -1.4  7
 35 Oniesha Clarke            SR Rutgers                  11.97  -1.3  5
 36 Jaida Smith               FR Maryland                 11.98  -2.0  6
 37 Lakayla Harris            SR Nebraska                 12.05  -0.1  3
 38 Chidinma Matthew          SO Albany                   12.06  -1.4  7
 39 Janie O'Connor            SO Kentucky                 12.07  -2.0  6
 40 Keianna Albury            SR Penn State               12.08  -2.0  6
 41 Autumn Heath              SR Purdue                   12.10  -1.3  5
 42 Antonise Christian        SO Iowa                     12.15  -1.3  5
 43 Kiana Davis               SR East Tenn. St.           12.19  -1.4  7
 44 Sekayi Bracey             JR Purdue                   12.21   0.3  4
 44 Quashira McIntosh         SR Nebraska                 12.21  -2.0  6
 46 Juannae Lewis             SR Western Kentucky         12.33  -2.0  6
 47 Eleni Frommann            SO Coastal Carolina         12.49  -1.3  5
 48 Mallory Pitchford         JR Hampton                  12.61  -1.4  7
 -- Marizol Landazuri            Ecuador National           DNF   0.1  1
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Women 400 m Dash College
===================================================================
       Track: T 50.07  3/30/2018   Sydney McLaughlin, Kentucky
      Relays: R 50.23  4/1/2011    Francena McCorory, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Sharrika Barnett          SR Florida                  50.96   1
  2 Chloe Abbott              JR Kentucky                 51.61   1
  3 Alexis Holmes             FR Penn State               52.08   1
  4 Wadeline Jonathas         JR South Carolina           52.18   2
  5 Stephanie Davis           SO South Carolina           52.24   3
  6 Aliyah Abrams             JR South Carolina           52.28   1
  7 Zoe Sherar                   Guelph                   52.34   3
  8 Taylor Manson             SO Florida                  52.82   1
  9 Natassha McDonald         JR Alabama                  52.87   1
 10 Kat Surin                 SR Connecticut              52.94   2
 11 Lenysse Dyer              SR Tennessee                52.95   1
 12 Takyera Roberson          JR Alabama                  53.06   2
 13 Karimah Davis             FR Florida State            53.18   3
 14 Amber Tanner              SR Georgia                  53.59   3
 15 Natalie Price             SO Indiana                  53.72   2
 16 Karrington Winters        SR Ohio State               53.95   2
 17 Tori Ray                  JR N. Carolina A&T          53.96   4
 18 Amanda Stead              SO Stony Brook              54.01   5
 19 Amanda Crawford           JR St. Augustine's          54.04   2
 20 Kendra Clarke             SR Clemson                  54.06   4
 21 Janae Caldwell            JR Florida State            54.11   4 54.103
 22 Maya Singletary           FR Charlotte                54.11   5 54.104
 23 Taiya Shelby              FR Vanderbilt               54.16   7
 24 Kiara Lester              JR Penn State               54.17   4
 25 Martina Weil              SR Tennessee                54.18   2
 26 D'Jai Baker               JR Alabama                  54.22   2
 27 Arlicia Bush              JR Virginia Tech            54.28   3
 28 Kristen Williams          SR Charlotte                54.30   7
 29 Kiersten Walker           SO DePaul                   54.46   5
 30 Liz Reid                  SR Towson                   54.73   6
 31 Maiah Walker              FR North Carolina           54.80   4
 32 Alexis Crosby             FR Syracuse                 55.00   5
 33 Iman Sule                 JR Columbia                 55.01   4
 34 Nykah Smith               FR Virginia Tech            55.17   5
 35 Loren Gallmon             JR Ucf                      55.19   6
 36 Aly Weum                  SO Iowa                     55.21   5
 37 Madison Kennedy           SO Troy                     55.26   6
 38 McKinley McNeill          JR North Carolina           55.31   4
 39 Eugenie Hue               SR Liu Brooklyn             55.37   5
 40 Cheyenne Jones            SO Maryland                 55.44   7
 41 Samara Miller             JR Purdue                   55.46   3
 42 Myia Dorsey               JR Purdue                   55.54   6
 43 Malika Pride              SO Norfolk State            55.62   6
 44 Lauryn Ghee               SO Florida                  55.79   7
 45 Juannae Lewis             SR Western Kentucky         55.87   3
 46 Riley Egbula              SR Indiana                  55.91   6
 47 Kiana Lee                 SR Charlotte                56.08   7
 48 Destiny Ward              SO Maryland                 56.59   4
 49 Tionna Fant               JR Kennesaw State           56.63   6
 50 Sashana Hinds             JR Hampton                  56.64   5
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....Women 400 m Dash College
 51 Jackie Patterson          FR Columbia                 56.77   7
 52 Phyllis Gordon            SR Rutgers                  57.36   6
 53 Semoy Hemmings            JR Findlay                  59.33   7
Women 800 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 2:00.62  4/5/2015    Chanelle Price, Nike
      Relays: R 2:00.62  2015        Chanelle Price, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Danae Rivers              JR Penn State             2:03.63   1
  2 Gabrielle Wilkinson       FR Florida                2:05.03   1
  3 Alena Brooks                 Unattached             2:05.05   1
  4 Julia Rizk                SR Ohio State             2:05.15   3
  5 Rachael Walters           SR Grand Valley St.       2:05.68   1
  6 Ayano Shiomi                 Ritsumeikan            2:06.14   1
  7 Rachel McArthur           SO Villanova              2:06.24   1
  8 Kayla Johnson             SO Miami (Fla.)           2:06.60   1
  9 Abbie Harrelson           SO Florida                2:06.64   4
 10 Annie Ubbing              JR Ohio State             2:06.68   2
 11 Andrea Foster             JR Clemson                2:06.69   3
 12 Jennifer Edobi            SR Vanderbilt             2:06.85   2
 13 Jenna Sobieski            SR Rutgers                2:06.91   2
 14 Mallory King              JR Iowa                   2:07.08   2
 15 Aziza Ayoub               SO Ohio State             2:07.12   2
 16 Kristoni Barnes           JR N. Carolina A&T        2:07.56   2
 17 Sydney Groom              SO Columbia               2:07.71   4
 18 Kaya Knake                JR Umbc                   2:07.95   2
 19 Victoria Tachinski        SO Penn State             2:08.18   2
 20 Susan Aneno               SR Connecticut            2:08.47   1
 21 Taylor Arco               JR Iowa                   2:08.66   4
 22 Sonja Andenmatten         FR North Florida          2:08.68   2
 23 Gemma Finch               SR Troy                   2:08.99   4
 24 Kamryn McIntosh           SO Clemson                2:09.00   1
 25 Tiarra Bailey             SR Troy                   2:09.46   4
 26 Madison Harris            SR Florida State          2:09.50   2
 27 Caitlin Pinnell           FR Ucf                    2:09.74   4
 28 Ericka Charles            SR G.W. Express           2:09.87   2
 29 Brenda Ayuk               FR Kennesaw State         2:09.92   4
 30 Sami Corman               FR Georgetown             2:09.93   3
 31 Brittney Campbell         FR Purdue                 2:10.39   3
 32 G'Jasmyne Butler          JR N. Carolina A&T        2:10.42   3
 33 Mallory Mulzer            SO Indiana                2:10.46   3
 34 Terri Turner              SO Columbia               2:10.65   3
 35 Kelly Mindak              SO Indiana                2:10.93   3
 36 Arion Span                SO Alabama State          2:11.25   3
 37 Phylissa Greeley          SR Appalachian State      2:11.27   4
 38 Annie Gallagher           FR Georgia Tech           2:11.35   4
 39 Joely Pinkston            SO Indiana                2:11.49   2
 40 Mackenzie Morgan          FR Maryland               2:12.59   3
 41 Sholonda Snell            SR Georgia Southern       2:13.18   4
 42 Tia Saunders              JR Iowa                   2:13.48   3
 43 Anouk Prop                FR Georgia State          2:13.83   4
 44 Reilly Siebert            FR Villanova              2:13.94   4
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....Women 800 m Run College
 45 Melissa Riback            SR Stony Brook            2:14.68   4
 46 Olivia Arizin             SO Georgetown             2:14.71   3
 47 Cathilyn McIntosh         FR Georgetown             2:15.43   2
 48 Macie Kavanaugh           FR South Carolina         2:16.19   4
 49 Nuria Ramirez             SR Georgia State          2:16.52   4
 50 Amari Onque-Shabazz       JR Villanova              2:20.58   3
Women 1500 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 4:08.65  3/25/2005   Kenia Sinclair, Unattached
      Relays: R 4:08.65  2005        Kenia Sinclair, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Kelsey Harris             JR Indiana                4:18.23   1
          51.299 (51.299)  2:02.489 (1:11.190)  3:11.582 (1:09.093)  4:18.227 (1:06.645)
  2 Esther Gitahi             JR Alabama                4:18.40   1
          51.424 (51.424)  2:03.175 (1:11.751)  3:12.329 (1:09.154)  4:18.399 (1:06.070)
  3 Imogen Barrett            FR Florida                4:18.52   1
          51.692 (51.692)  2:03.036 (1:11.344)  3:11.683 (1:08.647)  4:18.519 (1:06.836)
  4 Alexandra Lucki           SR Maryland               4:18.62   1
          51.567 (51.567)  2:03.284 (1:11.717)  3:11.583 (1:08.299)  4:18.615 (1:07.032)
  5 Martha Bissah             JR Norfolk State          4:18.78   1
          50.739 (50.739)  2:02.069 (1:11.330)  3:11.305 (1:09.236)  4:18.778 (1:07.473)
  6 Nicole Gardner            SR Alabama                4:20.25   1
          51.426 (51.426)  2:02.932 (1:11.506)  3:12.619 (1:09.687)  4:20.242 (1:07.623)
  7 Haley Harris              SR Indiana                4:21.42   1
          51.143 (51.143)  2:02.643 (1:11.500)  3:12.026 (1:09.383)  4:21.415 (1:09.389)
  8 Jodie Judd                SO Florida State          4:21.87   1
          51.927 (51.927)  2:02.493 (1:10.566)  3:11.185 (1:08.692)  4:21.868 (1:10.683)
  9 Elisabeth Bergh           JR Florida                4:26.58   1
          51.952 (51.952)  2:03.791 (1:11.839)  3:15.099 (1:11.308)  4:26.579 (1:11.480)
 10 Amy Ruiz                  SR Georgia Tech           4:27.50   1
          51.428 (51.428)  2:02.783 (1:11.355)  3:12.242 (1:09.459)  4:27.491 (1:15.249)
 11 Courtney Clody            SR Ohio State             4:29.14   2
          51.439 (51.439)  2:05.791 (1:14.352)  3:18.804 (1:13.013)  4:29.133 (1:10.330)
 12 Caroline Barlow           SR Alabama                4:29.51   1
          51.698 (51.698)  2:03.366 (1:11.668)  3:13.393 (1:10.027)  4:29.503 (1:16.110)
 13 Angela Alonso             JR Georgia State          4:29.55   2
          51.739 (51.739)  2:06.186 (1:14.447)  3:19.377 (1:13.191)  4:29.541 (1:10.165)
 14 Allison Mueller           SR South Carolina         4:30.27   2
          51.605 (51.605)  2:06.079 (1:14.474)  3:19.725 (1:13.646)  4:30.269 (1:10.545)
 15 Christine Laurie          SO Maryland               4:30.46   1
          52.193 (52.193)  2:04.414 (1:12.221)  3:17.525 (1:13.111)  4:30.451 (1:12.926)
 16 Charlotte Crook           FR Ucf                    4:31.55   1
          52.104 (52.104)  2:04.597 (1:12.493)  3:18.120 (1:13.523)  4:31.541 (1:13.421)
 17 Eleanor Wallace           JR Florida State          4:33.17   2
          51.328 (51.328)  2:05.403 (1:14.075)  3:19.079 (1:13.676)  4:33.163 (1:14.085)
 18 Lydia Van Dijk            FR North Florida          4:34.87   2 4:34.866
          53.123 (53.123)  2:09.546 (1:16.423)  3:23.828 (1:14.282)  4:34.866 (1:11.039)
 19 Josey Korte               FR Indiana                4:34.87   2 4:34.868
          53.353 (53.353)  2:09.649 (1:16.296)  3:23.336 (1:13.687)  4:34.868 (1:11.533)
 20 Mary Claire Solomon       SO Georgia Tech           4:36.29   3
          54.200 (54.200)  2:09.264 (1:15.064)  3:23.204 (1:13.940)  4:36.290 (1:13.087)
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....Women 1500 m Run College
 21 Katja Blunden                Unattached             4:36.99   3
          54.638 (54.638)  2:10.343 (1:15.705)  3:25.365 (1:15.022)  4:36.982 (1:11.618)
 22 Elisa Sargent             SR Appalachian State      4:37.76   3
          55.089 (55.089)  2:11.445 (1:16.356)  3:27.703 (1:16.258)  4:37.754 (1:10.052)
 23 Izzy Evely                FR Appalachian State      4:37.78   3
          54.939 (54.939)  2:10.341 (1:15.402)  3:25.998 (1:15.657)  4:37.774 (1:11.777)
 24 Talia Staiger             SR Connecticut            4:38.44   2
          52.470 (52.470)  2:09.770 (1:17.300)  3:26.365 (1:16.595)  4:38.433 (1:12.069)
 25 Mikie Harris              SO Clemson                4:38.47   2
          52.741 (52.741)  2:09.674 (1:16.933)  3:25.681 (1:16.007)  4:38.465 (1:12.785)
 26 G'Jasmyne Butler          JR N. Carolina A&T        4:38.53   3
          55.048 (55.048)  2:08.681 (1:13.633)  3:24.056 (1:15.375)  4:38.522 (1:14.467)
 27 Sarah Hendrick            FR Kennesaw State         4:38.64   3
          54.640 (54.640)  2:10.244 (1:15.604)  3:26.681 (1:16.437)  4:38.640 (1:11.960)
 28 Maryah Nasir              FR South Carolina         4:39.31   3
          54.085 (54.085)  2:09.806 (1:15.721)  3:26.210 (1:16.404)  4:39.302 (1:13.093)
 29 Pamela O'Brien            FR Florida                4:39.53   2
          53.481 (53.481)  2:10.064 (1:16.583)  3:24.434 (1:14.370)  4:39.524 (1:15.091)
 30 Grace McCabe              FR Iowa                   4:40.18   2
          52.855 (52.855)  2:09.398 (1:16.543)  3:28.236 (1:18.838)  4:40.172 (1:11.937)
 31 Brittany Lang             JR Maryland               4:40.32   3
          56.012 (56.012)  2:12.231 (1:16.219)  3:29.107 (1:16.876)  4:40.315 (1:11.209)
 32 Tanner Guest              FR Troy                   4:40.33   4
          53.752 (53.752)  2:10.352 (1:16.600)  3:27.913 (1:17.561)  4:40.325 (1:12.413)
 33 Madison Morse             JR Florida                4:40.66   3
          55.108 (55.108)  2:11.668 (1:16.560)  3:29.422 (1:17.754)  4:40.651 (1:11.230)
 34 Elizabeth Wellman         SR Florida Atlantic       4:40.70   2
          53.715 (53.715)  2:10.536 (1:16.821)  3:27.845 (1:17.309)  4:40.698 (1:12.854)
 35 Kylie Anicic              SO Towson                 4:41.81   3
          55.365 (55.365)  2:10.771 (1:15.406)  3:27.218 (1:16.447)  4:41.805 (1:14.588)
 36 Kiera Nealon              SO Rutgers                4:41.93   3
          55.080 (55.080)  2:08.920 (1:13.840)  3:23.713 (1:14.793)  4:41.922 (1:18.210)
 37 Rachel Vick               SO Connecticut            4:42.60   3
          53.777 (53.777)  2:09.387 (1:15.610)  3:26.349 (1:16.962)  4:42.591 (1:16.243)
 38 Merabu Nagwandala         SO Georgia Southern       4:43.29   4
          53.757 (53.757)  2:09.313 (1:15.556)  3:29.811 (1:20.498)  4:43.289 (1:13.479)
 39 Macie Weber               JR Iowa                   4:43.70   4
          54.123 (54.123)  2:10.091 (1:15.968)  3:28.606 (1:18.515)  4:43.696 (1:15.091)
 40 Tatiana Ogundeko          JR Coppin State           4:43.87   3
          53.799 (53.799)  2:09.803 (1:16.004)  3:27.111 (1:17.308)  4:43.863 (1:16.753)
 41 Mikaela Jonsson           SO Florida Atlantic       4:43.93   2
          52.999 (52.999)  2:09.972 (1:16.973)  3:27.568 (1:17.596)  4:43.927 (1:16.360)
 42 Emma Rose Bagwell         SR Georgia                4:44.48   4
          56.154 (56.154)  2:14.473 (1:18.319)  3:31.555 (1:17.082)  4:44.471 (1:12.917)
 43 Kelsey Swanson            SR Connecticut            4:44.97   3
          54.198 (54.198)  2:09.801 (1:15.603)  3:26.442 (1:16.641)  4:44.965 (1:18.524)
 44 Kylee Frady               FR Appalachian State      4:45.34   3
          55.439 (55.439)  2:12.123 (1:16.684)  3:30.235 (1:18.112)  4:45.334 (1:15.100)
 45 Morgan Casey              FR Umbc                   4:45.55   3
          55.578 (55.578)  2:12.600 (1:17.022)  3:32.395 (1:19.795)  4:45.541 (1:13.147)
 46 Giulia Giorgi             FR Mercer                 4:46.25   4
          55.420 (55.420)  2:12.566 (1:17.146)  3:31.335 (1:18.769)  4:46.250 (1:14.916)
 47 Alexis Bartelloni         SR Umbc                   4:47.90   4
          54.374 (54.374)  2:12.455 (1:18.081)  3:31.924 (1:19.469)  4:47.894 (1:15.971)
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....Women 1500 m Run College
 48 Ashley Lindeman           JR Saint Leo              4:49.31   4
          55.201 (55.201)  2:12.324 (1:17.123)  3:31.673 (1:19.349)  4:49.306 (1:17.634)
 49 Sholonda Snell            SR Georgia Southern       4:50.88   3
          55.800 (55.800)  2:12.912 (1:17.112)  3:31.818 (1:18.906)  4:50.872 (1:19.055)
 50 Isabella Bowland          FR Georgia Tech           4:51.51   3
          55.362 (55.362)  2:12.582 (1:17.220)  3:32.215 (1:19.633)  4:51.501 (1:19.287)
 51 Delaney Tiernan           JR Florida                4:53.34   4
          55.439 (55.439)  2:14.590 (1:19.151)  3:35.197 (1:20.607)  4:53.339 (1:18.143)
 52 Alivia Bienz              FR South Florida          4:54.48   4
          55.202 (55.202)  2:13.996 (1:18.794)  3:33.919 (1:19.923)  4:54.473 (1:20.555)
 53 Claire Farnsworth         SR South Florida          4:55.03   4
          56.671 (56.671)  2:16.204 (1:19.533)  3:37.419 (1:21.215)  4:55.028 (1:17.610)
 54 Teresa Bruning            SO Ul-Lafayette           4:55.08   4
          55.865 (55.865)  2:16.146 (1:20.281)  3:38.532 (1:22.386)  4:55.073 (1:16.542)
 55 Lesly Marcin              SO St. Thomas (Fla.)      4:56.14   4
          55.204 (55.204)  2:15.590 (1:20.386)  3:39.511 (1:23.921)  4:56.137 (1:16.627)
 56 Susana Gutierrez          JR St. Thomas (Fla.)      4:56.34   3
          56.105 (56.105)  2:13.659 (1:17.554)  3:34.640 (1:20.981)  4:56.332 (1:21.693)
 57 Maria Fernandez           FR Florida                4:56.60   4
          55.199 (55.199)  2:14.266 (1:19.067)  3:35.954 (1:21.688)  4:56.591 (1:20.638)
 58 Krystin Guirey            SR Troy                   4:57.00   4
          54.127 (54.127)  2:11.785 (1:17.658)  3:32.736 (1:20.951)  4:56.997 (1:24.262)
 59 Ashley Bryja              SO Iowa                   4:57.80   3
          54.786 (54.786)  2:11.442 (1:16.656)  3:32.755 (1:21.313)  4:57.796 (1:25.042)
 60 Christie Caruana          SO Troy                   4:58.44   4
          54.231 (54.231)  2:12.114 (1:17.883)  3:34.488 (1:22.374)  4:58.434 (1:23.947)
 61 Hailey Hesterman          SR Ul-Lafayette           4:58.90   3
          56.276 (56.276)  2:13.199 (1:16.923)  3:35.036 (1:21.837)  4:58.893 (1:23.858)
 62 Yaranel Abreu             SR South Florida          4:59.18   4
          55.656 (55.656)  2:15.815 (1:20.159)  3:37.598 (1:21.783)  4:59.179 (1:21.582)
 -- Gabrielle Wilkinson       FR Florida                    DNF   1
          50.497 (50.497)  2:02.355 (1:11.858)
 -- Abbie Harrelson           SO Florida                    DNF   2
          51.212 (51.212)  2:05.607 (1:14.395)
Women 5000 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 15:50.5h  3/21/1981   Mary Shea, NC State
      Relays: R 15:50.5h  1981        Mary Shea, NC State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Nora McUmber              SR Jacksonville          16:50.10   1
          38.969 (38.969)  2:04.184 (1:25.215)  3:25.964 (1:21.780)  4:48.239 (1:22.275)
      6:10.990 (1:22.751)  7:34.656 (1:23.666)  8:57.724 (1:23.068) 10:18.337 (1:20.613)
     11:39.454 (1:21.117) 13:00.402 (1:20.948) 14:21.523 (1:21.121) 15:41.667 (1:20.144)
     16:50.091 (1:08.425)
  2 Addison Coggins           SO Florida State         16:51.70   1
          38.841 (38.841)  2:03.614 (1:24.773)  3:25.960 (1:22.346)  4:48.242 (1:22.282)
      6:10.713 (1:22.471)  7:34.468 (1:23.755)  8:57.025 (1:22.557) 10:17.663 (1:20.638)
     11:38.961 (1:21.298) 12:59.272 (1:20.311) 14:20.405 (1:21.133) 15:39.690 (1:19.285)
     16:51.700 (1:12.011)
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  3 Anna Stoddard             SO South Carolina        16:52.76   1
          38.685 (38.685)  2:03.913 (1:25.228)  3:26.392 (1:22.479)  4:48.645 (1:22.253)
      6:11.165 (1:22.520)  7:34.005 (1:22.840)  8:57.168 (1:23.163) 10:18.016 (1:20.848)
     11:39.193 (1:21.177) 12:59.989 (1:20.796) 14:20.932 (1:20.943) 15:40.104 (1:19.172)
     16:52.758 (1:12.655)
  4 Heather Stone             SO South Carolina        16:57.46   1
          38.968 (38.968)  2:04.161 (1:25.193)  3:26.385 (1:22.224)  4:48.377 (1:21.992)
      6:11.025 (1:22.648)  7:34.315 (1:23.290)  8:56.832 (1:22.517) 10:17.424 (1:20.592)
     11:38.724 (1:21.300) 12:59.606 (1:20.882) 14:20.530 (1:20.924) 15:40.481 (1:19.951)
     16:57.452 (1:16.972)
  5 Ashley Laureano-Rosado       Puerto Rico           17:01.90   1
          38.948 (38.948)  2:03.909 (1:24.961)  3:26.117 (1:22.208)  4:48.511 (1:22.394)
      6:10.425 (1:21.914)  7:34.118 (1:23.693)  8:57.281 (1:23.163) 10:18.015 (1:20.734)
     11:39.651 (1:21.636) 13:01.148 (1:21.497) 14:23.399 (1:22.251) 15:46.131 (1:22.732)
     17:01.894 (1:15.764)
  6 Erin McLaughlin           SR Clemson               17:07.47   1
          39.595 (39.595)  2:04.726 (1:25.131)  3:27.093 (1:22.367)  4:49.194 (1:22.101)
      6:11.301 (1:22.107)  7:35.059 (1:23.758)  8:58.132 (1:23.073) 10:18.865 (1:20.733)
     11:40.076 (1:21.211) 13:01.581 (1:21.505) 14:23.762 (1:22.181) 15:46.401 (1:22.639)
     17:07.463 (1:21.063)
  7 Kelly Griffin                TeamFTC               17:14.85   1
          41.031 (41.031)  2:05.936 (1:24.905)  3:27.253 (1:21.317)  4:48.898 (1:21.645)
      6:10.562 (1:21.664)  7:34.310 (1:23.748)  8:57.566 (1:23.256) 10:20.869 (1:23.303)
     11:44.259 (1:23.390) 13:08.976 (1:24.717) 14:32.737 (1:23.761) 15:56.449 (1:23.712)
     17:14.845 (1:18.397)
  8 Olivia Janke              FR Towson                17:17.70   2
          39.324 (39.324)  2:03.528 (1:24.204)  3:26.508 (1:22.980)  4:46.800 (1:20.292)
      6:09.291 (1:22.491)  7:32.142 (1:22.851)  8:56.253 (1:24.111) 10:22.518 (1:26.265)
     11:48.062 (1:25.544) 13:11.499 (1:23.437) 14:35.043 (1:23.544) 15:57.091 (1:22.048)
     17:17.699 (1:20.608)
  9 Caroline Inman            FR Charleston Southern   17:18.40   1
          39.997 (39.997)  2:04.890 (1:24.893)  3:27.256 (1:22.366)  4:49.363 (1:22.107)
      6:11.960 (1:22.597)  7:35.173 (1:23.213)  8:58.467 (1:23.294) 10:20.195 (1:21.728)
     11:43.774 (1:23.579) 13:07.449 (1:23.675) 14:31.976 (1:24.527) 15:55.943 (1:23.967)
     17:18.394 (1:22.452)
 10 Elizabeth Dawson          SR Clemson               17:18.87   1
          39.641 (39.641)  2:04.627 (1:24.986)  3:26.974 (1:22.347)  4:49.226 (1:22.252)
      6:11.167 (1:21.941)  7:34.903 (1:23.736)  8:58.012 (1:23.109) 10:18.790 (1:20.778)
     11:40.319 (1:21.529) 13:04.417 (1:24.098) 14:29.910 (1:25.493) 15:55.748 (1:25.838)
     17:18.863 (1:23.116)
 11 Haley Hasty               SR Connecticut           17:18.91   1
          38.686 (38.686)  2:03.477 (1:24.791)  3:25.830 (1:22.353)  4:48.069 (1:22.239)
      6:10.712 (1:22.643)  7:34.473 (1:23.761)  8:57.569 (1:23.096) 10:18.463 (1:20.894)
     11:39.979 (1:21.516) 13:04.989 (1:25.010) 14:31.906 (1:26.917) 15:57.647 (1:25.741)
     17:18.910 (1:21.264)
 12 Sarah Michels             FR Kentucky              17:19.55   2
          39.596 (39.596)  2:04.863 (1:25.267)  3:28.246 (1:23.383)  4:47.864 (1:19.618)
      6:10.197 (1:22.333)  7:34.170 (1:23.973)  8:57.386 (1:23.216) 10:23.119 (1:25.733)
     11:48.084 (1:24.965) 13:11.227 (1:23.143) 14:35.266 (1:24.039) 15:59.091 (1:23.825)
     17:19.547 (1:20.456)
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 13 Caitlin Shepard           JR Kentucky              17:19.79   1
          39.104 (39.104)  2:04.186 (1:25.082)  3:26.542 (1:22.356)  4:48.794 (1:22.252)
      6:11.425 (1:22.631)  7:34.927 (1:23.502)  8:58.257 (1:23.330) 10:20.775 (1:22.518)
     11:44.474 (1:23.699) 13:08.683 (1:24.209) 14:33.822 (1:25.139) 15:58.748 (1:24.926)
     17:19.783 (1:21.036)
 14 Anne Den Otter            SR Miami (Fla.)          17:20.22   2
          38.617 (38.617)  2:03.494 (1:24.877)  3:26.549 (1:23.055)  4:46.530 (1:19.981)
      6:08.973 (1:22.443)  7:32.265 (1:23.292)  8:56.385 (1:24.120) 10:22.539 (1:26.154)
     11:48.447 (1:25.908) 13:13.868 (1:25.421) 14:40.662 (1:26.794) 16:06.161 (1:25.499)
     17:20.216 (1:14.055)
 15 Zoe Jarvis                SO Tampa                 17:20.74   2
          40.747 (40.747)  2:05.036 (1:24.289)  3:29.245 (1:24.209)  4:50.948 (1:21.703)
      6:15.052 (1:24.104)  7:39.599 (1:24.547)  9:05.473 (1:25.874) 10:32.169 (1:26.696)
     11:57.603 (1:25.434) 13:23.557 (1:25.954) 14:47.719 (1:24.162) 16:09.224 (1:21.505)
     17:20.734 (1:11.510)
 16 Betsy Suda                   Unattached            17:21.71   1
          39.490 (39.490)  2:04.180 (1:24.690)  3:26.543 (1:22.363)  4:48.376 (1:21.833)
      6:10.304 (1:21.928)  7:33.697 (1:23.393)  8:57.026 (1:23.329) 10:19.499 (1:22.473)
     11:44.049 (1:24.550) 13:08.399 (1:24.350) 14:33.512 (1:25.113) 15:58.365 (1:24.853)
     17:21.710 (1:23.346)
 17 Kelli Walsh               FR Kentucky              17:22.09   2
          38.620 (38.620)  2:03.830 (1:25.210)  3:27.249 (1:23.419)  4:46.944 (1:19.695)
      6:09.675 (1:22.731)  7:33.230 (1:23.555)  8:57.772 (1:24.542) 10:23.438 (1:25.666)
     11:48.836 (1:25.398) 13:14.414 (1:25.578) 14:41.293 (1:26.879) 16:06.582 (1:25.289)
     17:22.087 (1:15.505)
 18 Andonet Cheruiyot         SO South Alabama         17:26.28   2
          39.204 (39.204)  2:03.827 (1:24.623)  3:27.113 (1:23.286)  4:47.103 (1:19.990)
      6:09.671 (1:22.568)  7:32.771 (1:23.100)  8:56.524 (1:23.753) 10:22.628 (1:26.104)
     11:48.418 (1:25.790) 13:14.976 (1:26.558) 14:41.528 (1:26.552) 16:07.667 (1:26.139)
     17:26.275 (1:18.608)
 19 Ella Swigler              SO Florida State         17:27.33   2
          39.940 (39.940)  2:04.640 (1:24.700)  3:28.482 (1:23.842)  4:49.625 (1:21.143)
      6:12.877 (1:23.252)  7:35.583 (1:22.706)  8:57.293 (1:21.710) 10:22.541 (1:25.248)
     11:48.548 (1:26.007) 13:14.618 (1:26.070) 14:41.003 (1:26.385) 16:06.877 (1:25.874)
     17:27.330 (1:20.453)
 20 Camryn Cooney             FR North Florida         17:27.41   2
          39.052 (39.052)  2:03.829 (1:24.777)  3:27.347 (1:23.518)  4:47.796 (1:20.449)
      6:09.673 (1:21.877)  7:33.354 (1:23.681)  8:56.887 (1:23.533) 10:22.915 (1:26.028)
     11:48.853 (1:25.938) 13:15.076 (1:26.223) 14:41.620 (1:26.544) 16:07.878 (1:26.258)
     17:27.410 (1:19.532)
 21 Sydney Rhodes             SO Tampa                 17:31.47   2
          40.945 (40.945)  2:05.429 (1:24.484)  3:28.992 (1:23.563)  4:50.535 (1:21.543)
      6:14.855 (1:24.320)  7:39.682 (1:24.827)  9:05.493 (1:25.811) 10:32.260 (1:26.767)
     11:57.626 (1:25.366) 13:23.671 (1:26.045) 14:48.622 (1:24.951) 16:12.372 (1:23.750)
     17:31.467 (1:19.095)
 22 Danielle Jordan           JR Connecticut           17:32.73   2
          39.958 (39.958)  2:05.146 (1:25.188)  3:29.675 (1:24.529)  4:51.756 (1:22.081)
      6:15.403 (1:23.647)  7:40.034 (1:24.631)  9:05.764 (1:25.730) 10:32.487 (1:26.723)
     11:58.014 (1:25.527) 13:23.873 (1:25.859) 14:49.096 (1:25.223) 16:14.296 (1:25.200)
     17:32.721 (1:18.425)
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 23 Erin Phelps               SO Florida State         17:32.75   1
          39.996 (39.996)  2:05.012 (1:25.016)  3:26.722 (1:21.710)  4:49.492 (1:22.770)
      6:11.837 (1:22.345)  7:35.576 (1:23.739)  8:58.691 (1:23.115) 10:21.816 (1:23.125)
     11:47.140 (1:25.324) 13:14.686 (1:27.546) 14:42.693 (1:28.007) 16:10.014 (1:27.321)
     17:32.748 (1:22.735)
 24 Kaitlyn Lacy              FR Kentucky              17:32.83   1
          39.598 (39.598)  2:04.460 (1:24.862)  3:26.729 (1:22.269)  4:48.956 (1:22.227)
      6:11.676 (1:22.720)  7:35.033 (1:23.357)  8:58.139 (1:23.106) 10:20.078 (1:21.939)
     11:43.907 (1:23.829) 13:08.810 (1:24.903) 14:37.726 (1:28.916) 16:09.196 (1:31.470)
     17:32.822 (1:23.627)
 25 Chemutai Nereo            JR Jacksonville St.      17:36.73   2
          38.762 (38.762)  2:03.824 (1:25.062)  3:27.492 (1:23.668)  4:47.351 (1:19.859)
      6:10.016 (1:22.665)  7:32.860 (1:22.844)  8:57.387 (1:24.527) 10:24.367 (1:26.980)
     11:50.347 (1:25.980) 13:17.948 (1:27.601) 14:46.941 (1:28.993) 16:14.215 (1:27.274)
     17:36.729 (1:22.514)
 26 Emmanuelle LeTertre       FR Lynn                  17:37.38   2
          38.425 (38.425)  2:03.522 (1:25.097)  3:26.975 (1:23.453)  4:47.201 (1:20.226)
      6:09.773 (1:22.572)  7:34.064 (1:24.291)  8:57.832 (1:23.768) 10:23.741 (1:25.909)
     11:50.719 (1:26.978) 13:18.149 (1:27.430) 14:47.117 (1:28.968) 16:14.451 (1:27.334)
     17:37.375 (1:22.924)
 27 Colleen Openshaw          JR South Carolina        17:37.67   1
          40.207 (40.207)  2:04.969 (1:24.762)  3:27.370 (1:22.401)  4:50.122 (1:22.752)
      6:12.509 (1:22.387)  7:37.038 (1:24.529)  9:02.616 (1:25.578) 10:28.160 (1:25.544)
     11:54.775 (1:26.615) 13:21.546 (1:26.771) 14:48.338 (1:26.792) 16:15.054 (1:26.716)
     17:37.665 (1:22.612)
 28 Emily Edwards                Unattached            17:40.81   2
          39.155 (39.155)  2:04.380 (1:25.225)  3:28.111 (1:23.731)  4:49.426 (1:21.315)
      6:12.982 (1:23.556)  7:37.528 (1:24.546)  9:02.608 (1:25.080) 10:31.020 (1:28.412)
     11:59.108 (1:28.088) 13:29.430 (1:30.322) 14:59.335 (1:29.905) 16:24.155 (1:24.820)
     17:40.803 (1:16.648)
 29 Georganne Watson             Team Ftc              17:40.87   1
          40.883 (40.883)  2:05.778 (1:24.895)  3:28.041 (1:22.263)  4:50.320 (1:22.279)
      6:13.381 (1:23.061)  7:37.189 (1:23.808)  9:02.136 (1:24.947) 10:29.029 (1:26.893)
     11:56.585 (1:27.556) 13:25.363 (1:28.778) 14:54.752 (1:29.389) 16:21.472 (1:26.720)
     17:40.862 (1:19.391)
 30 Sophia Piniella           FR Florida               17:41.30   1
          40.350 (40.350)  2:05.357 (1:25.007)  3:27.598 (1:22.241)  4:49.493 (1:21.895)
      6:12.409 (1:22.916)  7:35.980 (1:23.571)  9:00.905 (1:24.925) 10:28.914 (1:28.009)
     11:57.237 (1:28.323) 13:25.891 (1:28.654) 14:54.414 (1:28.523) 16:21.292 (1:26.878)
     17:41.295 (1:20.004)
 31 Simone Vreeland           SO Miami (Fla.)          17:42.80   2
          38.759 (38.759)  2:03.986 (1:25.227)  3:26.978 (1:22.992)  4:47.589 (1:20.611)
      6:09.426 (1:21.837)  7:32.999 (1:23.573)  8:57.167 (1:24.168) 10:23.555 (1:26.388)
     11:50.653 (1:27.098) 13:19.433 (1:28.780) 14:49.265 (1:29.832) 16:20.652 (1:31.387)
     17:42.799 (1:22.147)
 32 Sophie Ebihara            SO Florida               17:43.38   1
          40.449 (40.449)  2:05.551 (1:25.102)  3:27.718 (1:22.167)  4:49.930 (1:22.212)
      6:12.069 (1:22.139)  7:35.603 (1:23.534)  8:58.671 (1:23.068) 10:24.562 (1:25.891)
     11:53.205 (1:28.643) 13:22.155 (1:28.950) 14:52.324 (1:30.169) 16:20.799 (1:28.475)
     17:43.376 (1:22.578)
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 33 Merabu Nagwandala         SO Georgia Southern      17:44.00   2
          40.446 (40.446)  2:05.260 (1:24.814)  3:31.018 (1:25.758)  4:55.151 (1:24.133)
      6:20.528 (1:25.377)  7:46.161 (1:25.633)  9:12.085 (1:25.924) 10:38.903 (1:26.818)
     12:06.082 (1:27.179) 13:32.975 (1:26.893) 15:00.775 (1:27.800) 16:27.268 (1:26.493)
     17:43.996 (1:16.728)
 34 Marine Garnier            FR Georgia State         17:48.55   2
          39.086 (39.086)  2:03.964 (1:24.878)  3:26.995 (1:23.031)  4:46.701 (1:19.706)
      6:09.428 (1:22.727)  7:33.931 (1:24.503)  9:00.333 (1:26.402) 10:28.186 (1:27.853)
     11:56.805 (1:28.619) 13:24.549 (1:27.744) 14:55.765 (1:31.216) 16:24.744 (1:28.979)
     17:48.542 (1:23.798)
 35 Melanie Pacheco           SO Stetson               17:53.12   2
          40.607 (40.607)  2:05.545 (1:24.938)  3:29.951 (1:24.406)  4:54.516 (1:24.565)
      6:19.185 (1:24.669)  7:45.246 (1:26.061)  9:11.196 (1:25.950) 10:38.197 (1:27.001)
     12:05.343 (1:27.146) 13:32.971 (1:27.628) 15:03.105 (1:30.134) 16:30.013 (1:26.908)
     17:53.111 (1:23.098)
 36 Angel Mobley              SR Alabama-Huntsville    17:57.26   1
          40.110 (40.110)  2:05.375 (1:25.265)  3:27.485 (1:22.110)  4:49.714 (1:22.229)
      6:12.768 (1:23.054)  7:36.462 (1:23.694)  9:00.706 (1:24.244) 10:28.629 (1:27.923)
     11:57.094 (1:28.465) 13:26.758 (1:29.664) 14:57.282 (1:30.524) 16:29.132 (1:31.850)
     17:57.256 (1:28.125)
 37 Tiffany Yue                  Georgia               17:58.86   2
          39.445 (39.445)  2:04.459 (1:25.014)  3:28.109 (1:23.650)  4:50.428 (1:22.319)
      6:15.902 (1:25.474)  7:42.015 (1:26.113)  9:09.905 (1:27.890) 10:37.767 (1:27.862)
     12:05.846 (1:28.079) 13:33.696 (1:27.850) 15:03.726 (1:30.030) 16:32.336 (1:28.610)
     17:58.856 (1:26.520)
 38 Meggie Schneider          SO Stetson               18:03.69   2
          39.200 (39.200)  2:03.679 (1:24.479)  3:26.845 (1:23.166)  4:46.940 (1:20.095)
      6:09.557 (1:22.617)  7:33.117 (1:23.560)  8:57.020 (1:23.903) 10:22.912 (1:25.892)
     11:49.323 (1:26.411) 13:20.740 (1:31.417) 14:56.384 (1:35.644) 16:30.034 (1:33.650)
     18:03.687 (1:33.653)
 39 Brooke Wilson             SO South Carolina        18:08.60   2
          38.895 (38.895)  2:04.319 (1:25.424)  3:26.174 (1:21.855)  4:46.282 (1:20.108)
      6:09.115 (1:22.833)  7:38.247 (1:29.132)  9:10.492 (1:32.245) 10:40.599 (1:30.107)
     12:13.441 (1:32.842) 13:42.054 (1:28.613) 15:11.417 (1:29.363) 16:42.077 (1:30.660)
     18:08.591 (1:26.514)
 40 Caroline Sall             FR Troy                  18:11.73   2
          40.183 (40.183)  2:05.601 (1:25.418)  3:30.265 (1:24.664)  4:54.925 (1:24.660)
      6:20.604 (1:25.679)  7:48.581 (1:27.977)  9:16.749 (1:28.168) 10:47.176 (1:30.427)
     12:19.112 (1:31.936) 13:49.608 (1:30.496) 15:20.519 (1:30.911) 16:49.242 (1:28.723)
     18:11.727 (1:22.485)
 41 Sarah Parrish             SO Florida State         18:18.80   2
          39.376 (39.376)  2:04.124 (1:24.748)  3:27.840 (1:23.716)  4:50.166 (1:22.326)
      6:16.801 (1:26.635)  7:44.940 (1:28.139)  9:12.486 (1:27.546) 10:41.672 (1:29.186)
     12:11.913 (1:30.241) 13:43.064 (1:31.151) 15:16.620 (1:33.556) 16:50.141 (1:33.521)
     18:18.791 (1:28.650)
 42 Autumn Bartlett           JR Florida               19:05.73   2
          39.717 (39.717)  2:05.007 (1:25.290)  3:29.431 (1:24.424)  4:52.324 (1:22.893)
      6:18.094 (1:25.770)  7:47.097 (1:29.003)  9:18.906 (1:31.809) 10:56.506 (1:37.600)
     12:34.448 (1:37.942) 14:11.435 (1:36.987) 15:51.104 (1:39.669) 17:31.404 (1:40.300)
     19:05.723 (1:34.319)
 -- Katja Blunden                Unattached                 DNF   2
          39.079 (39.079)  2:04.423 (1:25.344)  3:27.958 (1:23.535)  4:48.254 (1:20.296)
      6:10.626 (1:22.372)  7:35.298 (1:24.672)  9:00.485 (1:25.187) 10:27.873 (1:27.388)
     11:57.134 (1:29.261)
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 -- Sophia Clark              SR Florida Atlantic           DNF   2
          40.055 (40.055)  2:05.151 (1:25.096)  3:29.879 (1:24.728)  4:55.688 (1:25.809)
      6:24.844 (1:29.156)  7:58.537 (1:33.693)
Women 100 m Hurdles College
========================================================================
       Track: T 12.62  4/24/2015   Kendra Harrison, Kentucky
      Relays: R 12.65  2010        Queen Harrison, Virginia Tech
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Cortney Jones             JR Florida State            13.04  -1.4  2
  2 Madeleine Akobundu        JR N. Carolina A&T          13.21  -1.4  2
  3 Faith Ross                JR Kentucky                 13.32   2.2  5
  4 Kyra Atkins               SR Charlotte                13.33  -1.4  2
  5 Farah Jacques                Athletics Canada         13.35  -0.2  1
  6 Tiara McMinn              SO Miami (Fla.)             13.37  -1.4  2
  7 Michelle Atherley         JR Miami (Fla.)             13.38  -1.4  2
  8 Sidney Marshall           JR Clemson                  13.48   1.5  6
  8 Alexia Brooks             SR DePaul                   13.48   0.4  4
 10 Masai Russell             FR Kentucky                 13.53   2.2  5
 11 Brandee Johnson           JR Florida                  13.56   0.2  3
 12 Milan Parks               SR South Carolina           13.62   0.2  3
 13 Shermaine Williams           Unattached               13.63  -0.2  1
 13 Paula Salmon              FR N. Carolina A&T          13.63   0.4  4
 15 Safiyyah Mitchell         JR Marshall                 13.64   0.4  4
 15 Jenny Kimbro              JR Iowa                     13.64  -1.4  2
 17 Chanel Freeman            SR Nebraska                 13.77   0.4  4
 18 Domonique Turner             Tennessee                13.79   0.2  3
 19 Ebony Williams            JR Clemson                  13.80   0.2  3
 20 Courtney Warden           SR Stony Brook              13.83   0.4  4
 21 Wu Yanni                     Tumbleweed T             13.84  -0.2  1
 22 Tia Thevenin                 Athletics Canada         13.85  -0.2  1
 23 Alexis Duncan             SR Tennessee                13.92  -1.4  2
 24 Alexis Garrett            JR Troy                     13.95   2.2  5
 25 Alahni Wood               JR Florida A&M              13.97   2.2  5
 26 Devyani Biswal               Ottawa Lions             13.98  -0.2  1
 27 Aviana Goode              JR Syracuse                 13.99   1.5  6
 28 Lamisha Simmons           SR East Tenn. St.           14.01   1.5  6
 29 Kylie Mcmillan            SR Hampton                  14.10   1.5  6
 29 Sarah Jones               SO Villanova                14.10   1.5  6
 31 Briana Burt               SR So. Conn. St.            14.11   1.5  6
 31 Autumn Smith              SO Hampton                  14.11   0.2  7
 33 Danielle Burns            SR Villanova                14.14   0.4  4
 34 Victoria Jones-Alleyne    JR Towson                   14.16   2.2  5
 35 Morgan Lewis              FR Ohio State               14.18   0.2  3
 36 Taylor Robinson           SO Marshall                 14.24   1.5  6
 37 Christine Lavallias       JR Alabama State            14.25   0.2  7
 38 Sophia Myers              FR Albany                   14.33   1.5  6
 38 Britten Bowen             FR Ohio State               14.33   0.4  4
 38 Lennex Walker             SO Austin Peay              14.33   0.2  7
 41 Sydney Winger             FR Iowa                     14.40   0.2  7
 42 Corbin McLean             FR Kennesaw State           14.57   0.2  7
 43 Jirah Simpkins            JR Kennesaw State           14.83   2.2  5
 44 Reneé Shaw                SO Florida Atlantic         14.87   2.2  5
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....Women 100 m Hurdles College
 45 Taylor Dames              SR South Alabama            15.06   0.2  7
 -- Chaneal Harris            FR Charleston Southern        DNF   1.5  6
 -- Shamaria Lovett           JR Alabama State              DNF   0.2  3
 -- TeJyrica Robinson         JR N. Carolina A&T            DNF   0.2  3
 -- Jenea Mccammon            SR Twcus                      DNF  -0.2  1
Women 400 m Hurdles College
===================================================================
       Track: T 54.88  4/6/2012    Tierra Brown, Adidas
      Relays: R 54.88  2012        Tierra Brown, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Reanda Richards           FR Rutgers                  57.21   2
  2 Masai Russell             FR Kentucky                 57.57   1
  3 CeCe Telfer               SR Franklin Pierce          57.79   2
  4 Jasmine Barge             SR Nebraska                 57.82   2
  5 Lakeisha Warner           JR Clemson                  57.86   1
  6 Samantha Gonzalez         SR Miami (Fla.)             57.92   1
  7 Faith Ross                JR Kentucky                 57.94   2
  8 Shannon Kalawan           JR St. Augustine's          58.04   1
  9 Anna Runia                SR Miami (Fla.)             58.67   1
 10 Nikki Stephens            SO Florida                  58.91   1
 11 Autumn Smith              SO Hampton                  59.76   2
 12 Devin D'Oliveira          FR Ucf                      59.85   4
 13 Kristina Cherrington      JR Connecticut            1:00.18   4
 14 Michaela Peskova          JR Nebraska               1:00.26   3
 15 Asia Jinks                SO Albany                 1:00.42   5
 16 Jae'Nisa Heckstall        FR Purdue                 1:00.45   7
 17 Markeeta Thomas           SR Clemson                1:00.48   1
 18 Tia Strackman             JR Connecticut            1:00.92   7
 19 Kyana Evans               SO Alabama State          1:01.01   2
 20 Xahria Santiago           SO Maryland               1:01.05   1
 21 Danielle Burns            SR Villanova              1:01.08   5
 22 Christiana Dogan          JR Marshall               1:01.09   4
 23 Alexus Shaw               SR Georgia State          1:01.36   5
 24 Courtashia Felton         FR Clemson                1:01.42   4
 25 Payton Wensel             FR Iowa                   1:01.58   3
 26 Caroline Edmondson        JR Charleston Southern    1:01.72   5
 27 Thaila Cooper             SR Maryland               1:01.86   4
 28 Mathilde Coquillaud-Salo  FR South Carolina         1:01.98   6
 29 Chelsea Zoller               Georgia                1:02.17   5
 30 Jamira Patterson          JR SE Louisiana           1:02.18   5
 31 Jada Hill                 FR Fiu                    1:02.35   4
 32 Daneesha Davidson         SO Ucf                    1:02.51   6
 33 Addie Swanson             SO Iowa                   1:02.53   4 1:02.522
 34 Danielle Scantlebury      FR St. Augustine's        1:02.53   3 1:02.530
 35 Ashonti Warner            FR Marshall               1:02.70   6
 36 Tara Hernandez            SO Liu Brooklyn           1:02.77   6
 37 Carly Donahue             SO Iowa                   1:02.86   6
 38 Olivia Swan               SR South Alabama          1:03.18   3
 39 Isabel Ingram             FR DePaul                 1:03.30   7
 40 Anne-Catherine Wasser     JR Florida Atlantic       1:03.31   3
 41 Jade Sullivan             SO North Florida          1:03.48   7
 42 Jaelan Leonard            JR Hampton                1:03.73   6
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....Women 400 m Hurdles College
 43 Ashlan Bowdry             FR Charlotte              1:03.85   4
 44 Makenzi Kopp                 Georgia                1:04.09   6
 45 Jaylen Sewell             SO Savannah State         1:04.19   7
 46 Kimmie Cunningham         JR Florida State          1:04.31   3
 47 Tori Johnson              JR Umbc                   1:04.63   5
 48 Olympia High              SO Kennesaw State         1:04.81   7
 49 Kamare' Ways              SO Georgia Southern       1:04.92   6
 50 Zakirra McKinnon          SR Kennesaw State         1:05.02   7
 51 Asia McMillon             FR Florida State          1:05.15   5
 52 Imani Christian           FR Kennesaw State         1:06.52   6
 53 Brooklynn Broadwater      SR Tennessee              1:07.02   4
Women 3000 m Steeplechase College
===================================================================
       Track: T  9:52.34  5/26/2007   Liz Work, Duke
      Relays: R 10:02.56  4/1/2016    Cornelia Griesche, Miss State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Carolina Lozano              Argentina             10:06.62   1
          41.562 (41.562)  2:01.355 (1:19.793)  3:21.508 (1:20.153)  4:42.729 (1:21.221)
      6:04.712 (1:21.983)  7:27.416 (1:22.704)  8:48.854 (1:21.438) 10:06.611 (1:17.757)
  2 Ashley Laureano-Rosado       Puerto Rico           10:22.30   1
          42.142 (42.142)  2:03.779 (1:21.637)  3:26.031 (1:22.252)  4:49.339 (1:23.308)
      6:14.018 (1:24.679)  7:39.051 (1:25.033)  9:04.551 (1:25.500) 10:22.293 (1:17.742)
  3 Grace Mancini                La Salle              10:23.71   1
          42.011 (42.011)  2:02.192 (1:20.181)  3:23.536 (1:21.344)  4:45.860 (1:22.324)
      6:09.578 (1:23.718)  7:36.145 (1:26.567)  9:02.537 (1:26.392) 10:23.708 (1:21.171)
  4 Lydia Olivere             FR Villanova             10:28.73   1
          41.604 (41.604)  2:02.808 (1:21.204)  3:26.047 (1:23.239)  4:50.411 (1:24.364)
      6:15.831 (1:25.420)  7:42.450 (1:26.619)  9:08.122 (1:25.672) 10:28.725 (1:20.603)
  5 Perri Bockrath            FR Kentucky              10:33.66   1
          42.721 (42.721)  2:05.175 (1:22.454)  3:30.589 (1:25.414)  4:55.227 (1:24.638)
      6:20.815 (1:25.588)  7:46.829 (1:26.014)  9:12.253 (1:25.424) 10:33.655 (1:21.402)
  6 Hayleigh Palotti          FR Jacksonville          10:35.51   1
          43.993 (43.993)  2:06.318 (1:22.325)  3:31.111 (1:24.793)  4:55.751 (1:24.640)
      6:21.728 (1:25.977)  7:49.155 (1:27.427)  9:17.230 (1:28.075) 10:35.504 (1:18.274)
  7 Bailey Hertenstein        FR Indiana               10:35.79   1
          42.989 (42.989)  2:02.606 (1:19.617)  3:25.025 (1:22.419)  4:50.142 (1:25.117)
      6:17.596 (1:27.454)  7:48.257 (1:30.661)  9:16.562 (1:28.305) 10:35.787 (1:19.225)
  8 Lexa Barrott              SO Indiana               10:41.15   1
          42.572 (42.572)  2:03.263 (1:20.691)  3:25.599 (1:22.336)  4:50.124 (1:24.525)
      6:15.510 (1:25.386)  7:42.278 (1:26.768)  9:13.021 (1:30.743) 10:41.142 (1:28.121)
  9 Katie Meyer               SO Kennesaw State        10:41.59   1
          43.238 (43.238)  2:05.070 (1:21.832)  3:29.369 (1:24.299)  4:54.334 (1:24.965)
      6:20.932 (1:26.598)  7:49.480 (1:28.548)  9:17.115 (1:27.635) 10:41.583 (1:24.468)
 10 Rachel Boice              FR Kentucky              10:42.65   1
          43.463 (43.463)  2:05.400 (1:21.937)  3:30.275 (1:24.875)  4:55.058 (1:24.783)
      6:21.230 (1:26.172)  7:48.862 (1:27.632)  9:17.530 (1:28.668) 10:42.647 (1:25.117)
 11 Lotte Meyberg             JR Georgia State         10:42.85   2
          43.964 (43.964)  2:08.092 (1:24.128)  3:32.378 (1:24.286)  4:57.691 (1:25.313)
      6:24.139 (1:26.448)  7:52.018 (1:27.879)  9:19.652 (1:27.634) 10:42.849 (1:23.198)
 12 Audrey Carpenter          SR North Florida         10:46.24   1
          43.120 (43.120)  2:05.402 (1:22.282)  3:29.779 (1:24.377)  4:54.789 (1:25.010)
      6:23.025 (1:28.236)  7:52.826 (1:29.801)  9:21.842 (1:29.016) 10:46.235 (1:24.393)
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....Women 3000 m Steeplechase College
 13 Kate Butler               SR Appalachian State     10:48.94   2
          45.315 (45.315)  2:11.127 (1:25.812)  3:36.449 (1:25.322)  5:03.029 (1:26.580)
      6:30.288 (1:27.259)  7:59.386 (1:29.098)  9:26.721 (1:27.335) 10:48.936 (1:22.216)
 14 Mallory Liggett           FR Kentucky              10:51.13   1
          42.849 (42.849)  2:05.077 (1:22.228)  3:30.517 (1:25.440)  4:55.597 (1:25.080)
      6:23.621 (1:28.024)  7:53.567 (1:29.946)  9:23.520 (1:29.953) 10:51.128 (1:27.608)
 15 Jordania Diaz Hottese        Unattached            10:52.51   1
          42.574 (42.574)  2:04.317 (1:21.743)  3:30.817 (1:26.500)  4:58.364 (1:27.547)
      6:28.239 (1:29.875)  7:57.433 (1:29.194)  9:27.847 (1:30.414) 10:52.508 (1:24.661)
 16 Claire Moritz             FR Georgia Tech          10:55.67   1
          43.125 (43.125)  2:04.723 (1:21.598)  3:28.709 (1:23.986)  4:54.474 (1:25.765)
      6:21.042 (1:26.568)  7:48.657 (1:27.615)  9:20.219 (1:31.562) 10:55.663 (1:35.444)
 17 Carolien Millenaar        SO South Alabama         11:02.31   2
          46.232 (46.232)  2:13.275 (1:27.043)  3:40.303 (1:27.028)  5:06.994 (1:26.691)
      6:35.591 (1:28.597)  8:06.383 (1:30.792)  9:37.285 (1:30.902) 11:02.302 (1:25.018)
 18 Erica Lersch              SR Florida Atlantic      11:02.51   2
          44.487 (44.487)  2:11.129 (1:26.642)  3:38.434 (1:27.305)  5:04.588 (1:26.154)
      6:34.513 (1:29.925)  8:07.962 (1:33.449)  9:39.206 (1:31.244) 11:02.507 (1:23.302)
 19 Victoria Jung             JR Ucf                   11:02.75   2
          45.799 (45.799)  2:13.757 (1:27.958)  3:40.006 (1:26.249)  5:07.195 (1:27.189)
      6:36.521 (1:29.326)  8:07.559 (1:31.038)  9:39.519 (1:31.960) 11:02.744 (1:23.226)
 20 Grace Blair               FR Florida               11:03.75   1
          43.939 (43.939)  2:06.535 (1:22.596)  3:31.873 (1:25.338)  4:59.065 (1:27.192)
      6:29.332 (1:30.267)  8:01.614 (1:32.282)  9:36.310 (1:34.696) 11:03.741 (1:27.431)
 21 Silje Lindstad            FR South Alabama         11:04.34   2
          47.553 (47.553)  2:14.012 (1:26.459)  3:41.239 (1:27.227)  5:09.680 (1:28.441)
      6:39.665 (1:29.985)  8:10.847 (1:31.182)  9:41.707 (1:30.860) 11:04.336 (1:22.630)
 22 Grace Gumpel              FR North Florida         11:13.41   1
          43.361 (43.361)  2:05.502 (1:22.141)  3:30.910 (1:25.408)  4:59.626 (1:28.716)
      6:30.229 (1:30.603)  8:03.062 (1:32.833)  9:39.321 (1:36.259) 11:13.402 (1:34.081)
 23 Morgan Wittrock           JR Clemson               11:13.82   2
          45.527 (45.527)  2:12.353 (1:26.826)  3:40.500 (1:28.147)  5:10.467 (1:29.967)
      6:40.185 (1:29.718)  8:12.675 (1:32.490)  9:45.674 (1:32.999) 11:13.813 (1:28.140)
 24 Paige Patterson           FR Saint Leo             11:14.49   2
          45.560 (45.560)  2:14.213 (1:28.653)  3:42.268 (1:28.055)  5:09.971 (1:27.703)
      6:39.249 (1:29.278)  8:09.837 (1:30.588)  9:43.257 (1:33.420) 11:14.481 (1:31.225)
 25 Kelsey Larkin             JR South Carolina        11:15.98   2
          44.846 (44.846)  2:12.058 (1:27.212)  3:40.012 (1:27.954)  5:07.737 (1:27.725)
      6:38.822 (1:31.085)  8:11.669 (1:32.847)  9:46.017 (1:34.348) 11:15.971 (1:29.955)
 26 Mary Kathryn Knott        FR Georgia Tech          11:18.81   1
          43.466 (43.466)  2:07.100 (1:23.634)  3:34.495 (1:27.395)  5:05.123 (1:30.628)
      6:38.539 (1:33.416)  8:12.783 (1:34.244)  9:47.645 (1:34.862) 11:18.809 (1:31.164)
 27 Caitlin McQuilkin-Bell    JR Florida               11:20.07   1
          42.292 (42.292)  2:08.124 (1:25.832)  3:36.224 (1:28.100)  5:08.001 (1:31.777)
      6:41.398 (1:33.397)  8:15.640 (1:34.242)  9:49.919 (1:34.279) 11:20.061 (1:30.142)
 28 Margo Henley              FR Umbc                  11:29.09   2
          46.141 (46.141)  2:14.593 (1:28.452)  3:44.684 (1:30.091)  5:15.709 (1:31.025)
      6:49.072 (1:33.363)  8:24.467 (1:35.395)  9:59.694 (1:35.227) 11:29.087 (1:29.394)
 29 Rebecca Entrekin          JR Georgia Tech          11:32.42   2
          47.626 (47.626)  2:17.866 (1:30.240)  3:49.244 (1:31.378)  5:20.590 (1:31.346)
      6:53.559 (1:32.969)  8:28.264 (1:34.705) 10:03.411 (1:35.147) 11:32.412 (1:29.002)
 30 Marlee Mason              JR Alabama-Huntsville    11:32.96   2
          44.972 (44.972)  2:13.906 (1:28.934)  3:44.098 (1:30.192)  5:16.783 (1:32.685)
      6:52.155 (1:35.372)  8:28.189 (1:36.034) 10:03.744 (1:35.555) 11:32.960 (1:29.217)
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....Women 3000 m Steeplechase College
 31 Caitlyn Farrell           SR Kennesaw State        11:46.07   2
          45.558 (45.558)  2:15.197 (1:29.639)  3:46.301 (1:31.104)  5:20.301 (1:34.000)
      6:55.639 (1:35.338)  8:32.365 (1:36.726) 10:09.080 (1:36.715) 11:46.067 (1:36.988)
 32 Andrea Peterson           JR St. Thomas (Fla.)     11:49.00   2
          47.151 (47.151)  2:17.448 (1:30.297)  3:50.347 (1:32.899)  5:26.578 (1:36.231)
      7:03.628 (1:37.050)  8:41.187 (1:37.559) 10:18.438 (1:37.251) 11:48.993 (1:30.556)
 33 Rania Samhouri            SO South Florida         12:11.57   2
          46.342 (46.342)  2:15.001 (1:28.659)  3:45.972 (1:30.971)  5:22.784 (1:36.812)
      7:01.021 (1:38.237)  8:43.958 (1:42.937) 10:28.392 (1:44.434) 12:11.561 (1:43.170)
 -- Makennah Mills            FR Charleston Southern         DQ   2 barrier violation
          44.750 (44.750)  2:13.755 (1:29.005)  3:43.794 (1:30.039)  5:15.076 (1:31.282)
      6:50.420 (1:35.344)  8:25.816 (1:35.396) 10:01.024 (1:35.208) 11:27.850 (1:26.827)
Women 4x100 m Relay College
===================================================================
       Track: T 42.22  4/22/2016   Unattached, Unattached
      Relays: R 42.34  4/1/2017    Oregon, Oregon
                       M Dunmore, D Stevens, H Cunliffe, A Washington
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Pure Athletics                                        42.92   1
  2 Usatf High Performance                                43.06   1
  3 Tumbleweed Track Club                                 43.37   1
  4 Miami (Fla.)                                          43.56   2
  5 Kentucky                                              43.63   2
  6 Alabama                                               43.65   2
  7 Florida State University                              43.84   2
  8 South Carolina                                        43.86   2
  9 Alabama  'B'                                          44.16   3
 10 Usatf High Performance  'B'                           44.51   1
 11 Clemson                                               44.55   2
 12 Jacksonville                                          44.61   3
 13 Ucf                                                   44.75   3 44.748
 14 Athletics Canada  'B'                                 44.75   1 44.750
 15 Aarp                                                  44.81   2
 16 Alabama State                                         45.06   2
 17 Twcus                                                 45.14   1
 18 Penn State                                            45.28   4
 19 Usatf High Performance  'C'                           45.30   1
 20 Nebraska                                              45.45   4
 21 Ohio State                                            45.57   3
 22 Virginia Tech                                         45.64   4
 23 Purdue                                                45.74   5 45.731
 24 Charlotte                                             45.74   5 45.739
 25 Hampton                                               45.76   5
 26 Uab                                                   45.98   5
 27 Athletics Thailand                                    46.12   3
 28 Fiu                                                   46.15   6
 29 Iowa                                                  46.18   3
 30 Albany                                                46.24   5
 31 Georgia State                                         46.30   7
 32 Mercer                                                46.35   6
 33 Marshall                                              46.38   6
 34 SE Louisiana                                          46.52   7
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....Women 4x100 m Relay College
 35 Kennesaw State                                        46.59   5
 36 Academy of Art                                        46.64   6
 37 Grand Valley St.                                      46.67   4
 38 Florida A&M                                           46.70   7
 39 Indiana                                               46.84   5
 40 Indiana Tech                                          46.89   6
 41 East Tenn. St.                                        46.99   5
 42 Alabama-Huntsville                                    47.07   8 47.063
 42 Georgia Southern                                      47.07   9 47.063
 44 Alabama A&M                                           47.10   7
 45 Rutgers                                               47.12   7
 46 Limestone                                             47.20   8
 47 Umbc                                                  47.52   7
 48 Savannah State                                        47.54   8
 49 Tennessee Wesleyan                                    47.66   8
 50 Virginia State                                        47.71   8
 51 Austin Peay                                           47.93   7
 52 Emmanuel (Ga.)                                        47.96   9
 53 Coppin State                                          48.25   8
 54 Uab  'B'                                              49.03   7
 55 Tennessee Tech                                        49.21   4
 56 Marshall  'B'                                         49.37   8
 57 Kingsborough CC                                       49.87   9
 58 North Greenville                                      50.36   9
 -- Florida Atlantic University                             DNF   4
 -- Ul-Lafayette                                            DNF   8
 -- Athletics Canada                                         DQ   1 xchg zone violation
Women 4x200 m Relay College
===================================================================
       Track: T 1:28.77  3/31/2018   PURE Athletics, PURE Athleti
                         K Baptiste, S Wimbley, T Bowie, S Henry-Robinson
       Track: T 1:28.77  4/1/2017    Tumbleweed Track Club, Tumblew
                         D Henry, A Onoura, T Bartoletta, D Schippers
      Relays: R 1:28.77  4/1/2017    Tumbleweed Track Club, Tumblew
                         D Henry, A Onoura, T Bartoletta, D Schippers
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Pure Athletics                                      1:29.25   1
  2 Alabama                                             1:31.80   3
  3 South Carolina                                      1:33.00   3
  4 Usatf High Performance  'C'                         1:33.14   2
  5 Miami (Fla.)                                        1:33.34   3
  6 Usatf High Performance                              1:33.52   1
  7 Usatf High Performance  'B'                         1:34.22   1
  8 Twcus                                               1:35.40   2
  9 Nebraska                                            1:35.64   3
 10 Purdue                                              1:36.27   5
 11 Uab                                                 1:36.53   6 1:36.525
 12 North Carolina                                      1:36.53   4 1:36.530
 13 Hampton                                             1:37.04   4 1:37.032
 14 Indiana Tech                                        1:37.04   6 1:37.036
 15 Ohio State                                          1:37.32   5
 16 Marshall                                            1:37.55   3
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....Women 4x200 m Relay College
 17 Clemson                                             1:37.60   3
 18 Athletics Thailand                                  1:37.81   2
 19 Academy of Art                                      1:38.21   4
 20 Iowa                                                1:38.52   3
 21 Indiana                                             1:38.66   4
 22 SE Louisiana                                        1:38.79   7
 23 East Tenn. St.                                      1:38.86   6
 24 Austin Peay                                         1:39.02   5
 25 Georgia Southern                                    1:39.13   6
 26 Grand Valley St.                                    1:39.17   5
 27 Rutgers                                             1:39.74   4
 28 Savannah State                                      1:40.54   6
 29 Coppin State                                        1:40.80   6
 30 Iowa  'B'                                           1:42.00   4 1:41.993
 31 Indiana Tech  'B'                                   1:42.00   7 1:41.996
 32 Alabama A&M                                         1:42.14   4
 33 Austin Peay  'B'                                    1:42.20   7
 34 Marshall  'B'                                       1:42.25   5
 35 Umbc                                                1:44.23   3
 36 Tennessee Tech                                      1:45.35   5
 37 North Greenville                                    1:47.23   6
 -- Empire Athletics                                        DNF   2
 -- Ucf                                                      DQ   3 xchg zone vioation
 -- Usatf High Performance  'D'                              DQ   2 xchg zone violation
Women 4x400 m Relay College
Top 9 Advance by Time
===================================================================
       Track: T 3:24.14  4/7/2012    One Goal Athletics, One Goal A
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
      Relays: R 3:24.14  2012        One Goal Athletics
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
    School                                              Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 St. Augustine's                                     3:37.86q  1
        1:48.59 (1:48.59)      2:43.21 (54.62)      3:37.86 (54.65)
  2 Purdue                                              3:39.63q  2
        1:51.55 (1:51.55)      2:45.31 (53.76)      3:39.63 (54.32)
  3 Jacksonville                                        3:39.81q  6
        1:51.86 (1:51.86)      2:44.70 (52.84)      3:39.81 (55.11)
  4 Clemson  'B'                                        3:39.87q  5
        1:50.53 (1:50.53)      2:44.58 (54.05)      3:39.87 (55.29)
  5 Charlotte                                           3:40.08q  1
        1:52.55 (1:52.55)      2:46.56 (54.01)      3:40.08 (53.52)
  6 Iowa                                                3:40.13q  7
        1:49.99 (1:49.99)      2:44.57 (54.58)      3:40.13 (55.56)
  7 Maryland                                            3:41.07q  5
        1:51.61 (1:51.61)      2:46.41 (54.80)      3:41.07 (54.66)
  8 Connecticut                                         3:42.14q  6
        1:49.00 (1:49.00)      2:43.77 (54.77)      3:42.14 (58.37)
  9 Ucf                                                 3:42.56q  1
        1:51.85 (1:51.85)      2:47.43 (55.58)      3:42.56 (55.13)
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....Women 4x400 m Relay College
 10 Columbia                                            3:42.80   3
        1:53.14 (1:53.14)      2:48.46 (55.32)      3:42.80 (54.34)
 11 Iowa  'B'                                           3:43.79   1
        1:51.27 (1:51.27)      2:47.54 (56.27)      3:43.80 (56.26)
 12 Georgia State                                       3:43.82   1
        1:53.55 (1:53.55)      2:49.10 (55.55)      3:43.82 (54.72)
 13 Troy                                                3:44.43   3
        1:53.56 (1:53.56)      2:50.85 (57.29)      3:44.43 (53.58)
 14 Grand Valley St.                                    3:44.50   7
        1:54.18 (1:54.18)      2:49.79 (55.61)      3:44.50 (54.71)
 15 Alabama State                                       3:44.82   6
        1:54.43 (1:54.43)      2:49.40 (54.97)      3:44.82 (55.42)
 16 Hampton                                             3:45.07   3
        1:53.31 (1:53.31)      2:49.53 (56.22)      3:45.07 (55.54)
 17 Ohio State  'B'                                     3:45.75   4
        1:53.43 (1:53.43)      2:49.57 (56.14)      3:45.75 (56.18)
 18 Rutgers                                             3:46.08   2
        1:54.54 (1:54.54)      2:51.09 (56.55)      3:46.08 (54.99)
 19 Liu Brooklyn                                        3:46.45   6
        1:52.94 (1:52.94)      2:50.68 (57.74)      3:46.45 (55.77)
 20 Georgia Tech                                        3:46.77   6
        1:54.30 (1:54.30)      2:51.57 (57.27)      3:46.77 (55.20)
 21 Alabama A&M                                         3:46.79   7
        1:53.95 (1:53.95)      2:49.79 (55.84)      3:46.79 (57.00)
 22 Nebraska                                            3:47.03   2
        1:51.24 (1:51.24)      2:48.26 (57.02)      3:47.03 (58.77)
 23 Austin Peay                                         3:47.09   3
        1:54.14 (1:54.14)      2:49.67 (55.53)      3:47.09 (57.42)
 24 Indiana Tech                                        3:47.10   5
        1:53.89 (1:53.89)      2:51.18 (57.29)      3:47.10 (55.92)
 25 DePaul                                              3:48.19   7
        1:56.94 (1:56.94)      2:53.50 (56.56)      3:48.19 (54.69)
 26 Charleston Southern                                 3:48.40   2
        1:54.67 (1:54.67)      2:51.79 (57.12)      3:48.40 (56.61)
 27 Indiana                                             3:48.79   7
        1:53.36 (1:53.36)      2:51.69 (58.33)      3:48.79 (57.10)
 28 Uab                                                 3:48.84   3
        1:55.10 (1:55.10)      2:52.69 (57.59)      3:48.84 (56.15)
 29 Savannah State                                      3:48.92   7
        1:52.87 (1:52.87)      2:51.07 (58.20)      3:48.92 (57.85)
 30 Academy of Art                                      3:49.20   6
        1:55.18 (1:55.18)      2:54.72 (59.54)      3:49.20 (54.48)
 31 Coppin State                                        3:49.21   2
        1:55.38 (1:55.38)      2:52.14 (56.76)      3:49.21 (57.07)
 32 SE Louisiana                                        3:49.69   1
        1:54.08 (1:54.08)      2:51.72 (57.64)      3:49.69 (57.97)
 33 Mercer                                              3:49.83   5
        1:55.11 (1:55.11)      2:51.74 (56.63)      3:49.83 (58.09)
 34 Kennesaw State                                      3:50.61   4
        1:56.42 (1:56.42)      2:54.84 (58.42)      3:50.61 (55.77)
 35 Marshall  'B'                                       3:50.94   6
        1:57.28 (1:57.28)      2:54.60 (57.32)      3:50.94 (56.34)
 36 Limestone                                           3:51.34   2
        1:54.95 (1:54.95)      2:51.05 (56.10)    3:51.34 (1:00.29)
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....Women 4x400 m Relay College
 37 Fiu                                                 3:51.47   4
        1:53.60 (1:53.60)      2:51.07 (57.47)    3:51.47 (1:00.40)
 38 Marshall                                            3:51.80   5
        1:54.26 (1:54.26)      2:52.34 (58.08)      3:51.80 (59.46)
 39 Georgia Southern                                    3:53.44   5
        1:57.10 (1:57.10)      2:56.30 (59.20)      3:53.44 (57.14)
 40 Virginia State                                      3:58.17   6
        1:59.43 (1:59.43)      2:58.22 (58.79)      3:58.17 (59.95)
 41 Tennessee Wesleyan                                  3:58.81   2
        2:00.24 (2:00.24)    3:00.38 (1:00.14)      3:58.81 (58.43)
 42 Umbc                                                3:58.82   7
        1:57.47 (1:57.47)    2:57.84 (1:00.37)    3:58.82 (1:00.98)
 43 Austin Peay  'B'                                    4:01.96   3
        2:00.30 (2:00.30)    3:00.32 (1:00.02)    4:01.96 (1:01.64)
 44 Kingsborough CC                                     4:02.48   1
        2:00.47 (2:00.47)      2:58.48 (58.01)    4:02.48 (1:04.00)
Women 4x400 m Relay Oly Developm College
===================================================================
       Track: T 3:24.14  4/7/2012    One Goal Athletics, One Goal A
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
      Relays: R 3:24.14  2012        One Goal Athletics
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1 Usatf High Performance  'C'                         3:26.29   1
        1:43.99 (1:43.99)      2:36.21 (52.22)      3:26.29 (50.08)
  2 Athletics Canada                                    3:28.54   1
        1:44.77 (1:44.77)      2:37.04 (52.27)      3:28.54 (51.50)
  3 Pure Athletics                                      3:29.26   1
        1:43.48 (1:43.48)      2:35.60 (52.12)      3:29.26 (53.66)
  4 Usatf High Performance  'B'                         3:31.25   1
        1:46.25 (1:46.25)      2:39.31 (53.06)      3:31.25 (51.94)
  5 Caribbean Connect                                   3:32.16   1
        1:48.03 (1:48.03)      2:41.21 (53.18)      3:32.16 (50.95)
  6 Clutch Performance                                  3:32.98   2
        1:46.75 (1:46.75)      2:39.53 (52.78)      3:32.98 (53.45)
  7 Usatf High Performance                              3:34.85   1
        1:47.11 (1:47.11)      2:40.74 (53.63)      3:34.85 (54.11)
  8 Athletics Canada  'B'                               3:34.88   2
        1:47.83 (1:47.83)      2:39.27 (51.44)      3:34.88 (55.61)
  9 Empire Athletics                                    3:41.49   2
        1:48.27 (1:48.27)      2:42.74 (54.47)      3:41.49 (58.75)
Women 4x400 m Relay Tom Jones College
================================================================
       Track: T 3:24.14  4/7/2012    One Goal Athletics, One Goa
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
      Relays: R 3:24.14  2012        One Goal Athletics
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
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....Women 4x400 m Relay Tom Jones College
  1 South Carolina                                      3:27.53
        1:43.26 (1:43.26)      2:37.50 (54.24)      3:27.53 (50.03)
  2 Florida                                             3:27.76
        1:43.59 (1:43.59)      2:36.74 (53.15)      3:27.76 (51.02)
  3 Alabama                                             3:28.60
        1:44.38 (1:44.38)      2:36.14 (51.76)      3:28.60 (52.46)
  4 Kentucky                                            3:31.66
        1:47.66 (1:47.66)      2:41.45 (53.79)      3:31.67 (50.22)
  5 Miami (Fla.)                                        3:32.22
        1:46.37 (1:46.37)      2:39.72 (53.35)      3:32.22 (52.50)
  6 Clemson                                             3:32.67
        1:46.83 (1:46.83)      2:39.35 (52.52)      3:32.67 (53.32)
  7 Tennessee                                           3:34.70
        1:47.49 (1:47.49)      2:41.83 (54.34)      3:34.70 (52.87)
  8 Virginia Tech                                       3:38.26
        1:47.47 (1:47.47)      2:43.01 (55.54)      3:38.26 (55.25)
  9 Penn State                                          3:39.86
        1:53.57 (1:53.57)      2:48.43 (54.86)      3:39.86 (51.43)
Women 4x400 m Relay College
================================================================
       Track: T 3:24.14  4/7/2012    One Goal Athletics, One Goa
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
      Relays: R 3:24.14  2012        One Goal Athletics
                         Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 St. Augustine's                                     3:35.03
        1:47.48 (1:47.48)      2:41.42 (53.94)      3:35.03 (53.61)
  2 Purdue                                              3:35.73
        1:48.07 (1:48.07)      2:42.55 (54.48)      3:35.74 (53.19)
  3 Maryland                                            3:35.90
        1:48.46 (1:48.46)      2:42.23 (53.77)      3:35.90 (53.67)
  4 Iowa                                                3:36.32
        1:49.28 (1:49.28)      2:42.55 (53.27)      3:36.32 (53.77)
  5 Clemson  'B'                                        3:36.61
        1:48.22 (1:48.22)      2:41.77 (53.55)      3:36.61 (54.84)
  6 Charlotte                                           3:38.47
        1:50.90 (1:50.90)      2:45.53 (54.63)      3:38.47 (52.94)
  7 Jacksonville                                        3:39.95
        1:49.56 (1:49.56)      2:44.16 (54.60)      3:39.95 (55.79)
 -- Ucf                                                      DQ  xchg zone violation
        1:50.52 (1:50.52)      2:45.08 (54.56)      3:41.61 (56.53)
Women 4x800 m Relay College
===================================================================
       Track: T 8:24.79  3/31/2018   HOKA NJNYTC, HOKA NJNYTC
                         H Wilson, D Aragon, C Barowski, C Brown
      Relays: R 8:28.81  2013        Tennessee, Tennessee
                         Jackson, Ruff, Kane, Snap
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Ohio State                                          8:30.79   1
        2:08.43 (2:08.43)    4:18.37 (2:09.94)    6:28.65 (2:10.28)    8:30.80 (2:02.15)
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....Women 4x800 m Relay College
  2 Indiana                                             8:32.89   1
        2:10.99 (2:10.99)    4:19.61 (2:08.62)    6:27.86 (2:08.25)    8:32.89 (2:05.03)
  3 Florida                                             8:34.09   1
        2:12.26 (2:12.26)    4:18.49 (2:06.23)    6:28.06 (2:09.57)    8:34.09 (2:06.03)
  4 North Florida                                       8:47.04   1
        2:10.51 (2:10.51)    4:21.06 (2:10.55)    6:34.42 (2:13.36)    8:47.04 (2:12.62)
  5 Troy                                                8:49.03   1
        2:12.11 (2:12.11)    4:24.54 (2:12.43)    6:39.69 (2:15.15)    8:49.03 (2:09.34)
  6 Ucf                                                 8:49.56   1
        2:14.59 (2:14.59)    4:26.01 (2:11.42)    6:38.63 (2:12.62)    8:49.56 (2:10.93)
  7 Georgia Tech                                        8:50.86   1 8:50.853
        2:11.87 (2:11.87)    4:24.03 (2:12.16)    6:39.01 (2:14.98)    8:50.86 (2:11.85)
  8 Rutgers                                             8:50.86   2 8:50.855
        2:16.31 (2:16.31)    4:26.71 (2:10.40)    6:42.81 (2:16.10)    8:50.86 (2:08.05)
  9 Umbc                                                8:57.50   2
        2:15.43 (2:15.43)    4:30.48 (2:15.05)    6:47.30 (2:16.82)    8:57.50 (2:10.20)
 10 South Carolina                                      9:02.50   1
        2:15.06 (2:15.06)    4:27.64 (2:12.58)    6:41.68 (2:14.04)    9:02.50 (2:20.82)
 11 Iowa                                                9:04.18   2
        2:17.33 (2:17.33)    4:31.14 (2:13.81)    6:45.54 (2:14.40)    9:04.18 (2:18.64)
 12 Alabama State                                       9:06.80   2
        2:14.99 (2:14.99)    4:32.29 (2:17.30)    6:46.18 (2:13.89)    9:06.80 (2:20.62)
 13 Appalachian State                                   9:06.90   2
        2:17.58 (2:17.58)    4:34.22 (2:16.64)    6:53.42 (2:19.20)    9:06.91 (2:13.49)
 14 Georgia State                                       9:07.70   1
        2:13.04 (2:13.04)    4:30.19 (2:17.15)    6:52.63 (2:22.44)    9:07.70 (2:15.07)
 15 Georgia Southern                                    9:16.31   2
        2:17.08 (2:17.08)    4:33.72 (2:16.64)    6:58.15 (2:24.43)    9:16.31 (2:18.16)
 16 Austin Peay                                         9:18.58   2
        2:18.53 (2:18.53)    4:39.83 (2:21.30)    6:59.13 (2:19.30)    9:18.59 (2:19.46)
 17 Florida Atlantic University  'B'                    9:18.96   2
        2:18.76 (2:18.76)    4:38.47 (2:19.71)    6:57.85 (2:19.38)    9:18.96 (2:21.11)
 18 Charleston Southern                                 9:23.66   2
        2:21.07 (2:21.07)    4:40.66 (2:19.59)    7:04.37 (2:23.71)    9:23.67 (2:19.30)
 19 Coastal Carolina  'B'                              11:23.48   2
        2:47.66 (2:47.66)    5:31.96 (2:44.30)    8:32.81 (3:00.85)   11:23.48 (2:50.67)
 -- St. Thomas (Fla.)                                       DNF   2
      1:09.467 (1:09.467)  2:24.625 (1:15.158)  3:35.937 (1:11.312)  4:52.622 (1:16.685)
      8:04.976 (3:12.354)
Women 1600 Sprint Medley College
===================================================================
       Track: T 3:37.62  4/4/2009    Tom Jones All-Stars
      Relays: R 3:37.62  2009        Tom Jones All-Stars
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Norfolk State                                       3:45.74   1
        1:42.45 (1:42.45)      2:41.26 (58.81)    3:46.05 (1:04.79)
  2 Georgia                                             3:47.01   1
        1:43.62 (1:43.62)      2:41.47 (57.85)    3:47.47 (1:06.00)
  3 Ohio State                                          3:49.12   1
        1:40.72 (1:40.72)    2:41.86 (1:01.14)    3:49.50 (1:07.64)
  4 Iowa                                                3:52.85   1
        1:44.33 (1:44.33)      2:41.72 (57.39)    3:53.05 (1:11.33)
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....Women 1600 Sprint Medley College
  5 Liu Brooklyn                                        3:54.82   2
        1:44.97 (1:44.97)    2:46.58 (1:01.61)    3:54.97 (1:08.39)
  6 Indiana                                             3:55.83   2
        1:43.75 (1:43.75)    2:45.92 (1:02.17)    3:56.43 (1:10.51)
  7 Maryland                                            3:56.53   2
  8 Stony Brook                                         4:00.57   2
        1:43.47 (1:43.47)    2:47.20 (1:03.73)    4:00.80 (1:13.60)
  9 Georgia Southern                                    4:02.71   2
        1:47.68 (1:47.68)    2:49.04 (1:01.36)    4:02.97 (1:13.93)
 10 Uab                                                 4:02.75   3
        1:47.96 (1:47.96)    2:53.26 (1:05.30)    4:03.09 (1:09.83)
 11 South Carolina                                      4:05.80   3
        1:48.41 (1:48.41)    2:56.53 (1:08.12)    4:06.19 (1:09.66)
 12 Jacksonville St.                                    4:12.30   3
        1:55.89 (1:55.89)    3:04.15 (1:08.26)    4:12.93 (1:08.78)
 13 Mercer                                              4:12.94   3
        1:51.81 (1:51.81)    3:01.77 (1:09.96)    4:13.21 (1:11.44)
 14 North Florida                                       4:15.52   3
        1:52.53 (1:52.53)    3:01.29 (1:08.76)    4:16.02 (1:14.73)
 15 North Greenville                                    4:17.07   2
        1:51.33 (1:51.33)    2:59.91 (1:08.58)    4:17.25 (1:17.34)
 16 Ul-Lafayette                                        4:20.41   3
        1:49.82 (1:49.82)    3:01.47 (1:11.65)    4:20.73 (1:19.26)
 17 Coastal Carolina                                    4:22.18   2
        1:52.03 (1:52.03)    3:01.35 (1:09.32)    4:22.56 (1:21.21)
 -- Miami (Fla.)                                            DNF   1
      1:04.866 (1:04.866)    2:02.359 (57.493)  3:03.732 (1:01.373)
Women Distance Medley College
================================================================
       Track: T 11:07.60  3/30/1990   Villanova, Villanova
                          Bennett, Hunte, O'Sullivan, Franey
      Relays: R 11:07.60  1990        Villanova, Villanova
                          Bennett, Hunte, O'Sullivan, Franey
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Indiana                                            11:39.17
        3:34.49 (3:34.49)      4:31.87 (57.38)    6:44.04 (2:12.17)   11:39.17 (4:55.13)
  2 Connecticut                                        11:51.49
        3:36.23 (3:36.23)      4:28.02 (51.79)    6:40.71 (2:12.69)   11:51.49 (5:10.78)
  3 Kentucky                                           11:57.35
        3:39.19 (3:39.19)      4:35.52 (56.33)    6:48.37 (2:12.85)   11:57.35 (5:08.98)
  4 North Florida                                      12:07.68
        3:36.86 (3:36.86)      4:33.19 (56.33)    6:51.56 (2:18.37)   12:07.68 (5:16.12)
  5 Connecticut  'B'                                   12:13.62
        3:46.54 (3:46.54)      4:41.41 (54.87)    7:01.11 (2:19.70)   12:13.62 (5:12.51)
  6 Rutgers                                            12:14.77
        3:44.71 (3:44.71)      4:40.19 (55.48)    7:00.22 (2:20.03)   12:14.77 (5:14.55)
  7 Georgia Tech                                       12:16.13
        3:40.01 (3:40.01)      4:35.75 (55.74)    6:50.77 (2:15.02)   12:16.13 (5:25.36)
  8 Troy                                               12:23.64
        3:49.23 (3:49.23)      4:47.67 (58.44)    7:06.61 (2:18.94)   12:23.64 (5:17.03)
  9 Georgia                                            12:24.82
        3:49.69 (3:49.69)      4:48.01 (58.32)    7:04.73 (2:16.72)   12:24.82 (5:20.09)
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 10 Alabama-Huntsville                                 12:29.54
        4:00.96 (4:00.96)    5:01.27 (1:00.31)    7:16.54 (2:15.27)   12:29.54 (5:13.00)
 11 Tennessee Wesleyan                                 12:56.66
        3:49.78 (3:49.78)    4:55.02 (1:05.24)    7:27.78 (2:32.76)   12:56.66 (5:28.88)
 12 Coastal Carolina                                   13:11.85
        4:05.58 (4:05.58)      5:04.12 (58.54)    7:43.38 (2:39.26)   13:11.85 (5:28.47)
 13 Coastal Carolina  'B'                              13:58.83
        3:59.80 (3:59.80)    5:12.47 (1:12.67)    7:54.55 (2:42.08)   13:58.83 (6:04.28)
Women 4x100 m Shuttle Hurdle College
===================================================================
       Track: T 50.66  4/5/2014    BJPTC, BJPTC
                       Rollins, Harrison, Porter, Castlin
      Relays: R 50.66  4/4/2014    BJPTC, BJPTC
                       K Castlin, B Rollins, Q Harrison
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Georgia Tech                                          54.59   2
  2 Albany                                                55.88   3
  3 Marshall                                              57.26   2
  4 Troy                                                  57.50   3
  5 Austin Peay                                           59.05   5
  6 Marshall  'B'                                       1:00.66   5
  7 Jacksonville St.                                    1:02.60   5
 -- N. Carolina A&T                                         DNF   6
 -- Eai                                                     DNF   6
 -- Georgia Southern                                        DNF   4
 -- Florida A&M                                              DQ   4 hurdle violation
 -- Kennesaw State                                           DQ   6 hurdle violation
Women High Jump College
==========================================================================
 Progressions: 1.65, 1.70,  1,75, 1,78, 1,81, 1,84
       Track: T 1.96m  1995        Tisha Waller (6-5.5), Goldwin TC
      Relays: R 1.96m  1995        Tisha Waller (6-5.5), Goldwin TC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Rhonda Rogombe            JR Rutgers                  1.78m    5-10.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78 1.81
        O    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Julija Tarvide            JR Kennesaw State           1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78
        O    O    O  XXX
  3 Jade Jordan               SO Virginia State          J1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78
        O   XO    O  XXX
  4 Jada Watson               SO Georgia State            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
  4 Caroline Muller           SR DePaul                   1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
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  4 Hope Purcell              FR Indiana                  1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
  7 Frankie Griffin           SO Ul-Lafayette            J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
       XO    O  XXX
  8 Nazah Reddick             SO N. Carolina A&T         J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O   XO  XXX
  8 Courteney Campbell        SO Rutgers                 J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O   XO  XXX
 10 Kenflore Atilus           SR Fiu                     J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 11 Kayla Maczuga             JR Florida State           J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
       XO  XXO  XXX
 12 Alexis Zatta              SO Purdue                   1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 12 Victoria Stoffel          SR Albany                   1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 12 Kelli DeGeorge            JR Iowa                     1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 15 Paula Salmon              FR N. Carolina A&T         J1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 15 Torie Derrow              SO Marshall                J1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 15 Aubrianna Lantrip         JR Iowa                    J1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 18 Aviana Goode              JR Syracuse                J1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
      XXO  XXX
 -- NaScottisha Drummond      SR Tennessee Tech              NH
     1.65
      XXX
 -- Esme Phillips             JR Alabama                     NH
     1.65
      XXX
 -- Kelly Ward                SO Connecticut                 NH
     1.65
      XXX
 -- Rachel Robertson          FR Florida A&M                 NH
     1.65
      XXX
 -- Sarah Bever               SR Marshall                    NH
     1.65
      XXX
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 -- Kirby Powers              SR South Florida               NH
     1.65
      XXX
Women Pole Vault College
==========================================================================
 Progessions: 3.65, 3.80, 3.95, 4.10, 4.20, 4.30
       Track: T 4.45m  2008        Lacy Janson (14-7.25), Unattached
      Relays: R 4.45m  2008        Lacy Janson (14-7.25), Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 sophie gutermuth             Unattached               4.20m   13-09.25
     4.10 4.20 4.35
        O    O  XXX
  2 Erica Sergeant            SR Kennesaw State           4.10m   13-05.25
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10 4.20
        O   XO   XO   XO  XXX
  3 Kayla Smith                  Georgia                 J4.10m   13-05.25
     3.80 3.95 4.10 4.20
        O    O  XXO  XXX
  4 Yaritza Díaz               6 Unattached               3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
        O    O    O  XXX
  4 Jazmyn Dennis             SO Florida A&M              3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
        O    O    O  XXX
  6 Margaret Ollinger         JR Vanderbilt              J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.80 3.95 4.10
       XO    O  XXX
  7 Sara McKeeman             SR Ohio State              J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
        O   XO   XO  XXX
  7 Hayley Horvath            FR Towson                  J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
       XO    O   XO  XXX
  7 Stephanie Lambeth         JR South Florida           J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.80 3.95 4.10
       XO   XO  XXX
 10 Olivia Moore              FR Georgia Tech            J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
       XO   XO   XO  XXX
 10 Nicole Carroll            JR South Florida           J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95 4.10
       XO   XO   XO  XXX
 12 Hailey Sweatman           JR South Carolina          J3.95m   12-11.50
     3.95 4.10
      XXO  XXX
 13 Nicole Breske             JR Florida State            3.80m   12-05.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95
        O    O  XXX
 14 Emma Chee                 FR Connecticut             J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95
       XO    O  XXX
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 15 Caleigh Lofstead          JR Vanderbilt              J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.80 3.95
       XO  XXX
 15 Tessa Sheets              SO Purdue                  J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95
        O   XO  XXX
 15 Anna Eaton                SR North Carolina          J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.80 3.95
       XO  XXX
 15 Savannah Amato            SR Austin Peay             J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.80 3.95
       XO  XXX
 19 Riley Felts               FR Charlotte               J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95
       XO  XXO  XXX
 20 Dascha Hix                SR Austin Peay             J3.80m   12-05.50
     3.65 3.80 3.95
      XXO  XXO  XXX
 21 Anna Watson               FR Indiana                  3.65m   11-11.75
     3.65 3.80
        O  XXX
 21 Courtney Long                Georgia                  3.65m   11-11.75
     3.65 3.80
        O  XXX
 -- Adele Blalock             SO South Carolina              NH
     3.65
      XXX
Women Long Jump College
==================================================================================
 Min Mark: 5.65m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 6.88m  2008        Brittney Reese (22-7.25), Ole Miss
      Relays: R 6.88m  4/3/2008    Brittney Reese (22-7.25), Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Jewel Smith               SR Maryland                 6.21m   2.0  20-04.50  2
     6.21m(2.0) PASS      5.88m(+0.0) PASS      PASS      PASS
  2 Madeleine Akobundu        JR N. Carolina A&T          6.16m  +0.0  20-02.50  2
     6.02m(1.5) 6.16m(+0.0) FOUL(0.3) 5.92m(+0.0) 5.93m(1.9) 6.04m(2.2)
  3 Michelle Atherley         JR Miami (Fla.)             6.10m   0.7  20-00.25  2
     FOUL(2.2) 5.73m(1.2) 6.10m(0.7) 6.05m(+0.0) 5.93m(1.5) FOUL(3.0)
  4 Jaden Mattox              JR Purdue                   6.09m   1.6  19-11.75  2
     6.09m(1.6) FOUL(1.3) 5.94m(+0.0) 5.94m(0.9) 5.90m(+0.0) FOUL(1.0)
  5 Destiny Copeland          FR Indiana Tech             6.02m  +0.0  19-09.00  1
     5.75m(0.5) ND(0.3) 5.89m(0.1) 6.02m(2.2) 6.02m(+0.0) FOUL(0.9)
  6 Leah Moran                JR Indiana                  6.00m   0.5  19-08.25  2
     FOUL(3.5) 5.41m(+0.0) 5.99m(1.3) 6.00m(0.5) PASS      5.96m(0.9)
  7 Makyla Stanley            SR South Carolina           5.99m   1.7  19-08.00  2
     5.71m(1.3) FOUL(1.2) 5.99m(1.7) ND(1.5) FOUL(+0.0) 5.93m(0.3)
  8 Jade Jordan               SO Charlotte                5.98m   1.4  19-07.50  2
     5.98m(1.4) FOUL(2.2) ND(0.9) 5.98m(2.0) 5.95m(+0.0) 5.98m(NWI)
  9 Jenna Jungels             JR Indiana                  5.88m   1.3  19-03.50  2
     5.65m(1.4) 5.88m(1.3) 5.65m(1.2) 5.85m(0.3) ND(1.0) 5.62m(+0.0)
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 10 Taylor DeLoach            JR Ohio State               5.78m  +0.0  18-11.75  2
     5.47m(1.1) 5.78m(+0.0) ND(1.5)
 11 Zionn Pearson             FR Nebraska                 5.73m   0.1  18-09.75  2
     5.73m(0.1) ND(0.5) 5.72m(2.1)
 12 Taylor Woods              SO Connecticut              5.69m  +0.0  18-08.00  1
     FOUL(0.1) 5.69m(+0.0) FOUL(1.0)
 13 Latavia Coombs            SR Kentucky                 5.65m  +0.0  18-06.50  1
     5.65m(+0.0) ND(1.3) PASS
 14 Myesha Nott               FR Western Kentucky         5.52m   0.6  18-01.50  1
     5.52m(0.6) ND(+0.0) FOUL(1.9)
 15 Jaelan Leonard            JR Hampton                  5.45m   1.9  17-10.75  2
     5.45m(1.9) ND(0.7) FOUL(2.3)
 16 Brittany Cook             SR Jacksonville St.         5.40m   1.5  17-08.75  1
     5.40m(1.5) ND(1.7) FOUL(+0.0)
 16 Kaytlyn Gill              SR South Florida            5.40m   1.5  17-08.75  1
     5.40m(1.5) ND(1.3) ND(+0.0)
 18 Stacey Destin             SR Alabama                  5.39m   0.5  17-08.25  1
     FOUL(1.7) 5.39m(0.5) FOUL(1.5)
 19 Javonia Ellis             SO South Florida            5.36m   0.6  17-07.00  1
     FOUL(1.3) 5.36m(0.6) ND(+0.0)
 20 Oniesha Clarke            SR Rutgers                  5.14m  +0.0  16-10.50  2
     FOUL(0.9) 5.14m(+0.0) ND(1.7)
 -- Nichyria Byrd             SR Siu Edwardsville          FOUL                  2
     FOUL(1.4) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(0.2)
Women Triple Jump College
==================================================================================
 Min Mark: 11.50m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 13.98m  2008        Toluwani Faluade (45-10.5), Optimal Performanc
      Relays: R 13.98m  2008        Toluwani Faluade (45-10.5), Optimal Performanc
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Thea LaFond                  Commonwealth            14.38mT  0.6  47-02.25  2
     14.15m(0.7) 14.13m(1.0) 14.38m(0.6) 13.42m(+0.0) PASS      PASS
  2 Yanis David               SR Florida                 14.05m   2.2  46-01.25  2
     13.58m(0.9) 13.60m(0.9) 14.00m(+0.0) 13.81m(+0.0) 13.63m(1.3) 14.05m(2.2)
  3 Marie-Josee Ebwea-Excel   SR Kentucky                13.68m   0.6  44-10.75  2
     13.68m(0.6) 13.20m(+0.0) 13.19m(0.9) FOUL(0.5) 13.57m(1.3) FOUL(1.3)
  4 Christina Epps               Gstc New Balance        13.53m   1.5  44-04.75  2
     12.94m(+0.0) 12.95m(0.9) 13.11m(0.1) 13.53m(1.5) 13.36m(+0.0) FOUL(0.2)
  5 Asa Garcia                SR Florida                 13.36m   2.3  43-10.00  2
     13.36m(2.3) FOUL(0.7) FOUL(0.2) 13.17m(1.3) 13.20m(0.8) 13.22m(0.9)
  6 Kala Penn                 JR Florida                 13.15m   1.0  43-01.75  1
     12.47m(0.6) 12.59m(1.2) 12.70m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 12.84m(+0.0) 13.15m(1.0)
  7 Kali Hatcher              FR Columbia                12.83m   0.8  42-01.25  2
     12.65m(0.2) 12.57m(0.9) 12.83m(0.8) 12.64m(1.2) 12.69m(1.7) FOUL(1.2)
  8 Myesha Nott               FR Western Kentucky        12.80m  +0.0  42-00.00  1
     12.00m(+0.0) 12.68m(1.0) 12.80m(+0.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
  9 Bhrandi Crenshaw          SO N.C. Central            12.72m   1.8  41-08.75  1
     11.97m(+0.0) 12.53m(+0.0) 12.72m(1.8) 12.33m(+0.0) 12.64m(+0.0) 12.38m(+0.0)
 10 Harleigh White            SO Clemson                 12.62m   0.7  41-05.00  1
     FOUL(+0.0) 12.62m(0.7) FOUL(+0.0)
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 11 Tamara Moncrieffe         JR Alabama                 12.54m  +0.0  41-01.75  2
     FOUL(0.5) 12.54m(+0.0) 12.39m(0.4)
 12 Mikaela Seibert           SR Ohio State              12.52m  +0.0  41-01.00  1
     11.92m(+0.0) 12.38m(+0.0) 12.52m(+0.0)
 13 Leah Moran                JR Indiana                 12.51m   1.2  41-00.50  2
     FOUL(+0.0) 12.51m(1.2) 12.48m(+0.0)
 14 Bria Matthews             JR Georgia Tech            12.49m  +0.0  40-11.75  2
     11.95m(0.1) 12.49m(+0.0) 12.45m(1.2)
 15 Anisa Toppin              SR N. Carolina A&T         12.48m   1.5  40-11.50  2
     FOUL(0.7) 12.48m(1.5) 12.05m(0.5)
 15 Alexus Shaw               SR Georgia State           12.48m  +0.0  40-11.50  1
     12.48m(+0.0) 12.41m(0.3) FOUL(+0.0)
 15 Camille Jouanno           JR Academy of Art          12.48m   1.5  40-11.50  2
     FOUL(0.3) 12.48m(1.5) FOUL(+0.0)
 18 Maryam Hassan             JR Columbia                12.45m  +0.0  40-10.25  1
     12.15m(0.2) 12.01m(0.3) 12.45m(+0.0)
 19 Peighton Simmons          SO North Carolina          12.42m  +0.0  40-09.00  1
     12.19m(+0.0) 12.42m(+0.0) 11.86m(0.3)
 20 Daneesha Davidson         SO Ucf                     12.41m  +0.0  40-08.75  2
     12.41m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.4)
 21 Crystal Henderson         SR Buffalo                 12.31m  +0.0  40-04.75  1
     11.72m(0.6) FOUL(+0.0) 12.31m(+0.0)
 22 Jade Jordan               SO Charlotte               12.23m  +0.0  40-01.50  1
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 12.23m(+0.0)
 23 Brittney Gibbs            SR Siu Edwardsville        12.12m  +0.0  39-09.25  1
     12.12m(+0.0) 12.11m(1.7) FOUL(1.9)
 24 Denisha West              JR Marshall                11.97m  +0.0  39-03.25  1
     11.97m(+0.0) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(0.9)
 25 Maya Hanks                FR Clemson                 11.85m  +0.0  38-10.50  1
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.3) 11.85m(+0.0)
 26 Raven Smith               SR Tennessee Tech          11.68m  +0.0  38-04.00  1
     11.58m(0.2) 11.61m(0.6) 11.68m(+0.0)
Women Shot Put College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 13.00m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 18.55m  2007        Kristin Heaston (60-10.5), Nike
      Relays: R 18.55m  2007        Kristin Heaston (60-10.5), Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Trinity Tutti                Club Sisu Throws        16.57m   54-04.50  2
      FOUL  15.05m  15.50m  15.17m  15.24m  16.57m
  2 Molly Leppelmeier         SO Kentucky                15.87m   52-01.00  2
      15.01m  15.26m  15.87m  FOUL  FOUL  15.17m
  3 Nicole Fautsch            JR Kentucky                15.62m   51-03.00  2
      FOUL  FOUL  15.07m  FOUL  FOUL  15.62m
  4 Michella Obijiaku         JR Towson                  15.22m   49-11.25  2
      FOUL  FOUL  14.63m  FOUL  14.10m  15.22m
  5 Erika Hammond             JR Iowa                    15.17m   49-09.25  2
      14.25m  14.38m  15.17m  14.50m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Tara Belinsky             SR Albany                  15.11m   49-07.00  2
      14.59m  15.11m  14.79m  15.11m  FOUL  FOUL
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  7 Sade Meeks                SO Jacksonville           J15.11m   49-07.00  1
      14.42m  14.00m  14.90m  14.08m  15.11m  13.94m
  8 Hannah Hall               FR Miami (Fla.)            15.04m   49-04.25  2
      14.66m  13.93m  FOUL  14.54m  15.04m  14.84m
  9 Veronica Fraley           FR Clemson                 14.75m   48-04.75  2
      14.75m  FOUL  14.52m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Jeia Gilliam              JR Virginia State          14.62m   47-11.75  1
      13.11m  13.85m  14.62m
 11 Taylor Parker             JR Liu Brooklyn            14.50m   47-07.00  1
      FOUL  14.50m  FOUL
 12 Carisma Holland           FR South Carolina          14.46m   47-05.25  2
      FOUL  14.46m  FOUL
 13 Shelby Bigsby             FR Albany                  14.23m   46-08.25  1
      14.01m  13.67m  14.23m
 14 Kristian Jackson          FR SE Louisiana            14.14m   46-04.75  2
      FOUL  13.62m  14.14m
 15 Phontavia Sawyer          SR Towson                  14.06m   46-01.50  2
      FOUL  14.06m  FOUL
 16 Noelle Parker             SR Jacksonville            13.94m   45-09.00  1
      13.94m  13.86m  13.42m
 17 Taylor Gorum              SO Florida A&M             13.92m   45-08.00  1
      13.92m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Samara Nelson             FR Troy                    13.83m   45-04.50  1
      FOUL  FOUL  13.83m
 19 Loren James               SO N. Carolina A&T         13.53m   44-04.75  1
      13.53m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Hannah Hahler             JR Findlay                 13.46m   44-02.00  2
      FOUL  13.46m  13.43m
 21 Ayana Culhane             JR Hampton                 13.40m   43-11.75  1
      13.17m  13.40m  FOUL
 22 Jhane' Carter             SR Ucf                     13.28m   43-07.00  2
      13.28m  FOUL  FOUL
 23 Dorian Solomon            SO Florida A&M             13.06m   42-10.25  1
      FOUL  13.01m  13.06m
 24 Kiyanna Thomas            JR Hampton                 12.57m   41-03.00  1
      12.57m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Enid Duut                 FR Virginia Tech             FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Zyra Thomas               FR Rutgers                   FOUL             1
      FOUL  ND  FOUL
Women Discus Throw College
=============================================================================
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
 Min Mark: 40.0
       Track: T 63.72m  1991        Hilda Elisa Romas (209-1), Cuba
      Relays: R 57.75m  1991        Penny Neer (189-6), Nike Coast
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Trinity Tutti                Club Sisu Throws        55.07m     180-08  2
      FOUL  43.56m  49.54m  FOUL  55.07m  FOUL
  2 Taylor Gorum              SO Florida A&M             51.60m     169-03  2
      51.53m  45.41m  49.90m  49.01m  51.17m  51.60m
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  3 Molly Leppelmeier         SO Kentucky                51.43m     168-09  2
      48.04m  47.78m  FOUL  47.00m  48.02m  51.43m
  4 Gabrielle Rains           JR Fiu                     48.93m     160-06  2
      FOUL  FOUL  48.22m  45.56m  48.93m  FOUL
  5 Sade Olatoye              JR Ohio State              48.37m     158-08  2
      48.37m  FOUL  45.39m  48.36m  48.19m  47.64m
  6 Phontavia Sawyer          SR Towson                  47.30m     155-02  2
      47.05m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  47.30m
  7 Timberly Molden           JR Fiu                     47.03m     154-03  2
      FOUL  45.97m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  47.03m
  8 Kristina Moore            FR Florida                 46.90m     153-10  2
      42.73m  FOUL  46.15m  44.76m  FOUL  46.90m
  9 Carisma Holland           FR South Carolina          46.67m     153-01  1
      39.52m  42.80m  46.67m  43.97m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Erin Jewell               SO Alabama-Huntsville      45.96m     150-09  1
      45.90m  45.96m  FOUL
 11 Adelaide Aquilla          FR Ohio State              45.95m     150-09  1
      45.95m  45.67m  42.57m
 12 Hannah Hall               FR Miami (Fla.)            45.58m     149-06  1
      44.88m  45.58m  FOUL
 13 Khayla Dawson             JR Indiana                 45.23m     148-05  2
      41.95m  45.23m  FOUL
 14 Sarah Loesch              SR Purdue                  45.20m     148-03  2
      41.57m  FOUL  45.20m
 15 Hayden Merrick               Georgia                 44.83m     147-01  2
      44.70m  FOUL  44.83m
 16 Corneisha Mitchell        SR Hampton                 43.50m     142-08  2
      42.95m  FOUL  43.50m
 17 Alexis Hill               FR Indiana                 42.88m     140-08  1
      42.88m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Amiynah Campbell          SR Albany                  42.43m     139-02  1
      36.50m  FOUL  42.43m
 19 Xiquaria Reliford         JR Alabama State           42.18m     138-05  1
      40.95m  42.18m  40.82m
 20 Markeisha Lewis           SO Florida A&M             41.91m     137-06  1
      35.54m  41.91m  FOUL
 21 Grace Artis               JR Jacksonville            41.40m     135-10  1
      41.40m  FOUL  FOUL
 22 Rachel Clowers            SO Kansas                  41.38m     135-09  1
      38.33m  41.38m  FOUL
 23 Kiona Bradshaw            SR Georgia State           40.71m     133-07  1
      FOUL  40.71m  FOUL
 24 Bryana Scott              JR Kennesaw State          40.41m     132-07  1
      38.23m  FOUL  40.41m
 25 Loren James               SO N. Carolina A&T         40.09m     131-06  1
      FOUL  37.76m  40.09m
 26 Nicole Fautsch            JR Kentucky                35.77m     117-04  2
      FOUL  FOUL  35.77m
 -- Megan Douglas             JR Kennesaw State            FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 45.00m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 69.13m  4/1/2006    Erin Gilreath (226-10), NYAC
      Relays: R 69.13m  2006        Erin Gilreath (226-10), NYAC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Autavia Fluker            JR South Alabama           60.56m     198-08  1
      55.72m  56.31m  FOUL  57.46m  60.56m
  2 Kate Deaton               SR Ohio State              58.85m     193-01  2
      53.87m  58.85m  57.61m  57.21m  58.13m  58.12m
  3 Naquita Williams          SO Troy                    58.25m     191-01  1
      FOUL  FOUL  56.12m  54.10m  58.25m
  4 Jade Gates                SO DePaul                  56.75m     186-02  1
      56.75m  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Nia Britt                 JR Iowa                    56.64m     185-10  2
      55.87m  56.27m  FOUL  54.67m  FOUL  56.64m
  6 Allison Wahrman           JR Iowa                    56.55m     185-06  1
      56.55m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Reneese Batson            SR Marshall                56.41m     185-01  2
      55.53m  56.41m  FOUL  FOUL  54.35m  55.69m
  8 Milan Williams            JR Charleston Southern     56.31m     184-09  2
      FOUL  56.31m  FOUL  53.64m  54.98m
  9 Jhane' Carter             SR Ucf                     56.25m     184-06  2
      FOUL  FOUL  56.15m  FOUL  FOUL  56.25m
 10 Amanda Howe               FR Iowa                    55.07m     180-08  1
      53.96m  54.74m  55.07m
 11 Amanda Murphy             SO South Carolina          54.78m     179-09  2
      52.12m  51.94m  54.78m
 12 Gianna Rao                FR Penn State              54.14m     177-07  2
      54.14m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Sade Meeks                SO Jacksonville            53.89m     176-10  1
      50.36m  51.94m  53.89m
 14 Hasana Clark              SR Marshall                53.34m     175-00  2
      51.69m  52.73m  53.34m
 15 Helga Volgyi              SR Troy                    53.16m     174-05  1
      FOUL  52.03m  53.16m
 16 Alexis Dowdy              SR Ohio State              52.97m     173-09  2
      52.97m  FOUL  52.26m
 17 Onnika Scott              SR Florida A&M             52.75m     173-01  1
      52.75m  52.60m  48.67m
 18 Noelia Caceres            SR Georgia State           52.74m     173-00  1
      51.42m  52.74m  50.06m
 19 Michella Obijiaku         JR Towson                  52.56m     172-05  1
      FOUL  52.56m  FOUL
 20 Ashley Wilson             SR South Florida           52.19m     171-03  2
      50.26m  52.19m  FOUL
 21 Grace Walford             JR SE Louisiana            51.71m     169-08  1
      51.28m  51.71m  FOUL
 22 Amara Wiggan              SO Florida                 51.36m     168-06  1
      FOUL  FOUL  51.36m
 23 Trinavia Williams         JR Fiu                     50.90m     167-00  2
      50.84m  FOUL  50.90m
 24 Erin McKee                SR So. Conn. St.           50.81m     166-08  1
      FOUL  FOUL  50.81m
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....Women Hammer Throw College
 25 Corneisha Mitchell        SR Hampton                 50.45m     165-06  2
      FOUL  FOUL  50.45m
 26 Princess Brinkley         SO Indiana                 48.85m     160-03  1
      FOUL  48.85m  FOUL
 27 Grace Artis               JR Jacksonville            48.78m     160-00  1
      48.78m  47.74m  FOUL
 28 Danielle Little           SO Clemson                 48.54m     159-03  2
      FOUL  FOUL  48.54m
 29 Nia Seldon                JR Kennesaw State          47.79m     156-09  2
      FOUL  FOUL  47.79m
 30 Eleni Zotou               FR Umbc                    47.45m     155-08  2
      46.77m  47.45m  47.08m
 31 Aalayjhia Cobb            SR So. Conn. St.           46.52m     152-07  1
      45.39m  46.52m  45.14m
 32 Taylor Giles              SR Towson                  45.66m     149-10  1
      41.77m  45.66m  FOUL
 -- Samantha Layko            SR Coastal Carolina          FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Javelin Throw College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 35.0m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 60.85m  1986        Solvi Nybu-Watson (199-8), Florida
      Relays: R 60.85m  1986        Solvi Nybu-Watson (199-8), Florida
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Laura Paredes             SO Florida State           55.38m     181-08  2
      53.62m  50.57m  51.44m  51.70m  55.38m  54.45m
  2 Marie-Therese Obst           Georgia                 53.73m     176-03  2
      53.73m  51.28m  FOUL  52.31m  52.96m  FOUL
  3 Madison Wiltrout          FR North Carolina          52.45m     172-01  2
      51.12m  FOUL  49.05m  52.41m  48.75m  52.45m
  4 Kelechi Nwanaga           SO Umbc                    50.87m     166-11  2
      FOUL  50.87m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Samantha Zelden           SO Alabama                 49.67m     162-11  2
      42.63m  44.31m  49.67m  46.23m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Asha James                SO Fiu                     48.80m     160-01  2
      47.05m  46.15m  44.33m  48.80m  44.92m  FOUL
  7 Taryn Ashby               SO Villanova               48.03m     157-07  2
      46.66m  44.52m  48.03m  44.79m  FOUL  45.04m
  8 Riley Schwietz               Unattached              46.81m     153-07  2
      42.83m  40.96m  46.81m  44.84m  43.42m  FOUL
  9 Thalia Ghalam             JR Connecticut             45.44m     149-01  2
      44.01m  45.44m  42.16m  39.94m  FOUL  40.88m
 10 Sarah Stanley             SR Ohio State              44.04m     144-06  1
      43.50m  41.00m  44.04m
 11 Alexa Gardner             FR Rutgers                 43.19m     141-08  1
      39.76m  37.08m  43.19m
 12 Allie Twietmeyer          JR Kansas                  42.83m     140-06  1
      42.83m  39.40m  37.90m
 13 Megan Reed                SR Florida                 42.54m     139-07  2
      41.83m  FOUL  42.54m
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....Women Javelin Throw College
 14 Charlotte Wissing         SO SE Louisiana            42.26m     138-08  2
      41.54m  42.26m  40.99m
 15 Claire Meyers             JR Ul-Lafayette            41.91m     137-06  1
      41.72m  40.86m  41.91m
 16 Dina Cosic                SO Fiu                     41.83m     137-03  1
      39.87m  38.61m  41.83m
 17 Tairyn Montgomery            Georgia                 41.33m     135-07  2
      FOUL  FOUL  41.33m
 18 Heidi Heiniger            SR Marshall                41.05m     134-08  1
      34.45m  40.34m  41.05m
 19 Kathryn Campbell          SO Rutgers                 40.64m     133-04  1
      39.89m  40.64m  38.74m
 20 Jeia Gilliam              JR Virginia State          40.13m     131-08  1
      40.13m  FOUL  36.43m
 21 Kayla Maczuga             JR Florida State           39.69m     130-02  1
      39.69m  FOUL  38.78m
 22 Shaylyn Stallbaumer       SR Kansas                  39.18m     128-06  1
      39.18m  FOUL  36.42m
 23 Greta Romei               JR Jacksonville St.        38.04m     124-10  1
      37.96m  38.04m  36.42m
 24 Bailey Swift              SO Kansas                  37.31m     122-05  1
      37.31m  FOUL  FOUL
 25 Sylvia Terente            FR Marshall                36.31m     119-01  1
      35.58m  FOUL  36.31m
 26 Ayana Culhane             JR Hampton                 35.36m     116-00  1
      35.36m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Jade Gates                SO DePaul                    FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women 200 m Dash Open
========================================================================
       Track: T 22.25  4/22/2016   Dafne Schippers, Netherlands
      Relays: R 22.27  2014        Joanna Atkins, Life Speed
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Mauricia Prieto           JR Alabama                  22.86   3.9  2
  2 Marileidy Paulino            Dominican Republic       23.03   3.1  1
  3 Savyon Toombs             SO Jacksonville             23.22   3.9  2
  4 Kong Lingwei              SR Tumbleweed T             23.23   3.9  2
  5 Takyera Roberson          JR Alabama                  23.34   1.5  3
  6 Joanna Atkins             SR Life Speed               23.41   3.1  1
  7 Lenysse Dyer              SR Tennessee                23.44   3.9  2
  8 Saqukine Cameron          SR Tennessee                23.54   2.8  5
  9 D'Jai Baker               JR Alabama                  23.57   1.5  3
 10 Leya Buchanan             SR Athletics Canada         23.58   3.1  1
 11 Asha Ruth                    Cptc New Balance         23.63   1.5  3
 12 Natassha McDonald         JR Alabama                  23.64   1.5  3
 13 Janet Amponsah            SR Unattached               23.69   3.1  1
 14 Gemma Acheampong             Ghana                    23.76   1.4  4
 15 Krystal Sparling          JR Alabama                  23.77   3.9  2
 16 Huang Guifen              SR Tumbleweed T             23.78   3.9  2
 17 Nicole Smith              FR Jacksonville             23.83   3.7  7
 18 Zoe Sherar                   Guelph                   23.89   2.1  6
 19 Liz Reid                  SR Towson                   23.91   3.7  7
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....Women 200 m Dash Open
 20 Gabrielle Farquharson     SR Empire Athletics         23.92   1.4  4
 21 Dasia Pressley            JR Syracuse                 23.95   1.4  4
 22 Micaiah Ransby            SR Georgia                  24.02   1.5  3
 23 Travia Jones              SR Athletics Canada         24.03   2.8  5
 24 Chidinma Matthew          SO Albany                   24.05   2.1  6
 25 Ombretta Minkue Meye      JR Academy of Art           24.09   3.6 10
 26 Taliyah Townsend          JR N. Carolina A&T          24.11   2.1  6
 27 Jaeda Hunt                FR Georgia State            24.17   3.6 10
 28 Kat Surin                 SR Connecticut              24.18   1.2  9
 29 Jacquelyn Baldwin         JR Jacksonville             24.19   3.9  2
 30 Crystal Johnson           FR Towson                   24.20   2.4  8 24.193
 31 Kyra Atkins               SR Charlotte                24.20   2.4  8 24.195
 31 Begotty Laroche           SO So. Conn. St.            24.20   2.4  8 24.195
 33 Kiana Davis               SR East Tenn. St.           24.26   2.8  5
 34 Martina Weil              SR Tennessee                24.27   1.4  4 24.262
 35 Amanda Stead              SO Stony Brook              24.27   3.6 10 24.267
 36 Shalah Smiling            JR Jacksonville             24.28   1.4  4
 37 Janie O'Connor            SO Kentucky                 24.30   2.8  5
 38 Talia Buss                JR Iowa                     24.34   2.4  8
 39 Megan Grabowski           JR Indiana                  24.44   3.7  7
 40 Jairyn Russell            SO Alabama-Huntsville       24.45   3.7  7
 41 Vivette Green             FR Purdue                   24.46   2.0 11
 42 Camille Christopher       FR Purdue                   24.47   1.2  9
 43 Antonise Christian        SO Iowa                     24.48   2.8  5 24.472
 44 Lauryn James              FR Charleston Southern      24.48   1.2  9 24.480
 45 Quashira McIntosh         SR Nebraska                 24.53   1.4  4 24.521
 46 Kimberly Hyacinthe           Athletics Canada         24.53   1.5  3 24.522
 46 Jenae Ambrose             SR Florida Atlantic         24.53   3.1  1 24.522
 48 Selena Arjona-Alcazar     FR Academy of Art           24.53   1.6 14 24.528
 49 Nyasia Daniels            SR Charlotte                24.55   2.0 11
 50 Isis Brooks               SO Hampton                  24.57   2.8  5 24.563
 51 Gabrielle Irving          SR Georgia State            24.57   2.4  8 24.565
 52 Akia Slaughter            JR Alabama A&M              24.57   2.1  6 24.570
 53 Cherrish Wright           SO Mercer                   24.61   1.4 13
 54 Taylor Woods              SO Connecticut              24.62   2.4  8 24.619
 55 Lamisha Simmons           SR East Tenn. St.           24.62   3.6 10 24.620
 56 Nicole Sreenan            SO Grand Valley St.         24.64   3.7  7
 57 Tiyanna Johnson           FR Austin Peay              24.67   2.8 12
 58 Jordyn Braswell           FR Georgia State            24.69   1.3 15
 59 Myia Dorsey               JR Purdue                   24.72   2.1  6
 60 Antonishka Deveaux        SO Indiana Tech             24.74   1.2  9
 61 Whitney Bridges           FR Nebraska                 24.75   2.4  8
 62 Ilyria Johns              FR Florida A&M              24.76   1.4 13
 63 Amaya Chadwick            FR Purdue                   24.77   1.6 14
 64 Nikki Fogarty             SR Stony Brook              24.83   1.6 14 24.827
 65 Jahari Coleman            JR Albany                   24.83   3.6 10 24.829
 66 Kyra Wilder               FR Austin Peay              24.86   2.8 12 24.852
 67 Jellisa Westney           SR Athletics Canada         24.86   1.5  3 24.854
 68 Allysia Parry             FR Academy of Art           24.87   1.4 13 24.865
 68 Dejanee Parms             FR Connecticut              24.87   1.6 14 24.865
 70 Supawan Thipat            SR Athletics Thailand       24.90   2.4  8 24.899
 71 Asha Copeland             SO Hampton                  24.90   2.1  6 24.900
 72 Angelica Floyd            SO Grand Valley St.         24.91   2.0 11 24.902
 73 Jacqueline Scott          FR Indiana Tech             24.91   1.4 13 24.903
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....Women 200 m Dash Open
 74 Tessola Duncan            SO Mercer                   24.98   2.0 11
 75 Lauryn Dancy              SO Mercer                   25.00   2.8 12
 76 Marion Meadows            SO Mercer                   25.02   1.4 13
 77 Mia Avila                 FR Academy of Art           25.06   2.0 11
 78 Rhone' Allen              FR Charleston Southern      25.07   1.6 14 25.063
 79 Sekayi Bracey             JR Purdue                   25.07   2.8  5 25.066
 80 Jaela Gay                 SR Indiana                  25.10   1.4 13 25.091
 81 Emmanuela Lauredent       JR Stony Brook              25.10   2.8 12 25.097
 82 Doneasha Brewer           SO Indiana Tech             25.19   3.6 10
 83 Hava Turner               FR Academy of Art           25.21   1.3 15
 84 Riley Egbula              SR Indiana                  25.22   2.8 12
 85 Sydney Wright             SR Troy                     25.24   1.4 13
 86 Autumn Heath              SR Purdue                   25.25   1.2  9
 87 Darria Matthias           FR Academy of Art           25.26   1.2  9 25.254
 88 Domonique Turner             Tennessee                25.26   1.2  9 25.255
 89 Sha'londa Terry           SO Indiana Tech             25.28   1.6 14
 90 Starr Graham              SR East Tenn. St.           25.29   1.3 15
 91 Zahkaria Frett            FR Florida A&M              25.31   3.7  7
 92 Cathryn Lane              FR Coppin State             25.39   3.6 10
 93 Molly Parker              FR Alabama-Huntsville       25.40   2.0 11
 94 Willow Stuedemann         JR Grand Valley St.         25.44   2.0 11
 95 Cameren Pryor             SR Charlotte                25.45   2.8 12
 96 Parichat Charoensuk       SR Athletics Thailand       25.49   2.1  6
 97 Mallory Pitchford         JR Hampton                  25.51   3.6 10
 98 Briana Burt               SR So. Conn. St.            25.64   1.4  4
 99 Victoria Guerra           SR Jacksonville             25.65   2.8 12
100 Oceana Williams           JR So. Conn. St.            25.66   1.3 15 25.653
100 Sarah Dunmore             SR Indiana Tech             25.66   3.7  7 25.653
102 Maya Davis                SO Alabama A&M              25.68   1.3 15
103 Madison Mueller           SR Mercer                   25.70   1.3 15
104 Erykah Jerome             SO Coppin State             25.83   2.8 12
105 Kylie Mcmillan            SR Hampton                  25.88   1.4 13
106 Tyauna Ferguson           FR Alabama-Huntsville       26.06   1.2  9
107 Mary Martin               JR Unattached               26.12   2.1  6
108 Jeanne-Marie Johnson      SO Kingsborough CC          26.17   1.6 14
109 Kala Spinks               JR Alabama A&M              26.18   1.3 15
110 Nicole White              SO So. Conn. St.            26.31   2.4  8
111 Arryanna Dean             JR Alabama A&M              26.41   3.9  2
112 Shekinah Wilder           SR North Greenville         27.05   2.8  5
113 Sarah Scism               SR North Greenville         27.33   3.1  1
114 Millie Klefsaas           SO North Greenville         27.66   1.4  4
115 Candace Hill              SR Clutch Performance       28.11   3.1  1
116 Jada Laye                 FR Iowa                     48.92   2.8  5
Women 400 m Dash Open
===================================================================
       Track: T 50.17  4/24/2015   Kendra Harrison, Kentucky
      Relays: R 50.23  2011        Francena McCorory, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Maddy Price               SR Athletics Canada         52.30   2
  2 Jordan Lavender           SR Life Speed               52.54   1
  3 Brionna Thomas            SR Clutch Performance       52.70   1
  4 Maya Stephens             SR Athletics Canada         52.87   2
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....Women 400 m Dash Open
  5 Natoya Goule                 adidas                   53.12   1
  6 Asha Ruth                    Cptc New Balance         53.48   2
  7 Claudia Francis              Unattached               53.54   1
  8 Cynthia Anais                Archimethese             53.56   2
  9 Milagros Duran               Dominican Republic       53.68   3
 10 Faith Dismuke             SR Life Speed               53.74   2 53.738
 11 Micha Powell              SR Athletics Canada         53.74   2 53.740
 12 Alica Brown               SR Athletics Canada         53.79   2
 13 Chrishuna Williams           Stubbs Management        54.06   1
 14 Layla White               SR Tennessee                54.53   3
 15 Samatha Dirks             SR Empire Athletics         54.67   4
 16 Akua Obeng-Akrofi         SR Clutch Performance       54.73   1
 17 Tiffany Harris            SR Empire Athletics         54.87   5
 18 Crystal Emmanuel          SR Athletics Canada         55.11   3
 19 Pashen Williams           SO Jacksonville             55.18   3 55.174
 20 Sun-Sara Williams         JR N. Carolina A&T          55.18   3 55.179
 21 Niata Alexander           SR Troy                     55.45   3 55.444
 22 Sabrina Richman           SO Austin Peay              55.45   4 55.449
 23 Kelsey Balkwill              Border City              55.46   2
 24 Alexis Crosby             FR Syracuse                 55.66   4
 25 Ayano Shiomi                 Ritsumeikan              55.77   3
 26 Sarah Beulla              JR Grand Valley St.         56.02   6
 27 T'Sheila Mungo               Unattached               56.05   3
 28 Terion Davis              SO Alabama A&M              56.24   7
 29 Maya Davis                SO Alabama A&M              56.28   7
 30 Sadae Davidson            FR Jacksonville             56.31   5
 31 Amelia Reynolds           SO Jacksonville             56.32   6
 32 Ericka Charles            SR G.W. Express             56.49   6
 33 Jasmine Parquet           JR Charlotte                56.53   5
 34 Ayanna Moody              SR Indiana Tech             56.74   4
 35 Ebony Tolliver            SO Uab                      56.77   7
 36 Payton Russell            SO N. Carolina A&T          57.05   4
 37 Amelia Thiesing           JR Austin Peay              57.26   6
 38 Regan Clay                SO Vanderbilt               57.31   5
 39 Cemere Petty              SO Charlotte                57.51   4
 40 Lonzetta Simpkins         FR Florida A&M              57.56   7
 41 Collia Rowe               SO North Greenville         57.87   6
 42 Mika Cox                  SO Iowa                     58.23   6
 43 Brooke Krohley            SR So. Conn. St.            58.28   7
 44 Diamond Griffin           SO Alabama A&M              58.30   8
 45 Pamela Sanders-Booker     FR Indiana Tech             58.94   8
 46 Tyesha James              SO Kingsborough CC          59.28   7
 47 Alexis Gay                SR Iowa                     59.33   7
 48 Janee Quailes             FR Coppin State             59.48   7
 49 Searra Woods              SO Florida Atlantic         59.58   5
 50 Jessica Kelley            FR Austin Peay              59.63   8
 51 Nyeira Gordon             SO Kingsborough CC          59.70   8
 52 Allana Johnson            SO Austin Peay              59.83   8
 53 Cathryn Lane              FR Coppin State           1:00.26   6
 54 Dajah Parker_love         FR Norfolk State          1:01.07   6
 55 Briley Arnold             FR North Greenville       1:02.54   8
 -- Kiyah Owens               JR Albany                     DNF   4
 -- Alyssa Nelson             FR Uab                         DQ   8 lane violation
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Women 400 m Hurdles Open
===================================================================
       Track: T 54.88  4/6/2012    Tierra Brown, Adidas
      Relays: R 54.88  2012        Tierra Brown, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Tia-Adana Belle              G.W.Express/Nike         54.18T  1
  2 Grace Claxton             SR Puerto Rico              56.82   1
  3 Kiah Seymour              SR Usatf High P             56.96   1
  4 Katrina Seymour              Unattached               57.59   1
  5 Noelle Montcalm           SR Athletics Canada         59.22   1
  6 Jessica Eby               SO Grand Valley St.         59.87   2
  7 Jenny Kimbro              JR Iowa                     59.95   2
  8 Tria Simmons              SR Iowa                     59.99   3
  9 Maria Matos                  Dominican Republic     1:00.50   2
 10 Nilaja Florence           FR N. Carolina A&T        1:01.66   2
 11 Jeyland Valentin          SR Indiana                1:02.65   2
 12 Marielle Lewis            JR Uab                    1:02.71   3
 13 Latosha Wallace           SR Unattached             1:02.81   1
 14 Arryanna Dean             JR Alabama A&M            1:03.11   5
 15 Ashlan Bowdry             FR Charlotte              1:03.72   4
 16 Eden Senior               FR Charleston Southern    1:03.75   3
 17 Kylie Morken              SO Iowa                   1:03.82   3
 18 Destiny Copeland          FR Indiana Tech           1:03.88   3
 19 Brooklynn Broadwater      SR Tennessee              1:04.27   2
 20 Kailiece Harris           FR Florida Atlantic       1:04.29   4 1:04.283
 21 Jonae Harris              FR Florida A&M            1:04.29   5 1:04.289
 22 Leondra Correia           JR Indiana Tech           1:05.37   5
 23 Tylynn Register           SO Jacksonville St.       1:05.53   5
 24 Shantel Ardley            JR Charleston Southern    1:05.99   3
 25 Emily Beisecker           JR North Greenville       1:06.55   4
 26 Asha Alvarez              SR Florida A&M            1:06.68   5
 27 Ashley Grant              JR Florida A&M            1:06.87   5
 28 Ed'Quisha Alvin           JR Florida A&M            1:08.36   4
 29 Itiana Redding            FR Florida A&M            1:08.42   5
 30 Makayla Williams          FR Florida A&M            1:13.29   4
 -- Heather Johnson           SR Grand Valley St.           DNF   2
Women 200 m Dash College Invite
========================================================================
       Track: T 22.25  4/22/2016   Dafne Schippers, Netherlands
      Relays: R 22.27  2014        Joanna Atkins, Life Speed
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Anavia Battle             SO Ohio State               22.54  -1.2  1
  2 Cambrea Sturgis           FR N. Carolina A&T          23.02  -1.2  1 23.015
  3 Abby Steiner              FR Kentucky                 23.02  -1.2  1 23.016
  4 Kiara Grant               SO Norfolk State            23.56  -0.8  2
  5 Rebekah Smith             JR Clemson                  23.79  -1.2  1
  6 Charminiqu Hackney        JR Alabama State            23.86  -0.8  2
  7 Ciara Holback             JR Ucf                      24.00  -0.8  2
  8 Niata Alexander           SR Troy                     24.06  -0.8  2
  9 Shian Hyde                JR Ucf                      24.11  -0.8  2
 10 Brianna Hayden            JR Georgia Tech             24.56  -0.8  2
 11 Dajah Parker_love         FR Norfolk State            24.97  -0.8  2
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Women High Jump College Invite
==========================================================================
 Progressions: 1.71, 1.76, 1.81, 1.84, 1.87, 1.90, 1.93
       Track: T 1.96m  1995        Tisha Waller (6-5.5), Goldwin TC
      Relays: R 1.96m  1995        Tisha Waller (6-5.5), Goldwin TC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Ellen Ekholm              JR Kentucky                 1.81m    5-11.25
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.84
        O    O  XXO  XXX
  2 Clarissa Cutliff          SR Fiu                      1.76m    5-09.25
     1.71 1.76 1.81
        O    O  XXX
  2 Katherine Isenbarger      FR Western Kentucky         1.76m    5-09.25
     1.71 1.76 1.81
        O    O  XXX
  4 Tria Simmons              SR Iowa                    J1.76m    5-09.25
     1.71 1.76 1.81
      XXO    O  XXX
  5 Abigail Kwarteng          JR Alabama                 J1.76m    5-09.25
     1.71 1.76 1.81
        O   XO  XXX
  6 Carly Hinkle              SO Kentucky                 1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
        O  XXX
  6 Taylor Dames              SR South Alabama            1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
        O  XXX
  6 Lissa Labiche             JR South Carolina           1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
        O  XXX
  6 Jordan Fields             SO South Carolina           1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
        O  XXX
 10 Khemani Roberts           SR Tennessee Tech          J1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
       XO  XXX
 10 Mikella Lefebvre-Oatis    JR Maryland                J1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
       XO  XXX
 12 Olivia Swan               SR South Alabama           J1.71m    5-07.25
     1.71 1.76
      XXO  XXX
 -- Annastacia Forrester      JR Western Kentucky            NH
     1.71
      XXX
 -- Kenya Livingston          FR Clemson                     NH
     1.71
      XXX
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Women Long Jump College Invite
===============================================================================
       Track: T 6.88m  2008        Brittney Reese (22-7.25), Ole Miss
      Relays: R 6.88m  4/3/2008    Brittney Reese (22.7.25), Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Darrielle McQueen            Unattached               6.48m   1.7  21-03.25
     6.13m(+0.0) 6.36m(+0.0) 6.31m(-1.0) 6.32m(+0.0) 6.44m(1.9) 6.48m(1.7)
  2 Kala Penn                 JR Florida                  6.20m  +0.0  20-04.25
     6.20m(-1.1) FOUL(1.3) 6.02m(-0.8) 5.94m(-1.9) 6.20m(+0.0) FOUL(3.2)
  3 Imani Oliver              SR Twcus                    6.18m   0.3  20-03.50
     5.63m(+0.0) 5.94m(+0.0) 5.93m(1.8) 6.15m(+0.0) 6.00m(1.9) 6.18m(0.3)
  4 Chantel Malone            SR Twcus                    6.15m  +0.0  20-02.25
     6.15m(+0.0) 5.97m(1.2) FOUL(3.3) 6.09m(-0.4) FOUL(2.0) 6.11m(+0.0)
  5 Aries Sanchez                Jlr Track Club           6.12m  +0.0  20-01.00
     6.03m(+0.0) 6.12m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) 5.77m(-0.9) 6.03m(0.7) FOUL(0.8)
  6 Amanda Carty              JR Iowa                     5.99m  +0.0  19-08.00
     5.83m(+0.0) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(+0.0) 5.75m(0.2) FOUL(1.7) 5.99m(+0.0)
  7 Anna Keefer               SO North Carolina           5.96m  +0.0  19-06.75
     5.96m(+0.0) 5.75m(-0.6) 5.84m(2.3) 5.78m(-0.9) 5.77m(2.3) FOUL(3.2)
  8 Annastacia Forrester      JR Western Kentucky         5.95m   0.4  19-06.25
     FOUL(-0.6) FOUL(1.5) 5.95m(0.4) 5.79m(+0.0) FOUL(1.8) 5.84m(0.5)
  9 Rayquel Berry             FR Fiu                      5.82m  +0.0  19-01.25
     5.82m(+0.0) 5.61m(-0.5) FOUL(0.9) 5.68m(1.6) FOUL(0.1) 5.66m(0.9)
Women Shot Put College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 18.55m  2007        Kristin Heaston (60-10.5), Nike
      Relays: R 18.55m  2007        Kristin Heaston (60.10.5), Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Brittany Crew                Club Sisu Throws        17.78m   58-04.00
      16.31m  17.78m  17.17m  FOUL  17.59m  17.62m
  2 Portious Warren           SR Alabama                 17.43m   57-02.25
      16.36m  16.10m  16.54m  FOUL  16.52m  17.43m
  3 Sarah Mitton                 Club Sisu Throws        17.29m   56-08.75
      17.06m  17.10m  17.29m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Haley Teel                SR Alabama                 17.13m   56-02.50
      17.13m  16.00m  16.32m  16.88m  16.78m  16.65m
  5 Sade Olatoye              JR Ohio State              16.90m   55-05.50
      16.90m  16.09m  15.98m  16.03m  FOUL  16.82m
  6 Madison Pollard           FR Indiana                 16.43m   53-11.00
      15.55m  16.43m  FOUL  15.65m  FOUL  15.65m
  7 Nickolette Dunbar         SO Alabama                 16.15m   53-00.00
      15.83m  15.48m  FOUL  16.15m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Khayla Dawson             JR Indiana                 16.01m   52-06.50
      15.91m  16.01m  FOUL  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  9 Ashley Davis              JR SE Louisiana            15.94m   52-03.75
      FOUL  14.28m  15.76m  FOUL  15.15m  15.94m
 10 Nia Britt                 JR Iowa                    15.69m   51-05.75
      15.68m  15.69m  FOUL
 11 Laulauga Tausaga          JR Iowa                    15.65m   51-04.25
      15.65m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Adelaide Aquilla          FR Ohio State              15.56m   51-00.75
      FOUL  14.72m  15.56m
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....Women Shot Put College Invite
 13 Autavia Fluker            JR South Alabama           15.37m   50-05.25
      14.90m  15.37m  15.29m
 14 Janell Fullerton          SO Clemson                 14.82m   48-07.50
      14.82m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Alexandra Emilianov       SO Kansas                  14.67m   48-01.75
      14.40m  14.67m  FOUL
 16 Debbie Ajagbe             SO Miami (Fla.)            14.18m   46-06.25
      13.16m  14.18m  13.75m
Women Discus Throw College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 63.72m  1991        Hilda Elisa Romas (209-1), Cuba
      Relays: R 60.92m  4/1/2016    Paige Blackburn, USAF
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Shanice Love              JR Florida State           60.29m     197-10
      FOUL  60.29m  FOUL  52.95m  FOUL  60.18m
  2 Laulauga Tausaga          JR Iowa                    57.74m     189-05
      54.39m  57.74m  56.89m  57.66m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Venique Harris            SR Albany                  56.69m     186-00
      FOUL  FOUL  53.47m  48.58m  53.26m  56.69m
  4 Alexandra Emilianov       SO Kansas                  56.41m     185-01
      53.26m  53.84m  56.29m  52.64m  55.41m  56.41m
  5 Chioma Onyekwere          SR Unattached              55.46m     181-11
      54.51m  FOUL  FOUL  50.59m  FOUL  55.46m
  6 Zarankaite Ieva              Unattached              53.58m     175-09
      FOUL  53.58m  47.64m  FOUL  49.75m  49.67m
  7 Zakiya Rashid             JR Miami (Fla.)            52.51m     172-03
      45.31m  FOUL  52.51m  50.33m  50.87m  52.14m
  8 Jeia Gilliam              JR Virginia State          51.86m     170-02
      45.83m  48.27m  51.58m  FOUL  51.86m  49.30m
  9 Veronica Fraley           FR Clemson                 51.61m     169-04
      50.27m  47.95m  51.61m  FOUL  51.49m  51.13m
 10 Madison Pollard           FR Indiana                 50.80m     166-08
      48.92m  50.80m  50.03m
 11 Konstadina Spanoudakis    SO Iowa                    50.42m     165-05
      FOUL  48.71m  50.42m
 12 Portious Warren           SR Alabama                 49.37m     162-00
      FOUL  49.37m  FOUL
 13 Haley Teel                SR Alabama                 48.88m     160-04
      48.88m  46.26m  46.57m
 14 Enid Duut                 FR Virginia Tech           44.90m     147-04
      44.90m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Terrisa Russell           SR Fiu                       FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Debbie Ajagbe             SO Miami (Fla.)              FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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Women Hammer Throw College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 69.13m  4/1/2006    Erin Gilreath (226-10), NYAC
      Relays: R 69.13m  2006        Erin Gilreath (226-10), NYAC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Veronika Kanuchova        JR Florida State           65.42m     214-07
      62.73m  FOUL  63.99m  61.48m  62.35m  65.42m
  2 Pavla Kuklova             SR Virginia Tech           64.66m     212-02
      63.81m  FOUL  62.00m  62.29m  FOUL  64.66m
  3 Sade Olatoye              JR Ohio State              62.70m     205-08
      FOUL  62.70m  61.20m  57.96m  FOUL  58.71m
  4 Nadia Maffo               SR Florida State           61.66m     202-03
      FOUL  59.61m  59.75m  61.66m  60.60m  60.32m
  5 Chanell Botsis            JR Connecticut             60.94m     199-11
      60.05m  60.94m  60.63m  FOUL  59.95m  60.44m
  6 Jordana Badley-Costello      Club Sisu Throws        60.66m     199-00
      FOUL  59.92m  60.66m  59.85m  57.10m  60.44m
  7 Molly Leppelmeier         SO Kentucky                60.31m     197-10
      59.62m  60.31m  59.93m  57.32m  57.98m  FOUL
  8 Terrisa Russell           SR Fiu                     59.81m     196-03
      FOUL  58.32m  59.78m  FOUL  58.56m  59.81m
  9 Alice Barnsdale           JR Maryland                59.35m     194-09
      55.39m  59.35m  FOUL  56.97m  57.60m  56.71m
 10 Kajsa Wennberg            JR Virginia Tech           58.99m     193-06
      58.99m  58.58m  58.90m
 11 Sarah Loesch              SR Purdue                  58.88m     193-02
      FOUL  58.81m  58.88m
 12 Gabby Durant              SR Ucf                     58.80m     192-11
      FOUL  FOUL  58.80m
 13 Debbie Ajagbe             SO Miami (Fla.)            51.29m     168-03
      FOUL  51.29m  50.85m
Men 100 m Dash College
========================================================================
       Track: T  9.91  4/22/2016   Femi Ogunode, Star Athletics
      Relays: R 10.04  1981        Harvey Glance, Athletic Attic
      Relays: # 10.04  2015        Diondre Batson, Stellar Athletics
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Xie Zhenye                SR Tumbleweed T             10.14   2.6  1
  2 Adam Gemili               SR Tumbleweed T             10.15   2.6  1
  3 Kemar Hyman               SR Cayman Islands           10.20   2.6  1
  4 Raheem Chambers           JR Miami (Fla.)             10.27  -0.4  3
  5 Raymond Ekevwo            JR Florida                  10.28   0.8  4
  6 Hakim Sani Brown          SO Florida                  10.30  -0.4  3
  7 Keitavious Walter         SR Alabama                  10.38  -0.4  3
  8 Marcus Parker             SO Clemson                  10.39   0.8  4
  9 Rodney Rowe               SR N. Carolina A&T          10.40   0.8  4 10.397
 10 Ben Williams                 Athletics Canada         10.40   1.4  2 10.400
 11 Darrell Singleton         JR South Carolina           10.42   0.9  7 10.413
 12 Jonathan Nyepa            SR Twcus                    10.42   2.6  1 10.420
 13 Xu Zhouzheng              SR Tumbleweed T             10.43   2.6  1 10.430
 13 Dentarius Locke              Unattached               10.43   2.6  1 10.430
 15 Ryan Clark                SR Florida                  10.44  -0.4  3
 16 Nick Gray                 SR Ohio State               10.46   0.9  7 10.454
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....Men 100 m Dash College
 17 Samson Colebrooke         JR Purdue                   10.46  -0.3  5 10.457
 18 Cole Beck                 FR Virginia Tech            10.48   0.8  4
 19 Waseem Williams           JR Purdue                   10.49  -0.4  3
 20 Michael Timpson           SR Florida State            10.51  -1.3  6 10.504
 21 Mobolade Ajomale          SR Academy of Art           10.51  -0.4  3 10.508
 22 Winston George            SR Cptc New Balance         10.51   1.4  2 10.510
 23 Elija Godwin              SR Georgia                  10.53   0.5  8
 24 Akeem Sirleaf             JR N. Carolina A&T          10.55   0.8  4
 25 Tahir Walsh               SR Cptc New Balance         10.57   1.4  2 10.570
 25 D'Angelo Cherry           SR Twcus                    10.57   2.6  1 10.570
 27 David East                SO Alabama State            10.59   0.8  4 10.582
 28 Shaun Shivers             FR Auburn                   10.59   0.8  4 10.587
 29 Malcolm Croom-McFadden    SO N. Carolina A&T          10.60   0.5  8
 30 Cliff Resias              SR R.K. Athletics           10.64   1.4  2
 31 Alize Ford                JR Alabama                  10.65  -0.3  5
 32 Rikkoi Brathwaite         FR Indiana                  10.66   0.9  7
 33 Anthony Schwartz          FR Auburn                   10.67  -0.4  3
 34 Darien Johnson            SR Twcus                    10.68   1.4  2 10.680
 35 Fabian Hewitt             SO Clemson                  10.69  -1.3  6 10.683
 36 Dontavian Smith           SO North Carolina           10.69   0.9  7 10.688
 37 Joshua Davis              SR Western Kentucky         10.70  -0.4  3
 38 Kahlim Denmark            SR Coastal Carolina         10.71  -1.3  6 10.704
 39 Justin Ofotan             FR Penn State               10.71  -1.3  6 10.710
 40 Antonio Woodard           JR Iowa                     10.72  -0.3  5
 41 Marquett Simmons Jr.      SR Limestone                10.75  -1.3  6
 42 Jordan Johnson            SR Grand Valley St.         10.76   0.5  8
 43 Matt Lockridge            JR Indiana Tech             10.80   0.5  8
 44 William Bush              SR Western Kentucky         10.84  -1.3  6 10.834
 45 Jerimy Strainge           JR Keiser University        10.84   0.9  7 10.839
 46 Cameron Vereen            FR Maryland                 10.91  -0.3  5
 47 Isaiah Taylor             SR Miami (Fla.)             10.95  -0.3  5
 48 Alex Elam                 SR South Alabama            11.05  -0.3  5
 49 Qawtavis Johnson          JR Indiana Tech             11.13   1.4  2
 50 Thaddeus Porter           SO South Alabama            11.31   0.9  7
 -- LaVonte Valentine         FR South Carolina              FS  -0.3  5
 -- Cameron Bolden            JR Kennesaw State             DNF  -1.3  6
Men 400 m Dash College
===================================================================
       Track: T 44.66  4/8/1989    Tyrone Kemp, Florida
      Relays: R 45.13  1999        Butch Reynolds, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Trevor Stewart            JR N. Carolina A&T          45.18   1
  2 Jacory Patterson          FR Virginia Tech            45.76   2
  3 Dwight St Hillaire        SO Kentucky                 45.92   1
  4 Mar'yea Harris            SR Iowa                     46.02   1
  5 Brian Faust               SO Purdue                   46.05   4
  6 Deonte Tolbert            SO Clemson                  46.33   6
  7 Oliver Alexandre          SR Western Kentucky         46.36   3
  8 Dashawn Morris            FR Maryland                 46.40   1
  9 Taj Burgess               SO Rutgers                  46.43   1
 10 Jamari Smith              SR Florida A&M              46.46   3 46.458
 10 Jayon Woodard             JR Charlotte                46.46   5 46.458
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....Men 400 m Dash College
 12 Kameron Jones             JR Maryland                 46.52   8
 13 Tyler Johnson             SO Ohio State               46.55   4
 14 Skyler Bowden             SR Alabama                  46.60   5
 15 Isaiah Palmer             SO North Carolina           46.62   3
 16 Chantz Sawyers            SO Florida                  46.66   1
 17 Jonathan Sacoor           SR Tennessee                46.74   1
 18 Wayne Lawrence Jr.        FR Iowa                     46.83   2
 19 Kyle Fearrington          SO Florida State            46.85   4
 20 Ben Jean                  JR Georgia Tech             46.86   4
 21 Justin Brooks             SR Lee (Tenn.)              47.02   2
 22 Graeme Thompson           SR Guelph                   47.09   4
 23 Brandon Parris            SR St. Augustine's          47.17   2
 24 Lincoln Warren            SR Western Kentucky         47.18   3 47.175
 25 Braylon Wilkerson         SR Liu Brooklyn             47.18   7 47.178
 26 Andre Jeff                SO Ohio State               47.21   5
 27 Cole Johnson              JR Florida                  47.25   8
 28 Sulaimane Bangura         SO Emmanuel (Ga.)           47.27   8
 29 Devonte Fletcher          SR Tennessee Wesleyan       47.29   7
 30 Jonathan Imes             SO Lipscomb                 47.37   6
 31 Amir Harris               JR Troy                     47.38   2
 32 Daniel Pietsch            SR Georgia Tech             47.46   4
 33 Ty Jaye Robbins           JR South Carolina           47.52   6
 34 Derick St Jean            FR Claflin                  47.56   5
 35 Tevin Richardson          JR North Greenville         47.59   7
 36 Ethan Morrison            JR Limestone                47.60   7
 37 Justin Pinder             SR Norfolk State            47.63   7 47.625
 38 Xavier Marable            FR Findlay                  47.63   7 47.629
 39 Jabari Hill               SR Florida                  47.67   8
 40 Aaron Robinson            SO Maryland                 48.09   6
 41 Ky-Mani Dula              JR Charlotte                48.10   4
 42 Shawndail McLaren         SR Purdue                   48.11   5
 43 Anthony Brooks            SO Georgia Tech             48.21   6
 44 Wayne Williams            SR Stony Brook              48.29   5
 45 Siphosethu Boya           FR Lee (Tenn.)              48.33   6
 46 Asa Burke                 JR Ohio State               48.43   5
 47 Calvin Golson             SO Florida State            48.44   8
 48 Lezoghia Member-Meneh     JR Alabama State            48.47   7
 49 Wellington Ventura        FR Connecticut              48.56   3
 50 Darryl Harris             SR Tennessee                48.57   8
 51 Dillan Elkins             SO Tennessee Wesleyan       48.75   6
 52 Gordon Lewis              SO N.C. Central             49.00   5
 53 Collin Sewell             JR Liu Brooklyn             49.24   6
 -- Onyedikachi Ohia-Enyia    FR North Carolina             DNF   4
 -- Trequan Barnes            SO Norfolk State               DQ   3 lane violation
Men 800 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 1:44.75  4/1/2016    Wesley Vazquez, Nike
      Relays: R 1:44.75  4/1/2016    Wesley Vazquez, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Andreas Arroyo               Puerto Rico            1:45.97   1
  2 Avery Bartlett            SR Georgia Tech           1:47.54   1
  3 Sho Kawamoto                 Suzuki                 1:47.55   1
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....Men 800 m Run College
  4 Domenic Perretta          SO Penn State             1:47.75   1
  5 Allon Clay                JR Unattached             1:48.31   1
  6 Alek Sauer                SR Columbia               1:48.47   3
  7 Matt Manternach           JR Iowa                   1:48.65   2
  8 Tyler Gleen               SO Connecticut            1:48.79   3
  9 Abbas Abbkar              JR Savannah State         1:48.84   3
 10 John Lewis                SR Clemson                1:48.86   1
 11 Carter Lilly              SR Iowa                   1:48.95   1
 12 Ruach Padhal              SO Georgetown             1:49.06   1
 13 Josiah Langstaff          SR Columbia               1:49.12   2
 14 Spencer Brown             JR Georgetown             1:49.21   2
 15 Tysen VanDraska           JR Iowa                   1:49.22   3
 16 Takuto Hanamura              Kwansei Gakuin         1:49.33   2
 17 Anthony Hawthorne            La Salle               1:49.46   2
 18 Stephen Evans                Ottawa Lions           1:49.50   4
 19 Otis Jones                SR South Carolina         1:49.63   2
 20 Alexander Lomong          JR Ohio State             1:49.86   1
 21 Billy McDevitt            SR Penn State             1:50.06   3
 22 Kenneth Hagen             SR Indiana                1:50.10   4
 23 Kenneth Rowe              SO Georgetown             1:50.15   3
 24 Malik Epps                JR Clemson                1:50.19   4
 25 Luke Coulter              SO Stony Brook            1:50.24   5
 26 Brennan Munley            SR Georgetown             1:50.47   2
 27 Anija Addison             SR Coppin State           1:50.48   5
 28 Matthew O'Connor          SR Siu Edwardsville       1:50.54   5
 29 Jonathan Moore               Unattached             1:50.55   2 1:50.545
 30 Gary Ross                 SO Penn State             1:50.55   3 1:50.549
 31 Leon Atkins               JR Buffalo                1:50.92   3
 32 Miles Smith               JR Umbc                   1:50.95   5
 33 Dage Minors                  Bermuda                1:50.99   2
 34 Jackson Storey            SO Columbia               1:51.03   4
 35 Alec Still                FR Iowa                   1:51.07   3
 36 Oliver Lloyd              SR Clemson                1:51.08   5
 37 Jose Penalver             SO St. Thomas (Fla.)      1:51.10   4
 38 Ian Delgado               FR Georgetown             1:51.11   3
 39 Solomon Rice              SR Columbia               1:51.27   4
 40 Ryan Speer                SR Lipscomb               1:51.38   3
 41 Dalton Morley             SO Tampa                  1:51.41   5
 42 Tayron Reyes                 Leonia track club      1:51.50   1
 43 Kenneth Rivera             5 Puerto Rico            1:51.70   2
 44 Cameron Cooper            JR Ohio State             1:51.87   5
 45 Jason Schweizer           JR Rutgers                1:51.93   5
 46 Bennett Hillier           JR Georgia Tech           1:52.14   5
 47 Matthew Butler            SR Florida State          1:52.21   4
 48 Christopher Bluish        SR Purdue                 1:52.46   5
 49 Ryan Poholek              SR Tampa                  1:52.48   5
 50 Abdur Kelly               SR Western Kentucky       1:52.99   4
 51 Octopias Ndiwa            FR Alabama                1:53.04   2
 52 Stanley Limoh             SR Ul-Lafayette           1:53.10   5
 53 Sean Martinek             JR Rutgers                1:53.14   5
 54 Matthew JeanPierre        JR Albany                 1:53.26   4
 55 Jalen Royal               FR Indiana                1:53.76   3
 56 Ethan Delgado             FR Georgetown             1:55.67   4
 57 Andrew Powell             SO Alabama                1:56.04   5
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....Men 800 m Run College
 58 Yohance Haynes            JR South Florida          2:01.89   5
 59 Billy Hill                SO Rutgers                2:01.97   4
 60 Frank Hayes               JR Ohio State             2:04.34   2
 -- Hugo Arlabosse            SO Franklin Pierce             DQ   4 starting violation
Men 1500 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 3:38.25  4/1/2016    Henry Wynne, Virginia
      Relays: R 3:38.35  4/1/2016    Henry Wynne, Virginia
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Benjamin Young            JR Kentucky               3:42.62   1
          43.938 (43.938)  1:46.102 (1:02.164)  2:46.567 (1:00.465)    3:42.615 (56.048)
  2 Colin Abert               SR Penn State             3:44.26   1
          43.980 (43.980)  1:45.769 (1:01.789)  2:46.818 (1:01.049)    3:44.256 (57.438)
  3 Joseph Murphy             SR Indiana                3:44.47   1
          44.104 (44.104)  1:46.356 (1:02.252)  2:47.451 (1:01.095)    3:44.461 (57.010)
  4 Cooper Williams           JR Indiana                3:45.83   1
          43.694 (43.694)  1:45.863 (1:02.169)  2:47.199 (1:01.336)    3:45.823 (58.624)
  5 Erick Estrada             SR Puerto Rico            3:46.19   1
          43.830 (43.830)  1:46.081 (1:02.251)  2:47.046 (1:00.965)    3:46.183 (59.137)
  6 Drew Maher                FR Penn State             3:47.44   1
          44.221 (44.221)  1:46.732 (1:02.511)  2:47.697 (1:00.965)    3:47.435 (59.738)
  7 Justin Pacifico           SO Florida                3:47.55   1
          43.850 (43.850)  1:46.251 (1:02.401)  2:47.066 (1:00.815)  3:47.546 (1:00.480)
  8 Connor Ferrentino         SR Alabama                3:48.17   1
          44.323 (44.323)  1:46.393 (1:02.070)  2:47.882 (1:01.489)  3:48.169 (1:00.287)
  9 Kendall Muhammad          SR Kentucky               3:48.78   1
          44.299 (44.299)  1:46.505 (1:02.206)  2:47.555 (1:01.050)  3:48.772 (1:01.217)
 10 Ryan Sanchez                 Pur                    3:49.33   2
          43.873 (43.873)  1:45.313 (1:01.440)  2:50.746 (1:05.433)    3:49.327 (58.582)
 11 Paul Bete                 SO Ohio State             3:49.62   2
          45.533 (45.533)  1:47.390 (1:01.857)  2:50.285 (1:02.895)    3:49.619 (59.335)
 12 Shane Bracken             SO Saint Leo              3:49.90   2
          44.810 (44.810)  1:48.150 (1:03.340)  2:51.083 (1:02.933)    3:49.894 (58.812)
 13 Isaiah Claiborne          FR Penn State             3:50.10   1
          44.506 (44.506)  1:46.840 (1:02.334)  2:47.824 (1:00.984)  3:50.095 (1:02.271)
 14 Sam Ahrenholz             SR Florida                3:50.24   1
          43.564 (43.564)  1:45.646 (1:02.082)  2:46.264 (1:00.618)  3:50.240 (1:03.976)
 15 Hannes Burger             FR Ul-Lafayette           3:50.30   3
          45.000 (45.000)  1:47.984 (1:02.984)  2:50.611 (1:02.627)    3:50.297 (59.687)
 16 Aaron Bennett             FR Indiana                3:51.12   3
          43.656 (43.656)  1:46.997 (1:03.341)  2:51.397 (1:04.400)    3:51.114 (59.718)
 17 Nick Miller               FR Ohio State             3:51.15   3
          43.550 (43.550)  1:45.656 (1:02.106)  2:50.275 (1:04.619)  3:51.143 (1:00.869)
 18 Frank Pittman             SO Georgia Tech           3:51.21   2
          44.960 (44.960)  1:48.510 (1:03.550)  2:51.223 (1:02.713)    3:51.205 (59.983)
 19 humberto freire           JR Unattached             3:51.74   2
          44.307 (44.307)  1:48.024 (1:03.717)  2:51.648 (1:03.624)  3:51.738 (1:00.091)
 20 Taylor Baranoski          SO Umbc                   3:51.98   2
          44.915 (44.915)  1:48.725 (1:03.810)  2:52.172 (1:03.447)    3:51.978 (59.807)
 21 Timothy Doyle             FR North Florida          3:52.02   3
          45.792 (45.792)  1:49.184 (1:03.392)  2:53.256 (1:04.072)    3:52.020 (58.765)
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 22 Michael Reilly            SO Georgia Tech           3:52.29   2
          45.662 (45.662)  1:48.729 (1:03.067)  2:51.327 (1:02.598)  3:52.288 (1:00.962)
 23 Nick Pschunder            JR Rutgers                3:52.31   3
          44.759 (44.759)  1:49.326 (1:04.567)  2:54.199 (1:04.873)    3:52.310 (58.112)
 24 Henrik Anderson           FR Georgia Tech           3:52.52   3
          43.860 (43.860)  1:46.891 (1:03.031)  2:50.823 (1:03.932)  3:52.516 (1:01.694)
 25 Terrell Patterson         SO So. Conn. St.          3:52.56   2
          44.940 (44.940)  1:47.426 (1:02.486)  2:51.678 (1:04.252)  3:52.553 (1:00.876)
 26 Andrew Akright            SO Charleston Southern    3:53.23   3
          43.285 (43.285)  1:45.615 (1:02.330)  2:50.922 (1:05.307)  3:53.222 (1:02.301)
 27 Warno Potgieter           JR South Alabama          3:53.72   3 3:53.714
          43.309 (43.309)  1:46.791 (1:03.482)  2:51.112 (1:04.321)  3:53.714 (1:02.603)
 28 Jaymee Domoney            SO Charleston Southern    3:53.72   2 3:53.715
          45.908 (45.908)  1:48.256 (1:02.348)  2:51.875 (1:03.619)  3:53.715 (1:01.841)
 29 Tyler Dau                 SO Florida State          3:53.85   2
          45.213 (45.213)  1:49.099 (1:03.886)  2:51.973 (1:02.874)  3:53.844 (1:01.872)
 30 Jared Vazquez             FR North Florida          3:54.20   3
          45.981 (45.981)  1:49.430 (1:03.449)  2:53.471 (1:04.041)  3:54.198 (1:00.728)
 31 Danny Ferro               FR South Florida          3:56.25   4
          47.503 (47.503)  1:51.801 (1:04.298)  2:57.161 (1:05.360)    3:56.242 (59.082)
 32 Gabriel Szalay            FR Kentucky               3:56.31   4
          47.954 (47.954)  1:52.484 (1:04.530)  2:57.011 (1:04.527)    3:56.308 (59.298)
 33 Magnus Pettersen          JR Florida                3:56.58   2
          44.598 (44.598)  1:47.330 (1:02.732)  2:51.329 (1:03.999)  3:56.576 (1:05.248)
 34 Steven Cugini             SR So. Conn. St.          3:56.97   3
          44.082 (44.082)  1:48.227 (1:04.145)  2:53.591 (1:05.364)  3:56.964 (1:03.374)
 35 Billy Hill                SO Rutgers                3:57.67   4
          47.657 (47.657)  1:52.350 (1:04.693)  2:57.335 (1:04.985)  3:57.665 (1:00.331)
 36 Daniel Shaughnessy        SO Clemson                3:58.26   4
          47.972 (47.972)  1:52.197 (1:04.225)  2:57.341 (1:05.144)  3:58.255 (1:00.915)
 37 Colt Griffith             FR Clemson                3:58.48   4
          47.951 (47.951)  1:52.616 (1:04.665)  2:57.573 (1:04.957)  3:58.479 (1:00.907)
 38 Sem Sultanov              JR North Florida          3:58.70   4
          47.336 (47.336)  1:51.799 (1:04.463)  2:57.055 (1:05.256)  3:58.700 (1:01.646)
 39 Clay Austell              JR Alabama                3:58.80   4
          47.509 (47.509)  1:52.044 (1:04.535)  2:57.159 (1:05.115)  3:58.800 (1:01.642)
 40 Carlos Vilches               Unattached             3:59.57   2
          45.721 (45.721)  1:50.081 (1:04.360)  2:56.742 (1:06.661)  3:59.562 (1:02.821)
 41 Clayton Carlson              Unattached             3:59.72   2
          45.325 (45.325)  1:50.527 (1:05.202)  2:57.633 (1:07.106)  3:59.718 (1:02.086)
 42 Matt Clark                FR Florida                3:59.80   3
          45.567 (45.567)  1:51.013 (1:05.446)  2:57.742 (1:06.729)  3:59.799 (1:02.058)
 43 Kenneth Rivera             5 Puerto Rico            4:00.05   2
          45.084 (45.084)  1:48.622 (1:03.538)  2:52.971 (1:04.349)  4:00.046 (1:07.076)
 44 Peter Antonetti           FR Umbc                   4:00.95   4
          47.817 (47.817)  1:53.330 (1:05.513)  2:57.906 (1:04.576)  4:00.944 (1:03.039)
 45 Terrance Sessoms          SO Savannah State         4:01.20   4
          47.508 (47.508)  1:52.276 (1:04.768)  2:57.766 (1:05.490)  4:01.193 (1:03.428)
 46 Christopher Lebeau        FR So. Conn. St.          4:01.34   3
          44.870 (44.870)  1:49.584 (1:04.714)  2:56.212 (1:06.628)  4:01.334 (1:05.123)
 47 Regan Kimtai              FR N. Carolina A&T        4:01.40   3
          46.153 (46.153)  1:48.964 (1:02.811)  2:57.089 (1:08.125)  4:01.399 (1:04.311)
 48 Dominic Williams          JR Florida                4:02.00   4
          48.105 (48.105)  1:53.120 (1:05.015)  2:58.300 (1:05.180)  4:01.994 (1:03.695)
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 49 Brennan Garriques         SR Troy                   4:02.16   4
          47.953 (47.953)  1:52.753 (1:04.800)  2:57.997 (1:05.244)  4:02.154 (1:04.158)
 50 Peter Garmon              SR Connecticut            4:02.17   1
          43.909 (43.909)  1:47.081 (1:03.172)  2:51.675 (1:04.594)  4:02.162 (1:10.487)
 51 Deshay Fernandes             Unattached             4:03.89   4
          48.496 (48.496)  1:53.332 (1:04.836)  2:59.980 (1:06.648)  4:03.883 (1:03.904)
 52 Victor Shellhammer        FR North Greenville       4:04.11   4
          47.950 (47.950)  1:52.864 (1:04.914)  2:58.560 (1:05.696)  4:04.105 (1:05.546)
 53 Joshua Wagner             SO Florida Southern       4:04.32   4
          48.330 (48.330)  1:52.348 (1:04.018)  2:56.895 (1:04.547)  4:04.314 (1:07.420)
 54 Mekhi Williams            FR Kennesaw State         4:05.42   4
          47.357 (47.357)  1:51.931 (1:04.574)  2:57.337 (1:05.406)  4:05.413 (1:08.077)
 55 Riley Kicker                 Florida Runn           4:06.63   4
          48.841 (48.841)  1:53.814 (1:04.973)  2:59.728 (1:05.914)  4:06.626 (1:06.899)
 56 Matthew Kane              SR Umbc                   4:07.35   3
          44.084 (44.084)  1:48.003 (1:03.919)  2:57.290 (1:09.287)  4:07.347 (1:10.058)
 57 Evan Babatz               JR South Florida          4:11.77   4
          48.327 (48.327)  1:53.564 (1:05.237)  3:00.422 (1:06.858)  4:11.768 (1:11.347)
 -- jack guyton                  Unattached                 DNF   2
          43.771 (43.771)  1:45.076 (1:01.305)  2:48.595 (1:03.519)
Men 5000 m Run College
===================================================================
       Track: T 13:41.4h  1970        Jack Bacheler, Florida TC
      Relays: R 13:50.80  1976        Marty Liquori, NYAC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Noah Perkins              JR North Florida         14:02.65   1
          32.518 (32.518)  1:42.146 (1:09.628)  2:50.184 (1:08.038)  3:58.315 (1:08.131)
      5:06.251 (1:07.936)  6:14.333 (1:08.082)  7:23.022 (1:08.689)  8:33.790 (1:10.768)
      9:42.178 (1:08.388) 10:49.204 (1:07.026) 11:56.840 (1:07.636) 13:02.366 (1:05.526)
     14:02.648 (1:00.282)
  2 Kyle Brackman             JR Connecticut           14:06.92   1
          32.989 (32.989)  1:43.085 (1:10.096)  2:50.582 (1:07.497)  3:58.716 (1:08.134)
      5:06.669 (1:07.953)  6:14.802 (1:08.133)  7:23.330 (1:08.528)  8:33.919 (1:10.589)
      9:41.507 (1:07.588) 10:49.404 (1:07.897) 11:57.099 (1:07.695) 13:03.238 (1:06.139)
     14:06.917 (1:03.679)
  3 Luke Landis               JR Ohio State            14:10.16   1
          33.269 (33.269)  1:43.103 (1:09.834)  2:50.917 (1:07.814)  3:59.099 (1:08.182)
      5:06.890 (1:07.791)  6:15.176 (1:08.286)  7:23.560 (1:08.384)  8:33.437 (1:09.877)
      9:42.303 (1:08.866) 10:50.261 (1:07.958) 11:59.202 (1:08.941) 13:07.528 (1:08.326)
     14:10.151 (1:02.623)
  4 Alvaro Abreu                 Jlr Track Club        14:12.97   1
          32.353 (32.353)  1:42.161 (1:09.808)  2:50.418 (1:08.257)  3:58.606 (1:08.188)
      5:06.548 (1:07.942)  6:14.578 (1:08.030)  7:23.147 (1:08.569)  8:33.797 (1:10.650)
      9:42.203 (1:08.406) 10:50.526 (1:08.323) 11:59.826 (1:09.300) 13:09.778 (1:09.952)
     14:12.961 (1:03.183)
  5 Fernando Ojeda            SO Unattached            14:13.01   1
          32.108 (32.108)  1:42.721 (1:10.613)  2:50.697 (1:07.976)  3:58.843 (1:08.146)
      5:06.671 (1:07.828)  6:14.963 (1:08.292)  7:23.659 (1:08.696)  8:33.757 (1:10.098)
      9:42.894 (1:09.137) 10:52.432 (1:09.538) 12:02.150 (1:09.718) 13:10.404 (1:08.254)
     14:13.002 (1:02.598)
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  6 Michael Watts             SR Stony Brook           14:18.16   1
          32.827 (32.827)  1:42.247 (1:09.420)  2:50.042 (1:07.795)  3:58.351 (1:08.309)
      5:06.428 (1:08.077)  6:14.579 (1:08.151)  7:23.005 (1:08.426)  8:33.309 (1:10.304)
      9:41.841 (1:08.532) 10:50.432 (1:08.591) 11:59.633 (1:09.201) 13:09.660 (1:10.027)
     14:18.158 (1:08.498)
  7 Vann Moffett              JR Stony Brook           14:19.26   1
          32.996 (32.996)  1:41.907 (1:08.911)  2:50.038 (1:08.131)  3:58.044 (1:08.006)
      5:06.139 (1:08.095)  6:14.193 (1:08.054)  7:22.763 (1:08.570)  8:33.573 (1:10.810)
      9:41.994 (1:08.421) 10:50.048 (1:08.054) 11:59.437 (1:09.389) 13:10.065 (1:10.628)
     14:19.259 (1:09.194)
  8 David Barney              SR Unattached            14:22.34   1
          32.515 (32.515)  1:42.360 (1:09.845)  2:50.560 (1:08.200)  3:58.608 (1:08.048)
      5:06.426 (1:07.818)  6:14.701 (1:08.275)  7:23.145 (1:08.444)  8:33.440 (1:10.295)
      9:41.620 (1:08.180) 10:49.711 (1:08.091) 11:59.539 (1:09.828) 13:10.608 (1:11.069)
     14:22.335 (1:11.727)
  9 Paul Stafford                Unattached            14:28.07   1
          33.243 (33.243)  1:43.524 (1:10.281)  2:51.727 (1:08.203)  4:00.009 (1:08.282)
      5:07.537 (1:07.528)  6:15.669 (1:08.132)  7:24.081 (1:08.412)  8:34.448 (1:10.367)
      9:43.284 (1:08.836) 10:52.703 (1:09.419) 12:03.453 (1:10.750) 13:16.596 (1:13.143)
     14:28.061 (1:11.465)
 10 Matt Newland                 Unattached            14:31.84   1
          33.146 (33.146)  1:44.094 (1:10.948)  2:51.856 (1:07.762)  3:59.873 (1:08.017)
      5:07.797 (1:07.924)  6:16.485 (1:08.688)  7:26.946 (1:10.461)  8:39.035 (1:12.089)
      9:50.470 (1:11.435) 11:02.199 (1:11.729) 12:14.108 (1:11.909) 13:26.155 (1:12.047)
     14:31.835 (1:05.680)
 11 Nkamasiai Jacob           SO Florida A&M           14:33.47   1
          33.389 (33.389)  1:43.395 (1:10.006)  2:51.049 (1:07.654)  3:59.328 (1:08.279)
      5:07.219 (1:07.891)  6:15.578 (1:08.359)  7:23.869 (1:08.291)  8:34.236 (1:10.367)
      9:42.616 (1:08.380) 10:52.991 (1:10.375) 12:07.641 (1:14.650) 13:23.585 (1:15.944)
     14:33.467 (1:09.882)
 12 Nathan Jubran             FR North Florida         14:33.70   1
          33.400 (33.400)  1:44.244 (1:10.844)  2:52.131 (1:07.887)  4:00.536 (1:08.405)
      5:08.506 (1:07.970)  6:16.890 (1:08.384)  7:26.714 (1:09.824)  8:38.729 (1:12.015)
      9:50.205 (1:11.476) 11:01.877 (1:11.672) 12:13.819 (1:11.942) 13:26.372 (1:12.553)
     14:33.700 (1:07.328)
 13 Jackson Jett              FR Indiana               14:37.07   1
          33.536 (33.536)  1:43.792 (1:10.256)  2:51.611 (1:07.819)  3:59.534 (1:07.923)
      5:08.425 (1:08.891)  6:19.107 (1:10.682)  7:31.128 (1:12.021)  8:43.955 (1:12.827)
      9:55.535 (1:11.580) 11:08.609 (1:13.074) 12:20.766 (1:12.157) 13:33.595 (1:12.829)
     14:37.063 (1:03.468)
 14 Trevor Warren             FR Kentucky              14:38.69   1
          33.246 (33.246)  1:43.943 (1:10.697)  2:51.850 (1:07.907)  4:00.113 (1:08.263)
      5:08.750 (1:08.637)  6:19.205 (1:10.455)  7:31.197 (1:11.992)  8:43.952 (1:12.755)
      9:55.345 (1:11.393) 11:07.818 (1:12.473) 12:21.204 (1:13.386) 13:33.981 (1:12.777)
     14:38.690 (1:04.709)
 15 Christopher Lebeau        FR So. Conn. St.         14:39.40   1
          33.646 (33.646)  1:44.435 (1:10.789)  2:53.140 (1:08.705)  4:01.184 (1:08.044)
      5:09.200 (1:08.016)  6:19.476 (1:10.276)  7:31.409 (1:11.933)  8:43.594 (1:12.185)
      9:54.744 (1:11.150) 11:06.159 (1:11.415) 12:17.684 (1:11.525) 13:30.002 (1:12.318)
     14:39.395 (1:09.393)
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 16 Onesmus Kemboi            SO South Alabama         14:40.72   2
          35.181 (35.181)  1:48.520 (1:13.339)  2:59.845 (1:11.325)  4:10.446 (1:10.601)
      5:21.098 (1:10.652)  6:31.615 (1:10.517)  7:42.535 (1:10.920)  8:52.946 (1:10.411)
     10:01.257 (1:08.311) 11:10.803 (1:09.546) 12:22.596 (1:11.793) 13:35.206 (1:12.610)
     14:40.712 (1:05.506)
 17 Joshua Estrada               Unattached            14:41.14   2
          35.330 (35.330)  1:47.928 (1:12.598)  3:00.124 (1:12.196)  4:10.581 (1:10.457)
      5:21.371 (1:10.790)  6:32.066 (1:10.695)  7:43.155 (1:11.089)  8:54.093 (1:10.938)
     10:04.603 (1:10.510) 11:15.383 (1:10.780) 12:26.368 (1:10.985) 13:36.944 (1:10.576)
     14:41.138 (1:04.194)
 18 Trevor Dominy             SO Charleston Southern   14:41.27   2
          35.173 (35.173)  1:48.368 (1:13.195)  3:00.428 (1:12.060)  4:10.838 (1:10.410)
      5:21.498 (1:10.660)  6:32.068 (1:10.570)  7:43.494 (1:11.426)  8:54.346 (1:10.852)
     10:04.034 (1:09.688) 11:15.489 (1:11.455) 12:27.148 (1:11.659) 13:38.145 (1:10.997)
     14:41.266 (1:03.121)
 19 Carlos Vilches               Unattached            14:41.78   1
          32.956 (32.956)  1:44.089 (1:11.133)  2:53.271 (1:09.182)  4:02.957 (1:09.686)
      5:13.917 (1:10.960)  6:25.540 (1:11.623)  7:37.149 (1:11.609)  8:48.982 (1:11.833)
     10:00.629 (1:11.647) 11:13.365 (1:12.736) 12:26.450 (1:13.085) 13:38.629 (1:12.179)
     14:41.778 (1:03.149)
 20 Festus Kemboi             JR Florida A&M           14:42.19   2
          34.719 (34.719)  1:48.373 (1:13.654)  3:00.111 (1:11.738)  4:10.717 (1:10.606)
      5:20.764 (1:10.047)  6:31.792 (1:11.028)  7:43.132 (1:11.340)  8:53.183 (1:10.051)
     10:01.564 (1:08.381) 11:11.464 (1:09.900) 12:23.022 (1:11.558) 13:35.000 (1:11.978)
     14:42.181 (1:07.181)
 21 Argeo Cruz                   Unattached            14:42.35   2
          35.043 (35.043)  1:48.366 (1:13.323)  3:00.312 (1:11.946)  4:09.382 (1:09.070)
      5:20.352 (1:10.970)  6:31.214 (1:10.862)  7:42.861 (1:11.647)  8:53.575 (1:10.714)
     10:03.395 (1:09.820) 11:14.998 (1:11.603) 12:27.244 (1:12.246) 13:37.809 (1:10.565)
     14:42.345 (1:04.536)
 22 Cole Dowdy                JR Kentucky              14:43.21   2
          35.442 (35.442)  1:48.087 (1:12.645)  2:59.878 (1:11.791)  4:10.291 (1:10.413)
      5:20.828 (1:10.537)  6:31.515 (1:10.687)  7:42.701 (1:11.186)  8:53.339 (1:10.638)
     10:03.629 (1:10.290) 11:15.114 (1:11.485) 12:26.576 (1:11.462) 13:37.948 (1:11.372)
     14:43.202 (1:05.254)
 23 Hillary Melly             SO Stetson               14:45.82   2
          34.552 (34.552)  1:47.890 (1:13.338)  2:59.569 (1:11.679)  4:10.130 (1:10.561)
      5:20.703 (1:10.573)  6:31.216 (1:10.513)  7:42.451 (1:11.235)  8:53.048 (1:10.597)
     10:02.591 (1:09.543) 11:15.275 (1:12.684) 12:26.461 (1:11.186) 13:37.828 (1:11.367)
     14:45.817 (1:07.989)
 24 Darr Smith                   Georgia               14:46.85   2
          35.048 (35.048)  1:47.762 (1:12.714)  2:59.322 (1:11.560)  4:09.646 (1:10.324)
      5:20.333 (1:10.687)  6:31.635 (1:11.302)  7:43.393 (1:11.758)  8:54.514 (1:11.121)
     10:05.082 (1:10.568) 11:15.730 (1:10.648) 12:26.992 (1:11.262) 13:38.269 (1:11.277)
     14:46.847 (1:08.578)
 25 Tanner Dowdy              JR Kentucky              14:49.49   2
          34.885 (34.885)  1:48.089 (1:13.204)  2:59.728 (1:11.639)  4:10.549 (1:10.821)
      5:21.129 (1:10.580)  6:31.614 (1:10.485)  7:42.899 (1:11.285)  8:54.088 (1:11.189)
     10:04.895 (1:10.807) 11:16.067 (1:11.172) 12:27.951 (1:11.884) 13:40.221 (1:12.270)
     14:49.482 (1:09.261)
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 26 Lachlan Shiver            JR Unattached            14:49.57   2
          35.933 (35.933)  1:49.168 (1:13.235)  3:00.678 (1:11.510)  4:11.136 (1:10.458)
      5:21.352 (1:10.216)  6:31.941 (1:10.589)  7:43.138 (1:11.197)  8:54.254 (1:11.116)
     10:04.382 (1:10.128) 11:15.508 (1:11.126) 12:26.989 (1:11.481) 13:38.671 (1:11.682)
     14:49.563 (1:10.892)
 27 Ian Mickool               SO Connecticut           14:51.83   1
          33.956 (33.956)  1:44.555 (1:10.599)  2:53.733 (1:09.178)  4:02.840 (1:09.107)
      5:12.489 (1:09.649)  6:24.778 (1:12.289)  7:36.120 (1:11.342)  8:47.698 (1:11.578)
     10:00.674 (1:12.976) 11:13.030 (1:12.356) 12:26.891 (1:13.861) 13:41.153 (1:14.262)
     14:51.822 (1:10.669)
 28 Chase Kennedy             SO Kennesaw State        14:53.73   2
          34.526 (34.526)  1:47.323 (1:12.797)  2:59.144 (1:11.821)  4:09.502 (1:10.358)
      5:20.211 (1:10.709)  6:30.793 (1:10.582)  7:42.322 (1:11.529)  8:53.720 (1:11.398)
     10:03.867 (1:10.147) 11:16.265 (1:12.398) 12:28.778 (1:12.513) 13:42.462 (1:13.684)
     14:53.722 (1:11.260)
 29 Fedrick Kipyego           SO Florida A&M           14:55.27   2
          35.912 (35.912)  1:48.190 (1:12.278)  2:59.973 (1:11.783)  4:11.005 (1:11.032)
      5:21.234 (1:10.229)  6:32.064 (1:10.830)  7:43.513 (1:11.449)  8:54.645 (1:11.132)
     10:05.383 (1:10.738) 11:16.236 (1:10.853) 12:28.367 (1:12.131) 13:42.198 (1:13.831)
     14:55.263 (1:13.065)
 30 Tristen Montalvo          FR Stetson               14:59.94   2
          34.550 (34.550)  1:47.892 (1:13.342)  2:59.730 (1:11.838)  4:10.276 (1:10.546)
      5:20.825 (1:10.549)  6:31.051 (1:10.226)  7:42.561 (1:11.510)  8:53.577 (1:11.016)
     10:04.479 (1:10.902) 11:17.562 (1:13.083) 12:31.968 (1:14.406) 13:49.501 (1:17.533)
     14:59.931 (1:10.430)
 31 Harold LaCroix            SO Alabama-Huntsville    15:00.24   2
          36.327 (36.327)  1:49.208 (1:12.881)  3:00.970 (1:11.762)  4:11.657 (1:10.687)
      5:22.872 (1:11.215)  6:34.211 (1:11.339)  7:46.543 (1:12.332)  8:59.777 (1:13.234)
     10:12.791 (1:13.014) 11:25.289 (1:12.498) 12:38.464 (1:13.175) 13:51.435 (1:12.971)
     15:00.232 (1:08.797)
 32 Alex Minor                JR Marshall              15:00.70   1
          33.556 (33.556)  1:44.325 (1:10.769)  2:52.159 (1:07.834)  4:00.325 (1:08.166)
      5:08.989 (1:08.664)  6:19.373 (1:10.384)  7:31.392 (1:12.019)  8:44.230 (1:12.838)
      9:56.311 (1:12.081) 11:12.628 (1:16.317) 12:30.578 (1:17.950) 13:47.277 (1:16.699)
     15:00.697 (1:13.420)
 33 Carson Strom              SR South Carolina        15:03.42   2
          34.716 (34.716)  1:47.602 (1:12.886)  2:59.461 (1:11.859)  4:09.998 (1:10.537)
      5:20.719 (1:10.721)  6:31.479 (1:10.760)  7:43.872 (1:12.393)  8:55.795 (1:11.923)
     10:09.115 (1:13.320) 11:24.152 (1:15.037) 12:39.235 (1:15.083) 13:54.838 (1:15.603)
     15:03.416 (1:08.578)
 34 Brennan Garriques         SR Troy                  15:09.54   2
          34.269 (34.269)  1:47.457 (1:13.188)  2:59.327 (1:11.870)  4:10.293 (1:10.966)
      5:21.459 (1:11.166)  6:32.388 (1:10.929)  7:44.076 (1:11.688)  8:56.169 (1:12.093)
     10:10.034 (1:13.865) 11:25.961 (1:15.927) 12:41.542 (1:15.581) 13:57.188 (1:15.646)
     15:09.539 (1:12.351)
 35 Tom Hogarty               SR Unattached            15:10.08   1
          33.139 (33.139)  1:42.869 (1:09.730)  2:51.330 (1:08.461)  4:01.827 (1:10.497)
      5:12.710 (1:10.883)  6:25.837 (1:13.127)  7:39.477 (1:13.640)  8:54.487 (1:15.010)
     10:10.296 (1:15.809) 11:26.767 (1:16.471) 12:42.749 (1:15.982) 13:58.946 (1:16.197)
     15:10.080 (1:11.134)
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....Men 5000 m Run College
 36 Mason Jones               SO Florida Southern      15:12.59   2
          36.059 (36.059)  1:48.940 (1:12.881)  3:00.885 (1:11.945)  4:11.654 (1:10.769)
      5:22.038 (1:10.384)  6:33.011 (1:10.973)  7:44.589 (1:11.578)  8:55.402 (1:10.813)
     10:08.836 (1:13.434) 11:25.959 (1:17.123) 12:44.230 (1:18.271) 14:03.536 (1:19.306)
     15:12.583 (1:09.047)
 37 Matt Kingeter             SR Umbc                  15:12.82   2
          35.603 (35.603)  1:47.990 (1:12.387)  3:00.305 (1:12.315)  4:11.483 (1:11.178)
      5:22.869 (1:11.386)  6:34.963 (1:12.094)  7:48.806 (1:13.843)  9:03.336 (1:14.530)
     10:18.161 (1:14.825) 11:33.931 (1:15.770) 12:49.045 (1:15.114) 14:03.692 (1:14.647)
     15:12.819 (1:09.127)
 38 Nickolas Schmidt          SR Marshall              15:13.63   2
          35.001 (35.001)  1:48.806 (1:13.805)  3:00.553 (1:11.747)  4:11.243 (1:10.690)
      5:21.734 (1:10.491)  6:32.407 (1:10.673)  7:45.411 (1:13.004)  8:58.727 (1:13.316)
     10:12.788 (1:14.061) 11:29.021 (1:16.233) 12:46.008 (1:16.987) 14:01.113 (1:15.105)
     15:13.622 (1:12.509)
 39 Cavan Wilson              FR Florida               15:15.54   1
          33.728 (33.728)  1:44.595 (1:10.867)  2:52.746 (1:08.151)  4:03.114 (1:10.368)
      5:14.741 (1:11.627)  6:26.853 (1:12.112)  7:40.834 (1:13.981)  8:55.697 (1:14.863)
     10:10.488 (1:14.791) 11:27.090 (1:16.602) 12:44.435 (1:17.345) 14:01.238 (1:16.803)
     15:15.535 (1:14.297)
 40 Hunter Nails              SO Alabama-Huntsville    15:18.58   2
          35.154 (35.154)  1:48.344 (1:13.190)  2:59.993 (1:11.649)  4:10.719 (1:10.726)
      5:21.367 (1:10.648)  6:32.502 (1:11.135)  7:44.680 (1:12.178)  8:57.373 (1:12.693)
     10:12.214 (1:14.841) 11:27.615 (1:15.401) 12:44.580 (1:16.965) 14:01.726 (1:17.146)
     15:18.576 (1:16.850)
 41 Brackin Stewart           SR Troy                  15:26.36   2
          35.600 (35.600)  1:49.022 (1:13.422)  3:00.555 (1:11.533)  4:11.138 (1:10.583)
      5:21.948 (1:10.810)  6:32.303 (1:10.355)  7:45.094 (1:12.791)  9:00.245 (1:15.151)
     10:17.966 (1:17.721) 11:36.585 (1:18.619) 12:56.017 (1:19.432) 14:14.185 (1:18.168)
     15:26.358 (1:12.173)
 42 Matthew Taddeo               Team Ftc              15:26.98   2
          35.730 (35.730)  1:48.808 (1:13.078)  3:00.426 (1:11.618)  4:11.266 (1:10.840)
      5:22.649 (1:11.383)  6:36.191 (1:13.542)  7:51.781 (1:15.590)  9:08.070 (1:16.289)
     10:24.097 (1:16.027) 11:39.920 (1:15.823) 12:57.251 (1:17.331) 14:13.813 (1:16.562)
     15:26.977 (1:13.164)
Men 110 m Hurdles College
========================================================================
       Track: T 13.10  4/6/2007    David Oliver, Nike
      Relays: R 13.10  2008        David Oliver, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Grant Holloway            JR Florida                  13.28  -0.5  2
  2 Daniel Roberts            JR Kentucky                 13.30  -0.5  2
  3 Andrew Riley                 Puma                     13.55  -2.3  1
  4 Isaiah Moore              SR South Carolina           13.70  -0.5  2
  5 Trey Cunningham           SO Florida State            13.74  -0.5  2
  6 Eddie Lovett                 Unattached               13.91  -2.3  1
  7 Michael Nicholls          SR Georgia                  13.92  -0.5  2
  8 Jaylan McConico           JR Iowa                     14.04  -0.5  2
  9 LaFranz Campbell          SO Clemson                  14.12  -1.2  3
 10 Matt Moore                JR Syracuse                 14.13  -1.2  3
 11 Hunter Appling            FR South Alabama            14.19   2.0  6 14.181
 12 Tai Brown                 FR Kentucky                 14.19  -0.7  5 14.182
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....Men 110 m Hurdles College
 13 Roderick Moodie           SR Liu Brooklyn             14.22  -0.7  5
 14 DJ Akindele               FR Kennesaw State           14.23   2.0  6
 15 Anthony Clark             JR Buffalo                  14.24  +0.0  4 14.233
 16 Richard Floyd             SR Syracuse                 14.24  +0.0  4 14.238
 17 Anthony Williams          JR Iowa                     14.30  -1.2  3
 18 Casimir Tawiah            JR Troy                     14.34  +0.0  4
 19 Chris Grinley             JR Keiser University        14.36  +0.0  4 14.354
 20 Johnathan Daniel Santiag     Puerto Rico              14.36  -2.3  1 14.356
 21 Ramon Sosa                SR Unattached               14.39  -2.3  1
 22 Chris Douglas             SR Iowa                     14.40  -0.5  2
 23 Aaron Lewis               JR Coppin State             14.47  -1.2  3
 24 Jaylen Banks              JR Norfolk State            14.56  -0.7  5
 25 Darian Clyburn            FR Keiser University        14.57   2.0  6
 26 Konstantin Rust           FR Connecticut              14.62   2.0  6
 27 Jordan Torney             SO Connecticut              14.63   0.3  7 14.623
 28 Caleb Wilt                SR Kentucky                 14.63  +0.0  4 14.627
 29 Marcus Krah               SO North Carolina           14.66  +0.0  4
 30 Ronald Forbes                Unattached               14.71  -2.3  1
 31 Nicholas Anderson            Unattached               14.75  -2.3  1
 32 DaJuan Seward             SR Ohio State               14.76  -0.5  2
 33 Brandon Schultz           SO Brewton-Parker           14.77   0.3  7
 34 Noah Walker               JR South Carolina           14.80   0.3  7 14.795
 35 Kameron Davis             FR Kennesaw State           14.80  -0.7  5 14.797
 36 Anthony Richardson        SO Charlotte                14.86  -0.7  5 14.857
 37 Andrew Aguilera           SO Syracuse                 14.86   2.0  6 14.858
 38 Tyler Hughes              SR Ul-Lafayette             14.86  -0.7  5 14.860
 39 Dajion Hillard            FR Norfolk State            14.87   2.0  6
 40 Xavier Smith              FR Connecticut              14.90   2.0  6
 41 Coby Bailey               SO Indiana Tech             14.92   0.3  7
 42 Kyle Decker               SR DePaul                   14.98   0.3  7
 43 Cedric McGriff            FR N. Carolina A&T          15.05  -1.2  3
 44 Tyler Kirkwood            JR Grand Valley St.         15.12  -0.7  5
 45 Maor Seged                SR Western Kentucky         15.14   2.0  6
 46 Brian Kendrick            SR Charlotte                15.15  -0.7  5
 47 Robert Miller             JR N. Carolina A&T          15.19  -1.2  3
 48 Kelvin Almonte            SR Syracuse                 15.30  -0.7  5
 49 Juwan Augustin            JR Clemson                  15.41   0.3  7
 50 Nic Palmer                JR Tennessee Wesleyan       15.47  +0.0  4
 -- Vincent Johnson           JR Charleston Southern        DNF  +0.0  4
 -- Tyricke Highman           SO Florida State               DQ  -1.2  3 hurdle violation
Men 400 m Hurdles College
===================================================================
       Track: T 48.49  4/6/2012    Bershawn Jackson, G W Express/ N
      Relays: R 48.49  2012        Bershawn Jackson, GW Express
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Thomas Burns              FR Miami (Fla.)             50.62   1
  2 Chris Douglas             SR Iowa                     51.18   1
  3 McKinly Brown             JR Miami (Fla.)             51.20   1
  4 Noah Walker               JR South Carolina           51.36   2
  5 Jaylen Banks              JR Norfolk State            51.47   2
  6 Noah Larrison             SR Iowa                     51.49   2
  7 Denzel Villaman           JR Florida                  51.62   1
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....Men 400 m Hurdles College
  8 Blanchard Montgomery IV   FR Purdue                   51.89   5
  9 Rivaldo Leacock           SO South Carolina           51.90   2
 10 David Adams               JR Northeastern             52.02   3
 11 Nathan Fergusson          FR St. Augustine's          52.07   1 52.061
 12 Elliott Graves            JR Appalachian State        52.07   2 52.068
 13 Chase Bonham              JR N. Carolina A&T          52.17   3
 14 Alazae Hester-Taylor      SR St. Augustine's          52.19   2
 15 Morgan Ellis-Foster       SR Savannah State           52.53   5
 16 Terry Johnson             JR Ohio State               52.55   5
 17 Lenell Shelby III         JR Findlay                  52.73   4
 18 Gerald Coleman            JR SE Louisiana             52.85   3
 19 William Walker            SR Kentucky                 52.90   7
 20 Maor Seged                SR Western Kentucky         52.93   2
 21 Trevor Guay               JR Franklin Pierce          53.01   7
 22 Brent Carroll             JR Charlotte                53.02   4
 23 Joshua Simmons            SR Limestone                53.08   3
 24 Miles Green               FR Virginia Tech            53.09   1
 25 Kyle McKinney             SR Ohio State               53.11   5
 26 Chris Jenkins             SO Rutgers                  53.21   6
 27 Jovan Brown               JR Troy                     53.34   4
 28 Dexter McDuffie           FR Charlotte                53.50   6
 29 Keegan Hughes             SO Villanova                53.64   5
 30 Cheyenne Johnson          SO Coppin State             53.70   5
 31 Sachin Manning            SO So. Conn. St.            53.74   7
 32 Tyricke Highman           SO Florida State            53.76   3
 33 Jordan Mereus             SO Troy                     53.83   6
 34 Javen Jackson             JR South Alabama            53.95   5
 35 Spencer Payton            JR Stony Brook              54.05   4
 36 Travis Rogers             JR Charlotte                54.06   6 54.053
 37 Austin Lietz              JR Iowa                     54.06   4 54.060
 38 Dante Johnson             SR Keiser University        54.08   5
 39 Lawrence Leake            SO Georgetown               54.10   3
 40 Terrill Stanley           SR Coastal Carolina         54.16   3
 41 Jameson Woodell           FR Rutgers                  54.45   4
 42 Anthony Steets            SO Georgia Tech             54.48   6
 43 David Saruni              SO Western Kentucky         54.65   4
 44 Kameron Davis             FR Kennesaw State           55.21   7
 45 Colt Nichols              SO Connecticut              55.38   5
 46 Christian Smith           JR St. Augustine's          55.41   1
 47 Dajion Hillard            FR Norfolk State            55.42   6
 48 Jacob Snyder              SO Lipscomb                 55.53   7
 49 Tyler Mak                 FR Purdue                   55.60   6
 50 D'Mitry Charlton          SR Florida State            55.90   4
 51 Hans Gallagher            FR Virginia Tech            56.04   7
 52 Jacob Johnson             JR South Alabama            56.30   6
 53 Kevin Johnson             JR Western Kentucky         56.31   4
 54 Trenson Terry             SO Umbc                     56.73   2
 55 Craig Rock                SR SE Louisiana             57.09   3
 56 Justin Brown              SO Liu Brooklyn             57.22   7
 57 Jeremiah McCain           FR Lee (Tenn.)              57.91   7
 58 DJ Akindele               FR Kennesaw State         1:02.60   3
 -- Quincy Hall               JR South Carolina             DNF   1
 -- Chris Grinley             JR Keiser University          DNF   6
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Men 3000 m Steeplechase College
===================================================================
       Track: T 8:29.66  3/28/1987   Brian Abshire, NIke Boston
      Relays: R 8:29.66  1987        Brian Abshire, Nike Boston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Ricardo Estremera            Puerto Rico            8:45.24   1
          38.739 (38.739)  1:47.385 (1:08.646)  2:56.029 (1:08.644)  4:04.426 (1:08.397)
      5:14.053 (1:09.627)  6:25.254 (1:11.201)  7:35.603 (1:10.349)  8:45.232 (1:09.629)
  2 Alvaro Abreu                 Jlr Track Club         8:55.29   1
          38.452 (38.452)  1:47.747 (1:09.295)  2:57.610 (1:09.863)  4:08.344 (1:10.734)
      5:20.040 (1:11.696)  6:32.322 (1:12.282)  7:45.073 (1:12.751)  8:55.287 (1:10.214)
  3 Brennan Fields            JR Kentucky               8:59.84   1
          38.214 (38.214)  1:48.733 (1:10.519)  2:59.507 (1:10.774)  4:10.395 (1:10.888)
      5:22.593 (1:12.198)  6:35.507 (1:12.914)  7:49.733 (1:14.226)  8:59.836 (1:10.103)
  4 Fynn Timm                 SR North Florida          9:03.08   1
          38.979 (38.979)  1:50.097 (1:11.118)  3:02.288 (1:12.191)  4:14.781 (1:12.493)
      5:29.270 (1:14.489)  6:43.329 (1:14.059)  7:55.814 (1:12.485)  9:03.080 (1:07.266)
  5 Leo Queyrou               SO North Florida          9:05.46   1
          38.877 (38.877)  1:49.960 (1:11.083)  3:00.479 (1:10.519)  4:11.683 (1:11.204)
      5:23.445 (1:11.762)  6:36.767 (1:13.322)  7:51.926 (1:15.159)  9:05.451 (1:13.525)
  6 Benjamin Scamihorn        SR Siu Edwardsville       9:06.70   1
          39.542 (39.542)  1:50.899 (1:11.357)  3:02.409 (1:11.510)  4:14.578 (1:12.169)
      5:27.636 (1:13.058)  6:40.091 (1:12.455)  7:55.166 (1:15.075)  9:06.691 (1:11.525)
  7 Matthew Thomas            JR Kentucky               9:09.40   1
          38.610 (38.610)  1:49.538 (1:10.928)  3:01.750 (1:12.212)  4:14.363 (1:12.613)
      5:27.634 (1:13.271)  6:42.162 (1:14.528)  7:57.135 (1:14.973)  9:09.392 (1:12.257)
  8 Marshall Dillon           SO Florida                9:13.43   1
          38.840 (38.840)  1:49.081 (1:10.241)  3:01.327 (1:12.246)  4:14.247 (1:12.920)
      5:28.880 (1:14.633)  6:44.529 (1:15.649)  8:03.519 (1:18.990)  9:13.430 (1:09.911)
  9 Kyle Barber               SR Connecticut            9:17.00   1
          39.319 (39.319)  1:50.386 (1:11.067)  3:02.060 (1:11.674)  4:14.140 (1:12.080)
      5:29.063 (1:14.923)  6:44.912 (1:15.849)  8:02.439 (1:17.527)  9:16.995 (1:14.556)
 10 Nathan Nadal              SR Umbc                   9:17.88   1
          38.216 (38.216)  1:49.316 (1:11.100)  3:01.554 (1:12.238)  4:13.790 (1:12.236)
      5:28.058 (1:14.268)  6:43.507 (1:15.449)  8:01.399 (1:17.892)  9:17.875 (1:16.476)
 11 Jay Day                   SO Alabama-Huntsville     9:22.89   2
          41.667 (41.667)  1:56.904 (1:15.237)  3:11.217 (1:14.313)  4:25.154 (1:13.937)
      5:41.197 (1:16.043)  6:57.942 (1:16.745)  8:12.168 (1:14.226)  9:22.883 (1:10.716)
 12 Darian Sorouri            SR Stony Brook            9:27.09   1
          38.729 (38.729)  1:49.752 (1:11.023)  3:01.967 (1:12.215)  4:15.263 (1:13.296)
      5:31.722 (1:16.459)  6:50.985 (1:19.263)  8:10.426 (1:19.441)  9:27.085 (1:16.659)
 13 Christian Conder          SO North Florida          9:28.40   2
          42.146 (42.146)  1:56.350 (1:14.204)  3:11.010 (1:14.660)  4:24.031 (1:13.021)
      5:41.988 (1:17.957)  7:01.582 (1:19.594)  8:18.911 (1:17.329)  9:28.393 (1:09.483)
 14 Daniel Glick              SR Troy                   9:28.67   2
          41.195 (41.195)  1:56.090 (1:14.895)  3:10.309 (1:14.219)  4:24.282 (1:13.973)
      5:39.844 (1:15.562)  6:58.173 (1:18.329)  8:15.389 (1:17.216)  9:28.666 (1:13.278)
 15 Jacob Bishop              SO Alabama-Huntsville     9:32.59   2
          41.911 (41.911)  1:56.799 (1:14.888)  3:11.629 (1:14.830)  4:25.381 (1:13.752)
      5:41.877 (1:16.496)  6:59.886 (1:18.009)  8:17.475 (1:17.589)  9:32.582 (1:15.108)
 16 Jonathan Kimutai          JR Ul-Lafayette           9:36.77   2
          40.891 (40.891)  1:55.843 (1:14.952)  3:10.200 (1:14.357)  4:24.429 (1:14.229)
      5:40.877 (1:16.448)  6:59.405 (1:18.528)  8:19.327 (1:19.922)  9:36.763 (1:17.437)
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....Men 3000 m Steeplechase College
 17 Mitchell Kozik            SO Florida Southern       9:37.98   2
          41.685 (41.685)  1:57.014 (1:15.329)  3:12.254 (1:15.240)  4:28.430 (1:16.176)
      5:46.631 (1:18.201)  7:05.318 (1:18.687)  8:24.121 (1:18.803)  9:37.977 (1:13.857)
 18 Shawn Bell                JR Saint Leo              9:41.09   1
          39.544 (39.544)  1:50.213 (1:10.669)  3:02.691 (1:12.478)  4:16.350 (1:13.659)
      5:33.899 (1:17.549)  6:55.860 (1:21.961)  8:19.572 (1:23.712)  9:41.090 (1:21.518)
 19 Knox Pittman              FR Georgia Tech           9:42.43   2
          41.191 (41.191)  1:56.668 (1:15.477)  3:11.955 (1:15.287)  4:28.082 (1:16.127)
      5:47.343 (1:19.261)  7:08.366 (1:21.023)  8:29.713 (1:21.347)  9:42.430 (1:12.718)
 20 Dylan Allen               FR Kentucky               9:42.52   2
          40.896 (40.896)  1:55.841 (1:14.945)  3:10.635 (1:14.794)  4:25.170 (1:14.535)
      5:42.742 (1:17.572)  7:02.909 (1:20.167)  8:25.866 (1:22.957)  9:42.518 (1:16.653)
 21 Jesse Millson                Unattached             9:42.79   2
          40.889 (40.889)  1:55.977 (1:15.088)  3:09.689 (1:13.712)  4:22.195 (1:12.506)
      5:38.932 (1:16.737)  7:00.502 (1:21.570)  8:23.975 (1:23.473)  9:42.782 (1:18.808)
 22 Michael McGonnigle        SR Connecticut            9:44.31   1
          38.871 (38.871)  1:48.970 (1:10.099)  3:00.108 (1:11.138)  4:12.754 (1:12.646)
      5:29.652 (1:16.898)  6:54.256 (1:24.604)  8:21.170 (1:26.914)  9:44.305 (1:23.135)
 23 Carlos Carvajal           FR Unattached            10:08.92   2
          41.719 (41.719)  1:57.629 (1:15.910)  3:13.399 (1:15.770)  4:33.448 (1:20.049)
      5:57.228 (1:23.780)  7:21.258 (1:24.030)  8:46.878 (1:25.620) 10:08.916 (1:22.039)
 24 Matthew Neeley            SO South Florida         10:13.29   2
          42.432 (42.432)  1:58.692 (1:16.260)  3:16.360 (1:17.668)  4:37.034 (1:20.674)
      6:01.322 (1:24.288)  7:26.086 (1:24.764)  8:52.105 (1:26.019) 10:13.285 (1:21.181)
 25 Alejandro Garcia          FR St. Thomas (Fla.)     10:24.14   2
          42.244 (42.244)  1:58.038 (1:15.794)  3:13.111 (1:15.073)  4:31.954 (1:18.843)
      5:57.756 (1:25.802)  7:27.790 (1:30.034)  8:59.629 (1:31.839) 10:24.133 (1:24.505)
 26 Dylan Clark               FR Team Ftc              10:37.85   2
          42.740 (42.740)  1:59.086 (1:16.346)  3:16.896 (1:17.810)  4:39.051 (1:22.155)
      6:05.218 (1:26.167)  7:36.949 (1:31.731)  9:08.638 (1:31.689) 10:37.846 (1:29.209)
Men 4x100 m Relay College
===================================================================
       Track: T 38.11  4/2/2016    Athletics Canada, Athletics Cana
                       Smellie, Williams, Richards-Kwok, Warner
      Relays: R 38.11  4/2/2016    Athletics Canada, Athletics Ca
                       A Haynes, A Brown, B Rodney, A De Grasse
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Athletics Canada                                      38.34   1
  2 Florida                                               38.69   3
  3 Tumbleweed Track Club                                 38.74   1
  4 Dominican Republic                                    39.06   1
  5 Usatf High Performance  'B'                           39.07   1
  6 Florida State University                              39.21   3 39.206
  7 N. Carolina A&T                                       39.21   3 39.210
  8 Pure Athletics  'B'                                   39.24   2
  9 Usatf High Performance  'C'                           39.41   2 39.402
 10 Athletics Canada  'B'                                 39.41   2 39.404
 11 Clemson                                               39.59   3
 12 Athletics Thailand                                    39.67   1
 13 Western Kentucky                                      39.77   3
 14 Kentucky                                              39.85   3
 15 Purdue                                                39.86   4
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 16 Usatf High Performance                                39.87   1
 17 Ohio State                                            39.91   3
 18 Auburn                                                39.93   3
 19 Georgia                                               40.06   7
 20 Iowa                                                  40.16   4
 21 Twcus                                                 40.19   1
 22 Alabama State                                         40.30   4
 23 Coppin State                                          40.31   5
 24 St. Augustine's                                       40.36   6
 25 Charlotte                                             40.44   4 40.435
 26 South Carolina                                        40.44   4 40.436
 27 Purdue  'B'                                           40.46   8 40.457
 28 Rutgers                                               40.46   7 40.458
 29 Virginia Tech                                         40.62   4
 30 Virginia State                                        40.65   8 40.641
 31 Academy of Art                                        40.65   7 40.644
 32 Indiana Tech                                          40.68   5
 33 Troy                                                  40.75   5
 34 Miami (Fla.)                                          40.76   4
 35 Indiana                                               40.98   6
 36 So. Conn. St.                                         41.00   8
 37 Western Kentucky  'B'                                 41.03   5
 38 Kennesaw State                                        41.09   6
 39 Tennessee Wesleyan                                    41.14   5
 40 Grand Valley St.                                      41.17   8 41.161
 41 Florida A&M                                           41.17   9 41.170
 42 N.C. Central                                          41.22   4
 43 Syracuse                                              41.39   6 41.388
 44 Findlay                                               41.39   9 41.390
 45 Lipscomb                                              41.44   6
 46 North Carolina                                        41.60   5
 47 Ul-Lafayette                                          41.61   9
 48 Savannah State                                        41.77   9
 49 Albany                                                41.81   8
 50 South Alabama                                         42.10   6 42.100
 51 Delaware State                                        42.30   7
 52 Stony Brook                                           42.36   9 42.351
 53 Alabama-Huntsville                                    42.36   5 42.354
 54 Emmanuel (Ga.)                                        43.47   9
 -- Coastal Carolina                                        DNF   7
 -- Iowa  'B'                                               DNF   5
 -- Florida A&M  'B'                                        DNF   8
 -- Pure Athletics                                          DNF   1
 -- Athletics Thailand  'B'                                 DNF   2
 -- SE Louisiana                                            DNF   7
 -- Limestone                                                DQ   9 xchg zone violation
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Men 4x200 m Relay College
===================================================================
       Track: T 1:19.20  4/2/2016    Athletics Canada, Athletics Ca
                         De Grasse, Brown, Smellie, Warnere
      Relays: R 1:19.20  4/2/2016    Athletics Canada, Athletics Ca
                         G Smellie, B Rodney, A De Grasse, A Brown
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Athletics Canada                                    1:20.17   1
  2 Pure Athletics                                      1:20.75   1
  3 Pure Athletics  'B'                                 1:20.88   1
  4 South Carolina                                      1:21.87   3
  5 Usatf High Performance  'C'                         1:22.23   2
  6 Purdue                                              1:22.90   4
  7 Usatf High Performance  'B'                         1:23.09   1
  8 Usatf High Performance  'D'                         1:23.23   2
  9 Athletics Canada  'B'                               1:23.50   2
 10 Athletics Thailand                                  1:23.60   1
 11 Western Kentucky                                    1:24.62   3
 12 North Carolina                                      1:24.73   4
 13 DC International                                    1:25.00   2
 14 Appalachian State                                   1:25.05   4
 15 Virginia State                                      1:25.06   3
 16 Academy of Art                                      1:25.08   6
 17 Indiana Tech                                        1:25.61   3
 18 Liu Brooklyn                                        1:25.64   4
 19 Coppin State                                        1:25.96   3
 20 Twcus                                               1:26.12   2
 21 N. Carolina A&T                                     1:26.71   6
 22 Grand Valley St.                                    1:27.44   5
 23 Delaware State                                      1:27.59   6
 24 N.C. Central                                        1:27.93   4
 25 Alabama-Huntsville                                  1:27.94   6
 26 Ohio State                                          1:28.01   4
 27 Iowa                                                1:28.29   5
 28 Coastal Carolina                                    1:28.30   5
 29 Charlotte                                           1:29.32   5
 -- Indiana                                                  DQ   3 xchg zone violation
 -- Usatf High Performance                                   DQ   1 xchg zone violation
Men 4x400 m Relay College
Top 9 Advance by Time
===================================================================
       Track: T 2:59.73  4/5/2014    Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
      Relays: R 2:59.73  2014        Florida, Florida
                         N Glass, H Graham, Jr, D Dukes, A Hall
    School                                              Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kentucky                                            3:07.50q  1
        1:34.52 (1:34.52)      2:19.65 (45.13)      3:07.50 (47.85)
  2 Iowa  'B'                                           3:07.63q  4
        1:34.87 (1:34.87)      2:22.16 (47.29)      3:07.63 (45.47)
  3 St. Augustine's                                     3:07.75q  3
        1:34.12 (1:34.12)      2:21.40 (47.28)      3:07.75 (46.35)
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  4 Purdue                                              3:07.94q  4
        1:33.87 (1:33.87)      2:21.27 (47.40)      3:07.94 (46.67)
  5 Mount Olive                                         3:08.24q  4
        1:35.01 (1:35.01)      2:22.10 (47.09)      3:08.24 (46.14)
  6 Florida  'B'                                        3:08.66q  1
        1:34.02 (1:34.02)      2:21.97 (47.95)      3:08.66 (46.69)
  7 Maryland                                            3:08.78q  2
        1:33.50 (1:33.50)      2:20.99 (47.49)      3:08.78 (47.79)
  8 Clemson                                             3:09.34q  7
        1:34.67 (1:34.67)      2:21.51 (46.84)      3:09.35 (47.84)
  9 SE Louisiana                                        3:10.21q  1
        1:36.17 (1:36.17)      2:23.12 (46.95)      3:10.21 (47.09)
 10 Indiana Tech                                        3:10.66   3
        1:36.05 (1:36.05)      2:23.87 (47.82)      3:10.66 (46.79)
 11 Connecticut                                         3:11.29   5
        1:36.13 (1:36.13)      2:24.99 (48.86)      3:11.29 (46.30)
 12 Virginia Tech                                       3:11.41   6
        1:36.88 (1:36.88)      2:22.25 (45.37)      3:11.41 (49.16)
 13 North Carolina                                      3:11.75   5
        1:34.80 (1:34.80)      2:23.87 (49.07)      3:11.75 (47.88)
 14 Troy                                                3:11.77   2
        1:37.10 (1:37.10)      2:24.81 (47.71)      3:11.77 (46.96)
 15 Ohio State  'B'                                     3:12.01   2
        1:36.38 (1:36.38)      2:24.15 (47.77)      3:12.01 (47.86)
 16 Northeastern                                        3:12.26   7
        1:36.52 (1:36.52)      2:23.90 (47.38)      3:12.26 (48.36)
 17 Western Kentucky                                    3:12.48   6
        1:37.11 (1:37.11)      2:24.44 (47.33)      3:12.48 (48.04)
 18 Grand Valley St.                                    3:12.71   3
        1:36.78 (1:36.78)      2:25.20 (48.42)      3:12.71 (47.51)
 19 Stony Brook                                         3:13.09   4
        1:37.01 (1:37.01)      2:26.13 (49.12)      3:13.09 (46.96)
 20 So. Conn. St.                                       3:13.16   3
        1:37.75 (1:37.75)      2:25.94 (48.19)      3:13.16 (47.22)
 21 Norfolk State                                       3:13.29   1
        1:35.00 (1:35.00)      2:24.08 (49.08)      3:13.29 (49.21)
 22 Coppin State                                        3:13.53   6
        1:37.20 (1:37.20)      2:25.69 (48.49)      3:13.53 (47.84)
 23 Indiana                                             3:13.55   7
        1:37.19 (1:37.19)      2:25.59 (48.40)      3:13.55 (47.96)
 24 Georgetown                                          3:13.67   2
        1:37.84 (1:37.84)      2:26.00 (48.16)      3:13.67 (47.67)
 25 Academy of Art                                      3:13.75   7
        1:35.26 (1:35.26)      2:24.33 (49.07)      3:13.75 (49.42)
 26 Florida A&M                                         3:13.86   7
        1:36.27 (1:36.27)      2:24.96 (48.69)      3:13.86 (48.90)
 27 Alabama State                                       3:14.27   4
        1:38.40 (1:38.40)      2:27.62 (49.22)      3:14.27 (46.65)
 28 Florida State University                            3:14.76   6
        1:35.87 (1:35.87)      2:24.21 (48.34)      3:14.76 (50.55)
 29 South Carolina  'B'                                 3:14.77   2
        1:36.28 (1:36.28)      2:26.64 (50.36)      3:14.78 (48.14)
 30 Virginia State                                      3:15.31   3
        1:40.37 (1:40.37)      2:27.82 (47.45)      3:15.31 (47.49)
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 31 Albany                                              3:15.72   5
        1:36.55 (1:36.55)      2:26.69 (50.14)      3:15.72 (49.03)
 32 Tennessee Wesleyan                                  3:15.97   1
        1:38.33 (1:38.33)      2:28.57 (50.24)      3:15.98 (47.41)
 33 Kingsborough CC                                     3:16.12   4
        1:37.82 (1:37.82)      2:26.36 (48.54)      3:16.12 (49.76)
 34 South Alabama                                       3:16.22   3
        1:38.37 (1:38.37)      2:27.28 (48.91)      3:16.23 (48.95)
 35 Kennesaw State                                      3:16.67   4
        1:38.44 (1:38.44)      2:28.23 (49.79)      3:16.67 (48.44)
 36 Limestone                                           3:18.17   5
        1:37.54 (1:37.54)      2:29.10 (51.56)      3:18.17 (49.07)
 37 Delaware State                                      3:18.52   7
        1:38.08 (1:38.08)      2:27.19 (49.11)      3:18.52 (51.33)
 38 Charleston Southern                                 3:19.34   5
        1:40.56 (1:40.56)      2:29.93 (49.37)      3:19.34 (49.41)
 39 Ul-Lafayette                                        3:19.36   6
        1:38.87 (1:38.87)      2:29.67 (50.80)      3:19.36 (49.69)
 40 Georgetown  'B'                                     3:19.41   5
        1:39.34 (1:39.34)      2:30.21 (50.87)      3:19.41 (49.20)
 41 Alabama-Huntsville                                  3:19.50   6
        1:40.06 (1:40.06)      2:31.19 (51.13)      3:19.50 (48.31)
 42 Emmanuel (Ga.)                                      3:27.51   3
        1:45.70 (1:45.70)      2:38.17 (52.47)      3:27.52 (49.35)
 -- Fiu                                                     DNF   4
          51.002 (51.002)    1:39.271 (48.269)    2:29.252 (49.981)
 -- Liu Brooklyn                                            DNF   1
 -- Georgia Tech                                            DNF   3
          46.776 (46.776)    1:36.216 (49.440)    2:23.078 (46.862)
 -- Savannah State                                           DQ   2 lane violation
        1:39.29 (1:39.29)      2:26.33 (47.04)      3:14.72 (48.39)
Men 4x400 m Relay College
================================================================
       Track: T 2:59.73  4/5/2014    Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
      Relays: R 2:59.73  2014        Florida, Florida
                         N Glass, H Graham, Jr, D Dukes, A Hall
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Purdue                                              3:05.58
        1:33.78 (1:33.78)      2:20.76 (46.98)      3:05.58 (44.82)
  2 St. Augustine's                                     3:05.61
        1:33.97 (1:33.97)      2:19.86 (45.89)      3:05.61 (45.75)
  3 Clemson                                             3:05.63
        1:33.10 (1:33.10)      2:20.53 (47.43)      3:05.63 (45.10)
  4 Maryland                                            3:06.61
        1:33.48 (1:33.48)      2:20.66 (47.18)      3:06.61 (45.95)
  5 Kentucky                                            3:07.60
        1:34.70 (1:34.70)      2:19.73 (45.03)      3:07.60 (47.87)
  6 SE Louisiana                                        3:08.16
        1:35.40 (1:35.40)      2:21.80 (46.40)      3:08.16 (46.36)
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  7 Florida  'B'                                        3:09.19
        1:35.19 (1:35.19)      2:21.71 (46.52)      3:09.19 (47.48)
  8 Iowa  'B'                                           3:10.72
        1:36.60 (1:36.60)      2:23.42 (46.82)      3:10.72 (47.30)
Men 4x400 m Relay Oly Developm College
===================================================================
       Track: T 2:59.73  4/5/2014    Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
      Relays: R 2:59.73  2014        Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Pure Athletics                                      3:01.46   1
        1:32.14 (1:32.14)      2:16.40 (44.26)      3:01.46 (45.06)
  2 Usatf High Performance  'B'                         3:01.82   1
        1:31.74 (1:31.74)      2:17.01 (45.27)      3:01.82 (44.81)
  3 Athletics Canada                                    3:04.26   1
        1:32.72 (1:32.72)      2:18.62 (45.90)      3:04.27 (45.65)
  4 Dominican Republic                                  3:04.44   1
        1:32.11 (1:32.11)      2:18.13 (46.02)      3:04.44 (46.31)
  5 Usatf High Performance                              3:04.96   1
        1:33.79 (1:33.79)      2:19.48 (45.69)      3:04.97 (45.49)
  6 Bahamas                                             3:07.24   2
        1:35.76 (1:35.76)      2:23.69 (47.93)      3:07.24 (43.55)
  7 Athletics Canada  'B'                               3:07.57   2
        1:34.41 (1:34.41)      2:21.78 (47.37)      3:07.57 (45.79)
  8 R.K. Athletics                                      3:08.11   1
        1:34.99 (1:34.99)      2:22.01 (47.02)      3:08.12 (46.11)
  9 Empire Athletics  'B'                               3:09.67   2
        1:35.37 (1:35.37)      2:23.75 (48.38)      3:09.67 (45.92)
 10 The Winners Circle US                               3:09.86   2
        1:35.59 (1:35.59)      2:22.01 (46.42)      3:09.86 (47.85)
 11 Usatf High Performance  'D'                         3:10.61   2
        1:36.97 (1:36.97)      2:23.59 (46.62)      3:10.61 (47.02)
 12 DC International                                    3:11.82   2
        1:34.77 (1:34.77)      2:22.48 (47.71)      3:11.82 (49.34)
 -- Usatf High Performance  'C'                             DNF   2
Men 4x400 m Relay Jimmy Carnes College
================================================================
       Track: T 2:59.73  4/5/2014    Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
      Relays: R 2:59.73  2014        Florida, Florida
                         Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Iowa                                                3:03.10
        1:31.94 (1:31.94)      2:18.49 (46.55)      3:03.10 (44.61)
  2 Florida                                             3:03.25
        1:32.48 (1:32.48)      2:19.10 (46.62)      3:03.25 (44.15)
  3 Western Kentucky                                    3:03.78
        1:32.28 (1:32.28)      2:19.04 (46.76)      3:03.78 (44.74)
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  4 South Carolina                                      3:04.08
        1:34.01 (1:34.01)      2:18.68 (44.67)      3:04.09 (45.41)
  5 Rutgers                                             3:04.27
        1:32.50 (1:32.50)      2:19.93 (47.43)      3:04.28 (44.35)
  6 N. Carolina A&T                                     3:05.13
        1:31.97 (1:31.97)      2:18.83 (46.86)      3:05.14 (46.31)
  7 Ohio State                                          3:05.42
        1:32.28 (1:32.28)      2:20.04 (47.76)      3:05.42 (45.38)
  8 Charlotte                                           3:06.23
        1:34.68 (1:34.68)      2:21.43 (46.75)      3:06.23 (44.80)
Men 4x800 m Relay College
================================================================
       Track: T 7:16.89  4/5/2014    Georgia Tech, Georgia Tech
                         Greenwalk, Fanelly, Roberts, Lasater
      Relays: R 7:16.89  2014        Georgia Tech, Georgia Tech
                         J Greenwald, Z Fanelty, S Roberts, B Lasater
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Penn State                                          7:19.50
        1:51.88 (1:51.88)    3:42.31 (1:50.43)    5:32.39 (1:50.08)    7:19.50 (1:47.11)
  2 Indiana                                             7:21.68
        1:53.04 (1:53.04)    3:41.85 (1:48.81)    5:31.88 (1:50.03)    7:21.68 (1:49.80)
  3 Columbia                                            7:21.97
        1:51.88 (1:51.88)    3:43.16 (1:51.28)    5:31.87 (1:48.71)    7:21.97 (1:50.10)
  4 Ohio State                                          7:22.98
        1:53.99 (1:53.99)    3:42.29 (1:48.30)    5:31.07 (1:48.78)    7:22.98 (1:51.91)
  5 Georgia Tech                                        7:25.14
        1:53.03 (1:53.03)    3:44.44 (1:51.41)    5:32.23 (1:47.79)    7:25.14 (1:52.91)
  6 Clemson                                             7:26.13
        1:52.34 (1:52.34)    3:41.83 (1:49.49)    5:34.55 (1:52.72)    7:26.14 (1:51.59)
  7 Kentucky                                            7:28.89
        1:54.32 (1:54.32)    3:46.97 (1:52.65)    5:36.28 (1:49.31)    7:28.89 (1:52.61)
  8 North Florida                                       7:30.69
        1:52.02 (1:52.02)    3:43.02 (1:51.00)    5:35.47 (1:52.45)    7:30.69 (1:55.22)
  9 Florida                                             7:35.36
        1:53.62 (1:53.62)    3:43.71 (1:50.09)    5:39.03 (1:55.32)    7:35.36 (1:56.33)
 10 Iowa                                                7:36.62
        1:53.39 (1:53.39)    3:43.59 (1:50.20)    5:38.38 (1:54.79)    7:36.62 (1:58.24)
 11 Rutgers                                             7:37.87
        1:54.98 (1:54.98)    3:48.68 (1:53.70)    5:43.79 (1:55.11)    7:37.87 (1:54.08)
 12 Alabama State                                       7:39.67
        1:54.29 (1:54.29)    3:46.04 (1:51.75)    5:42.13 (1:56.09)    7:39.67 (1:57.54)
 13 Ul-Lafayette                                        7:47.63
        1:57.48 (1:57.48)    3:52.78 (1:55.30)    5:46.49 (1:53.71)    7:47.63 (2:01.14)
 14 North Greenville                                    7:58.79
        2:00.30 (2:00.30)    3:59.14 (1:58.84)    5:57.81 (1:58.67)    7:58.80 (2:00.99)
 -- Alabama                                                 DNF
          56.509 (56.509)  1:56.683 (1:00.174)    2:49.947 (53.264)  3:50.696 (1:00.749)
        4:46.276 (55.580)  5:47.496 (1:01.220)
 -- Charleston Southern                                     DNF
          57.460 (57.460)  1:59.493 (1:02.033)    2:54.074 (54.581)  3:57.109 (1:03.035)
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 -- South Carolina                                          DNF
          56.386 (56.386)  1:58.166 (1:01.780)    2:51.582 (53.416)  3:53.524 (1:01.942)
        4:50.089 (56.565)  5:53.671 (1:03.582)
Men 1600 Sprint Medley College
===================================================================
       Track: T 3:13.12  4/2/2016    Mississippi State, Mississippi
                         Rocha, Smith, Larry, McBride
      Relays: R 3:13.12  4/2/2016    Miss State, Miss State
                         R Rocha, P Smith, A Larry, B McBride
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Indiana                                             3:19.92   1
        1:30.28 (1:30.28)      2:23.40 (53.12)      3:20.14 (56.74)
  2 Savannah State                                      3:22.73   2
        1:31.68 (1:31.68)      2:24.60 (52.92)      3:22.89 (58.29)
  3 Purdue                                              3:24.34   2
        1:30.48 (1:30.48)      2:24.13 (53.65)    3:24.68 (1:00.55)
  4 Ohio State                                          3:24.96   2
        1:31.39 (1:31.39)      2:25.29 (53.90)      3:25.19 (59.90)
  5 Kingsborough CC                                     3:25.22   2
        1:32.86 (1:32.86)      2:24.90 (52.04)    3:25.30 (1:00.40)
  6 South Carolina                                      3:25.26   2
        1:32.15 (1:32.15)      2:25.87 (53.72)      3:25.45 (59.58)
  7 Connecticut                                         3:27.63   1
        1:33.17 (1:33.17)      2:28.51 (55.34)      3:28.27 (59.76)
  8 Western Kentucky                                    3:28.32   1
        1:33.34 (1:33.34)      2:30.19 (56.85)      3:28.52 (58.33)
  9 Ul-Lafayette                                        3:29.51   2
        1:32.77 (1:32.77)      2:26.69 (53.92)    3:29.83 (1:03.14)
 10 Georgia                                             3:30.68   1
        1:28.27 (1:28.27)      2:25.31 (57.04)    3:30.93 (1:05.62)
 11 North Florida                                       3:35.32   2
        1:37.31 (1:37.31)      2:33.74 (56.43)    3:35.56 (1:01.82)
 12 Coastal Carolina                                    3:41.56   1
        1:42.19 (1:42.19)      2:39.40 (57.21)    3:41.88 (1:02.48)
Men Distance Medley College
================================================================
       Track: T 9:37.95  1994        Florida, Florida
                         Johnson, Fowler, Stallings, Jakubiec
      Relays: R 9:37.95  1994        Florida, Florida
                         Johnson, Fowler, Stallings, Jakubiec
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Indiana                                             9:54.46
        3:02.71 (3:02.71)      3:49.30 (46.59)    5:44.42 (1:55.12)    9:54.46 (4:10.04)
  2 Connecticut                                         9:55.26
        3:06.92 (3:06.92)      3:54.88 (47.96)    5:45.39 (1:50.51)    9:55.26 (4:09.87)
  3 Penn State                                          9:58.44
        3:05.28 (3:05.28)      3:52.38 (47.10)    5:47.18 (1:54.80)    9:58.44 (4:11.26)
  4 North Florida                                      10:00.46
        3:03.60 (3:03.60)      3:51.10 (47.50)    5:50.17 (1:59.07)   10:00.46 (4:10.29)
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  5 Georgia Tech                                       10:02.17
        3:05.45 (3:05.45)      3:55.20 (49.75)    5:49.46 (1:54.26)   10:02.17 (4:12.71)
  6 Alabama-Huntsville                                 10:06.45
        3:06.68 (3:06.68)      3:54.63 (47.95)    5:50.83 (1:56.20)   10:06.45 (4:15.62)
  7 Kentucky                                           10:08.69
        3:05.44 (3:05.44)      3:56.60 (51.16)    5:56.28 (1:59.68)   10:08.69 (4:12.41)
  8 Florida A&M                                        10:09.46
        3:07.37 (3:07.37)      3:57.05 (49.68)    5:52.44 (1:55.39)   10:09.46 (4:17.02)
  9 Iowa                                               10:10.17
        3:09.40 (3:09.40)      3:58.93 (49.53)    5:55.85 (1:56.92)   10:10.17 (4:14.32)
 10 Umbc                                               10:16.41
        3:05.84 (3:05.84)      3:56.44 (50.60)    5:48.13 (1:51.69)   10:16.41 (4:28.28)
 11 Troy                                               10:20.62
        3:10.36 (3:10.36)      3:58.31 (47.95)    5:53.99 (1:55.68)   10:20.62 (4:26.63)
 12 Georgia                                            10:25.56
        3:10.06 (3:10.06)      3:59.75 (49.69)    6:01.70 (2:01.95)   10:25.56 (4:23.86)
 13 Tennessee Wesleyan                                 10:50.19
        3:22.22 (3:22.22)      4:11.05 (48.83)    6:16.61 (2:05.56)   10:50.19 (4:33.58)
 14 Fiu                                                10:51.41
        3:21.93 (3:21.93)      4:13.91 (51.98)    6:13.16 (1:59.25)   10:51.41 (4:38.25)
Men 4x110 m Shuttle Hurdle College
===================================================================
       Track: T 53.65  4/5/2015    World Express TC, World Express
      Relays: R 53.65  2015        World Express TC, World Express
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Charlotte                                             58.84   2
  2 Keiser University                                     59.41   2
  3 South Carolina                                      1:00.15   1
  4 Iowa                                                1:01.14   1
Men High Jump College
==========================================================================
 Progressions: 2.01, 2.06, 2.11, 2.14, 2.17, 2.20
       Track: T 2.32m  4/7/2012    Ricky Robertson (7-7.25), Ole Miss
      Relays: R 2.32m  2012        Ricky Robertson (7-7.25), Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Damon Guidry              JR Ul-Lafayette             2.14m    7-00.25
     2.01 2.06 2.11 2.14 2.17
       XO   XO  XXO    O  XXX
  2 Brandon Burke             SO Buffalo                  2.11m    6-11.00
     2.01 2.06 2.11 2.14
        O    O    O  XXX
  3 Jacob Kelly               SO Villanova                2.06m    6-09.00
     2.01 2.06 2.11
        O    O  XXX
  3 Hunter Weeks              JR Grand Valley St.         2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
        O  XXX
  5 Marcus Cade               FR Alabama State           J2.06m    6-09.00
     2.01 2.06 2.11
       XO    O  XXX
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  5 Jaasiel Torres            FR North Florida           J2.06m    6-09.00
     2.01 2.06 2.11
       XO    O  XXX
  7 Anthony Hamilton          SO Clemson                 J2.06m    6-09.00
     2.01 2.06 2.11
       XO   XO  XXX
  8 Jay Hunt                  SO Iowa                     2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
        O  XXX
  8 Daniel Cortes Gonzalez    SO Academy of Art           2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
        O    X
  8 Marvin Jones              SO N.C. Central             2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
        O  XXX
  8 Ethan Poston              FR Siu Edwardsville         2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
        O  XXX
 12 Connor Langdon            JR Coastal Carolina        J2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
       XO  XXX
 13 Kequan Henley             JR Norfolk State           J2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
      XXO  XXX
 13 Omega Smalls              JR N.C. Central            J2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
      XXO  XXX
 13 Semaj Willis              FR Rutgers                 J2.01m    6-07.00
     2.01 2.06
      XXO  XXX
 -- Carl Nesbitt              FR Alabama                     NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Frankie Thomas            JR Charleston Southern         NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Pache’ Caldwell           FR Florida A&M                 NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Julian Pita               SO St. Thomas (Fla.)           NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Jordan Dale               JR Appalachian State           NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Divinus Muteba            FR Umbc                        NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Jamie Brown               SR Alabama State               NH
     2.01
      XXX
 -- Cole Moeller              SO Iowa                        NH
     2.01
      XXX
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Men Pole Vault College
==========================================================================
 Progressions: 4.62, 4.77, 4.92, 5.07, 5.22, 5.32, 5.42, 5.52
       Track: T 5.69m  1995        Bill Deering (18-8.25), MF Athletic
      Relays: R 5.69m  1995        Bill Deering (18-8.25), MF Athletic
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Adam Coulon               JR Indiana                  5.52m   18-01.25
     5.07 5.22 5.32 5.42 5.52 5.60
        O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  2 Will Herrscher               Alabama                  5.32m   17-05.50
     5.22 5.32 5.42 5.52
       XO    O    P  XXX
  3 Tristian Shaver           SR Appalachian State        5.22m   17-01.50
     5.07 5.22 5.32
        O    O  XXX
  4 Armand Woodley            SR South Carolina          J5.22m   17-01.50
     5.22 5.32
      XXO  XXX
  4 David Bell                SR South Florida           J5.22m   17-01.50
     5.22 5.32
      XXO  XXX
  4 Matthew Peare             SO Kentucky                J5.22m   17-01.50
     4.92 5.07 5.22 5.32
        O    O  XXO  XXX
  4 Robert Oswald             JR Ohio State              J5.22m   17-01.50
     4.77 4.92 5.07 5.22 5.32
        O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  8 Kyle Baudoin              SR Ul-Lafayette             5.07m   16-07.50
     4.92 5.07 5.22
        O    O  XXX
  9 Michael Harris            JR Florida                 J5.07m   16-07.50
     4.77 4.92 5.07 5.22
        O   XO    O  XXX
 10 Stone Baker               FR South Florida           J5.07m   16-07.50
     4.92 5.07 5.22
        O   XO  XXX
 11 Brock Mammoser            SO Indiana                 J5.07m   16-07.50
     4.77 4.92 5.07 5.22
        O    O  XXO  XXX
 12 Elijah Cole               JR Charlotte                4.92m   16-01.75
     4.77 4.92 5.07
       XO    O  XXX
 13 Brenton Rosa              JR Kennesaw State          J4.92m   16-01.75
     4.62 4.77 4.92 5.07
        O    O   XO  XXX
 14 Chris Taylor              SR South Alabama           J4.92m   16-01.75
     4.62 4.77 4.92 5.07
        O    O  XXO  XXX
 15 Joseph Jardine            FR Kentucky                 4.77m   15-07.75
     4.62 4.77 4.92
        O    O  XXX
 15 Mitchell Mueller          SR South Florida            4.77m   15-07.75
     4.62 4.77 4.92
        O    O  XXX
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 17 Jack Brown                JR So. Conn. St.           J4.77m   15-07.75
     4.62 4.77 4.92
        O   XO  XXX
 17 Ian Bergere               SR Connecticut             J4.77m   15-07.75
     4.77 4.92
       XO  XXX
 19 Noah Mumme                FR South Alabama            4.62m   15-01.75
     4.62 4.77
        O  XXX
 19 Milan Spisek              SO So. Conn. St.            4.62m   15-01.75
     4.62 4.77
        O  XXX
 21 Peyton Haack              FR Iowa                    J4.62m   15-01.75
     4.62 4.77
       XO  XXX
 -- Jacob Davis               JR Charlotte                   NH
     4.77
      XXX
 -- Henry Barrett             JR Alabama                     NH
     4.62
      XXX
 -- Bryce Simpson             JR South Carolina              NH
     4.62
      XXX
 -- Davis Ott                 FR Florida                     NH
     4.62
      XXX
Men Long Jump College
==================================================================================
 Min Mark: 7.00m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 8.15m  1988        Yussuf Alli (26-9.25), Unattached
      Relays: R 8.15m  1988        Yussuf Alli (26-9.25), Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Brandon Hicklin           FR N. Carolina A&T          7.65m   1.5  25-01.25  2
     7.25m(2.1) 7.34m(0.3) 7.14m(-0.5) ND(+0.0) 7.36m(0.7) 7.65m(1.5)
  2 Devon Brooks              SO Limestone                7.56m   2.1  24-09.75  1
     7.56m(2.1) 7.21m(1.3) 6.89m(2.6) FOUL(1.4) ND(+0.0) ND(-1.1)
  3 A'Nan Bridgett            FR Rutgers                  7.37m   1.6  24-02.25  2
     7.37m(1.6) 7.22m(0.3) FOUL(0.2) 7.14m(-2.5) 7.01m(0.8) 7.27m(0.5)
  4 Victor Cotto              SO Albany                  J7.37m  -0.9  24-02.25  2
     6.91m(0.8) 7.27m(1.6) 7.37m(-0.9) ND(2.0) FOUL(2.1) 7.09m(+0.0)
  5 Joey Souza                JR North Carolina           7.24m   0.9  23-09.00  2
     FOUL(1.2) 7.24m(0.9) 7.08m(2.1) 7.04m(2.0) ND(1.7) 7.12m(0.6)
  6 Jah Strange               JR Purdue                  J7.24m   1.3  23-09.00  1
     6.89m(0.9) FOUL(+0.0) 7.24m(1.3) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
  7 Marcus Cade               FR Alabama State            7.22m   1.7  23-08.25  1
     6.81m(-0.9) 7.22m(1.7) 7.01m(1.3) 7.03m(2.2) FOUL(-1.0) 7.00m(1.2)
  8 Obdarius Ware             FR Ul-Lafayette            J7.22m   3.5  23-08.25  1
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.1) 7.22m(3.5) FOUL(0.9) ND(-1.7) FOUL(2.2)
  9 Jordan Torney             SO Connecticut              7.21m   1.7  23-08.00  1
     7.20m(0.7) 6.85m(0.6) 7.21m(1.7) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
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 10 Reed Service              SO Fiu                      7.15m   2.0  23-05.50  2
     FOUL(2.0) 7.15m(2.0) FOUL(0.2)
 11 Tyson Spears              JR Georgia Tech             7.14m   1.6  23-05.25  1
     7.09m(2.3) 6.99m(2.0) 7.14m(1.6)
 12 Davion Fisher             JR Ohio State               7.11m   1.5  23-04.00  1
     FOUL(1.2) FOUL(0.2) 7.11m(1.5)
 13 Marcus Krah               SO North Carolina           7.09m   0.1  23-03.25  2
     6.91m(0.5) FOUL(1.8) 7.09m(0.1)
 14 Mark Rubalcaba            SR Auburn                   7.08m   0.5  23-02.75  2
     FOUL(1.3) 7.04m(0.3) 7.08m(0.5)
 15 Malachi Davis             SO Rutgers                 J7.08m   1.1  23-02.75  2
     FOUL(1.7) 6.91m(1.6) 7.08m(1.1)
 16 Queshun Watson-Riggins    FR Fiu                      7.05m   1.9  23-01.75  1
     FOUL(-1.1) FOUL(-0.3) 7.05m(1.9)
 17 Cooper Koenig             JR Iowa                     6.72m  -0.1  22-00.75  1
     6.72m(-0.1) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(2.8)
 18 Sheldon Noble             FR Western Kentucky         6.65m   1.1  21-10.00  2
     6.65m(1.1) ND(0.2) ND(-0.9)
 -- John Sanford                 Twcus                     FOUL                  2
     FOUL(2.1) FOUL(2.0) FOUL(2.2)
 -- Jonas Elusme              SR Unattached                FOUL                  2
     FOUL(1.6) FOUL(0.6) ND(1.2)
 -- DaJuan Seward             SR Ohio State                FOUL                  1
     FOUL(0.5) FOUL(-2.6) FOUL(1.4)
 -- Travis Riley              SR Kentucky                  FOUL                  2
     FOUL(0.6) FOUL(2.3) FOUL(1.4)
 -- Jairus Paul               SR Rutgers                   FOUL                  1
     FOUL(-0.4) FOUL(1.1) FOUL(1.3)
Men Triple Jump College
==================================================================================
 Min Mark: 14.00m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 16.85m  1980        Robert Cannon (55-3.75), Indiana
      Relays: R 16.85m  1980        Robert Cannon (55-3.75), Indiana
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Clive Pullen                 Uab                     16.67m   1.3  54-08.25  2
     16.65m(-0.0) FOUL      16.65m(1.1) 16.67m(1.3) FOUL      16.32m(1.2)
  2 Alphonso Jordan              Unattached              16.56m   0.5  54-04.00  2
     16.18m(1.5) 16.53m(2.5) 16.56m(0.5) PASS      FOUL      15.47m(+0.0)
  3 Eric Bethea               SR Indiana                 16.19m   1.8  53-01.50  2
     15.98m(+0.0) 15.79m(+0.0) 16.19m(1.8) 15.80m(+0.0) PASS      PASS
  4 Jah Strange               JR Purdue                  15.88m   0.6  52-01.25  2
     15.56m(0.2) 15.76m(-0.0) 15.88m(0.6) PASS      PASS      PASS
  5 Christian Ellis           SO South Alabama           15.75m   0.8  51-08.25  1
     15.38m(2.2) 14.67m(+0.0) FOUL      15.01m(+0.0) 15.56m(1.6) 15.75m(0.8)
  6 Daniel Igbokwe            JR Columbia                15.61m   2.7  51-02.75  2
     FOUL      15.36m(1.6) 15.39m(0.5) FOUL      15.47m(2.4) 15.61m(2.7)
  7 Markel Dalton             SR Charlotte               15.51m   1.1  50-10.75  2
     FOUL      FOUL      15.51m(1.1) 15.22m(+0.0) FOUL(0.4) FOUL
  8 Devon Willis              SR Albany                  15.43m   NWI  50-07.50  2
     15.23m(+0.0) 15.31m(1.4) 15.43m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
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  9 Malik Snead               JR Connecticut             15.42m   0.5  50-07.25  2
     14.42m(0.2) 15.42m(0.5) 15.09m(-0.0) PASS      PASS      PASS
 10 Oghenefejiro Onakpoma     JR So. Conn. St.           15.37m  -0.7  50-05.25  1
     15.05m(0.9) 15.37m(-0.7) 15.11m(1.2)
 11 Robert Blue               FR Albany                  15.32m   0.2  50-03.25  1
     FOUL      14.74m(+0.0) 15.32m(0.2)
 12 Tamar Greene              SO Purdue                  15.31m  +0.0  50-02.75  2
     FOUL      15.31m(+0.0) PASS
 13 D.J. Ledell               SO Clemson                 15.29m   0.5  50-02.00  2
     15.29m(0.5) FOUL      FOUL(0.9)
 14 Ryan Thomas               SR Georgia Tech            15.21m   1.5  49-11.00  1
     14.82m(1.8) 15.21m(1.5) 14.82m(1.9)
 15 Jacore Irving             SO Florida State           15.19m  +0.0  49-10.00  1
     14.98m(+0.0) 15.08m(+0.0) 15.19m(+0.0)
 16 DaJuan Seward             SR Ohio State              15.11m  +0.0  49-07.00  2
     15.11m(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(+0.0)
 17 Malachi Davis             SO Rutgers                 15.09m   NWI  49-06.25  2
     14.26m(0.9) 15.09m(-0.0) ND(NWI)
 18 Carlos Vanzego            SR Maryland                14.97m   0.6  49-01.50  1
     14.65m(+0.0) 14.97m(0.6) 14.94m(1.4)
 19 Jeremiah Green             6 Unattached              14.90m   0.3  48-10.75  2
     FOUL      FOUL      14.90m(0.3)
 20 Michael Wiggins           JR Alabama                 14.86m   NWI  48-09.00  1
     FOUL      14.86m(-0.0) 14.75m(+0.0)
 21 Timothy Davis             JR Charleston Southern     14.82m  -0.4  48-07.50  1
     14.66m(1.1) 14.82m(-0.4) FOUL
 22 Queshun Watson-Riggins    FR Fiu                     14.75m   1.7  48-04.75  1
     14.75m(1.7) FOUL      FOUL
 23 Lasheon Strozier          SR N. Carolina A&T         14.64m   1.3  48-00.50  2
     FOUL      14.44m(-0.0) 14.64m(1.3)
 24 Malik Cunningham          FR Villanova               14.53m   1.4  47-08.00  1
     FOUL      FOUL      14.53m(1.4)
 25 Jairus Paul               SR Rutgers                 14.05m   0.5  46-01.25  1
     13.88m(+0.0) 14.05m(0.5) FOUL
 -- Omahri Sturdivant         JR Albany                    FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Richie Sadler             FR Coastal Carolina          FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
Men Shot Put College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 13.70m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 20.42m  4/5/2015    Jonathan Jones (67-11), Buffalo
      Relays: R 20.42m  2015        Jonathan Jones (67-11), Buffalo
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Tyson Jones               FR Virginia Tech           18.36m   60-03.00  2
      FOUL  FOUL  16.88m  FOUL  18.36m  17.29m
  2 Grant Voeks               JR Clemson                 18.07m   59-03.50  2
      17.15m  16.71m  18.07m  17.32m  17.62m  FOUL
  3 Sanjae Lawrence           JR Florida State           17.66m   57-11.25  2
      FOUL  17.28m  FOUL  17.42m  17.66m  FOUL
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  4 Ben Bonhurst              SR South Carolina          17.59m   57-08.50  2
      16.59m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  17.59m  17.47m
  5 Terrell Adams             JR Charlotte               17.21m   56-05.75  2
      17.21m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Tyler Blalock             SO Kennesaw State          17.08m   56-00.50  2
      16.39m  16.63m  FOUL  FOUL  17.08m  FOUL
  7 Patrick Larrison          FR Kansas                  17.03m   55-10.50  2
      16.70m  16.53m  17.03m  16.45m  16.54m  16.85m
  8 Chance Ehrnsberger        SO Ohio State              16.99m   55-09.00  2
      16.55m  16.99m  16.49m  FOUL  16.59m  16.83m
  9 Caesar Kemp               SO Alabama State           16.96m   55-07.75  2
      16.20m  16.96m  16.50m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Chuck McConville          SR Kennesaw State          16.52m   54-02.50  1
      16.22m  16.52m  16.39m
 11 Malik Burns               JR SE Louisiana            16.48m   54-01.00  1
      12.95m  15.59m  16.48m
 12 Todd Stueber              SO Connecticut             16.20m   53-01.75  2
      15.86m  15.84m  16.20m
 13 Sasha Dajia               SR Charlotte               16.15m   53-00.00  2
      16.15m  16.06m  15.71m
 14 George Evans              FR Kansas                  16.01m   52-06.50  2
      FOUL  16.01m  FOUL
 15 Shaquillle Singuineau     SR Ul-Lafayette            15.98m   52-05.25  2
      15.91m  15.98m  FOUL
 16 Matthew Brady             FR Connecticut             15.95m   52-04.00  2
      15.95m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Zico Campbell             FR Clemson                 15.45m   50-08.25  1
      FOUL  13.59m  15.45m
 18 Tyler Hoag                JR Charlotte               15.42m   50-07.25  2
      FOUL  15.42m  15.38m
 19 Zachary Lewis             JR Ul-Lafayette            15.13m   49-07.75  1
      15.13m  14.68m  FOUL
 20 Austin Snyder             JR Troy                    15.11m   49-07.00  1
      14.39m  14.85m  15.11m
 21 David Carlson             SR Albany                  14.98m   49-01.75  1
      FOUL  14.98m  FOUL
 22 Jess Jacobsen             JR Troy                    14.91m   48-11.00  1
      14.91m  14.34m  14.80m
 23 Jordan Poole              SO Troy                    14.54m   47-08.50  1
      14.48m  FOUL  14.54m
 24 Mark Livingston           JR Limestone               14.32m   46-11.75  1
      14.32m  FOUL  14.25m
 25 Aaron Hanna               SR Florida A&M             14.20m   46-07.25  1
      14.20m  14.05m  FOUL
 26 Kamron Kobolak            FR Rutgers                 14.08m   46-02.50  1
      14.08m  FOUL  FOUL
 27 Kieran Moore              SR Coastal Carolina        13.99m   45-10.75  1
      13.99m  FOUL  13.83m
 28 Clinton Belle             SR Liu Brooklyn            13.68m   44-10.75  1
      FOUL  13.68m  FOUL
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Men Discus Throw College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 45.0m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 66.19m  1982        Bradley Cooper (217-2), Athletic Attic
      Relays: R 66.19m  1982        Bradley Cooper (217-2), Athletic Attic
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Grant Voeks               JR Clemson                 55.73m     182-10  2
      53.60m  51.62m  55.73m  FOUL  FOUL  52.75m
  2 Zach Hancock              JR Unattached              54.38m     178-05  2
      49.32m  54.38m  FOUL  49.78m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Patrick Larrison          FR Kansas                  53.78m     176-05  2
      50.72m  FOUL  49.18m  53.78m  52.53m  52.23m
  4 Josh Sobota               FR Kentucky                53.44m     175-04  2
      50.04m  47.52m  FOUL  FOUL  51.85m  53.44m
  5 Connor Bandel             SO Florida                 52.60m     172-07  2
      52.60m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  52.33m  49.71m
  6 Malik Paul                JR South Carolina          52.31m     171-07  2
      FOUL  FOUL  50.53m  FOUL  52.31m  FOUL
  7 Tommy Nedow               SO SE Louisiana            51.85m     170-01  1
      50.11m  51.85m  49.93m  49.52m  49.74m  48.08m
  8 Samuel Wray               JR Buffalo                 51.60m     169-03  2
      50.87m  50.40m  51.60m  49.45m  FOUL  49.77m
  9 Edward Shelikoff          FR Florida                 51.10m     167-08  2
      46.45m  49.16m  FOUL  47.65m  49.40m  51.10m
 10 Todd Stueber              SO Connecticut             48.70m     159-09  2
      43.64m  46.42m  48.70m
 11 David Schall              SR Indiana                 48.22m     158-02  2
      44.03m  48.22m  FOUL
 12 Jalil Brewer              SO Purdue                  48.19m     158-01  1
      FOUL  FOUL  48.19m
 13 Sasha Dajia               SR Charlotte               47.02m     154-03  1
      FOUL  46.03m  47.02m
 14 Jess Jacobsen             JR Troy                    46.91m     153-11  1
      44.56m  FOUL  46.91m
 15 Bryan Nicholson           SO Albany                  46.53m     152-08  2
      46.53m  FOUL  46.33m
 16 Hunter Hummel             FR South Florida           45.85m     150-05  1
      45.85m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Michael Albert            JR Appalachian State       45.66m     149-10  1
      45.66m  45.24m  FOUL
 18 Richard Delphin           SR Ul-Lafayette            45.11m     148-00  1
      FOUL  FOUL  45.11m
 19 David Carlson             SR Albany                  44.81m     147-00  2
      44.81m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Mekhi Barnett             SO So. Conn. St.           43.08m     141-04  1
      43.08m  FOUL  FOUL
 21 Tyson Jones               FR Virginia Tech           42.79m     140-05  2
      FOUL  42.79m  FOUL
 22 Peter Kenn                SR Appalachian State       42.45m     139-03  1
      42.45m  FOUL  FOUL
 23 Stephen Tanner            SO Alabama-Huntsville      41.48m     136-01  1
      41.48m  FOUL  FOUL
 24 Joshua Butler             JR Florida A&M             41.25m     135-04  1
      FOUL  41.25m  FOUL
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....Men Discus Throw College
 25 Emmanouil Kamtsiklis      FR Umbc                    40.55m     133-00  1
      40.55m  FOUL  FOUL
 26 Kamron Kobolak            FR Rutgers                 40.50m     132-10  2
      40.50m  FOUL  FOUL
 27 Bernardo Mbaya            FR So. Conn. St.           37.68m     123-07  2
      FOUL  FOUL  37.68m
 -- Sebastian Castano         JR Connecticut               FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Clarence Moss             JR Charleston Southern       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Jason Campbell            SO Rutgers                   FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Hammer Throw College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark:50.0
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 77.67m  1986        Jud Logan (254-10), NYTC
      Relays: R 77.67m  1986        Jud Logan (254-10), NYTC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Brandon Tirado            SR Florida State           62.96m     206-07  2
      62.78m  62.43m  62.96m  61.62m  PASS  PASS
  2 Michael Alvernaz             Unattached              62.90m     206-04  2
      58.84m  58.75m  58.20m  59.80m  61.15m  62.90m
  3 Connor Brookman           SR Unattached              60.36m     198-00  2
      60.36m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  59.78m  FOUL
  4 Emmanouil Kamtsiklis      FR Umbc                    59.93m     196-07  2
      FOUL  57.03m  FOUL  56.51m  59.93m  FOUL
  5 Isaiah Rogers             JR Virginia Tech           59.34m     194-08  2
      58.37m  59.34m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  59.12m
  6 Dominique Williams        SO Ul-Lafayette            59.02m     193-08  2
      53.03m  FOUL  59.02m  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  7 Richard Delphin           SR Ul-Lafayette            56.92m     186-09  2
      56.85m  56.08m  56.92m  55.73m  FOUL  54.93m
  8 Kade Amster               SR So. Conn. St.           55.82m     183-02  1
      53.90m  55.82m  54.06m  53.92m  54.22m  50.42m
  9 Sebastian Castano         JR Connecticut             55.57m     182-04  2
      55.57m  FOUL  53.97m  55.33m  51.77m  FOUL
 10 Chuck McConville          SR Kennesaw State          55.45m     181-11  2
      52.55m  55.45m  FOUL
 11 Peter Kenn                SR Appalachian State       55.33m     181-06  1
      54.13m  55.33m  51.96m
 12 Caleb Brown               JR Troy                    54.65m     179-03  1
      54.65m  54.10m  FOUL
 13 Graham Sokol              JR Ul-Lafayette            53.98m     177-01  2
      52.28m  FOUL  53.98m
 14 Andrew Haberman           SO Umbc                    53.17m     174-05  1
      FOUL  49.34m  53.17m
 15 Michael Seither           SR SE Louisiana            52.46m     172-01  2
      52.46m  50.60m  52.27m
 16 Kieran Moore              SR Coastal Carolina        51.27m     168-02  1
      50.13m  49.46m  51.27m
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....Men Hammer Throw College
 17 JP Caglione               SO Charleston Southern     51.07m     167-07  1
      51.07m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Cole Belkwell             FR SE Louisiana            49.90m     163-08  1
      FOUL  49.90m  FOUL
 19 Kevin Fofanah             SO N. Carolina A&T         49.24m     161-06  1
      49.24m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Joe Cline                 SR Clemson                 48.34m     158-07  1
      48.34m  FOUL  FOUL
 21 John Barnes               JR Siu Edwardsville        47.75m     156-08  1
      43.71m  47.75m  FOUL
 -- David Carlson             SR Albany                    FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Frank Aird                JR Florida Memorial          FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Giovanni Puglisi             Unattached                FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Derrick Wheeler           SR N. Carolina A&T           FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Charles Lenford Jr.       JR Kentucky                  FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Tariq Hallman             JR Florida Memorial          FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Javelin Throw College
=============================================================================
 Min Mark: 55.0m
 Measure first legal mark.  Then attempt must exceed minimum.
       Track: T 83.28m  1990        Tom Pukstys (273-3), Florida
      Relays: R 82.98m  1978        Bob Roggy (272-3), So. Illinois
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Najair Jackson            SO St. Augustine's         67.14m     220-03  2
      64.72m  65.54m  67.14m  67.08m  64.60m  62.73m
  2 Chris Mirabelli           SR Rutgers                 66.54m     218-04  2
      65.17m  PASS  65.17m  PASS  66.33m  66.54m
  3 John Ampomah                 Unattached              65.57m     215-01  2
      FOUL  65.57m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Michael Weller            JR Purdue                  63.65m     208-10  1
      61.52m  63.65m  62.45m  61.47m  61.33m  59.84m
  5 Greg Harnett              JR Rutgers                 63.57m     208-07  2
      59.26m  63.57m  60.24m  60.35m  60.06m  63.25m
  6 Jacob Stanko              SO Florida                 62.25m     204-03  2
      59.02m  62.25m  59.64m  58.84m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Dylan Ahrens              SR Clemson                 62.13m     203-10  1
      58.83m  60.98m  61.11m  FOUL  60.28m  62.13m
  8 Kevin Ortiz Rios          SR Unattached              62.06m     203-07  2
      61.07m  62.06m  61.49m  FOUL  FOUL  59.02m
  9 Elijah Marta              SR Kentucky                60.97m     200-00  2
      58.36m  58.80m  60.97m  55.65m  58.23m  FOUL
 10 Hunter Stokes             SR So. Conn. St.           60.53m     198-07  2
      58.71m  ND  60.53m
 11 Michael Thomas            JR Rutgers                 60.32m     197-11  1
      58.75m  56.23m  60.32m
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....Men Javelin Throw College
 12 Benjamin Cross            JR Club Sisu Throws        60.17m     197-05  2
      58.76m  60.17m  56.65m
 13 Jack Judge                SR Villanova               60.08m     197-01  2
      60.08m  ND  57.42m
 14 Jared Martin              JR North Carolina          59.00m     193-07  2
      56.54m  55.12m  59.00m
 15 Anthony White             SR Unattached              58.42m     191-08  2
      58.42m  55.00m  57.48m
 16 Connor Brookman           SR Unattached              57.38m     188-03  1
      57.38m  56.64m  ND
 17 Lucas Foertsch            SR Purdue                  56.10m     184-01  1
      53.42m  ND  56.10m
 18 Rob Russell               SR Alabama-Huntsville      55.39m     181-09  1
      55.39m  ND  ND
 19 Gueber Docteur            SR So. Conn. St.           55.38m     181-08  1
      53.51m  55.38m  ND
 20 Conor McClain             SR Florida State           55.15m     180-11  1
      51.04m  55.15m  ND
 21 Matthew Reinhart          JR Virginia Tech           54.13m     177-07  2
      54.13m  ND  ND
 22 Daniel Mastropaolo        JR Ohio State              52.76m     173-01  1
      52.76m  ND  ND
 23 Will Eskew                JR North Carolina          47.40m     155-06  1
      47.40m  ND  ND
 24 Javaris Goins             JR Alabama State           41.62m     136-06  1
      41.62m  ND  ND
 25 Chaaka Trahan             JR Alabama State           39.63m     130-00  1
      39.63m  ND  FOUL
Men 200 m Dash Open
========================================================================
       Track: T 19.69  5/26/2007   Walter Dix, Florida State
      Relays: R 19.97  2014        Dedrick Dukes, Florida
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Alex Quinonez                Ecuador National         20.28   1.9  1
  2 Yancarlos Martinez        SR Dominican Republic       20.49   3.6  3
  3 Yohan Blake               SR Pure Athletics           20.57   1.9  1
  4 Omar Mcleod               SR Empire Athletics         20.62   4.8  2
  5 Sean McLean               SR Allstarz Ath             20.64   1.9  1
  6 Andre Ewers               SR Florida State            20.69   2.8  8
  7 Jerome Blake              SR Athletics Canada         20.72   1.9  1
  8 Winston George            SR Cptc New Balance         20.75   4.8  2
  9 Kymari Gates              SR Western Kentucky         20.76   4.4  5
 10 Tyquendo Tracey           SR Tumbleweed T             20.80   1.9  1 20.797
 10 Brandon Smiley            SO Indiana Tech             20.80   4.4  5 20.797
 12 Jacob Smith               FR Kentucky                 20.81   2.1  6 20.805
 13 Yohandry Andujar          SR Dominican Republic       20.81   4.4  5 20.808
 14 Waseem Williams           JR Purdue                   20.82   3.6  3
 15 Gavin Smellie             SR Athletics Canada         20.89   1.9  1 20.882
 16 Xu Zhouzheng              SR Tumbleweed T             20.89   3.6  3 20.883
 17 Michael Dickson           SR N. Carolina A&T          20.90   4.4  5
 18 Alize Ford                JR Alabama                  20.91   1.0  4 20.902
 18 Dedric Dukes                 Nike                     20.91   1.9  1 20.902
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....Men 200 m Dash Open
 20 Brian Faust               SO Purdue                   20.92   4.3 11 20.913
 21 Jamari Smith              SR Florida A&M              20.92   4.3 11 20.918
 22 Skyler Bowden             SR Alabama                  20.98   2.1  6
 23 Siripol Punpa             SR Athletics Thailand       20.99   2.6  7
 24 Tahir Walsh               SR Cptc New Balance         21.01   4.4  5
 25 Christian Bass            JR Charlotte                21.03   0.3  9
 26 Cliff Resias              SR R.K. Athletics           21.05   4.8  2
 27 Steven Gayle                 Life Speed               21.08   4.8  2
 28 Cameron Council           FR Kentucky                 21.10   4.4  5 21.094
 29 Ramadin Alexander         FR Kingsborough CC          21.10   3.3 10 21.096
 30 Matthew Likely            SR Troy                     21.13   0.1 12 21.122
 31 Jonathan Sacoor           SR Tennessee                21.13   2.8  8 21.130
 32 Nico Menzel               SO Charlotte                21.14   2.6  7
 33 Darryl Gay                SO Florida State            21.16   4.3 11
 34 Bismark Boateng           SR Athletics Canada         21.22   3.9 17
 35 Jan Michael Gutierrez Al  JR Albany                   21.23   2.8  8 21.224
 36 Manteo Mitchell              Usatf High P             21.23   3.6  3 21.228
 37 Martin Owusu-Antwi        SR Western Kentucky         21.25   1.0  4
 38 Tevin Richardson          JR North Greenville         21.26   0.3  9
 39 Malcolm Dotson            SR Purdue                   21.27   3.3 10
 40 Joshua Davis              SR Western Kentucky         21.28   1.0  4
 41 Trevian Jenkins           SR Alabama-Huntsville       21.30   2.8  8
 42 Jirapong Meenapra         SR Athletics Thailand       21.31   2.6  7
 43 Justin Becker             FR Purdue                   21.33   0.7 14
 44 Jhevaughn Matherson       FR Florida State            21.34   2.1  6 21.339
 45 Cameron Parker            SR Twcus                    21.34   3.6  3 21.340
 46 James Linde                  Coq. Cheetahs            21.36   1.0  4
 47 Grant Swinton             JR Academy of Art           21.37   3.9 17
 48 Nate Alleyne              SO Georgetown               21.41   2.6  7
 49 Marquis Dendy                Nike                     21.42   3.6  3
 50 Senoj-Jay Givans          SR Tumbleweed T             21.44   4.8  2
 51 Malik John                JR Coppin State             21.50   4.3 11
 52 Maurice Simpson           SR Georgia Tech             21.51   3.3 10
 53 Derek Grimmer             SR Indiana                  21.54   0.1 12 21.540
 53 Christopher Valdez        SR Dominican Republic       21.54   2.6  7 21.540
 53 Jordan Johnson            SR Grand Valley St.         21.54   0.3  9 21.540
 56 Chayut Khongprasit        SR Athletics Thailand       21.55   0.3  9
 57 Tai Brown                 FR Kentucky                 21.56   1.6 16
 58 Roodolph Antoine          FR Florida State            21.59   2.6  7
 59 Ahmed Galal               JR Stony Brook              21.63   0.7 14
 60 Timothy Ashley            JR Florida A&M              21.67   0.1 12
 61 Starlyn Del Carmen        SR Dominican Republic       21.68   4.4  5
 62 Joseph Manu               SO Coppin State             21.69   3.3 10
 63 Jonathan Imes             SO Lipscomb                 21.71   2.4 13
 64 Coby Bailey               SO Indiana Tech             21.72   2.4 13
 65 Tyrique Davis-Giles       SO Alabama-Huntsville       21.75   1.9 15
 66 Cameron Mahorn            FR Florida                  21.76   0.1 12
 67 Elijah Henry              FR So. Conn. St.            21.80   0.7 14 21.795
 68 Nathaniel Bann            FR Kentucky                 21.80   0.7 14 21.797
 69 Jovon Toppin                 Unattached               21.80   2.8  8 21.798
 70 Nickson Pierre            SR Tennessee                21.81   3.9 17
 71 Grant Mason               SO Lipscomb                 21.83   0.3  9
 72 Mayobanex De Oleo         SR Dominican Republic       21.84   1.0  4 21.832
 73 Brandon Hicklin           FR N. Carolina A&T          21.84   2.8  8 21.840
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....Men 200 m Dash Open
 74 Aaron Rattley             JR So. Conn. St.            21.87   2.4 13
 75 Jordan Davenport          SO Syracuse                 21.88   1.9 15
 76 Harmodio Cruz III         SO Albany                   21.89   4.3 11
 77 Elijah Miller             SR Tennessee                21.90   3.3 10 21.894
 78 Garfield Napier           SO Albany                   21.90   2.4 13 21.895
 79 Darryl Harris             SR Tennessee                21.90   3.3 10 21.897
 80 D'Andre Barriffe          FR Georgetown               21.91   0.1 12
 81 Nutthapong Veeravongrata  SR Athletics Thailand       21.92   0.3  9
 82 Matt Lockridge            JR Indiana Tech             21.95   0.1 12
 83 Zack Jellison             SR Findlay                  22.02   3.9 17 22.012
 84 Romone Hill               SR Unattached               22.02   2.1  6 22.014
 85 Theodore Westcarr         SO Coppin State             22.05   0.3  9
 86 Kevon White               SR Stony Brook              22.07   1.6 16
 87 Logan Bloir               FR Indiana Tech             22.08   1.6 16 22.078
 88 Tim Moore                 SR Unattached               22.08   0.7 14 22.080
 89 Justin Green              JR Charleston Southern      22.10   0.7 14
 90 Daquan Berry              FR Academy of Art           22.12   1.6 16
 91 Joseph Edison             SR Twcus                    22.15   1.0  4
 92 Emmanuel Arop             JR Grand Valley St.         22.17   1.6 16
 93 Nicholas Anderson            Unattached               22.19   4.3 11 22.186
 94 Wayne Williams            SR Stony Brook              22.19   2.4 13 22.189
 95 Joshua Hammond               Dominion Track Club      22.21   3.9 17 22.207
 96 Donald Weakley            SO Alabama A&M              22.21   1.9 15 22.208
 97 Guillaume Richards        SO Keiser University        22.24   1.9 15 22.238
 98 Dunyea Grant                 Florida Runn             22.24   3.9 17 22.240
 99 Lacarl Hayes              SR Unattached               22.38   3.9 17
100 Josh Braverman            SO Iowa                     22.39   0.5 18
101 Caleb Walls               SO Keiser University        22.44   1.6 16
102 Jordan Minnis             JR Alabama A&M              22.45   0.5 18 22.449
103 Qawtavis Johnson          JR Indiana Tech             22.45   4.3 11 22.450
104 Rashaad Pollard           SO Alabama-Huntsville       22.47   1.9 15
105 Alex Tirado               FR Lipscomb                 22.49   0.5 18
106 Caleb Wilt                SR Kentucky                 22.50   0.7 14
107 Sean Ideozu               JR Stony Brook              22.57   1.6 16
108 Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle     SO Kingsborough CC          22.59   0.5 18
109 Spencer Payton            JR Stony Brook              22.60   0.7 14
110 Jarrett Richard           JR Loyola-New Orleans       22.62   0.1 12
111 Kaze Poitier              SO Academy of Art           22.71   0.5 18 22.705
112 Jaye Williams             JR Findlay                  22.71   2.4 13 22.706
113 Jesse Frimpong            SO Indiana Tech             22.74   0.5 18
114 Eli Buckley               SO North Greenville         22.93   1.9 15
115 Jahaven Haye              SR Grand Valley St.         22.95   0.5 18
116 Keshaun Hodges            SR Coppin State             23.15   2.6  7
117 Tyler Kirkwood            JR Grand Valley St.         23.80   0.5 18
118 Dakotah Diaz               5 Unattached               23.86   2.1  6
119 Russell Santos            SO Unattached               26.10   3.3 10
 -- Harold Houston            SR Empire Athletics            FS   0.5 18
 -- Champion Allison          SO Alabama                    DNF   1.0  4
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Men 400 m Dash Open
===================================================================
       Track: T 44.66  4/8/1989    Tyrone Kemp, Florida
      Relays: R 45.13  1999        Butch Reynolds, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Anthony Zambrano             Columbia                 45.52   1
  2 Alonzo Russell               Unattached               45.53   1
  3 Jareem Richards              adidas                   46.33   1
  4 Lidio Feliz               SR Dominican Republic       46.48   2
  5 Austin Cole               SR Athletics Canada         46.65   3
  6 Leonel Bonon              SR Dominican Republic       46.88  10
  7 DaeQwan Butler            FR Florida State            46.96   3
  8 Donald Blair-Sanford      SR Train Gang               47.02   2
  9 Andito Charles            SR Dominican Republic       47.05  10
 10 Josh Cunningham           SR Athletics Canada         47.07   3
 11 Champ Page                   Unattached               47.13   2
 12 Shawn Rowe                   G.W.Express/Nike         47.18   8
 13 Donovan Storr             JR SE Louisiana             47.28   6
 14 Chris Thompson            JR Iowa                     47.39   5
 15 Darren Alfred             FR St. Augustine's          47.44  10
 16 Jalen Jones               FR St. Augustine's          47.60   6
 17 TJ Holmes                    Nike                     47.70   3
 18 Luis Charles              SR Dominican Republic       47.75  10
 19 Daniel Harper             SR Athletics Canada         47.76   2
 20 Nathan George                Coq. Cheetahs            47.82   3
 21 Philip Osei               SR Athletics Canada         47.84   1
 22 Allon Clay                JR Unattached               47.94   7 47.936
 23 Collin Hofacker           JR Iowa                     47.94   4 47.939
 24 Marquiz McCrary           FR Charlotte                47.97   7
 25 Thomas Capers             SR Grand Valley St.         48.09   5
 26 Qadir Muhammad            SR Indiana Tech             48.32   6
 27 Jackson Junkins           FR North Greenville         48.37   7
 28 Ashley Riley              SR R.K. Athletics           48.39   4
 29 Maverick Bowleg           SR R.K. Athletics           48.51   4
 30 Nigel Green               SO So. Conn. St.            48.58   6
 31 Lacarl Hayes              SR Unattached               48.64   4
 32 Paris Simmons             SR The Winners              48.67   2 48.661
 33 Joshua Hammond               Dominion Track Club      48.67   9 48.664
 34 Dillando Allotey           6 Unattached               48.67   4 48.665
 35 William Wynne                Unattached               48.79   5
 36 Justin Kelly              JR So. Conn. St.            48.80   8
 37 Gairy Springer            JR Indiana Tech             48.81   4
 38 Dawson Guillory           SO Florida                  48.87   8
 39 Jordan McCleskey          SO Troy                     49.01   7
 40 Andrew McFarland          SO Grand Valley St.         49.15   7
 41 Luke Velez                SR So. Conn. St.            49.32   8
 42 Karl Cajuste                 Shorewood                49.37   7
 43 Harrison Dudley           JR Troy                     49.41   9
 44 Jordan Nance              FR Florida A&M              49.47   9
 45 Chale Mcleod              SR Indiana Tech             49.62   7
 46 Erik Gomez                   Puerto Rico              49.98   4
 47 Jaylen Hasan              FR Grand Valley St.         50.05   9
 48 Adam Wallace              JR Indiana                  50.13   8
 49 Khalil Parris                Border City              50.15   6 50.143
 50 Amadou Ba                 SO Kingsborough CC          50.15   9 50.150
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....Men 400 m Dash Open
 51 Corey Bonner              JR Troy                     50.20   9
 52 Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle     SO Kingsborough CC          50.29  10
 53 Zenron Chance             SO Kingsborough CC          50.37   9
 54 Sachin Manning            SO So. Conn. St.            50.58   8
 55 Matthew LeLiever          SR Albany                   50.59   9
 56 Ralph Goodman             SO Florida A&M              50.70   9
 57 Dunyea Grant                 Florida Runn             50.73   8
 58 Phillip Finsterwalder     FR Charleston Southern      50.87  10
 59 Devin Campbell            FR North Greenville         50.96   8
 60 Isaac Gordon              JR UF Running Club          51.16  10
 61 Dakotah Diaz               5 Unattached               52.24  10
 62 Bruce Blackshear             Unattached               52.41   5
 -- Michael Berry             SR Empire Athletics            DQ   1 lane violation
Men 400 m Hurdles Open
===================================================================
       Track: T 48.49  4/6/2012    Bershawn Jackson, G W Express/Ni
      Relays: R 48.49  2012        Bershawn Jackson, GW Express
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Rilwan Alowonle Jr        SR Unattached               50.36   1
  2 David Kendziera           SR Unattached               50.46   1
  3 Jeffery Gibson            SR Empire Athletics         50.77   1
  4 Andre Colebrook           SR R.K. Athletics           50.86   1
  5 Romel Lewis                  G.W.Express/Nike         51.60   1
  6 Saj Alhaddad                 Ottawa Lions             52.67   2
  7 Raymonte Dow              FR Iowa                     52.80   3 52.792
  8 Akeem Lindo               FR N. Carolina A&T          52.80   2 52.799
  9 Austin Hollimon           SR Twcus                    52.90   2
 10 Brandy Felix              JR N. Carolina A&T          53.15   3
 11 Jaylyn Scott              FR Florida A&M              53.23   4
 12 Jovan Brown               JR Troy                     53.40   3
 13 Daniel Walker             JR Grand Valley St.         53.71   4
 14 James Faison                 Unattached               53.97   3
 15 Josiah Scarlett           SR Charleston Southern      54.06   3
 16 Jerome Coaxum Jr          SR Unattached               54.23   3
 17 Shaton Vaughn             FR Indiana                  54.89   4
 18 Siegfried Zoller          SR Georgia                  55.31   3
 19 D'Andre Hayes             FR Charlotte                55.36   5
 20 Ramsley Exantus           FR So. Conn. St.            55.55   5
 21 Jordan Mereus             SO Troy                     55.56   4
 22 Latrell Murray            FR Troy                     55.81   5
 23 Micah Hairston            FR Charlotte                56.82   5
 24 Jordan Howell             SR Troy                     58.47   4
 25 Tyrell Moore                 Twcus                  1:00.72   5
 26 Albert Saura                 Unattached             1:03.28   3
 -- Dushawn Tunstall          JR Indiana                     DQ   4 hurdle violation
 -- Christian Palmer          FR Charlotte                   DQ   5 hurdle violation
 -- Naim Fareed                  Unattached                  DQ   3 hurdle violation
 -- Obokhare Ikpefan             Unattached                  DQ   2 hurdle violation
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Men 200 m Dash College Invite
========================================================================
       Track: T 19.69  5/26/2007   Walter Dix, Florida State
      Relays: R 19.97  2014        Dedrick Dukes, Florida
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Akeem Sirleaf             JR N. Carolina A&T          20.50   0.6  2
  2 Hakim Sani Brown          SO Florida                  20.53   0.6  2
  3 Rodney Rowe               SR N. Carolina A&T          20.60  -0.7  1
  4 Grant Holloway            JR Florida                  20.66  -0.7  1
  5 Nick Gray                 SR Ohio State               20.67   0.6  2
  6 Izaiah Brown              SR Rutgers                  20.68   0.6  2
  7 Antonio Woodard           JR Iowa                     20.69   0.6  2
  8 Mobolade Ajomale          SR Academy of Art           20.87  -0.7  1
  9 Ryan Clark                SR Florida                  20.95  -0.8  3
 10 Eric Harrison             SO Ohio State               21.04  -0.8  3 21.033
 11 Jared Hayes               SO Troy                     21.04  -0.7  1 21.037
 12 Joseph Amoah              JR Coppin State             21.12  -0.7  1
 13 Justin Brooks             SR Lee (Tenn.)              21.39  -0.7  1
 14 Chantz Sawyers            SO Florida                  21.45  -0.8  3
Men High Jump College Invite
==========================================================================
 Progressions: 2.06, 2.11, 2.16, 2.20, 2.23, 2.26, 2.29
       Track: T 7-07.25  4/7/2012    Ricky Robertson, Ole Miss
      Relays: R   2.32m  2012        Ricky Robertson (7-7.25), Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Django Lovett                Canada                   2.25m    7-04.50
     2.06 2.11 2.16 2.20 2.25 2.30
      PPP    O    O   XO    O  XXX
  2 Jhonny Victor             SR Florida                  2.16m    7-01.00
     2.06 2.11 2.16 2.20
        O    O    O  XXX
  2 Rahman Minor              SO Kentucky                 2.16m    7-01.00
     2.06 2.11 2.16 2.20
        O    O    O  XXX
  4 Jacob Milton              JR Norfolk State            2.11m    6-11.00
     2.06 2.11 2.16
        O    O  XXX
  5 Cody Stine                JR Ohio State               2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
        O  XXX
  5 Samuel Shoultz            SR Maryland                 2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
        O  XXX
  5 Qayyim Ali                SO Rutgers                  2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
        O  XXX
  8 Titus Sizemore            JR Troy                    J2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
       XO  XXX
  9 Garth Warner              JR Norfolk State           J2.06m    6-09.00
     2.06 2.11
      XXO  XXX
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....Men High Jump College Invite
 -- Jyles Etienne             SO Indiana                     NH
     2.06
      XXX
 -- Matthew Campbell          SR Albany                      NH
     2.06
      XXX
 -- Perry Christie            JR Rutgers                     NH
     2.06
      XXX
Men Long Jump College Invite
===============================================================================
       Track: T 8.15m  1988        Yussuf Alli (26-9.25), Unattached
      Relays: R 8.15m  1988        Yussuf Alli (26-9.25), Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Mohamed Abukaker             Unattached               7.77m   1.3  25-06.00
     FOUL(-1.3) FOUL(+0.0) 7.43m(0.8) FOUL(+0.0) 7.77m(1.3) FOUL(1.8)
  2 Corion Knight             SR Unattached               7.73m  -1.5  25-04.50
     FOUL(+0.0) 7.57m(-0.2) 7.73m(-1.5) 7.73m(0.7) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.2)
  3 KeAndre Bates                Unattached              J7.73m   2.3  25-04.50
     7.54m(+0.0) 7.62m(+0.0) FOUL(2.8) FOUL(+0.0) 7.73m(2.3) FOUL
  4 Kenneth Fisher Jr            The Winning Circle       7.65m   0.3  25-01.25
     7.46m(+0.0) 7.60m(+0.0) 7.65m(0.3) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.3)
  5 Rodney Ruffin                Unattached               7.49m   1.5  24-07.00
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(2.6) 7.24m(1.2) 7.29m(+0.0) 7.49m(1.5) PASS
  6 Jamie Brown               SR Alabama State            7.37m  +0.0  24-02.25
     7.37m(+0.0) 7.36m(1.5) 6.85m(1.6) 7.03m(+0.0) 7.22m(1.6) 7.18m(2.3)
  7 Erik Eckleben             JR Coastal Carolina         7.32m   0.9  24-00.25
     FOUL(0.4) FOUL(1.7) 7.32m(0.9) FOUL(1.1) FOUL(2.3) 7.25m(-1.0)
  8 Chris McBride             SR Clemson                  7.11m   1.6  23-04.00
     6.83m(-1.1) 7.11m(1.6) 7.06m(+0.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
  9 Reginald Steele           SR Twcus                    7.06m   1.8  23-02.00
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.7) 7.06m(1.8) FOUL(0.3) FOUL(2.4) FOUL(+0.0)
 10 Malik Snead               JR Connecticut              6.90m  +0.0  22-07.75
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(-1.3) 6.90m(+0.0)
 11 Michane Ricketts          SR Academy of Art           6.59m  +0.0  21-07.50
     6.59m(+0.0) 6.46m(0.9) FOUL(0.1)
 -- Marquis Dendy                Nike                      FOUL
     FOUL(1.7) FOUL(0.2) PASS
Men Shot Put College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 20.42m  4/5/2015    Jonathan Jones (67-11), Buffalo
      Relays: R 20.42m  2015        Jonathan Jones (67-11), Buffalo
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Eldred Henry              JR Findlay                 20.36m   66-09.75
      FOUL  20.11m  20.36m  20.34m  FOUL  20.00m
  2 Kord Ferguson             SR Alabama                 19.44m   63-09.50
      FOUL  19.09m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  19.44m
  3 Connor Bandel             SO Florida                 18.91m   62-00.50
      18.30m  18.55m  18.91m  18.89m  FOUL  18.81m
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....Men Shot Put College Invite
  4 Zach Hancock              JR Unattached              18.58m   60-11.50
      17.49m  18.58m  17.20m  FOUL  FOUL  18.10m
  5 Josh Sobota               FR Kentucky                18.56m   60-10.75
      FOUL  16.55m  18.32m  FOUL  18.17m  18.56m
  6 Eric Favors               JR South Carolina          18.44m   60-06.00
      18.44m  FOUL  FOUL  17.80m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Charles Lenford Jr.       JR Kentucky                18.41m   60-05.00
      18.26m  FOUL  18.41m  18.27m  FOUL  18.40m
  8 Reno Tuufuli              SR Iowa                    18.21m   59-09.00
      17.87m  18.21m  FOUL  FOUL  17.67m  FOUL
  9 Santiago Basso            FR Alabama                 18.15m   59-06.75
      17.67m  18.15m  FOUL  18.15m  FOUL  17.83m
 10 Noah Castle               SR Kentucky                18.00m   59-00.75
      FOUL  18.00m  FOUL
 11 David Schall              SR Indiana                 17.51m   57-05.50
      FOUL  FOUL  17.51m
 12 Isaiah Rogers             JR Virginia Tech           17.50m   57-05.00
      16.91m  17.49m  17.50m
 13 Austin Combs              JR Findlay                 17.30m   56-09.25
      16.10m  17.30m  16.44m
 14 Jalil Brewer              SO Purdue                  16.36m   53-08.25
      16.36m  FOUL  15.51m
Men Discus Throw College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 66.19m  1982        Bradley Cooper (217-2), Athletic Attic
      Relays: R 66.19m  1982        Bradley Cooper (217-2), Athletic Attic
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Roje Stona                FR Clemson                 61.22m     200-10
      58.86m  59.52m  58.02m  56.88m  FOUL  61.22m
  2 Greg Thompson             SR Maryland                61.13m     200-07
      56.02m  58.33m  59.60m  61.13m  FOUL  59.56m
  3 Kord Ferguson             SR Alabama                 58.04m     190-05
      55.38m  58.04m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Reno Tuufuli              SR Iowa                    56.74m     186-02
      56.74m  52.47m  54.40m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Noah Castle               SR Kentucky                55.15m     180-11
      FOUL  FOUL  54.52m  55.15m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Charles Lenford Jr.       JR Kentucky                55.07m     180-08
      50.73m  55.07m  51.96m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Eldred Henry              JR Findlay                 54.80m     179-09
      50.28m  54.80m  FOUL  FOUL  51.48m  50.02m
  8 Denzel Comenentia            Georgia                 54.74m     179-07
      FOUL  54.74m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Chance Ehrnsberger        SO Ohio State              52.60m     172-07
      50.85m  52.60m  FOUL  50.86m  51.06m  FOUL
 10 Thomas Mardal             SO Florida                 52.41m     171-11
      51.93m  52.41m  FOUL
 11 Terrell Adams             JR Charlotte               52.11m     170-11
      FOUL  52.11m  33.63m
 12 AJ McFarland              SR Florida                 48.28m     158-05
      48.28m  FOUL  47.87m
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....Men Discus Throw College Invite
 13 John Mooers               SR Rutgers                J48.28m     158-05
      48.28m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Robert Duncan             JR Delaware State          42.84m     140-07
      FOUL  42.84m  FOUL
 15 George Evans              FR Kansas                  40.30m     132-03
      FOUL  40.30m  FOUL
 -- Adam Schuler              FR Florida                   FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Hammer Throw College Invite
==========================================================================
       Track: T 77.67m  1986        Jud Logan (254-10), NYTC
      Relays: R 77.67m  1986        Jud Logan (254-10), NYTC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Diego Alan Del Real Gali  SR Lapinguesky club        75.10m     246-05
      74.60m  72.18m  74.45m  69.66m  75.10m  FOUL
  2 Gleb Dudarev              JR Kansas                  74.39m     244-01
      72.82m  73.70m  74.38m  FOUL  74.39m  74.18m
  3 Denzel Comenentia            Georgia                 73.66m     241-08
      73.66m  FOUL  FOUL  69.28m  FOUL  70.76m
  4 Morgan Shigo              SR Penn State              71.44m     234-04
      68.43m  70.23m  70.94m  70.86m  FOUL  71.44m
  5 Thomas Mardal             SO Florida                 71.42m     234-04
      70.36m  71.42m  FOUL  70.14m  70.17m  70.46m
  6 AJ McFarland              SR Florida                 69.51m     228-01
      69.24m  68.88m  67.39m  68.50m  69.51m  67.73m
  7 Kevin Arreaga             JR Miami (Fla.)            68.94m     226-02
      66.68m  67.89m  66.39m  64.64m  61.88m  68.94m
  8 Bobby Colantonio          FR Alabama                 66.71m     218-10
      65.71m  64.74m  FOUL  64.53m  66.71m  FOUL
  9 Jose Manuel Padilla Sanc  SR Lapinguesky club        66.43m     217-11
      64.40m  66.43m  64.80m  65.51m  64.43m  66.34m
 10 Alexios Prodanas          JR Umbc                    64.91m     212-11
      64.50m  64.91m  64.86m
 11 AJ Hicks                     Unattached              63.36m     207-10
      FOUL  63.36m  FOUL
 12 Stevan Veselinovic        SR Charlotte               61.83m     202-10
      FOUL  61.83m  61.04m
 13 Austin Combs              JR Findlay                 59.53m     195-04
      59.12m  59.53m  54.82m
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 4, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Timing Sheet attached. 
 
WKU TRACK & FIELD SET TO HOST ANNUAL HILLTOPPER RELAYS  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field is ready to host the annual Hilltopper Relays at the Charles 
M. Ruter Track and Field Complex on Friday and Saturday. The Relays also serve as WKU Track & Field’s 
Senior Day and will break midday for the Eighth Annual Fastest Kid in BG event. Some of the teams 
included in the field at the Hilltopper Relays are Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay, EKU, NKU, SIU, Tennessee 
State, Lipscomb and Kentucky Wesleyan.  
 
Action will begin on Friday with field events. Men’s and women’s pole vault are scheduled as the first 
events, starting at 1 p.m. They will be followed by shot put and hammer throw, each beginning at 2 p.m. 
The 3000-meter run will be the only track event held on Friday, starting with the men at 5 p.m. 
succeeded by the women’s race.  
 
Women’s and men’s discus will open the meet on Saturday morning at 9 a.m. Long jump is set to 
commence at 10 a.m. followed by high jump at 11 a.m. Running events are on a rolling schedule 
Saturday, starting with the 4x100-meter relay at noon. Triple jump is scheduled for 1 p.m. and javelin 
throw will begin at 3 p.m. 
 
Senior Day will be held at approximately 2:30 p.m. on the track. WKU will be celebrating Hilltopper 
seniors Oliver Alexandre, Ka’Ven Berry, Nigel Brown, Will Bush, Joshua Davis, Kymari Gates, Austin 
Hayes, Abdur Kelly, Martin Owusu-Antwi, Maor Seged and Lincoln Warren. The Red and White will also 
recognize and celebrate the accomplishments of Lady Topper seniors Getter Lemberg and Juannae 
Lewis.  
 
The Eighth Annual Fastest Kid in BG event, hosting kids grades 1-8, is scheduled to start at 3 p.m. 
followed by the remainder of the track events. Fifty-nine kids are signed up to participate in the event. 
 
WKU is coming off a successful weekend at the Pepsi Florida Relays. Freshman Katie Isenbarger broke 
the previous school record after recording a high jump mark of 5’ 9 1/4”. The 4x400-meter relay team of 
Alexandre, Owusu-Antwi, Warren and Gates ran the fourth fastest time in the NCAA, the best in 
Conference USA and placed third at the meet.  
 
Friday Event
1:00 PM Pole Vault  Men-Women
2:00 P.M.  Shot Put   Women-Men
2:00 P.M. Hammer Throw Men-Women 
5:00 P.M. 3000 Meter Run Men-Women
 
Saturday Rolling Schedule  
12:00 PM  4 x 100 Meter Relay  Men
  4 x 100 Meter Relay  Women
  1500 Meter Run  Men
  1500 Meter Run  Women
  110 Meter Hurdles  Men
  100 Meter Hurdles  Women
  400 Meter Dash  Men
  400 Meter Dash  Women
  100 Meter Dash  Men
  100 Meter Dash  Women
  
WKU Senior Recognition
3:00 PM Fastest Kid in BG Grades 1-8
  800 Meter Run  Men
  800 Meter Run  Women
  400 Meter Hurdles  Men
  400 Meter Hurdles  Women
  200 Meter Dash  Men
  200 Meter Dash  Women
  3000 Meter Steeple Men
  3000 Meter Steeple Women
  4 x 400 Meter Relay  Men
  4 x 400 Meter Relay  Women
Saturday Field
9:00  AM Discus  Women-Men 
10:00 AM Long Jump  Men-Women
11:00 AM High Jump  Women-Men
1:00   PM  Triple Jump   Men-Women
3:00   PM  Javelin Throw  Men-Women
HILLTOPPER RELAYS
APRIL 5-6
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 6, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full results attached.  
 
WKU TRACK & FIELD FINDS SENIOR DAY SUCCESS AT HILLTOPPER RELAYS 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field celebrated 13 seniors Saturday afternoon at the Hilltopper 
Relays where WKU recorded 17 top-three finishes in 15 different events. The Red and White had six 
first-place finishes over the course of the two-day annual home meet.  
 
Friday was primarily full of field events including pole vault and hammer throw. WKU’s standout 
performance on the first day of the meet came from senior Lady Topper Getter Lemberg in the pole 
vault event where she recorded a personal record and placed second with a height of 4.01 meters.  
 
On Saturday, the Lady Toppers continued to put up strong performances in field events. After standing 
for 40 years, the WKU women’s outdoor high jump record has now been broken twice in a matter of 
eight days after Annastacia Forrester recorded a jump of 1.78 meters, just two centimeters higher than 
Katie Isenbarger jumped at the Florida Relays. Forrester placed second in the high jump event and 
finished first in the women’s long jump after jumping 6.04 meters.  
 
Continuing success in the jumping events were Hilltopper Sheldon Noble and Lady Topper Myesha Nott. 
Noble placed third in the men’s triple jump with a length of 14.51 meters. Nott won the women’s event 
after recording a 12.63-meter triple jump. Wrapping up field events was Adarian Gray, who threw a 
personal best 40.27 meters in the javelin to place third overall in the women’s competition.  
 
Track events on Saturday began with the men’s 4x100-meter relay. WKU teams placed first and second 
in the event with times of 39.91 and 40.60, respectively. The teams each consisted of four seniors. On 
the first-place team was Will Bush, Austin Hayes, Abdur Kelly and Lincoln Warren. Finishing second in 
the relay was Josh Davis, Oliver Alexandre, Kymari Gates and Martin Owusu-Antwi. 
 
Next up was the men’s 1500-meter race where freshman Dedrick Troxell ran a 3:57.05 and placed first. 
In the women’s event, Savannah Heckman led the Lady Toppers with a fourth-place finish and a time of 
5:00.88.  
 
In men’s hurdling, senior Maor Seged placed third in the 110-meter hurdles while David Saruni took 
home second in the 400-meter hurdles with a time of 52.95. Senior Juannae Lewis earned first-place in 
the women’s 400-meter dash with a time of 54.94. Senior Ka’Ven Berry placed fifth in the men’s 800-
meter after running a 1:56.73.  
 
WKU proved successful in two particular men’s sprinting events on Saturday: the 400-meter dash and 
the 200-meter dash. In the 400, the Red and White filled four of the top seven finishes, including a first-
place finish from Gates. His time of 46.18 is expected to qualify for the NCAA Regionals in May. 
Alexandre, Warren and Kelly were among the other top runners. In the 200-meter, WKU recorded six of 
the top eight finishes, including placing second through sixth.  
 
The WKU 4x400-meter relay squad placed second in the Red and White’s final event on Saturday, 
finishing with a time of 3:11.45. Hayes, Kelly, Duncan Agyemang and Berry were on the second-place 
team.  
 
“I think we can improve in everything,” said head coach Erik Jenkins on the home meet. “We are going 
to be very heavy in the sprints, in the jumps, and I think our hurdles are really coming along. Across the 
board, I think we’ll continue to grow, we just need more competitions and good weather like we had 
today, which was great. I was happy with our performances.” 
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2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/5/2019 to 4/6/2019
Western Kentucky University
Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex
Results
. 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
Finals
  1 Bright, Safia                Lindsey Wilson           11.87   0.1  1
  2 Tolbert, Tymeitha            Austin Peay              11.87   0.1  1
  3 Perry, Quantasia             Eastern Kentucky         11.98   0.1  1
  4 Floyd, Angelica              Grand Valley St.         12.00   0.1  1
  5 Sreenan, Nicole              Grand Valley St.         12.11   0.1  1
  6 Hill, Lakeia                 Tennessee St.            12.17   0.3  2
  7 McCroskey, Amber             Tennessee St.            12.20   0.3  2
  8 DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia         Lindsey Wilson           12.31  +0.0  3
  9 Ewen, Toniann                Chicago State            12.38   0.3  2
 10 Perry - Grimes, Maya         Austin Peay              12.39   0.3  2
 11 Battle, Diamond              Austin Peay              12.39   0.1  1
 12 McPeters, Sydney             Northern Michigan        12.40  +0.0  3
 13 McFarland, Alex              Indiana Wesleyan         12.41   0.1  1
 14 Benson, Kelani               Grand Valley St.         12.41   1.9  6
 15 McKenzie, Victoria           Bellarmine               12.43   0.3  2
 16 Wiggan, Saskkia              Chicago State            12.45  +0.0  3
 17 Dunbar, Kamille              Austin Peay              12.47   1.9  6
 18 Younginer, Gabrielle         Tennessee St.            12.48   0.3  2
 19 Savoy, Chynna                Eastern Kentucky         12.56  +0.0  3
 20 Kimbrough, Tanayea           Grand Valley St.         12.56   0.6  5
 21 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech           12.58   0.3  2
 22 Pennington, Destiny          Tennessee St.            12.67  +0.0  3
 23 Moore, Nicquayleeonntea      Tennessee St.            12.81  +0.0  3
 24 Netter, Garielle             Austin Peay              12.90   0.1  1
 25 Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech           12.98   0.6  5
 26 Toppin, Cimone               Cumberland (Tenn.)       12.98  +0.0  3
 27 Rhodes, Sanura               Cumberland (Tenn.)       13.11  -0.1  4
 28 Bennett, Tyisha              Chicago State            13.11  -0.1  4
 29 Smith, Raven                 Tennessee Tech           13.32  -0.1  4
 30 Johnson, Carley              Lindsey Wilson           13.34   0.6  5
 31 Martin, Hailey               Unattached               13.42   1.9  6
 32 Williams, Tatiana            Lindsey Wilson           13.58  -0.1  4
 33 Greer, Brionna               Kentucky State           13.78  -0.1  4
 34 Walsh, Jessica               Tennessee Tech           15.28   0.6  5
 -- Toney, Jordan                Tennessee Tech             DNF  +0.0  3
. 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Wilder, Kyra                 Austin Peay              24.47   1.0  1
  2 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           24.52   1.0  1
  3 Johnson, Tiyanna             Austin Peay              24.61   2.5  2
  4 Sreenan, Nicole              Grand Valley St.         24.75   1.0  1
  5 Tate, Ceirra                 Tennessee Tech           24.80   1.0  1
  6 Peterson, Izabelle           Northern Michigan        24.84   2.5  2
  7 McKenzie, Tatyana            Iowa Central CC          24.86   1.3  4
  8 Tolbert, Tymeitha            Austin Peay              24.95   1.0  1
  9 McKenzie, Victoria           Bellarmine               25.20   2.1  3
 10 Kimbrough, Tanayea           Grand Valley St.         25.31   2.1  3
 11 McCroskey, Amber             Tennessee St.            25.32   2.5  2
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2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/5/2019 to 4/6/2019
Western Kentucky University
Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex
Results
..... 200 Meter Dash
 12 Coley, Marjanae              Iowa Central CC          25.46   2.5  2
 13 Wiggan, Saskkia              Chicago State            25.47   2.1  3
 14 McFarland, Alex              Indiana Wesleyan         25.51   2.5  2
 15 Benson, Kelani               Grand Valley St.         25.59   2.1  3
 16 Wilson, Faith                Cumberland (Tenn.)       25.60   1.3  4
 17 Roby, Tamara                 Iowa Central CC          26.00   1.3  4
 18 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         26.01   0.7  5
 19 Dunbar, Kamille              Austin Peay              26.03   0.7  5
 20 Johnson, Allana              Austin Peay              26.07   2.1  3
 21 Jimmar, Kyla                 Tennessee St.            26.13   2.5  2
 22 Robinson, Talia              Bellarmine               26.17   1.3  4
 23 Starks, Nigeria              Tennessee St.            26.41   0.6  6
 24 Kinsler, An'twanique         Chicago State            26.48   2.1  3
 25 Mwenifumbo, Joselyn          Grand Valley St.         26.50   0.7  5
 26 Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.         26.53   1.3  4
 27 Dalhover, Madison            Cumberland (Tenn.)       26.65   0.7  5
 28 Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech           26.74   0.1  7
 29 Brown, Deala                 Iowa Central CC          27.20   0.6  6
 30 Johnson, Carley              Lindsey Wilson           27.40   0.6  6
 31 Morris, Princess             Kentucky State           27.42   0.6  6
 32 Bennett, Tyisha              Chicago State            27.47   0.7  5
 33 Plaggenburg, Madison         Cumberland (Tenn.)       27.85   0.6  6
 34 Johnson, Bryana              Iowa Central CC          28.29   0.1  7
 35 Downing, Lyndsey             Kentucky State           28.91   0.1  7
 36 Lockhart, Gernee'            Kentucky State           29.30   0.1  7
 37 Drake, Aiyanna               Lindsey Wilson           29.59   0.1  7
. 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky         54.94   1
  2 Thiesing, Amelia             Austin Peay              56.12   1
  3 Beulla, Sarah                Grand Valley St.         56.44   1
  4 Coley, Marjanae              Iowa Central CC          57.01   2
  5 Tate, Ceirra                 Tennessee Tech           57.19   2
  6 Dutcher, Paige               Northern Michigan        57.55   1
  7 Johnson, Allana              Austin Peay              57.84   3
  8 Gregory, Savannah            Campbellsville           57.91   2
  9 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         58.06   2
 10 Ransom, Aairiona             Western Kentucky         58.15   2
 11 Wilder, Kyra                 Austin Peay              58.65   3
 12 Kelley, Jessica              Austin Peay              58.84   4
 13 McKenzie, Tatyana            Iowa Central CC          58.85   5
 14 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky         58.94   7
 15 Reyna-Padilla, Ashley        Bellarmine               59.03   1
 16 Johnson, Tiyanna             Austin Peay              59.21   5
 17 Wilson, LiShaun              Chicago State            59.23   3
 18 Stuedemann, Willow           Grand Valley St.         59.30   2
 19 Ninamou, Marie               Lindsey Wilson           59.42   4
 20 Kinsler, An'twanique         Chicago State            59.68   4
 21 Robinson, Talia              Bellarmine             1:00.02   5
 22 Treadwell, Robin             Tennessee St.          1:00.98   3
 23 Wilson, Faith                Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:01.00   5
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..... 400 Meter Dash
 24 Verges, Elaina               Tennessee St.          1:01.53   5
 25 Dunah, Kardia                Indiana Wesleyan       1:02.40   3
 26 Morris, Princess             Kentucky State         1:02.52   6
 27 Plaggenburg, Madison         Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:02.86   6
 28 McFadden, Reyna              Tennessee St.          1:02.95   4
 29 Powell, Lisa                 Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:03.26   5
 30 Johnson, Carley              Lindsey Wilson         1:04.35   6
 31 Johnson, Bryana              Iowa Central CC        1:04.79   6
 32 Williams, Tatiana            Lindsey Wilson         1:04.99   7
 33 Homer, Maya                  Union (Ky.)            1:07.73   6
 34 Bailey, Airyanna             Tennessee St.          1:08.56   7
 35 Lockhart, Gernee'            Kentucky State         1:12.00   6
. 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Huebner, Shayla              Northern Michigan      2:11.30   1
  2 Maasotuo, Hellen             Union (Ky.)            2:11.70   1
  3 Barr, Ashley                 Eastern Kentucky       2:13.05   1
  4 Morstad, Madison             Austin Peay            2:17.94   1
  5 Sprinkles, Jessica           Indiana Wesleyan       2:18.16   1
  6 Polycarpou, Leah             Eastern Kentucky       2:19.48   1
  7 Jepkoech, Brenda             Chicago State          2:21.01   2
  8 Brugere, Alexa               Tennessee Tech         2:21.53   1
  9 Frieden, Kendra              Indiana Wesleyan       2:23.12   1
 10 Howard, Molly                Austin Peay            2:25.34   1
 11 Schoenherr, Olivia           Eastern Kentucky       2:25.98   2
 12 Ford, Jade                   Iowa Central CC        2:27.84   2
 13 Wynn, Rebekah                Tennessee St.          2:28.42   1
 14 Chesire, Vivian              Tennessee Tech         2:29.14   2
 15 Mays, Amber                  Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:29.92   2
 16 Jackson, Dezare              Lindsey Wilson         2:31.56   2
 17 Woodward, Emily              Austin Peay            2:31.61   3
 18 McGowan, Courtney            Tennessee Tech         2:33.60   3
 19 Long, Alaria                 Kentucky State         2:34.82   3
 20 Endres, Alura                Austin Peay            2:36.12   2
 21 Spring, Hannah               Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:40.95   3
 22 Patterson, Brianna           Kentucky State         2:43.68   3
. 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Curtabbi, Eleonora           Iowa Central CC        4:54.08   2
  2 Maasotuo, Hellen             Union (Ky.)            4:55.81   1
  3 Mays, Amber                  Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:59.13   1
  4 Heckman, Savannah            Western Kentucky       5:00.88   2
  5 Shell, Keleah                Austin Peay            5:02.36   1
  6 Wynn, Rebekah                Tennessee St.          5:07.11   1
  7 Kannapel, Morgan             Western Kentucky       5:09.42   1
  8 Howard, Molly                Austin Peay            5:12.76   1
  9 Kilian, Riley                Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:14.90   1
 10 Spring, Hannah               Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:25.28   1
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 11 Roby, Lauren                 Western Kentucky       5:37.04   2
 12 Patterson, Brianna           Kentucky State         5:42.73   1
 13 Diaz, Elsa                   Lindsey Wilson         5:47.05   2
 14 Crepps, Kirsten              Lindsey Wilson         5:47.09   2
 15 Gawthorp, Abigayle           Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:51.55   2
 16 Roeder, Kayla                Lindsey Wilson         6:01.35   1
 17 Berry, Kaitlynn              Union (Ky.)            6:44.14   2
. 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Weems, Kiera                 Nashville Ru          10:08.43
  2 Cheriuyot, Galdys            Eastern Kentucky      10:16.52
  3 Kiborus, Lilian              Eastern Kentucky      10:19.63
  4 Ayers, Beighley              Eastern Kentucky      10:35.10
  5 Heckman, Savannah            Western Kentucky      10:53.98
  6 Kiplagat, Caroline           Austin Peay           11:07.07
  7 Jepkoech, Brenda             Chicago State         11:26.15
  8 Ossege, Lauren               Eastern Kentucky      11:32.64
  9 Kannapel, Morgan             Western Kentucky      11:36.09
 10 Holbrook, Haley              Eastern Kentucky      11:47.90
 11 Roby, Lauren                 Western Kentucky      11:59.48
. 100 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Walker, Lennex               Austin Peay              14.43  -2.6  1
  2 Starks, Nigeria              Tennessee St.            14.74  -2.6  1
  3 Dunbar, Kamille              Austin Peay              14.82  -2.6  1
  4 Mwenifumbo, Joselyn          Grand Valley St.         15.10  -0.5  3
  5 Whatley, Olivia              Union (Ky.)              15.35  -0.4  2
  6 Shell, Grenetria             Tennessee St.            15.69  -2.6  1
  7 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           15.71  -2.6  1
  8 Gibbs, Nia                   Austin Peay              15.81  -0.5  3
  9 Harris, Annesha              Lindsey Wilson           15.85  -0.4  2
 10 Williams, Hadiya             Tennessee St.            15.89  -0.4  2
 11 Hurt, Oreatha                Lindsey Wilson           16.05  -0.4  2
 12 Pointer, Jasmin              Tennessee St.            16.31  -0.4  2
 13 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           16.58  -0.4  2
 14 Martin, Hailey               Unattached               16.81  -0.5  3
 15 Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.         17.82  -2.6  1
 16 Sowell, Samatha              Lindsey Wilson           17.83  -0.5  3
 17 DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia         Lindsey Wilson           19.44  -0.5  3
. 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Eby, Jessica                 Grand Valley St.       1:01.59   1
  2 Terhorst, Cassidy            Grand Valley St.       1:03.61   2
  3 Hill, Lakeia                 Tennessee St.          1:04.07   1
  4 Shell, Grenetria             Tennessee St.          1:04.62   1
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  5 Gibbs, Nia                   Austin Peay            1:05.37   5
  6 Smith, Mikaela               Austin Peay            1:05.92   4
  7 Carias, Sofia                Bellarmine             1:06.44   2
  8 Wilkins, Carly               Indiana Wesleyan       1:07.10   2
  9 Lefebvre, Carlee             Indiana Wesleyan       1:07.26   3
 10 Collins, Lynsey              Northern Michigan      1:07.74   2
 11 Reed, Cassandra              Eastern Kentucky       1:08.26   4
 12 Martin, Hailey               Unattached             1:09.66   4
 13 Richard, Katie               Eastern Kentucky       1:09.74   3
 14 Schoon, Holly                Indiana Wesleyan       1:10.23   2
 15 Pointer, Jasmin              Tennessee St.          1:10.68   3
 16 Williams, Tatiana            Lindsey Wilson         1:13.40   3
 17 Homer, Maya                  Union (Ky.)            1:14.22   3
 18 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech         1:14.54   5
 19 Hurt, Oreatha                Lindsey Wilson         1:15.05   3
 20 Pennington, Destiny          Tennessee St.          1:16.03   4
 21 Nicholas, Lexie              Austin Peay            1:19.77   4
 22 Walsh, Jessica               Tennessee Tech         1:20.04   4
. 4x100 Meter Relay
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Grand Valley St.  'A'                                 46.10   1
     1) Sreenan, Nicole                 2) Floyd, Angelica
     3) Beulla, Sarah                   4) Stuedemann, Willow
  2 Tennessee St.  'A'                                    46.75   1
     1) Younginer, Gabrielle            2) McCroskey, Amber
     3) Horton, Angel                   4) Hill, Lakeia
  3 Austin Peay  'A'                                      46.86   1
     1) Johnson, Tiyanna                2) Wilder, Kyra
     3) Tolbert, Tymeitha               4) Walker, Lennex
  4 Northern Michigan  'A'                                47.36   2
     1) McPeters, Sydney                2) Collins, Lynsey
     3) Dutcher, Paige                  4) Peterson, Izabelle
  5 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   48.02   2
     1) Harris, Annesha                 2) Bright, Safia
     3) Ninamou, Marie                  4) DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia
  6 Eastern Kentucky  'A'                                 48.57   1
     1) Savoy, Chynna                   2) Perry, Quantasia
     3) Richard, Katie                  4) Goderwis, Nicole
  7 Cumberland (Tenn.)  'A'                               49.48   2
     1) Dalhover, Madison               2) Rhodes, Sanura
     3) Toppin, Cimone                  4) Wilson, Faith
 -- Tennessee Tech  'A'                                     DNF   1
     1) Anderson, Teauna                2) Roberts, Khemani
     3) Tate, Ceirra                    4) Toney, Jordan
 -- Chicago State  'A'                                      DNF   2
     1) Arreola, Alondra                2) DeSantis, Autumn
     3) Hubert, Kimberly                4) Moreno, Angelica
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. 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Austin Peay  'A'                                    3:49.68   1
     1) Thiesing, Amelia                2) Wilder, Kyra
     3) Richman, Sabrina                4) Johnson, Allana
          52.917 (52.917)  1:55.980 (1:03.063)    2:51.149 (55.169)    3:49.677 (58.528)
  2 Northern Michigan  'A'                              3:50.42   1
     1) McPeters, Sydney                2) Collins, Lynsey
     3) Dutcher, Paige                  4) Huebner, Shayla
          56.657 (56.657)  1:58.315 (1:01.658)    2:55.572 (57.257)    3:50.415 (54.844)
  3 Bellarmine  'A'                                     3:57.31   2
     1) Carias, Sofia                   2) Reyna-Padilla, Ashley
     3) McKenzie, Victoria              4) Robinson, Talia
          57.257 (57.257)  1:59.186 (1:01.929)    2:58.187 (59.001)    3:57.310 (59.124)
  4 Austin Peay  'B'                                    4:00.58   2
     1) Smith, Mikaela                  2) Kelley, Jessica
     3) Morstad, Madison                4) Howard, Molly
          56.591 (56.591)  2:00.084 (1:03.493)    3:00.077 (59.993)  4:00.578 (1:00.501)
  5 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                 4:03.51   3
     1) Bright, Safia                   2) Johnson, Carley
     3) Ninamou, Marie                  4) DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia
      1:03.469 (1:03.469)  2:07.305 (1:03.836)    3:05.604 (58.299)    4:03.506 (57.903)
  6 Austin Peay  'C'                                    4:09.16   2
     1) Johnson, Tiyanna                2) Walker, Lennex
     3) Shell, Keleah                   4) Nicholas, Lexie
      1:01.860 (1:01.860)  2:03.574 (1:01.714)  3:05.961 (1:02.387)  4:09.155 (1:03.194)
  7 Indiana Wesleyan  'A'                               4:09.52   3
     1) Lefebvre, Carlee                2) Wilkins, Carly
     3) Schoon, Holly                   4) Sprinkles, Jessica
      1:04.358 (1:04.358)  2:08.173 (1:03.815)  3:08.660 (1:00.487)  4:09.518 (1:00.859)
  8 Eastern Kentucky  'A'                               4:10.01   2
     1) Barr, Ashley                    2) Savoy, Chynna
     3) Perry, Quantasia                4) Richard, Katie
          55.872 (55.872)  2:01.967 (1:06.095)  3:03.914 (1:01.947)  4:10.007 (1:06.093)
  9 Tennessee St.  'A'                                  4:14.52   2
     1) McCroskey, Amber                2) Pennington, Destiny
     3) Hill, Lakeia                    4) Treadwell, Robin
          59.624 (59.624)  2:09.019 (1:09.395)  3:15.441 (1:06.422)    4:14.519 (59.078)
 10 Tennessee St.  'B'                                  4:16.43   1
     1) Neal, Alyse                     2) Jimmar, Kyla
     3) Verges, Elaina                  4) McFadden, Reyna
      1:01.438 (1:01.438)  2:13.166 (1:11.728)  3:13.395 (1:00.229)  4:16.422 (1:03.027)
 11 Tennessee St.  'C'                                  4:18.88   1
     1) Haley, Hope                     2) Moore, Nicquayleeonntea
     3) Williams, Hadiya                4) Bailey, Airyanna
      1:02.886 (1:02.886)  2:06.035 (1:03.149)  3:10.000 (1:03.965)  4:18.879 (1:08.880)
 12 Kentucky State  'A'                                 4:31.53   3
     1) Morris, Princess                2) Long, Alaria
     3) Patterson, Brianna              4) Greathouse, Arlandria
      1:05.146 (1:05.146)  2:14.759 (1:09.613)  3:24.685 (1:09.926)  4:31.527 (1:06.843)
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    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Rhymer-Stuart, Yashira       Bellarmine               1.81m    5-11.25
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78 1.81 1.83
        P    P    P    O    O    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Forrester, Annastacia        Western Kentucky         1.78m    5-10.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.78 1.81
        P    P    O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  3 Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech           1.70m    5-07.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75
        P    O    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Gibbs, Nia                   Austin Peay              1.70m    5-07.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75
        P    O    O    O    O  XXX
  5 Gleason, Tabor               Grand Valley St.        J1.70m    5-07.00
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O    O   XO  XXX
  6 Bowen, Jalyn                 Tennessee St.            1.60m    5-03.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65
        O    O    O  XXX
  6 Shell, Grenetria             Tennessee St.            1.60m    5-03.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65
        O    O    O  XXX
  8 Sayre, Lauren                Grand Valley St.        J1.60m    5-03.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65
        O   XO  XXO  XXX
  9 Mount, Kylie                 Grand Valley St.         1.55m    5-01.00
     1.50 1.55 1.60
       XO   XO  XXX
 10 Sanders, Kassandra           Tennessee St.            1.50m    4-11.00
     1.50 1.55
        O  XXX
 11 Bartee, Kayleee              Austin Peay             J1.50m    4-11.00
     1.50 1.55
       XO  XXX
 -- Moore, Brooke                Kentucky State              NH
     1.50
      XXX
 -- Poole, Robin                 Kentucky State              NH
     1.50
      XXX
. Pole Vault
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Kimes, Ellianne              Grand Valley St.         4.20m   13-09.25
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.16 4.20 4.30
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  2 Lemberg, Getter              Western Kentucky         4.01m   13-01.75
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.16
        P    P    P    O    O   XO    O  XXX
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  3 Buckholz, Lucy               Grand Valley St.        J4.01m   13-01.75
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.16
        P    P    O    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  3 Stimmel, Kassidie            Grand Valley St.        J4.01m   13-01.75
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.16
        P    P    P    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  5 Dolan, Rachel                Grand Valley St.        J4.01m   13-01.75
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.16
        P    P    P    O   XO    O  XXO  XXX
  6 Shell, Avery                 Grand Valley St.         3.86m   12-08.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  7 Livingston, Carly            Grand Valley St.        J3.86m   12-08.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P  XXO   XO    O  XXX
  8 Overbeek, Sara               Grand Valley St.        J3.86m   12-08.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX
  9 Mabry, Olivia                Grand Valley St.         3.71m   12-02.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        P    P    O    O    O  XXX
 10 Thacker, Alexis              Western Kentucky        J3.71m   12-02.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        O    O   XO    O    O  XXX
 11 Bradley, Morgan              Austin Peay             J3.71m   12-02.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        P    P  XXO    O   XO  XXX
 12 Ogorek, Nicole               Western Kentucky        J3.71m   12-02.00
     3.01 3.21 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        P    P    P   XO  XXO  XXX
 -- Graham, Jamyah               Austin Peay                 NH
     3.01
      XXX
 -- Chobot, Shelby               Western Kentucky            NH
     3.01
      XXX
. Long Jump
==================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Forrester, Annastacia        Western Kentucky         6.04m   1.1  19-09.75  2
     FOUL      6.04m(1.1) FOUL      FOUL      5.78m(0.6) FOUL
  2 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           5.96m   0.7  19-06.75  2
     5.96m(0.7) 5.67m(0.2) 5.96m(3.3) PASS      PASS      PASS
  3 Smith, Raven                 Tennessee Tech           5.75m   2.9  18-10.50  2
     5.51m(0.2) 5.35m(1.7) 5.75m(2.9) 5.51m(0.2) 5.70m(0.4) 5.58m(0.2)
  4 Walker, Lennex               Austin Peay             J5.75m   1.2  18-10.50  2
     FOUL      5.75m(1.2) FOUL      5.48m(+0.0) FOUL      ND(NWI)
  5 Younginer, Gabrielle         Tennessee St.            5.65m   0.3  18-06.50  2
     FOUL      FOUL      5.38m(0.7) 5.65m(0.3) 5.47m(0.6) 5.56m(0.8)
  6 Duncan, Alexis               Grand Valley St.         5.64m   0.1  18-06.00  2
     5.58m(1.2) FOUL(1.0) 5.50m(3.1) 5.64m(0.1) 5.59m(1.4) 5.54m(0.6)
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  7 Perry - Grimes, Maya         Austin Peay              5.63m   1.8  18-05.75  2
     FOUL      5.63m(1.8) FOUL      ND(NWI) 5.59m(0.2) 5.55m(0.3)
  8 Nott, Myesha                 Western Kentucky         5.56m   0.6  18-03.00  2
     5.52m(0.8) 5.56m(0.6) FOUL      ND(NWI) FOUL      ND(NWI)
  9 Bowen, Jalyn                 Tennessee St.            5.39m   1.1  17-08.25  1
     5.37m(0.6) ND(NWI) 5.39m(1.1) ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 10 Neal, Alyse                  Tennessee St.            4.98m   0.8  16-04.25  1
     FOUL      4.98m(0.8) FOUL
 11 Sowell, Samatha              Lindsey Wilson           4.97m   1.2  16-03.75  1
     4.97m(1.2) FOUL      ND(NWI)
 12 Davis, Devinique             Tennessee St.            4.83m   0.1  15-10.25  1
     4.83m(0.1) FOUL      FOUL
 13 Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.         4.81m   0.5  15-09.50  1
     4.81m(0.5) FOUL      ND(NWI)
 14 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           4.62m   1.4  15-02.00  1
     4.62m(1.4) FOUL      ND(NWI)
 15 Buchanan, Kelsea             Tennessee St.            4.55m   0.9  14-11.25  1
     4.55m(0.9) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 16 Moore, Brooke                Kentucky State           4.24m  +0.0  13-11.00  1
     4.24m(+0.0) FOUL      ND(NWI)
 17 Cruz, Aisha                  Kentucky State           4.23m   2.2  13-10.50  1
     FOUL      4.23m(2.2) FOUL
 18 Poole, Robin                 Kentucky State           4.07m   2.3  13-04.25  1
     FOUL      4.07m(2.3) FOUL
 19 Floyd, Angelica              Grand Valley St.         3.63m   3.1  11-11.00  2
     FOUL      FOUL      3.63m(3.1)
. Triple Jump
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Nott, Myesha                 Western Kentucky        12.63m  +0.0  41-05.25
     12.54m(1.8) 12.63m(+0.0) 12.44m(0.9) PASS      PASS      PASS
  2 Perry - Grimes, Maya         Austin Peay             11.82m   1.0  38-09.50
     FOUL(1.4) FOUL(0.1) 11.82m(1.0) 11.65m(1.9) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(0.9)
  3 Horton, Angel                Tennessee St.           11.73m   1.4  38-06.00
     11.73m(1.4) ND(0.2) 11.56m(1.2) ND(1.4) 11.59m(0.5) 11.45m(0.6)
  4 Obi, Anna                    Grand Valley St.        11.72m   1.4  38-05.50
     11.72m(1.4) ND(1.1) 11.70m(0.3) FOUL(1.8) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(+0.0)
  5 Pointer, Jasmin              Tennessee St.           11.03m   0.1  36-02.25
     FOUL(1.5) FOUL(0.5) 11.03m(0.1) ND(0.9) FOUL(1.5) ND(0.2)
  5 Neal, Alyse                  Tennessee St.           11.03m   2.6  36-02.25
     FOUL(2.5) 11.03m(2.6) FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.3) FOUL(1.8) FOUL(0.1)
 -- Smith, Raven                 Tennessee Tech              ND   NWI
     ND(NWI)
 -- Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky            ND   NWI
     ND(NWI)
 -- Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech              ND   NWI
     ND(NWI)
 -- Sowell, Samatha              Lindsey Wilson            FOUL
     FOUL(1.7) FOUL(2.4) FOUL(0.1)
 -- Gleason, Tabor               Grand Valley St.          FOUL
     FOUL(1.8) FOUL(0.6) FOUL(0.1)
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    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Thompson, Mikayla            Tennessee St.           14.98m   49-01.75  2
      14.98m  13.83m  14.68m  FOUL  14.43m  14.79m
  2 Grady, Lea                   Iowa Central CC         14.58m   47-10.00  2
      14.12m  FOUL  14.58m  FOUL  14.31m  FOUL
  3 Avery, Dajsha                Grand Valley St.        13.84m   45-05.00  2
      FOUL  FOUL  13.51m  FOUL  13.75m  13.84m
  4 Lechner, Erika               Grand Valley St.        13.62m   44-08.25  2
      13.06m  13.20m  12.65m  13.52m  13.06m  13.62m
  5 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 13.00m   42-08.00  2
      12.68m  12.75m  12.63m  FOUL  12.95m  13.00m
  6 Schmoker, Maddie             Iowa Central CC         12.79m   41-11.50  2
      FOUL  12.12m  FOUL  12.24m  12.79m  FOUL
  7 Wagner, Amani                Kentucky State          12.54m   41-01.75  1
      11.32m  FOUL  12.54m  11.59m  11.70m  12.31m
  8 Barnett, Kalea               Cumberland (Tenn.)      12.46m   40-10.50  2
      11.78m  12.40m  12.23m  12.46m  12.34m  11.63m
  9 McDaniel, Kori               Austin Peay             12.45m   40-10.25  2
      FOUL  12.04m  FOUL  12.34m  FOUL  12.45m
 10 Verseman, Jacklyn            Austin Peay             12.03m   39-05.75  1
      11.65m  11.90m  12.03m
 11 Richards, Emma               Grand Valley St.        11.78m   38-07.75  2
      11.78m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Lockhart, Tytiana            Union (Ky.)             10.89m   35-08.75  1
      10.89m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Freeman, Angel               Kentucky State          10.74m   35-03.00  1
      FOUL  FOUL  10.74m
 14 Gustafsson, Maja             Belmont                 10.39m   34-01.25  1
      10.39m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Taylor, Amani                Tennessee St.           10.29m   33-09.25  2
      10.29m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 Huddleston, Mahogany         Cumberland (Tenn.)      10.13m   33-03.00  1
      10.13m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky         8.77m   28-09.25  1
      FOUL  FOUL  8.77m
 18 Reed, Cassandra              Eastern Kentucky         8.53m   28-00.00  1
      8.53m  8.45m  FOUL
 -- Adams, Ta'Leah               Union (Ky.)               FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Hudson, Kennedie             Tennessee St.             FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
. Discus Throw
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        49.80m     163-05  2
      49.68m  42.98m  48.07m  43.12m  FOUL  49.80m
  2 Richards, Emma               Grand Valley St.        49.13m     161-02  1
      49.04m  47.47m  48.45m  48.57m  49.13m  FOUL
  3 Grady, Lea                   Iowa Central CC         48.97m     160-08  2
      42.82m  FOUL  42.79m  48.97m  FOUL  42.88m
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  4 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        45.03m     147-09  2
      41.09m  43.03m  44.71m  FOUL  45.03m  42.64m
  5 Taylor, Amani                Tennessee St.           41.29m     135-05  2
      40.28m  41.29m  40.28m  40.03m  FOUL  35.11m
  6 Thompson, Mikayla            Tennessee St.           40.68m     133-05  2
      40.68m  38.44m  36.12m  38.21m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Pettell, Paige               Lindsey Wilson          40.47m     132-09  2
      FOUL  FOUL  39.94m  40.47m  39.62m  FOUL
  8 Smith, De'jah                Lindsey Wilson          38.78m     127-03  2
      38.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  35.25m  FOUL
  9 Verseman, Jacklyn            Austin Peay             38.20m     125-04  1
      38.20m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Wagner, Amani                Kentucky State          37.02m     121-05  2
      37.02m  FOUL  36.15m
 11 McDaniel, Kori               Austin Peay             36.93m     121-02  1
      36.93m  35.55m  36.90m
 12 Lockhart, Tytiana            Union (Ky.)             35.01m     114-10  1
      FOUL  35.01m  FOUL
 13 Hudson, Kennedie             Tennessee St.           33.67m     110-05  1
      33.67m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Laws, Brianna                Lindsey Wilson          32.66m     107-02  2
      FOUL  32.66m  FOUL
 15 Ford, Chelsey-Marie          Kentucky State          32.12m     105-04  2
      FOUL  FOUL  32.12m
 16 Stegbauer, Sarah             Belmont                 31.48m     103-03  1
      31.48m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Redden, Mary Claire          Western Kentucky        30.40m      99-09  1
      30.40m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Smith, Kara                  Cumberland (Tenn.)      28.98m      95-01  1
      FOUL  28.98m  FOUL
 19 Mink, Abby                   Tennessee Tech          28.35m      93-00  1
      28.35m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Jett, Amari                  Kentucky State          25.63m      84-01  1
      FOUL  FOUL  25.63m
 -- Barnett, Kalea               Cumberland (Tenn.)        FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Jacobs, Paige                Union (Ky.)               FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
. Hammer Throw
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        57.31m     188-00  2
      57.31m  53.92m  FOUL  55.02m  54.45m  54.13m
  2 Mattsson, Jessica            Belmont                 57.16m     187-06  2
      54.01m  57.16m  FOUL  53.60m  55.38m  56.02m
  3 Ampadu, Effua                Unattached              56.19m     184-04  1
      51.81m  55.36m  54.63m  FOUL  55.19m  56.19m
  4 Taylor, Amani                Tennessee St.           52.16m     171-01  2
      49.96m  51.34m  50.94m  52.16m  FOUL  49.95m
  5 Thompson, Mikayla            Tennessee St.           49.95m     163-10  2
      48.35m  FOUL  49.95m  47.67m  44.26m  49.39m
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  6 Essemiah, Judith             Grand Valley St.        49.54m     162-06  1
      43.70m  43.97m  49.29m  42.39m  47.77m  49.54m
  7 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        49.47m     162-04  2
      FOUL  47.21m  49.28m  FOUL  49.03m  49.47m
  8 Grady, Lea                   Iowa Central CC         49.39m     162-00  1
      38.91m  45.63m  44.64m  FOUL  44.60m  49.39m
  9 Adams, Ta'Leah               Union (Ky.)             46.47m     152-05  2
      46.42m  FOUL  46.47m  43.63m  45.70m  46.30m
 10 Schmoker, Maddie             Iowa Central CC         43.08m     141-04  2
      FOUL  FOUL  43.08m
 11 Barnett, Kalea               Cumberland (Tenn.)      40.65m     133-04  2
      39.08m  40.65m  FOUL
 12 McDaniel, Kori               Austin Peay             38.04m     124-10  1
      38.04m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Jacobs, Paige                Union (Ky.)             37.89m     124-04  1
      37.89m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Verseman, Jacklyn            Austin Peay             37.74m     123-10  1
      37.74m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Huddleston, Mahogany         Cumberland (Tenn.)      37.12m     121-09  2
      37.12m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 Ford, Chelsey-Marie          Kentucky State          35.16m     115-04  2
      35.16m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Hudson, Kennedie             Tennessee St.           34.08m     111-10  1
      34.08m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Wagner, Amani                Kentucky State          34.04m     111-08  1
      34.04m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 Clere, Sydney                Cumberland (Tenn.)      27.52m      90-03  1
      27.52m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Redden, Mary Claire          Western Kentucky        27.32m      89-07  1
      27.32m  FOUL  FOUL
 21 Freeman, Angel               Kentucky State          20.32m      66-08  1
      FOUL  FOUL  20.32m
. Javelin Throw
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 45.48m     149-02  2
      43.11m  FOUL  41.80m  41.54m  45.48m  41.96m
  2 Gustafsson, Maja             Belmont                 43.64m     143-02  2
      42.55m  FOUL  40.48m  FOUL  41.14m  43.64m
  3 Gray, Adarian                Western Kentucky        40.27m     132-01  2
      40.27m  37.63m  37.17m  39.89m  35.11m  39.35m
  4 Lockhart, Tytiana            Union (Ky.)             39.28m     128-10  2
      39.28m  38.56m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Maniscalco, Grace            Belmont                 37.53m     123-01  2
      37.25m  FOUL  34.61m  37.53m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Thomas, Daneliz              Union (Ky.)             36.96m     121-03  2
      34.12m  34.63m  36.96m  FOUL  35.59m  FOUL
  7 Saikalis, Samantha           Grand Valley St.        35.76m     117-04  2
      32.36m  FOUL  35.76m  FOUL  34.25m  33.81m
  8 Cavelti, Sina                Lindsey Wilson          34.54m     113-04  2
      34.54m  FOUL  32.82m  33.18m  FOUL  FOUL
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  9 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky        32.72m     107-04  2
      32.72m  31.15m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  30.89m
 10 Greathouse, Arlandria        Kentucky State          27.60m      90-07  2
      27.60m  FOUL  FOUL
 11 Word, Keyanna                Tennessee Tech          24.53m      80-06  1
      FOUL  24.53m  FOUL
 12 Shell, Grenetria             Tennessee St.           24.19m      79-04  1
      24.19m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Taylor, Amani                Tennessee St.           23.53m      77-02  1
      23.53m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Clere, Sydney                Cumberland (Tenn.)      19.61m      64-04  1
      19.61m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Carter, Malorie              Lindsey Wilson          18.19m      59-08  1
      18.19m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 Jett, Amari                  Kentucky State          15.08m      49-06  1
      FOUL  15.08m  FOUL
 -- Kenney, Khirra               Kentucky State            FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Lindsey, Courtney            Iowa Central CC          10.35   0.3  1
  2 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           10.45   0.3  1
  3 Brown, Matthew               Chicago State            10.53   0.3  1
  4 Owusu-Antwi, Martin          Western Kentucky         10.54   0.3  1
  5 Johnson, Jordan              Grand Valley St.         10.64   0.3  1
  6 Dasor, Emmanuel              Ghana                    10.72   1.1  2
  7 Bush, William                Western Kentucky         10.73   1.1  2
  8 Davis, Joshua                Western Kentucky         10.74   0.3  1
  9 McKenzie, Ricordo            Chicago State            10.80   0.3  1
 10 Barlow, Santerrius           Union (Ky.)              10.80   1.6  4
 11 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         10.82   0.3  1
 12 Brown, Kris                  Iowa Central CC          10.85   1.1  2
 13 Lassiter, Demetrius          Iowa Central CC          11.01   1.1  2
 14 Brumfield, R'Lazon           Tennessee St.            11.04   1.9  3
 15 Davis-Smith, Rahmon          Kentucky State           11.06   1.6  4
 16 Favors, Bryce                Eastern Kentucky         11.07   0.4  5
 17 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           11.13   1.1  2
 18 Jones, Kenny                 Grand Valley St.         11.14   1.9  3
 19 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           11.19   1.9  3
 20 Tugbe, Augustine             Unattached               11.26   0.4  5
 21 Tanner, Desmond              Tennessee St.            11.32   1.6  4
 22 Butler, Javonte              Eastern Kentucky         11.33   0.4  5
 23 Torok, Jackson               Indiana Wesleyan         11.40   1.6  4
 24 Lightner, Montaive           Tennessee St.            11.41   1.9  3
 25 Young, SemaJ                 Chicago State            11.48   1.9  3
 26 Barnes, Marcus               Unattached               11.62   0.4  5
 27 Ndebele, Bumnene             Cumberland (Tenn.)       11.69   1.6  4
 28 Burrell, Rahim               Chicago State            11.81   1.6  4
 29 Cisse, Alusine               Chicago State            11.90   1.6  4
 30 Jacobs, Camryn               Cumberland (Tenn.)       11.96   0.4  5
 -- Thomas, Jordan               Tennessee St.              DNF   1.1  2
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Men 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           20.59   0.3  1
  2 Owusu-Antwi, Martin          Western Kentucky         20.72   0.3  1
  3 Bush, William                Western Kentucky         21.21   0.3  1
  4 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         21.22   0.3  1
  5 Davis, Joshua                Western Kentucky         21.33   0.3  1
  6 Warren, Lincoln              Western Kentucky         21.51   0.5  2
  7 Brown, Matthew               Chicago State            21.57  -0.2  3
  7 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         21.57   0.5  2
  9 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           21.76   0.5  2
 10 McKenzie, Ricordo            Chicago State            21.77   0.5  2
 11 Brown, Kris                  Iowa Central CC          21.83  -0.2  3
 12 Scott, Jamario               Tennessee St.            21.85  -0.2  3
 13 Davis-Smith, Rahmon          Kentucky State           22.34  -0.3  5
 14 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           22.36  -0.2  3
 15 Torok, Jackson               Indiana Wesleyan         22.40   1.1  4
 16 Briscoe, Ed’Rico Briscoe     Cumberland (Tenn.)       22.45  -0.2  3
 17 Toliver, Milton              Grand Valley St.         22.47   1.1  4
 18 Cesalien, Olesson            Chicago State            22.48   1.1  4
 19 Jones, Kenny                 Grand Valley St.         22.53   1.1  4
 20 Woods, Cornelius             Iowa Central CC          22.59   1.1  4
 21 Wallace, Jaylun              Lindsey Wilson           22.69   0.3  6
 22 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           22.70  -0.2  3
 23 Mansfield, Tyler             Grand Valley St.         22.75   0.3  6
 24 Arnold, Ishmael              Cumberland (Tenn.)       22.76  -0.3  5
 25 Thomas, Jordan               Tennessee St.            23.06   0.5  2
 26 Benham, Desmond              Iowa Central CC          23.07  -0.3  5
 27 Jordan, Trenton              Unattached               23.23   1.4  7
 28 Nelson, Kristopher           Kentucky State           23.29  -0.3  5
 29 Lewis, Dominique             Union (Ky.)              23.37   1.1  4
 30 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         23.51   0.3  6
 31 Johnson, William             Union (Ky.)              23.76   0.3  6
 32 Thoms, Ben                   Eastern Kentucky         23.98   1.4  7
 33 Goss, Harrison               Kentucky State           24.21   0.3  6
Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Gates, Kymari                Western Kentucky         46.18   1
  2 Matlhabe, Phemelo            Iowa Central CC          46.57   1
  3 Dasor, Emmanuel              Ghana                    46.61   1
  4 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         46.68   1
  5 Warren, Lincoln              Western Kentucky         47.06   1
  6 Capers, Thomas               Grand Valley St.         47.21   1
  7 Kelly, Abdur                 Western Kentucky         47.69   2
  8 Bryant, Thomas               Iowa Central CC          48.16   7
  9 Sims, Carlton                Chicago State            48.20   2
 10 Smith, Ethan                 Iowa Central CC          48.45   2
 11 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           48.50   2
 12 Thompson, Michael            Tennessee St.            48.93   2
 13 Ferraro, John                Eastern Kentucky         49.05   2
 14 Wallace, Jaylun              Lindsey Wilson           49.41   3
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 15 Cesalien, Olesson            Chicago State            49.53   3
 16 Ellens, Chad                 Indiana Wesleyan         49.63   3
 17 Davis, Dewayne               Union (Ky.)              50.10   4
 18 Toliver, Milton              Grand Valley St.         50.11   8
 19 Johnson, Jaimon              Unattached               50.22   7
 20 Woods, Cornelius             Iowa Central CC          50.39   3
 21 Tandy, Chase                 Kentucky State           50.55   4
 22 Tolson, Joshua               Kentucky State           50.77   4
 23 Benham, Desmond              Iowa Central CC          50.90   5
 24 Salmon, Shemar               Cumberland (Tenn.)       51.02   5
 25 White, Ty'Davies             Union (Ky.)              51.03   5
 26 Nelson, Kristopher           Kentucky State           51.17   5
 27 Johnson Jr., Roderick        Tennessee St.            51.32   6
 28 Marsh, Will                  Cumberland (Tenn.)       51.38   5
 29 Watkins, Hunter              Lindsey Wilson           51.44   4
 30 Keffeler, Jarett             Indiana Wesleyan         51.60   5
 31 Hall, Devon                  Lindsey Wilson           52.23   6
 32 Johnson, William             Union (Ky.)              52.28   4
 33 Lewis, Dominique             Union (Ky.)              53.28   3
 34 Duckworth, Dylan             Western Kentucky         53.48   7
 35 Moss, Andrew                 Eastern Kentucky         54.49   6
 36 Hosley, Jermaine             Chicago State            54.50   4
 37 Jordan, Trenton              Unattached               55.62   8
 38 Sanzone, Jacob               Lipscomb                 55.81   6
 39 Branch, Julian               Union (Ky.)              56.07   7
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Shimukowa, Charles           Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:54.68   1
  2 Lawrence, Keenan             Union (Ky.)            1:55.66   1
  3 Obadiah, Mel                 Iowa Central CC        1:56.10   1
  4 Kiser, Sam                   Campbellsville         1:56.15   1
  5 Berry, Ka’Ven                Western Kentucky       1:56.73   1
  6 Winiger, Greyson             Eastern Kentucky       1:56.93   1
  7 Agyemang, Duncan             Western Kentucky       1:57.07   1
  8 Siddall, Jackson             Eastern Kentucky       1:57.75   2
  9 Miller, Austin               Indiana Wesleyan       1:58.56   2
 10 Clouser, McGerran            Indiana Wesleyan       1:59.62   1
 11 Fakunle, Daniel              Lindsey Wilson         1:59.92   2
 12 Waters, Russell              Tennessee St.          2:00.25   2
 13 Frieson, John                Tennessee St.          2:00.70   2
 14 Johnson, Justin              Chicago State          2:03.43   2
 15 Galloway, Cameron            Kentucky State         2:03.47   1
 16 Mattingly, Aaron             Lindsey Wilson         2:03.56   2
 17 Brown, Noah                  Lindsey Wilson         2:03.99   3
 18 Murdock, Joshua              Lindsey Wilson         2:05.57   3
 19 Llanos, William              Chicago State          2:05.95   2
 20 White, Ty'Davies             Union (Ky.)            2:07.48   3
 21 Brown, Robert                Eastern Kentucky       2:09.64   3
 22 Heath, Zion                  Chicago State          2:10.03   3
 23 Hjerten, Caesar              Union (Ky.)            2:11.12   3
 24 Angeles, Carlos              Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:11.60   3
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 25 Hodge Jr., Damon             Tennessee St.          2:13.33   3
 26 Stephenson, Travon           Kentucky State         2:13.60   3
 27 Waters, Harley               Lindsey Wilson         2:23.34   3
 28 Williams, Christian          Tennessee St.          2:32.84   3
Men 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Troxell, Dedrick             Western Kentucky       3:57.05   2
  2 Crawford, Bret               Campbellsville         4:00.37   1
  3 Snapp, Camryn                Campbellsville         4:01.97   1
  4 Mohammed, Ababu              Tennessee Tech         4:02.96   1
  5 Rotich, Nickson              Eastern Kentucky       4:03.27   2
  6 Young, Nash                  Austin Peay            4:03.89   1
  7 Lawrence, Keenan             Union (Ky.)            4:06.43   2
  8 Kipchumba, Cornelius         Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:10.65   1
  9 Headrick, Jim                Lindsey Wilson         4:13.77   1
 10 Tucker, Jordan               Lindsey Wilson         4:14.02   1
 11 Galloway, Cameron            Kentucky State         4:18.28   1
 12 Waters, Russell              Tennessee St.          4:18.65   1
 13 Hamilton, Jacob              Campbellsville         4:18.91   1
 14 Long, Jonathon               Lindsey Wilson         4:20.94   1
 15 Frieson, John                Tennessee St.          4:21.73   1
 16 Sparks, Eric                 Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:26.41   2
 17 Rojas, Jerry                 Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:27.92   1
 18 Mosley, Thomas               Tennessee St.          4:27.98   1
 19 Hardwick, Seth               Lindsey Wilson         4:29.25   2
 20 Angeles, Carlos              Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:32.77   2
 21 Johanneman, Mark             Kentucky State         4:39.16   2
 22 Trent, Mitchell              Union (Ky.)            4:42.32   2
 23 Stogsdill, Mason             Lindsey Wilson         4:42.54   2
 24 Hjerten, Caesar              Union (Ky.)            4:43.64   2
 25 Stephenson, Travon           Kentucky State         5:00.13   2
Men 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Kirk, Zak                    Eastern Kentucky       8:59.07
          43.178 (43.178)  1:59.815 (1:16.637)  3:14.193 (1:14.378)  4:27.937 (1:13.744)
      5:42.102 (1:14.165)  6:55.273 (1:13.171)  7:59.956 (1:04.683)    8:59.068 (59.113)
  2 Kanda, Fred                  Eastern Kentucky       9:08.34
          42.332 (42.332)  1:59.532 (1:17.200)  3:13.764 (1:14.232)  4:27.705 (1:13.941)
      5:41.873 (1:14.168)  6:55.488 (1:13.615)  8:01.215 (1:05.727)  9:08.334 (1:07.120)
  3 Rotich, Erick                Eastern Kentucky       9:10.50
          43.196 (43.196)  2:00.070 (1:16.874)  3:14.413 (1:14.343)  4:28.070 (1:13.657)
      5:42.247 (1:14.177)  6:55.926 (1:13.679)  8:06.265 (1:10.339)  9:10.491 (1:04.227)
  4 Gray, Wesley                 Austin Peay            9:11.01
          42.859 (42.859)  2:00.285 (1:17.426)  3:14.611 (1:14.326)  4:28.288 (1:13.677)
      5:42.502 (1:14.214)  6:56.242 (1:13.740)  8:03.788 (1:07.546)  9:11.001 (1:07.214)
  5 Snyder, Ethan                Western Kentucky       9:23.08
          43.330 (43.330)  2:00.706 (1:17.376)  3:15.074 (1:14.368)  4:28.634 (1:13.560)
      5:42.469 (1:13.835)  6:56.451 (1:13.982)  8:11.708 (1:15.257)  9:23.071 (1:11.364)
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....Men 3000 Meter Run
  6 Kiptoo, Hezron               Austin Peay            9:32.59
          43.451 (43.451)  2:00.511 (1:17.060)  3:14.797 (1:14.286)  4:28.547 (1:13.750)
      5:42.821 (1:14.274)  6:56.585 (1:13.764)  8:12.613 (1:16.028)  9:32.584 (1:19.972)
  7 Johanneman, Mark             Kentucky State        10:04.82
          42.624 (42.624)  2:00.798 (1:18.174)  3:18.166 (1:17.368)  4:38.244 (1:20.078)
      5:59.805 (1:21.561)  7:23.699 (1:23.894)  8:50.311 (1:26.612) 10:04.818 (1:14.507)
  8 Barrera, Saul                Union (Ky.)           10:10.65
          43.868 (43.868)  2:02.833 (1:18.965)  3:24.324 (1:21.491)  4:46.412 (1:22.088)
      6:10.672 (1:24.260)  7:35.196 (1:24.524)  9:00.025 (1:24.829) 10:10.648 (1:10.624)
  9 Trent, Mitchell              Union (Ky.)           10:39.18
          42.951 (42.951)  2:04.955 (1:22.004)  3:34.397 (1:29.442)  5:03.559 (1:29.162)
      6:32.746 (1:29.187)  8:02.141 (1:29.395)  9:27.608 (1:25.467) 10:39.173 (1:11.565)
 10 Jones Jr, Corey              Kentucky State        10:39.85
          42.974 (42.974)  2:01.516 (1:18.542)  3:23.498 (1:21.982)  4:48.180 (1:24.682)
      6:10.299 (1:22.119)  7:44.065 (1:33.766)  9:23.438 (1:39.373) 10:39.848 (1:16.410)
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Newman, Wayne                Unattached               14.44  -0.5  1
  2 Spears, Ro'Derick            Unattached               14.53  -0.5  1
  3 Seged, Maor                  Western Kentucky         14.68  -0.5  1
  4 Mansfield, Tyler             Grand Valley St.         14.80  -0.2  2
  5 Chichester, Zavante          Iowa Central CC          14.83  -0.5  1
  6 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         14.99  -0.5  1
  7 Bailey, Ashley               Tennessee St.            15.26  -0.2  2
  8 Brass, Devyn                 Grand Valley St.         15.54  -0.5  1
  9 Kent, Raveen                 Union (Ky.)              15.79  -0.2  2
 10 Saum, Landon                 Lindsey Wilson           15.81  -0.2  2
 11 Kuchek, Parker               Cumberland (Tenn.)       16.88  -0.2  2
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Walker, Daniel               Grand Valley St.         51.86   1
  2 Saruni, David                Western Kentucky         52.95   1
  3 Bailey, Ashley               Tennessee St.            53.12   1
  4 Newman, Wayne                Unattached               53.93   1
  5 Newman, Tyreck               Iowa Central CC          55.28   2
  6 Tanner, Desmond              Tennessee St.            55.44   2
  7 Porter, Alexander            Grand Valley St.         55.73   1
  8 Johnson, Kevin               Western Kentucky         56.52   1
  9 Brass, Devyn                 Grand Valley St.         57.74   2
 10 Truitt, Tyshaun              Iowa Central CC          58.13   3
 11 Kent, Raveen                 Union (Ky.)              58.18   2
 12 Saum, Landon                 Lindsey Wilson         1:00.72   2
 13 Chichester, Zavante          Iowa Central CC        1:01.38   3
 14 Kuchek, Parker               Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:05.21   3
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Men 4x100 Meter Relay
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky  'B'                                 39.91   1
     1) Bush, William                   2) Hayes, Austin
     3) Kelly, Abdur                    4) Warren, Lincoln
  2 Western Kentucky  'A'                                 40.60   1
     1) Davis, Joshua                   2) Alexandre, Oliver
     3) Gates, Kymari                   4) Owusu-Antwi, Martin
  3 Chicago State  'A'                                    40.79   2
     1) Brown, Matthew                  2) Sims, Carlton
     3) Cesalien, Olesson               4) McKenzie, Ricordo
  4 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   40.93   1
     1) Keeling, Holt                   2) Whitehead, Christian
     3) Hallmon, Kevin                  4) Davis, Christian
  5 Tennessee St.  'A'                                    42.38   2
     1) Thompson, Michael               2) Lightner, Montaive
     3) Scott, Jamario                  4) Johnson Jr., Roderick
  6 Iowa Central CC  'B'                                  42.68   1
     1) Matlhabe, Phemelo               2) Smith, Ethan
     3) Kath, Caleb                     4) Bradshaw, Akeem
  7 Chicago State  'B'                                    43.91   2
     1) Young, SemaJ                    2) Williams, Joshua
     3) Burrell, Rahim                  4) Jackson, Stephon
  8 Grand Valley St.  'A'                                 59.48   2
     1) Haye, Jahaven                   2) Johnson, Jordan
     3) Capers, Thomas                  4) Arop, Emmanuel
 -- Iowa Central CC  'A'                                    DNF   1
     1) Brown, Kris                     2) Dunlap, David
     3) Lindsey, Courtney               4) Lassiter, Demetrius
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Iowa Central CC  'A'                                3:10.74   1
     1) Matlhabe, Phemelo               2) Dunlap, David
     3) Lindsey, Courtney               4) Smith, Ethan
          46.314 (46.314)    1:36.565 (50.251)    2:23.842 (47.277)    3:10.740 (46.899)
  2 Western Kentucky  'A'                               3:11.45   1
     1) Kelly, Abdur                    2) Seged, Maor
     3) Berry, Ka’Ven                   4) Agyemang, Duncan
          46.312 (46.312)    1:36.494 (50.182)    2:24.616 (48.122)    3:11.448 (46.832)
  3 Eastern Kentucky  'A'                               3:13.64   1
     1) Favors, Bryce                   2) Reed, Yoshua
     3) Thoms, Ben                      4) Ferraro, John
          48.418 (48.418)    1:42.150 (53.732)    2:30.056 (47.906)    3:13.633 (43.577)
  4 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                 3:19.38   1
     1) Watkins, Hunter                 2) Wallace, Jaylun
     3) Watson, Caleb                   4) Whitehead, Christian
          51.654 (51.654)    1:41.558 (49.904)    2:31.589 (50.031)    3:19.375 (47.786)
  5 Indiana Wesleyan  'A'                               3:24.16   2
     1) Torok, Jackson                  2) Bolhous, Alex
     3) Miller, Austin                  4) Ellens, Chad
          53.043 (53.043)    1:46.035 (52.992)    2:35.856 (49.821)    3:24.157 (48.302)
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Results
....Men 4x400 Meter Relay
  6 Tennessee St.  'A'                                  3:24.79   1
     1) Thompson, Michael               2) Lightner, Montaive
     3) Brumfield, R'Lazon              4) Scott, Jamario
          47.377 (47.377)    1:42.619 (55.242)    2:34.395 (51.776)    3:24.790 (50.395)
  7 Kentucky State  'A'                                 3:25.03   1
     1) Tolson, Joshua                  2) Galloway, Cameron
     3) Nelson, Kristopher              4) Tandy, Chase
          49.592 (49.592)    1:43.158 (53.566)    2:35.910 (52.752)    3:25.024 (49.114)
  8 Iowa Central CC  'B'                                3:25.59   2
     1) Bryant, Thomas                  2) Truitt, Tyshaun
     3) Benham, Desmond                 4) Newman, Tyreck
          50.267 (50.267)    1:42.899 (52.632)    2:34.726 (51.827)    3:25.587 (50.862)
  9 Eastern Kentucky  'B'                               3:43.08   2
     1) Moss, Andrew                    2) Winiger, Greyson
     3) Butler, Javonte                 4) Brown, Robert
          53.818 (53.818)    1:52.676 (58.858)    2:47.295 (54.619)    3:43.072 (55.778)
Men High Jump
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Weeks, Hunter                Grand Valley St.         2.13m    6-11.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.13 2.18
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Mount, Ryan                  Grand Valley St.         2.10m    6-10.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.13
        P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX
  3 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         2.05m    6-08.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  4 Bolhous, Alex                Indiana Wesleyan         1.95m    6-04.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00
        O    O    O  XXX
  5 Culver, Aaron                Indiana Wesleyan        J1.95m    6-04.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00
       XO    O    O  XXX
  6 Veldheer, Joshua             Grand Valley St.         1.90m    6-02.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95
        O    O  XXX
  7 Favors, Bryce                Eastern Kentucky        J1.90m    6-02.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95
      XXO    O  XXX
  8 Hay, Dylan                   Iowa Central CC         J1.90m    6-02.75
     1.85 1.90 1.95
        O  XXO  XXX
  9 Goss, Harrison               Kentucky State           1.85m    6-00.75
     1.85 1.90
      XXO  XXX
 -- Perdue, Samuel               Lindsey Wilson              NH
     1.85
      XXX
 -- Durrah, Damon                Lindsey Wilson              NH
     1.85
      XXX
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Results
....Men High Jump
 -- Dishman, Dylon               Cumberland (Tenn.)          NH
     1.85
      XXX
 -- Arnold, Ishmael              Cumberland (Tenn.)          NH
     1.85
      XXX
Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Peskin, Alex                 Grand Valley St.         4.70m   15-05.00
     4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85
        P  XXO   XO   XO  XXX
  2 Koenigsknecht, Andrew        Grand Valley St.        J4.70m   15-05.00
     4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70 4.85
        P   XO    O  XXO  XXX
  3 Martin, Michael              Grand Valley St.         4.55m   14-11.00
     4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70
        P    O    O  XXX
  4 Lubbers, Marcus              Grand Valley St.        J4.55m   14-11.00
     4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70
        P   XO    O  XXX
  5 Fortenberry, Evan            Grand Valley St.        J4.55m   14-11.00
     4.25 4.40 4.55 4.70
        P    O  XXO  XXX
  6 Brookfield, Brandon          Eastern Kentucky         4.40m   14-05.25
     4.25 4.40 4.55
        O  XXO  XXX
Men Long Jump
==================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Brumfield, R'Lazon           Tennessee St.            7.65m   0.1  25-01.25  2
     FOUL(1.3) 6.97m(1.4) 7.65m(0.1) 7.37m(0.2) FOUL(0.1) FOUL
  2 Hill, Steven                 Unattached               7.20m  -0.9  23-07.50  1
     7.05m(0.3) 7.20m(-0.9) 7.13m(0.3) FOUL(0.5) FOUL(+0.0) 7.13m(0.8)
  3 Kath, Caleb                  Iowa Central CC          7.13m   1.0  23-04.75  2
     5.47m(0.9) 6.70m(1.8) 6.97m(0.1) 6.99m(0.6) 7.01m(0.1) 7.13m(1.0)
  4 Soglohun, Olivier            Iowa Central CC          7.12m   1.5  23-04.50  1
     6.52m(-0.4) 6.57m(0.3) 6.64m(+0.0) 6.98m(2.0) 6.93m(0.6) 7.12m(1.5)
  5 Johnson Jr., Roderick        Tennessee St.            6.95m  +0.0  22-09.75  2
     6.68m(0.7) ND(0.9) 6.93m(1.1) 6.68m(0.1) FOUL(0.3) 6.95m(+0.0)
  6 Noble, Sheldon               Western Kentucky         6.80m   0.2  22-03.75  2
     6.80m(0.2) 6.56m(1.3) ND(1.4) 6.55m(1.1) ND(0.1) FOUL(0.3)
  7 Johnson, Donovan             Union (Ky.)              6.73m   0.1  22-01.00  1
     FOUL(1.5) FOUL(0.5) 6.73m(0.1) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(0.1) 6.58m(1.6)
  8 Belloni, Brandon             Lipscomb                 6.61m   1.1  21-08.25  1
     6.61m(1.1) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
  9 Fernando, Micah              Grand Valley St.         6.48m   0.5  21-03.25  1
     4.28m(0.7) ND(1.2) 6.48m(0.5) FOUL(1.8) ND(1.5) ND(1.0)
 10 Ezanno, Pierre               Lindsey Wilson           6.37m   0.6  20-10.75  1
     6.37m(0.6) FOUL(0.1) FOUL(0.8)
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....Men Long Jump
 11 Jacobs, Camryn               Cumberland (Tenn.)       6.09m   1.0  19-11.75  1
     6.09m(1.0) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 12 Kavanagh, Kolton             Grand Valley St.         5.56m   1.2  18-03.00  1
     5.56m(1.2) ND(0.9) ND(0.7)
 13 Bizimana, Matthew            Kentucky State           5.55m  -0.2  18-02.50  1
     5.55m(-0.2) ND(0.2) ND(0.5)
 14 Goss, Harrison               Kentucky State           5.53m  +0.0  18-01.75  1
     5.53m(+0.0) ND(0.2) ND(0.5)
 -- Bradshaw, Akeem              Iowa Central CC           FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Sawyer, Kyle                 Grand Valley St.          FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Redmon, Michael              Lindsey Wilson            FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
Men Triple Jump
==================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H#
==================================================================================
  1 Brumfield, R'Lazon           Tennessee St.           15.65m   1.3  51-04.25  2
     14.86m(0.1) FOUL      15.65m(1.3) 15.61m(1.9) PASS      PASS
  2 Hill, Steven                 Unattached              14.85m   0.5  48-08.75  1
     14.85m(0.5) FOUL      PASS      PASS      PASS      PASS
  3 Noble, Sheldon               Western Kentucky        14.51m   0.3  47-07.25  2
     14.51m(0.3) 13.69m(1.8) 14.07m(0.1) 14.03m(1.7) 14.20m(1.7) PASS
  4 Ezanno, Pierre               Lindsey Wilson          14.29m   1.0  46-10.75  2
     FOUL      FOUL      14.29m(1.0) FOUL      PASS      FOUL
  5 Ndebele, Bumnene             Cumberland (Tenn.)      14.25m   0.1  46-09.00  2
     13.76m(0.7) 14.24m(0.4) 14.25m(0.1) FOUL(2.6) PASS      FOUL
  6 Mustafa, Cameron             Iowa Central CC         13.90m   2.1  45-07.25  1
     FOUL      13.72m(2.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      13.90m(2.1)
  7 Singleton, Za'Quan           Iowa Central CC         13.87m   1.2  45-06.25  2
     13.28m(+0.0) FOUL      ND(NWI) ND(NWI) FOUL      13.87m(1.2)
  8 Johnson, Donovan             Union (Ky.)             13.83m  +0.0  45-04.50  2
     13.66m(0.5) FOUL      13.83m(+0.0) FOUL      13.65m(2.5) FOUL(1.9)
  9 Durrah, Damon                Lindsey Wilson          12.87m   2.2  42-02.75  1
     FOUL      FOUL      12.87m(2.2) ND(NWI) FOUL      PASS
 -- Nelson, Kristopher           Kentucky State            FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Bizimana, Matthew            Kentucky State            FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Mitchell, Mac                Grand Valley St.          FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Johnson Jr., Roderick        Tennessee St.             FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
Men Shot Put
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Fenchel, Caden               Iowa Central CC         16.40m   53-09.75  2
      16.14m  FOUL  15.53m  15.64m  15.58m  16.40m
  2 Warman, Brad                 Grand Valley St.        16.03m   52-07.25  2
      15.34m  15.72m  15.51m  15.81m  16.03m  15.98m
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....Men Shot Put
  3 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 15.15m   49-08.50  2
      14.13m  14.22m  FOUL  FOUL  15.15m  14.95m
  4 Claiborne, Corey             Sweats                  15.12m   49-07.25  1
      FOUL  14.31m  14.30m  FOUL  15.12m  FOUL
  5 Miller, Braidon              Unattached              14.89m   48-10.25  1
      14.70m  14.89m  14.23m  14.65m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Davidson, Reece              Belmont                 14.43m   47-04.25  2
      13.49m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  14.43m
  7 Staten, Caleb                Cumberland (Tenn.)      13.71m   44-11.75  2
      13.71m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Jones, Edward                Kentucky State          13.68m   44-10.75  2
      13.68m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Willingham Jr., Michael      Tennessee St.           13.43m   44-00.75  2
      13.43m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Wedig, Jacob                 Iowa Central CC         13.36m   43-10.00  2
      13.36m  FOUL  FOUL
 11 Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                 12.89m   42-03.50  1
      12.89m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Peacock, Owen                Union (Ky.)             12.66m   41-06.50  1
      FOUL  12.66m  FOUL
 13 Johnson, Kendric             Iowa Central CC         12.34m   40-06.00  2
      FOUL  12.34m  FOUL
 14 Livingston, Kolan            Kentucky State          12.03m   39-05.75  1
      FOUL  12.03m  FOUL
 15 Jelks, David                 Kentucky State          10.83m   35-06.50  1
      10.83m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 Favors, Bryce                Eastern Kentucky         9.70m   31-10.00  1
      9.70m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Clough, Jason                Eastern Kentucky         8.20m   26-11.00  1
      FOUL  8.20m  FOUL
Men Discus Throw
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        50.69m     166-04  2
      49.68m  47.47m  50.69m  50.48m  50.49m  FOUL
  2 Lienau, Tyler                Iowa Central CC         49.03m     160-10  2
      48.91m  45.10m  46.22m  49.03m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Fenchel, Caden               Iowa Central CC         47.56m     156-00  2
      4.06m  45.27m  42.46m  44.87m  47.56m  46.44m
  4 Cwiok, Tommy                 Grand Valley St.        47.43m     155-07  2
      46.10m  45.60m  44.59m  45.66m  47.43m  44.26m
  5 Willingham Jr., Michael      Tennessee St.           46.25m     151-09  2
      44.78m  46.25m  43.95m  45.03m  FOUL  44.07m
  6 Prestigiacomo, Mike          Grand Valley St.        45.55m     149-05  2
      45.55m  45.38m  FOUL  45.33m  FOUL  45.38m
  7 Miller, Braidon              Unattached              44.85m     147-02  1
      FOUL  44.46m  43.05m  43.17m  44.85m  FOUL
  8 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 44.13m     144-09  2
      FOUL  FOUL  42.88m  FOUL  FOUL  44.13m
  9 Claiborne, Corey             Sweats                  42.95m     140-11  1
      41.69m  FOUL  42.95m  FOUL  FOUL  42.16m
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....Men Discus Throw
 10 Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                 42.63m     139-10  2
      FOUL  40.59m  42.63m
 11 Hampton, Anthony             Lindsey Wilson          38.34m     125-09  2
      38.34m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Wedig, Jacob                 Iowa Central CC         38.19m     125-03  1
      38.19m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Livingston, Kolan            Kentucky State          36.74m     120-06  2
      36.74m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Brannon, Brett               Western Kentucky        36.22m     118-10  1
      FOUL  36.22m  FOUL
 15 Higgs, Timothy               Lindsey Wilson          36.10m     118-05  1
      36.10m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 Davidson, Reece              Belmont                 35.09m     115-01  1
      35.09m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Jones, Edward                Kentucky State          34.47m     113-01  1
      34.47m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Scott, Josiah                Cumberland (Tenn.)      33.67m     110-05  2
      FOUL  33.67m  FOUL
 19 Campbell, Austin             Lindsey Wilson          33.38m     109-06  1
      FOUL  FOUL  33.38m
 20 Staten, Caleb                Cumberland (Tenn.)      32.65m     107-01  1
      32.65m  FOUL  FOUL
 21 Mitchell, Drake              Belmont                 32.24m     105-09  1
      32.24m  FOUL  FOUL
 22 Washington, Justin           Kentucky State          26.85m      88-01  1
      FOUL  26.85m  FOUL
 -- Bulgin, Orelle               Chicago State             FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Hammer Throw
=============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H#
=============================================================================
  1 Frye, Joe                    Music City M            67.23m     220-07  1
      64.62m  63.90m  66.46m  64.83m  FOUL  67.23m
  2 Lienau, Tyler                Iowa Central CC         54.51m     178-10  2
      FOUL  48.38m  54.51m  53.03m  FOUL  51.53m
  3 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 53.78m     176-05  2
      53.78m  FOUL  52.41m  FOUL  53.54m  FOUL
  4 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        51.61m     169-04  2
      49.35m  51.44m  50.32m  51.61m  51.43m  51.26m
  5 Harding, Hunter              Grand Valley St.        50.63m     166-01  2
      48.65m  FOUL  47.94m  50.12m  49.18m  50.63m
  6 Miller, Braidon              Unattached              49.27m     161-08  1
      46.85m  FOUL  48.94m  49.27m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Fenchel, Caden               Iowa Central CC         48.45m     158-11  2
      41.52m  46.37m  48.45m  47.47m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                 47.77m     156-09  2
      45.85m  FOUL  FOUL  46.96m  FOUL  47.77m
  9 Claiborne, Corey             Sweats                  45.90m     150-07  1
      45.90m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Wedig, Jacob                 Iowa Central CC         45.66m     149-10  1
      FOUL  45.66m  FOUL
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2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/5/2019 to 4/6/2019
Western Kentucky University
Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex
Results
....Men Hammer Throw
 11 Davidson, Reece              Belmont                 40.70m     133-06  2
      40.70m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Scott, Josiah                Cumberland (Tenn.)      40.30m     132-03  2
      FOUL  40.30m  FOUL
 13 Brannon, Brett               Western Kentucky        39.60m     129-11  1
      FOUL  39.60m  FOUL
 14 Willingham Jr., Michael      Tennessee St.           38.94m     127-09  2
      38.94m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Staten, Caleb                Cumberland (Tenn.)      37.89m     124-04  1
      FOUL  FOUL  37.89m
 16 Hassel, Michel               Lipscomb                36.15m     118-07  1
      FOUL  36.15m  FOUL
 17 McLemore, Kindrick           Lipscomb                34.66m     113-08  2
      FOUL  FOUL  34.66m
 18 Reynolds, Nick               Cumberland (Tenn.)      32.75m     107-05  1
      32.75m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 Jelks, David                 Kentucky State          30.90m     101-04  1
      FOUL  30.90m  FOUL
 20 Livingston, Kolan            Kentucky State          22.00m      72-02  1
      FOUL  FOUL  22.00m
 -- Johnson, Kendric             Iowa Central CC           FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Javelin Throw
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Miller, Bo                   Belmont                 57.60m     189-00
      FOUL  56.12m  57.60m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  2 Willingham Jr., Michael      Tennessee St.           51.05m     167-06
      FOUL  50.16m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  51.05m
  3 Mitchell, Drake              Belmont                 47.68m     156-05
      42.08m  FOUL  47.68m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Tirjan, Michael              Cumberland (Tenn.)      43.75m     143-06
      FOUL  FOUL  43.75m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Sparrow, Austin              Lindsey Wilson          43.55m     142-10
      43.55m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Thurman, Cameron             Lindsey Wilson          43.14m     141-06
      43.14m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Galloway, Cameron            Kentucky State          40.26m     132-01
      40.26m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Jones, Edward                Kentucky State          39.19m     128-07
      FOUL  FOUL  39.19m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Hodge, Griffin               Belmont                 39.01m     128-00
      39.01m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Peacock, Owen                Union (Ky.)             37.80m     124-00
      37.80m  FOUL  FOUL
 11 Scott, Josiah                Cumberland (Tenn.)      33.40m     109-07
      FOUL  33.40m  FOUL
 12 Jelks, David                 Kentucky State          32.52m     106-08
      FOUL  FOUL  32.52m
 -- Saruni, David                Western Kentucky            ND
      ND
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2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/5/2019 to 4/6/2019
Western Kentucky University
Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex
Results
Mixed 100 Meter Dash 4st-6th-FK
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Parsley, Dane              M Unattached               13.68   0.2  4
  2 Ward, PJ                   W Unattached               13.89   0.3  3
  3 Carter, Jake               M Unattached               14.40   0.2  4
  4 Hatcher, Garrett           W Unattached               14.51   2.5  1
  5 Wiles, Hannah              M Unattached               14.59   0.3  3
  6 Unick, Keegan              W Unattached               14.69   0.8  2
  7 Richey, Miles              M Unattached               14.81   0.8  2
  8 Wolfe, Caydence            W Unattached               15.12   2.5  1
  9 Hodge, Al                  M Unattached               15.19   0.3  3
 10 Morrison, Dezyre           W Unattached               15.35   0.8  2
 11 Rivas, Daniel              M Unattached               15.38   0.2  4
 12 Miner, Stella              W Unattached               15.84   2.5  1
 13 Tinsley, Malayla           W Unattached               16.18   2.5  1
 14 Rockrohr, Morgan           M Unattached               16.50   2.5  1
 15 Kirby, Elise               W Unattached               16.83   0.2  4
 16 Clark, Lily                M Unattached               16.84   0.8  2
 17 Mulumb, Eugenia            W Unattached               26.81   0.3  3
 -- Robinson, Caiden           M Unattached                 DNF   0.8  2
 -- Jones, Lydia               W Unattached                 DNF   0.2  4
Mixed 100 Meter Dash 1st-3rd-FK
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Board, Jamir               M Unattached               15.82   0.2  3
  2 Bridgeman, Ashton          M Unattached               16.18  -0.2  2
  3 Carver, Derwin             M Unattached               16.29  -0.2  2
  4 Chappell, Safiya           W Unattached               16.35   0.2  1
  5 Evans, Faith               W Unattached               16.38   0.2  3
  6 McMillian-Cpfer, Zatrayv   M Unattached               16.52   0.2  1
  7 Jackson, Alexis            W Unattached               17.17   0.2  1
  8 Santos, Eugene             M Eastern Kentucky         17.26   2.0  4
  9 Adams, Preston             M Unattached               17.45  -0.2  2
 10 Fulgham, Maddie            W Unattached               17.60   0.2  1
 11 Gann, Sophia               W Unattached               17.65  -0.2  2
 12 Spidel, Molly              W Unattached               18.15   0.2  1
 13 Knight, Tatum              M Unattached               18.27   0.2  1
 14 Miller, Jayden             M Unattached               18.37   0.2  3
 15 Williams, Gabe             M Unattached               18.54  -0.2  2
 16 Boyd, Mriyah               W Unattached               18.81   0.2  3
 17 Webb, JJ                   W Unattached               18.97   0.2  3
 18 Curtis, Cadence            W Unattached               19.11   2.0  4
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 11, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Preview video with head coach Erik Jenkins: https://goto.ps/2Ieenzl  
 
TWO-MEET WEEKEND AHEAD FOR WKU TRACK & FIELD  
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the next three weekends, WKU Track & Field will divide and conquer, 
heading to multiple meets each time out. This weekend, the team will split and head to the 52nd 
Tennessee Relays as well as the Austin Peay Invitational. Hilltoppers will compete at the Tennessee 
Relays on Friday and Saturday while the APSU Governors’ Invitational has been rescheduled for just 
Friday due to pending inclement weather.  
 
“We’ve had a pretty decent week of practice. We are really starting to sharpen some things up, doing a 
lot of the right things,” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “All of these (upcoming) meets provide great 
opportunities against high levels of competition and we just want to keep developing to be ready for 
Conference USA and for the first round of the NCAA Championships.” 
 
At the 52nd Tennessee Relays, there are 11 Hilltoppers competing in 10 events, including the 4x100-
meter relay, 4x200-meter relay and 4x400-meter relay. Action will begin for WKU on Friday with the 
110-meter hurdles at 1:45 p.m. CT. On Saturday, the 4x200-meter relay squad will start the day for the 
Hilltoppers at 12:15 p.m. CT. Live results of the meet can be found here while Friday and Saturday will 
both be streamed live on the SEC+ Network.  
 
Parking information, campus maps and stadium history for the 52nd Tennessee Relays can be found at 
the meet central website.  
 
WKU is sending the rest of the Track & Field squad to the APSU Governors’ Invitational on Friday. Field 
events begin at 11 a.m. CT starting with male pole vault while track events start with the men’s 3000-
meter steeplechase at 2:30 p.m. CT. Track events are expected to run all the way through the men’s 
4x400-meter relay at 8:35 p.m. CT.  
 
In its last time out, WKU hosted the Hilltopper Relays where the Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers combined 
for six first-place finishes and 17 top-three finishes. Junior jumper Annastacia Forrester broke the school 
record for outdoor high jump just eight days after Katie Isenbarger broke it at the Florida Relays. WKU 
took home first and second in the 4x100-meter relay while Kymari Gates finished first in the 400-meter 
dash.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 13, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full PDF results attached. 
 
RELAYS AND JUMPS CONTINUE TO PAVE PATH FOR WKU 
 
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Track & Field completed its first weekend of dividing and conquering, sending 
nine Hilltoppers to the 52nd Tennessee Relays in Knoxville and 13 Lady Toppers to the Austin Peay 
Governors’ Invitational in Clarksville, Tenn. Between the split squad, WKU brought home 12 top-five 
finishes and four event titles. The Red and White won the men’s 4x200-meter relay and 4x400-meter 
relay in Knoxville and the women’s high jump and long jump in Clarksville. 
 
“We had good performances this weekend at both meets,” said head coach Erik Jenkins of the split WKU 
squad. “Each one presented an opportunity to continue to mature in multiple event groups. The 
competition at both meets consisted of some of the best programs in the country.” 
 
52nd Tennessee Relays 
WKU’s two relay victories highlighted the trip to Knoxville as the men’s 4x200-meter relay team and 
4x400-meter relay team finished first against strong competition. The 4x200-meter relay squad of 
Kymari Gates, Austin Hayes, Lincoln Warren and Josh Davis ran a time of 1:23.60 in the event. Warren 
and Davis doubled on the 4x400-meter relay team along with Abdur Kelly and Maor Seged to run the 
second fastest time of the season at 3:09.91.  
 
Frequent leadoff relay team member Lincoln Warren also led the 4x100-meter relay team. Martin 
Owusu-Antwi, Gates and Davis joined Warren to finish second in the event with a time of 39.82, WKU’s 
second fastest time of the season in the 4x100. The Red and White finished second to host Tennessee. 
 
In individual events, Gates led the Hilltoppers, placing second in the 200-meter invitational event with a 
time of 20.68. As of Saturday evening, this time earned Gates the best 200-meter time in Conference 
USA.  
 
Seniors Warren and Owusu-Antwi placed high in individual events as well. Warren ran a time of 47.23 in 
the 400-meter which was good for fifth while Owusu-Antwi placed ninth in the 100-meter with a time of 
10.40. Seged finished 10th in the 400-meter hurdle event, running a time of 54.81.  
 
The Hilltoppers will travel to California next weekend for the Mt. SAC Relays.  
 
Austin Peay Governors’ Invitational 
 
The Lady Topper jumpers led the way for the Red and White at the Govs’ Invite on Friday as both 
Annastacia Forrester and Brianna Eskridge finished first in the high jump and long jump, respectively. 
Forrester cleared a height of 1.71 meters to take home the top title. Eskridge jumped a flat 19 feet (5.79 
meters) in the long jump event to place first. Eskridge also placed fifth in the high jump with a height of 
1.66 meters.  
 
Sprinter Juannae Lewis ran in the 200-meter dash for the first time this outdoor season, placing second 
with a time of 24.45. In the women’s 400-meter dash, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom earned fifth for WKU 
after running a 58.64.  
 
In pole vault, Getter Lemberg marked 3.55 meters which was good enough for third in the competition. 
Thrower Adarian Gray continued her recent success, placing second in the javelin event with a distance 
of 37.98 meters. 
 
The Lady Toppers, along with some Hilltoppers, will travel to compete next weekend at the Georgia Tech 
Invitational.  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 100 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals Wind H#
Finals
1 Wilder, Kyra  FR Austin Peay 12.06 1  +0.0
2 Johnson, Tiyanna  FR Austin Peay 12.26 1  +0.0
3 Tolbert, Tymeitha  JR Austin Peay 12.27 1  +0.0
4 Netter, Garielle  JR Austin Peay 12.34 2  1.7
5 Perry - Grimes, Maya  SO Austin Peay 12.41 1  +0.0
6 Battle, Diamond  JR Austin Peay 12.51 1  +0.0
7 Howard, Dontavia  FR Murray State 12.56 2  1.7
8 Ferguson, Tyauna  FR Alabama-Huntsville 12.60 1  +0.0
9 Toppin, Cimone  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 12.65 2  1.7
10 Dunbar, Kamille  SO Austin Peay 12.79 1  +0.0
10 Tarver, Ilishia  JR Tennessee-Martin 12.79 2  1.7
12 Abbott, Joy  FR Tennessee-Martin 12.81 2  1.7
13 Whitehurst, Abbie  SR Belmont 12.83 3  0.4
14 Vollet, Anna  FR Murray State 13.09 1  +0.0
15 Bilger, Hannah  FR Freed-Hardeman 13.35 3  0.4
16 Mason, Taleia  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 13.37 2  1.7
17 Payton, Teairra  SR Kentucky Wesleyan 13.58 3  0.4
18 Hardin, Aleisa  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 13.61 3  0.4
19 Spears, Grace  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 14.18 2  1.7
20 Cisco, Emily  FR Freed-Hardeman 15.07 3  0.4
21 Peeples, Heather  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 15.32 3  0.4
22 McDonald, Brittany  FR Freed-Hardeman 16.45 3  0.4
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 200 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals Wind H#
Finals
1 Wilder, Kyra  FR Austin Peay 24.29 1  +0.0
2 Lewis, Juannae  SR Western Kentucky 24.45 1  +0.0
3 Richman, Sabrina  SO Austin Peay 24.56 1  +0.0
4 Johnson, Tiyanna  FR Austin Peay 25.12 1  +0.0
5 Thiesing, Amelia  JR Austin Peay 25.46 1  +0.0
6 Walker, Lennex  SO Austin Peay 25.53 1  +0.0
7 Johnson, Allana  SO Austin Peay 25.60 2  +0.0
8 Wilson, Faith  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 25.81 3  +0.0
9 Barlow, Payton  SO Belmont 25.85 2  +0.0
10 Kelley, Jessica  FR Austin Peay 25.96 3  +0.0
11 Battle, Diamond  JR Austin Peay 26.04 2  +0.0
12 Dunbar, Kamille  SO Austin Peay 26.09 3  +0.0
13 McFadden, Reyna  SO Tennessee St. 26.11 1  +0.0
14 McSwain, JaKayla  FR Murray State 26.17 3  +0.0
15 Johnson, Jade  FR Alabama-Huntsville 26.19 5  +0.0
16 Gibbs, Nia  SR Austin Peay 26.20 3  +0.0
17 Thornton, D'Myia  JR Murray State 26.35 2  +0.0
18 Pilcher, Jasmyn  JR Tennessee-Martin 26.43 1  +0.0
19 Dalhover, Madison  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 26.57 4  0.3
20 Whitehurst, Abbie  SR Belmont 26.62 3  +0.0
21 Treadwell, Robin  JR Tennessee St. 26.71 2  +0.0
22 Toppin, Cimone  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 27.03 4  0.3
23 Chester, Anndrea  FR Tennessee-Martin 27.03 5  +0.0
24 Brown, Maya  JR Tennessee-Martin 27.42 2  +0.0
25 Abbott, Joy  FR Tennessee-Martin 27.70 2  +0.0
26 Bilger, Hannah  FR Freed-Hardeman 27.95 4  0.3
27 Smith, Jessica  SO Tennessee-Martin 28.05 3  +0.0
28 Landversicht, Jalynn  FR Tennessee-Martin 28.06 5  +0.0
29 Plaggenburg, Madison  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 28.15 4  0.3
30 Hardin, Aleisa  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 28.23 4  0.3
31 Cisco, Emily  FR Freed-Hardeman 31.52 5  +0.0
32 Adams, Chandler  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 32.52 4  0.3
33 McDonald, Brittany  FR Freed-Hardeman 34.09 4  0.3
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 400 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Richman, Sabrina  SO Austin Peay 156.04
 2 Thiesing, Amelia  JR Austin Peay 156.34
 3 Barlow, Payton  SO Belmont 156.78
 4 Johnson, Allana  SO Austin Peay 158.45
 5 Ransom, Aairiona  SO Western Kentucky 158.64
 6 Kelley, Jessica  FR Austin Peay 259.84
 7 McFadden, Reyna  SO Tennessee St. 21:00.50
 8 Plaggenburg, Madison  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 31:02.20
 9 Treadwell, Robin  JR Tennessee St. 21:02.84
 10 Powell, Lisa  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 21:03.02
 11 Brown, Maya  JR Tennessee-Martin 31:03.37
 12 Quigley, Katrina  JR Belmont 11:03.59
 13 Horton, Mariah  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 31:08.34
 14 Spears, Grace  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 31:08.75
 15 Moran, Allie Grace  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 31:09.96
 16 Peeples, Heather  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 31:12.73
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 800 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Wiggins, Ruth  SO Belmont 12:14.82
 2 Smith, Mikaela  FR Austin Peay 12:15.37
 3 Martin, Kara  JR Unattached 12:16.81
 4 Morstad, Madison  FR Austin Peay 12:20.05
 5 Howard, Molly  FR Austin Peay 12:20.55
 6 Weems, Kiera Nashville Running Company 12:22.42
 7 Ayuen, Agok  JR Tennessee-Martin 22:23.37
 8 Bost, Felicity  SO Unattached 12:24.23
 9 Moore, Kiaira  SO Alabama-Huntsville 12:25.14
 10 Arrick, Anna  SO Belmont 22:25.35
 11 Gilbert, Katelyn  JR Murray State 22:25.76
 12 Grandys, Alexis  FR Tennessee-Martin 12:28.96
 13 Mutai, Ida  SR Murray State 22:29.28
 14 Wilson, Cherie  SR Tennessee-Martin 22:30.32
 15 Grogan, Sophie  FR Murray State 32:30.48
 16 Endres, Alura  SO Austin Peay 32:33.10
 17 Woodward, Emily  FR Austin Peay 32:33.90
 18 Pilcher, Jasmyn  JR Tennessee-Martin 32:34.17
 19 Mays, Amber  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 22:34.22
 20 Wilson, Chantal  SR Tennessee-Martin 32:34.57
 21 Denemark, Lauren  JR Belmont 22:34.90
 22 Spring, Hannah  SO Cumberland (Tenn.) 32:43.65
 23 Maguire, Haley  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 32:50.08
 24 Wynn, Jamarique  NA Unat-Martin Methodist College 32:51.57
 25 Tyler, Rainey  NA Unat-Martin Methodist College 32:56.94
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 1500 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Martin, Kara  JR Unattached 14:42.00
 2 Weems, Kiera Nashville Running Company 14:44.02
 3 Grandys, Alexis  FR Tennessee-Martin 14:47.92
 4 Banovac, Anna  SO Brentwood TC 14:48.69
 5 McAdam, Hilary  JR Murray State 14:52.91
 6 Roy, Breanna  FR Tennessee-Martin 24:54.73
 7 Wright, Danielle  FR Murray State 24:55.42
 8 Shell, Keleah  SO Austin Peay 14:56.07
 9 Creviston, Emma  FR Murray State 14:56.97
 10 Gilbert, Katelyn  JR Murray State 24:58.35
 11 Mays, Amber  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 14:59.09
 12 Mutai, Ida  SR Murray State 15:03.46
 13 Denemark, Lauren  JR Belmont 25:03.82
 14 Lee, Lydia  JR Tennessee-Martin 25:07.27
 15 Heckman, Katherine  JR Unattached 25:12.81
 16 Wilson, Cherie  SR Tennessee-Martin 25:13.56
 17 Ammons, Allison  JR Alabama-Huntsville 15:22.31
 18 Wilson, Chantal  SR Tennessee-Martin 25:23.87
 19 Spring, Hannah  SO Cumberland (Tenn.) 35:27.56
 20 Allred, Lauren  JR Alabama-Huntsville 25:33.92
 21 Strickland, Caitlyn  JR Bethel (Tenn.) 35:41.55
 22 Maguire, Haley  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 35:44.05
 23 Burrow, Brianna  NA Unat-Martin Methodist College 36:02.98
 24 Bowman, Holly  FR Freed-Hardeman 36:03.11
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 5000 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Kiplagat, Emmaculate  SR Austin Peay  18:24.33
 2 Yatauro, Gabrielle  SR Belmont  18:35.22
 3 Brauer, Maria  JR Belmont  18:42.33
 4 Kilian, Riley  JR Cumberland (Tenn.)  18:44.76
 5 Young, Mallory  SR Belmont  18:47.35
 6 Parker, Amanda  JR Murray State  18:48.22
 7 Heckman, Savannah  FR Western Kentucky  19:10.14
 8 Martin, Sara  FR Austin Peay  19:11.24
 9 Leatherwood, Amanda  NA Unat-Union (Tenn.)  19:44.46
 10 Roby, Lauren  FR Western Kentucky  20:49.05
 11 Simpson, Brooke  JR Freed-Hardeman  21:35.88
 12 Tankersley, Rebecca  NA Unat-Union (Tenn.)  21:47.52
 13 Enevoldsen, Kaia  FR Unattached  23:12.21
 14 Ilias, Carlee  FR Freed-Hardeman  23:56.08
 15 Sellars, Cheyenne  FR Freed-Hardeman  26:18.67
 16 Lawson, BrittLeigh  FR Freed-Hardeman  26:32.29
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 100 Meter Hurdles College
Name Yr School Finals Wind H#
Finals
1 Walker, Lennex  SO Austin Peay 14.16 1  1.1
2 Dunbar, Kamille  SO Austin Peay 14.49 1  1.1
3 Jimmar, Kyla  JR Tennessee St. 14.53 1  1.1
4 Howard, Dontavia  FR Murray State 14.80 1  1.1
5 Pruitt, Caroline  SO Belmont 16.07 1  1.1
6 Maclin, Bryana  JR Tennessee-Martin 16.19 2  1.8
7 Chester, Anndrea  FR Tennessee-Martin 16.29 2  1.8
8 Hines, Jessica  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 16.49 1  1.1
9 Hudson, Lauren  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 18.18 2  1.8
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 400 Meter Hurdles College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Hill, Lakeia  SR Tennessee St. 11:00.56
 2 Gibbs, Nia  SR Austin Peay 11:03.74
 3 Pruitt, Caroline  SO Belmont 11:04.99
 4 Smith, Mikaela  FR Austin Peay 11:05.41
 5 Chester, Anndrea  FR Tennessee-Martin 11:07.34
 6 Ayuen, Agok  JR Tennessee-Martin 11:09.52
 7 Maclin, Bryana  JR Tennessee-Martin 11:12.06
 8 Hudson, Lauren  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 21:12.44
 9 Nicholas, Lexie  FR Austin Peay 21:18.16
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Kiplagat, Caroline  SR Austin Peay  12:07.94
 2 Gawthorp, Abigayle  JR Cumberland (Tenn.)  12:29.74
 3 Burns, Leslie  SR Kentucky Wesleyan  12:30.74
 --- Motor, Natalie  JR Tennessee-Martin  DNF
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 4x100 Meter Relay College
Team  Relay Finals
Finals
 1 Austin Peay     A  47.13
1) Johnson, Tiyanna FR 2) Wilder, Kyra FR 3) Tolbert, Tymeitha JR 4) Walker, Lennex SO
 2 Tennessee-Martin     A  48.76
1) Brown, Maya JR 2) Pilcher, Jasmyn JR 3) Tarver, Ilishia JR 4) Abbott, Joy FR
 3 Cumberland (Tenn.)     A  49.18
1) Dalhover, Madison SR 2) Rhodes, Sanura SR 3) Toppin, Cimone SR 4) Wilson, Faith SR
 4 Kentucky Wesleyan     A  51.65
1) Payton, Teairra SR 2) Hardin, Aneya SR 3) Hines, Jessica SO 4) Mason, Taleia JR
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women 4x400 Meter Relay College
Team  Relay Finals
Finals
 1 Austin Peay     A  3:50.93
1) Thiesing, Amelia JR 2) Wilder, Kyra FR 3) Richman, Sabrina SO 4) Johnson, Allana SO
 2 Belmont     A  4:00.57
1) Barlow, Payton SO 2) Pruitt, Caroline SO 3) Quigley, Katrina JR 4) Doerr, Annelise SR
 3 Austin Peay     B  4:04.51
1) Kelley, Jessica FR 2) Morstad, Madison FR 3) Smith, Mikaela FR 4) Howard, Molly FR
 4 Austin Peay     C  4:13.30
1) Shell, Keleah SO 2) Gibbs, Nia SR 3) Nicholas, Lexie FR 4) Endres, Alura SO
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women High Jump College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Forrester, Annastacia  JR Western Kentucky 1.71m  5-07.25
 2 Gibbs, Nia  SR Austin Peay 1.66m  5-05.25
 3 Morley, Jeanette  SO Belmont 1.66m  5-05.25
 3 Landversicht, Jalynn  FR Tennessee-Martin 1.66m  5-05.25
 5 Eskridge, Brianna  JR Western Kentucky 1.66m  5-05.25
 6 Voss, Rebekah  SR Alabama-Huntsville 1.61m  5-03.25
 7 Phillips, Rakya  FR Fisk 1.51m  4-11.50
 --- Canady, Courtney  SR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
 --- Johnson, Jade  FR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
 --- Bartee, Kayleee  FR Austin Peay NH  
 --- Nott, Myesha  FR Western Kentucky NH  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Pole Vault College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Misukonis, Brooke  FR Murray State 3.70m  12-01.50
 2 Bradley, Morgan  SO Austin Peay 3.70m  12-01.50
 3 Lemberg, Getter  SR Western Kentucky 3.55m  11-07.75
 4 Finkeldey, Tyra  FR Belmont 3.25m  10-08.00
 5 Riley, Shannon  FR Murray State 3.25m  10-08.00
 6 Kinder, Jessica  FR Murray State 3.25m  10-08.00
 7 Baldwin, Emee  FR Alabama-Huntsville 3.10m  10-02.00
 8 Carei, Maeve  FR Belmont 3.10m  10-02.00
 9 Kennedy, Gabrielle  FR Murray State 3.10m  10-02.00
 10 Graham, Jamyah  FR Austin Peay 3.10m  10-02.00
 11 Aldridge, Morgan  FR Alabama-Huntsville 2.95m  9-08.00
 --- Chobot, Shelby  SR Western Kentucky NH  
 --- Ogorek, Nicole  SO Western Kentucky NH  
 --- Heuring, Cheyenne  FR Kentucky Wesleyan NH  
 --- Adams, Chandler  SO Kentucky Wesleyan NH  
 --- Thacker, Alexis  SO Western Kentucky NH  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Long Jump College
Name Yr School Finals Wind
Finals
 1 Eskridge, Brianna  JR Western Kentucky 5.79m  +0.019-00.00
 2 Perry - Grimes, Maya  SO Austin Peay 5.75m  0.218-10.50
 3 Walker, Lennex  SO Austin Peay 5.60m  0.318-04.50
 4 Kelley, Jessica  FR Austin Peay 5.55m  0.618-02.50
 5 Woerner, Alison  SO Murray State 5.20m  -2.117-00.75
 6 Gibbs, Nia  SR Austin Peay 5.17m  -1.316-11.50
 7 Tarver, Ilishia  JR Tennessee-Martin 5.07m  +0.016-07.75
 8 Canady, Courtney  SR Alabama-Huntsville 5.02m  1.516-05.75
 9 Ferguson, Tyauna  FR Alabama-Huntsville 4.77m  -1.715-07.75
 10 Phillips, Rakya  FR Fisk 4.41m  +0.014-05.75
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Triple Jump College
Name Yr School Finals Wind
Finals
 1 Perry - Grimes, Maya  SO Austin Peay 12.15m  0.139-10.50
 2 Johnson, Jade  FR Alabama-Huntsville 12.08m  +0.039-07.75
 3 Hines, Jessica  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 10.52m  +0.034-06.25
 4 Gesler, Eleri  FR Murray State 10.19m  1.433-05.25
 --- Walker, Lennex  SO Austin Peay FOUL   
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Shot Put College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Hibbard, Karly  SR Belmont 13.19m 243-03.25
 2 McDaniel, Kori  FR Austin Peay 12.72m 241-08.75
 3 Verseman, Jacklyn  FR Austin Peay 11.80m 238-08.75
 4 Barnett, Kalea  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 11.60m 238-00.75
 5 Fantroy, Hannah  JR Alabama-Huntsville 10.82m 235-06.00
 6 Gustafsson, Maja  SO Belmont 10.68m 235-00.50
 7 Clark, Lauren  FR Alabama-Huntsville 10.37m 234-00.25
 8 Huddleston, Mahogany Cumberland (Tenn.) 10.23m 233-06.75
 9 Houseal, Sydney  FR Murray State 10.10m 133-01.75
 10 Johnson, Sarah  SR Kentucky Wesleyan 9.50m 131-02.00
 11 Wagner, Abby  SO Freed-Hardeman 9.32m 230-07.00
 12 Matthews, Leigha  JR Freed-Hardeman 8.51m 127-11.00
 13 Canady, Courtney  SR Alabama-Huntsville 8.30m 127-02.75
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Discus Throw College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Clark, Lauren  FR Alabama-Huntsville 38.10m 2125-00
 2 Meinhardt, Christina  JR Murray State 37.58m 2123-03
 3 Johnson, Hannah  FR Murray State 37.56m 2123-03
 4 Verseman, Jacklyn  FR Austin Peay 36.41m 1119-05
 5 McDaniel, Kori  FR Austin Peay 36.17m 1118-08
 6 Houseal, Sydney  FR Murray State 33.09m 2108-07
 7 Barnett, Kalea  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 32.75m 2107-05
 8 Fantroy, Hannah  JR Alabama-Huntsville 31.95m 2104-10
 9 Jenks, Annalee  FR Freed-Hardeman 31.55m 1103-06
 10 Stegbauer, Sarah  FR Belmont 30.23m 299-02
 11 Redden, Mary Claire  FR Western Kentucky 29.59m 197-01
 12 Johnson, Sarah  SR Kentucky Wesleyan J29.59m 297-01
 13 Smith, Kara Cumberland (Tenn.) 26.22m 186-00
 14 Wagner, Abby  SO Freed-Hardeman 21.92m 171-11
 15 Matthews, Leigha  JR Freed-Hardeman 21.85m 171-08
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Hammer Throw College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Ampadu, Effua Unattached 54.58m  179-01
 2 Mattsson, Jessica  SO Belmont 54.40m  178-06
 3 Clark, Lauren  FR Alabama-Huntsville 47.69m  156-05
 4 Carey, Destiny  JR Murray State 45.52m  149-04
 5 Wagner, Jewel  JR Murray State 45.00m  147-08
 6 Verseman, Jacklyn  FR Austin Peay 42.87m  140-08
 7 Huddleston, Mahogany Cumberland (Tenn.) 38.80m  127-03
 8 Barnett, Kalea  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 38.20m  125-04
 9 Redden, Mary Claire  FR Western Kentucky 32.74m  107-05
 10 Fantroy, Hannah  JR Alabama-Huntsville 31.77m  104-03
 11 Clere, Sydney Cumberland (Tenn.) 27.59m  90-06
 --- Tarpey, Clara  FR Murray State FOUL  
 --- Crowe, Ashton  FR Murray State FOUL  
 --- Johnson, Sarah  SR Kentucky Wesleyan FOUL  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Women Javelin Throw College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Voss, Rebekah  SR Alabama-Huntsville 40.24m  132-00
 2 Gray, Adarian  SO Western Kentucky 37.98m  124-07
 3 Hines, Jessica  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 36.93m  121-02
 4 Fuller, Kristen  JR Alabama-Huntsville 36.69m  120-04
 5 Johnson, Hannah  FR Murray State 32.03m  105-01
 6 Tarpey, Clara  FR Murray State 29.26m  96-00
 7 Ford, Jade  JR Freed-Hardeman 28.50m  93-06
 8 Crowe, Ashton  FR Murray State 26.77m  87-10
 9 Canady, Courtney  SR Alabama-Huntsville 26.36m  86-06
 10 Clere, Sydney Cumberland (Tenn.) 20.23m  66-04
 11 Bowman, Holly  FR Freed-Hardeman 19.64m  64-05
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 100 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals Wind H#
Finals
1 Dasor, Emmanuel Unattached 10.69 1  0.4
2 Williams, Tyler  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 10.84 1  0.4
3 Nelson, Caleb  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 11.13 3  0.4
4 Darrington, Karheem  SR Bethel (Tenn.) 11.15 1  0.4
5 Randall, Seth  JR Belmont 11.19 1  0.4
6 Stover, Hayden  SO Belmont 11.21 1  0.4
7 Reddick, J' Kobi  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 11.30 3  0.4
8 Nelson, RJ  FR Alabama-Huntsville 11.32 1  0.4
9 Hodge, Griffin  FR Belmont 11.46 2  0.5
10 Jackson, Steve  FR Tennessee-Martin 11.50 2  0.5
11 DeVore, Jared  SO Belmont 11.51 2  0.5
12 Pickens, Dechaun  SO Bethel (Tenn.) 11.55 3  0.4
13 Lawson, Jarod  SO Tennessee-Martin 11.63 2  0.5
14 Parker, Kavon  FR Fisk 12.07 3  0.4
15 Short, Hunter  FR Freed-Hardeman 12.85 3  0.4
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 200 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals Wind H#
Finals
1 Dasor, Emmanuel Unattached 21.35 1  0.1
2 Williams, Tyler  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 22.15 1  0.1
3 Elrod, Brendan  FR Belmont 22.38 1  0.1
4 Arnold, Ishmael  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 22.57 2  +0.0
5 Shimukowa, Charles  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 22.86 3  +0.0
6 Briscoe, Ed’Rico Briscoe  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 22.98 1  0.1
7 Laribo, Kennard  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 23.01 2  +0.0
8 Slaton, Kewan  JR Tennessee-Martin 23.02 1  0.1
9 Randall, Seth  JR Belmont 23.04 2  +0.0
10 Nelson, RJ  FR Alabama-Huntsville 23.07 2  +0.0
11 DeVore, Jared  SO Belmont 23.10 2  +0.0
12 Marsh, Will  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 23.27 3  +0.0
13 Conley, Jonathan  SR Tennessee-Martin 23.31 1  0.1
14 Jordan, Trenton  SR Unattached 23.62 1  0.1
15 Murphy, Keelan  JR Freed-Hardeman 23.82 2  +0.0
16 Lawson, Jarod  SO Tennessee-Martin 23.87 3  +0.0
17 Cortes, Miguel  FR Alabama-Huntsville 24.30 3  +0.0
18 Short, Hunter  FR Freed-Hardeman 26.33 3  +0.0
--- Jackson, Steve  FR Tennessee-Martin FS 2  +0.0
--- Salmon, Shemar  FR Cumberland (Tenn.) DNF 3  +0.0
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 400 Meter Dash College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Shimukowa, Charles  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 148.51
 2 Arnold, Ishmael  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 148.64
 3 Laribo, Kennard  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 149.44
 4 Sheppard, Elijah  FR Belmont 149.66
 5 Elrod, Brendan  FR Belmont 150.00
 6 Conley, Jonathan  SR Tennessee-Martin 150.02
 7 Johnson, Jaimon  JR Unattached 150.19
 8 Salmon, Shemar  FR Cumberland (Tenn.) 250.96
 9 Marsh, Will  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 251.27
 10 Mitchum, Charles  JR Bethel (Tenn.) 351.75
 11 Murphy, Keelan  JR Freed-Hardeman 252.14
 12 Soles, Steven  SO Alabama-Huntsville 252.64
 13 Cortes, Miguel  FR Alabama-Huntsville 354.10
 14 Fabian, Chance  FR Fisk 354.28
 15 Jordan, Trenton  SR Unattached 255.17
 16 Murray, Michael Unattached 255.30
 17 White, Raymond  FR Alabama-Huntsville 155.40
 18 Powell, Nolan  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 357.27
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 800 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals H#
Finals
 1 Perez, Leonel  JR Tennessee-Martin 11:52.48
 2 Gonzales, Christian  JR Belmont 11:52.89
 3 O'Gailin, Oisin  JR Tennessee-Martin 11:53.14
 4 Weisel, Ben  JR Belmont 11:53.29
 5 Young, Nash  JR Austin Peay 11:55.14
 6 Walker, Jhon-Wes  SO Tennessee-Martin 11:56.71
 7 Ford, Ryan  JR Unattached 11:56.73
 8 Knight, Austin  FR Tennessee-Martin 11:57.56
 9 Redman, Joseph  JR Austin Peay 11:58.85
 10 Womack, Wyatt  FR Belmont 21:59.41
 11 Guerrero, Emmanuel  SR Bethel (Tenn.) 21:59.72
 12 Kurz, Hunter  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 12:00.22
 13 Elliott, Sam  JR Freed-Hardeman 22:01.24
 14 Borden, Brent  FR Tennessee-Martin 22:01.70
 15 Rone, Chance  SO Tennessee-Martin 22:01.95
 16 Slaton, Kewan  JR Tennessee-Martin 22:02.18
 17 Davis, Daniel  SO Austin Peay 22:02.20
 18 Yator, Bronzon  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 32:06.34
 19 Spalding, Zachary  SR Bethel (Tenn.) 32:07.16
 20 Quire, Patrick  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 22:08.27
 21 Dossett, Ethan  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 32:09.37
 22 Angeles, Carlos  SO Cumberland (Tenn.) 32:10.01
 23 Abel, Andrew  JR Austin Peay 32:17.15
 24 Dykes, Joshua  SO Freed-Hardeman 32:18.30
 25 Roberts, Trevor  FR Freed-Hardeman 32:21.78
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 1500 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Ford, Ryan  JR Unattached  4:03.85
 2 McManus, Declan  JR Belmont  4:05.65
 3 McLeod, Kaleb  JR Belmont  4:05.68
 4 Smith, Daniel  SO Tennessee-Martin  4:08.68
 5 Schell, Alexzander  SO Tennessee-Martin  4:11.59
 6 Palumbo, Joey  JR Tennessee-Martin  4:12.07
 7 Baumann, Lenny  SO Tennessee-Martin  4:13.41
 8 Borden, Brent  FR Tennessee-Martin  4:13.89
 9 Quire, Patrick  JR Kentucky Wesleyan  4:24.63
 10 Elliott, Sam  JR Freed-Hardeman  4:27.80
 11 Pena, Leonel  FR Bethel (Tenn.)  4:32.02
 12 Kaplelach, Azariah  NA Unat-Martin Methodist College  4:34.95
 13 Angeles, Carlos  SO Cumberland (Tenn.)  4:35.51
 14 Schuhmacher, Cole  NA Unat-Martin Methodist College  4:48.13
 15 Roberts, Trevor  FR Freed-Hardeman  4:51.59
 16 Kingsporn, Montana Unattached  4:52.70
 17 Dykes, Joshua  SO Freed-Hardeman  4:55.08
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 5000 Meter Run College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Day, Jay  SO Alabama-Huntsville  14:54.88
 2 Garza, Anthony  SO Bethel (Tenn.)  15:08.66
 3 Balleau, Zach  JR Murray State  15:14.02
 4 Turner, Vince  SR Murray State  15:15.95
 5 Vroon, Jackson  SO Belmont  15:18.10
 6 Evans, Luke  SR Belmont  15:18.62
 7 Bland, Chase  JR Kentucky Wesleyan  15:29.64
 8 Kipchumba, Cornelius  FR Cumberland (Tenn.)  15:33.67
 9 Ray, Tristan  SO Freed-Hardeman  15:40.62
 10 Oglesby, Will  FR Tennessee-Martin  15:40.63
 11 Makemsom, Meyer  SO Murray State  15:44.47
 12 White, Daniel  SO Belmont  15:56.34
 13 Bradley, Tyler  JR Murray State  16:14.35
 14 Kiptoo, Hezron  SR Austin Peay  16:14.74
 15 Mihnovich, Nate  SO Cumberland (Tenn.)  16:22.56
 16 Brock, Philip  JR Freed-Hardeman  16:26.36
 17 Rojas, Jerry  JR Cumberland (Tenn.)  16:29.69
 18 Slone, Christian  FR Murray State  16:35.18
 19 Cavender, Austin  SO Kentucky Wesleyan  16:35.73
 20 Dobbs, Tyler  JR Kentucky Wesleyan  16:44.80
 21 Dunlap, Adam  JR Freed-Hardeman  16:45.98
 22 Higgins, Jordan  FR Murray State  16:47.93
 23 Pena, Leonel  FR Bethel (Tenn.)  16:55.39
 24 Ray, Matthew  FR Freed-Hardeman  17:38.05
 25 Kingsporn, Montana Unattached  17:38.58
 26 Loi, James  FR Kentucky Wesleyan  17:44.91
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 110 Meter Hurdles College
Name Yr School Finals Wind
Finals
1 Fry, Brady  FR Tennessee-Martin 14.74   1.1
2 Mitchell, Drake  JR Belmont 15.62   1.1
3 Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville 16.37   1.1
4 Kuchek, Parker Cumberland (Tenn.) 17.13   1.1
5 Gamble, Chase  JR Kentucky Wesleyan 19.19   1.1
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 400 Meter Hurdles College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Fry, Brady  FR Tennessee-Martin  55.23
 2 Soles, Steven  SO Alabama-Huntsville  55.98
 3 Miller, Alex  JR Belmont  56.07
 4 Hayes, Marquerious Unattached  1:00.07
 5 Murrell, Cameron  SO Tennessee-Martin  1:01.64
 6 Kuchek, Parker Cumberland (Tenn.)  1:03.40
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Vroon, Taylor  SO Belmont  9:43.14
 2 Dye, Timothy  SO Tennessee-Martin  9:43.94
 3 Zollman, Collin  JR Kentucky Wesleyan  10:30.54
 4 Sparks, Eric  FR Cumberland (Tenn.)  10:35.94
 5 Lee, Aaron  SO Kentucky Wesleyan  10:40.34
 6 Graves, William  JR Tennessee-Martin  10:55.84
 7 Holder, Matthew  SO Freed-Hardeman  11:00.64
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 4x100 Meter Relay College
Team  Relay Finals
Finals
 1 Cumberland (Tenn.)     A  41.96
1) Arnold, Ishmael JR 2) Briscoe, Ed’Rico Briscoe SR3) Ndebele, Bumnene SR 4) Williams, Tyler SR
 2 Belmont     A  42.13
1) Sheppard, Elijah FR 2) Hodge, Griffin FR 3) DeVore, Jared SO 4) Randall, Seth JR
 3 Bethel (Tenn.)     A  43.57
1) Nelson, Caleb FR 2) Darrington, Karheem SR 3) Reddick, J' Kobi FR 4) Pickens, Dechaun SO
 4 Kentucky Wesleyan     A  44.91
1) Mason, Drew FR 2) Laribo, Kennard FR 3) Williams, Keith SO 4) Bouchard, Adam SO
 --- Tennessee-Martin     A  DNF
1) Slaton, Kewan JR 2) Fry, Brady FR 3) Lawson, Jarod SO 4) Jackson, Steve FR
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men 4x400 Meter Relay College
Team  Relay Finals
Finals
 1 Belmont     A  3:20.27
1) Elrod, Brendan FR 2) Gonzales, Christian JR 3) Miller, Alex JR 4) Nammour, Nathan SR
 2 Bethel (Tenn.)     A  3:29.05
1) Powell, Nolan FR 2) Mitchum, Charles JR 3) Darrington, Karheem SR 4) Guerrero, Emmanuel SR
 3 Tennessee-Martin     A  3:30.16
1) Slaton, Kewan JR 2) Walker, Jhon-Wes SO 3) Conley, Jonathan SR 4) Knight, Austin FR
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men High Jump College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Bouchard, Adam  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 2.01m  6-07.00
 2 Dalton, John  SO Alabama-Huntsville 1.98m  6-06.00
 3 Wilson, Colton  FR Kentucky Wesleyan 1.93m  6-04.00
 4 Grimm, Noah  FR Belmont 1.93m  6-04.00
 5 Mitchell, Drake  JR Belmont 1.93m  6-04.00
 --- Vandergriff, Nolan  JR Kentucky Wesleyan NH  
 --- Lewis, Phillip  FR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
 --- Dishman, Dylon Cumberland (Tenn.) NH  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Pole Vault College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Carei, Braden  JR Belmont 4.60m  15-01.00
 2 Collins, Ryan  FR Alabama-Huntsville 4.00m  13-01.50
 --- Mitchell, Drake  JR Belmont NH  
 --- Russell, Rob  SR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
 --- Bannon, Jeff  SR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
 --- Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville NH  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Long Jump College
Name Yr School Finals Wind
Finals
 1 Dalton, John  SO Alabama-Huntsville 7.00m  +0.022-11.75
 2 Williams, Keith  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 6.74m  0.422-01.50
 3 Darrington, Karheem  SR Bethel (Tenn.) 6.67m  +0.021-10.75
 4 Miller, Tyrell  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 6.34m  -0.420-09.75
 5 Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville 6.20m  0.320-04.25
 6 Jacobs, Camryn Cumberland (Tenn.) 6.11m  +0.020-00.50
 7 Hayes, Marquerious Unattached 6.03m  1.819-09.50
 8 Clark, Cameron  SO Alabama-Huntsville 5.99m  0.919-08.00
 9 Cortes, Miguel  FR Alabama-Huntsville 5.54m  +0.018-02.25
 10 Lewis, Phillip  FR Alabama-Huntsville 5.24m  +0.017-02.25
 --- Grimm, Noah  FR Belmont FOUL   
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Triple Jump College
Name Yr School Finals Wind
Finals
 1 Ndebele, Bumnene  SR Cumberland (Tenn.) 14.47m  +0.047-05.75
 2 Mitchum, Charles  JR Bethel (Tenn.) 13.39m  +0.043-11.25
 3 Clark, Cameron  SO Alabama-Huntsville 13.33m  +0.043-09.00
 4 Miller, Tyrell  FR Bethel (Tenn.) 13.19m  0.443-03.25
 5 Williams, Keith  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 13.07m  0.342-10.75
 6 Lewis, Phillip  FR Alabama-Huntsville 12.03m  0.439-05.75
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Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Shot Put College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Claiborne, Corey  SR Unattached 15.38m  50-05.50
 2 Tanner, Stephen  SO Alabama-Huntsville 15.34m  50-04.00
 3 Davidson, Reece  FR Belmont 15.03m  49-03.75
 4 Gibson, Stephen  SR Belmont 14.92m  48-11.50
 5 Miller, Trevor  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 13.45m  44-01.50
 6 Staten, Caleb Cumberland (Tenn.) 13.34m  43-09.25
 7 Sheldon, Ryan  SO Belmont 12.62m  41-05.00
 8 Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville 11.85m  38-10.50
 9 Hill, Hunter  SO Alabama-Huntsville 11.84m  38-10.25
 10 Taylor, Ahmad  FR Cumberland (Tenn.) 11.08m  36-04.25
 11 Reynolds, Nick Cumberland (Tenn.) 10.71m  35-01.75
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Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Discus Throw College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Claiborne, Corey  SR Unattached 44.54m  146-01
 2 Gibson, Stephen  SR Belmont 44.09m  144-08
 3 Sheldon, Ryan  SO Belmont 43.60m  143-00
 4 Tanner, Stephen  SO Alabama-Huntsville 41.18m  135-01
 5 Davidson, Reece  FR Belmont 39.33m  129-00
 6 Scott, Josiah  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 37.96m  124-06
 7 Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville 36.52m  119-10
 8 Hill, Hunter  SO Alabama-Huntsville 36.48m  119-08
 9 Miller, Trevor  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 36.27m  119-00
 10 Staten, Caleb Cumberland (Tenn.) 28.18m  92-05
 11 Reynolds, Nick Cumberland (Tenn.) 23.50m  77-01
 --- Eison, Grant  FR Freed-Hardeman FOUL  
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Hammer Throw College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Gibson, Stephen  SR Belmont 55.83m  183-02
 2 Claiborne, Corey  SR Unattached 48.56m  159-04
 3 Sheldon, Ryan  SO Belmont 45.55m  149-05
 4 Davidson, Reece  FR Belmont 44.19m  145-00
 5 Scott, Josiah  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 41.98m  137-09
 6 Tanner, Stephen  SO Alabama-Huntsville 40.10m  131-07
 7 Staten, Caleb Cumberland (Tenn.) 39.95m  131-01
 8 Hill, Hunter  SO Alabama-Huntsville 38.65m  126-10
 9 Reynolds, Nick Cumberland (Tenn.) 35.54m  116-07
 10 Miller, Trevor  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 29.74m  97-07
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 Men Javelin Throw College
Name Yr School Finals
Finals
 1 Cortes, Miguel  FR Alabama-Huntsville 54.74m  179-07
 2 Russell, Rob  SR Alabama-Huntsville 53.78m  176-05
 3 Bouchard, Adam  SO Kentucky Wesleyan 45.36m  148-10
 4 Hodge, Griffin  FR Belmont 45.10m  147-11
 5 Tirjan, Michael Cumberland (Tenn.) 44.64m  146-05
 6 Murphy, Keelan  JR Freed-Hardeman 42.08m  138-01
 7 Patterson, Timothy  JR Alabama-Huntsville 39.68m  130-02
 8 Scott, Josiah  JR Cumberland (Tenn.) 35.53m  116-07
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AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS INVITATIONAL
AUSTIN PEAY HIGH SCHOOL CLASSIC
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN  - 4/12/2019 to 4/13/2019
Results
 
Women - High School - Team Rankings - 6 Events Scored
1) Montgomery Central 34 2) Rossview 31
3) Northeast 28 4) Bourbon County 25
5) Franklin 18 6) Creek Wood 17
7) Greenbrier 11 7) Dickson Co. 11
9) Station Camp 10 9) Oakland 10
9) Harpeth Hall 10 12) Clarksville 8
12) Centennial 8 14) MLK College Preparatory 5
15) Kenwood 4 16) Columbia Central 3
17) Larue County 1
 
Men - High School - Team Rankings - 6 Events Scored
1) West Creek 51 2) Pearl Cohn 31
3) Station Camp 29 4) Oakland 25
5) Rossview 24 6) Franklin 20
7) Centennial 15 8) Montgomery Central 13
9) Larue County 6 9) Dickson Co. 6
9) Kenwood 6 12) Northeast 4
13) Clarksville Academy 2 14) Creek Wood 1
14) Columbia Central 1
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Tennessee Relays - 4/11/2019 to 4/13/2019
Knoxville, Tenn.
Results
Women 100 Meter Dash College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T 10.92  2018        Aleia Hobbs, LSU
        Meet: M 11.09  4/11/1997   Seatheda Fynes, Michigan State
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
Finals
  1 # 2236 Gray, Kianna          Kentucky               11.02      11.12   4.5  1
  2 # 2248 Steiner, Abby         Kentucky               11.20      11.23   4.5  1
  3 # 2227 Barnes, Celera        Kentucky               11.16      11.27   4.5  1
  4 # 2340 Cantrell, Gabriel     Tennessee              11.62      11.41   4.2  2
  5 # 2052 Chandler, Caisja      Cincinnati             11.61      11.42   4.5  1
  6 # 2408 Brown, Kanajzae       Virginia Tech          11.70      11.51   4.2  2
  7 # 2370 Halutie, Hor          Unattached             11.75      11.52   3.8  3
  8 # 2049 Bisiolu, Haisha       Cincinnati             11.69      11.56   4.2  2
  9 # 2256 Castor, Mirlege       Mid. Tenn. State       11.68      11.58   4.2  2 11.572
 10 # 2243 O'Connor, Janie       Kentucky               11.64      11.58   4.2  2 11.573
 11 # 2224 Aholou, Tatiana       Kentucky                          11.65   4.2  2
 12 # 2112 Harris, Jessica       Eastern Michigan       11.60      11.67   4.5  1
 13 # 2177 Grabowski, Megan      Indiana                11.76      11.71   3.8  3
 14 # 2017 Little, Sarah         Auburn                 12.10      11.73   4.9  5
 15 # 2267 Odiong, Edidiong      Mid. Tenn. State       11.40      11.76   4.5  1
 16 # 2294 Solan, Imani          Penn                   11.95      11.78   2.6  4
 17 # 2117 Mason, Brittni        Eastern Michigan       11.87      11.79   3.8  3 11.785
 18 # 2300 Aminu, Jaylyn         Pittsburgh             11.90      11.79   2.6  4 11.786
 19 # 2087 Davis, Kiana          East Tenn. St.         11.67      11.81   4.2  2
 20 # 2305 Leaks, Danielle       Pittsburgh             12.10      11.87   4.9  5
 21 # 2108 Ganther, Kolby        Eastern Michigan       11.86      11.92   3.8  3
 22 # 2284 Dickson, Camille      Penn                   11.85      11.93   3.8  3
 23 # 2058 Lattimore, Tiona      Cincinnati             11.62      11.94   4.5  1
 24 # 2160 Ortiz, Tori           Illinois State         12.21      12.01   4.9  5
 25 # 2004 Duale, Sam            Ashland                11.95      12.06   2.6  4
 26 # 2304 Johnson, Genaya       Pittsburgh             12.01      12.11   2.6  4
 27 # 2086 Brown, Mekayla        East Tenn. St.         11.90      12.17   3.8  3
 28 # 2126 Wade, Alysse          Eastern Michigan       12.02      12.20   2.6  4
 29 # 2277 Judkins, Nia          North Carolina St.     11.90      12.23   2.6  4
 30 # 2091 Graham, Starr         East Tenn. St.         12.35      12.24   4.9  5
 31 # 2212 Lopez, Gana           Kent State             11.99      12.26   2.6  4
 32 # 2002 Bercheni, Gariana     Ashland                11.88      12.29   3.8  3
Women 200 Meter Dash College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T 22.17  1982        Merlene Ottey, LA Naturite
        Meet: M 22.39  4/8/1994    Dannette Young, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2370 Halutie, Hor          Unattached             24.12      23.72   2.7  2
  2 # 2114 Johnston, Micah       Eastern Michigan       24.08      23.93   3.0  1
  3 # 2294 Solan, Imani          Penn                   24.80      23.96   7.4  5
  4 # 2177 Grabowski, Megan      Indiana                24.22      24.03   2.7  2
  5 # 2018 Mack, Myra            Auburn                 23.95      24.07   3.0  1
  6 # 2408 Brown, Kanajzae       Virginia Tech          23.95      24.19   3.0  1
  7 # 2315 Ewell, Genesis        Southern Illinois      24.55      24.36   2.4  4
  8 # 2304 Johnson, Genaya       Pittsburgh             25.00      24.41   3.7  6
  9 # 2110 Gibson, Keypathwa     Eastern Michigan       24.54      24.46   2.4  4
 10 # 2087 Davis, Kiana          East Tenn. St.         24.26      24.46   2.7  2
 11 # 2108 Ganther, Kolby        Eastern Michigan       24.49      24.49   2.6  3
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Results
....Women 200 Meter Dash College
 12 # 2283 Brown-Soler, Elen     Penn                   24.40      24.53   2.7  2
 13 # 2160 Ortiz, Tori           Illinois State         24.77      24.54   7.4  5
 14 # 2291 Nwogwugwu, Uchech     Penn                   24.50      24.57   2.6  3
 15 # 2284 Dickson, Camille      Penn                   24.20      24.61   2.7  2
 16 # 2254 Assafuah, Joycely     Mid. Tenn. State       24.53      24.65   2.4  4
 17 # 2117 Mason, Brittni        Eastern Michigan       25.19      24.69   3.7  6
 18 # 2401 Shelby, Taiya         Vanderbilt             24.50      24.70   2.6  3
 19 # 2080 Merritt, Nikki        Duke                   24.46      24.71   2.6  3
 20 # 2112 Harris, Jessica       Eastern Michigan       24.22      24.74   2.7  2
 21 # 2311 Townsend, Sydni       Pittsburgh             24.10      24.75   3.0  1
 22 # 2107 Edwards, Mair         Eastern Michigan       24.41      24.77   2.6  3
 23 # 2176 Gay, Jaela            Indiana                24.85      24.81   7.4  5
 24 # 2270 Chapman, Timara       North Carolina St.     25.20      24.82   3.0  7
 25 # 2305 Leaks, Danielle       Pittsburgh             24.91      24.88   7.4  5
 26 # 2221 Wong, Angelique       Kent State             25.13      24.90   3.7  6
 27 # 2004 Duale, Sam            Ashland                25.02      25.00   3.7  6
 28 # 2097 Simmons, Lamisha      East Tenn. St.         24.62      25.03   2.4  4
 29 # 2373 Iddrisu, Shawkla      Unattached             24.95      25.19   7.4  5
 30 # 2360 Turner, Domonique     Tennessee              24.50      25.29   2.6  3
 31 # 2388 Clay, Regan           Vanderbilt             24.79      25.30   7.4  5
 32 # 2212 Lopez, Gana           Kent State             25.20      25.30   3.7  6
 33 # 2300 Aminu, Jaylyn         Pittsburgh             24.50      25.31   2.6  3
 34 # 2411 Copeland, Kayla       Virginia Tech          24.25      25.33   2.7  2
 35 # 2091 Graham, Starr         East Tenn. St.         25.29      25.34   3.0  7
 36 # 2002 Bercheni, Gariana     Ashland                24.10      25.39   3.0  1
 37 # 2126 Wade, Alysse          Eastern Michigan       25.45      25.48   3.0  7
 38 # 2025 Springer, Daniell     Auburn                 25.50      25.56   3.0  7
 39 # 2204 Daniels, Mi'angel     Kent State             24.71      25.57   2.4  4
 40 # 2127 Ward, Nina            Eastern Michigan       25.53      25.66   3.0  7
 41 # 2101 Byrd, Tifani          Eastern Michigan       26.20      26.02   3.0  7
Women 400 Meter Dash College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 50.24  6/17/1994   Maicel Malone, Asics International TC
        Meet: M 50.73  4/7/1995    Gwen Torrence, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2343 Dyer, Lenysse         Tennessee              52.95      52.79   1
  2 # 2223 Abbott, Chloe         Kentucky               51.57      53.19   1
  3 # 2114 Johnston, Micah       Eastern Michigan       53.70      54.06   2
  4 # 2291 Nwogwugwu, Uchech     Penn                   52.27      54.29   1
  5 # 2362 White, Layla          Tennessee              53.60      54.57   2
  6 # 2028 Cuneo, Samantha       Central Michigan       53.66      54.58   2
  7 # 2222 Yeargin, Nicole       Kent State             54.52      54.76   3
  8 # 2285 Ene, Cecil            Penn                   54.15      54.90   2 54.898
  9 # 2391 Edobi, Jennifer       Vanderbilt             53.29      54.90   1 54.899
 10 # 2027 Beauvais, Gabriel     Central Michigan       53.08      54.92   1
 11 # 2315 Ewell, Genesis        Southern Illinois      54.05      55.31   2
 12 # 2310 Scherer, Nikki        Pittsburgh             54.00      55.35   2
 13 # 2168 Wilson, Ashleigh      Illinois State         55.50      55.81   3
 14 # 2254 Assafuah, Joycely     Mid. Tenn. State       53.99      56.10   2
 15 # 2301 Crawford, Nina        Pittsburgh             57.00      56.36   5
 16 # 2048 Banks, Faith          Cincinnati             55.34      56.43   3
 17 # 2107 Edwards, Mair         Eastern Michigan       55.73      56.54   4
 18 # 2410 Bush, Arlicia         Virginia Tech          53.40      56.56   1
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 19 # 2018 Mack, Myra            Auburn                 54.25      56.57   3
 20 # 2090 Franse, Vicki         East Tenn. St.         56.60      56.64   5
 21 # 2373 Iddrisu, Shawkla      Unattached             55.50      56.79   3
 22 # 2423 Smith, Nykah          Virginia Tech          53.55      56.85   1
 23 # 2217 Skinner, Irene        Kent State             56.12      57.16   4
 24 # 2029 Dismuke, Simonae      Central Michigan       55.79      57.25   4
 25 # 2110 Gibson, Keypathwa     Eastern Michigan       56.75      57.26   5
 26 # 2299 Ahiarakwe, Flora      Pittsburgh             55.50      57.61   3
 27 # 2167 White, Destiny        Illinois State         56.31      57.94   4
 28 # 2331 Reed, Alicia          Southern Illinois      57.00      58.32   5
 29 # 2025 Springer, Daniell     Auburn                 56.95      58.34   5
 30 # 2092 Hill, Aliyah          East Tenn. St.         57.25      58.65   5
 31 # 2174 Egbula, Riley         Indiana                55.59      58.86   4
 32 # 2088 Eliscar, Johnaida     East Tenn. St.         57.50      59.04   5
 33 # 2093 Honorable, Neyash     East Tenn. St.         58.30    1:00.30   6
 34 # 2367 Dilullo, Emma         Unattached                      1:00.60   6
 35 # 2130 Baran, Carlen         Furman               1:01.55    1:02.58   6
 36 # 2322 Keys, Thurneisha      Southern Illinois      59.99    1:02.81   6
 37 # 2129 Wheeler, Chevonne     Eastern Michigan       59.58    1:03.38   6
 38 # 2142 Trone, Sammy          Furman               1:02.12    1:06.88   6
Women 800 Meter Run College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 2:00.27  6/2/1995    Inez Turner, Southwest Texas State
        Meet: M 2:02.64  4/12/1996   Joetta Clark, Footlocker TC
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2281 Akins, Nia            Penn                 2:03.00    2:03.76   1
  2 # 2258 Egbeniyi, Abike       Mid. Tenn. State     2:03.65    2:04.04   1
  3 # 2180 Harris, Kelsey        Indiana              2:03.89    2:06.46   1
  4 # 2364 Abu, Agnes            Unattached           2:01.00    2:06.67   1
  5 # 2250 McDowell, Delaney     Liberty              2:06.00    2:06.70   1
  6 # 2187 Mulzer, Mallory       Indiana              2:08.38    2:08.75   2
  7 # 2295 Tanaka, Melissa       Penn                 2:05.00    2:08.77   1
  8 # 2161 Plumb, Hattie         Illinois State       2:08.19    2:09.05   1
  9 # 2201 Banks, Rachel         Kent State           2:09.87    2:09.72   2
 10 # 2402 Walker, Haley         Vanderbilt           2:07.50    2:09.84   1
 11 # 2420 Quinn, Shannon        Virginia Tech        2:06.58    2:09.92   1
 12 # 2139 Kuntz, Emma           Furman               2:08.32    2:09.92   1
 13 # 2409 Brush, Elizabeth      Virginia Tech        2:09.90    2:09.93   2
 14 # 2883 Thomson, Kennedy      Tennessee-Chatta     2:08.33    2:10.06   2
 15 # 2057 Hentz, Sammy          Cincinnati           2:10.02    2:10.42   2
 16 # 2185 Mindak, Kelly         Indiana              2:09.71    2:10.43   2
 17 # 2253 Akanwogba, Patien     Mid. Tenn. State     2:11.06    2:12.05   2
 18 # 2225 Akin, Emily           Kentucky             2:12.00    2:13.18   2
 19 # 2337 Adams, Nicole         Tennessee            2:11.60    2:14.14   2
 20 # 2242 Nohilly, Brooke       Kentucky             2:12.93    2:16.44   3
 21 # 2178 Hamilton, Claire      Indiana              2:08.95    2:17.35   2
 22 # 2216 Pack, Sarah           Kent State           2:14.77    2:17.39   3
 23 # 2211 Lapsley, Kamya        Kent State           2:17.37    2:18.25   3
 24 # 2307 McNeil, Monica        Pittsburgh           2:15.00    2:18.59   3
 25 # 2122 Sharpe, Jocelyn       Eastern Michigan     2:15.00    2:19.57   3
 26 # 2265 Marshall, Quanish     Mid. Tenn. State     2:12.82    2:20.53   2
 27 # 2121 Seifert, Lexi         Eastern Michigan     2:17.90    2:21.65   3
 28 # 2350 Reeves, Sarah         Tennessee            2:13.10    2:23.17   3
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 29 # 2335 Spranger, Sydney      Southern Illinois    2:20.00    2:23.96   3
Women 1500 Meter Run College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 4:03.37  6/20/1982   Mary Decker-Tabb, Athletics West
        Meet: M 4:13.38  4/16/1988   Collette Goudreau, Indiana TC
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2419 Pocratsky, Rachel     Virginia Tech        4:10.03    4:20.10   1
  2 # 2193 Receveur, Katheri     Indiana              4:14.92    4:22.26   1
  3 # 2073 Hallowes, Kim         Duke                 4:23.39    4:25.04   1
  4 # 2076 Lansing, Liz          Duke                 4:23.90    4:25.18   1
  5 # 2406 Berman, Lauren        Virginia Tech        4:24.90    4:25.90   2
  6 # 2169 Allen, Margaret       Indiana              4:27.00    4:26.82   2
  7 # 2257 Chepkemei, Eusila     Mid. Tenn. State     4:22.80    4:27.71   1
  8 # 2118 Meyers, Sydney        Eastern Michigan     4:21.23    4:28.55   1
  9 # 2415 Freix, Sara           Virginia Tech        4:24.90    4:28.89   2
 10 # 2098 Stallworth, Linds     East Tenn. St.       4:28.00    4:29.36   2
 11 # 2387 Bustamante, Reaga     Vanderbilt           4:21.19    4:29.54   1
 12 # 2136 Gear, Kristlin        Furman               4:24.45    4:29.80   1
 13 # 2189 Pinkston, Joely       Indiana              4:33.27    4:30.54   3
 14 # 2147 Beattie, Grace        Illinois State       4:32.00    4:31.38   3
 15 # 2393 Hutton, Ginger        Vanderbilt           4:26.90    4:32.07   2
 16 # 2394 Jensen, Grace         Vanderbilt           4:25.00    4:32.52   2
 17 # 2883 Thomson, Kennedy      Tennessee-Chatta     4:24.00    4:33.88   2
 18 # 2414 Edwards, Sarah        Virginia Tech        4:16.00    4:34.58   1
 19 # 2095 Schwarz, Geneviev     East Tenn. St.       4:32.00    4:35.36   3
 20 # 2083 Torino, Leigha        Duke                 4:23.92    4:35.44   1
 21 # 2396 Moffett, Lauren       Vanderbilt           4:35.00    4:36.17   3
 22 # 2261 Jebor, Joice          Mid. Tenn. State     4:35.79    4:37.11   3
 23 # 2397 Morgan, Anna Grac     Vanderbilt           4:38.00    4:37.56   4
 24 # 2089 Feuchtenberger, H     East Tenn. St.       4:37.86    4:37.78   3
 25 # 2344 Hukka, Minttu         Tennessee            4:35.00    4:38.31   3
 26 # 2159 Moore, Annie          Illinois State       4:38.60    4:39.07   4
 27 # 2131 Burr, Riley           Furman               4:29.85    4:39.15   2
 28 # 2230 Boice, Rachel         Kentucky             4:34.00    4:39.55   3
 29 # 2197 Walther, Grace        Indiana              4:32.00    4:39.79   3
 30 # 2885 Buerhle, Nicole       Tennessee-Chatta     4:46.05    4:40.62   4
 31 # 2356 Smith, Abigail        Tennessee            4:35.00    4:40.74   3
 32 # 2390 Derry, Kendall        Vanderbilt           4:32.00    4:40.84   2
 33 # 2106 Distelrath, Madis     Eastern Michigan     4:31.63    4:42.43   2
 34 # 2333 Schiera, Kayla        Southern Illinois    4:38.00    4:42.59   4
 35 # 2398 Mortimer, Gillian     Vanderbilt           4:39.00    4:43.02   4
 36 # 2400 Pietrzyk, Carolin     Vanderbilt           4:38.46    4:45.14   4
 37 # 2062 Masquelier, Liann     Cincinnati           4:45.84    4:45.51   4
 38 # 2239 Liggett, Mallory      Kentucky             4:39.00    4:46.78   4
 39 # 2349 Meske, Peighton       Tennessee            4:38.00    4:47.02   3
 40 # 2220 Tirado, Lianna        Kent State           4:30.89    4:51.20   2
 41 # 2240 McKinley, Lainey      Kentucky             4:51.48    4:52.32   4
 42 # 2353 Rizor, Jessica        Tennessee            4:45.00    4:59.16   4
 -- # 2403 Wallace, Ana          Vanderbilt           4:41.00        DNF   4
 -- # 2133 Carnahan, Savanna     Furman               4:24.10        DNF   1
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============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 15:22.76  4/13/1984   Brenda Webb, Team Adidas
        Meet: M 15:22.76  4/14/1984   Brenda Webb, Team Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2138 Jennings, Gabriel     Furman              16:46.87   16:12.15   1
  2 # 2324 Krolak, Megan         Southern Illinois   17:10.00   17:15.11   1
  3 # 2249 Walsh, Kelli          Kentucky            17:10.00   17:23.56   1
  4 # 2135 Dwyer, Grace          Furman              17:00.10   17:23.90   1
  5 # 2206 Dunlap, Madison       Kent State          17:30.21   17:26.37   2
  6 # 2065 Patterson, Katrin     Cincinnati          17:42.44   17:27.19   2
  7 # 2061 Markel, Hannah        Cincinnati          17:23.15   17:29.08   1
  8 # 2141 Stephenson, Jenni     Furman              17:25.29   17:31.40   2
  9 # 2241 Michels, Sarah        Kentucky            17:10.00   17:32.32   1
 10 # 2407 Breidenstine, Ell     Virginia Tech       17:22.00   17:35.46   1
 11 # 2238 Lacy, Kaitlyn         Kentucky            17:10.00   17:40.13   1
 12 # 2140 Lane, Emily           Furman              17:58.19   17:47.67   2
 13 # 2132 Caldwell, Reilly      Furman              17:49.94   17:53.73   2
 14 # 2246 Shepard, Caitlin      Kentucky            17:04.64   17:55.36   1
 15 # 2263 Kigen, Rachel         Mid. Tenn. State    16:54.61   17:59.34   1
 16 # 2115 Knoll, Allie          Eastern Michigan    17:50.00   18:00.97   2
 17 # 2125 St. Bernard, Kait     Eastern Michigan    17:28.00   18:03.28   2
 18 # 2105 DeLine, Emily         Eastern Michigan    18:15.00   18:03.79   2
 19 # 2422 Schiesl, Emily        Virginia Tech       17:15.00   18:03.88   1
 20 # 2063 Mikula, Sam           Cincinnati          17:27.12   18:08.21   2
 21 # 2096 Shaw, Makayla         East Tenn. St.      18:24.71   18:09.99   2
 22 # 2352 Riordan, Alaina       Tennessee           17:30.00   18:14.10   2
 23 # 2392 Grisbaum, Devon       Vanderbilt          17:20.00   18:29.65   1
 -- # 2133 Carnahan, Savanna     Furman              15:53.58        DNF   1
 -- # 2262 Jelagat, Julia        Mid. Tenn. State    17:31.17        DNF   2
Women 100 Meter Hurdles College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T 12.40  2018        Jasmine Camacho-Quinn, Kentucky
        Meet: M 12.87  4/8/1983    Benita Fitzgerald, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2244 Ross, Faith           Kentucky               13.32      12.89   2.6  1
  2 # 2342 Duncan, Alexis        Tennessee              12.79      12.90   2.6  1
  3 # 2245 Russell, Masai        Kentucky               13.18      13.02   2.6  1
  4 # 2360 Turner, Domonique     Tennessee              13.18      13.29   2.6  1
  5 # 2039 Perry, Janelle        Central Michigan       13.23      13.34   2.6  1
  6 # 2372 Howell, Jacklyn       Unattached             12.90      13.43   2.6  1
  7 # 2309 Pessima, Eddita       Pittsburgh             13.99      13.56   4.4  2 13.555
  8 # 2111 Goff, Allyson         Eastern Michigan       13.70      13.56   4.4  2 13.559
  9 # 2308 Muhammad, Aysha       Pittsburgh             13.94      13.58   4.4  2
 10 # 2379 Rhodes, Akira         Unattached             13.70      13.71   4.4  2
 11 # 2097 Simmons, Lamisha      East Tenn. St.         13.77      13.75   4.4  2 13.743
 12 # 2145 Anderson, Demetri     Illinois State         13.42      13.75   2.6  1 13.744
 13 # 2074 Hoffman, Lauren       Duke                   13.90      13.76   4.4  2
 14 # 2126 Wade, Alysse          Eastern Michigan       14.05      13.83   3.1  3
 15 # 2204 Daniels, Mi'angel     Kent State             13.62      13.90   4.4  2
 16 # 2109 Gazaway, Angel        Eastern Michigan       14.04      14.00   3.1  3
 17 # 2279 Postell, Alexis       North Carolina St.     14.01      14.01   3.1  3
 18 # 2270 Chapman, Timara       North Carolina St.     14.30      14.12   4.1  4
 19 # 2272 Covington, Mikiej     North Carolina St.     14.31      14.20   4.1  4 14.195
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 20 # 2084 Wakefield, Isabel     Duke                   14.19      14.20   3.1  3 14.198
 21 # 2101 Byrd, Tifani          Eastern Michigan       14.32      14.27   4.1  4
 22 # 2203 Collier, Bri          Kent State             14.29      14.33   4.1  4
 23 # 2326 Meyer, Madison        Southern Illinois      14.26      14.48   3.1  3 14.471
 24 # 2283 Brown-Soler, Elen     Penn                   13.95      14.48   4.4  2 14.477
 25 # 2059 Lightfoot, Angeli     Cincinnati             14.11      14.56   3.1  3
 26 # 2205 Duff, Benja           Kent State             14.28      14.57   4.1  4
 27 # 2080 Merritt, Nikki        Duke                   14.20      14.59   3.1  3
 28 # 2037 Micheaux, April       Central Michigan       14.56      14.69   4.1  4
 29 # 2075 Kutzer, Kate          Duke                   14.60      14.93   4.1  4
 30 # 2002 Bercheni, Gariana     Ashland                14.02      15.11   3.1  3
 31 # 2367 Dilullo, Emma         Unattached             16.90      16.07   4.2  5
 32 # 2070 Urbano, Naomi         Cincinnati             15.80      16.69   4.2  5
 33 # 2381 Shipp, Danielle       Unattached             16.90      16.91   4.2  5
 -- # 2040 Robinson, Alexand     Central Michigan       14.89        DNF   4.1  4
Women 400 Meter Hurdles College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 52.75  2018        Sydney McLaughlin, Kentucky
        Meet: M 55.93  4/14/2012   Ellen Wortham, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2245 Russell, Masai        Kentucky               57.20      57.95   1
  2 # 2311 Townsend, Sydni       Pittsburgh             57.50      58.89   1
  3 # 2074 Hoffman, Lauren       Duke                   58.94      58.99   1
  4 # 2338 Broadwater, Brook     Tennessee              57.87      59.08   1
  5 # 2077 Lowe, India           Duke                   58.60    1:00.34   1
  6 # 2325 Long, Savannah        Southern Illinois      59.50    1:00.40   2
  7 # 2418 Patterson, Imagin     Virginia Tech          59.25    1:00.93   1
  8 # 2309 Pessima, Eddita       Pittsburgh           1:01.27    1:01.40   2
  9 # 2196 Valentin, Jeyland     Indiana              1:00.45    1:01.86   2
 10 # 2244 Ross, Faith           Kentucky               57.36    1:02.23   1
 11 # 2103 Cernej-Garcia, Ti     Eastern Michigan     1:02.46    1:02.37   3
 12 # 2306 Leech, Alexis         Pittsburgh           1:02.87    1:02.59   4
 13 # 2308 Muhammad, Aysha       Pittsburgh           1:01.25    1:03.05   2
 14 # 2054 Cutlip, Kylie         Cincinnati           1:00.50    1:03.86   2
 15 # 2012 Colbert, Tylar        Auburn               1:02.45    1:04.02   3
 16 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan     1:01.79    1:04.16   3
 17 # 2071 Winckowski, Grace     Cincinnati           1:03.44    1:04.40   4
 18 # 2203 Collier, Bri          Kent State           1:02.80    1:05.12   4
 19 # 2336 Williams, Kira        Southern Illinois    1:01.10    1:05.32   2
 20 # 2109 Gazaway, Angel        Eastern Michigan     1:01.44    1:05.89   3
 21 # 2205 Duff, Benja           Kent State                      1:07.15   4
 22 # 2021 Millikan, Morgan      Auburn               1:04.95    1:07.40   4
 23 # 2270 Chapman, Timara       North Carolina St.   1:01.00    1:11.97   2
 24 # 2014 Gierow, Anna          Auburn               1:02.25    1:12.37   3
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 10:04.33  5/22/2006   Ebba Tenback, Toledo
        Meet: M 10:11.45  4/12/2014   Carmen Graves, Roanoke Vall
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 # 2179 Harris, Haley         Indiana             10:24.81   10:32.21
  2 # 2170 Barrott, Lexa         Indiana             10:30.72   10:46.81
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  3 # 2386 Breeding, Kacie       Vanderbilt          10:43.86   11:09.92
  4 # 2208 Fleming, Nicole       Kent State          10:55.00   11:21.33
 -- # 2319 Hurt, Madeline        Southern Illinois   11:53.45        DNF
Women 4x100 Meter Relay College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 42.05  2018        LSU, Louisiana State Univ.
                       Hunt/Butler/Feagin/Hill
        Meet: M 43.47  4/14/2018   Kentucky, Kentucky
                       C Barnes, J Camacho-Quinn, K Clarke, K Gray
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 Kentucky                                            42.30      43.93   1
     1) #2227 Barnes, Celera            2) #2248 Steiner, Abby
     3) #2244 Ross, Faith               4) #2236 Gray, Kianna
  2 Cincinnati                                          44.66      44.75   1
     1) #2052 Chandler, Caisja          2) #2049 Bisiolu, Haisha
     3) #2048 Banks, Faith              4) #2058 Lattimore, Tiona
  3 Virginia Tech                                       44.90      45.37   1
     1) #2408 Brown, Kanajzae           2) #2412 Dennis, Kennedy
     3) #2423 Smith, Nykah              4) #2424 Tate, Caitlan
  4 Eastern Michigan                                    44.79      45.53   1
     1) #2112 Harris, Jessica           2) #2114 Johnston, Micah
     3) #2117 Mason, Brittni            4) #2108 Ganther, Kolby
  5 Mid. Tenn. State                                    45.00      46.02   1
     1) #2266 Mensah, Ida               2) #2256 Castor, Mirlege
     3) #2259 Francis, Cecilia          4) #2267 Odiong, Edidiong
  6 Pittsburgh                                          45.50      46.13   2
     1) #2304 Johnson, Genaya           2) #2310 Scherer, Nikki
     3) #2305 Leaks, Danielle           4) #2300 Aminu, Jaylyn
  7 Indiana                                             45.17      46.44   2
     1) #2177 Grabowski, Megan          2) #2191 Price, Natalie
     3) #2174 Egbula, Riley             4) #2176 Gay, Jaela
  8 East Tenn. St.                                      46.40      47.24   2
     1) #2086 Brown, Mekayla            2) #2097 Simmons, Lamisha
     3) #2091 Graham, Starr             4) #2087 Davis, Kiana
 -- Tennessee                                           42.29        DNF   1
     1) #2342 Duncan, Alexis            2) #2339 Cameron, Saqukine
     3) #2343 Dyer, Lenysse             4) #2340 Cantrell, Gabriella
Women 4x200 Meter Relay College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 1:30.76  4/14/2018   Kentucky, Kentucky
                         S McLaughlin, J Camacho-Quinn, K Clarke, C Barnes
        Meet: M 1:30.76  4/14/2018   Kentucky, Kentucky
                         S McLaughlin, J Camacho-Quinn, K Clarke, C Barnes
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Cincinnati                                        1:36.50    1:34.38
     1) #2048 Banks, Faith              2) #2049 Bisiolu, Haisha
     3) #2058 Lattimore, Tiona          4) #2052 Chandler, Caisja
  2 Indiana                                           1:38.00    1:38.14
     1) #2177 Grabowski, Megan          2) #2191 Price, Natalie
     3) #2176 Gay, Jaela                4) #2174 Egbula, Riley
  3 Southern Illinois                                 1:40.00    1:42.39
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     1) #2331 Reed, Alicia              2) #2317 Harris, Tredaja
     3) #2322 Keys, Thurneisha          4) #2323 Krich, Mckenzie
Women 4x400 Meter Relay College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 3:25.99  2018        Kentucky, Kentucky
                         Ross, Camacho-Quinn, McLaughlin, Clarke
        Meet: M 3:26.98  4/13/2002   S Carolina, S Carolina
                         Ross/Demus/L.Barber/Washington
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 Kentucky                                          3:31.66    3:30.81   1
     1) #2244 Ross, Faith               2) #2248 Steiner, Abby
     3) #2245 Russell, Masai            4) #2223 Abbott, Chloe
  2 Tennessee                                         3:31.50    3:32.63   1
     1) #2362 White, Layla              2) #2361 Weil, Martina
     3) #2343 Dyer, Lenysse             4) #2338 Broadwater, Brooklynn
  3 Penn                                              3:33.00    3:36.94   1
     1) #2283 Brown-Soler, Elena        2) #2285 Ene, Cecil
     3) #2281 Akins, Nia                4) #2291 Nwogwugwu, Uchechi
  4 Pittsburgh                                        3:36.00    3:38.19   1
     1) #2311 Townsend, Sydni           2) #2301 Crawford, Nina
     3) #2308 Muhammad, Aysha           4) #2310 Scherer, Nikki
  5 Central Michigan                                  3:43.95    3:41.97   2
     1) #2027 Beauvais, Gabriella       2) #2029 Dismuke, Simonae
     3) #2028 Cuneo, Samantha           4) #2046 Williams, Jayden
  6 Eastern Michigan                                  3:37.31    3:44.79   2
     1) #2107 Edwards, Mair             2) #2114 Johnston, Micah
     3) #2103 Cernej-Garcia, Tiffany    4) #2110 Gibson, Keypathwa
  7 Indiana                                           3:38.00    3:44.96   1
     1) #2177 Grabowski, Megan          2) #2191 Price, Natalie
     3) #2187 Mulzer, Mallory           4) #2180 Harris, Kelsey
  8 Illinois State                                    3:44.58    3:46.55   2
     1) #2160 Ortiz, Tori               2) #2167 White, Destiny
     3) #2161 Plumb, Hattie             4) #2168 Wilson, Ashleigh
  9 East Tenn. St.                                    3:48.00    3:49.94   2
     1) #2090 Franse, Vicki             2) #2087 Davis, Kiana
     3) #2092 Hill, Aliyah              4) #2088 Eliscar, Johnaida
 10 Southern Illinois                                 4:00.00    3:52.43   2
     1) #2331 Reed, Alicia              2) #2312 Branch, Bri'Anna
     3) #2322 Keys, Thurneisha          4) #2323 Krich, Mckenzie
 11 Tennessee  'B'                                    3:42.00    3:54.44   2
     1) #2337 Adams, Nicole             2) #2348 Meier, Emily
     3) #2342 Duncan, Alexis            4) #2340 Cantrell, Gabriella
Women 4x800 Meter Relay College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 8:22.26  5/18/1982   Stanford TC, Stanford TC
                         Hannus/Jacobs/Griffith/Essington
        Meet: M 8:28.87  4/10/2004   Tennessee, Tennessee
                         Novak/Cook/Tireheme/Bennett
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Virginia Tech                                     8:30.00    8:37.42
     1) #2415 Freix, Sara               2) #2414 Edwards, Sarah
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     3) #2420 Quinn, Shannon            4) #2419 Pocratsky, Rachel
  2 Indiana                                           8:30.00    8:40.26
     1) #2187 Mulzer, Mallory           2) #2179 Harris, Haley
     3) #2189 Pinkston, Joely           4) #2180 Harris, Kelsey
  3 Vanderbilt                                        8:41.71    8:44.55
     1) #2394 Jensen, Grace             2) #2393 Hutton, Ginger
     3) #2402 Walker, Haley             4) #2387 Bustamante, Reagan
  4 Furman                                            8:52.39    8:50.80
     1) #2136 Gear, Kristlin            2) #2139 Kuntz, Emma
     3) #2131 Burr, Riley               4) #2137 Hurley, Emma Grace
  5 Duke                                              8:32.26    8:57.75
     1) #2073 Hallowes, Kim             2) #2076 Lansing, Liz
     3) #2083 Torino, Leigha            4) #2075 Kutzer, Kate
  6 Eastern Michigan                                  9:20.00    9:34.94
     1) #2122 Sharpe, Jocelyn           2) #2106 Distelrath, Madison
     3) #2129 Wheeler, Chevonne         4) #2121 Seifert, Lexi
 -- Virginia Tech  'B'                                8:49.00        DNF
     1) #2409 Brush, Elizabeth          2) #2406 Berman, Lauren
     3) #2407 Breidenstine, Ella        4) #2422 Schiesl, Emily
Women 1600 Sprint Medley College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 3:42.10  4/13/1996   South Sprint, South Sprint
                         Buchanan/Jones/Lee/Jones
        Meet: M 3:42.10  4/13/1996   South Sprint, South Sprint
                         Buchanan/Jones/Lee/Jones
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Vanderbilt                                        3:50.46    4:01.35
     1) #2401 Shelby, Taiya             2) #2388 Clay, Regan
     3) #2391 Edobi, Jennifer           4) #2390 Derry, Kendall
  2 Pittsburgh                                                   4:10.36
     1) #2309 Pessima, Eddita           2) #2299 Ahiarakwe, Flora
     3) #2306 Leech, Alexis             4) #2307 McNeil, Monica
Women Distance Medley College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 11:12.43  4/15/2000   Indiana Invaders, Indiana Invaders
                          French/Smith/Sanders/Liss
        Meet: M 10:57.39  4/14/2007   Michigan, Michigan
                          Gail/Campbell/Erdman/Edwards
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Mid. Tenn. State                                 11:44.09   11:23.01
     1) #2261 Jebor, Joice              2) #2254 Assafuah, Joycelyn
     3) #2257 Chepkemei, Eusila         4) #2258 Egbeniyi, Abike
  2 Indiana                                          11:15.00   11:24.30
     1) #2193 Receveur, Katherine       2) #2196 Valentin, Jeyland
     3) #2185 Mindak, Kelly             4) #2169 Allen, Margaret
  3 Illinois State                                   11:39.68   11:34.28
     1) #2159 Moore, Annie              2) #2168 Wilson, Ashleigh
     3) #2161 Plumb, Hattie             4) #2147 Beattie, Grace
  4 Tennessee                                        11:48.00   11:52.95
     1) #2356 Smith, Abigail            2) #2350 Reeves, Sarah
     3) #2337 Adams, Nicole             4) #2344 Hukka, Minttu
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  5 Cincinnati                                       11:42.66   11:54.47
     1) #2063 Mikula, Sam               2) #2054 Cutlip, Kylie
     3) #2057 Hentz, Sammy              4) #2061 Markel, Hannah
Women High Jump College
===================================================================================
 Progressions:
 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78 1.81 1.84 then 3cm
   Tom Black: T 1.96m  6/3/1995    Amy Acuff, UCLA
        Meet: M 1.89m  4/7/1995    Karol Jenkins, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2235 Ekholm, Ellen         Kentucky               1.83m      1.78m    5-10.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO
  2 # 2013 Daniel, Skyler        Auburn                 1.79m      1.73m    5-08.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78
      PPP    O    O    O  XXX
  2 # 2289 Malizia, Anna Pey     Penn                   1.81m      1.73m    5-08.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
      PPP  PPP    O    O
  4 # 2016 Lawrence, Carolin     Auburn                 1.74m      1.73m    5-08.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78
        O    O    O   XO  XXX
  5 # 2006 Jindra, Ellie         Ashland                1.76m      1.73m    5-08.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78
      PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX
  6 # 2155 Holland, Tessa        Illinois State         1.66m      1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        O    O    O  XXX
  6 # 2237 Hinkle, Carly         Kentucky               1.81m      1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      PPP  PPP    O
  8 # 2154 Higgins, Kristin      Illinois State         1.75m      1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        O   XO    O  XXX
  9 # 2042 Stemple, Calli        Central Michigan       1.70m      1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        O   XO   XO  XXX
 10 # 2040 Robinson, Alexand     Central Michigan       1.65m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
        O    O  XXX
 10 # 2296 Welsh, Olivia         Penn                   1.78m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      PPP    O  XXX
 12 # 2213 Matheny, Alyssa       Kent State             1.79m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      PPP   XO  XXX
 13 # 2323 Krich, Mckenzie       Southern Illinois      1.61m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      XXO   XO  XXX
 14 # 2326 Meyer, Madison        Southern Illinois      1.69m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
        O  XXO  XXX
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 14 # 2381 Shipp, Danielle       Unattached             1.60m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
        O  XXO  XXX
 16 # 2127 Ward, Nina            Eastern Michigan       1.67m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      XXO  XXO  XXX
 16 # 2188 Pennington, Taylo     Indiana                1.68m      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
      XXO  XXO  XXX
 18 # 2033 Helfrich, Emily       Central Michigan       1.63m      1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
        O  XXX
 19 # 2329 Paton, Justine        Southern Illinois      1.70m      1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
       XO  XXX
 -- # 2276 Ho, Ashley            North Carolina St.     1.60m         NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- # 2318 Holmes, Marissa       Southern Illinois      1.60m         NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- # 2214 McCormick, Tianna     Kent State                           NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- # 2070 Urbano, Naomi         Cincinnati             1.72m         NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- # 2075 Kutzer, Kate          Duke                   1.65m         NH
     1.58
      XXX
Women Pole Vault College
===================================================================================
 Progressions:
 3.60m – 3.75m – 3.90m – 4.00m – 4.10m – 4.15m  then 5cm
   Tom Black: T 4.65m  2018        Alexis Jacobus, Arkansas
        Meet: M 4.35m  4/11/2008   Erin Asay, Sheffield Elite TC
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2043 Szerencsits, Siob     Central Michigan       3.98m      4.06m   13-03.75
     3.60 3.75 3.90 4.06 4.10
       XO   XO    O    O  XXX
  2 # 2228 Bickett, Jaci         Kentucky               3.85m      3.90m   12-09.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90 4.06
        O    O    O  XXX
  3 # 2151 Cranston, Ariana      Illinois State         4.00m      3.90m   12-09.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
      PPP   XO    O
  4 # 2215 Nell, Christy         Kent State             4.00m      3.90m   12-09.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
       XO  XXO   XO
  5 # 2226 Bagby, Nicole         Kentucky               3.80m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
       XO   XO  XXX
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  5 # 2210 Ice, Samantha         Kent State             3.90m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
       XO   XO  XXX
  7 # 2293 Schroeder, Kather     Penn                   3.81m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
      XXO   XO  XXX
  8 # 2066 Plybon, Allie         Cincinnati             4.03m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
      PPP  XXO  XXX
  8 # 2233 D'Alessandro, Ali     Kentucky               3.83m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
        O  XXO  XXX
 10 # 2290 Norwillo, Abby        Penn                   3.91m      3.75m   12-03.50
     3.60 3.75 3.90
       XO  XXO  XXX
 11 # 2146 Bagwell, Nicole       Illinois State         3.88m      3.60m   11-09.75
     3.60 3.75
        O  XXX
 12 # 2173 Deady, Kara           Indiana                3.90m      3.60m   11-09.75
     3.60 3.75
       XO  XXX
 13 # 2041 Staley, Kasey         Central Michigan       3.53m      3.60m   11-09.75
     3.60 3.75
      XXO  XXX
 -- # 2395 Lofstead, Caleigh     Vanderbilt             3.95m         NH
     3.60 3.75
      PPP  XXX
 -- # 2314 Diemer, Erin          Southern Illinois      3.71m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
 -- # 2050 Bunse, Lily           Cincinnati             3.88m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
 -- # 2231 Caudill, Riley        Kentucky               3.78m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
 -- # 2102 Carr, Rebekah         Eastern Michigan       3.60m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
 -- # 2053 Coghill, Rachel       Cincinnati             3.88m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
 -- # 2123 Simmons, Graysen      Eastern Michigan       3.30m         NH
     3.60
      XXX
Women Long Jump College
===========================================================================================
 prelims: 3 attempts each, top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 6.99m  6/18/1994   Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Honda TC
        Meet: M 6.69m  4/11/1981   Shonel Ferguson, Florida TC
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind           H#
===========================================================================================
  1 # 2358 Sutton, Alonie        Tennessee              6.20m      6.34m   3.5  20-09.75  2
     FOUL      FOUL      6.02m(2.1) FOUL(4.0) 6.34m(3.5) 5.97m(3.6)
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  2 # 2047 Williams, Nadia       Central Michigan       6.41m      6.33m   4.5  20-09.25  2
     6.33m(4.5) 5.72m(2.5) 6.06m(2.1) 6.16m(2.7) 6.22m(1.9) 6.16m(2.1)
  3 # 2247 Smith, Zhane          Kentucky               6.28m      6.32m   2.0  20-09.00  2
     FOUL      5.99m(2.4) 6.02m(2.6) FOUL(2.7) FOUL(3.2) 6.32m(2.0)
  4 # 2186 Moran, Leah           Indiana                6.16m      6.14m   0.5  20-01.75  2
     FOUL      6.14m(0.5) 5.57m(1.3) 6.04m(2.1) 6.06m(3.5) 6.02m(0.7)
  5 # 2224 Aholou, Tatiana       Kentucky               6.09m      6.11m   2.4  20-00.50  2
     FOUL(2.6) 5.97m(1.7) 5.98m(1.9) 5.97m(1.9) 6.11m(2.4) 6.03m(2.4)
  6 # 2284 Dickson, Camille      Penn                   6.00m      6.04m   3.0  19-09.75  2
     5.68m(1.2) 5.80m(2.3) 5.96m(2.2) 6.04m(3.0) 5.81m(1.6) 5.72m(2.9)
  7 # 2039 Perry, Janelle        Central Michigan       6.20m      6.00m   1.2  19-08.25  2
     6.00m(1.2) 5.80m(2.0) 5.88m(1.1) 5.68m(2.4) FOUL      PASS
  8 # 2152 Golliday, Charde      Illinois State         6.10m      5.99m   2.3  19-08.00  2
     FOUL(0.9) 5.99m(2.3) 5.94m(3.0) FOUL(2.6) FOUL(3.3) 5.89m(1.8)
  8 # 2278 Pate, Janel           North Carolina St.     6.09m      5.99m   2.2  19-08.00  2
     FOUL      5.87m(1.6) 5.99m(2.2) 5.90m(2.7) FOUL(3.4) 5.95m(2.7)
 10 # 2366 Dadzie, Elizabeth     Unattached             6.12m      5.95m   2.9  19-06.25  2
     FOUL      FOUL      5.95m(2.9)
 11 # 2255 Benton, Akera         Mid. Tenn. State       5.85m      5.94m   NWI  19-06.00  1
     5.94m(-0.0) FOUL      5.93m(-0.0)
 12 # 2283 Brown-Soler, Elen     Penn                   5.80m      5.90m   NWI  19-04.25  1
     5.90m(-0.0) 5.87m(-0.0) 5.70m(-0.0)
 13 # 2059 Lightfoot, Angeli     Cincinnati             5.83m      5.84m   NWI  19-02.00  1
     5.70m(-0.0) FOUL      5.84m(-0.0)
 14 # 2292 Schoenauer, Kathr     Penn                   5.78m      5.83m   NWI  19-01.50  1
     5.83m(-0.0) 5.59m(-0.0) FOUL
 15 # 2183 Jungels, Jenna        Indiana                6.12m      5.81m   2.4  19-00.75  2
     5.65m(1.4) 5.81m(2.4) 5.74m(2.9)
 16 # 2207 Falco, Talia          Kent State             5.75m      5.76m   NWI  18-10.75  1
     5.30m(-0.0) 5.68m(-0.0) 5.76m(-0.0)
 17 # 2202 Choi, Sarena          Kent State             5.78m      5.73m   NWI  18-09.75  1
     FOUL      5.73m(-0.0) FOUL
 18 # 2111 Goff, Allyson         Eastern Michigan       6.02m      5.70m   2.8  18-08.50  2
     FOUL      5.70m(2.8) 5.62m(1.5)
 19 # 2268 Omosola, Omolayo      Mid. Tenn. State       5.64m      5.64m   NWI  18-06.00  1
     5.64m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 19 # 2099 White, Khiara         East Tenn. St.         6.01m      5.64m   1.2  18-06.00  2
     FOUL      5.64m(1.2) FOUL(2.3)
 19 # 2017 Little, Sarah         Auburn                 5.77m      5.64m   NWI  18-06.00  1
     FOUL      FOUL      5.64m(-0.0)
 22 # 2084 Wakefield, Isabel     Duke                   5.76m      5.63m   NWI  18-05.75  1
     5.32m(-0.0) FOUL      5.63m(-0.0)
 23 # 2064 Mitxelena, Irati      Cincinnati             6.26m      5.61m   2.9  18-05.00  2
     FOUL      5.61m(2.9) 5.42m(2.2)
 23 # 2086 Brown, Mekayla        East Tenn. St.         5.54m      5.61m   NWI  18-05.00  1
     5.48m(-0.0) 5.61m(-0.0) 5.49m(-0.0)
 25 # 2271 Cobb, Michelle        North Carolina St.     5.72m      5.32m   NWI  17-05.50  1
     FOUL      5.32m(-0.0) 5.29m(-0.0)
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===========================================================================================
 prelims: 3 attempts each, top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 14.62m  2018        Keturah Orji, Georgia
        Meet: M 13.82m  4/12/2002   Andreja Ribac, Middle TN TC
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind           H#
===========================================================================================
  1 # 2234 Ebwea-Excel, Mari     Kentucky              14.00m     13.55m   NWI  44-05.50  2
     FOUL      13.35m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      13.55m(-0.0) FOUL
  2 # 2354 Roe, LaChyna          Tennessee             13.54m     13.14m   NWI  43-01.50  2
     FOUL      13.14m(-0.0) 12.95m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
  3 # 2374 Lee, Tanasia          Unattached            13.22m     12.95m   NWI  42-06.00  2
     FOUL      12.95m(-0.0) FOUL      12.78m(-0.0) PASS      PASS
  4 # 2186 Moran, Leah           Indiana               13.02m     12.80m   NWI  42-00.00  2
     FOUL      12.21m(-0.0) 12.69m(-0.0) 12.73m(-0.0) FOUL      12.80m(-0.0)
  5 # 2271 Cobb, Michelle        North Carolina St.    12.69m     12.44m   NWI  40-09.75  2
     11.93m(-0.0) FOUL      12.07m(-0.0) 12.27m(-0.0) FOUL      12.44m(-0.0)
  6 # 2128 Washington, Cryst     Eastern Michigan      12.38m     12.15m   NWI  39-10.50  2
     12.09m(-0.0) 12.15m(-0.0) FOUL      12.01m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
  7 # 2064 Mitxelena, Irati      Cincinnati            13.17m     12.14m   NWI  39-10.00  2
     FOUL      12.14m(-0.0) 12.13m(-0.0) 11.93m(-0.0) 12.02m(-0.0) FOUL
  8 # 2269 Antoine, Javonne      North Carolina St.    12.85m     12.08m   NWI  39-07.75  2
     FOUL      11.97m(-0.0) 12.08m(-0.0) PASS      PASS      PASS
  9 # 2009 Brown, Kennedy        Auburn                12.41m     11.85m   NWI  38-10.50  2
     11.85m(-0.0) 11.26m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      11.39m(-0.0)
 10 # 2152 Golliday, Charde      Illinois State        12.19m     11.74m   NWI  38-06.25  1
     FOUL      FOUL      11.74m(-0.0)
 11 # 2416 Marenick, Cecilia     Virginia Tech         11.90m     11.70m   NWI  38-04.75  1
     11.47m(-0.0) 11.70m(-0.0) 11.17m(-0.0)
 12 # 2086 Brown, Mekayla        East Tenn. St.        12.00m     11.67m   NWI  38-03.50  1
     11.31m(-0.0) 11.60m(-0.0) 11.67m(-0.0)
 13 # 2044 Taylor, Ja'la         Central Michigan      11.98m     11.55m   NWI  37-10.75  1
     FOUL      11.55m(-0.0) FOUL
 14 # 2207 Falco, Talia          Kent State            12.15m     11.43m   NWI  37-06.00  1
     11.43m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 15 # 2255 Benton, Akera         Mid. Tenn. State      12.13m     11.41m   NWI  37-05.25  1
     10.94m(-0.0) 11.21m(-0.0) 11.41m(-0.0)
 16 # 2031 Grahovac, Tamara      Central Michigan      12.03m     11.27m   NWI  36-11.75  1
     11.10m(-0.0) 11.27m(-0.0) 11.09m(-0.0)
 17 # 2092 Hill, Aliyah          East Tenn. St.        11.77m     11.10m   NWI  36-05.00  1
     11.10m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 18 # 2119 Saintilmond, Corr     Eastern Michigan      11.32m     11.00m   NWI  36-01.25  1
     FOUL      FOUL      11.00m(-0.0)
 19 # 2032 Harrison, Kyra        Central Michigan      11.54m     10.90m   NWI  35-09.25  1
     FOUL      FOUL      10.90m(-0.0)
 20 # 2202 Choi, Sarena          Kent State            11.60m     10.76m   NWI  35-03.75  1
     10.76m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 -- # 2320 James, Emani          Southern Illinois     11.22m       FOUL                  1
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
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Women Shot Put College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 14.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 19.60m  6/17/1994   Connie Price-Smith, Nike Coast TC
        Meet: M 19.00m  4/12/2019   Danniel Thomas-Dodd, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2383 Thomas-Dodd, Dann     Unattached            19.36m     19.00mM  62-04.00  2
      17.99m  FOUL  FOUL  18.19m  19.00m  18.59m
  2 # 2190 Pollard, Madison      Indiana               16.69m     16.87m   55-04.25  2
      16.08m  16.30m  FOUL  FOUL  16.52m  16.87m
  3 # 2172 Dawson, Khayla        Indiana               17.42m     16.30m   53-05.75  2
      16.04m  16.30m  FOUL  15.96m  15.86m  FOUL
  4 # 2355 Scarvelis, Stamat     Tennessee             16.96m     16.26m   53-04.25  2
      15.91m  15.44m  15.41m  15.87m  FOUL  16.26m
  5 # 2055 Echikunwoke, Anne     Cincinnati            16.72m     15.85m   52-00.00  2
      14.93m  FOUL  15.63m  15.75m  15.85m  FOUL
  6 # 2274 Evans, Lauren         North Carolina St.    16.86m     15.71m   51-06.50  2
      15.71m  15.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  15.00m
  7 # 2020 McKinley, Tori        Auburn                17.16m     15.68m   51-05.50  2
      15.27m  FOUL  15.40m  FOUL  15.35m  15.68m
  8 # 2165 Thomas, Brandy        Illinois State        16.00m     15.43m   50-07.50  2
      FOUL  FOUL  15.43m  14.82m  14.35m  FOUL
  9 # 2001 Baker, Lindsay        Ashland               16.73m     15.37m   50-05.25  2
      15.37m  FOUL  FOUL  15.05m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 # 2218 Tennant, Grace        Kent State            15.61m     15.25m   50-00.50  1
      15.25m  FOUL  FOUL
 11 # 2200 Bailey, Gabrielle     Kent State            15.30m     14.90m   48-10.75  1
      13.44m  14.39m  14.90m
 12 # 2067 Smith, Malin          Cincinnati            15.95m     14.87m   48-09.50  2
      14.53m  14.87m  14.80m
 13 # 2166 Weaver, Tayler        Illinois State        15.55m     14.81m   48-07.25  1
      14.60m  14.47m  14.81m
 14 # 2286 Kimmel, Maura         Penn                  16.77m     14.78m   48-06.00  2
      14.01m  14.50m  14.78m
 15 # 2156 Hoyme, Kassie         Illinois State        15.26m     14.69m   48-02.50  1
      14.65m  14.69m  14.38m
 16 # 2035 Howard, Erin          Central Michigan      16.08m     14.68m   48-02.00  2
      FOUL  FOUL  14.68m
 17 # 2313 Conlon, Kayleigh      Southern Illinois     14.79m     14.52m   47-07.75  1
      14.51m  14.34m  14.52m
 18 # 2148 Bourke, Julia         Illinois State        15.91m     14.05m   46-01.25  2
      FOUL  14.05m  FOUL
 18 # 2341 Crockett, Tamia       Tennessee             15.19m     14.05m   46-01.25  1
      FOUL  FOUL  14.05m
 20 # 2327 Moore-Jones, A’ve     Southern Illinois     15.82m     14.02m   46-00.00  2
      13.80m  14.02m  FOUL
 21 # 2330 Person, Sian          Southern Illinois     14.93m     13.99m   45-10.75  1
      13.99m  FOUL  FOUL
 22 # 2348 Meier, Emily          Tennessee             14.26m     13.69m   44-11.00  1
      13.69m  FOUL  FOUL
 23 # 2378 Racine, Kayla         Unattached            14.00m     12.43m   40-09.50  1
      12.43m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2104 Clarke, Kadian        Eastern Michigan      13.04m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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 -- # 2056 Heckaman, Leah        Cincinnati            15.26m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2316 Freeman, Nikki        Southern Illinois     14.06m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2034 Herman, Rebecca       Central Michigan      13.80m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Discus Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 45.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 65.10m  4/28/2002   Aretha Hill, Unattached
        Meet: M 63.38m  4/12/2002   Aretha Hill, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2328 Oneal, Shauneice      Southern Illinois     50.76m     53.81m     176-06  2
      46.68m  49.58m  FOUL  FOUL  53.81m  FOUL
  2 # 2190 Pollard, Madison      Indiana               54.00m     52.63m     172-08  2
      49.32m  49.29m  52.02m  51.96m  52.63m  48.85m
  3 # 2200 Bailey, Gabrielle     Kent State            52.00m     52.03m     170-08  2
      FOUL  47.75m  50.36m  49.65m  FOUL  52.03m
  4 # 2218 Tennant, Grace        Kent State            48.93m     50.91m     167-00  2
      FOUL  50.35m  47.35m  46.38m  49.83m  50.91m
  5 # 2035 Howard, Erin          Central Michigan      52.42m     50.75m     166-06  2
      FOUL  47.01m  50.75m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 # 2316 Freeman, Nikki        Southern Illinois     49.54m     48.60m     159-05  2
      46.18m  48.60m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 # 2341 Crockett, Tamia       Tennessee             50.36m     48.29m     158-05  2
      45.73m  46.78m  FOUL  48.29m  45.81m  46.00m
  8 # 2020 McKinley, Tori        Auburn                48.86m     48.15m     158-00  2
      48.15m  FOUL  48.01m  46.67m  47.72m  45.01m
  9 # 2023 Muzaric, Ivana        Auburn                51.73m     48.13m     157-11  2
      46.14m  FOUL  48.13m  45.17m  FOUL  48.01m
 10 # 2282 Anumba, Ashley        Penn                  55.00m     46.54m     152-08  2
      FOUL  FOUL  46.54m
 11 # 2001 Baker, Lindsay        Ashland               47.70m     46.31m     151-11  1
      45.48m  FOUL  46.31m
 12 # 2182 Hill, Alexis          Indiana               46.08m     45.71m     150-00  1
      45.71m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 # 2313 Conlon, Kayleigh      Southern Illinois     47.98m     45.67m     149-10  2
      FOUL  45.62m  45.67m
 14 # 2067 Smith, Malin          Cincinnati            49.25m     45.12m     148-00  2
      44.16m  45.08m  45.12m
 15 # 2172 Dawson, Khayla        Indiana               48.74m     44.27m     145-03  2
      44.27m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 # 2055 Echikunwoke, Anne     Cincinnati            47.43m     43.16m     141-07  1
      43.16m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 # 2156 Hoyme, Kassie         Illinois State        44.21m     41.75m     137-00  1
      41.75m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 # 2056 Heckaman, Leah        Cincinnati            47.19m     40.76m     133-09  1
      40.76m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 # 2297 Wilson, Rachel        Penn                  47.00m     37.59m     123-04  1
      37.59m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 # 2045 Wheeler, Quiara       Central Michigan      44.83m     36.83m     120-10  1
      36.83m  FOUL  FOUL
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 21 # 2288 Mahama, Mayyi         Penn                  47.00m     32.02m     105-01  1
      32.02m  FOUL  FOUL
 22 # 2260 Hundt, Emily          Mid. Tenn. State      41.20m     27.42m      89-11  1
      27.42m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2286 Kimmel, Maura         Penn                  53.83m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2378 Racine, Kayla         Unattached            40.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2327 Moore-Jones, A’ve     Southern Illinois     43.94m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2104 Clarke, Kadian        Eastern Michigan      35.32m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2275 Gaudin, Grace         North Carolina St.    44.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2034 Herman, Rebecca       Central Michigan      43.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2158 Laufenberg, Sydne     Illinois State        56.99m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2116 Luthman, Savanah      Eastern Michigan      36.16m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Hammer Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 53.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 69.17m  4/12/2018   Deanna Price, Unattached
        Meet: M 69.17m  4/12/2018   Deanna Price, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2055 Echikunwoke, Anne     Cincinnati            63.91m     63.14m     207-02  2
      51.81m  FOUL  60.80m  60.65m  63.14m  60.04m
  2 # 2019 Malone, Madi          Auburn                62.59m     62.59m     205-04  2
      59.13m  60.23m  FOUL  58.21m  62.59m  FOUL
  3 # 2328 Oneal, Shauneice      Southern Illinois     64.86m     61.63m     202-02  2
      FOUL  FOUL  55.99m  58.91m  61.63m  FOUL
  4 # 2297 Wilson, Rachel        Penn                  63.21m     60.96m     200-00  2
      FOUL  58.67m  59.85m  60.96m  FOUL  60.15m
  5 # 2030 Dunn, Marissa         Central Michigan      57.73m     59.77m     196-01  2
      55.95m  FOUL  57.42m  54.63m  56.54m  59.77m
  6 # 2288 Mahama, Mayyi         Penn                  62.00m     59.72m     195-11  2
      FOUL  FOUL  57.57m  57.64m  56.93m  59.72m
  7 # 2148 Bourke, Julia         Illinois State        60.26m     58.62m     192-04  2
      56.69m  FOUL  57.82m  58.55m  58.62m  FOUL
  8 # 2007 Leigh, MacKenzie      Ashland               59.96m     57.81m     189-08  2
      56.54m  57.44m  57.54m  57.81m  FOUL  56.66m
  9 # 2045 Wheeler, Quiara       Central Michigan      57.05m     57.75m     189-06  2
      57.75m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 # 2175 Ford, Nycia           Indiana               63.94m     55.74m     182-10  2
      55.60m  55.74m  FOUL
 11 # 2001 Baker, Lindsay        Ashland               54.08m     55.33m     181-06  1
      54.37m  55.33m  55.26m
 12 # 2005 Helenthal, Natali     Ashland               58.16m     54.80m     179-09  2
      53.46m  54.80m  54.25m
 13 # 2171 Brinkley, Princes     Indiana               51.79m     54.02m     177-03  1
      54.02m  FOUL  53.23m
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 14 # 2166 Weaver, Tayler        Illinois State        51.45m     52.08m     170-10  1
      52.08m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 # 2346 Marlow, Savannah      Tennessee             54.97m     50.94m     167-01  2
      50.94m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 # 2332 Roberson, Alexis      Southern Illinois     56.94m     50.55m     165-10  2
      50.55m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 # 2158 Laufenberg, Sydne     Illinois State        54.00m     49.90m     163-08  1
      49.90m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 # 2038 O'Brien, Elizabet     Central Michigan      48.34m     47.27m     155-01  1
      47.27m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 # 2104 Clarke, Kadian        Eastern Michigan      47.27m     46.41m     152-03  1
      46.41m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 # 2321 Kern, Emily           Southern Illinois     52.82m     46.07m     151-02  1
      46.07m  FOUL  FOUL
 21 # 2275 Gaudin, Grace         North Carolina St.    50.00m     38.61m     126-08  1
      38.61m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2056 Heckaman, Leah        Cincinnati            52.51m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2274 Evans, Lauren         North Carolina St.    56.93m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2024 Perkins, Erin         Auburn                61.23m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2165 Thomas, Brandy        Illinois State        52.98m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2116 Luthman, Savanah      Eastern Michigan      44.08m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Javelin Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 40.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 57.93m  4/10/2009   Rachel Yurkovich, Oregon
        Meet: M 58.56m  4/14/1989   Marilyn Senz, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2011 Carter, Kylee         Auburn                57.45m     53.57m     175-09  2
      49.50m  53.57m  51.08m  51.60m  49.67m  51.96m
  2 # 2371 Hamilton, Kim         Unattached            58.65m     51.74m     169-09  2
      FOUL  51.74m  47.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 # 2022 Montgomery, Peyto     Auburn                50.23m     50.94m     167-01  2
      FOUL  47.10m  FOUL  50.94m  47.08m  FOUL
  4 # 2036 McElroy, Megan        Central Michigan      46.65m     45.83m     150-04  2
      44.12m  FOUL  41.66m  36.42m  45.83m  42.40m
  5 # 2010 Carter, Ashley        Auburn                47.93m     44.98m     147-07  2
      39.33m  FOUL  40.47m  44.17m  43.97m  44.98m
  6 # 2365 Bailey, Dell          Unattached                       41.78m     137-01  1
      39.62m  41.60m  41.78m
  7 # 2008 Smith, Romi           Ashland               41.93m     40.86m     134-01  2
      40.86m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  40.76m  FOUL
  8 # 2155 Holland, Tessa        Illinois State        41.51m     40.83m     133-11  2
      38.12m  FOUL  FOUL  40.73m  40.83m  FOUL
  9 # 2302 Debski, Alyssa        Pittsburgh            44.00m     37.16m     121-11  2
      37.16m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 # 2303 Helenski, Carolyn     Pittsburgh            41.19m     36.94m     121-02  2
      36.94m  FOUL  FOUL
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 11 # 2334 Sexton, Emma          Southern Illinois     40.00m     35.99m     118-01  1
      35.99m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 # 2070 Urbano, Naomi         Cincinnati            36.53m     34.87m     114-05  1
      34.87m  ND  ND
 13 # 2046 Williams, Jayden      Central Michigan      39.62m     32.19m     105-07  1
      32.19m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 # 2037 Micheaux, April       Central Michigan      38.11m     31.60m     103-08  1
      31.60m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 # 2134 Chewning, Reagan      Furman                37.04m     29.18m      95-09  1
      29.18m  ND  FOUL
 16 # 2260 Hundt, Emily          Mid. Tenn. State                 23.24m      76-03  1
      23.24m  ND  ND
 -- # 2378 Racine, Kayla         Unattached            40.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2100 Bourg, Kristine       Eastern Michigan      43.32m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2404 Aeschlimann, Stef     Virginia Tech         40.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 Meter Dash College Heptathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached               23.96   1.2  1    985
  2 # 2376 Maslowski, Teddi      Unattached               24.26   1.2  1    956
  3 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee                24.41   1.2  1    942
  4 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                  24.94   1.2  1    892
  5 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                   25.07   1.2  1    880
  6 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                  25.17   3.3  2    871
  7 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                    25.43   3.3  2    848
  8 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati               25.78   3.8  3    817
  9 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan         25.79   3.8  3    816
 10 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati               25.92   3.8  3    804
 11 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                  26.04   1.2  1    794
 12 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State           26.16   3.3  2    783
 13 # 2120 Salzbrunn, Gianna     Eastern Michigan         26.16   3.8  3    783
 14 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point               26.37   3.8  3    765
 15 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State       26.53   3.8  3    751
 16 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point               26.74   3.3  2    734
 17 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State           26.75   3.3  2    733
Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 Meter Run College Heptathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                2:19.43     831
  2 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati             2:20.94     811
  3 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                  2:21.54     803
  4 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                2:22.37     792
  5 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached             2:23.38     778
  6 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati             2:25.16     755
  7 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee              2:25.25     754
  8 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point             2:26.39     739
  9 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State         2:27.43     725
 10 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                2:29.02     705
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 11 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                 2:30.35     688
 12 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point             2:30.79     683
 13 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State         2:31.50     674
 14 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State     2:36.21     617
 15 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan       2:44.45     523
Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 Meter Hurdles College Heptathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee                13.74   0.8  1   1015
  2 # 2376 Maslowski, Teddi      Unattached               13.77   0.8  1   1011
  3 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached               13.89   0.8  1    994
  4 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                  14.22   1.2  2    947
  5 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                    14.31   2.0  3    935
  6 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                   14.47   1.2  2    913
  7 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                  14.54   2.0  3    903
  8 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati               14.58   1.7  4    898
  8 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati               14.58   2.0  3    898
 10 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point               14.65   2.0  3    888
 11 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State           14.71   1.2  2    880
 12 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                  14.79   0.8  1    870
 13 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point               14.94   1.7  4    850
 14 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan         14.99   1.7  4    843
 15 # 2120 Salzbrunn, Gianna     Eastern Michigan         15.89   1.5  5    728
 16 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State       16.09   1.5  5    703
 17 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State           17.10   1.5  5    585
Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump College Heptathlon
====================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H# Points
====================================================================================
  1 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached               1.74m    5-08.50  1    903
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77
      DNS  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP   XO   XO  XXX
  1 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                  1.74m    5-08.50  1    903
     1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  1 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                    1.74m    5-08.50  1    903
     1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP    O    O   XO  XXX
  4 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                   1.71m    5-07.25  1    867
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74
      DNS  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O  XXX
  5 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee                1.68m    5-06.00  1    830
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71
      DNS  PPP    O    O    O  XXO  XXO   XO  XXX
  6 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                  1.65m    5-05.00  1    795
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68
      DNS  PPP    O    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  6 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State       1.65m    5-05.00  1    795
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68
      DNS  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
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  8 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati               1.62m    5-03.75  2    759
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O    O    O  XXX
  8 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati               1.62m    5-03.75  2    759
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
      PPP  PPP    O  PPP    O    O    O  XXO    O    O  XXX
  8 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                  1.62m    5-03.75  1    759
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
      DNS  PPP  PPP   XO  PPP    O  XXX
 11 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State           1.59m    5-02.50  2    724
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
 12 # 2376 Maslowski, Teddi      Unattached               1.56m    5-01.25  2    689
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO    O  XXX
 12 # 2120 Salzbrunn, Gianna     Eastern Michigan         1.56m    5-01.25  2    689
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59
      PPP    O    O    O   XO   XO  XXO    O  XXX
 12 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point               1.56m    5-01.25  2    689
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
 12 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point               1.56m    5-01.25  2    689
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O   XO    O  XXX
 12 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State           1.56m    5-01.25  2    689
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O    O  XXX
 17 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan         1.50m    4-11.00  2    621
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53
      PPP  PPP    O   XO    O   XO  XXX
Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump College Heptathlon
=========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H# Points
=========================================================================================
  1 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                    6.21m   1.8  20-04.50  1    915
     5.82m(4.2) 6.12m(2.1) 6.21m(1.8)
  2 # 2376 Maslowski, Teddi      Unattached               6.20m   1.7  20-04.25  1    912
     5.75m(2.0) 6.09m(2.2) 6.20m(1.7)
  3 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached               6.13m   4.2  20-01.50  1    890
     5.99m(4.0) 6.09m(3.4) 6.13m(4.2)
  4 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                  5.94m   3.0  19-06.00  1    831
     5.84m(4.1) 5.94m(3.0) 5.90m(3.2)
  5 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee                5.79m   3.4  19-00.00  1    786
     5.79m(3.4) FOUL(2.0) 5.76m(2.3)
  6 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point               5.53m   3.9  18-01.75  1    709
     4.30m(3.6) 5.53m(3.9) 5.09m(2.0)
  7 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                   5.52m   3.2  18-01.50  1    706
     5.27m(4.1) 5.52m(3.2) FOUL(3.2)
  8 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                  5.47m   2.6  17-11.50  2    691
     FOUL(1.6) 5.44m(4.3) 5.47m(2.6)
  9 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                  5.46m   3.3  17-11.00  1    688
     5.46m(3.3) 5.33m(3.3) FOUL(2.4)
 10 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati               5.45m   5.3  17-10.75  2    686
     5.45m(5.3) 5.26m(3.7) 5.28m(2.2)
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 11 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State       5.42m   3.8  17-09.50  2    677
     5.10m(4.0) 5.42m(3.8) 5.14m(4.0)
 12 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati               5.36m   2.7  17-07.00  2    660
     5.14m(3.2) 5.36m(2.7) 5.26m(3.2)
 13 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State           5.28m   2.8  17-04.00  2    637
     5.13m(3.5) 5.28m(2.8) 5.09m(3.1)
 14 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point               5.24m   3.7  17-02.25  2    626
     4.87m(3.9) 5.11m(2.2) 5.24m(3.7)
 15 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State           5.06m   2.4  16-07.25  2    576
     5.06m(2.4) 5.05m(4.0) FOUL(5.1)
 16 # 2120 Salzbrunn, Gianna     Eastern Michigan         5.05m   3.4  16-07.00  2    573
     FOUL(2.4) 5.05m(3.4) FOUL
 17 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan         5.00m   2.4  16-05.00  2    559
     4.85m(4.3) 5.00m(2.4) FOUL(2.8)
Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put College Heptathlon
====================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H# Points
====================================================================================
  1 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                 12.93m   42-05.25  1    723
      11.69m  12.25m  12.93m
  2 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached              11.41m   37-05.25  2    622
  3 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                 11.35m   37-03.00  1    618
      11.35m  FOUL  10.77m
  4 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                   10.92m   35-10.00  1    590
      10.92m  9.99m  FOUL
  5 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                  10.78m   35-04.50  1    581
      9.90m  10.78m  10.61m
  6 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati              10.61m   34-09.75  2    569
  7 # 2376 Maslowski, Teddi      Unattached              10.55m   34-07.50  1    566
      10.21m  10.45m  10.55m
  8 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State          10.27m   33-08.50  1    547
      9.18m  10.19m  10.27m
  9 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati              10.26m   33-08.00  1    546
      9.33m  10.26m  10.12m
 10 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan        10.17m   33-04.50  2    541
 11 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State      10.14m   33-03.25  1    539
      10.14m  9.92m  10.14m
 11 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State          10.14m   33-03.25  1    539
      10.14m  9.92m  9.93m
 13 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                 10.06m   33-00.25  2    533
 14 # 2120 Salzbrunn, Gianna     Eastern Michigan         9.60m   31-06.00  2    503
 15 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee                9.27m   30-05.00  2    482
 16 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point               9.05m   29-08.25  2    467
 17 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point               9.00m   29-06.50  2    464
Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Throw College Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                 42.10m     138-01    708
      40.14m  37.80m  42.10m
  2 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                   38.47m     126-02    638
      32.27m  38.47m  31.23m
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....Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Throw College Heptathlon
  3 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                 37.47m     122-11    619
      30.78m  34.96m  37.47m
  4 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State      35.94m     117-11    590
      23.16m  35.94m  FOUL
  5 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached              33.56m     110-01    544
      33.56m  31.55m  29.86m
  6 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point              31.70m     104-00    509
      31.70m  FOUL  31.42m
  7 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State          31.06m     101-11    497
      31.06m  30.82m  28.77m
  8 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati              30.79m     101-00    492
      30.64m  30.79m  FOUL
  9 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                  29.97m      98-04    476
      27.69m  29.97m  28.91m
 10 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee               29.21m      95-10    462
      24.21m  25.34m  29.21m
 11 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point              29.13m      95-07    460
      23.14m  25.55m  29.13m
 12 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State          27.27m      89-06    425
      26.41m  27.27m  FOUL
 13 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati              22.35m      73-04    333
      16.69m  22.35m  FOUL
 14 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                 21.75m      71-04    321
      19.43m  19.42m  21.75m
 -- # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan          FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Heptathlon College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T  6527  6/23/1995   Diane Guthrie-Gresham, George Mason
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2385 Winters, Melanie      Unattached                         5716
  2 # 2026 Paul, Carly           Brown                   5509       5632
  3 # 2072 Juskeviciute, Bea     Cornell                 5250       5504
  4 # 2251 Polsgrove, Kylie      Liberty                 5400       5333
  5 # 2351 Rhodes, Kiara         Tennessee               4754       5271
  6 # 2015 Jordan, Natosha       Auburn                  5300       5111
  7 # 2069 Straus, Katie         Cincinnati              4554       4996
  8 # 2192 Purcell, Hope         Indiana                            4957
  9 # 2068 Spears, Sydney        Cincinnati              4482       4791
 10 # 2149 Bruce, Jordyn         Illinois State          4700       4758
 11 # 2199 Porch, Bailey         Jacksonville State                 4672
 12 # 2144 Weisbrod, Anika       High Point                         4641
 13 # 2143 Reynolds, Madison     High Point                         4631
 14 # 2163 Rossman, Olivia       Illinois State                     4256
 15 # 2113 Iverson, Morgan       Eastern Michigan                   3903
Women 200 Meter Dash Invitational
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2248 Steiner, Abby         Kentucky               22.50      22.81   2.2  1
  2 # 2236 Gray, Kianna          Kentucky               22.65      22.87   2.2  1
  3 # 2223 Abbott, Chloe         Kentucky               23.17      23.12   2.2  1
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  4 # 2052 Chandler, Caisja      Cincinnati             23.52      23.18   1.9  2
  5       Brown, Fe              Unattached                        23.24   1.4  3
  6 # 2312 Branch, Bri'Anna      Southern Illinois      23.19      23.25   2.2  1
  7 # 2222 Yeargin, Nicole       Kent State             23.66      23.26   1.9  2
  8 # 2227 Barnes, Celera        Kentucky               23.63      23.31   1.9  2
  9 # 2340 Cantrell, Gabriel     Tennessee              23.50      23.41   1.9  2
 10 # 2273 Cunningham, Gabri     North Carolina St.     23.34      23.43   1.9  2
 11 # 2423 Smith, Nykah          Virginia Tech          23.70      23.56   1.4  3
 12 # 2339 Cameron, Saqukine     Tennessee              23.10      23.58   2.2  1
 13 # 2285 Ene, Cecil            Penn                   23.60      23.63   1.9  2
 14 # 2267 Odiong, Edidiong      Mid. Tenn. State       23.82      23.67   1.4  3
 15 # 2049 Bisiolu, Haisha       Cincinnati             23.28      23.70   2.2  1
 16 # 2191 Price, Natalie        Indiana                23.70      23.83   1.4  3
 17 # 2310 Scherer, Nikki        Pittsburgh             23.90      23.96   1.4  3
 18 # 2047 Williams, Nadia       Central Michigan       23.84      23.97   1.4  3
 19 # 2412 Dennis, Kennedy       Virginia Tech          23.40      24.04   1.9  2
 20 # 2243 O'Connor, Janie       Kentucky               23.80      24.09   1.4  3
Women Pole Vault Invitational
===================================================================================
 Progressions
 3.70-3.85-4.00*-4.15-4.25-4.35-4.45 then 5cm
   Tom Black: T 4.65m  2018        Alexis Jacobus, Arkansas
        Meet: M 4.40m  4/8/2017    Sydney Clute, Indiana
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2405 Baxter, Rachel        Virginia Tech          4.47m      4.45mM  14-07.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.50
      PPP  PPP    O   XO   XO   XO   XO  XXX
  2 # 2389 Denk, Kristen         Vanderbilt             4.34m      4.35m   14-03.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXO    O  XXX
  3 # 2377 Moll, Carolina        Unattached             4.40m      4.35m   14-03.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXO   XO  XXO  XXX
  4 # 2363 Abbe, Kelsie          Unattached             4.55m      4.25m   13-11.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25 4.35
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX
  5 # 2369 Gutermuth, Sophie     Unattached             4.40m      4.25m   13-11.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25 4.35
      PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXO  XXX
  6 # 2082 Sheppard, Nati        Duke                   4.21m      4.15m   13-07.25
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15 4.25
      PPP    O    O    O  XXX
  7 # 2051 Catherine, Brooke     Cincinnati             4.06m      4.00m   13-01.50
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15
      PPP  XXO    O  XXX
  8 # 2375 Marlos, Jill          Unattached             4.53m      4.00m   13-01.50
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15
      PPP  PPP  XXO  XXX
  8 # 2399 Ollinger, Margare     Vanderbilt             4.09m      4.00m   13-01.50
     3.70 3.85 4.00 4.15
        O    O  XXO  XXX
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 10 # 2357 Spritzky, Kim         Tennessee              3.98m      3.85m   12-07.50
     3.70 3.85 4.00
       XO   XO  XXX
 11 # 2209 Horrigan, Maria       Kent State             4.17m      3.85m   12-07.50
     3.70 3.85 4.00
        O  XXO  XXX
 -- # 2198 Watson, Anna          Indiana                4.21m         NH
     3.70 3.85
      PPP  XXX
 -- # 2219 Thompson, Alexand     Kent State             4.05m         NH
     3.70
      XXX
 -- # 2345 Jefcoat, Hannah       Tennessee              4.17m         NH
     3.70 3.85 4.00
      PPP  PPP  XXX
Men 100 Meter Dash College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T  9.95  4/8/2017    Christian Coleman, Tennessee
        Meet: M  9.95  4/8/2017    , Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2456 Moore, Devon          Carson Newman          10.40      10.12   2.2  2
  2 # 2824 Sorillo, Rondel       Unattached             10.35      10.17   2.2  1
  3 # 2802 Williams, Mustaqe     Tennessee              10.12      10.23   2.2  1
  4 # 2606 Brathwaite, Rikko     Indiana                10.43      10.26   2.2  2
  5 # 2452 Schwartz, Anthony     Auburn                 10.07      10.28   2.2  1
  6 # 2555 Posada, Terrell       Eastern Michigan       10.28      10.36   2.2  1
  7 # 2727 Morgan, Marvin        Penn                   10.25      10.39   2.2  1 10.381
  7 # 2485 Mitchell, Quincy      Cincinnati             10.45      10.39   2.2  2 10.381
  9 # 2695 Petty, Lamarco        Mid. Tenn. State       10.50      10.40   5.0  3 10.400
  9 # 2879 Owusu-Antwi, Mart     Western Kentucky       10.38      10.40   2.2  2 10.400
 11 # 2704 Cunningham, Quash     North Carolina St.     10.33      10.43   2.2  1
 12 # 2712 Lang, Alex            North Carolina St.     10.50      10.45   5.0  3
 13 # 2788 Miller, Elijah        Tennessee              10.39      10.48   2.2  2
 14 # 2671 Smith, Jacob          Kentucky               10.40      10.49   2.2  2
 15 # 2499 Menchaca, Zach        Cornell                10.54      10.50   5.0  3
 16 # 2641 Hodrick, Asa          Kent State             10.50      10.51   5.0  3
 17 # 2874 Davis, Joshua         Western Kentucky       10.19      10.53   2.2  1
 18 # 2492 Woods, Anthony        Cincinnati             10.90      10.54   3.2  6
 19 # 2839 Davenport, Michae     Virginia Tech          10.55      10.59   5.0  3
 20 # 2441 Burks, Joshua         Auburn                 10.50      10.60   5.0  3 10.591
 21 # 2450 Reese, Jason          Auburn                 10.47      10.60   5.0  3 10.594
 22 # 2800 Uzzell, Jeffrey       Tennessee              10.81      10.60   3.2  6 10.595
 23 # 2639 Harris, Brandon       Kent State             10.62      10.61   3.5  4
 24 # 2475 Chambers, Mykel       Cincinnati             10.60      10.64   3.5  4
 25 # 2483 McCall, Isaiah        Cincinnati             10.75      10.66   3.9  5
 26 # 2538 Beckom, Sean          Eastern Michigan       10.68      10.68   3.5  4 10.678
 27 # 2663 Council, Cameron      Kentucky               10.42      10.68   2.2  2 10.679
 28 # 2687 Hugle, Keyon          Mid. Tenn. State       10.75      10.70   3.9  5
 29 # 2594 Hooker, Dion          Illinois State         10.70      10.71   3.9  5
 30 # 2434 Ramsey, Kainnan       Ashland                10.70      10.72   3.9  5
 31 # 2867 Tay, Joseph           Virginia Tech          10.68      10.73   3.5  4
 32 # 2593 Hatch, Andy           Illinois State         10.81      10.76   3.2  6
 33 # 2495 Beck, Alex            Cornell                10.62      10.81   3.5  4 10.803
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 34 # 2659 Wilson, Brandon       Kent State             10.80      10.81   3.2  6 10.810
 35 # 2536 Warren, Kashif        East Tenn. St.         10.80      10.82   3.2  6
 36 # 2435 Rumas, Tim            Ashland                10.70      10.88   3.9  5
 37 # 2866 Tay, Derek            Virginia Tech          10.75      10.92   3.9  5
 38 # 2850 Lewis, Tahjere        Virginia Tech          11.15      10.98   3.2  6
 39 # 2690 Mangram, Kenneth      Mid. Tenn. State       10.90      11.09   3.2  6
 40 # 2753 Glenn, Brian          Southern Illinois      11.25      11.42   3.1  7
 41 # 2853 Manilli, John         Virginia Tech          11.40      11.48   3.1  7
Men 200 Meter Dash College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T 20.06  4/12/2002   Justin Gatlin, Tennessee
        Meet: M 20.06  2002        , Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2485 Mitchell, Quincy      Cincinnati             22.00      20.95   2.4  6
  2 # 2561 Underwood, Tyler      Eastern Michigan       21.18      21.01   2.9  1
  3 # 2695 Petty, Lamarco        Mid. Tenn. State       21.29      21.05   2.0  2
  4 # 2701 Wright, Willingto     Mid. Tenn. State       21.25      21.06   2.0  2
  5 # 2555 Posada, Terrell       Eastern Michigan       21.21      21.09   2.9  1
  6 # 2839 Davenport, Michae     Virginia Tech          21.20      21.28   2.9  1
  7 # 2788 Miller, Elijah        Tennessee              21.25      21.30   2.0  2
  8 # 2455 Tenkiang, Chiason     Auburn                 21.39      21.33   3.8  3
  9 # 2662 Brown, Tai            Kentucky               21.56      21.35   2.4  4
 10 # 2499 Menchaca, Zach        Cornell                21.50      21.37   3.8  3
 11 # 2492 Woods, Anthony        Cincinnati             21.96      21.52   2.4  6
 12 # 2737 Feagin, Lonzell       Pittsburgh             21.20      21.52   2.9  1
 12 # 2450 Reese, Jason          Auburn                 21.47      21.52   3.8  3
 14 # 2800 Uzzell, Jeffrey       Tennessee              21.50      21.55   3.8  3
 15 # 2500 Mini, Kuune           Cornell                21.60      21.63   2.4  4
 16 # 2790 Pierre, Nickson       Tennessee              21.81      21.66   1.6  5
 17 # 2720 Herrick, Tyler        Penn                   21.61      21.66   2.4  4
 17 # 2779 Harris, Darryl        Tennessee              21.38      21.66   3.8  3
 19 # 2702 Alvarez, Alan         North Carolina St.     21.30      21.67   2.0  2
 20 # 2593 Hatch, Andy           Illinois State         21.50      21.70   3.8  3
 21 # 2441 Burks, Joshua         Auburn                 21.35      21.75   2.0  2
 22 # 2639 Harris, Brandon       Kent State             21.80      21.81   1.6  5
 23 # 2475 Chambers, Mykel       Cincinnati             21.74      21.87   1.6  5
 24 # 2536 Warren, Kashif        East Tenn. St.         22.00      21.88   2.4  6
 25 # 2594 Hooker, Dion          Illinois State         21.56      21.89   2.4  4
 26 # 2762 Sherrod, Corey        Southern Illinois      22.00      21.94   2.4  6
 27 # 2706 Douglas, Ja'Von       North Carolina St.     21.50      21.97   3.8  3
 28 # 2435 Rumas, Tim            Ashland                21.67      22.05   2.4  4
 29 # 2610 Davis, Nate           Indiana                21.72      22.08   2.4  4
 30 # 2434 Ramsey, Kainnan       Ashland                21.64      22.13   2.4  4
 31 # 2498 Lyons, Austin         Cornell                21.80      22.13   1.6  5
 32 # 2705 Davis, Jamar          North Carolina St.     21.90      22.22   2.4  6
 33 # 2678 Wilt, Caleb           Kentucky               21.90      22.42   1.6  5
 34 # 2866 Tay, Derek            Virginia Tech          22.10      22.46   2.4  6
 35 # 2652 Perry, Shaquille      Kent State             21.87      23.31   1.6  5
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============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 44.28  2018        Nathon Allen, Auburn
        Meet: M 45.01  1995        Kevin Lyles, Seaton Hall
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2701 Wright, Willingto     Mid. Tenn. State       46.53      46.75   1
  2 # 2460 Dodge, Jack           Central Michigan       46.82      46.79   1
  3 # 2794 Sacoor, Jonathan      Tennessee              45.03      46.99   1
  4 # 2561 Underwood, Tyler      Eastern Michigan       46.00      47.06   1
  5 # 2881 Warren, Lincoln       Western Kentucky       46.36      47.23   1
  6 # 2700 Torian, Jaquez        Mid. Tenn. State       46.64      47.46   1
  7 # 2737 Feagin, Lonzell       Pittsburgh             46.85      47.48   2
  8 # 2661 Bann, Nathaniel       Kentucky               47.76      47.49   3
  9 # 2557 Richardson, Owen      Eastern Michigan       46.40      47.51   1
 10 # 2462 Hayes, Benjamin       Central Michigan       47.28      47.84   2
 11 # 2432 Phillips, Channin     Ashland                47.65      48.17   3
 12 # 2713 Patterson, Shanno     North Carolina St.     47.40      48.25   2
 13 # 2707 Dowdy, Junpai         North Carolina St.     47.73      48.43   3
 14 # 2779 Harris, Darryl        Tennessee              47.80      48.54   3
 15 # 2790 Pierre, Nickson       Tennessee              47.81      48.56   3
 16 # 2746 Watson, Dante         Pittsburgh             47.70      48.80   3
 17 # 2651 Parker, Zavien        Kent State             48.85      48.82   5
 18 # 2612 Grimmer, Derek        Indiana                47.70      48.89   3
 19 # 2715 Bender, Ryan          Penn                   48.15      48.95   4
 20 # 2871 Agyemang, Duncan      Western Kentucky       47.29      49.11   2
 21 # 2597 Lyons, Avery          Illinois State         47.89      49.38   4
 22 # 2591 Gage, Brandon         Illinois State         49.03      49.62   6
 23 # 2532 Sampson, Hunter       East Tenn. St.         48.95      49.78   6
 24 # 2467 Morton, Roshawn       Central Michigan       48.62      50.00   5
 25 # 2455 Tenkiang, Chiason     Auburn                 47.97      50.09   4
 26 # 2762 Sherrod, Corey        Southern Illinois      48.50      50.23   5
 27 # 2642 Johnson, Kole         Kent State             49.89      50.25   6
 28 # 2602 Swartzendruber, N     Illinois State         48.40      50.27   4
 29 # 2496 Comly, Nick           Cornell                48.50      50.68   5
 30 # 2711 Johnson, J            North Carolina St.     50.00      50.81   6
 31 # 2463 Jaime, Gavin          Central Michigan       48.46      50.82   4
 32 # 2710 Green, Craig          North Carolina St.     50.00      50.97   6
 33 # 2563 White, Treston        Eastern Michigan       48.94      51.11   5
Men 800 Meter Run College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 1:44.85  6/21/1983   David Patrick, Athletics West
        Meet: M 1:46.42  1994        Jose Parrilla, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2631 Williams, Cooper      Indiana              1:46.06    1:48.23   1
  2 # 2587 Anstey, Jack          Illinois State       1:49.56    1:48.78   1
  3 # 2816 Jones, Ian            Unattached           1:48.46    1:50.00   1
  4 # 2571 Adams, Ryan           Furman               1:49.17    1:50.17   1
  5 # 2624 Royal, Jalen          Indiana              1:49.65    1:50.68   1
  6 # 2522 Wisner, Matt          Duke                 1:47.68    1:50.70   1
  7 # 2506 Cooper, Charles       Duke                 1:48.95    1:51.14   1
  8 # 2768 Tyree, Canoy          Southern Illinois    1:51.00    1:51.45   3
  9 # 2718 Gatewood, Mason       Penn                 1:50.20    1:51.46   2
 10 # 2630 Wallace, Adam         Indiana              1:50.49    1:51.66   2
 11 # 2732 Sellaro, Ray          Penn                 1:50.20    1:51.81   2
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 12 # 2697 Sanders, Trevon       Mid. Tenn. State     1:51.64    1:52.06   3
 13 # 2869 Whitfield, David      Virginia Tech        1:51.70    1:52.08   3
 14 # 2605 Bennett, Aaron        Indiana              1:50.67    1:52.14   2
 15 # 2865 Siewe Yanga, Thie     Virginia Tech        1:50.60    1:52.42   2
 16 # 2729 Novak, Joseph         Penn                 1:50.50    1:52.47   2
 17 # 2724 Lee, James            Penn                 1:50.60    1:52.59   3
 18 # 2607 Browning, Teddy       Indiana              1:50.97    1:52.72   2
 19 # 2618 Mau, Kyle             Indiana              1:49.50    1:52.73   1
 20 # 2837 Buck, Owen            Virginia Tech        1:50.06    1:52.86   1
 21 # 2523 Benson, Khayvonn      East Tenn. St.       1:51.50    1:52.93   3
 22 # 2835 Baker, Brian          Virginia Tech        1:52.00    1:52.95   3
 23 # 2719 Graca, Elias          Penn                 1:50.80    1:53.27   3
 24 # 2782 Hoots, Joe            Tennessee            1:51.50    1:53.57   2
 25 # 2533 Scarr, Matthew        East Tenn. St.       1:51.00    1:53.61   3
 26 # 2623 Newbern, Tony         Indiana              1:53.62    1:53.86   5
 27 # 2859 Phillips, Eldon       Virginia Tech        1:51.80    1:53.88   3
 28 # 2864 Sheppard, Logan       Virginia Tech        1:53.90    1:54.01   5
 29 # 2565 Wilson, Roderic       Eastern Michigan     1:53.61    1:54.08   5
 30 # 2595 Johnson, Kimathi      Illinois State       1:51.82    1:54.56   3
 31 # 2550 Jones, Derek          Eastern Michigan     1:54.00    1:54.77   5
 32 # 2789 Parrilla, Jose        Tennessee            1:51.94    1:55.14   2
 33 # 2761 Schnitker, Brando     Southern Illinois    1:53.00    1:55.15   4
 34 # 2849 Leeser, Tyler         Virginia Tech        1:52.80    1:55.27   4
 35 # 2689 Mack, Nathan          Mid. Tenn. State     1:53.69    1:55.31   5
 36 # 2507 Cox, Nick             Duke                 1:52.60    1:55.49   4
 37 # 2843 Gault, Clint          Virginia Tech        1:54.50    1:56.28   5
 38 # 2643 Jones, Kevin          Kent State           1:52.90    1:56.32   4
 39 # 2508 Cullen, Joe           Duke                 1:52.95    1:56.68   4
 40 # 2531 Routh, Josh           East Tenn. St.       1:53.00    1:56.73   4
 41 # 2682 Acevedo, Julio        Mid. Tenn. State     1:54.84    1:56.86   5
 42 # 2791 Quealy, Trey          Tennessee            1:53.44    1:57.40   4
 43 # 2574 Daniel, Madison       Furman               1:56.25    1:57.53   5
 44 # 2551 Kuhn, Daniel          Eastern Michigan     1:54.08    1:58.88   5
 45 # 2877 Kelly, Abdur          Western Kentucky     1:50.12    2:00.89   2
 46 # 2505 Connell, Devin        Duke                 1:53.50    2:01.52   4
 47 # 2504 Coleman, Nico         Duke                 1:53.00    2:04.24   4
 48 # 2577 Johnson, Peter        Furman               1:59.99    2:06.50   5
 -- # 2698 Sigler, Harper        Mid. Tenn. State     1:57.00        DNF   5
Men 1500 Meter Run College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 3:34.92  6/20/1982   Steve Scott, Sub 4 TC
        Meet: M 3:39.40  1995        Paul McMullen, East Michigan
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2785 Long, Zach            Tennessee            3:45.46    3:43.09   1
  2 # 2613 Hagen, Kenneth        Indiana              3:44.00    3:43.29   1
  3 # 2629 Veatch, Ben           Indiana              3:42.75    3:44.17   1
  4 # 2854 Mosavel-Lo, Bashi     Virginia Tech        3:45.00    3:44.35   1
  5 # 2619 Michalski, Daniel     Indiana              3:43.50    3:44.89   1
  6 # 2862 Seufer, Peter         Virginia Tech        3:43.60    3:44.94   1
  7 # 2583 Templeton, Aaron      Furman               3:44.89    3:45.74   1
  8 # 2582 Ponder, Cameron       Furman               3:44.13    3:46.94   1
  9 # 2667 Muhammad, Kendall     Kentucky             3:45.38    3:48.17   1
 10 # 2841 Fleming, Ben          Virginia Tech        3:48.30    3:48.64   3
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 11 # 2848 Joyce, Jack           Virginia Tech        3:45.62    3:48.82   2
 12 # 2838 Cannon, Matthias      Virginia Tech        3:48.50    3:49.07   3
 13 # 2489 Schille, Andrew       Cincinnati           3:50.02    3:49.99   3
 14 # 2535 Varghese, Ben         East Tenn. St.       3:49.00    3:50.19   3
 15 # 2530 Pectol, Wes           East Tenn. St.       3:50.00    3:50.86   3
 16 # 2581 Ogden, Jake           Furman               3:44.82    3:50.87   1
 17 # 2684 Chemadi, Kigen        Mid. Tenn. State     3:48.00    3:50.97   2
 18 # 2573 Coppi, Mason          Furman               3:49.50    3:51.10   3
 19 # 2675 Thomas, Matthew       Kentucky             3:48.21    3:51.41   3
 20 # 2584 Martin, Avery         Greenville Elite TC  3:45.40    3:51.69   2
 21 # 2674 Szalay, Gabriel       Kentucky             3:50.00    3:51.80   3
 22 # 2473 Bienenfeld, Aaron     Cincinnati           3:47.88    3:51.97   2
 23 # 2851 Lopez Segura, Ant     Virginia Tech        3:45.63    3:52.16   2
 24 # 2691 Mosito, Lebo          Mid. Tenn. State     3:50.00    3:52.76   3
 25 # 2696 Rono, Brian           Mid. Tenn. State     3:54.00    3:52.81   4
 26 # 2845 Griffen, Will         Virginia Tech        3:57.00    3:53.65   5
 27 # 2863 Seyoum, Fitsum        Virginia Tech        3:52.00    3:53.66   4
 28 # 2515 Pulimood, Nikhil      Duke                 3:48.00    3:53.89   2
 29 # 2833 Laning, Nick          Vanderbilt           3:53.00    3:53.99   4
 30 # 2857 Nibbelink, Benjam     Virginia Tech        3:57.00    3:54.06   5
 31 # 2572 Bernal, Daniel        Furman               3:52.10    3:54.50   4
 32 # 2513 Miley, Alex           Duke                 3:46.00    3:54.64   2
 33 # 2856 Mussie, Simeon        Virginia Tech        3:58.00    3:54.76   5
 34 # 2620 Millar, Bryce         Indiana              3:47.00    3:55.02   2
 35 # 2677 Warren, Trevor        Kentucky             3:52.00    3:55.18   4
 36 # 2520 Sullivan, Tom         Duke                 3:53.42    3:56.18   4
 37 # 2773 Boogades, Nick        Tennessee            3:50.00    3:57.37   2
 38 # 2776 Elrod, John           Tennessee            3:57.00    3:57.59   5
 39 # 2509 Dillon, Carter        Duke                 3:47.00    3:58.25   2
 40 # 2793 Robinson, Wesley      Tennessee            3:56.40    3:58.84   5
 41 # 2490 Stump, Matt           Cincinnati           3:52.94    3:58.91   4
 42 # 2783 Johnston, Adam        Tennessee            3:50.00    3:59.03   3
 43 # 2545 Ghali, Melika         Eastern Michigan     3:50.43    3:59.08   4
 44 # 2660 Allen, Dylan          Kentucky             3:54.00    3:59.20   4
 45 # 2653 Prack, Justin         Kent State           3:57.50    3:59.79   5
 46 # 2656 Stamper, Alex         Kent State           3:55.00    4:00.00   4
 47 # 2592 Gillum, Jake          Illinois State       3:54.05    4:00.74   4
 48 # 2514 Politis, Matt         Duke                 3:56.00    4:01.58   5
 49 # 2544 Fitsum, Hayelom       Eastern Michigan     3:55.19    4:04.39   4
 50 # 2774 Brey, Nicholas        Tennessee            4:01.14    4:04.89   5
 51 # 2542 Day, Owen             Eastern Michigan     3:46.48    4:05.49   2
 52 # 2751 Edwards, Christop     Southern Illinois    3:56.17    4:07.68   5
 53 # 2772 Barbour, Max          Tennessee                       4:11.01   5
 54 # 2813 Hamblen, Brayden      Unattached           3:56.00    4:13.06   5
 55 # 2575 Dolhare, Noah         Furman               4:00.00    4:13.53   5
 56 # 2686 Hercules, Cadon       Mid. Tenn. State     4:12.97    4:21.41   5
 -- # 2531 Routh, Josh           East Tenn. St.       3:54.00        DNF   4
Men 5000 Meter Run College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 13:20.39  4/11/1997   Todd Williams, Adidas
        Meet: M 13:20.39  1997        Todd Williams, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2580 Meade, Luke           Furman              14:32.20   14:20.55   1
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  2 # 2516 Romine, Josh          Duke                14:24.00   14:39.36   1
  3 # 2781 Hillsman, Andre       Tennessee           14:24.85   14:41.52   1
  4 # 2799 Thiessen, Karl        Tennessee           14:12.00   14:42.69   1
  5 # 2521 Theodore, Chris       Duke                14:29.00   14:49.09   1
  6 # 2633 Bookman, Clark        Kent State          14:46.19   14:51.63   2
  7 # 2564 Wicker, Austin        Eastern Michigan    14:37.54   14:53.40   1
  8 # 2664 Dowdy, Cole           Kentucky            14:43.21   14:58.64   2
  9 # 2525 Charles, Noah         East Tenn. St.      14:25.00   15:02.57   1
 10 # 2614 Jett, Jackson         Indiana             14:28.00   15:09.53   1
 11 # 2758 Parsons, Reid         Southern Illinois   15:21.08   15:10.46   2
 12 # 2529 O'Connor, Ben         East Tenn. St.      14:45.00   15:15.13   2
 13 # 2632 Avers, Brandon        Kent State          14:51.00   15:15.73   2
 14 # 2834 Suzman, Evan          Vanderbilt          15:15.38   15:19.58   2
 15 # 2847 Humeida, Osman        Virginia Tech       14:35.00   15:24.55   1
 16 # 2512 Hoff, Cole            Duke                14:29.00   15:24.74   1
 17 # 2815 James, Oliver         Unattached          14:55.00   15:25.70   2
 18 # 2826 Sullivan, Devin       Unattached                     15:27.21   2
 19 # 2831 Casolaro, Caleb       Vanderbilt          15:17.53   15:30.58   2
 20 # 2688 Kipkorir, Dennis      Mid. Tenn. State    15:30.00   15:32.33   2
 21 # 2524 Bowden, Seth          East Tenn. St.      14:55.00   15:39.65   2
 22 # 2621 Moore, Hunter         Indiana             14:25.00   15:52.24   1
 23 # 2832 Irvine, Andrew        Vanderbilt          15:25.00   15:58.97   2
 24 # 2749 Church, Michael       Southern Illinois   15:30.00   16:16.95   2
 -- # 2813 Hamblen, Brayden      Unattached                          DNF   2
Men 110 Meter Hurdles College
=================================================================================
   Tom Black: T 13.15  2018        Grant Holloway, Florida
        Meet: M 13.22  4/12/2002   Dawane Wallace, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2670 Roberts, Daniel       Kentucky               13.27      13.34   4.1  1
  2 # 2662 Brown, Tai            Kentucky               13.65      13.56   4.1  1
  3 # 2498 Lyons, Austin         Cornell                14.02      13.83   4.1  1
  4 # 2426 Bassitt, Trevor       Ashland                14.02      13.88   4.1  1
  5 # 2678 Wilt, Caleb           Kentucky               13.98      13.97   4.1  1
  6 # 2759 Phipps, Theo          Southern Illinois      14.44      14.14   3.9  2
  7 # 2479 Greenlee IV, Arth     Cincinnati             14.02      14.23   4.1  1
  8 # 2819 Murray, Cam           Unattached             14.50      14.29   2.5  3
  9 # 2742 Schooler, Crocket     Pittsburgh             14.30      14.30   3.9  2
 10 # 2543 Douglas, Frank        Eastern Michigan       14.39      14.39   3.9  2
 11 # 2477 Duricky, Connor       Cincinnati             14.04      14.43   4.1  1 14.421
 12 # 2443 Clark, Craig          Auburn                 14.45      14.43   2.5  3 14.429
 13 # 2880 Seged, Maor           Western Kentucky       14.42      14.47   3.9  2 14.462
 14 # 2566 Wylie, Payne          Eastern Michigan       14.35      14.47   3.9  2 14.469
 15 # 2654 Ragland, Dairius      Kent State             14.34      14.60   3.9  2
 16 # 2840 Demory, Jaelyn        Virginia Tech          14.80      14.71   2.5  3
 17 # 2458 Blanchard, Jackso     Central Michigan       14.83      14.80   2.5  3
 18 # 2469 Seghi, Joseph         Central Michigan       15.29      15.01   3.0  4
 19 # 2744 Spino, Seth           Pittsburgh             14.45      15.03   2.5  3
 20 # 2454 Stone, Chris          Auburn                 14.86      15.08   2.5  3
 21 # 2483 McCall, Isaiah        Cincinnati             14.54      15.19   2.5  3
 22 # 2431 Moore, Travis         Ashland                14.85      15.26   2.5  3
 23 # 2436 Tabor, Ethan          Ashland                15.09      15.35   3.0  4
 24 # 2457 Aerts, Parker         Central Michigan                  15.45   3.0  4
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 25 # 2766 Thompson, Trevor      Southern Illinois                 16.43   3.0  4
Men 400 Meter Hurdles College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 48.38  5/23/1987   Danny Harris, Athletics West
        Meet: M 48.65  1997        Derrick Adkins, Reebok
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2426 Bassitt, Trevor       Ashland                52.29      51.94   1
  2 # 2844 Green, Miles          Virginia Tech          50.20      52.22   1
  3 # 2742 Schooler, Crocket     Pittsburgh             51.65      53.11   1
  4 # 2730 Okolo, Anthony        Penn                   51.35      53.66   1
  5 # 2598 Maguire, Cole         Illinois State         53.07      53.97   2
  6 # 2477 Duricky, Connor       Cincinnati             53.91      54.10   3
  7 # 2439 Allen, Sherwayne      Auburn                 53.41      54.58   2
  8 # 2458 Blanchard, Jackso     Central Michigan       52.33      54.68   1
  9 # 2465 Lander, Dante         Central Michigan       56.92      54.79   5
 10 # 2880 Seged, Maor           Western Kentucky       52.07      54.81   1
 11 # 2566 Wylie, Payne          Eastern Michigan       53.82      54.88   3
 12 # 2442 Ciul, Caden           Auburn                 53.25      54.90   2
 13 # 2747 Wilson, Matt          Pittsburgh             51.67      54.93   1
 14 # 2543 Douglas, Frank        Eastern Michigan       54.99      55.32   4
 15 # 2537 Barber, Elijah        Eastern Michigan       53.78      55.33   3
 16 # 2541 Coward, Ken           Eastern Michigan       54.98      55.36   4
 17 # 2676 Walker, William       Kentucky               52.90      55.74   2
 18 # 2502 Powers, Billy         Cornell                52.50      55.95   2
 19 # 2431 Moore, Travis         Ashland                53.34      56.03   2
 20 # 2436 Tabor, Ethan          Ashland                54.45      56.11   4
 21 # 2735 Brosier, Kenneth      Pittsburgh             53.65      56.77   3
 22 # 2635 Deas, Dontae          Kent State             54.51      56.87   4
 23 # 2469 Seghi, Joseph         Central Michigan       55.82      56.92   5
 24 # 2744 Spino, Seth           Pittsburgh             54.00      57.52   4
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 8:21.48  6/2/1995    Jim Svenoy, Texas-El Paso
        Meet: M 8:23.28  1998        Mark Croaghan, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 # 2622 Murphy, Joseph        Indiana              8:47.78    9:06.08
  2 # 2585 Pataky, Victor        Greenville Elite TC  9:03.00    9:15.81
  3 # 2754 Hassim, Theo          Southern Illinois    9:51.58    9:46.54
  4 # 2510 Eckmann, AJ           Duke                 9:15.00    9:46.91
  5 # 2540 Costa, Solomon        Eastern Michigan     9:19.78    9:47.18
  6 # 2528 Krafsur, Josh         East Tenn. St.       9:20.00    9:47.22
  7 # 2608 Burks, Kyle           Indiana              9:13.67   10:14.46
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============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 38.08  4/14/2018   Americas Team Proform Sports, Americas Te
                       C Coleman, J Gatlin, R Baker, M Rogers
        Meet: M 38.08  4/14/2018   Americas Team Proform Sports, Americas Te
                       C Coleman, J Gatlin, R Baker, M Rogers
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 Tennessee                                           39.36      39.69   1
     1) #2788 Miller, Elijah            2) #2802 Williams, Mustaqeem
     3) #2787 McConico, Kwantreyl       4) #2800 Uzzell, Jeffrey
  2 Western Kentucky                                    38.94      39.82   1
     1) #2881 Warren, Lincoln           2) #2879 Owusu-Antwi, Martin
     3) #2875 Gates, Kymari             4) #2874 Davis, Joshua
  3 Kentucky                                            39.35      39.84   1
     1) #2670 Roberts, Daniel           2) #2673 St Hillaire, Dwight
     3) #2671 Smith, Jacob              4) #2663 Council, Cameron
  4 Virginia Tech                                       39.95      39.99   1
     1) #2867 Tay, Joseph               2) #2858 Patterson, Jacory
     3) #2839 Davenport, Michael        4) #2836 Beck, Cole
  5 North Carolina St.                                  39.38      40.14   1
     1) #2707 Dowdy, Junpai             2) #2703 Charleston, Cravont
     3) #2713 Patterson, Shannon        4) #2702 Alvarez, Alan
  6 Eastern Michigan                                    40.26      40.70   2
     1) #2538 Beckom, Sean              2) #2555 Posada, Terrell
     3) #2561 Underwood, Tyler          4) #2557 Richardson, Owen
  7 Cincinnati                                          41.42      41.24   2
     1) #2483 McCall, Isaiah            2) #2474 Borzor, Chris
     3) #2492 Woods, Anthony            4) #2485 Mitchell, Quincy
  8 Mid. Tenn. State                                    40.10      41.38   2
     1) #2687 Hugle, Keyon              2) #2695 Petty, Lamarco
     3) #2690 Mangram, Kenneth          4) #2701 Wright, Willington
  9 Illinois State                                      40.04      41.76   1
     1) #2594 Hooker, Dion              2) #2597 Lyons, Avery
     3) #2591 Gage, Brandon             4) #2593 Hatch, Andy
 10 Pittsburgh                                          40.50      41.96   2
     1) #2747 Wilson, Matt              2) #2737 Feagin, Lonzell
     3) #2735 Brosier, Kenneth          4) #2742 Schooler, Crockett
 11 Ashland                                             40.67      42.34   2
     1) #2434 Ramsey, Kainnan           2) #2433 Pringle, Myles
     3) #2435 Rumas, Tim                4) #2426 Bassitt, Trevor
 -- Cornell                                             40.67         FS   2
     1) #2500 Mini, Kuune               2) #2498 Lyons, Austin
     3) #2495 Beck, Alex                4) #2499 Menchaca, Zach
Men 4x200 Meter Relay College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 1:20.90  4/14/2001   Tennessee, Tennessee
                         Lambert/Gatlin/Frye/Scott
        Meet: M 1:20.90  2001        Tennessee, Tennessee
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky                                  1:22.98    1:23.60
     1) #2875 Gates, Kymari             2) #2876 Hayes, Austin
     3) #2881 Warren, Lincoln           4) #2874 Davis, Joshua
  2 Auburn                                            1:23.10    1:23.95
     1) #2455 Tenkiang, Chiason         2) #2453 Shivers, Shaun
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     3) #2441 Burks, Joshua             4) #2452 Schwartz, Anthony
Men 4x400 Meter Relay College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T 3:00.60  6/1/1995    Baylor, Baylor
                         Ford/Howard/Williams/Minor
        Meet: M 3:02.14  4/13/2002   Tennessee, TENN
    School                                               Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky                                  3:03.78    3:09.91   1
     1) #2881 Warren, Lincoln           2) #2877 Kelly, Abdur
     3) #2874 Davis, Joshua             4) #2880 Seged, Maor
  2 Eastern Michigan                                  3:07.38    3:11.82   1
     1) #2537 Barber, Elijah            2) #2561 Underwood, Tyler
     3) #2563 White, Treston            4) #2557 Richardson, Owen
  3 Central Michigan                                  3:12.92    3:12.58   2
     1) #2458 Blanchard, Jackson        2) #2462 Hayes, Benjamin
     3) #2465 Lander, Dante             4) #2460 Dodge, Jack
  4 Indiana                                           3:08.20    3:12.81   2
     1) #2612 Grimmer, Derek            2) #2631 Williams, Cooper
     3) #2624 Royal, Jalen              4) #2610 Davis, Nate
  5 Pittsburgh                                        3:08.00    3:13.14   1
     1) #2746 Watson, Dante             2) #2747 Wilson, Matt
     3) #2742 Schooler, Crockett        4) #2737 Feagin, Lonzell
  6 Illinois State                                    3:12.23    3:13.73   2
     1) #2597 Lyons, Avery              2) #2591 Gage, Brandon
     3) #2602 Swartzendruber, Nick      4) #2598 Maguire, Cole
  7 North Carolina St.                                3:16.05    3:14.02   2
     1) #2707 Dowdy, Junpai             2) #2713 Patterson, Shannon
     3) #2703 Charleston, Cravont       4) #2711 Johnson, J
  8 Ashland                                           3:07.66    3:14.47   1
     1) #2432 Phillips, Channing        2) #2426 Bassitt, Trevor
     3) #2436 Tabor, Ethan              4) #2435 Rumas, Tim
  9 Cornell                                           3:10.00    3:17.74   2
     1) #2502 Powers, Billy             2) #2500 Mini, Kuune
     3) #2496 Comly, Nick               4) #2495 Beck, Alex
 10 Southern Illinois                                 3:20.00    3:19.06   1
     1) #2757 McGluen, Johnny           2) #2762 Sherrod, Corey
     3) #2761 Schnitker, Brandon        4) #2767 Turner, Kevin
 11 Cincinnati                                        3:19.94    3:26.49   2
     1) #2477 Duricky, Connor           2) #2492 Woods, Anthony
     3) #2475 Chambers, Mykel           4) #2882 Kane, Ryan
 -- Tennessee                                         3:07.49        DNF   1
     1) #2779 Harris, Darryl            2) #2790 Pierre, Nickson
     3) #2802 Williams, Mustaqeem       4) #2787 McConico, Kwantreyl
Men 4x800 Meter Relay College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 7:15.00  4/8/1983    Tennessee, Alabama
                         Raines/Bufor/Menefee/Wuyke
        Meet: M 7:15.00  1983        , Alabama
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Indiana                                           7:20.00    7:23.81
     1) #2605 Bennett, Aaron            2) #2618 Mau, Kyle
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     3) #2631 Williams, Cooper          4) #2629 Veatch, Ben
  2 Indiana  'B'                                      7:30.00    7:24.98
     1) #2630 Wallace, Adam             2) #2613 Hagen, Kenneth
     3) #2607 Browning, Teddy           4) #2624 Royal, Jalen
  3 Virginia Tech                                     7:27.50    7:35.94
     1) #2838 Cannon, Matthias          2) #2869 Whitfield, David
     3) #2835 Baker, Brian              4) #2849 Leeser, Tyler
  4 Eastern Michigan                                  7:34.90    7:41.58
     1) #2544 Fitsum, Hayelom           2) #2545 Ghali, Melika
     3) #2542 Day, Owen                 4) #2565 Wilson, Roderic
  5 Duke                                              7:31.00    7:45.86
     1) #2507 Cox, Nick                 2) #2508 Cullen, Joe
     3) #2514 Politis, Matt             4) #2520 Sullivan, Tom
 -- Virginia Tech  'B'                                7:38.00        DNF
     1) #2843 Gault, Clint              2) #2856 Mussie, Simeon
     3) #2841 Fleming, Ben              4) #2845 Griffen, Will
Men 1600 Sprint Medley College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 3:13.91  4/10/1992   Blinn JC, Blinn JC
                         Hendrix/Smith/Hall/Ngidhi
        Meet: M 3:13.91  1992        Blinn JC, Blinn JC
                         T Barmer, J McDuffie, D Murphy, M Wisner
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Mid. Tenn. State                                  3:21.50    3:22.44
     1) #2695 Petty, Lamarco            2) #2701 Wright, Willington
     3) #2700 Torian, Jaquez            4) #2697 Sanders, Trevon
  2 Southern Illinois                                 3:40.00    3:30.99
     1) #2759 Phipps, Theo              2) #2762 Sherrod, Corey
     3) #2761 Schnitker, Brandon        4) #2768 Tyree, Canoy
Men Distance Medley College
=========================================================================
   Tom Black: T 9:31.90  4/10/1982   Indiana, Indiana
                         Risch/Nix/Hofwegen/Young
        Meet: M 9:31.90  1982        , Indiana
    School                                               Seed     Finals
=========================================================================
  1 Virginia Tech                                     9:35.00    9:44.83
     1) #2854 Mosavel-Lo, Bashir        2) #2859 Phillips, Eldon
     3) #2865 Siewe Yanga, Thierry      4) #2862 Seufer, Peter
  2 Tennessee                                         9:45.00    9:45.79
     1) #2773 Boogades, Nick            2) #2779 Harris, Darryl
     3) #2782 Hoots, Joe                4) #2785 Long, Zach
  3 Indiana                                           9:35.00    9:46.09
     1) #2622 Murphy, Joseph            2) #2606 Brathwaite, Rikkoi
     3) #2623 Newbern, Tony             4) #2619 Michalski, Daniel
  4 Illinois State                                    9:49.00    9:48.69
     1) #2595 Johnson, Kimathi          2) #2598 Maguire, Cole
     3) #2602 Swartzendruber, Nick      4) #2587 Anstey, Jack
  5 Virginia Tech  'B'                                9:48.00    9:53.25
     1) #2848 Joyce, Jack               2) #2837 Buck, Owen
     3) #2864 Sheppard, Logan           4) #2857 Nibbelink, Benjamin
  6 Tennessee  'B'                                               9:53.50
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     1) #2783 Johnston, Adam            2) #2791 Quealy, Trey
     3) #2789 Parrilla, Jose            4) #2775 Crigger, Alex
  7 Mid. Tenn. State                                  9:33.25    9:53.99
     1) #2691 Mosito, Lebo              2) #2689 Mack, Nathan
     3) #2696 Rono, Brian               4) #2684 Chemadi, Kigen
  8 Duke                                              9:41.88    9:59.89
     1) #2506 Cooper, Charles           2) #2507 Cox, Nick
     3) #2509 Dillon, Carter            4) #2513 Miley, Alex
Men High Jump College
===================================================================================
 Progressions:
 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.25 2.28 2.31 then 3cm
   Tom Black: T 2.30m  5/18/2000   Ahmad Abderaitmane, Unattached
        Meet: M 2.30m  1985        Brian Whitehead/Tom Smith(1999), Unattached /Ill
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2797 Sullivan, Darryl      Tennessee              2.26m      2.15m    7-00.50
     2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 2.25 2.28 2.31
      PPP    O    O    O  PPP  PPP  XPP   XX
  2 # 2818 Landon, Kyle          Unattached             2.25m      2.10m    6-10.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15
      PPP   XO   XO  XXX
  3 # 2447 Hill, Dontavious      Auburn                 2.16m      2.10m    6-10.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15
        O   XO  XXO  XXX
  4 # 2611 Etienne, Jyles        Indiana                2.16m      2.05m    6-08.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10
      PPP    O  XXX
  4 # 2694 Patten, Jacob         Mid. Tenn. State       2.16m      2.05m    6-08.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10
        O    O  XXX
  4 # 2433 Pringle, Myles        Ashland                2.19m      2.05m    6-08.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10
      PPP    O  XXX
  7 # 2760 Rodgers, Willie       Southern Illinois      2.05m      2.05m    6-08.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10
        O   XO  XXX
  8 # 2709 Garrick, Christop     North Carolina St.     2.12m      2.05m    6-08.75
     2.00 2.05 2.10
      XXO   XO  XXX
  9 # 2769 Vogel, Caleb          Southern Illinois      2.10m      2.00m    6-06.75
     2.00 2.05
        O  XXX
  9 # 2603 Wegman, Derek         Illinois State         2.06m      2.00m    6-06.75
     2.00 2.05
        O  XXX
 11 # 2666 Minor, Rahman         Kentucky               2.21m      2.00m    6-06.75
     2.00 2.05
       XO  XXX
 11 # 2546 Hart, Cameron         Eastern Michigan       2.06m      2.00m    6-06.75
     2.00 2.05
       XO  XXX
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 13 # 2733 Yassay, Lance         Penn                   2.10m      2.00m    6-06.75
     2.00 2.05
      XXO  XXX
 -- # 2855 Murphy, Sean          Virginia Tech          2.00m         NH
     2.00
      XXX
 -- # 2650 Ohlson, D.J           Kent State             2.11m         NH
     2.00
      XXX
 -- # 2766 Thompson, Trevor      Southern Illinois      1.86m         NH
     2.00
      XXX
 -- # 2752 Galloway, Gunnar      Southern Illinois      1.96m         NH
     2.00
      XXX
Men Pole Vault College
===================================================================================
 Progressions:
 4.60m - 4.75m - 4.90m - 5.00m - 5.10m - 5.15m then 5cm
   Tom Black: T 5.98m  5/25/1996   Lawrence Johnson
        Meet: M 5.85m  1999        Lawrence Johnson, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2549 Jacobs, Alex          Eastern Michigan       4.92m      5.00m   16-04.75
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.00 5.10
        O    O   XO    O   XX
  2 # 2771 Zeinemann, Kyle       Southern Illinois      4.70m      4.90m   16-00.75
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.00
        O  XXO    O  XXX
  3 # 2478 Goolsby, Austin       Cincinnati             4.95m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
      PPP    O  XXX
  3 # 2647 Lesnick, Evan         Kent State             5.05m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
      PPP    O  XXX
  3 # 2596 Kravik, Kellen        Illinois State         5.10m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
      PPP    O  XXX
  3 # 2461 Frens, AJ             Central Michigan       4.95m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
      PPP    O  XXX
  3 # 2454 Stone, Chris          Auburn                 4.90m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O    O  XXX
  8 # 2517 Rowan, Cole           Duke                   4.95m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O   XO  XXX
  8 # 2645 Kubicki, Mitchell     Kent State             4.91m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O   XO  XXX
  8 # 2679 Young, Lincoln        Kentucky               4.80m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O   XO  XXX
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 11 # 2468 Sadzewicz, Isaac      Central Michigan                  4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90 5.00
      PPP  XXO  PPP  XXX
 11 # 2444 Courson, James        Auburn                 4.86m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O  XXO  XXX
 11 # 2665 Jardine, Joseph       Kentucky               4.90m      4.75m   15-07.00
     4.60 4.75 4.90
        O  XXO  XXX
 -- # 2482 Lauria, Nicholas      Cincinnati             4.93m         NH
     4.60 4.75
      PPP  XXX
 -- # 2601 Peschke, Sam          Illinois State         4.90m         NH
     4.60 4.75
      PPP  XXX
Men Long Jump College
===========================================================================================
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 8.68m  6/13/1994   Michael Powell, Footlocker
        Meet: M 8.35m  1994        Roland McGee, Middle Tennessee State
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind           H#
===========================================================================================
  1 # 2804 Abubakar, Mohamme     Unattached             7.98m      7.92m   NWI  26-00.00  2
     7.48m(-0.0) FOUL      7.03m(-0.0) 7.92m(-0.0) 7.34m(-0.0) FOUL
  2 # 2638 Fraga, Samory         Kent State             7.75m      7.73m   NWI  25-04.50  2
     7.24m(-0.0) 7.72m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      7.73m(-0.0) FOUL
  3 # 2798 Tate, Jalen           Tennessee              7.70m      7.68m   NWI  25-02.50  2
     FOUL      FOUL      7.41m(-0.0) 6.89m(-0.0) 7.68m(-0.0) FOUL
  4 # 2705 Davis, Jamar          North Carolina St.     7.60m      7.61m   NWI  24-11.75  2
     FOUL      7.36m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      7.61m(-0.0) 7.33m(-0.0)
  5 # 2706 Douglas, Ja'Von       North Carolina St.     7.49m      7.49m   NWI  24-07.00  2
     7.17m(-0.0) 7.38m(-0.0) 7.40m(-0.0) FOUL      7.49m(-0.0) 7.20m(-0.0)
  6 # 2451 Rubalcaba, Mark       Auburn                 7.31m      7.37m   NWI  24-02.25  2
     7.06m(-0.0) 7.18m(-0.0) 7.37m(-0.0) 7.13m(-0.0) 7.10m(-0.0) 7.27m(-0.0)
  7 # 2852 Louis, Donovan        Virginia Tech          7.30m      7.25m   NWI  23-09.50  2
     7.09m(-0.0) 7.13m(-0.0) 6.80m(-0.0) 7.25m(-0.0) 6.94m(-0.0) 7.03m(-0.0)
  8 # 2644 Jordan, Da'One        Kent State             7.01m      7.15m   NWI  23-05.50  1
     FOUL      FOUL      7.11m(-0.0) 7.15m(-0.0) 6.98m(-0.0) 6.87m(-0.0)
  9 # 2546 Hart, Cameron         Eastern Michigan       7.29m      7.12m   NWI  23-04.50  1
     6.69m(-0.0) 7.12m(-0.0) FOUL      7.03m(-0.0) 6.98m(-0.0) 6.99m(-0.0)
 10 # 2610 Davis, Nate           Indiana                7.22m      7.10m   NWI  23-03.50  1
     7.10m(-0.0) 4.25m(-0.0) 6.66m(-0.0)
 11 # 2491 White, Brandon        Cincinnati             6.99m      7.04m   NWI  23-01.25  1
     7.04m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 11 # 2672 Springfield, Robb     Kentucky               7.28m      7.04m   NWI  23-01.25  1
     7.04m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
 13 # 2759 Phipps, Theo          Southern Illinois      7.06m      7.01m   NWI  23-00.00  1
     FOUL      7.01m(-0.0) 6.93m(-0.0)
 14 # 2436 Tabor, Ethan          Ashland                7.01m      6.90m   NWI  22-07.75  1
     6.72m(-0.0) 6.90m(-0.0) 6.88m(-0.0)
 15 # 2878 Noble, Sheldon        Western Kentucky       7.64m      6.85m   NWI  22-05.75  2
     6.66m(-0.0) 6.85m(-0.0) FOUL
 16 # 2748 Bland, Mitchell       Southern Illinois      7.01m      6.77m   NWI  22-02.50  1
     6.77m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
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 17 # 2846 Holt, James           Virginia Tech          7.05m      6.70m   NWI  21-11.75  1
     FOUL      FOUL      6.70m(-0.0)
 18 # 2466 Mitrzyk, John         Central Michigan       7.02m      6.59m   NWI  21-07.50  1
     4.79m(-0.0) 6.59m(-0.0) 6.38m(-0.0)
 -- # 2819 Murray, Cam           Unattached             7.50m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2669 Riley, Travis         Kentucky               7.66m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2830 Williams, Will        Unattached             8.15m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2493 Wright, Andre         Cincinnati             7.37m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2685 Edoki, Fabian         Mid. Tenn. State       8.01m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2693 Onyekwelu, Benjam     Mid. Tenn. State       7.70m         ND   NWI            2
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2448 Parker, Marrel        Auburn                 7.39m       FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- # 2558 Sanchez Juan, Car     Eastern Michigan       7.41m       FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
Men Triple Jump College
===========================================================================================
 prelims: 3 attempts each, top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 17.51m  6/13/1994   Mike Conley, Footlocker
        Meet: M 16.78m  1976        Tom Haynes, U.S Army
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind           H#
===========================================================================================
  1 # 2822 Pullen, Clive         Unattached            17.19m     16.83mM  NWI  55-02.75  2
     16.83m(-0.0) 16.68m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      16.79m(-0.0) 16.71m(-0.0)
  2 # 2657 Stevens Jr, Craig     Kent State            15.90m     16.06m   NWI  52-08.25  2
     FOUL      15.37m(-0.0) 15.85m(-0.0) 15.52m(-0.0) 15.76m(-0.0) 16.06m(-0.0)
  3 # 2821 Obi, Felix            Unattached            16.67m     15.86m   NWI  52-00.50  2
     15.60m(-0.0) FOUL      15.86m(-0.0) 15.74m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL
  4 # 2705 Davis, Jamar          North Carolina St.    16.01m     15.54m   NWI  51-00.00  2
     15.54m(-0.0) 15.39m(-0.0) 15.10m(-0.0) FOUL      15.46m(-0.0) FOUL
  5 # 2716 Constantin, Crist     Penn                  15.53m     15.51m   NWI  50-10.75  2
     14.53m(-0.0) FOUL      15.19m(-0.0) 15.32m(-0.0) 15.51m(-0.0) FOUL
  6 # 2494 Airewele, Oseoba      Cornell               15.56m     15.47m   NWI  50-09.25  2
     15.15m(-0.0) 15.47m(-0.0) 15.19m(-0.0) 13.76m(-0.0) 15.29m(-0.0) FOUL
  7 # 2760 Rodgers, Willie       Southern Illinois     15.15m     15.08m   NWI  49-05.75  1
     13.89m(-0.0) 14.48m(-0.0) 15.08m(-0.0) PASS      PASS      PASS
  8 # 2649 Milliner, Anthony     Kent State            15.49m     14.93m   NWI  48-11.75  2
     14.03m(-0.0) 14.93m(-0.0) FOUL      FOUL      14.76m(-0.0) 14.80m(-0.0)
  9 # 2701 Wright, Willingto     Mid. Tenn. State      14.72m     14.23m   NWI  46-08.25  1
     14.23m(-0.0) 14.16m(-0.0) ND(NWI) PASS      PASS      PASS
 10 # 2803 Wright, Weldon        Tennessee             14.83m     14.19m   NWI  46-06.75  1
     FOUL      14.19m(-0.0) FOUL
 11 # 2878 Noble, Sheldon        Western Kentucky      15.02m     14.17m   NWI  46-06.00  1
     FOUL      14.17m(-0.0) 13.91m(-0.0)
 12 # 2748 Bland, Mitchell       Southern Illinois     14.96m     14.14m   NWI  46-04.75  1
     14.14m(-0.0) FOUL      13.44m(-0.0)
 13 # 2527 Koko, Yohana          East Tenn. St.        14.27m     14.12m   NWI  46-04.00  1
     FOUL      FOUL      14.12m(-0.0)
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 14 # 2554 Peters, Micah         Eastern Michigan      14.85m     13.97m   NWI  45-10.00  1
     13.51m(-0.0) 13.97m(-0.0) 13.90m(-0.0)
 15 # 2644 Jordan, Da'One        Kent State            14.17m     13.89m   NWI  45-07.00  1
     FOUL      13.32m(-0.0) 13.89m(-0.0)
 16 # 2491 White, Brandon        Cincinnati            14.41m     13.48m   NWI  44-02.75  1
     FOUL      13.48m(-0.0) FOUL
 -- # 2451 Rubalcaba, Mark       Auburn                15.18m         ND   NWI            1
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2694 Patten, Jacob         Mid. Tenn. State      15.11m         ND   NWI            1
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2446 Hasan, Khalil         Auburn                14.47m         ND   NWI            1
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) ND(NWI)
 -- # 2547 Herbert, Nick         Eastern Michigan      15.45m       FOUL                  2
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
Men Shot Put College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 16.50m
 Prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 22.15m  4/13/2002   Adam Nelson, Nike
        Meet: M 22.15m  2002        Adam Nelson, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2569 Henry, Eldred         Findlay               19.55m     20.56m   67-05.50  2
      19.62m  20.56m  20.42m  20.18m  20.03m  19.67m
  2 # 2817 Kern, Jared           Unattached            19.55m     19.31m   63-04.25  2
      19.31m  FOUL  19.30m  FOUL  18.94m  FOUL
  3 # 2756 Kessler, Adam         Southern Illinois     19.52m     19.27m   63-02.75  2
      18.34m  FOUL  19.27m  FOUL  FOUL  18.81m
  4 # 2829 West, Jordan          Unattached            19.50m     19.06m   62-06.50  2
      19.06m  18.24m  18.95m  18.68m  18.46m  18.62m
  5 # 2786 Maxwell, Joseph       Tennessee             19.29m     18.92m   62-01.00  2
      18.60m  18.40m  18.31m  18.21m  18.17m  18.92m
  6 # 2827 Talk, Elijah          Unattached            19.55m     17.68m   58-00.25  2
      17.04m  17.25m  17.47m  FOUL  FOUL  17.68m
  7 # 2755 Hurley, Ricky         Southern Illinois     17.94m     17.61m   57-09.50  2
      17.61m  FOUL  17.18m  17.29m  FOUL  17.15m
  8 # 2471 Weiler, Kevin         Central Michigan      18.23m     17.48m   57-04.25  2
      17.39m  17.14m  17.48m  FOUL  FOUL  16.90m
  9 # 2589 Calvin, Logan         Illinois State        18.50m     17.46m   57-03.50  2
      17.26m  17.46m  17.11m  17.01m  17.32m  17.14m
 10 # 2625 Schall, David         Indiana               18.66m     17.45m   57-03.00  2
      FOUL  17.45m  FOUL
 11 # 2568 Combs, Austin         Findlay               19.55m     17.07m   56-00.00  2
      FOUL  17.07m  FOUL
 12 # 2429 Glass, Jacob          Ashland               17.11m     17.02m   55-10.25  1
      FOUL  FOUL  17.02m
 13 # 2472 Abraham, Marcus       Cincinnati            17.71m     16.90m   55-05.50  2
      16.77m  16.90m  FOUL
 13 # 2636 Demaline, Ryan        Kent State            16.83m     16.90m   55-05.50  1
      16.20m  16.90m  16.74m
 15 # 2722 Landis, Cam           Penn                  17.54m     16.70m   54-09.50  1
      16.70m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 # 2556 Purcilly, Zach        Eastern Michigan      17.05m     16.55m   54-03.75  1
      15.89m  FOUL  16.55m
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 17 # 2438 Zak, Nick             Ashland               17.27m     16.54m   54-03.25  1
      FOUL  FOUL  16.54m
 18 # 2637 Detillion, Trevor     Kent State            17.21m     16.52m   54-02.50  1
      FOUL  16.52m  FOUL
 19 # 2476 Deaton, Aaron         Cincinnati            16.54m     16.13m   52-11.00  1
      16.13m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 # 2548 Hierholzer, Mike      Eastern Michigan      16.71m     14.85m   48-08.75  1
      14.85m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2721 Ikpeazu, Chudi        Penn                  15.89m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2708 Fortenberry, Tyso     North Carolina St.    16.43m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2763 Sikon, Sam            Southern Illinois     17.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2616 Lane, Nick            Indiana               16.51m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2736 Cloonan, Patrick      Pittsburgh            14.61m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2484 Meece, Sam            Cincinnati            17.81m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Discus Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 50.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 68.70m  6/20/1982   Luis Delis, Cuba
        Meet: M 67.46m  1999        Andy Bloom, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2637 Detillion, Trevor     Kent State            55.20m     55.92m     183-05  2
      52.09m  52.01m  53.24m  FOUL  54.07m  55.92m
  2 # 2786 Maxwell, Joseph       Tennessee             56.72m     54.36m     178-04  2
      FOUL  51.22m  51.19m  54.36m  52.17m  54.35m
  3 # 2829 West, Jordan          Unattached            54.00m     51.35m     168-06  2
      50.79m  FOUL  50.62m  49.76m  50.40m  51.35m
  4 # 2484 Meece, Sam            Cincinnati            53.73m     50.47m     165-07  2
      50.47m  FOUL  50.26m  49.65m  49.61m  48.84m
  5 # 2430 Hill, Alex            Ashland               53.60m     49.73m     163-02  2
      48.63m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  47.90m  49.73m
  6 # 2625 Schall, David         Indiana               51.75m     49.25m     161-07  2
      49.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  47.01m  FOUL
  7 # 2481 Jones, Danny          Cincinnati            46.14m     48.75m     159-11  1
      45.83m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  48.75m  46.62m
  8 # 2589 Calvin, Logan         Illinois State        49.70m     47.67m     156-05  1
      46.34m  FOUL  FOUL  47.67m  45.98m  46.05m
  9 # 2459 Covert, Connor        Central Michigan      48.43m     46.87m     153-09  1
      46.87m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 # 2476 Deaton, Aaron         Cincinnati            45.64m     44.84m     147-01  1
      44.84m  FOUL  FOUL
 11 # 2722 Landis, Cam           Penn                  50.55m     41.53m     136-03  1
      41.53m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 # 2658 Wickey, Jake          Kent State            47.35m     41.52m     136-03  1
      41.52m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 # 2708 Fortenberry, Tyso     North Carolina St.    52.34m     41.45m     136-00  2
      41.45m  FOUL  FOUL
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 14 # 2454 Stone, Chris          Auburn                41.11m     40.67m     133-05  1
      40.67m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 # 2714 Pruden, Will          North Carolina St.    47.26m     38.62m     126-08  1
      38.62m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2470 Targgart, Logan       Central Michigan      48.84m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2764 Taylor, Peyton        Southern Illinois     47.60m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2472 Abraham, Marcus       Cincinnati            50.07m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2437 Toth, Jim             Ashland               52.70m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2721 Ikpeazu, Chudi        Penn                  55.47m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2539 Bryant, Taige         Eastern Michigan      50.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2755 Hurley, Ricky         Southern Illinois     52.30m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2548 Hierholzer, Mike      Eastern Michigan      46.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Hammer Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 55.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 82.49m  6/13/1994   Lance Deal, New York AC
        Meet: M 77.52m  2008        A.G. Kruger, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2784 Korakidis, Georgi     Tennessee             67.09m     67.97m     223-00  2
      65.55m  FOUL  FOUL  67.97m  65.52m  FOUL
  2 # 2801 Whitener, Seth        Tennessee             66.48m     65.72m     215-07  2
      65.72m  64.58m  65.71m  64.82m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 # 2470 Targgart, Logan       Central Michigan      64.64m     64.65m     212-01  2
      FOUL  62.17m  FOUL  63.46m  64.42m  64.65m
  4 # 2430 Hill, Alex            Ashland               64.35m     64.44m     211-05  2
      64.44m  FOUL  59.52m  FOUL  FOUL  63.25m
  5 # 2570 Rivera, Luis          Findlay               66.20m     62.83m     206-02  2
      62.83m  FOUL  59.17m  60.10m  FOUL  61.33m
  6 # 2750 Dyer, Nate            Southern Illinois     62.88m     61.64m     202-03  2
      61.64m  FOUL  61.36m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 # 2568 Combs, Austin         Findlay               64.41m     60.82m     199-06  2
      60.60m  57.28m  58.70m  58.67m  60.82m  60.12m
  8 # 2438 Zak, Nick             Ashland               62.05m     60.02m     196-11  2
      60.02m  FOUL  59.55m  56.36m  57.01m  59.11m
  9 # 2437 Toth, Jim             Ashland               56.65m     59.97m     196-09  1
      55.93m  FOUL  59.97m
 10 # 2658 Wickey, Jake          Kent State            60.72m     59.77m     196-01  2
      59.77m  58.70m  56.54m
 11 # 2755 Hurley, Ricky         Southern Illinois     64.16m     58.93m     193-04  2
      57.79m  55.30m  58.93m
 12 # 2616 Lane, Nick            Indiana               57.26m     58.19m     190-11  1
      56.95m  58.19m  FOUL
 13 # 2526 Johnson, Benjamin     East Tenn. St.        59.91m     58.12m     190-08  2
      FOUL  58.03m  58.12m
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 14 # 2484 Meece, Sam            Cincinnati            55.48m     57.52m     188-08  1
      56.03m  57.00m  57.52m
 15 # 2459 Covert, Connor        Central Michigan      53.83m     56.53m     185-05  1
      54.65m  56.53m  55.93m
 16 # 2486 Province, Chris       Cincinnati            52.06m     52.18m     171-02  1
      52.18m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 # 2559 Stephenson, Newly     Eastern Michigan      54.50m     48.68m     159-08  1
      48.68m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 # 2481 Jones, Danny          Cincinnati            51.76m     48.33m     158-07  1
      48.33m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 # 2734 Armstrong, Josh       Pittsburgh            46.01m     43.08m     141-04  1
      43.08m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2487 Rieman, Jacob         Cincinnati            51.23m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2445 Ebel, Erik            Auburn                57.62m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2428 Fairbanks, Brent      Ashland               59.67m       FOUL             2
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2548 Hierholzer, Mike      Eastern Michigan      49.45m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2539 Bryant, Taige         Eastern Michigan      50.00m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2745 Walker, Noah          Pittsburgh            52.28m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- # 2764 Taylor, Peyton        Southern Illinois     49.25m       FOUL             1
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Javelin Throw College
======================================================================================
 Minimum Mark to measure: 55.00m
 prelims: 3 attempts each; top 9 marks to finals
   Tom Black: T 85.06m  4/26/1998   Tom Pukstys, Adidas
        Meet: M 84.09m  4/11/2015   Tim Glover, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            H#
======================================================================================
  1 # 2812 Glover, Tim           Unattached                       75.70m     248-04  2
      74.88m  75.70m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  2 # 2806 Amponsah, John        Unattached            80.00m     74.52m     244-06  2
      71.30m  FOUL  74.52m  PASS  PASS
  3 # 2725 Minichello, Marc      Penn                  68.58m     72.45m     237-08  2
      69.70m  69.10m  72.45m  68.39m  70.94m
  4 # 2440 Antonucci, Cade       Auburn                70.54m     71.25m     233-09  2
      63.18m  67.82m  70.77m  71.25m  FOUL
  5 # 2823 Shalawy, Ethan        Unattached                       71.16m     233-05  2
      65.81m  FOUL  64.85m  69.53m  71.16m
  6 # 2567 Ziegenfuss, Derek     Eastern Michigan      68.79m     69.78m     228-11  2
      63.31m  60.69m  63.08m  65.17m  63.68m  69.78m
  7 # 2449 Putnam, John          Auburn                67.82m     66.60m     218-06  2
      62.48m  66.60m  63.23m  FOUL  65.33m
  8 # 2743 Sheivert, Alex        Pittsburgh            63.13m     64.76m     212-06  2
      64.76m  62.14m  FOUL  61.81m  62.01m  61.87m
  9 # 2745 Walker, Noah          Pittsburgh            65.00m     64.63m     212-00  2
      64.63m  58.44m  FOUL  FOUL  ND  61.87m
 10 # 2739 Jones, Grant          Pittsburgh            67.00m     62.67m     205-07  2
      62.67m  62.29m  ND
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 11 # 2482 Lauria, Nicholas      Cincinnati            58.44m     59.90m     196-06  1
      59.90m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 # 2445 Ebel, Erik            Auburn                60.50m     59.06m     193-09  1
      FOUL  59.06m  58.90m
 13 # 2526 Johnson, Benjamin     East Tenn. St.        67.84m     57.68m     189-03  2
      FOUL  57.18m  57.68m
 14 # 2640 Heck, Bradley         Kent State            60.00m     56.32m     184-09  1
      FOUL  56.32m  56.32m
 15 # 2562 Wade, Garrett         Eastern Michigan      58.00m     56.14m     184-02  1
      FOUL  FOUL  56.14m
 16 # 2780 Hassler, Nick         Tennessee             57.79m     55.11m     180-10  1
      49.89m  ND  55.11m
 17 # 2464 Joseph, Ahmed         Central Michigan      55.28m     53.82m     176-07  1
      53.82m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 # 2766 Thompson, Trevor      Southern Illinois     43.38m     46.70m     153-02  1
      46.70m  FOUL  FOUL
 19 # 2486 Province, Chris       Cincinnati            52.69m     46.54m     152-08  1
      46.54m  FOUL  FOUL
Decathlon: #1 Men 100 Meter Dash College Decathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               10.78   2.2  1    910
  2 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               10.81   2.2  1    903
  3 # 2518 Sobota, Jacob         Duke                     10.84   2.2  1    897
  4 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                     10.92   2.2  1    878
  5 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               10.95   2.2  1    872
  6 # 2681 McClinton, Domoni     Louisville               10.96   2.0  2    870
  7 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               10.96   2.0  2    870
  8 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               11.03   2.0  2    854
  9 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               11.14   2.0  2    830
 10 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               11.19   1.1  3    819
 11 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           11.26   2.2  1    804
 12 # 2511 Friis, Christian      Duke                     11.27   1.1  3    801
 13 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     11.29   1.1  3    797
 14 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               11.30   1.1  3    795
 15 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         11.32   2.0  2    791
 16 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               11.34   2.0  2    786
 17 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           11.46   1.1  3    761
Decathlon: #5 Men 400 Meter Dash College Decathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               48.61   1    880
  2 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               49.84   1    822
  3 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               50.12   1    809
  4 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                     50.26   1    803
  5 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               50.73   2    781
  6 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               52.39   3    708
  7 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               52.52   1    702
  8 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           52.57   2    700
  9 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               53.13   3    676
 10 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           53.15   2    675
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 11 # 2681 McClinton, Domoni     Louisville               53.20   1    673
 12 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               53.28   2    670
 13 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         53.47   3    662
 14 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     54.03   3    638
 15 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               54.83   3    606
 -- # 2511 Friis, Christian      Duke                       DNF   3
Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 Meter Run College Decathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached             4:12.14     866
  2 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point             4:34.27     717
  3 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State             4:39.09     686
  4 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                   4:42.79     663
  5 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State             4:52.87     601
  6 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached             4:55.11     588
  7 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville             5:06.59     522
  8 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State         5:09.51     506
  9 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan       5:11.08     498
 10 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State             5:11.90     493
 11 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached             5:18.83     456
 12 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                   5:21.02     445
 13 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati             5:24.15     429
Decathlon: #6 Men 110 Meter Hurdles College Decathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               14.54   1.8  2    906
  2 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               14.54   3.4  1    906
  3 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               14.78   3.4  1    876
  4 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               14.81   3.4  1    873
  5 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               14.89   1.8  2    863
  6 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         15.02   1.8  2    847
  7 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               15.08   3.3  3    840
  8 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               15.17   3.4  1    829
  9 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     15.17   3.3  3    829
 10 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                     15.58   2.7  4    781
 11 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               15.78   1.8  2    758
 12 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           16.04   3.3  3    728
 13 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           16.82   2.7  4    643
 14 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               18.17   2.7  4    508
Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump College Decathlon
====================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H# Points
====================================================================================
  1 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               2.10m    6-10.75  1    896
  2 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               2.07m    6-09.50  1    868
  3 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         2.01m    6-07.00  1    813
  4 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               1.98m    6-06.00  1    785
  4 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               1.98m    6-06.00  1    785
  6 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           1.95m    6-04.75  2    758
  6 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               1.95m    6-04.75  1    758
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....Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump College Decathlon
  8 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               1.92m    6-03.50  2    731
  9 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                     1.89m    6-02.25  2    705
  9 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               1.89m    6-02.25  2    705
  9 # 2681 McClinton, Domoni     Louisville               1.89m    6-02.25  1    705
  9 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           1.89m    6-02.25  1    705
  9 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     1.89m    6-02.25  1    705
 14 # 2511 Friis, Christian      Duke                     1.86m    6-01.25  2    679
 15 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               1.83m    6-00.00  2    653
 15 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               1.83m    6-00.00  2    653
Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault College Decathlon
====================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H# Points
====================================================================================
  1 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               4.75m   15-07.00  1    834
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75 4.85
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O    O  XXO  XXO  XXX
  2 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               4.65m   15-03.00  1    804
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP   XO    O  XXX
  3 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               4.55m   14-11.00  1    775
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O    O  XXX
  4 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               4.45m   14-07.25  1    746
     3.85 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65
      PPP  PPP    O  PPP  XXX
  5 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               4.35m   14-03.25  1    716
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45
      PPP  PPP    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  6 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           4.15m   13-07.25  2    659
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO  XXO   XO  XXX
  6 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               4.15m   13-07.25  2    659
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  PPP    O  PPP   XO  PPP  XXO  PPP
  8 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           4.05m   13-03.50  1    631
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15
      PPP  PPP    O  XXX
  9 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     3.85m   12-07.50  2    576
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP    O  PPP  XXX
 10 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         3.55m   11-07.75  2    496
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65
      PPP  PPP    O  PPP    O    O    O  XXX
 11 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               3.25m   10-08.00  2    418
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45
      PPP   XO   PP    O  PPP  XXX
 11 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               3.25m   10-08.00  2    418
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX
 13 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               3.05m   10-00.00  2    369
     2.95 3.05 3.15 3.25
      PPP    O  PPP  XXX
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 -- # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                        NH             1
     3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35
      PPP  PPP  PPP   PP  PPP  XXX
Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump College Decathlon
=========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           H# Points
=========================================================================================
  1 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached               7.58m   0.9  24-10.50  1    955
     7.58m(0.9) PASS      PASS
  2 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached               7.48m   3.3  24-06.50  1    930
     7.31m(1.8) 7.48m(3.3) FOUL(0.9)
  3 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State               7.42m   1.4  24-04.25  1    915
     6.94m(2.2) 6.35m(3.0) 7.42m(1.4)
  4 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                     7.14m   1.4  23-05.25  1    847
     6.71m(1.1) 6.74m(1.4) 7.14m(1.4)
  5 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State               7.00m   1.9  22-11.75  1    814
     6.36m(0.7) 7.00m(1.9) 6.88m(+0.0)
  6 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point               6.99m   2.0  22-11.25  2    811
     6.81m(0.2) 6.52m(0.4) 6.99m(2.0)
  7 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached               6.80m   1.2  22-03.75  1    767
     6.15m(0.7) FOUL(+0.0) 6.80m(1.2)
  8 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State           6.75m   2.2  22-01.75  2    755
     FOUL(0.1) 6.66m(+0.0) 6.75m(2.2)
  9 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan         6.70m   2.2  21-11.75  2    743
     6.44m(1.7) 6.55m(+0.0) 6.70m(2.2)
  9 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati               6.70m   1.8  21-11.75  2    743
     6.70m(1.8) 6.67m(1.2) 6.36m(1.9)
 11 # 2681 McClinton, Domoni     Louisville               6.62m   2.4  21-08.75  2    725
     6.49m(0.9) 6.46m(1.7) 6.62m(2.4)
 12 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State           6.51m   3.0  21-04.25  1    700
     6.51m(3.0) 6.44m(0.8) 6.34m(1.7)
 13 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State               6.46m  +0.0  21-02.50  2    688
     6.23m(2.4) FOUL(2.0) 6.46m(+0.0)
 14 # 2518 Sobota, Jacob         Duke                     6.35m   0.2  20-10.00  1    664
     FOUL(3.0) 6.35m(0.2) PASS
 15 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville               6.33m   0.3  20-09.25  2    659
     FOUL(1.5) 6.26m(2.3) 6.33m(0.3)
 15 # 2511 Friis, Christian      Duke                     6.33m   2.2  20-09.25  2    659
     6.33m(2.2) 6.19m(2.2) 6.31m(+0.0)
 17 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                     6.29m   1.3  20-07.75  1    650
     5.79m(0.6) FOUL(0.7) 6.29m(1.3)
Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put College Decathlon
====================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            H# Points
====================================================================================
  1 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State              14.81m   48-07.25  1    778
      14.49m  14.81m  14.11m
  2 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                    13.35m   43-09.75  1    689
      FOUL  13.35m  12.83m
  3 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                    13.06m   42-10.25  1    671
      12.01m  13.06m  12.21m
  4 # 2511 Friis, Christian      Duke                    12.95m   42-06.00  1    664
      12.34m  12.95m  11.94m
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  5 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached              12.79m   41-11.50  1    654
      12.23m  12.76m  12.79m
  6 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan        12.68m   41-07.25  1    648
      12.01m  12.68m  12.66m
  7 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State              12.51m   41-00.50  2    637
      11.59m  12.37m  12.51m
  8 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached              12.26m   40-02.75  1    622
      12.26m  12.25m  11.92m
  9 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State              12.05m   39-06.50  1    609
      12.02m  12.05m  11.63m
 10 # 2518 Sobota, Jacob         Duke                    11.85m   38-10.50  1    597
      FOUL  FOUL  11.85m
 11 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati              11.82m   38-09.50  2    595
      11.26m  11.40m  11.82m
 12 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State          11.72m   38-05.50  2    589
      11.58m  11.34m  11.72m
 13 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached              11.67m   38-03.50  2    586
      11.35m  11.37m  11.67m
 14 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State          10.80m   35-05.25  2    534
      10.13m  10.71m  10.80m
 15 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville              10.71m   35-01.75  2    528
      FOUL  FOUL  10.71m
 16 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point              10.62m   34-10.25  2    523
      10.39m  10.62m  10.08m
 17 # 2681 McClinton, Domoni     Louisville              10.25m   33-07.50  2    501
      10.25m  9.91m  9.99m
Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Throw College Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                    44.52m     146-01    757
      FOUL  38.60m  44.52m
  2 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State              42.44m     139-03    714
      40.72m  42.14m  42.44m
  3 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                    40.52m     132-11    675
      40.52m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached              37.44m     122-10    613
      34.01m  37.44m  35.73m
  5 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State          36.24m     118-11    589
      34.10m  33.85m  36.24m
  6 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati              35.05m     115-00    565
      31.23m  35.05m  FOUL
  7 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan        33.81m     110-11    540
      33.81m  32.35m  FOUL
  8 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State              33.06m     108-05    525
      27.38m  25.85m  33.06m
  9 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached              31.58m     103-07    496
      FOUL  31.58m  FOUL
 10 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached              30.62m     100-05    477
      FOUL  27.24m  30.62m
 11 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville              29.32m      96-02    451
      29.32m  25.39m  28.33m
 12 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State              26.33m      86-05    393
      FOUL  26.33m  FOUL
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 13 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State          25.83m      84-09    383
      25.83m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point              25.44m      83-05    376
      FOUL  25.44m  FOUL
Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Throw College Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State              52.25m     171-05    622
      52.25m  49.37m  46.37m
  2 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State              48.26m     158-04    563
      42.95m  45.68m  48.26m
  3 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                    46.27m     151-10    534
      44.74m  46.27m  45.73m
  4 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State              45.45m     149-01    522
      37.78m  45.45m  43.30m
  5 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State          43.74m     143-06    497
      43.08m  38.16m  43.74m
  6 # 2604 Wilkerson, Jordan     Illinois State          42.97m     141-00    485
      41.66m  FOUL  42.97m
  7 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached              42.69m     140-01    481
      39.79m  42.69m  40.93m
  8 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                    42.47m     139-04    478
      38.23m  42.15m  42.47m
  9 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached              41.63m     136-07    466
      36.97m  41.63m  PASS
 10 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached              41.62m     136-06    466
      41.62m  PASS  PASS
 11 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan        39.50m     129-07    435
      FOUL  39.50m  38.37m
 12 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati              37.13m     121-10    401
      36.58m  37.13m  FOUL
 13 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point              36.00m     118-01    384
      FOUL  36.00m  31.94m
 14 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville              32.58m     106-11    336
      FOUL  30.23m  32.58m
Men Decathlon College
============================================================================
   Tom Black: T  8707  1994        Dan O'Brien, Footlocker
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  H#
============================================================================
  1 # 2646 Lawson, TJ            Kent State              7724       7876
  2 # 2807 Beach, Curtis         Unattached              8000       7684
  3 # 2809 Bloom, Alex           Unattached              7500       7426
  4 # 2586 Romero, Pablo         High Point              6756       6856
  5 # 2648 Mally, Jacob          Kent State              6900       6823
  6 # 2726 Mirfield, James       Penn                    6800       6679
  7 # 2552 Lester, Skyler        Eastern Michigan        5986       6473
  8 # 2599 Miedema, Caleb        Illinois State                     6462
  9 # 2723 Lee, Evan             Penn                    7006       6442
 10 # 2655 Snowden, Devin        Kent State              6800       6402
 11 # 2805 Agyemang, Isaac       Unattached              7000       6349
 12 # 2680 Johnson, Michael      Louisville              6200       6045
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 13 # 2480 Hayton, Jeremy        Cincinnati              6326       5787
Men 200 Meter Dash Invitational
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Wind H#
=================================================================================
  1 # 2858 Patterson, Jacory     Virginia Tech          20.60      20.67   2.5  1
  2 # 2875 Gates, Kymari         Western Kentucky       20.76      20.68   3.8  2
  3 # 2671 Smith, Jacob          Kentucky               20.75      20.68   3.8  2
  4 # 2824 Sorillo, Rondel       Unattached             20.40      20.70   2.5  1
  5 # 2474 Borzor, Chris         Cincinnati             20.92      20.72   3.8  2
  6 # 2673 St Hillaire, Dwig     Kentucky               20.76      20.76   3.8  2
  7 # 2787 McConico, Kwantre     Tennessee              20.58      20.79   2.5  1
  8 # 2703 Charleston, Cravo     North Carolina St.     21.02      20.81   1.5  3
  9 # 2731 Rogers, Calvary       Penn                   20.65      20.87   2.5  1
 10 # 2836 Beck, Cole            Virginia Tech          21.10      20.99   1.5  3
 11 # 2453 Shivers, Shaun        Auburn                 20.88      21.01   3.8  2
 12 # 2557 Richardson, Owen      Eastern Michigan       21.00      21.02   1.5  3
 13 # 2606 Brathwaite, Rikko     Indiana                21.05      21.12   1.5  3
 14 # 2663 Council, Cameron      Kentucky               20.85      21.46   3.8  2
 15 # 2495 Beck, Alex            Cornell                21.00      21.62   1.5  3
Men Pole Vault Invitational
===================================================================================
 Progressions: 4.90, 5.05, 5.20, 5.35, 5.45, 5.55 then 5cm
   Tom Black: T 5.98m  5/25/1996   Lawrence Johnson, Tennessee
        Meet: M 5.85m  1999        Lawrence Johnson, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals
===================================================================================
  1 # 2609 Coulon, Adam          Indiana                5.52m      5.35m   17-06.50
     4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35 5.45 5.55 5.60
      PPP  PPP  XXO    O  PPP  PPP  XXX
  2 # 2811 Cyphers, Michael      Unattached                        5.20m   17-00.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35
        O   XO    O  XXX
  3 # 2634 Champen, Christia     Kent State             5.33m      5.20m   17-00.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35
      PPP   XO  XXO  XXX
  3 # 2717 Fisher, Nathan        Penn                   5.28m      5.20m   17-00.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35
       XO    O  XXO  XXX
  5 # 2810 Brannon, Chase        Unattached                        5.20m   17-00.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20 5.35
      PPP  XXO  XXO  XXX
  6 # 2728 Morris, Payton        Penn                   5.20m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
        O    O  XXX
  6 # 2588 Ashenbremer, Ryan     Illinois State         5.20m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
        O    O    X
  8 # 2600 Nelson, Luke          Illinois State         5.29m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
        O   XO  XXX
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  8 # 2617 Mammoser, Brock       Indiana                5.25m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
        O   XO  XXX
 10 # 2828 Volz, Drew            Unattached             5.50m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
       XO   XO  XXX
 11 # 2796 Slater, Tristan       Tennessee              5.34m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
      PPP  XXO  XXX
 11 # 2668 Peare, Matthew        Kentucky               5.34m      5.05m   16-06.75
     4.90 5.05 5.20
      PPP  XXO  XXX
 -- # 2778 Harper, Nathan        Tennessee              5.00m         NH
     4.90
      XXX
 -- # 2792 Rhea, Jack            Tennessee              5.10m         NH
     4.90
      XXX
 -- # 2519 Suarez, Esteban       Duke                   5.15m         NH
     4.90
      XXX
 -- # 2777 Ference, Andrew       Tennessee              5.15m         NH
     4.90
      XXX
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 16, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Headshot and action photo attached, please credit WKU Athletics.  
 
CONSISTENT PERFORMANCES EARN KYMARI GATES CO-ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
 
DALLAS, Texas – With one first-place and two second-place finishes at the Tennessee Relays, senior 
sprinter Kymari Gates earned Conference USA Co-Male Track Athlete of the Week honors. 
 
At the Tennessee Relays, Gates finished the 200-meter dash in a time of 20.68 to claim the top spot in 
the conference and to tie for 18th in the country. The senior also ran a leg of the second-place 4x100-
meter relay. The 4x100 squad finished in 39.82, a mark that ranks 29th in the country. Gates’ 4x200-
meter relay team finished first at the meet with a time of 1:23.60.  
 
“Kymari has done a good job thus far,” said head coach Erik Jenkins of the senior’s accomplishments. 
“He has performed well individually and in relays at some of the best meets in the country against the 
nation’s elite programs.”  
 
The Cincinnati-native has been consistent this spring, owning the top 400-meter time in C-USA at 46.18. 
Gates was also a member of the 4x400-meter relay squad that ran at the Florida Relays, holding the best 
time in C-USA and sixth best in the country. He was a leg of WKU’s 4x100-meter relay team that 
recorded the top time in the conference as well as the 26th best mark in the nation.  
 
Gates is expected to compete at the Mt. SAC Relays this upcoming weekend along with other members 
of the WKU Track & Field team. 


WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 18, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full preview video: goto.ps/2PfMZlj 
 
WKU TRACK & FIELD DIVIDES FOR SECOND SPLIT WEEKEND 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After splitting last weekend to travel to Tennessee and Austin Peay, WKU Track 
& Field will divide and conquer yet again as the split squad travels to the Mt. SAC Relays in Torrance, 
Calif., and the Georgia Tech Invitational in Atlanta, Ga. Several Hilltoppers will travel to the Golden State 
while the rest of the track and field squad will head to the Peach State.  
 
“The Mt. SAC Relays provides quality competition. You get a lot of elite athletes,” said head coach Erik 
Jenkins on the upcoming trip. “We need that type of competition to be prepared. Same thing going to 
Georgia Tech, there will be very good competition at Georgia Tech. Last year, our Lady Toppers did a 
very good job down there.” 
 
On Friday, the Mt. SAC Relays start with the 3,000-meter steeplechase and 10,000-meter run. The 
majority of the collegiate action takes place on Saturday beginning at 1 p.m. CT with the preliminary 
race of the 110-meter hurdles. WKU will compete in events all throughout the day on a rolling schedule. 
The list of events and times for the weekend can be found here.  
 
At the Georgia Tech Invitational, both track and field events will kick off the first day. The hammer throw 
is the first field event beginning at 10 a.m. CT on Friday while the women’s 100-meter hurdles is the first 
race starting at 5 p.m. CT. Saturday starts with women’s high jump at 10 a.m. CT with running events 
starting at noon. The full schedule for the Georgia Tech Invite can be found here.  
 
In its last time out, WKU Track & Field went in two different directions in the Volunteer State. A few 
Hilltoppers traveled to the Tennessee Relays in Knoxville while the Lady Topper team went to the APSU 
Governors’ Invite in Clarksville. The Red and White brought home four event titles and 12 top-five 
finishes. 
 
Live results for the Mt. SAC Relays can be found here and live stats for the Georgia Tech Invitational can 
be found here.  
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 20, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
FOUR TITLES HIGHLIGHT WKU TRACK & FIELD WEEKEND 
 
ATLANTA, Ga. – After splitting the squad for the second weekend in a row, WKU Track & Field earned 
four event titles, two first-place finishes on both the men’s and women’s sides. Juannae Lewis and Katie 
Isenbarger finished first in the women’s 400-meter and high jump, respectively, at the Georgia Tech 
Invitational in Georgia while the men’s 4x100-meter and 4x400-meter relay teams placed first in the 
open events at the Mt. SAC Relays in Torrance, Calif. 
 
Georgia Tech Invitational 
 
Veteran sprinter Lewis placed first in the 400-meter event after running a season-best 53.53. This time 
marks the fourth fastest time in WKU history. Lewis now owns the top four times in the WKU record 
books for the outdoor 400, running the top three times last season. Lewis also placed third in the 200-
meter dash with a time of 24.39.  
 
Freshman jumper Isenbarger earned her first collegiate title after recording a jump of 1.69 meters. 
Isenbarger broke the WKU women’s outdoor high jump record earlier this season at the Florida Relays. 
 
In the women’s triple jump, all three of the Lady Toppers that competed finished in the top-10. Myesha 
Nott recorded a jump of 12.72 meters which was good for second place. Briana Eskridge placed seventh 
with a mark of 11.97 meters. Annastacia Forrester jumped 11.44 meters and finished 10th.  
 
Mt. SAC Relays 
 
On Friday in the open relay events, WKU took home top finishes in both the 4x100-meter relay and the 
4x400-meter relay. The short relay ran a time of 39.96, the third best time on the season, and the mile 
relay recorded a time of 3:10.06.  
 
The Hilltoppers also ran in the invite relay events on Saturday. The 4x100-meter relay squad finished 
ninth with a time of 40.85. Recording the second-best time of the season, the 4x400-meter relay team 
finished fourth at 3:08.23. 
 
Senior Austin Hayes recorded the best individual finish on the weekend, placing sixth in the open 200-
meter dash with a time of 21.36. Josh Davis clocked a time of 10.56 in the 100-meter preliminary race 
and finished just outside the final race at 11th. Lincoln Warren finished 16th in the open 400-meter with 
a time of 47.85 and Maor Seged ran a 400-meter hurdle time of 55.41 and placed 20th.  
 
Next weekend, WKU Track & Field is scheduled to travel to the Penn Relays as well as the Lenny 
Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational in Louisville.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 25, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Full preview video: goto.ps/2W8xQ7R 
Full Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational Schedule attached. 
 
LAST DIVIDED WEEKEND FOR WKU TRACK & FIELD 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field is splitting up for the last time in one of its final weekends of 
the outdoor regular season. Two Lady Topper jumpers were invited to the 125th Penn Relays in 
Philadelphia, Penn., while the rest of the squad will head north on I-65 to compete at the Lenny 
Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational hosted by Louisville.  
 
At the Penn Relays, Lady Toppers Myesha Nott and Annastacia Forrester will be competing in the triple 
jump and high jump events. The pair will go the distance in the triple jump on Friday beginning at 9 a.m. 
CT while Forrester will also compete on Saturday in the high jump. Live results for the Relays can be 
found here.  
 
“You’re going to see the best in the world,” said head coach Erik Jenkins of one of the ‘big five’ meets in 
the nation. “For years we’ve gone up there and you’ll see Olympians, past, present and future. You see 
the best young athletes in the world and the best collegiate athletes in the Division I system.” 
 
WKU is sending 34 student-athletes to compete in 26 different events at the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood 
Invitational. On Friday evening, the Red and White will be involved in four different events: the long 
jump, unseeded pole vault, 110-meter hurdles and 100-meter dash. Saturday’s field events start with 
the women’s javelin at 9:30 a.m. CT while the track events will begin at 11:15 a.m. CT. Live results for 
the Invite can be found here. 
 
“There will be a lot teams from around the region,” said Jenkins on the meet in the Derby City. “They’re 
doing the same thing, going in there and trying to run well as the prepare for their conference 
championship.” 
 
In its last time out, WKU Track & Field ran at the Mt. SAC Relays and Georgia Tech Invitational. The Red 
and White earned four first-place finishes. The men’s 4x100 and 4x400-meter finished first while Katie 
Isenbarger and Juannae Lewis won the women’s high jump and 400-meter, respectively.  
 
“You want to be doing well right now,” said Jenkins of the performances. “We are two weeks out from 
conference, a month out from NCAA Regionals and six weeks out from the NCAA Championships. We 
are excited about this time of year.” 
 
After traveling to the Penn Relays and Louisville, WKU Track & Field will compete at the Kentucky Relays 
on May 3 and 4.  
 
Lenny Lyles / Clark Wood Invitational 
Friday & Saturday, April 26 – 27, 2019 
FINAL Schedule 
 
FRIDAY April 26, 2019  
RUNNING EVENTS 
 
4:30 PM  W 100 m Hurdle Prelims  
5:00 PM  M 110 m Hurdle Prelims 
5:30 PM  W 100 m Prelims 
5:50 PM  M 100 m Prelims 
6:10 PM  W 5000 m 
6:50 PM  M 5000 m  
 
FIELD EVENTS 
4:00 PM  M Unseeded Pole Vault 
 
4:00 PM Pit 1 W SEEDED Long Jump  (inside pit) 
  W Unseeded Long Jump to Follow 
 
4:00 PM Pit 2 M SEEDED Long Jump (outside pit) 
  M Unseeded Long Jump to Follow 
 
6:00 PM  W Unseeded Pole Vault  
 
SATURDAY, April 27, 2019 
RUNNING EVENTS 
 
11:50 AM  National Anthem & Senior Awards  
12:00 PM  W 3,000 m Steeplechase 
12:15 PM  M 3,000 m Steeplechase 
12:45 PM  W 4x100 m Relay 
12:55 PM  M 4x100 m Relay 
1:05 PM  W 1500 m  
1:30 PM  M 1500 m  
1:50 PM  M 110 m Hurdle FINAL  
2:00 PM  W 100 m Hurdle FINAL  
2:10 PM  W 400 m  
2:25 PM  M 400 m  
2:40 PM  W 100 m FINAL 
2:45 PM  M 100 m FINAL   
2:50 PM  W 800 m  
3:05 PM  M 800 m 
3:30 PM  W 400 m Hurdles   
3:45 PM  M 400 m Hurdles 
4:00 PM  W 200 m  
4:25 PM  M 200 m  
4:50 PM  W 4x400 m Relay 




THROWING EVENTS at Throws Field 
 
2:00 PM  W Unseeded Hammer Throw  
M Unseeded Shot Put  
 
4:00 PM  W SEEDED Hammer Throw  
 
4:30 PM  W Unseeded Shot Put  
 
5:00 PM  M SEEDED Hammer Throw 













9:00 AM  M Javelin 
10:30 AM W Javelin 
 
11:00 AM  W Unseeded High Jump  
 
12:00 PM  W Unseeded Discus  
12:00 PM  M SEEDED Shot Put 
 
1:00 PM  W SEEDED Pole Vault 
1:00 PM  W Triple Jump 
1:00 PM  W SEEDED High Jump 
 
2:00 PM  M Unseeded Discus 
  W SEEDED Shot Put 
 
3:00 PM  M Triple Jump 
3:00 PM  M SEEDED High Jump 
 
3:30 PM  M SEEDED Pole Vault 
 
4:00 PM  W SEEDED Discus 
 
4:30 PM  M Unseeded High Jump 
 
5:00 PM                 M SEEDED Discus 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 27, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
WKU TAKES HOME THREE INDIVIDUAL AND TWO RELAY TITLES 
 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – WKU Track and Field picked up 15 top-five finishes this split weekend as the majority 
of the squad headed north on I-65 to the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational hosted by Louisville while 
Lady Topper jumpers Annastacia Forrester and Myesha Nott were invited to the Penn Relays in 
Philadelphia, Penn. In addition to the 15 top-five finishes, WKU earned five event titles across individual 
and relay events.  
 
Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational 
 
WKU sent 32 competitors to Louisville and brought home several top finishes. In individual events, 
Martin Owusu-Antwi placed first in the 200-meter with a time of 21.03. Maor Seged took home the title 
in the 400-meter hurdles with a time of 52.26. WKU had three other Hilltopper hurdlers finish in the top-
eight. Seged also placed third in the 110-meter hurdles with a time of 14.36.  
 
Will Bush picked up a win in the 100-meter after clocking a 10.51. WKU had each of its three runners in 
the preliminary round qualify for the final race. Austin Hayes finished fourth in the finals with a time of 
10.63. Hayes also ran a 21.40 in the 200-meter, finishing third behind Owusu-Antwi.  
 
The WKU Hilltopper relay teams each earned wins once again this weekend. A time of 40.19 was good 
enough to win the 4x100-meter relay. WKU also finished third in the relay with a second running squad. 
In the 4x400-meter relay, the Red and White earned first and fourth running times of 3:07.33 and 
3:14.51, respectively.  
 
Lady Topper Juannae Lewis placed fifth in the 200-meter event after clocking a time of 24.03. Running a 
time of 47.22 in the 400-meter and finishing second was WKU’s Abdur Kelly.  
 
In field events, Sheldon Noble finished third in the open long jump event after completing a jump of 6.86 
meters. Noble also jumped 14.18 meters in the triple jump as he finished fourth. Adarian Gray threw 




Lady Toppers Nott and Forrester were each invited to the Relays. Nott placed second in the triple jump 
championship heat with a jump of 12.41 meters. Forrester finished fifth out of 33 competitors in the 
triple jump open heat after jumping a length of 11.74 meters. Forrester also competed in the high jump 
championship heat on Saturday.  
 
WKU will compete at the Kentucky Relays this upcoming weekend.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday May 8, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Coach Jenkins preview video: goto.ps/2Vas9ow  
 
WKU TRACK & FIELD SET FOR C-USA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field prepares for its team season finale at the 2019 Air Force 
Reserve Conference USA Outdoor Track & Field Championships. While the Championships begin 
Thursday with the heptathlon and decathlon, the Red and White will start competing Friday, continuing 
on into Saturday and Sunday. A full schedule for the weekend can be found here.  
 
“There are some outstanding athletes in this conference and there have been for years,” said head 
coach Erik Jenkins on the competition. “We want to make sure we continue to put our mark on the 
conference because if you do well in Conference USA, you probably have a good chance to do well at 
the NCAA Regionals in Jacksonville.” 
 
In 2018, WKU walked away from the C-USA Outdoor Championships with seven event titles. The men’s 
squad finished tied for fourth while the women finished ninth. Seven WKU competitors cracked top-five 
program times while two Lady Toppers notched school records.  
 
The men’s 4x400-meter relay team won the event in 2017 and 2018 and will be looking for a third 
consecutive first-place finish.  
 
“I think our group is excited about the opportunity to compete in the conference championships. We 
feel like we are in a good place right now so we just need to go out and execute, be positive, be 
disciplined in our approach of things and I think we’ll have some good things happen.” 
 
A free live stream will be provided by CUSA.tv on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Live stats, results by day, 
recaps and videos can be found on the Championship Central website.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 11, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Day 3 cumulative results attached.  
Revised schedule attached. 
 
WKU QUALIFIES 11 HILLTOPPERS FOR C-USA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP EVENT FINALS 
 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – WKU Track & Field had 10 Hilltoppers and one Lady Topper qualify for the finals of 
seven individual events on Saturday at the 2019 Air Force Reserve Conference USA Outdoor Track & 
Field Championships. The final day of competition has been moved up due to expected inclement 
weather. Sunday’s field events will begin at 7 a.m. CT while track events will start at 9 a.m. CT.  
 
On the men’s side, WKU qualified four Hilltoppers in the 100-meter and three in the 200-meter, 400-
meter and 400-meter hurdles. Martin Owusu-Antwi, Will Bush and Josh Davis finished second, fourth 
and fifth in the preliminary round of the 100. Those three were joined by Kymari Gates in qualifying for 
the 200-meter. Austin Hayes finished just outside the qualifying pack in each of those races. 
 
In the quarter-mile race, Gates led the qualifying round at 46.25. Duncan Agyemang and Oliver 
Alexandre were able to qualify for the finals as well, posting a 47.10 and 47.16. Lincoln Warren and 
Abdur Kelly finished outside the final round by just under a second.  
 
2016 C-USA Outdoor 400-meter hurdle winner Maor Seged placed first in the qualifying round with his 
second-best time of the season. David Saruni finished fourth in the preliminary race while Agyemang 
placed sixth, both good enough finishes to move onto the final round.    
 
Mid-distance runner Dedrick Troxell qualified for the men’s 1500-meter finals with a time just over four 
minutes. Michael Sherman and Matthew Wininger were the first and second men out of the final race.  
Lady Topper Juannae Lewis qualified for the women’s 200 and 400-meter final events. In the preliminary 
races, Lewis finished sixth in the 200 and fifth in the 400.  
 
WKU continued to see success in its female jumping events. Annastacia Forrester jumped 6.14 meters 
which was good for second, earning eight points for the Lady Toppers. She bested her own top jump 
from the 2019 season by a tenth of a meter.  
 
Briana Eskridge placed ninth with a jump of 5.79 meters while Myesha Nott finished 13th after recording 
a jump of 5.51 meters. The Lady Toppers are set to compete in high jump and triple jump on Sunday. 
 
Pole vaulters Getter Lemberg and Nicole Ogorek placed seventh and 11th, respectively. Lemberg 
completed a jump of 3.61 meters while Ogorek jumped 3.31 meters.  
 
Morgan Kannapel was WKU’s sole competitor in the meet on Friday. Kannapel ran in the 10,000-meter, 
finishing 12th with a time of 43:22.31.  
 
At the end of the third day of competition, the women’s team is in ninth while the men’s team is yet to 
get on the board.  
 
 2019 C-USA OUTDOOR TRACK & FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Hosted By: Charlotte 
Irwin Belk Track & Field Center 
May 9-12, 2019 
  
Thursday, May 9 
2:45 PM  Heptathlon  Day 1  
3:15 PM  Decathlon  Day 1 
 
Friday, May 10 
2:00 PM  Hammer-Women  Final 
2:45 PM  Decathlon  Day 2 
4:30 PM  Hammer-Men  Final   
4:30 PM  Heptathlon  Day 2  
7:15 PM  800 Meters-Heptathlon Day 2 
8:00 PM  10,000 Meters-Women Final 
8:45 PM  1500 Meters-Decathlon Day 2 
9:00 PM  10,000 Meters-Men Final 
 
Saturday, May 11 
 
Field Events 
9:00 AM Discus-Women   Final 
9:00 AM Long Jump-Men  Final  
9:30 AM Pole Vault-Women Final 
11:30 AM Long Jump-Women Final 
11:30 AM Discus-Men  Final 
12:30 PM High Jump-Men  Final 
 
Running Events 
10:00 AM 1500 Meters-Women  Prelims 
10:15 AM 1500 Meters-Men  Prelims 
10:30 AM 100 Hurdles-Women  Prelims 
10:45 AM 110 Hurdles-Men   Prelims 
11:00 AM 400 Meters-Women Prelims 
11:15 AM 400 Meters-Men   Prelims 
11:35 AM 100 Meters-Women Prelims 
11:45 AM 100 Meters-Men   Prelims  
12:00 PM 800 Meters-Women Prelims 
12:10 PM 800 Meters-Men    Prelims  
12:30 PM 400 Hurdles-Women  Prelims 
12:40 PM 400 Hurdles-Men   Prelims  
12:55 PM 200 Meters-Women Prelims 
1:10 PM  200 Meters-Men    Prelims 
1:30 PM  3000 Steeple-Women  Final 
1:45 PM  3000 Steeple-Men  Final  
Sunday, May 12 
 
Field Events 
8:00 AM Shot Put-Women  Final  
8:00 AM Triple Jump-Men  Final 
8:30 AM Pole Vault-Men  Final 
9:30 AM Javelin-Women  Final 
9:30 AM Triple Jump-Women Final 
9:30 AM Shot Put-Men  Final  
10:30 AM High Jump-Women Final 
11:00 AM Javelin-Men  Final  
 
Running Events 
10:00 AM 4x100 Relay-Women  Final  
10:05 AM 4x100 Relay-Men  Final 
10:15 AM 1500 Meters-Women Final 
10:25 AM 1500 Meters-Men Final  
10:35 AM 100 Hurdles-Women Final 
10:40 AM 110 Hurdles-Men  Final  
10:50 AM 400 Meters-Women Final 
10:55 AM 400 Meters-Men  Final 
11:05 AM 100 Meters-Women Final 
11:10 AM 100 Meters-Men  Final  
11:20 AM 800 Meters-Women Final 
11:25 AM 800 Meters-Men  Final  
11:35 AM 400 Hurdles-Women Final 
11:40 AM 400 Hurdles-Men  Final 
11:50 AM 200 Meters-Women Final 
11:55 AM 200 Meters-Men  Final  
12:05 PM 5,000 Meters-Women Final 
12:25 PM 5,000 Meters-Men Final  
12:50 PM 4x400 Relay-Women Final 
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Conference USA Outdoor Championships
Charlotte - NC  - 5/9/2019 to 5/12/2019
Results
 
Event 1  Women 100 M
Meet: 11.09 Octavious Freeman2012
Facility: 11.39 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Florida Atlantic JRNatalliah Whyte1 11.28Q0.5
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis2 11.62Q0.1
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw3 11.68Q0.6
UTSA JROlivia Esemena4 11.70Q1.0
Rice JRHannah Jackson5 11.75Q0.3
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong6 11.70q 0.5
FIU SRJada Roberson7 11.74q 1.0
Southern Miss JRKeiyana Gaskin8 11.78q 0.1
Charlotte SRAlex Council9 11.88 0.3
Mid. Tenn. State SOMirlege Castor10 11.90 0.6
UTEP FRMaribel Caicedo11 11.95 0.5
Louisiana Tech FRClaudasha Watson12 12.00 0.1
Charlotte SRNyasia Daniels13 12.02 1.0
UAB FRAmelie Dierke14 12.03 0.6
Florida Atlantic FRJamesha Moorer15 12.04 0.3
Marshall SRKayla Haywood16 12.05 1.0
UTSA FRVera Chinedu17 12.05 0.3
North Texas SOAlia HOLMES18 12.07 0.5
UAB SRMelany Frierson19 12.09 0.6
North Texas SOTaylor Blackshire20 12.09 0.1
Southern Miss SRKadaria Thompson21 12.22 0.3
North Texas FRKayla McDONALD22 12.24 0.6
Louisiana Tech FRShelby Smith23 12.32 0.5
Louisiana Tech FRKyra Collins24 12.33 0.3
UTSA JRSydney Howells25 12.34 0.1
Florida Atlantic SOJada James26 12.43 0.6
Louisiana Tech SRMorgan White27 12.47 0.1
Southern Miss JRShundoria Hardy28 12.54 1.0
FIU SRSydnee Wilkerson29 12.57 0.1
UTEP FRGeraldy Barron30 12.58 0.3
UTEP SOJohna Diggs31 12.61 0.5
FIU FRJaela Swasey32 12.67 0.5
UTEP SOMadeline Jones33 12.87 1.0
UAB FRErin Long34 13.01 0.6
 
Event 2  Women 200 M
Meet: 22.67 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 22.82 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong1 23.88Q0.2
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw2 23.90Q0.1
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis3 23.92Q-0.2
Rice JRHannah Jackson4 24.01Q+0.0
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins5 24.06Q0.3
Western Kentucky SRJuannae Lewis6 24.07Q0.8
North Texas SOAlia HOLMES7 24.10q 0.8
UTSA JROlivia Esemena8 24.22q -0.2
Southern Miss JRKeiyana Gaskin9 24.24 0.1
Marshall SRKayla Haywood10 24.53 -0.2
Charlotte SRKristen Williams11 24.62 0.3
FIU SRJada Roberson12 24.62 0.1
Charlotte SRNyasia Daniels13 24.66 0.1
UTSA FRVera Chinedu14 24.67 0.3
Southern Miss SRChenelle Ricketts15 24.70 0.2
Marshall SOBrandy Elysee16 24.72 -0.2
UAB FRLouise Wieland17 24.72 0.2
Southern Miss SRKadaria Thompson18 24.75 0.8
Louisiana Tech SOMakayla Edwards19 24.76 +0.0
UAB SOEbony Tolliver20 24.76 0.8
Mid. Tenn. State SOMirlege Castor21 24.91 0.1
FIU JRTerneka Gibson22 24.95 0.2
FIU SOKiera Forde-Richards23 25.02 0.8
North Texas SOTaylor Blackshire24 25.10 +0.0
North Texas FRKayla McDONALD25 25.15 -0.2
Florida Atlantic FRJamesha Moorer26 25.15 +0.0
Mid. Tenn. State SRJoycelyn Assafuah27 25.34 0.8
Louisiana Tech FRMa'asa Gay28 25.49 0.3
UTEP SOAnnette Bolomboy29 25.51 0.3
UTEP JRMadison Gibson30 25.58 0.1
Mid. Tenn. State JRIda Mensah31 25.61 -0.2
UTSA JRSydney Howells32 25.65 +0.0
UAB SRMelany Frierson33 25.72 0.2
Florida Atlantic SOJada James34 25.73 -0.2
Western Kentucky SOAairiona Ransom35 25.80 +0.0
FIU SRSydnee Wilkerson36 25.86 0.8
UTEP FRAphiniti Crupper37 26.02 0.2
FIU FRJaela Swasey38 26.19 0.3
UTEP FRNatalia Roberts39 26.83 0.1
UTEP SOMadeline Jones40 27.05 0.8
UTEP FRGeraldy Barron--- FS +0.0
Florida Atlantic JRNatalliah Whyte--- FS 0.3
Western Kentucky FRErefa Ewo--- DNF 0.1
 
Event 3  Women 400 M
Meet: 51.74 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 51.11 Anja Ruecker1996
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Charlotte FRMaya Singletary1 53.49Q
North Texas SOAneesa SCOTT2 53.92Q
Mid. Tenn. State SRJoycelyn Assafuah3 54.19Q
Charlotte SRKristen Williams4 54.46Q
Western Kentucky SRJuannae Lewis5 54.60Q
Southern Miss SRRian Robinson6 54.73Q
Charlotte SRKiana Lee7 54.56q
UTSA JRDarionne Gibson8 55.33q
Southern Miss SRChenelle Ricketts9 55.97
Florida Atlantic SRJenae Ambrose10 56.28
UTEP JRMadison Gibson11 56.28
FIU JRTerneka Gibson12 56.33
Marshall SOBrandy Elysee13 56.34
North Texas SOLauryn McCOLLUM14 56.38
UAB SOEbony Tolliver15 56.64
Western Kentucky SOAairiona Ransom16 56.67
FIU SOKaylen Clark17 56.76
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Results
Preliminaries ...   (Event 3  Women 400 M)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
North Texas JRArtesha RICHARDSON18 56.79
Charlotte SOCemere Petty19 57.13
Marshall JRDanere'a White20 57.13
UTSA FRErin Wilson21 57.40
Louisiana Tech FRJada Branch22 57.40
Marshall FRSydnei Taylor23 57.46
UTEP SOAnnette Bolomboy24 57.67
Florida Atlantic SORoshelle Francois25 57.72
Southern Miss JRAireanna Taylor26 57.77
Marshall SOTalor Wilkerson27 57.96
Southern Miss FRTaylor Harris28 58.17
UAB FRJabriana Jemison29 58.69
Florida Atlantic SOSearra Woods30 59.58
UAB FRAlyssa Nelson31 1:00.51
 
Event 4  Women 800 M
Meet: 2:04.91 Abike Egbeniyi2018
Facility: 2:06.59 Aja Jackson2010
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei1 2:10.47Q
UTEP SRLilian Koech2 2:11.50Q
Mid. Tenn. State SRAbike Egbeniyi3 2:14.44Q
Mid. Tenn. State JRPatience Akanwogba4 2:11.57Q
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei5 2:12.80Q
UTSA FRBrooke Lomax6 2:17.29Q
UAB JRCele Moon7 2:13.31q
Mid. Tenn. State FRQuanisha Marshall8 2:17.20q
Florida Atlantic SOMegan Giovanniello9 2:17.36
Florida Atlantic SOBrooke Butterfield10 2:17.39
FIU FRDaira Deicmane11 2:17.59
FIU SOSabrina Quijano12 2:17.89
Rice SRNicole Mitchell13 2:18.65
Rice JRHannah Bablak14 2:18.75
Charlotte SOD'Amani Bryant15 2:22.18
North Texas JRDarrian Johnson16 2:23.62
Florida Atlantic SRChristina Humphries17 2:24.02
FIU SRMackenzie Mayers18 2:24.10
FIU SRSydne Grier19 2:26.14
UTEP SOAndrea Lucero20 2:28.38
UTEP SODestiny White21 2:29.17
 
Event 5  Women 1500 M
Meet: 4:15.93 Elinor Kirk2014
Facility: 4:19.38 Amy VanAlstine2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei1 4:35.08Q
UTEP SRLilian Koech2 4:36.78Q
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei3 4:35.09Q
Southern Miss JRSandra Szpott4 4:36.93Q
North Texas SRRea Iseli5 4:37.47Q
Southern Miss JRRegen McGee6 4:38.71Q
Southern Miss JRSavannah McMillon7 4:37.72Q
Mid. Tenn. State SOJoice Jebor8 4:39.61Q
Rice FRAlyssa Balandran9 4:39.71q
UAB JRSerena Martinez10 4:39.74q
Florida Atlantic SOMikaela Jonsson11 4:42.31q
North Texas FRAubrey Schmidt12 4:42.91q
UTSA SOAmber Boyd13 4:43.33
Rice SOMary Claire Neal14 4:44.02
Rice FRAshley Messineo15 4:45.72
FIU JRRahel Gebretsadik16 4:46.36
FIU SRJessica Gray17 4:46.62
Florida Atlantic SRElizabeth Wellman18 4:53.10
FIU SOSabrina Quijano19 4:56.33
UTSA JRRian Rodriguez20 4:56.51
Rice FRRuby Watson21 5:01.15
Western Kentucky FRSavannah Heckman22 5:02.20
Florida Atlantic SOMorgan Graff23 5:04.98
 
Event 6  Women 3000 M Steeplechase
Meet: 10:01.77 Brianna Dahm2002
Facility: 10:09.50 Keara Thomas2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte SRRachel Bartolomeo1 10:17.51   10
UAB SREmily Drouin2 10:21.67   8
Southern Miss JRMonika Gebarzewska3 10:42.59   6
Charlotte JRBridget Abbatiello4 10:48.47   5
Southern Miss SOSarah McMillon5 10:49.02   4
North Texas SRCassidy ADAMS6 10:49.27   3
Rice FRRyann Helmers7 10:52.01   2
Mid. Tenn. State SRRachel Kigen8 10:54.16   1
Charlotte JRTaylor Brown9 10:54.29
Charlotte SOAlyssa Ungrady10 10:59.03
Charlotte FRAlina Rovnak11 11:18.99
UAB FRBritney Johnson12 11:35.30
UTSA FRBriana Gonzalez13 11:37.16
North Texas SOJennifer White14 11:37.28
Marshall FRMadelyn Garrison15 11:38.95
Mid. Tenn. State SORacheal Kosgei16 11:46.93
FIU JRRahel Gebretsadik17 11:51.83
Rice SONatalie Goddard18 11:52.06
Rice SOSage McAdams19 11:59.90
Florida Atlantic SRErica Lersch20 12:11.27
UAB FRKarlee Stortz21 12:16.29
Rice SOLoren Goddard22 12:35.00
 
Event 8  Women 10000 M
Meet: 34:30.90 Cali Roper2016
Facility: 34:49.23 Amanda Goetschius2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP JRWinny Koech1 34:49.58   10
UAB SRKatie Nelson2 36:07.61   8
Charlotte FRChandler Horton3 36:19.28   6
Rice SOLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi4 36:32.98   5
FIU JRSherilene Gelderblom5 36:54.51   4
Southern Miss JREmma Kate Holdbrooks6 37:01.36   3
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Finals ...   (Event 8  Women 10000 M)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Southern Miss FRLina May7 37:20.88   2
FIU JRAnais Da Silva8 37:29.33   1
Mid. Tenn. State JRJulia Jelagat9 38:46.19
UAB FRLaura Thompson10 40:23.69
Florida Atlantic FRLauren Macon11 41:57.89
Western Kentucky SOMorgan Kannapel12 43:22.31
UTSA JRGabby Gonzales--- DNF
 
Event 9  Women 100 M Hurdles
Meet: 12.97 Jackie Coward2011
Facility: 13.39 Kia Davis2002
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins1 13.28Q1.3
Marshall JRSafiyyah Mitchell2 14.01Q0.1
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo3 14.39Q0.3
Charlotte JRIsis Welch4 13.84q 1.3
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers5 13.85q 1.3
Marshall SOTaylor Robinson6 14.11q 1.3
North Texas SOLyric CHOICE7 14.46q 0.1
Florida Atlantic SORenee Shaw8 14.48q 0.3
Marshall JRChristiana Dogan9 14.51 0.3
Southern Miss FRMarquasha Myers10 14.57 0.1
Marshall FRAshonti Warner11 14.64 0.3
Southern Miss FRJasmine Griffin12 14.72 0.1
UAB JRKyla Horn13 14.74 1.3
Rice JRZinedine Russell14 14.78 1.3
UAB FRAshleigh Ivory15 15.46 0.1
UTEP FRMaribel Caicedo--- FS 0.3
Florida Atlantic FRKennedie Reese--- DNF 0.3
 
Event 10  Women 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 57.59 Jackie Coward/Sandy Jean-Claude2013
Facility: 58.32 Katrina Seymour2016
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers1 59.15Q
Marshall FRAshonti Warner2 1:00.84Q
Marshall JRChristiana Dogan3 1:01.41Q
Florida Atlantic JRAnne-Catherine Wasser4 59.53q
Louisiana Tech SRElia Nero5 1:00.99q
UTEP FRCarshaylah Harrison6 1:01.99q
UAB JRMarielle Lewis7 1:02.20q
UTSA FROrla Brothers8 1:02.32q
UTEP SRDreshanae Rolle9 1:03.36
FIU FRJada Hill10 1:03.46
Charlotte FRAshlan Bowdry11 1:04.81
UTSA SRSierra Andres12 1:05.41
Charlotte JRIsis Welch13 1:06.72
Louisiana Tech FRKori Jones14 1:07.36
Florida Atlantic FRKailiece Harris15 1:17.78
 
Event 14  Women Pole Vault
Meet: 4.28m Neal Tisher2014
Facility: 4.15m Andrea Wildrick2002
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte FRRiley Felts1 3.91m   10
North Texas FRSydney SALINAS2 3.91m   8
Rice FREmily Harrison3 3.76m   6
Rice JRKylie Swiekatowski4 3.76m   5
Louisiana Tech SRMonique Apuakehau5 3.76m   4
Marshall SOLauren Zaglifa6 3.76m   3
Western Kentucky SRGetter Lemberg7 3.61m   1.5
UTSA SRCaroline Bellows7 3.61m   1.5
North Texas FRMary PIERCY9 3.46m
Marshall FRMacie Majoy10 3.46m
Western Kentucky SONicole Ogorek11 3.31m
Louisiana Tech SOAnna Weeks12 3.16m
Charlotte JRAlexandria Ungrady13 3.01m
UAB FRCarmen Ross--- NH
UAB FRJulianne Manning--- NH
Western Kentucky SOAlexis Thacker--- NH
North Texas SRHannah Winn--- NH
 
Event 15  Women Long Jump
Meet: 6.78m Tori Bowie2012
Facility: 6.27m Pat Springs2009
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRMichelle Fokam1 6.27m   10
Western Kentucky JRAnnastacia Forrester2 6.14m   8
UTEP FRChantoba Bright3 6.07m   6
North Texas JRBreanna ECKELS4 6.03m   5
Mid. Tenn. State FRAkera Benton5 5.86m   4
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks6 5.83m   3
UTSA SODanielle Spence7 5.81m   2
Charlotte SOJade Jordan8 5.81m   1
Western Kentucky JRBrianna Eskridge9 5.79m 1.4
UTSA SRGabby Torres10 5.57m 1.1
Charlotte SRCarlecia Spivey11 5.55m 1.0
Mid. Tenn. State SOOmolayo Omosola12 5.54m 0.5
Western Kentucky FRMyesha Nott13 5.51m 1.3
Louisiana Tech SRMorgan White14 5.49m 0.6
Marshall SOJosie Raines15 5.43m 0.5
UTSA SOBriana Washington16 5.40m 0.5
Rice SOTeesa Mpagi17 5.39m 0.5
FIU SRKayla Woulard18 5.38m 0.6
North Texas SODenver MIMS19 5.37m 0.1
Charlotte JRTorri Weathers20 5.34m 0.4
UAB FRShauntia Landrum21 5.31m 0.6
Southern Miss JRGrace Parker22 5.28m 0.7
UAB FRErin Long23 5.08m +0.0
FIU FRRayquel Berry24 4.37m -0.1
UAB SOBrittany Floyd--- FOUL
Marshall SRLauren George--- FOUL
Louisiana Tech FRShelby Smith--- FOUL
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Event 18  Women Discus
Meet: 58.44m Dayana Octavian2004
Facility: 65.48m Ilka Wyludda1996
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SRDanisha Jones1 51.75m   10
FIU JRGabrielle Rains2 51.47m   8
Rice FRJulie Perez3 47.10m   6
Louisiana Tech JRRhea Thompson4 45.35m   5
North Texas SOJaleisa SHAFFER5 44.30m   4
FIU JRTimberly Molden6 44.29m   3
Marshall SRReneese Batson7 43.97m   2
Charlotte SOCandice Whitley8 43.31m   1
UTSA SOLacee Barnes9 41.44m
FIU SRTerrisa Russell10 40.29m
North Texas SOHaley WALKER11 40.23m
UAB JRZieandrea Bridges12 37.57m
Rice FRErna Gunnarsdottir13 35.77m
UTEP FRSamantha Cordier14 35.74m
UTEP FRKayla Larry15 31.98m
Marshall SOKylie Miles16 31.78m
Louisiana Tech SOAliyah Ballott--- FOUL
 
Event 19  Women Hammer
Meet: 63.97m Dayana Octavian2004
Facility: 69.76m Laura Iguane2019
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Marshall SRReneese Batson1 57.18m   10
North Texas SOHaley WALKER2 54.95m   8
Marshall SRHasana Clark3 54.48m   6
Southern Miss SRDanisha Jones4 54.07m   5
FIU JRTrinavia Williams5 52.41m   4
Charlotte FRMegan Cook6 51.80m   3
UTSA JRMaia Campbell7 51.39m   2
Rice SRDheryl Batts8 50.98m   1
FIU SOHarrison Mancke9 50.47m
North Texas SOAshlynn SMART10 48.54m
UTSA SRFaith Olszak11 48.17m
UAB JRZieandrea Bridges12 46.91m
UTEP FRSamantha Cordier13 46.72m
Marshall FRMaryAnn Adebayo14 46.33m
UTSA JRCynthia Gonzales15 45.21m
UTEP SOCierra Chenault16 44.57m
FIU SOMariah Nieto-Thomas17 44.29m
Marshall SOKylie Miles18 42.55m
UTSA JRBrenttany Birdow19 40.81m
UTEP FRKayla Larry20 39.97m
North Texas FRANAIS HILL21 35.77m
FIU SRTerrisa Russell--- FOUL
Rice FRJulie Perez--- FOUL
Southern Miss JRMcKenna Mumaw--- FOUL
 
Event 21  Men 100 M
Meet: 10.12 Julius Morris2018
Facility: 10.19 Jonathan Hancock2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 10.34Q0.2
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi2 10.45Q0.6
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse3 10.57Q0.7
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush4 10.61Q0.4
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis5 10.42q 0.2
North Texas SODarien PORTER6 10.57q 0.7
North Texas FRAntonio De La CRUZ7 10.59q 0.7
North Texas FRDavonye JONES8 10.66q 0.6
Charlotte JRChristian Bass9 10.72 0.6
Charlotte SONico Menzel10 10.72 0.2
Mid. Tenn. State SOLamarco Petty11 10.74 0.4
Western Kentucky SRAustin Hayes12 10.75 0.4
FIU SOPatston Stewart13 10.78 0.2
Southern Miss FRElijah Burton14 10.79 0.4
North Texas SOAbdon CAMPBELL15 10.82 0.6
Mid. Tenn. State SOKeyon Hugle16 10.82 0.2
UTSA SOKaleb Campbell17 10.84 0.7
North Texas SRJames COLE18 10.90 0.7
Louisiana Tech FREdjim Beaver19 10.92 0.7
UTSA SOJayden Bunting20 11.03 0.6
FIU SOHusani Wilburgh21 11.06 0.4
FIU SOLadarius Flagg22 11.09 0.2
UTEP FRAnthony Brinson23 11.14 0.4
Mid. Tenn. State FRKenneth Mangram24 11.14 0.6
FIU FRLarry Grier--- FS 0.2
 
Event 22  Men 200 M
Meet: 20.28 Julius Morris2017
Facility: 20.54 Manteo Mitchell2012
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 20.96Q+0.0
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi2 20.98Q0.2
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates3 21.01Q0.1
Charlotte JRChristian Bass4 21.45Q0.1
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright5 21.48Q0.2
Mid. Tenn. State SOLamarco Petty6 21.58Q0.3
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush7 21.36q 0.2
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis8 21.50q +0.0
Western Kentucky SRAustin Hayes9 21.50 +0.0
North Texas SODarien PORTER10 21.52 0.2
Western Kentucky SRLincoln Warren11 21.59 0.2
Charlotte SONico Menzel12 21.59 0.3
North Texas FRAntonio De La CRUZ13 21.67 0.1
North Texas FRDavonye JONES14 21.68 0.2
UTSA JRMikael Dawkins15 21.73 0.1
Western Kentucky SROliver Alexandre16 21.82 0.3
UTEP JRSean Bailey17 21.97 0.1
FIU JRAkeem Simmons18 22.02 0.2
North Texas SRJames COLE19 22.03 0.3
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Preliminaries ...   (Event 22  Men 200 M)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Louisiana Tech FRTajhe Jones20 22.06 +0.0
FIU SOPatston Stewart21 22.06 0.1
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse22 22.48 0.1
Southern Miss FRElijah Burton22 22.48 0.2
Louisiana Tech FRMason Melancon24 22.50 0.1
North Texas SOAbdon CAMPBELL25 22.58 0.2
Southern Miss SRLorenzen Burton26 22.59 0.3
UTSA JRJared Taylor27 22.68 +0.0
Mid. Tenn. State FRKenneth Mangram28 23.01 0.1
UTEP SRCarvellion Horn29 25.95 0.2
FIU FRLarry Grier30 26.33 0.3
FIU SOLadarius Flagg--- FS 0.2
FIU SOHusani Wilburgh--- DNF 0.1
 
Event 23  Men 400 M
Meet: 44.53 Emmanuel Korir2017
Facility: 45.65 Brandon Simpson2003
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates1 46.25Q
UTEP JRSean Bailey2 46.37Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright3 46.41Q
Charlotte JRJayon Woodard4 46.96Q
UTSA SRVa-Sheku Sheriff5 46.89q
Southern Miss FRTrey Johnson6 46.94q
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang7 47.10q
Western Kentucky SROliver Alexandre8 47.16q
Mid. Tenn. State SOJaquez Torian9 47.31
Western Kentucky SRLincoln Warren10 47.54
Western Kentucky SRAbdur Kelly11 48.16
Charlotte FRMarquiz McCrary12 48.19
Charlotte JRKy-Mani Dula13 48.33
FIU JRAkeem Simmons14 48.74
UTSA JRChristopher Rosales15 48.78
UTSA SOAustin Crocker16 48.91
Southern Miss SRLorenzen Burton17 49.63
Louisiana Tech FRSeth Boullion18 49.97
FIU JRShammond Williams19 50.99
UTEP FRLuis Baca20 51.80
Mid. Tenn. State SRAdeniji Adedamola21 52.63
 
Event 24  Men 800 M
Meet: 1:47.48 Michael Saruni2017
Facility: 1:48.69 Jaehun Lee2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State JRTrevon Sanders1 1:51.47Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono2 1:52.41Q
Charlotte SOJayquan Williams3 1:52.67Q
Charlotte JRNolan Patrick4 1:51.80Q
Rice SRReagan Olguin5 1:52.42Q
UTSA SRLuca Chatham6 1:52.77Q
UTSA SOZack Kovar7 1:52.12q
Rice SOJason Bugg8 1:52.61q
Western Kentucky SRKaVen Berry9 1:53.35
Mid. Tenn. State JRNathan Mack10 1:53.45
FIU JRRoyer Baez11 1:54.35
Mid. Tenn. State SOJulio Acevedo12 1:54.92
UTSA FRCameron Hudson13 1:55.09
Western Kentucky SRAbdur Kelly14 1:55.67
Rice SRMike Otoo15 1:56.26
UTSA JRCaleb Devereaux16 1:56.27
Western Kentucky FRDedrick Troxell17 1:57.29
FIU FRMax Korner18 2:03.89
 
Event 25  Men 1500 M
Meet: 3:42.81 Chris O'Hare2011
Facility: 3:45.93 Eliud Njubi2004
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
North Texas SRAndrew Cobos1 3:56.43Q
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi2 3:58.37Q
North Texas SRAlex Cleveland3 3:56.84Q
Rice SRReagan Olguin4 3:59.25Q
Charlotte JRMatt Bomkamp5 3:56.86Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono6 3:59.51Q
Rice SOAlex Topini7 3:57.08Q
Charlotte FRAustin Carroll8 3:59.58Q
UTSA SRMontgomery Bertschy9 3:57.49q
Western Kentucky FRDedrick Troxell10 4:00.41q
North Texas JRTim Jones11 4:02.85q
UTSA FRChristopher Wise12 4:04.25q
Western Kentucky FRMichael Sherman13 4:07.83
Western Kentucky FRMatthew Wininger14 4:09.58
UTEP FRMichael Sims15 4:13.22
FIU JRDaniel Areces16 4:20.07
FIU SRAlec Dominguez17 4:22.32
Western Kentucky FRLuke Hoover18 4:30.63
 
Event 26  Men 3000 M Steeplechase
Meet: 8:39.44 Anthony Rotich2013
Facility: 8:37.23 Travis Mahoney2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi1 8:47.93   10
Charlotte SRMihret Coulter2 8:56.65   8
Charlotte SRTom Nobles3 8:58.28   6
Charlotte JRAlex Cornwell4 8:59.11   5
North Texas SOJack BEAUMONT5 9:05.37   4
Rice FRAndrew Abikhaled6 9:10.92   3
Rice JRAdolfo Carvalho7 9:20.25   2
Charlotte FRDaniel Vo8 9:23.13   1
Western Kentucky FREmerson Wells9 9:30.39
North Texas SOMatthew MORGAN10 9:48.95
Rice JRConnor Meaux11 9:55.71
Rice FRKeaton Blazer12 9:59.37
UTSA JROmar Bekdache13 10:21.91
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Event 28  Men 10000 M
Meet: 29:43.67 Herbert Mwangi2002
Facility: 29:46.66 Will Rowland2009
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRLebo Mosito1 30:29.43   10
UTEP FRRodgers Korir2 30:29.56   8
UTEP SOBoaz Ronoh3 30:31.53   6
Charlotte SOPaul Arredondo4 30:32.43   5
Charlotte JRZach Marchinko5 30:35.81   4
Rice SOHociel Landa6 31:10.07   3
UTEP SRAntony Kosgei7 31:12.96   2
North Texas SOJack BEAUMONT8 31:14.40   1
North Texas JRFlorian Lussy9 31:22.31
UTEP SOCornelius Kapel10 31:39.67
Rice SRClay Musial11 32:12.84
Mid. Tenn. State FRDennis Kipkorir12 32:52.16
Rice SOAlex Dunbar13 33:32.46
UTSA JRJosh Rodriguez14 34:05.71
 
Event 29  Men 110 M Hurdles
Meet: 13.68 David Payne2004
Facility: 13.58 Fredrick Townsend2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss JRCaleb Parker1 13.73Q0.9
UTSA SRPatrick Prince2 14.01Q0.8
North Texas SOJoseph SQUIRE3 14.25Q0.9
Charlotte JRBrent Carroll4 14.19q 0.9
Charlotte SOAnthony Richardson5 14.21q 0.9
Charlotte FRMicah Hairston6 14.42q 0.8
UTEP JRShakeem Smith7 14.44q 0.8
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht8 14.44q 0.9
Western Kentucky SRMaor Seged9 14.53 0.9
Louisiana Tech FRAhmad Young10 14.54 0.9
Southern Miss SOChristian Strong11 14.75 0.8
FIU FRTyler Rhodes12 14.76 0.9
Charlotte FRD'Andre Hayes13 14.78 0.9
UTSA SODevall Harris14 14.98 0.8
Southern Miss FRTamrin Hobbs15 14.99 0.8
UTEP SODavid Rivera16 15.07 0.9
Louisiana Tech FRNolan Walker17 15.16 0.9
UTSA FRJustin Wright18 15.84 0.9
 
Event 30  Men 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 50.05 Greg Christie2000
Facility: 49.47 Bershawn Jackson2004
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Western Kentucky SRMaor Seged1 52.53Q
UTSA JRAndrew Pirog2 52.55Q
UTEP JRShakeem Smith3 52.75Q
Western Kentucky SODavid Saruni4 53.27Q
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht5 52.67q
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang6 52.84q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBraam Bisschop7 53.27q
Louisiana Tech JRTre Williams8 53.37q
Charlotte JRBrent Carroll9 53.44
Southern Miss SRMamadou Seck10 53.70
Louisiana Tech SRLanorris Graden11 53.73
UTSA JRJonathan Boozer12 53.86
Charlotte FRMicah Hairston13 53.92
North Texas SOJoseph SQUIRE14 54.58
Charlotte FRDexter McDuffie15 54.60
Southern Miss FRTamrin Hobbs16 54.95
Western Kentucky JRKevin Johnson17 55.42
Charlotte JRTravis Rogers18 55.55
Charlotte FRD'Andre Hayes19 56.51
Rice JRKen Berger20 1:02.79
UTEP SODavid Rivera--- FS
 
Event 33  Men High Jump
Meet: 2.30m Mickael Hanany2008
Facility: 2.27m Cedric Norman2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss JRCaleb Parker1 2.11m   10
Mid. Tenn. State SRJacob Patten2 2.08m   8
UTSA SRDavante Edwards3 2.08m   6
Southern Miss JREric Richards4 2.03m   5
UTEP FREmilio Rios5 1.98m   4
Charlotte SOLuke Patterson6 1.98m   3
UTSA FRJamal Anderson7 1.98m   2
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel8 1.93m   1
UTEP JRAustin Ondijo9 1.88m
 
Event 35  Men Long Jump
Meet: 7.99m Desmond Mobley2018
Facility: 7.82m Trey McRae2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Louisiana Tech JRDenzel Harper1 7.57m   10
Southern Miss SRJohn Warren2 7.55m   8
Southern Miss JREric Washington3 7.43m   6
FIU FRQueshun Watson-Riggins4 7.43m   5
FIU SOReed Service5 7.35m   4
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright6 7.29m   3
Mid. Tenn. State FRBenjamin Onyekwelu7 7.24m   2
Louisiana Tech FRSoro Abrama8 7.19m   1
Charlotte SRMarkel Dalton9 7.11m 0.8
Louisiana Tech FRColin Butler10 7.02m 0.7
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse11 6.92m 0.3
Western Kentucky FRSheldon Noble12 6.85m 0.1
UTEP SODarius King13 6.55m -0.3
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel14 5.09m 1.1
Charlotte JRDandrell Utley--- FOUL
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Event 38  Men Discus
Meet: 59.40m John Davis1997
Facility: 64.69m Vikas Gowda2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRTerrell Adams1 53.83m   10
Rice FRNick Hicks2 48.74m   8
UTEP SOBenjamin Coronado3 48.40m   6
Charlotte SRSasha Dajia4 45.75m   5
North Texas JRKarl SRALLA5 45.46m   4
UTEP FRIason Machairas6 45.32m   3
Charlotte FRAsher Prince7 45.31m   2
UTSA SRSteven Thomas8 44.09m   1
Charlotte JRTyler Hoag9 44.02m
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Fondal10 42.43m
North Texas FRKendall MAPLES11 42.11m
UTSA SRVincent Perez12 40.97m
UTSA FRRonald Lozano13 40.49m
Mid. Tenn. State SOIsaac Odugbesan14 40.13m
UTEP JRKarol Koncos15 39.72m
North Texas FRChris SAMANIEGO16 39.51m
UTSA JRMicheal Zuniga17 36.00m
 
Event 39  Men Hammer
Meet: 68.86m Steffen Nerdal2010
Facility: 71.18m Spyridon Jullien2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte SRStevan Veselinovic1 65.95m   10
UTEP JRKarol Koncos2 61.62m   8
UTSA SRVincent Perez3 59.65m   6
Rice JRMichael Yow4 59.28m   5
Rice FRNick Hicks5 57.71m   4
Mid. Tenn. State SOIsaac Odugbesan6 54.86m   3
UTSA SRSteven Thomas7 52.91m   2
Rice FRAustin Weber8 48.96m   1
UTEP SOBenjamin Coronado9 45.92m
North Texas FRChris SAMANIEGO10 42.92m
North Texas FRKendall MAPLES11 39.83m
 
Event 41  Women Heptathlon
Meet: 5832 Elizabeth Dadzie2017
Facility: 5338 Jennifer Hoppe2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones1 5261   10
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye2 5237   8
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti3 5152   6
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 5142   5
Rice JRZinedine Russell5 5051   4
UTSA SRGabby Torres6 5036   3
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo7 4752   2
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks8 4728   1
Marshall SRSarah Bever9 4689
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell10 4545
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells11 4527
Marshall SOTorie Derrow12 4484
FIU SRKayla Woulard13 4422
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 4283
UAB FRLaci Turner15 3832
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 3373
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood17 2712
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 M Hurdles Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo1 14.08   967
Rice JRZinedine Russell2 14.40   923
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye3 14.41   921
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones4 14.47   913
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks5 14.67   886
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti6 14.70   882
UAB SOBrittany Floyd7 14.77   872
Marshall SRSarah Bever8 14.80   868
UTSA SRGabby Torres9 14.84   863
Marshall SOTorie Derrow10 15.07   832
UTSA JRChase Whiting11 15.40   790
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell12 15.64   759
FIU SRKayla Woulard13 15.87   730
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells14 16.22   688
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood15 16.23   686
UAB FRLaci Turner16 16.58   645
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan17 17.30   563
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye1 1.70m   855
Rice JRZinedine Russell1 1.70m   855
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti3 1.67m   818
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells4 1.64m   783
UTSA SRGabby Torres5 1.61m   747
Marshall SOTorie Derrow5 1.61m   747
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell5 1.61m   747
UAB SOBrittany Floyd5 1.61m   747
Marshall SRSarah Bever5 1.61m   747
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones10 1.58m   712
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo11 1.55m   678
FIU SRKayla Woulard11 1.55m   678
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks13 1.49m   610
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 1.43m   544
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan14 1.43m   544
UAB FRLaci Turner16 1.37m   481
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 1.37m   481
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti1 11.74m   644
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell2 11.67m   639
FIU SRKayla Woulard3 11.57m   633
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Finals ...   (Event 41  Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Heptathlon)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
UTSA SRGabby Torres4 11.00m   595
Rice JRZinedine Russell5 10.91m   589
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells6 10.90m   589
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 10.79m   581
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye8 10.48m   561
Marshall SOTorie Derrow9 10.14m   539
UAB SOBrittany Floyd10 10.10m   536
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks11 10.09m   535
UTSA JRChase Whiting12 10.04m   532
UAB FRLaci Turner13 9.26m   481
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo14 9.01m   465
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan15 8.58m   437
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 8.38m   424
Marshall SRSarah Bever17 8.34m   421
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 M Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye1 24.99   888
FIU SRKayla Woulard2 25.45   846
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo3 25.47   844
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 25.50   841
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell5 25.59   833
Marshall SRSarah Bever6 25.76   818
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 26.29   772
Rice JRZinedine Russell8 26.36   766
UTSA SRGabby Torres9 26.49   755
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks10 26.69   738
UAB FRLaci Turner11 26.83   726
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells12 26.96   715
Marshall SOTorie Derrow13 27.11   703
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 27.29   688
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti15 27.42   677
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 27.45   675
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood17 27.57   665
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UAB SOBrittany Floyd1 5.74m   771
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks2 5.66m   747
UTSA SRGabby Torres3 5.62m   735
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti4 5.60m   729
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye5 5.57m   720
Rice JRZinedine Russell6 5.45m   686
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 5.41m   674
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo8 5.35m   657
FIU SRKayla Woulard9 5.32m   648
Marshall SRSarah Bever10 5.30m   643
Marshall SOTorie Derrow11 5.26m   631
UTSA JRChase Whiting12 5.25m   628
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell13 5.16m   603
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells14 5.09m   584
UAB FRLaci Turner15 4.98m   554
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 4.87m   524
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood--- FOUL
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones1 51.05m   880
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti2 39.35m   655
UAB SOBrittany Floyd3 37.02m   610
UTSA SRGabby Torres4 36.60m   602
UTSA JRChase Whiting5 36.45m   599
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells6 35.39m   579
FIU SRKayla Woulard7 35.22m   576
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks8 31.74m   510
Marshall SOTorie Derrow9 31.57m   506
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye10 30.55m   487
Rice JRZinedine Russell11 28.34m   445
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo12 25.61m   394
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell13 23.97m   363
Marshall SRSarah Bever14 22.63m   338
UAB FRLaci Turner15 22.46m   335
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan--- FOUL
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood--- FOUL
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 M Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Marshall SRSarah Bever1 2:17.76   854
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye2 2:21.38   805
Rice JRZinedine Russell3 2:22.68   787
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 2:24.39   765
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti5 2:25.75   747
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo6 2:25.76   747
UTSA SRGabby Torres7 2:26.36   739
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones8 2:27.14   729
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks9 2:29.31   702
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan10 2:35.13   630
UAB FRLaci Turner11 2:36.82   610
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell12 2:37.58   601
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells13 2:38.64   589
Marshall SOTorie Derrow14 2:44.14   526
UTSA JRChase Whiting15 2:46.41   502
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 2:50.72   456
FIU SRKayla Woulard17 3:06.02   311
 
Event 42  Men Decathlon
Meet: 7837 Scott Filip2017
Facility: 7520 Chad Smith2000
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 7395   10
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 6640   8
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel3 6547   6
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 6516   5
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 6507   4
UTSA FRJustin Wright6 5883   3
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Finals ...   (Event 42  Men Decathlon)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 5571   2
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 5474   1
FIU SOJordan Millon9 5212
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #1 Men 100 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 10.88   888
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 11.29   797
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 11.30   795
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 11.33   789
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 11.51   750
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 11.59   734
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 11.76   699
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 11.99   653
FIU FRJason Rotger9 12.04   643
FIU SOJordan Millon10 12.19   614
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 7.16m   852
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel2 6.91m   792
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley3 6.46m   688
Rice FRCorbett Fong4 6.42m   679
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers5 6.38m   670
FIU FRJason Rotger6 6.26m   644
UTSA FRJustin Wright7 6.17m   624
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 6.02m   591
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor9 5.93m   571
FIU SOJordan Millon10 5.58m   498
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
FIU SOJordan Millon1 12.75m   652
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers2 11.78m   593
FIU FRJason Rotger3 11.70m   588
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek4 11.31m   565
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 10.60m   522
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 10.44m   512
Rice FRCorbett Fong7 10.38m   508
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 10.36m   507
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor9 9.61m   462
FIU FRThomas Morreal10 9.25m   441
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 2.02m   822
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel2 1.99m   794
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek3 1.87m   687
UTSA FRJustin Wright4 1.81m   636
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 1.78m   610
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 1.75m   585
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 1.75m   585
FIU FRJason Rotger6 1.75m   585
FIU SOJordan Millon9 1.72m   560
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor10 1.66m   512
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #5 Men 400 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 49.33   846
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor2 50.63   786
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 50.74   781
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 51.62   741
FIU FRThomas Morreal5 51.64   741
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers6 52.03   723
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel7 52.32   711
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 55.81   567
FIU SOJordan Millon9 57.40   506
FIU FRJason Rotger10 58.56   463
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #6 Men 110 M Hurdles Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 15.06   842
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers2 15.29   815
UTSA FRJustin Wright3 15.56   783
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 15.63   775
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 16.10   722
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 16.23   707
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 16.27   703
Rice FRCorbett Fong8 16.66   660
FIU SOJordan Millon9 17.24   599
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 42.74m   720
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek2 38.56m   635
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 35.21m   568
FIU SOJordan Millon4 33.11m   526
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 32.93m   522
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 30.15m   467
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 29.76m   460
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 28.04m   426
FIU FRThomas Morreal9 25.93m   385
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 4.60m   790
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 4.40m   731
UTSA FRJustin Wright3 4.10m   645
Rice FRCorbett Fong4 4.00m   617
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 3.60m   509
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 3.30m   431
FIU SOJordan Millon7 3.10m   381
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Finals ...   (Event 42  Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault Decathlon)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 3.10m   381
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers--- NH
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 61.41m   759
Rice FRCorbett Fong2 55.30m   667
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek3 54.46m   655
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 53.52m   641
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 50.65m   598
UTSA FRJustin Wright6 45.73m   526
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 41.11m   458
FIU SOJordan Millon8 38.01m   413
FIU FRThomas Morreal9 35.34m   375
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley1 4:36.45   703
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek2 4:47.32   635
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel3 4:48.63   627
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 4:48.94   625
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 4:49.43   622
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor6 5:03.65   539
UTSA FRJustin Wright7 5:07.82   516
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 5:13.50   484
FIU SOJordan Millon9 5:17.51   463
 
Women - Team Rankings - 7 Events Scored
1) Rice 45
2) Charlotte 44
3) Southern Miss. 40





9) Western Kentucky 9.5
10) Louisiana Tech 9
11) UTSA 8.5
12) Mid. Tenn. State 5
 





5) Mid. Tenn. State 36
6) Southern Miss. 29
7) Louisiana Tech 11
8) FIU 10
9) North Texas 9
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, May 12, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
 
Final results attached.  
 
WKU EARNS FOUR EVENT TITLES AT C-USA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – Four conference titles, a school record and a meet record filled WKU’s final day of 
competition at the 2019 Air Force Reserve Conference USA Outdoor Track & Field Championships. WKU 
upheld the tradition of successful relay squads with two victories while Kymari Gates and Katie 
Isenbarger each earned individual titles. The men’s team finished in fourth while the women placed 
11th overall.  
 
“I am proud of this group of young people,” said head coach Erik Jenkins on the squad. “They were 
focused on the task at hand and remained disciplined in the execution of their training in the meet. We 
earned numerous personal bests, a multitude of conference champions and a meet record.” 
 
WKU continued its tradition of competitive and successful relay teams at conference championships. 
The 4x100-meter relay and 4x400-meter relay teams have now won the conference title five of the last 
seven years, extending into WKU’s Sunbelt era. Running the 18th best time in the country and finishing 
first in the 4x100-meter relay with a time of 39.35 was Will Bush, Martin Owusu-Antwi, Gates and Josh 
Davis.  
 
The 4x400-meter relay squad recorded the sixth best time in WKU history and 14th best in the country 
at 3:04.50. Abdur Kelly, Oliver Alexandre, Lincoln Warren and Owusu-Antwi were all part of the team 
that set a new meet and facility record on its way to WKU’s third consecutive 4x400 title. The previous 
C-USA Outdoor 4x400-meter relay record was held by TCU when they ran 3:05.09 at the 2003 
Championships.  
 
Senior sprinter Gates ran a season-best 46.01 in the finals of the 400-meter event to take the title. Gates 
finished second in the 2018 event and bested teammate Alexandre by .29 seconds on Sunday to win the 
first-place medal.  
 
After finishing second in the high jump at the C-USA Indoor Championships earlier this year, Isenbarger 
took first in the outdoor event in record-breaking fashion. The freshman broke the outdoor school 
record for the second time this year, jumping a personal best 1.82 meters. The mark is tied for 10th best 
in the nation.  
 
WKU’s Hilltopper squad collected all 99 of its points during the final day of competition between sprint 
race finals and the relays. In the 100-meter dash, the Red and White finished second, third and fourth. 
Davis led the crew clocking a 10.45 followed by Owusu-Antwi at 10.49. Bush placed fourth with a time of 
10.53.  
 
In the 200-meter race, WKU filled the second through fifth finishing times, earning 23 points in the 200 
alone. Owusu-Antwi placed second with a time of 20.87. Bush and Davis were directly behind while 
Gates rounded out the WKU field in fifth.  
 
Mid-distance runner Dedrick Troxell placed seventh in the men’s 1500-meter after clocking a time of 
3:58.29. In his final C-USA Championships, Maor Seged placed second in the 400-meter hurdles with a 
season-best 51.11, the seventh fastest time in school history.  
 
At nearly every meet in the 2019 season, Adarian Gray recorded a better javelin throw than the 
weekend prior and the conference championships was no different. Gray recorded a personal best 43.01 
meters, the fourth best throw in WKU history to finish fourth in the event.  
 
Jumper Annastacia Forrester picked up points for the Lady Toppers placing fourth in the high jump with 
a jump of 1.70 meters. Briana Eskridge jumped 1.60 meters and finished tied for 11th in the event. 
 
In the women’s triple jump, three Lady Toppers earned points for the squad. Eskridge finished fifth, 
jumping 12.49 meters in length. Forrester came in sixth at 12.45 meters while Myesha Nott finished with 
a jump of 12.28 meters, good for eighth.  
 
WKU will take nearly two weeks before individuals compete at the NCAA East Regionals in Tampa, Fla.  
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Event 1  Women 100 M
Meet: 11.09 Octavious Freeman2012
Facility: 11.39 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Florida Atlantic JRNatalliah Whyte1 11.28Q0.5
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis2 11.62Q0.1
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw3 11.68Q0.6
UTSA JROlivia Esemena4 11.70Q1.0
Rice JRHannah Jackson5 11.75Q0.3
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong6 11.70q 0.5
FIU SRJada Roberson7 11.74q 1.0
Southern Miss JRKeiyana Gaskin8 11.78q 0.1
Charlotte SRAlex Council9 11.88 0.3
Mid. Tenn. State SOMirlege Castor10 11.90 0.6
UTEP FRMaribel Caicedo11 11.95 0.5
Louisiana Tech FRClaudasha Watson12 12.00 0.1
Charlotte SRNyasia Daniels13 12.02 1.0
UAB FRAmelie Dierke14 12.03 0.6
Florida Atlantic FRJamesha Moorer15 12.04 0.3
Marshall SRKayla Haywood16 12.05 1.0
UTSA FRVera Chinedu17 12.05 0.3
North Texas SOAlia HOLMES18 12.07 0.5
UAB SRMelany Frierson19 12.09 0.6
North Texas SOTaylor Blackshire20 12.09 0.1
Southern Miss SRKadaria Thompson21 12.22 0.3
North Texas FRKayla McDONALD22 12.24 0.6
Louisiana Tech FRShelby Smith23 12.32 0.5
Louisiana Tech FRKyra Collins24 12.33 0.3
UTSA JRSydney Howells25 12.34 0.1
Florida Atlantic SOJada James26 12.43 0.6
Louisiana Tech SRMorgan White27 12.47 0.1
Southern Miss JRShundoria Hardy28 12.54 1.0
FIU SRSydnee Wilkerson29 12.57 0.1
UTEP FRGeraldy Barron30 12.58 0.3
UTEP SOJohna Diggs31 12.61 0.5
FIU FRJaela Swasey32 12.67 0.5
UTEP SOMadeline Jones33 12.87 1.0
UAB FRErin Long34 13.01 0.6
 
Event 1  Women 100 M
Meet: 11.09 Octavious Freeman2012
Facility: 11.39 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida Atlantic JRNatalliah Whyte1 11.21   10
Rice JRHannah Jackson2 11.59   8
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong3 11.61   6
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis4 11.65   5
UTSA JROlivia Esemena5 11.71   4
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw6 11.73   3
FIU SRJada Roberson7 11.87   2
Southern Miss JRKeiyana Gaskin8 11.92   1
 
Event 2  Women 200 M
Meet: 22.67 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 22.82 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong1 23.88Q0.2
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw2 23.90Q0.1
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis3 23.92Q-0.2
Rice JRHannah Jackson4 24.01Q+0.0
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins5 24.06Q0.3
Western Kentucky SRJuannae Lewis6 24.07Q0.8
North Texas SOAlia HOLMES7 24.10q 0.8
UTSA JROlivia Esemena8 24.22q -0.2
Southern Miss JRKeiyana Gaskin9 24.24 0.1
Marshall SRKayla Haywood10 24.53 -0.2
Charlotte SRKristen Williams11 24.62 0.3
FIU SRJada Roberson12 24.62 0.1
Charlotte SRNyasia Daniels13 24.66 0.1
UTSA FRVera Chinedu14 24.67 0.3
Southern Miss SRChenelle Ricketts15 24.70 0.2
Marshall SOBrandy Elysee16 24.72 -0.2
UAB FRLouise Wieland17 24.72 0.2
Southern Miss SRKadaria Thompson18 24.75 0.8
Louisiana Tech SOMakayla Edwards19 24.76 +0.0
UAB SOEbony Tolliver20 24.76 0.8
Mid. Tenn. State SOMirlege Castor21 24.91 0.1
FIU JRTerneka Gibson22 24.95 0.2
FIU SOKiera Forde-Richards23 25.02 0.8
North Texas SOTaylor Blackshire24 25.10 +0.0
North Texas FRKayla McDONALD25 25.15 -0.2
Florida Atlantic FRJamesha Moorer26 25.15 +0.0
Mid. Tenn. State SRJoycelyn Assafuah27 25.34 0.8
Louisiana Tech FRMa'asa Gay28 25.49 0.3
UTEP SOAnnette Bolomboy29 25.51 0.3
UTEP JRMadison Gibson30 25.58 0.1
Mid. Tenn. State JRIda Mensah31 25.61 -0.2
UTSA JRSydney Howells32 25.65 +0.0
UAB SRMelany Frierson33 25.72 0.2
Florida Atlantic SOJada James34 25.73 -0.2
Western Kentucky SOAairiona Ransom35 25.80 +0.0
FIU SRSydnee Wilkerson36 25.86 0.8
UTEP FRAphiniti Crupper37 26.02 0.2
FIU FRJaela Swasey38 26.19 0.3
UTEP FRNatalia Roberts39 26.83 0.1
UTEP SOMadeline Jones40 27.05 0.8
UTEP FRGeraldy Barron--- FS +0.0
Florida Atlantic JRNatalliah Whyte--- FS 0.3
Western Kentucky FRErefa Ewo--- DNF 0.1
 
Event 2  Women 200 M
Meet: 22.67 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 22.82 Michelle Collins2000
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRHannah Jackson1 23.16   10
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Finals ...   (Event 2  Women 200 M)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Mid. Tenn. State SOEdidiong Odiong2 23.20   8
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Shaw3 23.81   6
Mid. Tenn. State SOCecilia Francis4 23.92   5
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins5 24.28   4
UTSA JROlivia Esemena6 24.32   3
North Texas SOAlia HOLMES7 24.82   2
 
Event 3  Women 400 M
Meet: 51.74 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 51.11 Anja Ruecker1996
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Charlotte FRMaya Singletary1 53.49Q
North Texas SOAneesa SCOTT2 53.92Q
Mid. Tenn. State SRJoycelyn Assafuah3 54.19Q
Charlotte SRKristen Williams4 54.46Q
Western Kentucky SRJuannae Lewis5 54.60Q
Southern Miss SRRian Robinson6 54.73Q
Charlotte SRKiana Lee7 54.56q
UTSA JRDarionne Gibson8 55.33q
Southern Miss SRChenelle Ricketts9 55.97
Florida Atlantic SRJenae Ambrose10 56.28
UTEP JRMadison Gibson11 56.28
FIU JRTerneka Gibson12 56.33
Marshall SOBrandy Elysee13 56.34
North Texas SOLauryn McCOLLUM14 56.38
UAB SOEbony Tolliver15 56.64
Western Kentucky SOAairiona Ransom16 56.67
FIU SOKaylen Clark17 56.76
North Texas JRArtesha RICHARDSON18 56.79
Charlotte SOCemere Petty19 57.13
Marshall JRDanere'a White20 57.13
UTSA FRErin Wilson21 57.40
Louisiana Tech FRJada Branch22 57.40
Marshall FRSydnei Taylor23 57.46
UTEP SOAnnette Bolomboy24 57.67
Florida Atlantic SORoshelle Francois25 57.72
Southern Miss JRAireanna Taylor26 57.77
Marshall SOTalor Wilkerson27 57.96
Southern Miss FRTaylor Harris28 58.17
UAB FRJabriana Jemison29 58.69
Florida Atlantic SOSearra Woods30 59.58
UAB FRAlyssa Nelson31 1:00.51
 
Event 3  Women 400 M
Meet: 51.74 Ebonie Floyd2007
Facility: 51.11 Anja Ruecker1996
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
North Texas SOAneesa SCOTT1 53.13   10
Southern Miss SRRian Robinson2 53.85   8
Mid. Tenn. State SRJoycelyn Assafuah3 53.96   6
Charlotte SRKristen Williams4 54.10   5
Charlotte FRMaya Singletary5 54.48   4
Charlotte SRKiana Lee6 54.85   3
UTSA JRDarionne Gibson7 55.23   2
Western Kentucky SRJuannae Lewis--- DNF
 
Event 4  Women 800 M
Meet: 2:04.91 Abike Egbeniyi2018
Facility: 2:06.59 Aja Jackson2010
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei1 2:10.47Q
UTEP SRLilian Koech2 2:11.50Q
Mid. Tenn. State SRAbike Egbeniyi3 2:14.44Q
Mid. Tenn. State JRPatience Akanwogba4 2:11.57Q
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei5 2:12.80Q
UTSA FRBrooke Lomax6 2:17.29Q
UAB JRCele Moon7 2:13.31q
Mid. Tenn. State FRQuanisha Marshall8 2:17.20q
Florida Atlantic SOMegan Giovanniello9 2:17.36
Florida Atlantic SOBrooke Butterfield10 2:17.39
FIU FRDaira Deicmane11 2:17.59
FIU SOSabrina Quijano12 2:17.89
Rice SRNicole Mitchell13 2:18.65
Rice JRHannah Bablak14 2:18.75
Charlotte SOD'Amani Bryant15 2:22.18
North Texas JRDarrian Johnson16 2:23.62
Florida Atlantic SRChristina Humphries17 2:24.02
FIU SRMackenzie Mayers18 2:24.10
FIU SRSydne Grier19 2:26.14
UTEP SOAndrea Lucero20 2:28.38
UTEP SODestiny White21 2:29.17
 
Event 4  Women 800 M
Meet: 2:04.91 Abike Egbeniyi2018
Facility: 2:06.59 Aja Jackson2010
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State SRAbike Egbeniyi1 2:04.54   10
UTEP SRLilian Koech2 2:05.77   8
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei3 2:05.94   6
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei4 2:07.44   5
Mid. Tenn. State JRPatience Akanwogba5 2:08.33   4
Mid. Tenn. State FRQuanisha Marshall6 2:16.08   3
UTSA FRBrooke Lomax7 2:16.87   2
UAB JRCele Moon8 2:19.19   1
 
Event 5  Women 1500 M
Meet: 4:15.93 Elinor Kirk2014
Facility: 4:19.38 Amy VanAlstine2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei1 4:35.08Q
UTEP SRLilian Koech2 4:36.78Q
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei3 4:35.09Q
Southern Miss JRSandra Szpott4 4:36.93Q
North Texas SRRea Iseli5 4:37.47Q
Southern Miss JRRegen McGee6 4:38.71Q
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Preliminaries ...   (Event 5  Women 1500 M)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Southern Miss JRSavannah McMillon7 4:37.72Q
Mid. Tenn. State SOJoice Jebor8 4:39.61Q
Rice FRAlyssa Balandran9 4:39.71q
UAB JRSerena Martinez10 4:39.74q
Florida Atlantic SOMikaela Jonsson11 4:42.31q
North Texas FRAubrey Schmidt12 4:42.91q
UTSA SOAmber Boyd13 4:43.33
Rice SOMary Claire Neal14 4:44.02
Rice FRAshley Messineo15 4:45.72
FIU JRRahel Gebretsadik16 4:46.36
FIU SRJessica Gray17 4:46.62
Florida Atlantic SRElizabeth Wellman18 4:53.10
FIU SOSabrina Quijano19 4:56.33
UTSA JRRian Rodriguez20 4:56.51
Rice FRRuby Watson21 5:01.15
Western Kentucky FRSavannah Heckman22 5:02.20
Florida Atlantic SOMorgan Graff23 5:04.98
 
Event 5  Women 1500 M
Meet: 4:15.93 Elinor Kirk2014
Facility: 4:19.38 Amy VanAlstine2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP SRLilian Koech1 4:26.85   10
Mid. Tenn. State SOEusila Chepkemei2 4:27.30   8
UTEP SOCarolyne Chepkosgei3 4:28.81   6
Southern Miss JRSandra Szpott4 4:31.47   5
North Texas SRRea Iseli5 4:34.85   4
Southern Miss JRSavannah McMillon6 4:37.63   3
Southern Miss JRRegen McGee7 4:39.15   2
Mid. Tenn. State SOJoice Jebor8 4:43.38   1
North Texas FRAubrey Schmidt9 4:46.30
UAB JRSerena Martinez10 4:46.99
Rice FRAlyssa Balandran11 4:51.16
Florida Atlantic SOMikaela Jonsson12 4:54.62
 
Event 6  Women 3000 M Steeplechase
Meet: 10:01.77 Brianna Dahm2002
Facility: 10:09.50 Keara Thomas2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte SRRachel Bartolomeo1 10:17.51   10
UAB SREmily Drouin2 10:21.67   8
Southern Miss JRMonika Gebarzewska3 10:42.59   6
Charlotte JRBridget Abbatiello4 10:48.47   5
Southern Miss SOSarah McMillon5 10:49.02   4
North Texas SRCassidy ADAMS6 10:49.27   3
Rice FRRyann Helmers7 10:52.01   2
Mid. Tenn. State SRRachel Kigen8 10:54.16   1
Charlotte JRTaylor Brown9 10:54.29
Charlotte SOAlyssa Ungrady10 10:59.03
Charlotte FRAlina Rovnak11 11:18.99
UAB FRBritney Johnson12 11:35.30
UTSA FRBriana Gonzalez13 11:37.16
North Texas SOJennifer White14 11:37.28
Marshall FRMadelyn Garrison15 11:38.95
Mid. Tenn. State SORacheal Kosgei16 11:46.93
FIU JRRahel Gebretsadik17 11:51.83
Rice SONatalie Goddard18 11:52.06
Rice SOSage McAdams19 11:59.90
Florida Atlantic SRErica Lersch20 12:11.27
UAB FRKarlee Stortz21 12:16.29
Rice SOLoren Goddard22 12:35.00
 
Event 7  Women 5000 M
Meet: 16:05.29 Elinor Kirk2014
Facility: 16:24.48 Amanda Lorenzen2009
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP JRWinny Koech1 16:42.02   10
UAB SREmily Drouin2 17:09.32   8
North Texas SRRea Iseli3 17:11.04   6
Charlotte FRChandler Horton4 17:13.04   5
Mid. Tenn. State SOJoice Jebor5 17:18.08   4
Charlotte SRRachel Bartolomeo6 17:19.65   3
Southern Miss JRSandra Szpott7 17:23.43   2
Rice SOLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi8 17:31.59   1
Southern Miss FRLina May9 17:42.07
Rice FRRyann Helmers10 17:42.42
Charlotte JRBridget Abbatiello11 17:48.01
FIU JRSherilene Gelderblom12 17:49.05
Mid. Tenn. State SRRachel Kigen13 17:50.04
UAB SRKatie Nelson14 17:51.13
Southern Miss JRMonika Gebarzewska15 17:56.58
Charlotte JRTaylor Brown16 17:59.75
Rice SOMary Claire Neal17 18:01.41
Charlotte FRAlina Rovnak18 18:03.43
Southern Miss JREmma Kate Holdbrooks19 18:04.99
North Texas SRCassidy ADAMS20 18:09.23
Southern Miss JRRegen McGee21 18:17.38
Mid. Tenn. State JRJulia Jelagat22 18:18.30
Southern Miss JRSavannah McMillon23 18:21.02
North Texas FRAubrey Schmidt24 18:22.58
FIU JRAnais Da Silva25 18:31.58
Charlotte SOAlyssa Ungrady26 18:36.78
UAB FRLaura Thompson27 18:37.43
Southern Miss JRTheresa Harto28 18:41.46
Marshall FRMadelyn Garrison29 18:48.30
Southern Miss SRVictoria Hoppe30 18:49.44
UTSA JRGabby Gonzales31 18:52.47
North Texas SOJennifer White32 19:10.95
Mid. Tenn. State SORacheal Kosgei33 19:16.16
Western Kentucky FRSavannah Heckman34 19:19.66
Southern Miss SOSarah McMillon35 19:23.21
Florida Atlantic FRLauren Macon36 19:26.51
Florida Atlantic JRKelsey Meltzer37 19:38.62
Rice FRRuby Watson38 19:41.18
Florida Atlantic SOBrooke Butterfield39 19:43.62
Florida Atlantic SRChristina Humphries40 19:46.57
Marshall FRAlexandra Evans41 19:48.85
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Finals ...   (Event 7  Women 5000 M)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Florida Atlantic SOMorgan Graff42 20:21.67
Western Kentucky SOMorgan Kannapel43 20:53.79
FIU SRMichelle Fuentes44 21:06.14
UTSA JRRian Rodriguez--- DNF
UTSA FRBriana Gonzalez--- DNF
Rice FRAlyssa Balandran--- DNF
Rice FRAshley Messineo--- DNF
Florida Atlantic SRErica Lersch--- DNF
 
Event 8  Women 10000 M
Meet: 34:30.90 Cali Roper2016
Facility: 34:49.23 Amanda Goetschius2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP JRWinny Koech1 34:49.58   10
UAB SRKatie Nelson2 36:07.61   8
Charlotte FRChandler Horton3 36:19.28   6
Rice SOLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi4 36:32.98   5
FIU JRSherilene Gelderblom5 36:54.51   4
Southern Miss JREmma Kate Holdbrooks6 37:01.36   3
Southern Miss FRLina May7 37:20.88   2
FIU JRAnais Da Silva8 37:29.33   1
Mid. Tenn. State JRJulia Jelagat9 38:46.19
UAB FRLaura Thompson10 40:23.69
Florida Atlantic FRLauren Macon11 41:57.89
Western Kentucky SOMorgan Kannapel12 43:22.31
UTSA JRGabby Gonzales--- DNF
 
Event 9  Women 100 M Hurdles
Meet: 12.97 Jackie Coward2011
Facility: 13.39 Kia Davis2002
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins1 13.28Q1.3
Marshall JRSafiyyah Mitchell2 14.01Q0.1
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo3 14.39Q0.3
Charlotte JRIsis Welch4 13.84q 1.3
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers5 13.85q 1.3
Marshall SOTaylor Robinson6 14.11q 1.3
North Texas SOLyric CHOICE7 14.46q 0.1
Florida Atlantic SORenee Shaw8 14.48q 0.3
Marshall JRChristiana Dogan9 14.51 0.3
Southern Miss FRMarquasha Myers10 14.57 0.1
Marshall FRAshonti Warner11 14.64 0.3
Southern Miss FRJasmine Griffin12 14.72 0.1
UAB JRKyla Horn13 14.74 1.3
Rice JRZinedine Russell14 14.78 1.3
UAB FRAshleigh Ivory15 15.46 0.1
UTEP FRMaribel Caicedo--- FS 0.3
Florida Atlantic FRKennedie Reese--- DNF 0.3
 
Event 9  Women 100 M Hurdles
Meet: 12.97 Jackie Coward2011
Facility: 13.39 Kia Davis2002
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte SRKyra Atkins1 13.31   10
Marshall JRSafiyyah Mitchell2 13.66   8
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers3 13.73   6
North Texas SOLyric CHOICE4 13.74   5
Marshall SOTaylor Robinson5 14.03   4
Charlotte JRIsis Welch6 14.18   3
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo7 14.22   2
 
Event 10  Women 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 57.59 Jackie Coward/Sandy Jean-Claude2013
Facility: 58.32 Katrina Seymour2016
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers1 59.15Q
Marshall FRAshonti Warner2 1:00.84Q
Marshall JRChristiana Dogan3 1:01.41Q
Florida Atlantic JRAnne-Catherine Wasser4 59.53q
Louisiana Tech SRElia Nero5 1:00.99q
UTEP FRCarshaylah Harrison6 1:01.99q
UAB JRMarielle Lewis7 1:02.20q
UTSA FROrla Brothers8 1:02.32q
UTEP SRDreshanae Rolle9 1:03.36
FIU FRJada Hill10 1:03.46
Charlotte FRAshlan Bowdry11 1:04.81
UTSA SRSierra Andres12 1:05.41
Charlotte JRIsis Welch13 1:06.72
Louisiana Tech FRKori Jones14 1:07.36
Florida Atlantic FRKailiece Harris15 1:17.78
 
Event 10  Women 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 57.59 Jackie Coward/Sandy Jean-Claude2013
Facility: 58.32 Katrina Seymour2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP JRKimisha Chambers1 58.33   10
Marshall FRAshonti Warner2 59.58   8
UAB JRMarielle Lewis3 59.73   6
Marshall JRChristiana Dogan4 1:00.04   5
Florida Atlantic JRAnne-Catherine Wasser5 1:01.31   4
Louisiana Tech SRElia Nero6 1:01.35   3
UTSA FROrla Brothers7 1:03.72   2
UTEP FRCarshaylah Harrison8 1:05.39   1
 
Event 11  Women 4x100 M Relay
Meet: 43.42 UCF2011
Facility: 43.83 GDR National Team1996
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
UAB1 45.78   10
Marshall2 46.22   8
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Finals ...   (Event 11  Women 4x100 M Relay)
 RelayTeam Finals
UTSA3 46.22   6
UTEP4 46.27   5
Louisiana Tech5 46.50   4
FIU6 46.50   3
Rice7 46.82   2
Florida Atlantic--- FS
Southern Miss.--- DNF









Charlotte1 3:34.76   10
Mid. Tenn. State2 3:38.27   8
North Texas3 3:40.30   6
UTEP4 3:41.18   5
Southern Miss.5 3:41.98   4
Louisiana Tech6 3:42.78   3
Marshall7 3:42.90   2






Event 13  Women High Jump
Meet: 1.92m Gaelle Niare2006
Facility: 1.83m Adrienne Sims/Tynita Butts2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Western Kentucky FRKatherine Isenbarger1 1.82m   10
FIU SRClarissa Cutliff2 1.82m   8
Rice JRZinedine Russell3 1.73m   6
Western Kentucky JRAnnastacia Forrester4 1.70m   5
FIU SRKenflore Atilus5 1.70m   4
Charlotte SRSydney Blue6 1.65m   3
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti7 1.65m   1.5
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye7 1.65m   1.5
Charlotte SOMaci Bunting9 1.60m
Marshall SOTorie Derrow10 1.60m
Marshall SRSarah Bever11 1.60m
Charlotte SRJordyn Brown11 1.60m
UTSA SRGabby Torres11 1.60m
Western Kentucky JRBrianna Eskridge11 1.60m
Rice SOKC Nwadei15 1.60m
UTEP JRMelaine Crittenden16 1.55m
UAB SOBrittany Floyd17 1.55m
FIU JRLisa La'Flamme18 1.55m
UAB FRShauntia Landrum--- NH
Southern Miss JRZaria Jones--- NH
UTEP FRCarshaylah Harrison--- DQ
 
Event 14  Women Pole Vault
Meet: 4.28m Neal Tisher2014
Facility: 4.15m Andrea Wildrick2002
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte FRRiley Felts1 3.91m   10
North Texas FRSydney SALINAS2 3.91m   8
Rice FREmily Harrison3 3.76m   6
Rice JRKylie Swiekatowski4 3.76m   5
Louisiana Tech SRMonique Apuakehau5 3.76m   4
Marshall SOLauren Zaglifa6 3.76m   3
Western Kentucky SRGetter Lemberg7 3.61m   1.5
UTSA SRCaroline Bellows7 3.61m   1.5
North Texas FRMary PIERCY9 3.46m
Marshall FRMacie Majoy10 3.46m
Western Kentucky SONicole Ogorek11 3.31m
Louisiana Tech SOAnna Weeks12 3.16m
Charlotte JRAlexandria Ungrady13 3.01m
UAB FRCarmen Ross--- NH
UAB FRJulianne Manning--- NH
Western Kentucky SOAlexis Thacker--- NH
North Texas SRHannah Winn--- NH
 
Event 15  Women Long Jump
Meet: 6.78m Tori Bowie2012
Facility: 6.27m Pat Springs2009
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRMichelle Fokam1 6.27m   10
Western Kentucky JRAnnastacia Forrester2 6.14m   8
UTEP FRChantoba Bright3 6.07m   6
North Texas JRBreanna ECKELS4 6.03m   5
Mid. Tenn. State FRAkera Benton5 5.86m   4
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks6 5.83m   3
UTSA SODanielle Spence7 5.81m   2
Charlotte SOJade Jordan8 5.81m   1
Western Kentucky JRBrianna Eskridge9 5.79m 1.4
UTSA SRGabby Torres10 5.57m 1.1
Charlotte SRCarlecia Spivey11 5.55m 1.0
Mid. Tenn. State SOOmolayo Omosola12 5.54m 0.5
Western Kentucky FRMyesha Nott13 5.51m 1.3
Louisiana Tech SRMorgan White14 5.49m 0.6
Marshall SOJosie Raines15 5.43m 0.5
UTSA SOBriana Washington16 5.40m 0.5
Rice SOTeesa Mpagi17 5.39m 0.5
FIU SRKayla Woulard18 5.38m 0.6
North Texas SODenver MIMS19 5.37m 0.1
Charlotte JRTorri Weathers20 5.34m 0.4
UAB FRShauntia Landrum21 5.31m 0.6
Southern Miss JRGrace Parker22 5.28m 0.7
UAB FRErin Long23 5.08m +0.0
FIU FRRayquel Berry24 4.37m -0.1
UAB SOBrittany Floyd--- FOUL
Marshall SRLauren George--- FOUL
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Finals ...   (Event 15  Women Long Jump)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Louisiana Tech FRShelby Smith--- FOUL
 
Event 16  Women Triple Jump
Meet: 14.03m Ganna Demydova2012
Facility: 13.43m Nicole Gamble2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRMichelle Fokam1 13.48m   10
UTSA SODanielle Spence2 13.42m   8
UTEP FRChantoba Bright3 12.63m   6
Charlotte SOJade Jordan4 12.52m   5
Western Kentucky JRBrianna Eskridge5 12.49m   4
Western Kentucky JRAnnastacia Forrester6 12.45m   3
Mid. Tenn. State FRAkera Benton7 12.28m   2
Western Kentucky FRMyesha Nott8 12.28m   1
Louisiana Tech FRLeah Scott9 12.25m 1.6
Louisiana Tech SODominique Anderson10 12.11m 2.4
Southern Miss FRMarquasha Myers11 12.05m 0.4
Louisiana Tech FRJada Branch12 12.04m 0.8
UAB FRShauntia Landrum13 11.85m 1.9
Marshall JRDenisha West14 11.85m 2.4
North Texas SOValencia BULLOCK15 11.81m -0.1
North Texas FRTatum Henderson16 11.64m 1.9
Florida Atlantic FRCara Simpson17 11.59m 1.1
Marshall FRTakira Williams18 11.49m 0.9
Charlotte FRMadison Anderson19 11.17m 1.8
Mid. Tenn. State SOOmolayo Omosola20 10.99m 1.2
Charlotte FRKalynn McNair21 10.97m -0.5
 
Event 17  Women Shot Put
Meet: 17.84m Susan King2008
Facility: 18.76m Laura Gerraughtly2006
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice FRErna Gunnarsdottir1 15.72m   10
North Texas SOJaleisa SHAFFER2 14.95m   8
Southern Miss SRDanisha Jones3 14.85m   6
UTSA JRMaia Campbell4 14.29m   5
FIU SRTerrisa Russell5 13.96m   4
Charlotte SOCandice Whitley6 13.67m   3
UTSA SOLacee Barnes7 13.64m   2
Louisiana Tech JRRhea Thompson8 13.56m   1
UTSA JRCynthia Gonzales9 12.65m
Louisiana Tech FRAlexis Jones10 12.55m
Marshall SRHasana Clark11 12.51m
UTEP SOCierra Chenault12 12.42m
Marshall FRMaryAnn Adebayo13 12.31m
UAB JRZieandrea Bridges14 12.20m
North Texas SOHaley WALKER15 12.00m
UTEP FRKayla Larry16 11.31m
UTEP FRSamantha Cordier17 11.30m
UTSA JRBrenttany Birdow18 10.90m
Marshall SOKylie Miles19 10.89m
 
Event 18  Women Discus
Meet: 58.44m Dayana Octavian2004
Facility: 65.48m Ilka Wyludda1996
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SRDanisha Jones1 51.75m   10
FIU JRGabrielle Rains2 51.47m   8
Rice FRJulie Perez3 47.10m   6
Louisiana Tech JRRhea Thompson4 45.35m   5
North Texas SOJaleisa SHAFFER5 44.30m   4
FIU JRTimberly Molden6 44.29m   3
Marshall SRReneese Batson7 43.97m   2
Charlotte SOCandice Whitley8 43.31m   1
UTSA SOLacee Barnes9 41.44m
FIU SRTerrisa Russell10 40.29m
North Texas SOHaley WALKER11 40.23m
UAB JRZieandrea Bridges12 37.57m
Rice FRErna Gunnarsdottir13 35.77m
UTEP FRSamantha Cordier14 35.74m
UTEP FRKayla Larry15 31.98m
Marshall SOKylie Miles16 31.78m
Louisiana Tech SOAliyah Ballott--- FOUL
 
Event 19  Women Hammer
Meet: 63.97m Dayana Octavian2004
Facility: 69.76m Laura Iguane2019
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Marshall SRReneese Batson1 57.18m   10
North Texas SOHaley WALKER2 54.95m   8
Marshall SRHasana Clark3 54.48m   6
Southern Miss SRDanisha Jones4 54.07m   5
FIU JRTrinavia Williams5 52.41m   4
Charlotte FRMegan Cook6 51.80m   3
UTSA JRMaia Campbell7 51.39m   2
Rice SRDheryl Batts8 50.98m   1
FIU SOHarrison Mancke9 50.47m
North Texas SOAshlynn SMART10 48.54m
UTSA SRFaith Olszak11 48.17m
UAB JRZieandrea Bridges12 46.91m
UTEP FRSamantha Cordier13 46.72m
Marshall FRMaryAnn Adebayo14 46.33m
UTSA JRCynthia Gonzales15 45.21m
UTEP SOCierra Chenault16 44.57m
FIU SOMariah Nieto-Thomas17 44.29m
Marshall SOKylie Miles18 42.55m
UTSA JRBrenttany Birdow19 40.81m
UTEP FRKayla Larry20 39.97m
North Texas FRANAIS HILL21 35.77m
FIU SRTerrisa Russell--- FOUL
Rice FRJulie Perez--- FOUL
Southern Miss JRMcKenna Mumaw--- FOUL
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Event 20  Women Javelin
Meet: 56.45m Erma Gene Evans2007
Facility: 54.25m Inge Jorgenson2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP FRRoosa Yloenen1 49.86m   10
FIU SOAsha James2 47.74m   8
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones3 47.13m   6
Western Kentucky SOAdarian Gray4 43.01m   5
North Texas JRKristyn ARCHULETA5 42.93m   4
FIU SODina Cosic6 42.90m   3
Marshall SRHeidi Heiniger7 42.90m   2
Louisiana Tech SOAnnabelle Yates8 40.41m   1
UTEP FRKaylah Shepherd9 40.12m
North Texas FRSydney ROGERS10 38.85m
Marshall FRSylvia Terente11 36.96m
UAB SOBrittany Floyd12 36.95m
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti13 36.18m
FIU SRJasmine Banks14 36.17m
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells15 36.17m
UTSA JRChase Whiting16 34.17m
Marshall SOTorie Derrow17 31.15m
FIU SRKayla Woulard18 27.35m
Mid. Tenn. State FREmily Hundt19 24.38m
 
Event 21  Men 100 M
Meet: 10.12 Julius Morris2018
Facility: 10.19 Jonathan Hancock2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 10.34Q0.2
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi2 10.45Q0.6
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse3 10.57Q0.7
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush4 10.61Q0.4
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis5 10.42q 0.2
North Texas SODarien PORTER6 10.57q 0.7
North Texas FRAntonio De La CRUZ7 10.59q 0.7
North Texas FRDavonye JONES8 10.66q 0.6
Charlotte JRChristian Bass9 10.72 0.6
Charlotte SONico Menzel10 10.72 0.2
Mid. Tenn. State SOLamarco Petty11 10.74 0.4
Western Kentucky SRAustin Hayes12 10.75 0.4
FIU SOPatston Stewart13 10.78 0.2
Southern Miss FRElijah Burton14 10.79 0.4
North Texas SOAbdon CAMPBELL15 10.82 0.6
Mid. Tenn. State SOKeyon Hugle16 10.82 0.2
UTSA SOKaleb Campbell17 10.84 0.7
North Texas SRJames COLE18 10.90 0.7
Louisiana Tech FREdjim Beaver19 10.92 0.7
UTSA SOJayden Bunting20 11.03 0.6
FIU SOHusani Wilburgh21 11.06 0.4
FIU SOLadarius Flagg22 11.09 0.2
UTEP FRAnthony Brinson23 11.14 0.4
Mid. Tenn. State FRKenneth Mangram24 11.14 0.6
FIU FRLarry Grier--- FS 0.2
 
Event 21  Men 100 M
Meet: 10.12 Julius Morris2018
Facility: 10.19 Jonathan Hancock2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 10.27   10
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis2 10.45   8
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi3 10.49   6
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush4 10.53   5
North Texas SODarien PORTER5 10.55   4
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse6 10.59   3
North Texas FRAntonio De La CRUZ7 10.66   2
North Texas FRDavonye JONES8 10.70   1
 
Event 22  Men 200 M
Meet: 20.28 Julius Morris2017
Facility: 20.54 Manteo Mitchell2012
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 20.96Q+0.0
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi2 20.98Q0.2
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates3 21.01Q0.1
Charlotte JRChristian Bass4 21.45Q0.1
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright5 21.48Q0.2
Mid. Tenn. State SOLamarco Petty6 21.58Q0.3
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush7 21.36q 0.2
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis8 21.50q +0.0
Western Kentucky SRAustin Hayes9 21.50 +0.0
North Texas SODarien PORTER10 21.52 0.2
Western Kentucky SRLincoln Warren11 21.59 0.2
Charlotte SONico Menzel12 21.59 0.3
North Texas FRAntonio De La CRUZ13 21.67 0.1
North Texas FRDavonye JONES14 21.68 0.2
UTSA JRMikael Dawkins15 21.73 0.1
Western Kentucky SROliver Alexandre16 21.82 0.3
UTEP JRSean Bailey17 21.97 0.1
FIU JRAkeem Simmons18 22.02 0.2
North Texas SRJames COLE19 22.03 0.3
Louisiana Tech FRTajhe Jones20 22.06 +0.0
FIU SOPatston Stewart21 22.06 0.1
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse22 22.48 0.1
Southern Miss FRElijah Burton22 22.48 0.2
Louisiana Tech FRMason Melancon24 22.50 0.1
North Texas SOAbdon CAMPBELL25 22.58 0.2
Southern Miss SRLorenzen Burton26 22.59 0.3
UTSA JRJared Taylor27 22.68 +0.0
Mid. Tenn. State FRKenneth Mangram28 23.01 0.1
UTEP SRCarvellion Horn29 25.95 0.2
FIU FRLarry Grier30 26.33 0.3
FIU SOLadarius Flagg--- FS 0.2
FIU SOHusani Wilburgh--- DNF 0.1
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Event 22  Men 200 M
Meet: 20.28 Julius Morris2017
Facility: 20.54 Manteo Mitchell2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SRMcKinely West1 20.61   10
Western Kentucky SRMartin Owusu-Antwi2 20.87   8
Western Kentucky SRWilliam Bush3 21.18   6
Western Kentucky SRJoshua Davis4 21.31   5
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates5 21.41   4
Mid. Tenn. State SOLamarco Petty6 21.51   3
Charlotte JRChristian Bass7 21.66   2
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright8 21.95   1
 
Event 23  Men 400 M
Meet: 44.53 Emmanuel Korir2017
Facility: 45.65 Brandon Simpson2003
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates1 46.25Q
UTEP JRSean Bailey2 46.37Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright3 46.41Q
Charlotte JRJayon Woodard4 46.96Q
UTSA SRVa-Sheku Sheriff5 46.89q
Southern Miss FRTrey Johnson6 46.94q
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang7 47.10q
Western Kentucky SROliver Alexandre8 47.16q
Mid. Tenn. State SOJaquez Torian9 47.31
Western Kentucky SRLincoln Warren10 47.54
Western Kentucky SRAbdur Kelly11 48.16
Charlotte FRMarquiz McCrary12 48.19
Charlotte JRKy-Mani Dula13 48.33
FIU JRAkeem Simmons14 48.74
UTSA JRChristopher Rosales15 48.78
UTSA SOAustin Crocker16 48.91
Southern Miss SRLorenzen Burton17 49.63
Louisiana Tech FRSeth Boullion18 49.97
FIU JRShammond Williams19 50.99
UTEP FRLuis Baca20 51.80
Mid. Tenn. State SRAdeniji Adedamola21 52.63
 
Event 23  Men 400 M
Meet: 44.53 Emmanuel Korir2017
Facility: 45.65 Brandon Simpson2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Western Kentucky SRKymari Gates1 46.01   10
Western Kentucky SROliver Alexandre2 46.30   8
UTSA SRVa-Sheku Sheriff3 46.51   6
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright4 47.00   5
Charlotte JRJayon Woodard5 47.09   4
Southern Miss FRTrey Johnson6 48.07   3
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang7 48.14   2
UTEP JRSean Bailey8 1:06.43   1
 
Event 24  Men 800 M
Meet: 1:47.48 Michael Saruni2017
Facility: 1:48.69 Jaehun Lee2000
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Mid. Tenn. State JRTrevon Sanders1 1:51.47Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono2 1:52.41Q
Charlotte SOJayquan Williams3 1:52.67Q
Charlotte JRNolan Patrick4 1:51.80Q
Rice SRReagan Olguin5 1:52.42Q
UTSA SRLuca Chatham6 1:52.77Q
UTSA SOZack Kovar7 1:52.12q
Rice SOJason Bugg8 1:52.61q
Western Kentucky SRKaVen Berry9 1:53.35
Mid. Tenn. State JRNathan Mack10 1:53.45
FIU JRRoyer Baez11 1:54.35
Mid. Tenn. State SOJulio Acevedo12 1:54.92
UTSA FRCameron Hudson13 1:55.09
Western Kentucky SRAbdur Kelly14 1:55.67
Rice SRMike Otoo15 1:56.26
UTSA JRCaleb Devereaux16 1:56.27
Western Kentucky FRDedrick Troxell17 1:57.29
FIU FRMax Korner18 2:03.89
 
Event 24  Men 800 M
Meet: 1:47.48 Michael Saruni2017
Facility: 1:48.69 Jaehun Lee2000
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRTrevon Sanders1 1:50.95   10
UTSA SRLuca Chatham2 1:50.96   8
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono3 1:52.45   6
Charlotte JRNolan Patrick4 1:52.57   5
Charlotte SOJayquan Williams5 1:53.13   4
UTSA SOZack Kovar6 1:53.23   3
Rice SRReagan Olguin7 1:54.82   2
Rice SOJason Bugg8 1:56.62   1
 
Event 25  Men 1500 M
Meet: 3:42.81 Chris O'Hare2011
Facility: 3:45.93 Eliud Njubi2004
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
North Texas SRAndrew Cobos1 3:56.43Q
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi2 3:58.37Q
North Texas SRAlex Cleveland3 3:56.84Q
Rice SRReagan Olguin4 3:59.25Q
Charlotte JRMatt Bomkamp5 3:56.86Q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono6 3:59.51Q
Rice SOAlex Topini7 3:57.08Q
Charlotte FRAustin Carroll8 3:59.58Q
UTSA SRMontgomery Bertschy9 3:57.49q
Western Kentucky FRDedrick Troxell10 4:00.41q
North Texas JRTim Jones11 4:02.85q
UTSA FRChristopher Wise12 4:04.25q
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Preliminaries ...   (Event 25  Men 1500 M)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Western Kentucky FRMichael Sherman13 4:07.83
Western Kentucky FRMatthew Wininger14 4:09.58
UTEP FRMichael Sims15 4:13.22
FIU JRDaniel Areces16 4:20.07
FIU SRAlec Dominguez17 4:22.32
Western Kentucky FRLuke Hoover18 4:30.63
 
Event 25  Men 1500 M
Meet: 3:42.81 Chris O'Hare2011
Facility: 3:45.93 Eliud Njubi2004
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi1 3:55.06   10
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono2 3:55.27   8
Charlotte JRMatt Bomkamp3 3:55.37   6
North Texas SRAndrew Cobos4 3:55.89   5
Rice SOAlex Topini5 3:56.05   4
Charlotte FRAustin Carroll6 3:58.04   3
Western Kentucky FRDedrick Troxell7 3:58.29   2
UTSA SRMontgomery Bertschy8 3:58.67   1
Rice SRReagan Olguin9 4:00.75
North Texas SRAlex Cleveland10 4:03.08
North Texas JRTim Jones11 4:03.19
UTSA FRChristopher Wise12 4:10.55
 
Event 26  Men 3000 M Steeplechase
Meet: 8:39.44 Anthony Rotich2013
Facility: 8:37.23 Travis Mahoney2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi1 8:47.93   10
Charlotte SRMihret Coulter2 8:56.65   8
Charlotte SRTom Nobles3 8:58.28   6
Charlotte JRAlex Cornwell4 8:59.11   5
North Texas SOJack BEAUMONT5 9:05.37   4
Rice FRAndrew Abikhaled6 9:10.92   3
Rice JRAdolfo Carvalho7 9:20.25   2
Charlotte FRDaniel Vo8 9:23.13   1
Western Kentucky FREmerson Wells9 9:30.39
North Texas SOMatthew MORGAN10 9:48.95
Rice JRConnor Meaux11 9:55.71
Rice FRKeaton Blazer12 9:59.37
UTSA JROmar Bekdache13 10:21.91
 
Event 27  Men 5000 M
Meet: 14:05.56 John Beattie2010
Facility: 14:08.31 Anthony Famiglietti2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRKigen Chemadi1 14:15.34   10
Mid. Tenn. State JRLebo Mosito2 14:17.43   8
Charlotte SOPaul Arredondo3 14:17.63   6
Charlotte SRTom Nobles4 14:20.72   5
UTEP FRRodgers Korir5 14:22.65   4
Charlotte JRAlex Cornwell6 14:32.57   3
Charlotte JRZach Marchinko7 14:37.96   2
North Texas JRFlorian Lussy8 14:39.38   1
UTEP SOBoaz Ronoh9 14:40.94
North Texas SOJack BEAUMONT10 14:42.41
Rice SOHociel Landa11 14:43.52
Rice SOAlex Topini12 14:58.93
Rice SRClay Musial13 15:04.89
Rice FRAndrew Abikhaled14 15:06.52
Charlotte FRDaniel Vo15 15:06.99
Mid. Tenn. State FRDennis Kipkorir16 15:17.02
UTEP SRAntony Kosgei17 15:18.01
Western Kentucky FREmerson Wells18 15:19.70
North Texas SRAlex Cleveland19 15:23.74
Rice JRAdolfo Carvalho20 15:25.57
UTEP SOCornelius Kapel21 15:32.03
Louisiana Tech FRWilliam Harrell22 15:41.79
North Texas SOMatthew MORGAN23 15:45.98
Rice SOAlex Dunbar24 15:49.16
UTSA JRJosh Rodriguez25 15:55.40
FIU FREliseo Torres26 16:01.08
Rice JRConnor Meaux27 16:13.33
Western Kentucky FRMichael Sherman28 16:22.37
Western Kentucky FRMatthew Wininger29 16:29.69
Rice FRKeaton Blazer30 16:37.78
Western Kentucky FRLuke Hoover31 17:21.17
Charlotte FRAustin Carroll--- DNF
Mid. Tenn. State FRBrian Rono--- DNF
Charlotte JRMatt Bomkamp--- DNF
Louisiana Tech JRAustin Ballow--- DNF
North Texas SRAndrew Cobos--- DNF
UTSA SRMontgomery Bertschy--- DNF
 
Event 28  Men 10000 M
Meet: 29:43.67 Herbert Mwangi2002
Facility: 29:46.66 Will Rowland2009
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State JRLebo Mosito1 30:29.43   10
UTEP FRRodgers Korir2 30:29.56   8
UTEP SOBoaz Ronoh3 30:31.53   6
Charlotte SOPaul Arredondo4 30:32.43   5
Charlotte JRZach Marchinko5 30:35.81   4
Rice SOHociel Landa6 31:10.07   3
UTEP SRAntony Kosgei7 31:12.96   2
North Texas SOJack BEAUMONT8 31:14.40   1
North Texas JRFlorian Lussy9 31:22.31
UTEP SOCornelius Kapel10 31:39.67
Rice SRClay Musial11 32:12.84
Mid. Tenn. State FRDennis Kipkorir12 32:52.16
Rice SOAlex Dunbar13 33:32.46
UTSA JRJosh Rodriguez14 34:05.71
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Event 29  Men 110 M Hurdles
Meet: 13.68 David Payne2004
Facility: 13.58 Fredrick Townsend2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Southern Miss JRCaleb Parker1 13.73Q0.9
UTSA SRPatrick Prince2 14.01Q0.8
North Texas SOJoseph SQUIRE3 14.25Q0.9
Charlotte JRBrent Carroll4 14.19q 0.9
Charlotte SOAnthony Richardson5 14.21q 0.9
Charlotte FRMicah Hairston6 14.42q 0.8
UTEP JRShakeem Smith7 14.44q 0.8
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht8 14.44q 0.9
Western Kentucky SRMaor Seged9 14.53 0.9
Louisiana Tech FRAhmad Young10 14.54 0.9
Southern Miss SOChristian Strong11 14.75 0.8
FIU FRTyler Rhodes12 14.76 0.9
Charlotte FRD'Andre Hayes13 14.78 0.9
UTSA SODevall Harris14 14.98 0.8
Southern Miss FRTamrin Hobbs15 14.99 0.8
UTEP SODavid Rivera16 15.07 0.9
Louisiana Tech FRNolan Walker17 15.16 0.9
UTSA FRJustin Wright18 15.84 0.9
 
Event 29  Men 110 M Hurdles
Meet: 13.68 David Payne2004
Facility: 13.58 Fredrick Townsend2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss JRCaleb Parker1 13.82   10
UTSA SRPatrick Prince2 13.95   8
Charlotte SOAnthony Richardson3 14.06   6
North Texas SOJoseph SQUIRE4 14.15   5
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht5 14.39   4
UTEP JRShakeem Smith6 14.40   3
Charlotte JRBrent Carroll7 14.55   2
Charlotte FRMicah Hairston8 14.93   1
 
Event 30  Men 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 50.05 Greg Christie2000
Facility: 49.47 Bershawn Jackson2004
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Western Kentucky SRMaor Seged1 52.53Q
UTSA JRAndrew Pirog2 52.55Q
UTEP JRShakeem Smith3 52.75Q
Western Kentucky SODavid Saruni4 53.27Q
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht5 52.67q
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang6 52.84q
Mid. Tenn. State FRBraam Bisschop7 53.27q
Louisiana Tech JRTre Williams8 53.37q
Charlotte JRBrent Carroll9 53.44
Southern Miss SRMamadou Seck10 53.70
Louisiana Tech SRLanorris Graden11 53.73
UTSA JRJonathan Boozer12 53.86
Charlotte FRMicah Hairston13 53.92
North Texas SOJoseph SQUIRE14 54.58
Charlotte FRDexter McDuffie15 54.60
Southern Miss FRTamrin Hobbs16 54.95
Western Kentucky JRKevin Johnson17 55.42
Charlotte JRTravis Rogers18 55.55
Charlotte FRD'Andre Hayes19 56.51
Rice JRKen Berger20 1:02.79
UTEP SODavid Rivera--- FS
 
Event 30  Men 400 M Hurdles
Meet: 50.05 Greg Christie2000
Facility: 49.47 Bershawn Jackson2004
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP JRShakeem Smith1 50.86   10
Western Kentucky SRMaor Seged2 51.11   8
UTSA JRAndrew Pirog3 51.32   6
Western Kentucky SODuncan Agyemang4 52.58   5
UTSA SRJustin Gerbrecht5 53.14   4
Louisiana Tech JRTre Williams6 53.38   3
Western Kentucky SODavid Saruni7 53.54   2
Mid. Tenn. State FRBraam Bisschop8 54.54   1
 
Event 31  Men 4x100 M Relay
Meet: 38.89 Southern Miss2018
Facility: 39.29 GDR National Team1996
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
Western Kentucky1 39.35   10
North Texas2 40.02   8
Southern Miss.3 40.05   6
Charlotte4 40.32   5
UTSA5 40.91   4
Mid. Tenn. State6 41.21   3
Louisiana Tech7 41.33   2
FIU8 42.57   1
UTEP--- DNF
 
Event 32  Men 4x400 M Relay
Meet: 3:05.09 TCU2003
Facility: 3:06.38 G.W. Express2006
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
Western Kentucky1 3:04.50   10
UTSA2 3:10.30   8
Mid. Tenn. State3 3:10.55   6
Southern Miss.4 3:13.84   5
Louisiana Tech5 3:15.12   4
North Texas6 3:16.43   3
FIU7 3:19.43   2
UTEP8 3:23.59   1
Rice9 3:26.59
Charlotte10 3:28.70
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Event 33  Men High Jump
Meet: 2.30m Mickael Hanany2008
Facility: 2.27m Cedric Norman2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss JRCaleb Parker1 2.11m   10
Mid. Tenn. State SRJacob Patten2 2.08m   8
UTSA SRDavante Edwards3 2.08m   6
Southern Miss JREric Richards4 2.03m   5
UTEP FREmilio Rios5 1.98m   4
Charlotte SOLuke Patterson6 1.98m   3
UTSA FRJamal Anderson7 1.98m   2
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel8 1.93m   1
UTEP JRAustin Ondijo9 1.88m
 
Event 34  Men Pole Vault
Meet: 5.41m Chris Pillow2015
Facility: 5.35m John Russell2006
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Louisiana Tech SOCole Courtois1 5.26m   10
Charlotte JRElijah Cole2 5.21m   8
Rice FRNatan Rivera3 5.11m   6
Rice FRThomas Pratt4 5.06m   5
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek5 5.06m   4
North Texas FRBrock HOTTEL6 4.76m   3
North Texas FRCody BULLARD7 4.76m   2
Charlotte JRJacob Davis8 4.46m   1
North Texas SRBrady TRANKLE--- NH
North Texas SOJacob VAN PATTEN--- NH
UTSA SOKarney Linch--- NH
Louisiana Tech FRAndrew Spellman--- NH
North Texas JRJacob FRANKS--- NH
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers--- NH
 
Event 35  Men Long Jump
Meet: 7.99m Desmond Mobley2018
Facility: 7.82m Trey McRae2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Louisiana Tech JRDenzel Harper1 7.57m   10
Southern Miss SRJohn Warren2 7.55m   8
Southern Miss JREric Washington3 7.43m   6
FIU FRQueshun Watson-Riggins4 7.43m   5
FIU SOReed Service5 7.35m   4
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright6 7.29m   3
Mid. Tenn. State FRBenjamin Onyekwelu7 7.24m   2
Louisiana Tech FRSoro Abrama8 7.19m   1
Charlotte SRMarkel Dalton9 7.11m 0.8
Louisiana Tech FRColin Butler10 7.02m 0.7
Southern Miss SRChedlin Sagesse11 6.92m 0.3
Western Kentucky FRSheldon Noble12 6.85m 0.1
UTEP SODarius King13 6.55m -0.3
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel14 5.09m 1.1
Charlotte JRDandrell Utley--- FOUL
 
Event 36  Men Triple Jump
Meet: 16.10m Raphel Martin2000
Facility: 16.45m Alan Simms2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SRJohn Warren1 16.01m   10
Charlotte SRMarkel Dalton2 15.63m   8
UTSA SOAndre Douglas3 15.31m   6
FIU FRQueshun Watson-Riggins4 15.13m   5
Louisiana Tech JRDenzel Harper5 14.84m   4
Southern Miss SRDevonta Brassell6 14.83m   3
Louisiana Tech SOCaleb Clark7 14.78m   2
UTEP SODarius King8 14.56m   1
Mid. Tenn. State SRJacob Patten9 14.56m 0.9
Mid. Tenn. State FRWillington Wright10 14.26m 1.0
UTSA FRJamal Anderson11 14.23m 0.9
Western Kentucky FRSheldon Noble12 13.65m 1.7
North Texas FRYannick KALIDAS13 13.33m -0.1
Charlotte JRDandrell Utley--- FOUL
 
Event 37  Men Shot Put
Meet: 20.06m Richard Garrett2014
Facility: 20.28m Mitchell Pope2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. State SOIsaac Odugbesan1 18.37m   10
Charlotte JRTerrell Adams2 18.26m   8
UTEP FRIason Machairas3 17.86m   6
Charlotte SRSasha Dajia4 17.08m   5
UTEP SOBenjamin Coronado5 16.98m   4
Charlotte JRTyler Hoag6 15.63m   3
Louisiana Tech FRTim Fitzgerald7 15.12m   2
UTSA JRMicheal Zuniga8 14.69m   1
Charlotte FRAsher Prince9 14.53m
Rice JRMichael Yow10 14.43m
UTSA SRSteven Thomas11 14.05m
North Texas FRChris SAMANIEGO12 13.87m
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Fondal13 13.84m
North Texas FRKendall MAPLES14 12.82m
 
Event 38  Men Discus
Meet: 59.40m John Davis1997
Facility: 64.69m Vikas Gowda2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRTerrell Adams1 53.83m   10
Rice FRNick Hicks2 48.74m   8
UTEP SOBenjamin Coronado3 48.40m   6
Charlotte SRSasha Dajia4 45.75m   5
North Texas JRKarl SRALLA5 45.46m   4
UTEP FRIason Machairas6 45.32m   3
Charlotte FRAsher Prince7 45.31m   2
UTSA SRSteven Thomas8 44.09m   1
Charlotte JRTyler Hoag9 44.02m
Louisiana Tech SOTaylor Fondal10 42.43m
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Finals ...   (Event 38  Men Discus)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
North Texas FRKendall MAPLES11 42.11m
UTSA SRVincent Perez12 40.97m
UTSA FRRonald Lozano13 40.49m
Mid. Tenn. State SOIsaac Odugbesan14 40.13m
UTEP JRKarol Koncos15 39.72m
North Texas FRChris SAMANIEGO16 39.51m
UTSA JRMicheal Zuniga17 36.00m
 
Event 39  Men Hammer
Meet: 68.86m Steffen Nerdal2010
Facility: 71.18m Spyridon Jullien2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte SRStevan Veselinovic1 65.95m   10
UTEP JRKarol Koncos2 61.62m   8
UTSA SRVincent Perez3 59.65m   6
Rice JRMichael Yow4 59.28m   5
Rice FRNick Hicks5 57.71m   4
Mid. Tenn. State SOIsaac Odugbesan6 54.86m   3
UTSA SRSteven Thomas7 52.91m   2
Rice FRAustin Weber8 48.96m   1
UTEP SOBenjamin Coronado9 45.92m
North Texas FRChris SAMANIEGO10 42.92m
North Texas FRKendall MAPLES11 39.83m
 
Event 40  Men Javelin
Meet: 77.53m John Ampomah2016
Facility: 74.25m Ricko Meckes2019
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
North Texas FRZION HILL1 66.79m   10
UTEP FRMarek Taskar2 65.24m   8
Louisiana Tech FRJon Burrell3 62.47m   6
Rice JRDane Stolsig4 61.98m   5
Southern Miss SRThomas Peters5 60.43m   4
Louisiana Tech SRTyler Griggers6 58.41m   3
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers7 55.44m   2
Charlotte JRTyler Hoag8 55.05m   1
Louisiana Tech FRTyler Ocon9 54.33m
Rice FRBrandon Cua10 51.71m
Rice FRCorbett Fong11 51.11m
North Texas JRKarl SRALLA12 50.57m
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley13 49.23m
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel14 48.69m
 
Event 41  Women Heptathlon
Meet: 5832 Elizabeth Dadzie2017
Facility: 5338 Jennifer Hoppe2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones1 5261   10
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye2 5237   8
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti3 5152   6
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 5142   5
Rice JRZinedine Russell5 5051   4
UTSA SRGabby Torres6 5036   3
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo7 4752   2
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks8 4728   1
Marshall SRSarah Bever9 4689
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell10 4545
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells11 4527
Marshall SOTorie Derrow12 4484
FIU SRKayla Woulard13 4422
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 4283
UAB FRLaci Turner15 3832
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 3373
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood17 2712
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 M Hurdles Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo1 14.08   967
Rice JRZinedine Russell2 14.40   923
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye3 14.41   921
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones4 14.47   913
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks5 14.67   886
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti6 14.70   882
UAB SOBrittany Floyd7 14.77   872
Marshall SRSarah Bever8 14.80   868
UTSA SRGabby Torres9 14.84   863
Marshall SOTorie Derrow10 15.07   832
UTSA JRChase Whiting11 15.40   790
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell12 15.64   759
FIU SRKayla Woulard13 15.87   730
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells14 16.22   688
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood15 16.23   686
UAB FRLaci Turner16 16.58   645
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan17 17.30   563
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye1 1.70m   855
Rice JRZinedine Russell1 1.70m   855
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti3 1.67m   818
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells4 1.64m   783
UTSA SRGabby Torres5 1.61m   747
Marshall SOTorie Derrow5 1.61m   747
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell5 1.61m   747
UAB SOBrittany Floyd5 1.61m   747
Marshall SRSarah Bever5 1.61m   747
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones10 1.58m   712
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo11 1.55m   678
FIU SRKayla Woulard11 1.55m   678
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks13 1.49m   610
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 1.43m   544
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan14 1.43m   544
UAB FRLaci Turner16 1.37m   481
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 1.37m   481
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Event 41  Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti1 11.74m   644
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell2 11.67m   639
FIU SRKayla Woulard3 11.57m   633
UTSA SRGabby Torres4 11.00m   595
Rice JRZinedine Russell5 10.91m   589
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells6 10.90m   589
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 10.79m   581
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye8 10.48m   561
Marshall SOTorie Derrow9 10.14m   539
UAB SOBrittany Floyd10 10.10m   536
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks11 10.09m   535
UTSA JRChase Whiting12 10.04m   532
UAB FRLaci Turner13 9.26m   481
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo14 9.01m   465
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan15 8.58m   437
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 8.38m   424
Marshall SRSarah Bever17 8.34m   421
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 M Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye1 24.99   888
FIU SRKayla Woulard2 25.45   846
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo3 25.47   844
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 25.50   841
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell5 25.59   833
Marshall SRSarah Bever6 25.76   818
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 26.29   772
Rice JRZinedine Russell8 26.36   766
UTSA SRGabby Torres9 26.49   755
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks10 26.69   738
UAB FRLaci Turner11 26.83   726
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells12 26.96   715
Marshall SOTorie Derrow13 27.11   703
UTSA JRChase Whiting14 27.29   688
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti15 27.42   677
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 27.45   675
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood17 27.57   665
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UAB SOBrittany Floyd1 5.74m   771
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks2 5.66m   747
UTSA SRGabby Torres3 5.62m   735
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti4 5.60m   729
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye5 5.57m   720
Rice JRZinedine Russell6 5.45m   686
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones7 5.41m   674
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo8 5.35m   657
FIU SRKayla Woulard9 5.32m   648
Marshall SRSarah Bever10 5.30m   643
Marshall SOTorie Derrow11 5.26m   631
UTSA JRChase Whiting12 5.25m   628
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell13 5.16m   603
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells14 5.09m   584
UAB FRLaci Turner15 4.98m   554
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan16 4.87m   524
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood--- FOUL
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones1 51.05m   880
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti2 39.35m   655
UAB SOBrittany Floyd3 37.02m   610
UTSA SRGabby Torres4 36.60m   602
UTSA JRChase Whiting5 36.45m   599
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells6 35.39m   579
FIU SRKayla Woulard7 35.22m   576
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks8 31.74m   510
Marshall SOTorie Derrow9 31.57m   506
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye10 30.55m   487
Rice JRZinedine Russell11 28.34m   445
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo12 25.61m   394
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell13 23.97m   363
Marshall SRSarah Bever14 22.63m   338
UAB FRLaci Turner15 22.46m   335
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan--- FOUL
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood--- FOUL
 
Event 41  Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 M Heptathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Marshall SRSarah Bever1 2:17.76   854
Charlotte JRAmaka Awuruonye2 2:21.38   805
Rice JRZinedine Russell3 2:22.68   787
UAB SOBrittany Floyd4 2:24.39   765
Rice JRGiulia Sportoletti5 2:25.75   747
UTEP SRRebecca Oshinbanjo6 2:25.76   747
UTSA SRGabby Torres7 2:26.36   739
Southern Miss SOCallie Jones8 2:27.14   729
FIU JRSamantha Ebanks9 2:29.31   702
FIU FRMattie Mooney-McMillan10 2:35.13   630
UAB FRLaci Turner11 2:36.82   610
Charlotte SRDesirae Rowell12 2:37.58   601
Charlotte SRTaylor Parcells13 2:38.64   589
Marshall SOTorie Derrow14 2:44.14   526
UTSA JRChase Whiting15 2:46.41   502
UAB FRMadison Kirkwood16 2:50.72   456
FIU SRKayla Woulard17 3:06.02   311
 
Event 42  Men Decathlon
Meet: 7837 Scott Filip2017
Facility: 7520 Chad Smith2000
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 7395   10
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Finals ...   (Event 42  Men Decathlon)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 6640   8
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel3 6547   6
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 6516   5
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 6507   4
UTSA FRJustin Wright6 5883   3
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 5571   2
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 5474   1
FIU SOJordan Millon9 5212
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #1 Men 100 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 10.88   888
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 11.29   797
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 11.30   795
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 11.33   789
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 11.51   750
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 11.59   734
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 11.76   699
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 11.99   653
FIU FRJason Rotger9 12.04   643
FIU SOJordan Millon10 12.19   614
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 7.16m   852
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel2 6.91m   792
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley3 6.46m   688
Rice FRCorbett Fong4 6.42m   679
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers5 6.38m   670
FIU FRJason Rotger6 6.26m   644
UTSA FRJustin Wright7 6.17m   624
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 6.02m   591
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor9 5.93m   571
FIU SOJordan Millon10 5.58m   498
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
FIU SOJordan Millon1 12.75m   652
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers2 11.78m   593
FIU FRJason Rotger3 11.70m   588
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek4 11.31m   565
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 10.60m   522
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 10.44m   512
Rice FRCorbett Fong7 10.38m   508
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 10.36m   507
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor9 9.61m   462
FIU FRThomas Morreal10 9.25m   441
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 2.02m   822
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel2 1.99m   794
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek3 1.87m   687
UTSA FRJustin Wright4 1.81m   636
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 1.78m   610
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 1.75m   585
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 1.75m   585
FIU FRJason Rotger6 1.75m   585
FIU SOJordan Millon9 1.72m   560
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor10 1.66m   512
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #5 Men 400 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 49.33   846
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor2 50.63   786
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 50.74   781
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 51.62   741
FIU FRThomas Morreal5 51.64   741
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers6 52.03   723
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel7 52.32   711
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 55.81   567
FIU SOJordan Millon9 57.40   506
FIU FRJason Rotger10 58.56   463
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #6 Men 110 M Hurdles Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 15.06   842
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers2 15.29   815
UTSA FRJustin Wright3 15.56   783
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 15.63   775
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 16.10   722
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 16.23   707
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 16.27   703
Rice FRCorbett Fong8 16.66   660
FIU SOJordan Millon9 17.24   599
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 42.74m   720
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek2 38.56m   635
Rice FRCorbett Fong3 35.21m   568
FIU SOJordan Millon4 33.11m   526
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 32.93m   522
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley6 30.15m   467
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 29.76m   460
UTSA FRJustin Wright8 28.04m   426
FIU FRThomas Morreal9 25.93m   385
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Event 42  Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek1 4.60m   790
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley2 4.40m   731
UTSA FRJustin Wright3 4.10m   645
Rice FRCorbett Fong4 4.00m   617
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 3.60m   509
FIU FRThomas Morreal6 3.30m   431
FIU SOJordan Millon7 3.10m   381
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 3.10m   381
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers--- NH
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers1 61.41m   759
Rice FRCorbett Fong2 55.30m   667
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek3 54.46m   655
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley4 53.52m   641
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel5 50.65m   598
UTSA FRJustin Wright6 45.73m   526
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor7 41.11m   458
FIU SOJordan Millon8 38.01m   413
FIU FRThomas Morreal9 35.34m   375
 
Event 42  Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 M Decathlon
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Charlotte JRRobert Yardley1 4:36.45   703
UTSA FRGary Haasbroek2 4:47.32   635
UTSA JRJacob McDaniel3 4:48.63   627
Rice SRCharlie Card-Childers4 4:48.94   625
Rice FRCorbett Fong5 4:49.43   622
Rice FRKeegan O'Connor6 5:03.65   539
UTSA FRJustin Wright7 5:07.82   516
FIU FRThomas Morreal8 5:13.50   484
FIU SOJordan Millon9 5:17.51   463
 




4) Mid. Tenn. State 81
5) Southern Miss. 77





11) Western Kentucky 37.5
12) Louisiana Tech 30
13) Florida Atlantic 14
 
Men - Team Rankings - 21 Events Scored
1) Charlotte 155
2) Mid. Tenn. State 117
3) UTSA 100
4) Western Kentucky 99
5) Southern Miss. 93
6) UTEP 75
7) Rice 62
8) North Texas 53
9) Louisiana Tech 47
10) FIU 18
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SEGED, LEMBERG SECURE C-USA ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS 
 
DALLAS, Texas – WKU Track & Field student-athletes Maor Seged and Getter Lemberg earned spots on 
Conference USA’s 2019 InTouch Credit Union Men’s and Women’s Track and Field All-Academic Teams. 
The two seniors are both four-year letter winners at WKU. This is Seged’s second honor of the kind and 
Lemberg’s first.  
 
Israel-native Seged is a two-time All-American Honorable Mention in addition to being listed on the C-
USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll each of the last three years. He has earned trips to the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships in each of his last three seasons on The Hill. 
 
The Hilltopper owns numerous top times in the WKU record books including the fifth, seventh and 
eighth best 400-meter hurdle times. Seged was also a part of the 4x400-meter relay teams that 
recorded the fifth and seventh best outdoor times and fourth and fifth best indoor times in school 
history. 
 
Most recently, Seged took home a second-place finish in the 400-meter hurdles at the C-USA Outdoor 
Championships. He won the event his freshman year in 2016. Seged is graduating with a degree in 
Electrical Engineering.  
 
Polevaulter Lemberg has been on the C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll twice and earned the 
Commissioner’s Academic Medal earlier this year. She has also landed on the WKU President’s List twice 
in her time on The Hill.  
 
The Estonia-native recorded a top-five finish at five of her eight C-USA Championships including three 
indoor and two outdoor meets. She owns the top C-USA outdoor pole vault mark for this season by a 
tenth of a meter after notching a height of 4.01 meters at the Hilltopper Relays in April. 
 
Lemberg finished her undergraduate degree last year and is currently working on a Social Work 
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SIXTEEN HILLTOPPERS HEADED FOR NCAA EAST PRELIMS IN JACKSONVILLE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field is sending 16 student-athletes to compete at the NCAA East 
Preliminaries this Thursday through Saturday in Jacksonville, Fla. Six Lady Toppers will compete across 
seven NCAA Preliminary events while 10 Hilltoppers will represent WKU across four individual events 
and two relays. 
 
The top 48 competitors in each individual event and top 24 relays from both the East and West regions 
earn spots in their respective preliminaries. From there, two rounds of individual running events and 
one round of field events and relays will trim each event down to 12 competitors to compete at the 
NCAA Championships from June 5-8 in Austin, Texas. 
 
On the women’s side, Juannae Lewis qualified for the NCAA Prelims for her second-straight season as a 
Lady Topper and will compete in the 400 meter. The senior will run in the first of six heats, looking for a 
top-three finish in her heat or one of the next six best times to advance to the quarterfinals. 
 
WKU will be represented by both Annastacia Forrester and Katie Isenbarger in the high jump, marking 
the first time since 2016 two Lady Toppers qualified for NCAA Prelims in the same event. Forrester and 
Isenbarger will both compete in the first flight, each looking to finish in the top 12 overall to earn a trip 
to Austin. Both Lady Toppers are making their first NCAA Prelims appearance. 
 
Forrester also qualified for the prelims in the long jump and will compete in the event’s second flight. 
 
For the third-straight season, WKU will send a representative in the women’s pole vault as Getter 
Lemberg earned a spot in the field of 48. The Lady Topper senior will compete in the first flight from the 
University of North Florida this weekend, making her first NCAA Prelims appearance. 
 
Brianna Eskridge and Myesha Nott will both be making their first NCAA Preliminary appearance in the 
triple jump later this week. The last time WKU had multiple women qualify for multiple NCAA 
Preliminary events was the 2015 campaign. Eskridge will compete in the first flight while Nott will be in 
the second. 
 
On the men’s side, Maor Seged will appear in his fourth-straight NCAA Prelims in the 400-meter hurdles. 
The Hilltopper senior will run in the second of six heats, looking for a top-three finish in her heat or one 
of the next six best times to advance to the quarterfinals. 
 
Also making return trips to the NCAA Preliminaries as individuals are Oliver Alexandre and Kymari Gates. 
Both men earned spots in the 400 meter field for the second-straight year and will run in the third heat.  
 
The fourth Hilltopper earning a trip to Jacksonville as an individual is Martin Owusu-Antwi. The senior 
will compete in the fourth heat of the 200-meter event. 
 
WKU’s men’s 4x100 and 4x400 relay both qualified for a trip to the NCAA East Prelims as well. The 4x100 
unit will compete in the third of three heats for the event. Also competing in the Hilltoppers’ heat are 
NC State, Clemson, Northwestern State, Troy, Kennesaw State, Purdue and LSU. Across the 24 relay 
units, WKU owns the sixth-best seed time entering the event. 
 
The Red and White’s 4x400 relay will work from the first of three heats, running against Kentucky, 
Clemson, Troy, Charlotte, SE Louisiana, South Carolina and Alabama. WKU registered the overall fourth-
best seed time in the event. 
 
Joining the Hilltoppers who qualified for the prelims as individuals, Will Bush, Josh Davis, Lincoln 
Warren, Abdur Kelly, Austin Hayes and Duncan Agyemang are making the trip to the Sunshine State 
after qualifying in the relays. 
 
NCAA track and field fans can watch live and on-demand coverage of the NCAA Division I East and/or 
West Preliminary Championships on FloTrack with a Pro subscription. Coverage of the preliminary 
competitions will be available May 23 - 25. To access the East Preliminary coverage please click here.  
 
The complete list of participants is available on the following website. 
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FORRESTER PUNCHES TICKET TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS; GATES, LEWIS, SEGED ADVANCE TO 
QUARTERFINALS 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – WKU junior Annastacia Forrester punched WKU Track and Field’s first ticket to the 
NCAA Championships after recording a personal-best mark to finish fourth in the women’s long jump. 
Forrester was one of four Hilltoppers to advance in their events as Kymari Gates, Juannae Lewis and 
Maor Seged each earned spots in their respective quarterfinals on the track. 
 
“We had a good opening day of competition,” head coach Erik Jenkins opened. “The NCAA East 
Preliminary is an extremely tough place to advance. We have some of the NCAA’s highest-ranked 
athletes and teams in this region of the country. Everyone who advanced to the quarterfinals earned 
their spot and will have to fight to move on to Austin.” 
 
Forrester’s long jump clear of 6.19 meters (20’3.75”) held as the event’s top mark through the first three 
flights before three competitors out of the final flight pushed the Lady Topper down to fourth. Forrester 
was the lone competitor in the field to produce a personal best en route to her first trip to the NCAA 
Championships. She’s the first Lady Topper since Sharika Smith in 2013 to represent WKU at the NCAAs 
in the long jump.  
 
“I am thrilled that Anna has secured her place at the NCAA Championships in Austin,” Jenkins added. 
“She will represent WKU well in the long jump.” 
 
Seged was the first Hilltopper to earn a spot in the quarterfinals after taking second in his heat of the 
400-meter hurdles. The senior notched a 51.77, which ranked 27th across the 48-person field. Seged will 
run at 6:15 p.m. CT on Friday and will look to earn a top-three finish in his heat or one of the three next 
best marks to punch his ticket to Nationals. 
 
WKU saw student-athletes advance to the quarterfinals in both the men’s and women’s 400 meter. 
Lewis clocked a 53.06 to take second in the first heat of the women’s event. Her season-best mark ranks 
16th across the field. Gates kept things going on the men’s side, clocking a 46.62 to win the third heat 
and earn a spot in Friday’s race. Lewis will compete in the 400-meter quarterfinals at 4:30 p.m. on Friday 
while Gates will follow at 4:45 p.m. from the University of North Florida.  
 
Oliver Alexandre also ran in the third heat of the men’s 400 meter and turned in a 47.71. 
 
Forrester and Katie Isenbarger both represented the Red and White in the high jump. Forrester tied for 
21st with a clear of 1.70 meters (5’7”) while Isenbarger tied for 44th with a 1.65-meter (5’5”) mark. 
 
Getter Lemberg will be the first WKU student-athlete to compete on Friday as the women’s pole vault 
kicks off at 4 p.m. Martin Owusu-Antwi will also be in action, taking the track for the men’s 200 meter at 
6:55 p.m. 
 
NCAA track and field fans can watch live and on-demand coverage of the NCAA Division I East and/or 
West Preliminary Championships on FloTrack with a Pro subscription. Coverage of the preliminary 
competitions will be available May 23 - 25. To access the East Preliminary coverage please click here.  
 
The complete list of participants is available on the following website. 
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GATES EARNS TRIP TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS; OWUSU-ANTWI ADVANCES TO QUARTERFINALS 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – Day two of the NCAA East Preliminaries saw several highlights for the WKU Track 
and Field squad including Kymari Gates’ qualification to the NCAA Championships in the 400 meter as 
well as four personal-best performances. The Hilltoppers also saw Martin Owusu-Antwi advance to 
Saturday’s quarterfinal in the 200-meter race. 
 
“You must survive and advance in this very unforgiving environment,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. 
“The times we are seeing posted in this meet are world class. Our student-athletes have advanced with 
quality efforts resulting in automatic NCAA advancements, school records and one of the best 
performances in school history. These student-athletes are giving themselves a chance to represent 
WKU at the highest level of our sport with their showings.” 
 
Gates recorded one of WKU’s five personal bests with a 45.83 in the men’s 400 meter. The senior 
finished third in his heat to earn a trip to Austin, Texas.  
 
Owusu-Antwi clocked a personal-best 20.70 in the men’s 200 meter. While his mark was not enough for 
a top-three finish in his heat, it was the top time among all non-automatic qualifiers to secure one of the 
six remaining slots in Saturday’s quarterfinals. 
 
Maor Seged delivered a personal-best 50.65 in the men’s 400-meter hurdles – the second-best time 
ever recorded by a Hilltopper in the outdoor event. Seged’s mark ranked 13th in the 24-person 
quarterfinal, leaving him as the first competitor out of advancing. 
 
On the women’s side, Juannae Lewis notched a school-record 52.58 in the 400 meter. While her time 
ranked 12th across the quarterfinal field, an automatic qualifier with a time slower than Lewis’ earned 
the final ticket to the NCAA Championships. 
 
Getter Lemberg rounded out WKU’s action on the day, representing the Red and White in the women’s 
pole vault. The senior cleared the opening height of 3.77 meters (12’4.5”) on her first try before getting 
caught at the next height. 
 
WKU will have Myesha Nott kick off Saturday’s action from the University of North Florida in the 
women’s triple jump at 2 p.m. CT. The men’s 4x100-meter relay will hit the track at 5:15 p.m. before 
Owusu-Antwi runs in the 200-meter quarterfinals at 6:50 p.m. The men’s 4x400-meter relay will look to 
qualify for the NCAA Outdoor Championships at 8:45 p.m. to conclude the prelims. 
 
NCAA track and field fans can watch live and on-demand coverage of the NCAA Division I East and/or 
West Preliminary Championships on FloTrack with a Pro subscription. Coverage of the preliminary 
competitions will be available May 23 - 25. To access the East Preliminary coverage please click here.  
 
The complete list of participants is available on the following website. 
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4x100 & 4X400 RELAYS PUNCH TICKETS TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS ON FINAL DAY OF EAST PRELIMS 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. – For the fifth-consecutive season, both the men’s 4x100 and 4x400-meter relay 
squads from WKU Track & Field have earned a spot to compete at the NCAA Outdoor Championships 
from June 5-8 in Austin, Texas. With both Hilltopper relays punching their tickets to compete on the 
national stage on the final day of the NCAA East Prelims, WKU will now send four total performances to 
Austin after Annastacia Forrester and Kymari Gates earned individual bids. 
 
“This meet is as tough as they come,” head coach Erik Jenkins opened. “You don’t advance to the NCAA 
final round easily. We competed extremely hard this weekend to have the opportunity to represent 
WKU at the NCAA Championships. Both relays advanced today and that was a major step forward for us. 
I am proud of their efforts today and look forward to the challenge that awaits us in Austin.” 
 
The Hilltoppers’ 4x100 relay unit punched the team’s first of two tickets to the championships on 
Saturday after running a season-best 39.22. While the mark ranked fourth in the third heat, the Red and 
White clinched the first non-automatic spot to the NCAA Championships with the overall eighth-best 
mark at the East Prelims. Hilltoppers running in the 4x100 relay were Will Bush, Martin Owusu-Antwi, 
Abdur Kelly and Gates. 
 
WKU’s second NCAA Championships-qualifying performance of the day came in the men’s 4x400-meter 
relay. The unit ran a mark of 3:04.09 to win its heat – clinching an automatic trip to nationals - and finish 
second overall at the NCAA East Prelims. Representing WKU in the 4x400 relay were Kelly, Owusu-Antwi, 
Duncan Agyemang and Gates. 
 
The last time the WKU 4x400-meter relay qualified for the national championships during both the 
indoor and outdoor seasons was 2008. 
 
Individually, Martin Owusu-Antwi ran a 20.73 in the men’s 200 meter. He finished fifth in his heat and 
16th overall at the prelims. 
 
On the women’s side, Myesha Nott concluded her first NCAA Prelims experience with a 12.39-meter 
(40’7.75”) mark in the triple jump. The freshman finished sixth in her heat and 32nd overall.  
 
WKU saw at least one performance qualify for the NCAA Championships on each day of the NCAA East 
Prelims from the University of North Florida. Forrester punched her ticket in the women’s long jump on 
Thursday after a personal-best 6.19-meter clear to take fourth overall in the event. On Friday, Gates ran 
a personal best in the men’s 400 meter with a 45.83 to earn his spot in Austin. 
 
The NCAA Championships will take place from June 5-8 in Austin, Texas, hosted by the University of 
Texas. Men’s action will take place on Wednesday and Friday while women’s events will be held 
Thursday and Saturday. More information can be found here. 
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FOUR WKU PERFORMANCES HEADED TO TEXAS FOR NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field will send four performances – two individual and two relays 
– to the NCAA Outdoor Track & Field Championships to represent The Hill from June 5-8 in Austin, Texas. 
The 2019 championships mark the 13th-straight season that WKU has been represented on the biggest 
stage while the team has qualified both the men’s 4x100 and 4x400 relays each of the last five 
campaigns. Individually, Annastacia Forrester earned a trip to the Lone Star State in the women’s long 
jump while Kymari Gates will represent the Red and White in the men’s 400 meter along with both 
relays. All three days of championships will be available to live stream on ESPN, ESPNU or ESPN3. 
 
Competition for the Hilltoppers from the Mike A. Myers Stadium on the campus of the University of 
Texas will open on Wednesday with a 4:32 p.m. CT gun for the men’s 4x100 meter relay prelims. WKU’s 
unit will run in the third and final heat of the event, seeking a top-two finish in its heat or one of the 
next two best times to advance to Friday’s finals. 
 
The Hilltoppers' 4x100 relay unit punched the team's first of two tickets to the championships on 
Saturday of the East Prelims after running a season-best 39.22. While the mark ranked fourth in the 
third heat, the Red and White clinched the first non-automatic spot to the NCAA Championships with 
the overall eighth-best mark at the East Prelims. Hilltoppers running in the 4x100 relay were Will 
Bush, Martin Owusu-Antwi, Abdur Kelly and Gates. 
 
At 6 p.m., Gates will compete in the first of three heats in the men’s 400-meter race. The Cincinnati, 
Ohio, native will be in the hunt for a top-two finish in his heat or one of the next two best marks to 
advance to Friday’s final. Gates ran a personal-best 45.83 to take third in his heat at the NCAA East 
Prelims and earn an automatic trip to Texas. 
 
Concluding WKU’s Wednesday slate, the men’s 4x400-meter relay will begin at 7:48 p.m. with the 
Hilltoppers lining up in the second of three heats. Just as the 4x100 relay works, the WKU unit will be in 
search of a top-two finish in their heat or one of the next two best marks to advance to Friday’s final. 
 
WKU's second NCAA Championships-qualifying performance of the final day of the East Prelims came in 
the men's 4x400-meter relay. The unit ran a mark of 3:04.09 to win its heat – clinching an automatic trip 
to nationals - and finish second overall at the East Prelims. Representing WKU in the 4x400 relay were 
Kelly, Owusu-Antwi, Duncan Agyemang and Gates. 
 
The last time the WKU 4x400-meter relay qualified for the national championships during both the 
indoor and outdoor seasons was 2008.  
 
WKU is one of just 10 programs in the country sending both its men’s 4x100 and 4x400 relays to the 
NCAA Outdoor Championships and one of just four non-Power 5 programs to do so. Also sending both 
relays are Arizona, Arkansas, Coppin State, Florida Kentucky, North Carolina A&T, Purdue, UCLA and UT 
Arlington.  
 
On the women’s side, Forrester will begin action in the long jump at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday. The Lady 
Topper junior will compete from the second flight of the event’s finals after posting a personal-best 6.19 
meters (20’ 3.75”) at the NCAA East Prelims to earn a trip to Austin. 
 
Representatives from 142 different schools will participate in women's events, while 126 programs are 
represented in men's events. Click here for the complete list of participants and event schedule. 
Individual and relay event participants qualified for the national championships through preliminary 
events hosted May 23-25 in Florida and California. The top 48 individuals and top 24 relay teams first 
qualified for prelims. 
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GATES & MEN’S 4X100 RELAY EARN SECOND TEAM ALL-AMERICAN HONORS 
AUSTIN, Texas – On the first day of the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championships, WKU saw Kymari 
Gates earn Second Team All-American honors in the men’s 400 meter while the Hilltoppers’ 4x100 relay 
also collected Second Team All-American recognition. Action from the four-day outing is taking place at 
the Mike A. Myers Stadium on the campus of the University of Texas. 
 
“I am extremely happy with the way our student-athletes competed today,” head coach Erik Jenkins 
shared. “They gave a great effort at securing spots in the finals.” 
 
Championship competition opened with the combination of Will Bush, Martin Owusu-Antwi, Abdur Kelly 
and Gates posting a 39.24 in the men’s 4x100 relay to tie for 12th place and earn All-American status. 
The Hilltoppers finished fifth in the third and final heat with the top three finishers earning a spot in 
Friday’s finals while the fourth team ahead of the Tops was left out by one hundredth of a second. 
 
Between relays, Gates took the track as an individual, competing in the men’s 400 meter prelims. The 
senior clocked a 46.33 to finish 16th overall and lock up All-American status for the second time of the 
meet and fourth time during his career on The Hill.  
 
WKU’s final action of the day came in the men’s 4x400 relay where the team clocked what would have 
been a school record at 3:02.04. After the group of Kelly, Gates, Oliver Alexandre and Owusu-Antwi won 
the third heat, a protest was filed and WKU’s time was disqualified. 
 
“Unfortunately, things didn't go our way in an extremely gallant effort in the men's 4x400,” Jenkins 
added. “The guys ran 3:02.04 but were disqualified after a protest by another team. The time they ran 
would have been a school record by almost a second and would have earned them a spot in the NCAA 
finals.” 
 
Had the Hilltopper unit advanced to the finals, 2019 would have been the first time WKU’s 4x400 relay 
earned All-American honors both indoors and outdoors in the same season. 
 
This marked the fifth-consecutive season, both the men’s 4x100 and 4x400-meter relay squads from 
WKU Track & Field have earned a spot to compete at the NCAA Outdoor Championships. WKU was one 
of just 10 programs in the country sending both its men's 4x100 and 4x400 relays to the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships and one of just four non-Power 5 programs to do so. Also sending both relays were 
Arizona, Arkansas, Coppin State, Florida Kentucky, North Carolina A&T, Purdue, UCLA and UT Arlington. 
 
On the women's side, Forrester will begin action in the long jump at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday. The Lady 
Topper junior will compete from the second flight of the event's finals after posting a personal-best 6.19 
meters (20' 3.75") at the NCAA East Prelims to earn a trip to Austin. 
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FORRESTER COLLECTS HONORABLE MENTION ALL-AMERICA HONORS IN WOMEN’S LONG JUMP 
AUSTIN, Texas – Lady Topper junior Annastacia Forrester wrapped up WKU Track and Field’s 
competition at the 2019 NCAA Outdoor Championships with a 20th place finish in the women’s long 
jump finals, earning honorable mention All-American status. Forrester’s performance from Mike A. 
Myers Stadium in Austin, Texas, secured WKU’s third All-America accolade of the championships. 
 
In Forrester’s first jump of the championships, she posted a 5.70-meter (18’ 8.5”) bound. Her second 
turn saw the junior record a mark of 5.98 meters (19’ 7.5”) for her best reading of the night. Forrester’s 
final jump came in at 5.92 meters (19’ 5.25”). 
 
Forrester is the third Lady Topper to collect All-American honors in the outdoor long jump. In total, she’s 
the fifth women’s long jumper in WKU history to achieve the feat. 
 
Florida’s Yanis David took home the women’s long jump title with a mark of 6.84 meters. 
 
Forrester qualified for the NCAA Championships after posting a personal-best 6.19 meters (20' 3.75") at 
the NCAA East Prelims to earn a trip to Austin back on May 24. 
 
On Wednesday, Kymari Gates (400m) and the men’s 4x100 relay squad comprised of Gates, Martin 
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WOMEN’S TRACK & FIELD TEAM; ISENBARGER, LEMBERG, NOTT, SEGED EARN USTFCCCA ACADEMIC 
RECOGNITION 
NEW ORLEANS – Four WKU Track & Field student-athletes in addition to the Lady Topper squad were 
recognized by the U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA) for their 
combined efforts in the classroom and competition throughout the 2018-19 academic year, the 
organization announced Monday. Individually, Lady Toppers Katie Isenbarger, Getter Lemberg and 
Myesha Nott were honored as USTFCCCA All-Academic performers while Maor Seged earned the award 
from the Hilltopper squad.  
 
In total, WKU’s women’s track and field squad was one of 366 teams honored by the USTFCCCA for its 
academics. Breaking it down further, 227 of those were women’s teams while 139 were men’s 
programs. The Lady Toppers sported a 3.29 GPA in the classroom across the 2018-19 school year. 
 
Individually, 583 men were recognized while 902 women brought home academic honors. To qualify 
from the indoor season, a student-athlete must have finished the regular season ranked in the national 
top 96 in an individual event or ranked in the national top 48 in a relay event. For the outdoor season, a 
student-athlete must have participated in any round of the NCAA Division I Championships. 
  
All four Hilltopper individuals qualified through their outdoor performances, competing at the NCAA 
East Preliminary competition from May 23-25 in Jacksonville, Fla. Seged advanced to the 400-meter 
semifinals where he ultimately finished 13th at the NCAA Prelims with a mark of 50.65. On the women’s 
side, Isenbarger competed in the high jump and recorded a jump of 1.65 meters for 44th place. Lemberg 
represented WKU in the pole vault and earned a 36th-place finish with her clear of 3.77 meters. Myesha 
Nott competed in the women’s triple jump from Jacksonville and finished 32nd after a mark of 12.39 
meters. 
 
Hailing from Be'er Sheba, Israel, Seged finished the 2018-19 school year on the Conference USA 
Commissioner's Honor Roll. The senior sprinter and hurdler majored in electrical engineering and earned 
his third C-USA All-Academic Team accolade during the 2019 campaign after posting a 3.56 GPA. 
 
 A fellow international senior, Lemberg came to The Hill from Tartu, Estonia, and posted a 4.00 GPA 
while earning a degree in social work. Lemberg also represented WKU on the 2019 C-USA Track & Field 
All-Academic Team in addition to earning a spot on the Conference USA Academic Medal and 
Commissioner’s Honor Roll lists in her final year on The Hill.  
 
Isenbarger and Nott both earned the award in their debut seasons with the program. Isenbarger – a 
middle hitter on the Lady Topper volleyball squad as well – was recognized by the league with both the 
Academic Medal and Commissioner’s Honor Roll awards. The rookie out of Zionsville, Ind., earned a spot 
on WKU’s President’s list in both of her semesters on The Hill so far while studying communication. 
 
Hailing from Jamaica, Nott earned a spot on the C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll as a freshman. 
Studying medical laboratory science, Nott was also on the WKU Dean’s List both semesters on The Hill 
during the 2018-19 school year.  
The last time WKU saw at least three student-athletes recognized by the USTFCCCA was the 2014-15 
campaign when Sandra Akachukwu, Ria Moellers and Karleigh Parker were all honored. That was also 
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BRENT CHUMBLEY NAMED HEAD COACH OF WKU CROSS COUNTRY, TRACK & FIELD PROGRAMS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Director of Athletics Todd Stewart announced Thursday the hiring of Brent 
Chumbley as the next head coach of the WKU Cross Country and Track & Field programs.  
 
“We are excited to announce Brent Chumbley as the next head coach of our men’s and women’s cross 
country and track & field programs,” Stewart opened. “Coach Chumbley has taken every program he has 
been a part of to new heights and we are confident that success will continue with our tradition-rich 
programs here on The Hill. With his prior head coaching experience and proven track record, Coach 
Chumbley is a perfect fit for our program and we are thrilled to welcome him and his family to Bowling 
Green.” 
 
“It is an honor to be the next cross country and track & field coach at WKU; the opportunity to be a part 
of such a tremendous program is one that checked all the boxes for my family and I,” Chumbley shared. 
“I would like to extend a thank you to Todd Stewart, Craig Biggs and the entire search committee for 
believing in me and trusting me to build upon the strong foundation that has been set for these 
programs. The chance to return home to Kentucky and become a member of the Hilltopper family and 
Bowling Green community is the opportunity of a lifetime.” 
 
Chumbley returns to the Bluegrass State following a 13-year stint at Radford University that saw him 
head both the men’s and women’s track & field squads while overseeing the school’s cross country 
efforts. After a season in Radford as the throws coach, the Paris, Ky., native took on the role of interim 
program director for the Highlanders during the 2007-08 campaign. One season later, Chumbley 
dropped the interim tag and became the school’s director of track and field/cross country – a position 
he would hold until summer 2019. 
 
In his season as the interim program director, the men’s indoor track & field squad posted its best-ever 
finish at the Big South Championships, placing second. The men’s and women’s teams would combine 
for seven individual All-Conference performers at the event. The outdoor season saw continued success 
with two women and seven men qualifying for the NCAA East Preliminaries including sophomore Kyle 
Morse who won the meet’s hammer throw title and went on to become Chumbley’s first All-American 
at Radford – the fifth in program history. 
 
Under Chumbley’s watchful eye, Radford produced a total of 168 All-Conference performers, 41 Big 
South champions, 37 NCAA Preliminary qualifiers, six All-Americans and an NCAA East Prelims champion. 
During his tenure, Chumbley saw 73 Highlander school records reset. 
 
Chumbley led the Highlanders’ men’s squads to seven top-five finishes, not to mention a pair of runner-
up showings. On the women’s track & field side, Chumbley has helped secure eight combined top-five 
finishes, including one at each of the last four Big South Championships. After leading the women’s 
indoor track & field squad to a third-place finish at the 2015 Big South Championships, Chumbley was 
recognized as the league’s Women’s Indoor Coach of the Year. 
 
Prior to his arrival at Radford, Chumbley spent four seasons as an assistant at Illinois State. In his time 
with the Redbirds, Chumbley produced a U.S. Olympic Trials qualifier, two NCAA Championship 
qualifiers, 17 NCAA Preliminary qualifiers, eight conference champions and 23 All-Conference 
performers. 
 
In his one-year stop at Murray State, Chumbley helped produce a conference champion and 17 All-
Conference performers in addition to guiding his group to four school records. 
 
While earning his master’s degree in teaching (physical education) from Hastings College (Neb.), 
Chumbley coached the NAIA affiliate program to new heights with two All-Americans, 12 NCAA 
qualifiers, one multi-event national champion and 17 school records. 
 
A 1998 graduate from the University of Kentucky with a degree in education and kinesiology, Chumbley 
also helped the Wildcats’ program as an intern under the direction of head coach John Kenneson. 
 
Chumbley was an All-Conference performer in the hammer throw while at Marshall University and a 
three-time Kentucky high school state champion during his prep days. 
 
Between his time at Marshall as a student-athlete and when he earned his Bachelor’s degree from 
Kentucky, Chumbley spent three years in the U.S. Army stationed at Fort Bragg, N.C., where he served as 
an 82nd Airborne Division combat engineer. Following his service, he spent three more years working 
before going back to school. 
 
In addition to his coaching experience at the collegiate level, Chumbley brings a wealth of knowledge 
from the King of the Ring Throws Festival, Redbird Track and Field Camp, Urbana Coaches Clinic, Central 
Illinois Track Club and the Chumbley/Fister Throws Camp. 
 
Chumbley also spent time as a volunteer coach at Georgetown College (1999) and was in participation 
with the Kentucky High School Athletic Association. 
 
He and his wife Jennifer have one daughter, Alex. 
 
Chumbley is the 13th individual to direct the men’s cross country and track & field programs on The Hill 
and the sixth coach on the Lady Topper side. He takes over following the departure of Erik Jenkins who 
had led the programs since 2008. 
 
WKU is coming off of a ninth-place finish on the men’s side and 12th-place showing by the Lady Toppers 
at the 2018 Conference USA Cross Country Championships. At the 2019 C-USA Indoor Championships, 
the men again finished ninth while the women came in 10th. Most recently at the C-USA Outdoor 
Championships, WKU’s men’s squad brought home fourth place while the women came in at 11th.  
 
THE BRENT CHUMBLEY FILE 
PERSONAL 
Born: September 28, 1969 
Hometown: Paris, Ky. 
High School: Paris HS 
College: Marshall 1989-91; Kentucky 1997-98 
Wife: Jennifer 
Children: Daughter, Alex (13) 
 
COMPETITION  
High School: Paris HS 
College: Marshall University (1989-91) 
 
CAREER TIMELINE 
1989-91: Marshall – Student-Athlete 
1991-94: Stationed at Fort Bragg, N.C., Army Base – 82nd Airborne Division Combat Engineer 
1997-98: Graduated from Kentucky/Intern with track & field 
1998-99: Georgetown College – Volunteer Assistant Coach 
1999-2001: Hasting College (Neb.) – Graduate school/Throws Coach 
2001-02: Murray State – Assistant Coach 
2002-06: Illinois State – Assistant Coach 
2006-07: Radford – Assistant Coach 
2007-08: Radford – Interim Director of Track & Field/Cross Country 
2009-19: Radford – Director of Track & Field/Cross Country 
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TIM SYKES ANNOUNCED AS WKU CROSS COUNTRY HEAD COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent Chumbley has 
announced the hiring of Tim Sykes as the Head Cross Country Coach and Assistant Track & Field Coach 
on The Hill.  
 
“Coach Sykes is the right fit for our program and I am looking forward to working with him to elevate the 
cross country and track & field programs here on The Hill,” Chumbley shared. “He brings a wealth of 
experience and has seen student-athletes succeed everywhere he has coached. I am excited for our 
runners to get back on campus and get to work with Coach Sykes.” 
 
“It is an honor to join Coach Chumbley as well as the Hilltopper family and I cannot thank Coach or the 
administration enough for putting their trust in me to lead the cross country and distance groups on The 
Hill,” Sykes said. “WKU’s cross country and track & field programs have a rich history that I am invested 
in building upon. I am excited to get into training with our student-athletes and look forward to seeing 
what we can accomplish.” 
 
Sykes arrives in Bowling Green after serving as Oregon’s assistant coach for the distance and cross 
country programs during the past year. Prior to his move to Oregon, Sykes served as both an assistant 
track & field and cross country coach at Liberty in 2017 before being named the head cross country 
coach in January 2018. 
 
In his season at Oregon, Sykes helped the Ducks to a highly successful year. Beginning during the cross 
country campaign, he saw Oregon win the Women’s Pac-12 Cross Country Championships and NCAA 
West Regional before taking third at the NCAA Championships in Madison, Wis. The men’s squad closed 
the conference championships in fourth place before turning in a top-15 team finish at the NCAA 
Championships. The women added another third-place finish at the NCAA Indoor Championships. UO 
wrapped up the season with a men’s Outdoor Pac-12 championship while the women brought home a 
runner-up finish. At the NCAA Outdoor Championships, Oregon’s women’s squad claimed fifth place 
while the men earned 12th as a team.  
 
Between cross country, indoor track and outdoor track, Sykes assisted Oregon’s men’s and women’s 
distance squads to 20 collective First and Second Team All-America awards during his year in Eugene. 
 
During his time at Liberty, Sykes helped newcomer Noel Palmer improve from high school personal bests 
of 10:47 in the 3,200 and 17:45 in the 5K to 16:28 in the 5K and 34:41 in the 10K as a freshman in 2018. 
She placed 18th overall (third among freshmen) in her NCAA East Preliminary Round 10K debut and 
earned a fourth-place finish in the 5K at USATF Junior Outdoor Championships. He also saw Colin Schultz 
finish off his collegiate career with personal bests of 1:48.96 in the 800 and a school-record 3:43.58 in 
the 1,500. Additionally, Sykes guided Azaria Kirwa to a lifetime-best 13:55.74 indoor 5K at the 2018 Iowa 
State Classic. Only NCAA national champions Sam Chelanga and Josh McDougal ever ran faster as 
Flames. 
 
During his first year at Liberty, Sykes oversaw Kirwa's breakthrough sophomore track & field campaign. 
Kirwa ran the 5K at the 2017 NCAA Division I Outdoor Track & Field Championships and also clocked 
impressive times of 14:00.29 (5K) and 29:05.57 (10K) during the season. Kirwa carried that momentum 
into the 2017 cross country season, where he placed fourth at Pre-Nationals with an 8K time of 23:11.4 
and 25th at the NCAA meet for All-America honors. Additionally, the 2017 LU men’s cross country team 
raced to a seventh-place Southeast Regional team finish – the Flames’ best regional finish since 2012. 
 
Sykes, who began his coaching career as a graduate assistant for the Ohio track & field teams in 2004, 
returned to the Bobcats as a volunteer assistant for cross country and track & field in 2013. In July 2015, 
Sykes was promoted to assistant women's cross country and track & field coach, taking over all coaching 
duties for the Bobcats' women's distance runners. 
 
In between his stints at Ohio, Sykes spent eight years coaching in Virginia, culminating with the 2012 
season, when he served as VMI's head cross country and assistant track & field coach. 
 
Prior to that, Sykes was a volunteer assistant at VMI (2004-07), a volunteer assistant at Virginia Tech 
(2007-10) and an assistant cross country and track & field coach at VMI (2010-12). 
 
A native of Amanda, Ohio, Sykes competed in cross country and track & field at Rio Grande from 1999-
2003. He completed his final year of eligibility at Ohio (2003-04). 
 
Sykes, a USA Track & Field Level I coach, has also been active in education. He was the coordinator of 
UVA-Wise's health and physical education program during the 2012-13 academic year. Sykes has also 
taught a variety of college courses at Ohio, VMI and UVA-Wise. 
 
Sykes has earned three degrees, beginning with a bachelor's in multi-age physical education licensure 
from Rio Grande in 2003. The following year, he completed a master's in recreation, sport sciences & 
pedagogy: coaching education at Ohio. 
 
In 2011, Sykes graduated from Virginia Tech with a Ph.D. in education, curriculum and instruction: 
health promotion & sports performance. His dissertation was entitled, "The Effect of Training Protocols 
on Satisfaction and Performance of Collegiate Distance Runners.” 
 
Sykes is the first hire Coach Chumbley has announced since he took over as WKU’s Director of Cross 
Country and Track & Field on Aug. 1. Sykes, Chumbley and the Hilltopper squads will open the 2019 
cross country season on Friday, Aug. 30, at the Belmont Opener in Nashville, Tenn. 
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NEW ERA OF WKU CROSS COUNTRY COMMENCES AS TOPS HEAD TO BELMONT OPENER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – A new era of WKU Cross Country begins Friday as head coach Tim Sykes and his 
squad will head to the Belmont Opener to kick off the 2019 campaign on Friday. Action from Music City 
is slated for a 5 p.m. CT, gun for the women's 5K race and a 5:30 p.m. start for the men's 5K. Percy 
Warner Park – Vaughn's Creek Cross Country Course will serve as the venue for the season-opening 
outing. 
This marks the second-consecutive season the Red and White have opened their fall slate at the 
Belmont-hosted event. Last year, WKU’s men’s squad finished fifth in an eight-team field while the Lady 
Toppers took seventh out of 10 teams. 
WKU returns nine of the 10 student-athletes that represented the squad at last year’s event. Heather 
Whitlow led the Lady Toppers at last year’s event, finishing 22nd overall with a 5K mark of 21:29.19. On 
the men’s side, WKU was led by Matthew Wininger who finished 20th with a 5K reading of 16:49.46. 
For the Lady Toppers this season, the squad is comprised of seven returners and four newcomers. On 
the men’s side, eight Hilltoppers return for at least their second season on The Hill while there are six 
new faces on the roster. 
According to the U.S Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA), the Belmont 
men open the season ranked seventh in the South Region while Tennessee Tech (11th), Vanderbilt (14th) 
and Lipscomb (15th) are all also ranked from Friday’s field. On the women’s side, Vanderbilt is ranked 
fifth, Lipscomb is eighth and the Bruins came in at 13th in the South Region rankings. 
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WELLS, TROXELL & HECKMAN LEAD WKU AT BELMONT OPENER 
 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Cross Country opened a new era Friday, kicking off both the 2019 season and 
the Tim Sykes tenure for the Hilltopper squads. With just a week of training prior to the season-opening 
meet, Sykes saw the men’s team take fifth while the women posted a ninth-place team finish from the 
Belmont Opener. 
 
“Overall, this was a good test to see where we were at after summer training,” WKU Cross Country head 
coach Tim Sykes shared. “As a group, we know that we came together and executed the race plan to the 
best of our abilities but will get back to work to keep improving.” 
 
Action from Percy Warner Park – Vaughn's Creek Cross Country Course opened with the women’s race. 
While the Lady Toppers finished ninth in the 10-team field, the squad saw positive results despite a few 
setbacks. 
 
Savannah Heckman led WKU with a 19:51.42 to finish 26th in the 96-participant women’s field. She was 
one of 29 competitors to post a sub-20-minute 5K time. Morgan Kannapel crossed second for WKU with 
a time of 21:15.76 and was followed closely by Jenna Vaughn (21:54.86). 
 
WKU Women’s Results 
26th – Savannah Heckman – 19:51.421 
46th – Morgan Kannapel – 21:15.760 
57th – Jenna Vaughn – 21:54.856 
66th – Heather Whitlow – 22:53.980 
80th – Kaia Enevoldsen – 25:29.667 
87th – Lauren Roby – 27:08.360 
 
“While the women’s team result didn’t look great, we had some bright spots today with Heckman and 
Kannapel both running well for us,” Sykes shared. 
 
On the men’s side, nine Hilltoppers saw action from Music City. Emerson Wells and Dedrick Troxell 
finished within less than two-tenths of a second of each other, finishing 17th and 18th, respectively. Clint 
Sherman came in third for the Red and White with a 16:43.66 mark while Will Perrone also posted a 
sub-17-minute reading at 16:49.82 in the 5K race. 
 
In total, 33 competitors finished in under 17 minutes including four of WKU’s runners. The field was 
comprised of 84 participants. As a team, WKU turned in a fifth-place finish in the nine-squad field. 
 
WKU Men’s Results 
17th – Emerson Wells – 16:13.62 
18th – Dedrick Troxell – 16:13.78 
27th – Clint Sherman – 16:43.66 
30th – Will Perrone – 16:49.82 
50th – Luke Hoover – 17:27.83 
52nd – Jacob Steppe – 17:33.09 
56th – Carson Sharber – 17:51.22 
58th – Miles Huff – 18:09.61 
59th – Donnie Fry – 18:16.36 
 
“The guys executed a really strong race plan today,” added Sykes. “They did a really good job running as 
a pack and moved through the field nicely to finish fifth overall. Dedrick and Wells highlighted the meet 
for us and then we had a pretty strong 3, 4, 5 finish as well.” 
 
Seven of the 15 WKU student-athletes to compete were representing the Hilltoppers for the first time 
on the trails. 
 
WKU Cross Country will be back in action in two weeks on Sept. 14 at the Commodore Classic. 
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TOSHA ANSLEY ANNOUNCED AS WKU SPRINTS, HURDLES, RELAYS COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent Chumbley has 
announced the hiring of Tosha Ansley as the sprints, hurdles and relays coach on The Hill.  
 
“Coach Ansley is a great addition for our track & field programs here on The Hill,” Chumbley shared. 
“Tosha is someone I’ve known for over 13 years and I have the utmost respect for her coaching and as a 
person. She understands what it takes to be successful and will be integral in the continued success of 
our track & field program.” 
 
“I am both honored and excited to join Coach Chumbley’s staff at WKU,” Ansley said. “This program has 
a rich tradition of success that I am looking forward to contributing to. I’m excited to get into training 
with our team and look forward to seeing what we can accomplish this season and beyond.” 
 
Ansley arrives in Bowling Green after stops at a pair of Division I programs in Charleston Southern and 
Winthrop.  
 
From 2002-2016, Ansley served as the head women’s cross country and track & field coach at 
Charleston Southern, producing competitors that were constantly rewriting the Bucs’ record books.  
 
In her time at CSU, Ansley guided five NCAA Division I All-Americans, two All-American Honorable 
Mentions, two Academic All-Americans, 48 Big South champions, five Big South Freshman of the Year, 
four Big South Outstanding Track & Field performers, and seven Big South Athletes of the Year.  
 
Still today, 18 outdoor school records still stand for the women’s track & field squad that were set under 
Ansley’s guidance. Sixteen indoor records remain as well. 
 
Ansley was tabbed the 2008 Big South Women’s Coach of the Year after her squad claimed a league-
best eight event titles at the outdoor championship meet where her team earned runner-up honors. 
Under Ansley’s direction, Charleston Southern posted 13 top-five finishes at the Big South Outdoor 
Conference Championships and 12 more top-five finishes at the indoor championship event. 
 
Prior to returning to CSU, Ansley spent two years at Winthrop as the men’s and women’s assistant cross 
country and track & field coach. At Winthrop, she coached sprints, hurdles, jumps and relays. During her 
time there, she coached 24 school record-holders, 13 conference champions, 38 all-conference 
performers, and one Junior National qualifier, two Big South Conference Most Outstanding Track 
Athletes, one Men’s Track Athlete of the Year, 16 Big South Presidential Scholars, and four Dean’s List 
Scholars.  
 
Besides coaching at Winthrop, Ansley was a volunteer coach at Summerville High School, where she 
helped coach the women’s track and field team.  
 
As a collegian, Ansley established herself as one of the top hurdlers and jumpers at Charleston Southern. 
She was an eight-time Big South Conference individual track and field champion, and earned all-
conference honors during each of her four seasons. A four-time track & field team MVP and twice-
selected Big South MVP in track, Ansley still holds several school records in indoor and outdoor track 
competition. On Oct. 27, 2006, she was inducted into the CSU Hall of Fame. She was named to the Big 
South's All-Decade Team in May of 2014. 
 
Ansley received her bachelor’s degree in physical education and psychology from Charleston Southern 
University in 1999 and recently completed an Associate of Science degree in physical therapy from 
Keiser University. She is Level II certified in sprints, hurdles & relays, and a member of the South Carolina 
Coaches Association, USA Track and Field Association & US Track Cross Country Coaches Association. 
 
Ansley joins Chumbley and Tim Sykes on WKU’s coaching staff. Chumbley was announced as WKU’s 
Director of Cross Country and Track & Field on August 1 and announced the addition of Sykes on August 
14. 
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WKU CROSS COUNTRY HEADED FOR COMMODORE CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is headed for its second meet of the year with the 
Commodore Classic hosted by Vanderbilt on its slate for Saturday. Races are set to begin at 8:30 a.m. CT, 
with the men’s 8K race, and the women’s 6K will begin at 9:15 a.m.  
The 16thannual Commodore Classic will take place at Vaughn’s Gap, in Nashville’s Percy Warner Park, 
the same course the Hilltoppers ran last time out at the Belmont Opener. The course runs through more 
than 10 miles of woodlands. 
Nine women and 12 men will make the trip this weekend. Traveling for the squads are Dylan Duckworth, 
Donnie Fry, Luke Hoover, Miles Huff, Jacob Steppe, William Perrone, Carson Sharber, Michael Sherman, 
Jacob Skillman, Zachary Skillman, Dedrick Troxell, and Emerson Wells will travel for the men. Kai 
Enevoldsen, Savannah Heckman, Morgan Kannapel, Carley Maskos, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom, Lauren 
Roby, Jenna Vaughn, Haley Webb, and Heather Whitlow will travel for the women. 
Heckman led the WKU women in the squad’s season-opener two weeks ago in Music City, finishing 
26thoverall on the women’s side with a mark of 19:51.42. For the men, Wells (16:13.62) led the way, 
placing 17th and Troxell (16:13.78) followed directly behind, finishing 18th.  
The weekend field features teams from the SEC and Big Ten among several local squads. For the men, 
teams competing include Auburn, Belmont, Georgia, High Point, Indiana, Kennesaw State, Lipscomb, 
Louisville, Missouri, Middle Tennessee, Ohio State, Ole Miss, Southern Miss, Tennessee Tech, Western 
Kentucky, Vanderbilt and Xavier. On the women’s side, Auburn, Belmont, Georgia, High Point, Indiana, 
Kennesaw State, Lipscomb, Louisville, Mississippi State, Missouri, Middle Tennessee, Ohio State, Ole Miss, 
Santa Clara, Southern Miss, Tennessee Tech, UAB, Vanderbilt, Western Kentucky and Xavier will all be 
represented. 
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TOPS WRAP UP SECOND TRIP TO NASHVILLE WITH OUTING AT COMMODORE CLASSIC 
 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Cross Country returned to Music City for the second time in as many outings 
to compete in the Commodore Classic hosted by Vanderbilt on Saturday morning. Both squads ran their 
respective race distances for the first time this year as the women finished 20th in the 6k outing and the 
men took 15th in their 8k competition. 
 
“Our top four runners on each side performed pretty well for us today,” WKU Cross Country head coach 
Tim Sykes shared. “On the men’s side with the 8k, we had a lot of freshman opening up the 8k distance 
for the first time. We ran our normal guys and Emerson led us with a PR while Dedrick, Clint Sherman 
and Jacob Skillman all recorded personal bests as well. Jacob really stepped up for us.” 
 
Action from Percy Warner Park – Vaughn's Creek Cross Country Course opened with the men’s 8K race. 
The Hilltoppers finished 15th across a stacked meet field that included eight Power Five squads. 
 
Emerson Wells led the men’s squad with a 26:51.4 showing on the second meet of the season while 
Dedrick Troxell was close behind with a 27:08.0 reading to finish next for the Red and White. Two of 
WKU’s top-five finishers were freshman as Jacob Skillman and Will Perrone were scorers for the squad. 
 
WKU Men’s Results 
100th – Emerson Wells – 26:51.4 
114th – Dedrick Troxell – 27:08.0 
123rd – Clint Sherman – 27:45.2 
127th – Jacob Skillman – 28:02.6 
135th – Will Perrone – 28:45.1 
138th – Jacob Steppe – 29:11.7 
140th – Miles Huff – 29:50.0 
141st – Luke Hoover – 30:00.7 
142nd – Donnie Fry – 30:32.1 
 
On the women’s side, WKU finished 20th in the team standings. The top-six team finishers were all 
Power Five squads with nine represented in the 20-team field. 
 
Savannah Heckman led the Lady Toppers for the second-consecutive meet, clocking a 24:34.7 for the 
Red and White. Morgan Kannapel crossed second with a 25:34.6 mark. WKU would see a pair of 
freshmen finish in the top-five for the team on the women’s side as well with Jenna Vaughn and Carley 
Maskos crossing next. 
 
“Savannah was up front for us on the women’s side, running a strong race,” Sykes continued. “Morgan 
finished second for us and ran a really strong race as well. Jenna and Carley finished just behind Morgan 
while Heather rounded out our top five runners.” 
 
WKU Women’s Results 
159th – Savannah Heckman – 24:34.7 
173rd – Morgan Kannapel – 25:34.6 
175th – Jenna Vaughn – 25:35.6 
181st – Carley Maskos – 25:56.2 
190th – Heather Whitlow – 28:01.0 
 
WKU will be back in action in three weeks at the Great Louisville Classic on Oct. 5, up the road in 
Louisville. 
 
“We’ll get back to training over the next three meets and continue to work on our fitness but overall this 




Start Time: 9:15 am Conditions: Partly
Cloudy
Temp: 83F, 67%H Winds: 5mph NE Meet Starter: Mike
Ham
TEAM SCORING SUMMARY
Final Standings Score Scoring Order Total Avg. Spread
1 OLE MISS 76 10-12-15-16-23(26)(38) 1:48:58 21:48 0:29.3
2 OHIO STATE 92 4-6-24-25-33(65)(96) 1:49:05 21:49 1:04.2
3 INDIANA 99 1-13-17-32-36(42)(57) 1:49:18 21:52 1:11.8
4 MISSOURI 141 11-20-22-41-47(48)(60) 1:50:33 22:07 0:57.2
5 VANDERBILT 163 18-19-37-40-49(88)(97) 1:51:07 22:14 0:37.8
6 GEORGIA 185 2-39-43-46-55(69)(84) 1:51:11 22:15 1:31.8
7 M.T.S.U 231 8-28-30-80-85(123) 1:52:13 22:27 1:47.2
8 SO. MISS. 232 14-50-53-56-59(73)(104) 1:52:27 22:30 0:57.8
9 XAVIER (OHIO) 256 5-51-62-68-70(75)(77) 1:52:33 22:31 1:47.8
10 LIPSCOMB 271 21-31-45-82-92(93)(111) 1:53:14 22:39 1:21.8
11 LOUISVILLE 281 9-27-29-106-110(116)(128) 1:53:27 22:42 2:21.3
12 AUBURN 282 7-54-71-74-76(94)(102) 1:53:12 22:39 1:36.1
13 HIGH POINT 283 3-58-66-67-89(91)(98) 1:53:00 22:36 2:08.6
14 MISS STATE 369 35-61-81-83-109(118)(121) 1:55:14 23:03 1:32.5
15 SANTA CLARA 392 64-72-78-79-99(105)(112) 1:55:35 23:07 0:42.1
16 BELMONT 414 34-63-95-108-114(115)(119) 1:56:32 23:19 1:47.5
17 K'SAW STATE 491 52-86-101-125-127(130)(132) 2:00:49 24:10 3:05.7
18 UAB 500 87-90-103-107-113(117)(120) 1:58:05 23:37 0:47.8
19 TN TECH 542 44-100-131-133-134(136)(137) 2:05:29 25:06 4:10.7
20 W. KENTUCKY 636 122-124-126-129-135 2:09:42 25:57 3:26.4
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Athlete YR # Team (Team Place) Score Time Gap Avg. Mile Avg. kM 1.5
1 HERTENSTEIN, BAILEY SO 639 INDIANA (1) 1 21:08.0 --- 5:39.9 3:31.3
2 DROP, JESSICA SR 593 GEORGIA (1) 2 21:08.5 0:00.5 5:40.1 3:31.4
3 HEINST, FAMKE JR 621 HIGH POINT (1) 3 21:09.5 0:01.5 5:40.3 3:31.6
4 STUDEBAKER, LAINEY SR 780 OHIO STATE (1) 4 21:10.7 0:02.7 5:40.7 3:31.8
5 KOSTARELLIS, ANNA JR 930 XAVIER (OHIO) (1) 5 21:11.4 0:03.4 5:40.8 3:31.9
6 NICHOLS, ABBY JR 776 OHIO STATE (2) 6 21:26.0 0:18.0 5:44.7 3:34.3
7 BETT, FAITH SO 552 AUBURN (1) 7 21:27.5 0:19.5 5:45.2 3:34.6
8 CHEPKEMEI, EUSILA JR 721 M.T.S.U (1) 8 21:28.0 0:20.0 5:45.3 3:34.7
9 CHEMUTAI, IVINE SO 701 LOUISVILLE (1) 9 21:30.1 0:22.1 5:45.9 3:35.0
10 KING, MADELEINE JR 798 OLE MISS (1) 10 21:32.9 0:24.9 5:46.6 3:35.5
11 CHAPMAN, SARAH JR 749 MISSOURI (1) 11 21:34.3 0:26.3 5:47.0 3:35.7
12 HOPKINS, COURTNEY SO 797 OLE MISS (2) 12 21:40.8 0:32.8 5:48.7 3:36.8
13 HARRIS, KELSEY SR 638 INDIANA (2) 13 21:42.9 0:34.9 5:49.3 3:37.1
14 SZPOTT, SANDRA SR 837 SO. MISS. (1) 14 21:47.2 0:39.2 5:50.5 3:37.9
15 SIMMONS, VICTORIA JR 803 OLE MISS (3) 15 21:50.3 0:42.3 5:51.3 3:38.4
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Athlete YR # Team (Team Place) Score Time Gap Avg. Mile Avg. kM 1.5
16 ELKIN, ANNA JR 796 OLE MISS (4) 16 21:51.7 0:43.7 5:51.7 3:38.6
17 SCHMITT, SARAH FR 643 INDIANA (3) 17 21:52.8 0:44.8 5:51.9 3:38.8
18 PASTERNAK, ANNA 870 UNATTACHED - 21:53.7 0:45.7 5:52.2 3:38.9
19 PIETRZYK, CAROLINE SR 890 VANDERBILT (1) 18 21:55.0 0:47.0 5:52.5 3:39.2
20 JENSEN, GRACE SO 886 VANDERBILT (2) 19 21:56.5 0:48.5 5:52.9 3:39.4
21 KLEVE, JORDYN SR 752 MISSOURI (2) 20 21:58.8 0:50.8 5:53.6 3:39.8
22 KINGMA, BROOKE SR 679 LIPSCOMB (1) 21 21:59.5 0:51.5 5:53.8 3:39.9
23 SCHWARTZ, JENNA FR 759 MISSOURI (3) 22 22:00.6 0:52.6 5:54.0 3:40.1
24 MCCLELLAN, EMMA JR 799 OLE MISS (5) 23 22:02.2 0:54.2 5:54.5 3:40.4
25 GUAGENTI, ALLIE FR 772 OHIO STATE (3) 24 22:04.4 0:56.4 5:55.1 3:40.7
26 RIZK, JULIA SR 777 OHIO STATE (4) 25 22:09.3 1:01.3 5:56.4 3:41.5
27 RICE, NICOLE JR 801 OLE MISS (6) (26) 22:09.3 1:01.3 5:56.4 3:41.5
28 BEERY, BAILEY JR 700 LOUISVILLE (2) 27 22:09.9 1:01.9 5:56.5 3:41.6
29 KOSGEI, PAMELA SO 726 M.T.S.U (2) 28 22:11.8 1:03.8 5:57.0 3:42.0
30 MANNING, KASSIDY JR 705 LOUISVILLE (3) 29 22:12.5 1:04.5 5:57.2 3:42.1
31 JEBOR, JOICE SO 723 M.T.S.U (3) 30 22:13.2 1:05.2 5:57.4 3:42.2
32 FLYNT, LAUREN JR 676 LIPSCOMB (2) 31 22:13.9 1:05.9 5:57.6 3:42.3
33 BARKER, JENNA FR 635 INDIANA (4) 32 22:14.5 1:06.5 5:57.8 3:42.4
34 SOEHNLEN, KALEE JR 779 OHIO STATE (5) 33 22:14.8 1:06.8 5:57.8 3:42.5
35 SCHARDT, KORTNEY SR 579 BELMONT (1) 34 22:18.1 1:10.1 5:58.7 3:43.0
36 RUSSELL, SYLVIA SR 742 MISS STATE (1) 35 22:18.9 1:10.9 5:58.9 3:43.1
37 RAMIREZ, MIKAELA FR 642 INDIANA (5) 36 22:19.7 1:11.7 5:59.2 3:43.3
38 NARAYANI, NIKI FR 889 VANDERBILT (3) 37 22:20.8 1:12.8 5:59.4 3:43.5
39 TRACHT, CATE FR 804 OLE MISS (7) (38) 22:20.8 1:12.8 5:59.5 3:43.5
40 BLOCK, ANNA MARIAN SO 590 GEORGIA (2) 39 22:21.1 1:13.1 5:59.5 3:43.5
41 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN SR 882 VANDERBILT (4) 40 22:22.3 1:14.3 5:59.9 3:43.7
42 RACETTE, SOPHIA SR 756 MISSOURI (4) 41 22:27.3 1:19.3 6:01.2 3:44.5
43 LITTLE, ABI FR 640 INDIANA (6) (42) 22:28.4 1:20.4 6:01.5 3:44.7
44 ENGLISH, SKYLAR SO 594 GEORGIA (3) 43 22:30.0 1:22.0 6:01.9 3:45.0
45 LETTING, NANCY FR 841 TN TECH (1) 44 22:30.8 1:22.8 6:02.1 3:45.1
46 OWENS, HANNAH SR 686 LIPSCOMB (3) 45 22:31.2 1:23.2 6:02.2 3:45.2
47 HALL, ELLIE FR 595 GEORGIA (4) 46 22:31.2 1:23.2 6:02.3 3:45.2
48 THOMAS, HANNAH SR 760 MISSOURI (5) 47 22:31.5 1:23.5 6:02.3 3:45.2
49 CHRISTIANSEN, ISABELLE FR 750 MISSOURI (6) (48) 22:32.2 1:24.2 6:02.5 3:45.4
50 DRUM, CHELSEA JR 795 OLE MISS - 22:32.2 1:24.2 6:02.5 3:45.4
51 WALLACE, ANA FR 893 VANDERBILT (5) 49 22:32.7 1:24.7 6:02.7 3:45.4
52 BALL, BARBARA LEE 866 UNATTACHED - 22:33.2 1:25.2 6:02.8 3:45.5
53 MATTOX, KATE JR 831 SO. MISS. (2) 50 22:34.8 1:26.8 6:03.2 3:45.8
54 PRIAL, JENNIE JR 932 XAVIER (OHIO) (2) 51 22:35.6 1:27.6 6:03.4 3:45.9
55 MEYER , KATIE JR 662 K'SAW STATE (1) 52 22:36.9 1:28.9 6:03.8 3:46.1
56 MCGEE, REGEN SR 833 SO. MISS. (3) 53 22:38.3 1:30.3 6:04.1 3:46.4
57 MCHUGH, MADDIE SR 800 OLE MISS - 22:38.7 1:30.7 6:04.3 3:46.5
58 DYAL, HANNAH FR 554 AUBURN (2) 54 22:39.2 1:31.2 6:04.4 3:46.5
59 PACHUTA, NICOLE SO 599 GEORGIA (5) 55 22:40.3 1:32.3 6:04.7 3:46.7
60 GEBARZEWSKA, MONIKA SR 828 SO. MISS. (4) 56 22:41.0 1:33.0 6:04.9 3:46.8
61 WALTHER, GRACE SR 644 INDIANA (7) (57) 22:41.2 1:33.2 6:04.9 3:46.9
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62 WEBB, TESSA FR 626 HIGH POINT (2) 58 22:41.5 1:33.5 6:05.0 3:46.9
63 HOLDBROOKS, EMMA KAT JR 830 SO. MISS. (5) 59 22:45.0 1:37.0 6:05.9 3:47.5
64 MENGHINI, MELISSA SR 754 MISSOURI (7) (60) 22:48.4 1:40.4 6:06.9 3:48.1
65 STEELY, SYDNEY SO 744 MISS STATE (2) 61 22:48.9 1:40.9 6:07.0 3:48.1
66 HANNAGAN, MAYA SO 927 XAVIER (OHIO) (3) 62 22:50.8 1:42.8 6:07.5 3:48.5
67 LAX, SIERRA SR 578 BELMONT (2) 63 22:51.1 1:43.1 6:07.6 3:48.5
68 NABHOLZ, JANIE JR 823 SANTA CLARA (1) 64 22:52.0 1:44.0 6:07.8 3:48.7
69 LEAHY, DEVON JR 773 OHIO STATE (6) (65) 22:52.7 1:44.7 6:08.0 3:48.8
70 GEIS, ZOE SR 619 HIGH POINT (3) 66 22:55.1 1:47.1 6:08.7 3:49.2
71 HELLMAN, JULIA JR 622 HIGH POINT (4) 67 22:56.0 1:48.0 6:08.9 3:49.3
72 CLAYWORTH, JENNA JR 924 XAVIER (OHIO) (4) 68 22:56.1 1:48.1 6:08.9 3:49.3
73 BARROTT, ANA FR 636 INDIANA - 22:56.6 1:48.6 6:09.1 3:49.4
74 MADDOX, LEXI JR 753 MISSOURI - 22:57.1 1:49.1 6:09.2 3:49.5
75 YANKOVICH, MAGGIE FR 602 GEORGIA (6) (69) 22:57.7 1:49.7 6:09.3 3:49.6
76 REED, MIKAYLA SO 757 MISSOURI - 22:58.5 1:50.5 6:09.6 3:49.7
77 KLATT, COURTNEY SO 929 XAVIER (OHIO) (5) 70 22:59.1 1:51.1 6:09.7 3:49.8
78 MADDOX, GIGI SO 557 AUBURN (3) 71 22:59.8 1:51.8 6:09.9 3:50.0
79 FUJIWARA, MAIYA FR 819 SANTA CLARA (2) 72 23:00.0 1:52.0 6:09.9 3:50.0
80 MAY, LINA SO 832 SO. MISS. (6) (73) 23:00.1 1:52.1 6:10.0 3:50.0
81 TARWATER, HANNAH SO 561 AUBURN (4) 74 23:01.4 1:53.4 6:10.3 3:50.2
82 RUSSELL, HANNAH SO 934 XAVIER (OHIO) (6) (75) 23:02.0 1:54.0 6:10.5 3:50.3
83 ZANE, ABBEY SO 563 AUBURN (5) 76 23:03.5 1:55.5 6:10.9 3:50.6
84 DINGLE, MADDIE SO 926 XAVIER (OHIO) (7) (77) 23:03.8 1:55.8 6:11.0 3:50.6
85 MCCURRY, EMMA JR 822 SANTA CLARA (3) 78 23:03.9 1:55.9 6:11.0 3:50.7
86 OBERMEYER, NOELANI SR 824 SANTA CLARA (4) 79 23:04.7 1:56.7 6:11.2 3:50.8
87 JELAGAT, JULIA SR 724 M.T.S.U (4) 80 23:05.0 1:57.0 6:11.3 3:50.8
88 TERP, KRISTY SR 745 MISS STATE (3) 81 23:06.6 1:58.6 6:11.7 3:51.1
89 LAHEY, GRACE JR 681 LIPSCOMB (4) 82 23:07.2 1:59.2 6:11.9 3:51.2
90 WEEMS, AVA SO 746 MISS STATE (4) 83 23:08.2 2:00.2 6:12.2 3:51.4
91 CLEMENTS, GRACE FR 591 GEORGIA (7) (84) 23:10.5 2:02.5 6:12.8 3:51.7
92 RONO, FAITH FR 728 M.T.S.U (5) 85 23:15.2 2:07.2 6:14.0 3:52.5
93 HENDRICK, SARAH SO 661 K'SAW STATE (2) 86 23:15.5 2:07.5 6:14.1 3:52.6
94 MARTINEZ, SERENA SR 857 UAB (1) 87 23:15.9 2:07.9 6:14.2 3:52.6
95 MORTIMER, GILLIAN JR 888 VANDERBILT (6) (88) 23:16.8 2:08.8 6:14.5 3:52.8
96 MURNIEKS, GINGER FR 755 MISSOURI - 23:17.7 2:09.7 6:14.7 3:52.9
97 JAKOBS, FRANZISKA JR 623 HIGH POINT (5) 89 23:18.0 2:10.0 6:14.8 3:53.0
98 ROBINSON, LAUREN FR 861 UAB (2) 90 23:19.5 2:11.5 6:15.2 3:53.2
99 ROSE, MORGAN CLAIRE FR 802 OLE MISS - 23:19.8 2:11.8 6:15.3 3:53.3
100 KERR, COURTNEY SR 624 HIGH POINT (6) (91) 23:20.7 2:12.7 6:15.5 3:53.4
101 REVORD, REILLY SO 758 MISSOURI - 23:20.9 2:12.9 6:15.6 3:53.5
102 OETTING, GRACE SR 685 LIPSCOMB (5) 92 23:21.3 2:13.3 6:15.7 3:53.5
103 LONGMIRE, MOLLIE FR 682 LIPSCOMB (6) (93) 23:23.3 2:15.3 6:16.2 3:53.9
104 MCPHERSON, LOUISA JR 558 AUBURN (6) (94) 23:24.2 2:16.2 6:16.4 3:54.0
105 HEAVERN, ANSLEY SR 596 GEORGIA - 23:24.2 2:16.2 6:16.5 3:54.0
106 FLAHERTY, KATIE FR 575 BELMONT (3) 95 23:26.3 2:18.3 6:17.0 3:54.4
107 PETIT, MARISA SO 600 GEORGIA - 23:26.4 2:18.4 6:17.0 3:54.4
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108 NAPOLEAN, GIA FR 775 OHIO STATE (7) (96) 23:27.4 2:19.4 6:17.3 3:54.6
109 SAPIENZA-WRIGHT, ALEN SO 891 VANDERBILT (7) (97) 23:28.2 2:20.2 6:17.5 3:54.7
110 CUSIMANO, AMANDA JR 925 XAVIER (OHIO) - 23:31.6 2:23.6 6:18.4 3:55.3
111 ALLEN, OLIVE FR 615 HIGH POINT (7) (98) 23:32.1 2:24.1 6:18.6 3:55.4
112 ALAMA, COURTNEY SR 865 UNATTACHED - 23:33.2 2:25.2 6:18.9 3:55.5
113 KING, SARAH JR 820 SANTA CLARA (5) 99 23:34.0 2:26.0 6:19.1 3:55.7
114 TAYLOR, KATIE FR 625 HIGH POINT - 23:37.6 2:29.6 6:20.0 3:56.3
115 SAWE, RAHAB FR 844 TN TECH (2) 100 23:37.6 2:29.6 6:20.1 3:56.3
116 VAN AMBURGH, RACHEL SR 666 K'SAW STATE (3) 101 23:38.6 2:30.6 6:20.3 3:56.4
117 MCARTHUR, CAROLINE FR 598 GEORGIA - 23:39.0 2:31.0 6:20.4 3:56.5
118 THOMAS, GRACE SR 781 OHIO STATE - 23:40.5 2:32.5 6:20.8 3:56.7
119 KIPROP, MERCY JR 556 AUBURN (7) (102) 23:40.7 2:32.7 6:20.9 3:56.8
120 THOMPSON, LAURA SO 863 UAB (3) 103 23:42.2 2:34.2 6:21.3 3:57.0
121 BAILEY, SARA FR 589 GEORGIA - 23:42.4 2:34.4 6:21.3 3:57.1
122 MCMILLON, SAVANNAH JR 834 SO. MISS. (7) (104) 23:42.7 2:34.7 6:21.4 3:57.1
123 COVINGTON, HANNAH SO 818 SANTA CLARA (6) (105) 23:42.8 2:34.8 6:21.4 3:57.1
124 SIMONIS, ASHLEIGH JR 707 LOUISVILLE (4) 106 23:43.2 2:35.2 6:21.5 3:57.2
125 BLOOM, HANNAH 853 UAB (4) 107 23:43.8 2:35.8 6:21.7 3:57.3
126 PINKSTON, JOELY JR 641 INDIANA - 23:46.1 2:38.1 6:22.3 3:57.7
127 BAGUS, SYDNEY JR 616 HIGH POINT - 23:47.0 2:39.0 6:22.6 3:57.8
128 MCMILLON , SARAH JR 835 SO. MISS. - 23:47.2 2:39.2 6:22.6 3:57.9
129 DANIEL, CAROLINE JR 574 BELMONT (4) 108 23:50.9 2:42.9 6:23.6 3:58.5
130 WOODWARD, MARY BETH FR 747 MISS STATE (5) 109 23:51.3 2:43.3 6:23.7 3:58.6
131 FANZ, LINDSAY FR 702 LOUISVILLE (5) 110 23:51.4 2:43.4 6:23.7 3:58.6
132 DALTON, MADDIE FR 637 INDIANA - 23:53.3 2:45.3 6:24.3 3:58.9
133 ALLISON, AYSE SO 675 LIPSCOMB (7) (111) 23:53.6 2:45.6 6:24.3 3:58.9
134 AGUIRRE, HANNAH FR 816 SANTA CLARA (7) (112) 24:00.5 2:52.5 6:26.2 4:00.1
135 SEMONE, LUCIE JR 825 SANTA CLARA - 24:01.6 2:53.6 6:26.5 4:00.3
136 SHAY, KATHLEEN FR 778 OHIO STATE - 24:03.0 2:55.0 6:26.8 4:00.5
137 MOULTON, HANNAH FR 774 OHIO STATE - 24:03.1 2:55.1 6:26.9 4:00.5
138 ROACH, KALIEGH SR 860 UAB (5) 113 24:03.7 2:55.7 6:27.0 4:00.6
139 ONDERS, JANE SR 931 XAVIER (OHIO) - 24:04.7 2:56.7 6:27.3 4:00.8
140 ARRICK, ANNA JR 572 BELMONT (5) 114 24:05.6 2:57.6 6:27.5 4:00.9
141 KLING, HALEY JR 680 LIPSCOMB - 24:05.8 2:57.8 6:27.6 4:01.0
142 HUMPHREY, HALEY SR 678 LIPSCOMB - 24:06.6 2:58.6 6:27.8 4:01.1
143 BANOVAC, ANNA JR 867 UNATTACHED - 24:07.4 2:59.4 6:28.0 4:01.2
144 MOODY, MADDIE FR 684 LIPSCOMB - 24:07.9 2:59.9 6:28.2 4:01.3
145 HALLUM, LILY FR 577 BELMONT (6) (115) 24:08.9 3:00.9 6:28.4 4:01.5
146 CLAYTON, LUCY SO 617 HIGH POINT - 24:09.1 3:01.1 6:28.5 4:01.5
147 PACER, SARA FR 559 AUBURN - 24:10.7 3:02.7 6:28.9 4:01.8
148 RADENHAUSEN, LAUREN SR 706 LOUISVILLE (6) (116) 24:10.8 3:02.8 6:28.9 4:01.8
149 GONZALEZ, LAURA FR 855 UAB (6) (117) 24:18.0 3:10.0 6:30.9 4:03.0
150 RUTHERFORD, SOFIA SO 871 UNATTACHED - 24:18.2 3:10.2 6:30.9 4:03.0
151 HOPKINS, PARKER 928 XAVIER (OHIO) - 24:20.3 3:12.3 6:31.5 4:03.4
152 HOOKS, BREJA FR 741 MISS STATE (6) (118) 24:21.1 3:13.1 6:31.7 4:03.5
153 GOODMANSON, ZOE FR 576 BELMONT (7) (119) 24:25.4 3:17.4 6:32.9 4:04.2
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154 KOPF, ELLIE JR 821 SANTA CLARA - 24:26.3 3:18.3 6:33.1 4:04.4
155 MOON, CELE JR 859 UAB (7) (120) 24:27.4 3:19.4 6:33.4 4:04.6
156 DE LA PENA GARIBAY, SIL SO 739 MISS STATE (7) (121) 24:28.2 3:20.2 6:33.6 4:04.7
157 HARPER, CAMRYN SO 620 HIGH POINT - 24:31.1 3:23.1 6:34.4 4:05.2
158 EVANS, BETHAN JR 854 UAB - 24:34.1 3:26.1 6:35.2 4:05.7
159 HECKMAN, SAVANNAH SO 903 W. KENTUCKY (1) 122 24:34.7 3:26.7 6:35.3 4:05.8
160 SCHWAB, SAVANNAH FR 743 MISS STATE - 24:39.5 3:31.5 6:36.6 4:06.6
161 ZACHARIAS , KATHERINE FR 748 MISS STATE - 24:39.6 3:31.6 6:36.7 4:06.6
162 PLUMMER, ERIKA SO 601 GEORGIA - 24:41.1 3:33.1 6:37.1 4:06.8
163 AKANWOGBA, PATIENCE JR 720 M.T.S.U (6) (123) 24:42.7 3:34.7 6:37.5 4:07.1
164 PRICHARD, BERNADETTE 933 XAVIER (OHIO) - 24:56.7 3:48.7 6:41.2 4:09.4
165 BRAUER, MARIA SR 573 BELMONT - 24:59.9 3:51.9 6:42.1 4:10.0
166 ABALOS CERVERA, ALICIA FR 851 UAB - 25:08.3 4:00.3 6:44.4 4:11.4
167 DOHERTY, EMILY JR 592 GEORGIA - 25:08.9 4:00.9 6:44.5 4:11.5
168 SIENNA, EMILY FR 935 XAVIER (OHIO) - 25:14.3 4:06.3 6:46.0 4:12.4
169 HECKMAN, KATHERINE SR 869 UNATTACHED - 25:14.5 4:06.5 6:46.0 4:12.4
170 CAYTON-SMITH, CHARLOT JR 738 MISS STATE - 25:18.0 4:10.0 6:47.0 4:13.0
171 DINGER, CHARIS SR 618 HIGH POINT - 25:22.4 4:14.4 6:48.1 4:13.7
172 MARRIOTT, LINDSEY JR 683 LIPSCOMB - 25:32.6 4:24.6 6:50.9 4:15.4
173 KANNAPEL, MORGAN JR 904 W. KENTUCKY (2) 124 25:34.6 4:26.6 6:51.4 4:15.8
174 THORNTON, HOPE FR 665 K'SAW STATE (4) 125 25:35.1 4:27.1 6:51.5 4:15.8
175 VAUGHN, JENNA FR 908 W. KENTUCKY (3) 126 25:35.6 4:27.6 6:51.7 4:15.9
176 JOHNSON, BRITNEY SO 856 UAB - 25:36.1 4:28.1 6:51.8 4:16.0
177 COCALES, CLAIRE SO 817 SANTA CLARA - 25:39.3 4:31.3 6:52.7 4:16.5
178 AUMER , BROOKE JR 660 K'SAW STATE (5) 127 25:42.5 4:34.5 6:53.5 4:17.1
179 HANSEN, BRITNEY SR 703 LOUISVILLE (7) (128) 25:45.4 4:37.4 6:54.3 4:17.6
180 BAGWELL, EMMA SO 588 GEORGIA - 25:46.9 4:38.9 6:54.7 4:17.8
181 MASKOS, CARLEY FR 905 W. KENTUCKY (4) 129 25:56.2 4:48.2 6:57.2 4:19.4
182 HONIOTES, AUDREY JR 740 MISS STATE - 25:56.8 4:48.8 6:57.4 4:19.5
183 WEAVER, ELLA FR 667 K'SAW STATE (6) (130) 25:59.4 4:51.4 6:58.1 4:19.9
184 CHEPKEMBOI, SHARON SO 839 TN TECH (3) 131 26:03.0 4:55.0 6:59.0 4:20.5
185 MIHALIS, MORGAN SO 858 UAB - 26:17.0 5:09.0 7:02.8 4:22.8
186 ROZIER, JORDAN FR 663 K'SAW STATE (7) (132) 26:22.8 5:14.8 7:04.3 4:23.8
187 NORMAN, TIEARA FR 843 TN TECH (4) 133 26:35.6 5:27.6 7:07.8 4:25.9
188 BRUGERE, ALEXA FR 838 TN TECH (5) 134 26:41.4 5:33.4 7:09.3 4:26.9
189 SLAVIK, SARAH 862 UAB - 27:55.9 6:47.9 7:29.3 4:39.3
190 WHITLOW, HEATHER SO 910 W. KENTUCKY (5) 135 28:01.0 6:53.0 7:30.7 4:40.2
191 WATTS, MADELINE FR 845 TN TECH (6) (136) 28:19.9 7:11.9 7:35.7 4:43.3
192 MCGOWAN, COURTNEY 842 TN TECH (7) (137) 28:33.1 7:25.1 7:39.3 4:45.5
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RACE SUMMARY
Start Time: 8:30 am Conditions: Partly
Cloudy
Temp: 80F, 75%H Winds: 5mph NE Meet Starter: Mike
Ham
TEAM SCORING SUMMARY
Final Standings Score Scoring Order Total Avg. Spread
1 M.T.S.U 52 1-3-9-12-27(94)(101) 2:03:31 24:43 0:55.4
2 INDIANA 59 2-5-13-19-20(21)(22) 2:03:48 24:46 0:33.9
3 LOUISVILLE 105 4-7-8-37-49(54)(65) 2:05:06 25:02 1:22.3
4 OLE MISS 128 10-24-28-32-34(59)(74) 2:06:07 25:14 0:47.7
5 MISSOURI 136 11-14-31-33-47(67)(69) 2:06:19 25:16 1:02.8
6 BELMONT 140 15-23-25-35-42(55)(63) 2:06:25 25:17 0:49.5
7 OHIO STATE 148 18-26-29-36-39(41)(46) 2:06:43 25:21 0:39.8
8 LIPSCOMB 207 6-45-48-50-58(62)(72) 2:08:05 25:37 1:30.0
9 GEORGIA 220 17-44-51-52-56(61)(70) 2:08:33 25:43 1:07.1
10 VANDERBILT 290 16-40-57-85-92(96) 2:11:38 26:20 3:02.3
11 HIGH POINT 299 30-64-66-68-71(77)(81) 2:10:37 26:08 1:01.3
12 AUBURN 323 38-43-73-80-89(90) 2:11:56 26:24 1:37.8
13 XAVIER (OHIO) 369 53-75-76-82-83(84)(86) 2:13:03 26:37 0:58.5
14 K'SAW STATE 421 60-78-87-97-99 2:18:27 27:42 3:18.9
15 W. KENTUCKY 446 79-88-91-93-95(98)(100) 2:18:33 27:43 1:53.7
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Athlete YR # Team (Team Place) Score Time Gap Avg. Mile Avg. kM 1.5 mile
1 CHEMADI, KIGEN SR 730 M.T.S.U (1) 1 24:21.2 --- 4:54.0 3:02.6 7:35.0
2 MAU, KYLE SR 652 INDIANA (1) 2 24:24.5 0:03.5 4:54.7 3:03.1 7:35.4
3 CHOGE, JACOB SR 731 M.T.S.U (2) 3 24:25.8 0:04.8 4:54.9 3:03.2 7:34.8
4 CHEBOSON, EMMANUEL SO 708 LOUISVILLE (1) 4 24:27.4 0:06.4 4:55.2 3:03.4 7:35.1
5 VEATCH, BEN JR 659 INDIANA (2) 5 24:35.1 0:14.1 4:56.8 3:04.4 7:35.0
6 LEBER, BRENT SO 694 LIPSCOMB (1) 6 24:35.3 0:14.3 4:56.8 3:04.4 7:35.6
7 KIPROP, ISAAC FR 714 LOUISVILLE (2) 7 24:36.1 0:15.1 4:57.0 3:04.5 7:34.9
8 KOSGEI, ALBERT JR 715 LOUISVILLE (3) 8 24:38.8 0:17.8 4:57.5 3:04.8 7:35.8
9 MOSITO, LEBO JR 736 M.T.S.U (3) 9 24:39.9 0:18.9 4:57.8 3:05.0 7:35.0
10 SCOTT, PARKER JR 813 OLE MISS (1) 10 24:41.9 0:20.9 4:58.2 3:05.2 7:35.3
11 GEORGE, THOMAS SR 761 MISSOURI (1) 11 24:44.8 0:23.8 4:58.7 3:05.6 7:35.8
12 KIMAIYO, HILLARY FR 732 M.T.S.U (4) 12 24:47.4 0:26.4 4:59.3 3:05.9 7:35.0
13 JHA, ARJUN SO 650 INDIANA (3) 13 24:51.4 0:30.4 5:00.1 3:06.4 7:35.0
14 WOOD, KIERAN SR 769 MISSOURI (2) 14 24:52.7 0:31.7 5:00.3 3:06.6 7:35.5
15 MCLEOD, JACOB SO 580 BELMONT (1) 15 24:54.1 0:33.1 5:00.6 3:06.8 7:35.5
16 LANING, NICK SO 898 VANDERBILT (1) 16 24:54.2 0:33.2 5:00.6 3:06.8 7:35.3
17 YANEK, NICHOLAS FR 614 GEORGIA (1) 17 24:56.4 0:35.4 5:01.1 3:07.0 7:37.1
18 WOOD, AARON JR 792 OHIO STATE (1) 18 24:58.1 0:37.1 5:01.4 3:07.3 7:35.3
19 MOORE, HUNTER JR 655 INDIANA (4) 19 24:58.2 0:37.2 5:01.4 3:07.3 7:35.7
20 STIDAM, SKYLAR FR 658 INDIANA (5) 20 24:58.3 0:37.3 5:01.5 3:07.3 7:36.0
21 MILLAR, BRYCE SR 653 INDIANA (6) (21) 25:00.8 0:39.8 5:02.0 3:07.6 7:36.0
22 GRANT, KEELAN FR 648 INDIANA (7) (22) 25:02.5 0:41.5 5:02.3 3:07.8 7:35.9
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23 MCLEOD, KALEB SR 581 BELMONT (2) 23 25:04.4 0:43.4 5:02.7 3:08.0 7:34.9
24 HENGST, DALTON SO 811 OLE MISS (2) 24 25:09.2 0:48.2 5:03.7 3:08.6 7:36.7
25 MILLER, BEN FR 654 INDIANA - 25:11.1 0:50.1 5:04.0 3:08.9 7:36.3
26 NAEGER, BEN JR 583 BELMONT (3) 25 25:11.3 0:50.3 5:04.1 3:08.9 7:35.7
27 BETE, PAUL SR 783 OHIO STATE (2) 26 25:12.0 0:51.0 5:04.2 3:09.0 7:34.8
28 GEBHARDT, JAKE FR 647 INDIANA - 25:12.5 0:51.5 5:04.3 3:09.1 7:36.0
29 JORDAN, REESE SO 651 INDIANA - 25:12.8 0:51.8 5:04.4 3:09.1 7:36.3
30 RONO, BRIAN SO 737 M.T.S.U (5) 27 25:16.6 0:55.6 5:05.1 3:09.6 7:35.5
31 SCHADLER, MATTHEW FR 657 INDIANA - 25:20.6 0:59.6 5:05.9 3:10.1 7:36.1
32 SNIDER, ROBINSON JR 814 OLE MISS (3) 28 25:20.8 0:59.8 5:06.0 3:10.1 7:36.3
33 LANDIS, LUKE SR 789 OHIO STATE (3) 29 25:23.7 1:02.7 5:06.6 3:10.5 7:35.3
34 BOUCHRAK, EL HOCINE JR 627 HIGH POINT (1) 30 25:23.7 1:02.7 5:06.6 3:10.5 7:35.6
35 HORTER, DUSTIN SO 649 INDIANA - 25:24.6 1:03.6 5:06.7 3:10.6 7:35.8
36 PRODANOV, MARTIN SO 765 MISSOURI (3) 31 25:25.1 1:04.1 5:06.9 3:10.6 7:39.3
37 FILAN, JACK FR 808 OLE MISS (4) 32 25:25.4 1:04.4 5:06.9 3:10.7 7:38.5
38 PAPPAS, AUGUST 880 UNATTACHED - 25:26.8 1:05.8 5:07.2 3:10.8 7:37.2
39 MUGECHE, VICTOR FR 764 MISSOURI (4) 33 25:28.3 1:07.3 5:07.5 3:11.0 7:39.3
40 MOORE, TYLER SO 812 OLE MISS (5) 34 25:29.6 1:08.6 5:07.8 3:11.2 7:37.0
41 VROON, TAYLOR SO 585 BELMONT (4) 35 25:31.2 1:10.2 5:08.1 3:11.4 7:36.0
42 WICKERT, JAKE 950 OHIO STATE (4) 36 25:31.3 1:10.3 5:08.1 3:11.4 7:35.2
43 STEPHENS, CAMERON SO 719 LOUISVILLE (4) 37 25:34.0 1:13.0 5:08.6 3:11.7 7:37.1
44 KIPNGETICH, SILAS SO 565 AUBURN (1) 38 25:36.8 1:15.8 5:09.2 3:12.1 7:35.6
45 HAYDEN, PETER JR 787 OHIO STATE (5) 39 25:37.8 1:16.8 5:09.4 3:12.2 7:35.6
46 THOMAS, HARRISON SR 900 VANDERBILT (2) 40 25:38.7 1:17.7 5:09.6 3:12.3 7:40.1
47 LOMONG, ALEX SR 790 OHIO STATE (6) (41) 25:41.4 1:20.4 5:10.1 3:12.7 7:35.5
48 MURPHY, COLIN FR 656 INDIANA - 25:41.5 1:20.5 5:10.1 3:12.7 7:36.7
49 WEISEL, BEN SR 586 BELMONT (5) 42 25:43.6 1:22.6 5:10.6 3:12.9 7:39.6
50 MCDONOUGH, TOMMY JR 567 AUBURN (2) 43 25:44.3 1:23.3 5:10.7 3:13.0 7:39.2
51 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR JR 612 GEORGIA (2) 44 25:46.2 1:25.2 5:11.1 3:13.3 7:49.2
52 KIGEN, RONALD FR 692 LIPSCOMB (2) 45 25:46.5 1:25.5 5:11.1 3:13.3 7:35.4
53 CORBETT, NOAH JR 785 OHIO STATE (7) (46) 25:46.5 1:25.5 5:11.2 3:13.3 7:36.1
54 COPPLOE, GIOVANNI FR 784 OHIO STATE - 25:46.6 1:25.6 5:11.2 3:13.3 7:36.5
55 HAUSCHILD, OAKLEE FR 762 MISSOURI (5) 47 25:47.5 1:26.5 5:11.4 3:13.4 7:39.4
56 ISRAEL, ZACH SR 690 LIPSCOMB (3) 48 25:47.8 1:26.8 5:11.4 3:13.5 7:37.2
57 KIPKOSGEI, SHADRACK FR 713 LOUISVILLE (5) 49 25:49.7 1:28.7 5:11.8 3:13.7 7:35.5
58 MCKENZIE, SCOTT FR 695 LIPSCOMB (4) 50 25:50.1 1:29.1 5:11.9 3:13.8 7:48.3
59 HANS, MICHAEL JR 606 GEORGIA (3) 51 25:51.8 1:30.8 5:12.2 3:14.0 7:50.0
60 BRADLEY, JACK JR 603 GEORGIA (4) 52 25:55.2 1:34.2 5:12.9 3:14.4 7:51.4
61 MOHAMMED, ABABU JR 849 TN TECH - 25:55.9 1:34.9 5:13.0 3:14.5 7:36.0
62 HARLESS, BRADY JR 940 XAVIER (OHIO) (1) 53 25:56.5 1:35.5 5:13.2 3:14.6 7:35.7
63 EWERT, BEN JR 709 LOUISVILLE (6) (54) 25:56.7 1:35.7 5:13.2 3:14.6 7:37.3
64 MCMANUS, DECLAN SR 582 BELMONT (6) (55) 25:59.4 1:38.4 5:13.8 3:14.9 7:40.4
65 SCHULTZ, ZACH 948 OHIO STATE - 25:59.8 1:38.8 5:13.8 3:15.0 7:37.7
66 GOOD, JACK 791 OHIO STATE - 26:00.8 1:39.8 5:14.0 3:15.1 7:36.2
67 SLYEPKAN, IVAN 949 OHIO STATE - 26:02.2 1:41.2 5:14.3 3:15.3 7:36.3
68 JOHN, WESLEY FR 607 GEORGIA (5) 56 26:03.4 1:42.4 5:14.6 3:15.4 7:50.6
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69 VAN GEFFEN, CALEB JR 901 VANDERBILT (3) 57 26:04.1 1:43.1 5:14.7 3:15.5 7:50.6
70 RAGAS, NICK 793 OHIO STATE - 26:05.2 1:44.2 5:14.9 3:15.6 7:38.3
71 JOHNSON, BRADY FR 691 LIPSCOMB (5) 58 26:05.3 1:44.3 5:14.9 3:15.7 7:49.9
72 WITMER, JAMIE FR 815 OLE MISS (6) (59) 26:06.4 1:45.4 5:15.2 3:15.8 7:41.7
73 WILLIAMS , MEKHI SO 673 K'SAW STATE (1) 60 26:06.8 1:45.8 5:15.2 3:15.8 7:45.8
74 KIPRONO, GABRIEL SO 848 TN TECH - 26:08.2 1:47.2 5:15.5 3:16.0 7:37.3
75 REICHARD, NATHANIEL JR 611 GEORGIA (6) (61) 26:08.8 1:47.8 5:15.7 3:16.1 7:51.0
76 GLOGOVSKY, OWEN SR 688 LIPSCOMB (6) (62) 26:11.6 1:50.6 5:16.2 3:16.4 7:51.5
77 VROON, JACKSON SO 584 BELMONT (7) (63) 26:11.7 1:50.7 5:16.2 3:16.5 7:38.1
78 PINA CARDONA, SIRO JR 633 HIGH POINT (2) 64 26:11.9 1:50.9 5:16.3 3:16.5 7:43.3
79 PARKER, CHRISTIAN FR 718 LOUISVILLE (7) (65) 26:14.0 1:53.0 5:16.7 3:16.7 7:39.2
80 BIRNIE, FINN FR 872 UNATTACHED - 26:17.2 1:56.2 5:17.3 3:17.1 7:41.1
81 SMUCKER, SPENCER SO 634 HIGH POINT (3) 66 26:17.2 1:56.2 5:17.3 3:17.1 7:49.8
82 QUISENBERRY, DYLAN JR 766 MISSOURI (6) (67) 26:18.0 1:57.0 5:17.5 3:17.3 7:45.9
83 CAVE, AUSTEN FR 628 HIGH POINT (4) 68 26:19.0 1:58.0 5:17.7 3:17.4 7:43.1
84 WIDMANN, MICHAEL SR 767 MISSOURI (7) (69) 26:20.5 1:59.5 5:18.0 3:17.6 7:46.2
85 BENNETT, AARON SO 645 INDIANA - 26:20.5 1:59.5 5:18.0 3:17.6 7:37.1
86 GRZYMKOWSKI, HARRISO FR 874 UNATTACHED - 26:21.8 2:00.8 5:18.3 3:17.7 7:38.1
87 BURDEN, QUINN SO 604 GEORGIA (7) (70) 26:22.0 2:01.0 5:18.3 3:17.7 7:50.8
88 COUYOUMJIAN, NICHOLAS FR 873 UNATTACHED - 26:22.4 2:01.4 5:18.4 3:17.8 7:41.4
89 MILLER, IAN FR 631 HIGH POINT (5) 71 26:25.0 2:04.0 5:18.9 3:18.1 7:50.1
90 SMITH, PATRICK JR 698 LIPSCOMB (7) (72) 26:26.9 2:05.9 5:19.3 3:18.4 7:48.2
91 ROGERS, JACK JR 569 AUBURN (3) 73 26:28.4 2:07.4 5:19.6 3:18.5 7:40.3
92 KUHN, SAM SO 693 LIPSCOMB - 26:28.8 2:07.8 5:19.7 3:18.6 7:49.5
93 FRANKLIN, BAYLOR SO 809 OLE MISS (7) (74) 26:33.7 2:12.7 5:20.6 3:19.2 7:54.0
94 GARDINER, TOM SO 939 XAVIER (OHIO) (2) 75 26:36.0 2:15.0 5:21.1 3:19.5 7:42.2
95 MALKOWSKI, MICHAEL FR 608 GEORGIA - 26:36.4 2:15.4 5:21.2 3:19.5 7:50.4
96 PEREZ, JORDAN SO 944 XAVIER (OHIO) (3) 76 26:41.5 2:20.5 5:22.2 3:20.2 7:47.7
97 MORALES, TJ SR 632 HIGH POINT (6) (77) 26:44.4 2:23.4 5:22.8 3:20.5 7:42.7
98 WILLIAMS, KOI SO 672 K'SAW STATE (2) 78 26:46.8 2:25.8 5:23.3 3:20.8 7:54.4
99 KREWSON, OWEN SO 788 OHIO STATE - 26:49.0 2:28.0 5:23.7 3:21.1 7:36.5
100 WELLS, EMERSON SO 921 W. KENTUCKY (1) 79 26:51.4 2:30.4 5:24.2 3:21.4 8:14.9
101 THOMAS, JACKSON SO 571 AUBURN (4) 80 26:51.7 2:30.7 5:24.3 3:21.5 7:53.8
102 PENDER, CLAY FR 610 GEORGIA - 26:52.0 2:31.0 5:24.3 3:21.5 8:09.0
103 HENDERSON, SHANE FR 630 HIGH POINT (7) (81) 26:52.9 2:31.9 5:24.5 3:21.6 7:49.9
104 WILHITE, MARQUETTE SO 768 MISSOURI - 26:53.4 2:32.4 5:24.6 3:21.7 7:46.1
105 ONEAL, RODNEY FR 879 UNATTACHED - 26:53.4 2:32.4 5:24.6 3:21.7 7:41.0
106 HAUTZ, JACK SR 941 XAVIER (OHIO) (4) 82 26:53.9 2:32.9 5:24.7 3:21.7 7:38.0
107 CUMMINGS, CALEB 782 OHIO STATE - 26:54.2 2:33.2 5:24.8 3:21.8 7:44.2
108 VANALSTINE, WILL FR 946 XAVIER (OHIO) (5) 83 26:54.9 2:33.9 5:24.9 3:21.9 7:47.6
109 DIETRICH, ANDREW JR 937 XAVIER (OHIO) (6) (84) 27:00.2 2:39.2 5:26.0 3:22.5 7:46.0
110 BIRD, JONAH SO 894 VANDERBILT (4) 85 27:04.2 2:43.2 5:26.8 3:23.0 7:51.3
111 WHITE, DANIEL JR 587 BELMONT - 27:05.0 2:44.0 5:26.9 3:23.1 7:42.2
112 HOUK, LUCAS FR 942 XAVIER (OHIO) (7) (86) 27:06.3 2:45.3 5:27.2 3:23.3 7:47.8
113 MUSE, AUSTIN SO 670 K'SAW STATE (3) 87 27:07.5 2:46.5 5:27.5 3:23.4 8:06.8
114 TROXELL, DEDRICK SO 920 W. KENTUCKY (2) 88 27:08.0 2:47.0 5:27.6 3:23.5 8:15.2
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INDIVIDUAL RESULTS (cont'd)
Athlete YR # Team (Team Place) Score Time Gap Avg. Mile Avg. kM 1.5 mile
115 FONTOVA, NICOLAS FR 605 GEORGIA - 27:08.8 2:47.8 5:27.7 3:23.6 8:06.6
116 ROGERS, EVAN FR 568 AUBURN (5) 89 27:14.5 2:53.5 5:28.9 3:24.3 7:46.2
117 MEYER, ETHAN FR 878 UNATTACHED - 27:16.0 2:55.0 5:29.2 3:24.5 7:41.8
118 MARCHAL, COOPER FR 717 LOUISVILLE - 27:19.8 2:58.8 5:29.9 3:25.0 7:49.5
119 SMITH, ANDY SR 570 AUBURN (6) (90) 27:28.8 3:07.8 5:31.7 3:26.1 7:39.6
120 DOUTHIT, NOAH FR 938 XAVIER (OHIO) - 27:33.4 3:12.4 5:32.7 3:26.7 7:59.5
121 WARREN, GABE FR 947 XAVIER (OHIO) - 27:37.0 3:16.0 5:33.4 3:27.1 7:59.3
122 GRAY, STEPHEN JR 629 HIGH POINT - 27:41.4 3:20.4 5:34.3 3:27.7 7:55.2
123 SHERMAN, MICHAEL SO 918 W. KENTUCKY (3) 91 27:45.2 3:24.2 5:35.0 3:28.1 8:15.4
124 STOCKWELL, DAVIS JR 613 GEORGIA - 27:48.3 3:27.3 5:35.7 3:28.5 7:57.0
125 MENYES, KEVIN SR 943 XAVIER (OHIO) - 27:50.0 3:29.0 5:36.0 3:28.7 7:47.6
126 IRVINE, ANDREW SR 897 VANDERBILT (5) 92 27:56.4 3:35.4 5:37.3 3:29.5 8:04.3
127 SKILLMAN, JACOB FR 919 W. KENTUCKY (4) 93 28:02.6 3:41.6 5:38.5 3:30.3 8:24.6
128 PRESTILEO, JAKE FR 945 XAVIER (OHIO) - 28:05.5 3:44.5 5:39.1 3:30.7 8:06.4
129 MENGICH, STEPHEN FR 735 M.T.S.U (6) (94) 28:06.1 3:45.1 5:39.3 3:30.8 7:51.0
130 DEAN, TULLUS 936 XAVIER (OHIO) - 28:06.5 3:45.5 5:39.3 3:30.8 8:06.6
131 BERNARD, SIGEI SR 846 TN TECH - 28:10.2 3:49.2 5:40.1 3:31.3 7:56.2
132 UNDERWOOD, BENJAMIN 699 LIPSCOMB - 28:14.2 3:53.2 5:40.9 3:31.8 8:07.1
133 HINKLE, JOSH SO 689 LIPSCOMB - 28:21.2 4:00.2 5:42.3 3:32.6 8:00.3
134 BEILER, BRODY SR 687 LIPSCOMB - 28:35.3 4:14.3 5:45.1 3:34.4 7:50.9
135 PERRONE, WILLIAM FR 916 W. KENTUCKY (5) 95 28:45.1 4:24.1 5:47.1 3:35.6 8:28.2
136 HARPSTEAD, EDWARD JR 896 VANDERBILT (6) (96) 28:45.8 4:24.8 5:47.2 3:35.7 8:01.8
137 BROOKS, PETER FR 668 K'SAW STATE (4) 97 29:00.2 4:39.2 5:50.1 3:37.5 8:26.1
138 JACOB, STEPPE FR 915 W. KENTUCKY (6) (98) 29:11.7 4:50.7 5:52.4 3:39.0 8:24.6
139 PUALK, CAMERON FR 671 K'SAW STATE (5) 99 29:25.7 5:04.7 5:55.3 3:40.7 8:36.1
140 HUFF, MILES FR 914 W. KENTUCKY (7) (100) 29:50.0 5:29.0 6:00.2 3:43.7 8:47.8
141 HOOVER, LUKE SO 913 W. KENTUCKY - 30:00.7 5:39.7 6:02.3 3:45.1 8:28.9
142 FRY, DONNIE SR 912 W. KENTUCKY - 30:32.1 6:11.1 6:08.6 3:49.0 8:47.9
143 BOWERS, ALAN JR 729 M.T.S.U (7) (101) 31:43.2 7:22.2 6:22.9 3:57.9 8:35.4
144 HOLLARS, ISAIAH FR 876 UNATTACHED - 32:12.4 7:51.4 6:28.8 4:01.5 7:41.3
145 EASTIN, SAM FR 847 TN TECH - 39:24.0 15:03.0 7:55.6 4:55.5 39:24.3
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Oct. 4, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Meet Homepage: goto.ps/2AKs97c 
Live Results: goto.ps/337E2Qr 
Video: Coach Sykes Interview 
 
HILLTOPPERS SET FOR GREATER LOUISVILLE CLASSIC 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is set for its first meet in the state of Kentucky as it travels 
to nearby Louisville to compete in the Greater Louisville Classic at E.P “Tom” Sawyer State Park 
Saturday, Oct. 5. 
 
The men will open competition with an 8k beginning at 9:45 a.m. CT followed by the women’s 5k at 
10:30 a.m. 
 
Eight men and six women will travel for the meet, with Luke Hoover, Will Perrone, Clint Sherman, Jacob 
Skillman, Zach Skillman, Jacob Steppe, Dedrick Troxell and Emerson Wells traveling on the men’s side, 
while Savannah Heckman, Morgan Kannapel, Carley Maskos, Jenna Vaughn, Haley Webb and Heather 
Whitlow will make the trip on the women’s side.  
 
Of those 14 runners, six hail from Louisville in Heckman, Hoover, Perrone, Sherman, Steppe and Wells.  
 
“This is a place where we have a lot of fan support,” said cross country head coach Tim Sykes. “Parents 
will be out, and I know a lot of the team is excited about seeing their old high school teammates out 
there. It’s that that time of the year, especially when you’re racing in the state of Kentucky, it’s fun and 
exciting. 
 
“The fans, and parents and grandparents really help build the excitement. You’re putting it all on the line 
not only for Western Kentucky and your teammates but also your family that’s there supporting you as 
well.” 
 
Heckman currently owns the women’s best mark in the 5k this season, posting a time of 19:51.421 at 
the Belmont Opener. On the men’s side, Wells recorded the top 8k time on the team with a 26:51.4 
mark at the Commodore Classic.  
 
Both the men’s and women’s competitions will feature 82 other schools.  
 
Next up for the Hilltoppers will be the UE Invitational in Evansville, Ind., which will conclude regular 
season action for WKU.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, Oct. 5, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Results: Men Team | Men Individual | Women Team | Women Individual  
 
WELLS, HECKMAN LEAD WKU AT GREATER LOUISVILLE CLASSIC 
 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Emerson Wells and Savannah Heckman led their respective squads as WKU Cross 
Country closed out competition in the Greater Louisville Classic Saturday, Oct. 5 at E.P “Tom” Sawyer 
State Park.  
 
The men’s team earned a fifth-place finish in the 8k with an average time of 25:59, while the women’s 
squad placed 27th in the 5k with a 20:08 average mark.  
 
Six of seven competitors on the men’s side recorded either personal-record or season-best times in the 
8k as the team earned a fifth place finish out of the 57-school pool. Well’s paced the squad, finishing the 
race in 11th place among 511 total competitors with a PR of 24:59.0. Dedrick Troxell [49th Place – 
25:36.6] and Clint Sherman [98th Place – 26:17.3] rounded out the Hilltoppers’ top-100 finishers on the 
men’s side.  
 
WKU Men’s Results 
5th – Team – 25:59 avg.  
11th – Emerson Wells – 24:59.0 (PR) 
49th – Dedrick Troxell – 25:36.6 (PR) 
98th – Clint Sherman – 26:17.3 (PR) 
108th – Jacob Skillman – 26:23.4 (Season-Best) 
137th – Jacob Steppe – 26:40.9 (Season-Best) 
161st – Will Perrone – 26:54.7 (Season-Best) 
266th – Luke Hoover – 27:50.0  
 
On the women’s side, four of five athletes compiled personal-record or season-best times, with the 
squad finishing out the 5k ranked 27th out of 62 total teams. Heckman earned the team’s lone top-100 
finish, recording a PR of 18:58.7 to place 30th out of the 533 total contestants.  
 
WKU Women’s Results 
27th – Team – 20:08 avg.  
30th – Savannah Heckman – 18:58.7 (PR) 
138th – Morgan Kannapel – 19:53.0 (PR) 
158th – Jenna Vaughn – 20:02.3 (Season-Best) 
196th – Carley Maskos – 20:20.0  
332nd – Heather Whitlow – 21:26.6 (PR) 
 
WKU will close out regular season competition at the UE Invitational Saturday, Oct. 19 in Evansville, Ind., 
before playing host to the Conference USA Cross Country Championships Saturday, Nov. 2.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Oct. 18, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Video: Coach Sykes Interview 
 
WKU TO CLOSE OUT REGULAR SEASON COMPETITION AT UE INVITATIONAL 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country will close out regular season competition with the UE 
Invitational at the Angel Mounds State Historical Site in Evansville, Ind., Saturday, Oct. 19. 
 
The men will open competition with an 8k beginning at 10 a.m. CT, directly followed by the women’s 5k. 
 
The men’s team will travel 11 student-athletes, while 9 women will travel for the meet. Donnie Fry, Luke 
Hoover, Miles Huff, Will Perrone, Clint Sherman, Jacob Skillman, Zach Skillman, Ethan Snyder, Jacob 
Steppe, Dedrick Troxell and Emerson Wells will travel on the men’s side, with Kaia Enevoldsen, Savannah 
Heckman, Morgan Kannapel, Carley Maskos, Lauren Roby, Jenna Vaughn, Haley Webb, Kacy Weinburg 
and Heather Whitlow traveling for the women.  
 
The men’s and women’s squads recently wrapped up competition at the Greater Louisville Classic Oct. 5, 
with both team’s earning quality results. The men’s team finished their meet in fifth place while the 
women finished 27th out of 62 teams, with 11 of the 12 student-athletes on both sides recording either 
PR’s or season-bests. 
 
“Overall, we checked most of the boxes that we wanted to check when reflecting back on the Louisville 
meet,” said cross country head coach Tim Sykes. “The men exceeded the goal I set for them, so I think 
internally that group of guys set a team goal and they achieved higher than even I was thinking. On the 
women’s side, we also met the team overall goal and the ladies also ran the times that we were hoping 
they would run.” 
 
Heckman currently owns the women’s best mark in the 5k this season, posting a time of 18:58.7 at the 
Greater Louisville Classic. On the men’s side, Wells holds the top 8k time on the team with a 24:59.0 
mark at the Greater Louisville Classic.  
 
The anticipated teams to compete on both the men’s and women’s side are host-school Evansville, IU 
Run Club, Kentucky State, Marshall, Morehead State, Oakland City, Purdue Fort Wayne, Thomas More, 
Vincennes and Western Kentucky Community College.  
 
Following their regular season finale, the Hilltoppers will then prepare to host the Conference USA Cross 
Country Championships at Spero Kereiakes Park Saturday, Nov. 2. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, Oct. 19, 2019 




MEN’S AND WOMEN’S TEAM EARN TOP-FIVE FINISHES AT UE INVITATIONAL 
 
EVANSVILLE, IND. – Both the men’s and women’s team placed in the top five of their respective races as 
WKU Cross Country closed out competition in the UE Invitational Saturday, Oct. 19 at the Angel Mounds 
State Historical Site in Evansville, Ind.  
 
The men’s team earned a fourth-place finish in the 8k with an average time of 26:44.5, while the 
women’s squad placed fifth in the 5k with a 20:09.7 average mark.  
 
The men’s squad saw four of their student-athletes earn top-25 finishes while placing fourth as a team 
amongst the 10-team field. Emerson Wells recorded the top finish on the team, placing seventh with a 
time of 25:57.3. Dedrick Troxell finished the meet in 17th place with a mark of 26:28.9, while Ethan 
Snyder placed 24th with a personal-record of 26:59.5 and Jacob Steppe placed 25th with a time of 
27:00.7. 
 
WKU Men’s Results 
4th – Team – 26:44.5 avg. 
7th – Emerson Wells – 25:57.3 
17th – Dedrick Troxell – 26:28.9 
24th – Ethan Snyder – 26:59.5 (PR) 
25th – Jacob Steppe – 27:00.7 
27th – Will Perrone – 27:15.7 
28th – Jacob Skillman – 27:19.0 
30th – Clint Sherman – 27:22.6 
 
On the women’s side, four runners recorded top-25 finishes while the team placed fifth out of the 10-
school pool. Savannah Heckman led the way, finishing fifth with a mark of 19:01.1. Morgan Kannapel 
placed 17th after recording a PR of 19:44.6, while Haley Webb [23rd Place – 20:28.2] and Carley Maskos 
[25th Place – 20:39.1] rounded out the top-25 finishers.  
 
WKU Women’s Results 
5th – Team – 20:09.7 avg. 
5th – Savannah Heckman – 19:01.1  
17th – Morgan Kannapel – 19:44.6 (PR) 
23rd – Haley Webb – 20:28.2 
25th – Carley Maskos – 20:39.1 
29th – Jenna Vaughn – 20:55.2 
36th – Heather Whitlow – 21:30.2 
40th – Kaia Enevoldsen – 22:23.5 (Season-Best) 
 
The Hilltoppers will now prepare to host the Conference USA Cross Country Championships at Spero 
Kereiakes Park Saturday, Nov. 2.  
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Nov. 1, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Video: Coach Sykes Interview 
C-USA Championship Central: Link  
WKU Championship Central: Link 
Live Results: Link  
 
WKU SET TO HOST C-USA CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is set to host the Conference USA Championships at 
Kereiakes Park Saturday, Nov. 2.  
 
The men will open competition with an 8k beginning at 9 a.m. CT, with the women’s 5k set to start at 10 
a.m., followed by the awards ceremony after the conclusion of the races.  
 
This will be the WKU’s first time hosting the conference championships since the 2015 season.  
 
The men are set to have nine student-athletes compete in the 8k while eight women will participate in 
the 5k. Donnie Fry, Luke Hoover, Will Perrone, Clint Sherman, Jacob Skillman, Ethan Snyder, Jacob 
Steppe, Dedrick Troxell and Emerson wells are set to race on the men’s side, while Kaia Enevoldsen, 
Savannah Heckman, Morgan Kannapel, Carley Maskos, Jenna Vaughn, Haley Webb, Kacy Weinburg and 
Heather Whitlow will compete on the women’s side.  
 
Both squads recently closed out regular season competition at the UE Invitational Oct. 19, with both 
teams earning top-five finishes. The men’s squad placed fourth in their meet while the women’s team 
earned a fifth-place finish in their race.  
 
“From an improvement standpoint, comprehensively, we’ve made significant improvements,” said cross 
country head coach Tim Sykes. “We started the season and really were just training through the first 
month, so that included the first two to three competitions. So, we ran on tired legs, raced on tired legs 
a lot – really just trying to train through that part of the season.  
 
“As we’ve gotten more into the race-specific training period, the men and women have responded really 
well to doing some faster interval and repetition work – and we’ve been seeing it in results. It’s really 
just an accumulative effect of the training that’s starting to really get everyone excited about this 
championship period that we’re in.” 
 
Heckman currently owns the women’s best mark in the 5k this season, posting a time of 18:58.7 at the 
Greater Louisville Classic. On the men’s side, Wells holds the top 8k time on the team with a 24:59.0 
mark at the Greater Louisville Classic.  
 
For the championships, the men’s squad will compete against Charlotte, Florida Atlantic, FIU, Louisiana 
Tech, Marshall, Middle Tennessee, North Texas, Rice, UTEP and UTSA, while the women will face the 
previously listed schools along with Southern Miss and UAB.  
 
“We’re excited to host and to bring these teams from all over the U.S. in and showcase what a nice 
training venue and racing venue we have,” said Sykes. “I think it will really be a nice spectator course 
and a really athlete-friendly course as well.” 
 
Next on WKU’s schedule is the NCAA Southeast Regional in Charlottesville, Va., on Nov. 15. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, Nov. 2, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Men’s Results: Link 
Women’s Results: Link 
Photo Gallery: Link 
 
WKU WRAPS UP C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITION 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country wrapped up competition in the Conference USA 
Championships Saturday morning at Kereiakes Park.  
 
It was the school’s first time hosting the conference championships since 2015, with the men’s team 
earning a seventh-place finish in the 8k and the women’s team closing out the day with a 12th-place 
finish in the 5k.  
 
The men’s squad saw four of their student-athletes earn top-50 finishes while placing seventh as a team 
amongst the 11-school field. Emerson Wells recorded the top finish on the squad, placing 28th with a 
time of 25:23.21. Jacob Skillman finished the meet in 44th place with a season-best mark of 26:06.87, 
while Clint Sherman placed 47th with a personal-record of 26:16.90 and Dedrick Troxell finished in 50th 
place with a time of 26:21.39. 
 
“Coming into this year’s conference championships, really the goal was just to be better in terms of 
team finishes than we were last year,” said cross country head coach Tim Sykes. “I said that to both 
groups, the men’s group and the women’s group.  
 
“Overall, on the men’s side, we knew there were four teams on paper who we had a really good 
opportunity to mix it up with and beat in the team final standings. We ended up finishing seventh out of 
11 teams, so we accomplished that objective of beating those four teams. Last year we were ninth, so 
additionally, we met the team goal that was set of finishing better than last year.” 
 
WKU Men’s Results 
7th – Team – 26:11 avg. 
28th – Emerson Wells – 25:23.21 
44th – Jacob Skillman – 26:06.87 (Season-Best) 
47th – Clint Sherman – 26:16.90 (PR) 
50th – Dedrick Troxell – 26:21.39 
60th – Ethan Snyder – 26:42.21 (PR) 
65th – Will Perrone – 27:04.68  
67th – Jacob Steppe – 27:10.05 
73rd – Luke Hoover – 27:55.53 
78th – Donnie Fry – 28:38.19 (PR) 
 
On the women’s side, two runners recorded top-75 finishes while the team placed 12th out of the 13-
school pool. Savannah Heckman led the way, finishing 54th with a mark of 19:02.37, while Morgan 
Kannapel placed 74th with a PR of 19:38.15. 
 
“On the women’s side, we had the same goal; to be better team-place wise than we were last year,” 
said Sykes. “We ended up finishing in the same place - I think we had a few hiccups along the way with a 
couple athletes being injured, a couple sicknesses. But really, no excuses, we stayed healthy when it 
mattered at the end of the season. But, I think there were a couple of weeks during important training 
periods where we just weren’t as healthy and consistent as we could have been.  
 
“But, the women are moving in the right direction. They ran some PR’s today. So, in the short reflecting 
period that I’ve had; if you can run a PR, even though your team place is still the same from a year 
before, then you’re doing something right if you can run as fast or faster at the end of the season than 
you did during the whole fall cross country season.” 
 
WKU Women’s Results 
12th – Team – 19:58 avg. 
54th – Savannah Heckman – 19:02.37 
74th – Morgan Kannapel – 19:38.15 (PR) 
81st – Carley Maskos – 20:01.23 (Season-Best) 
87th – Jenna Vaughn – 20:17.01 
94th – Haley Webb – 20:49.46 
99th – Heather Whitlow – 21:31.93 
101st – Kaia Enevoldsen – 21:51.22 (Season-Best) 
104th – Kacy Weinburg – 22:33.47 (Season-Best) 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2019 
Cross Country / Contact: Matt Keenan, WKU Athletic Communications / Media Relations 
 
Meet Homepage: Link 
 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY TO COMPETE AT REGIONALS FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 2016 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is set to compete at the NCAA Southeast Regional 
Championships Friday, Nov. 15 at Panorama Farms in Charlottesville, Va. 
 
The women will open competition with a 6k at 9:30 a.m. CT, while the men’s 10k is set to start at 10:30 
a.m.  
 
The men will be sending seven student-athletes to Regionals in Will Perrone, Clint Sherman, Jacob 
Skillman, Ethan Snyder, Jacob Steppe, Dedrick Troxell and Emerson Wells, while the women will send 
two competitors in Savannah Heckman and Morgan Kannapel.  
 
This will mark the first time WKU has sent runners to Regionals since 2016, when Lindsey Hinken was 
the teams’ lone representative in the women’s 6k. Hinken earned an 84th-place finish out of the 227-
participant field after recording a time of 22:15.1 in the race. 
 
The last time WKU had a team compete at the Regional Championships was in 2015, where the 
women’s squad placed 14th out of the 33-school pool, topping nationally ranked programs such as No. 9 
Richmond, No. 14 Coastal Carolina and No. 15 Appalachian State.   
 
Hinken was again prominent for WKU, earning a time of 21:31.2 to place 22nd in a race that featured 235 
runners. Katie Lever [38th Place – 21:56.8], Taylor Carlin [85th Place – 22:51.2], Aleja Grant [128th Place – 
23:20.6] and Skyler Green [131st Place – 23:22.2] also competed on the women’s side.  
 
WKU also saw three runners compete on the men’s side, with the trio of Endalow Takele [54th Place – 
31:02.3], Aaron Stevens [108th Place – 32:01.4] and Julien Cuyeu [163rd Place – 33:03.4] all earning PR’s 
in the 10k.  
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                        
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, November 8, 2019 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
 
2020 Schedule: Online | PDF 
 
NEW CHAPTER OF WKU TRACK & FIELD BEGINS AS CHUMBLEY ANNOUNCES 2020 SCHEDULE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent Chumbley has 
announced the squad’s 2019-20 schedule that features five meets in the Bluegrass State. Chumbley, 
along with assistant coaches Tim Sykes (distance) and Tosha Ansley (sprints, hurdles, relays), are set to 
lead the Red and White for the first time on Friday, Dec. 6 at the Kentucky-hosted Blue & White Opener 
before the squads return to action following the holiday break on Jan. 10. 
 
“We are excited about the schedule we have put together,” Coach Chumbley shared. “We are expecting 
strong competition every weekend and look forward to that challenge. With five meets in Kentucky, we 
are looking forward to being closer to home while giving friends and family the opportunity to see us in 
action more often.” 
 
WKU will kick off the indoor season in Lexington with the Blue & White Opener on Dec. 6. Five weeks 
later, the Hilltoppers will return to Kentucky’s campus for the Jim Green Invitational on Jan. 10-11. The 
following two weekends, WKU will head to Samford and Marshall, respectively. 
 
During the month of February, the Red and White will return to Marshall for a meet from Feb. 7-8 
before making a second visit to Samford (Feb. 14-15) as well. WKU will close its indoor slate at the 
Conference USA Championships on Feb. 22-23 in Birmingham, Ala. 
 
One month later, WKU Track & Field will commence its outdoor season at Georgia Tech’s Yellow Jack 
Invitational from March 20-21. After a weekend off, the Tops will host their annual Hilltopper Relays 
from April 3-4.  
 
From there, WKU will head to Oxford, Miss., for the Ole Miss-hosted Joe Walker Invitational. After a 
week off, WKU will stay home in the Commonwealth for its final two meets. From April 24-25, the 
Hilltoppers will head to Louisville for the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Open before closing their regular-
season slate at the UK Invitational May 1-2. 
 
WKU will head to San Antonio, Texas for the Conference USA Outdoor Championships from Mary 14-17. 
Two weeks later, the Tops’ NCAA Preliminary qualifiers will head over to Lexington from May 28-30. 
WKU will look to close the season in Austin, Texas at the NCAA Outdoor Championships, which are 
slated for June 10-13. 
2019-20 WKU TRACK & FIELD SCHEDULE 
 
DAYS  DATE  EVENT       LOCATION  
Fri.  Dec. 6  Blue & White Opener    Lexington, Ky. 
Fri. – Sat.  Jan. 10-11 Jim Green Invitational    Lexington, Ky. 
Fri. – Sat.  Jan. 17-18 Samford Invite    Birmingham, Ala. 
Fri. – Sat.  Jan. 24-25 Thundering Herd Invitational   Huntington, W.Va. 
Fri. – Sat. Feb. 7-8 Marshall Invitational    Huntington, W.Va. 
Fri. – Sat. Feb. 14-15 Samford Open     Birmingham, Ala. 
Fri. – Sat.  Feb. 22-23 Conference USA Indoor Championships Birmingham, Ala. 
 
Fri. – Sat.  March 20-21 Yellow Jacket Invitational   Atlanta, Ga. 
Fri. – Sat.  April 3-4 Hilltopper Relays    Bowling Green, Ky. 
Fri. – Sat.  April 10-11 Joe Walker Invitational   Oxford, Miss. 
Fri. – Sat.  April 24-25 Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Open  Louisville, Ky. 
Fri. – Sat.  May 1-2 UK Invite     Lexington, Ky. 
Thurs. – Sun.  May 14-17 Conference USA Outdoor Championships San Antonio, Texas 
Thurs. – Sat.  May 28-30 NCAA East Preliminaries   Lexington, Ky. 
Wed. – Sat.  June 10-13 NCAA Outdoor Championships  Austin, Texas 
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WKU SET FOR NCAA SOUTHEAST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is set to compete in the NCAA Southeast Regional 
Championships at Panorama Farms in Charlottesville, Va., on Friday, Nov. 15. 
 
The women will open competition with a 6k at 9:30 a.m. CT, while the men’s 10k is set to start at 10:30 
a.m., followed by the awards ceremony after the conclusion of the races.  
 
This will mark the first time that WKU has sent runners to the Regional Championships since 2016 and 
the first time that it has had a team compete since 2015. 
 
The men are set to have seven student-athletes participate in the 10k while two women will compete in 
the 6k. Will Perrone, Clint Sherman, Jacob Skillman, Ethan Snyder, Jacob Steppe, Dedrick Troxell and 
Emerson Wells are set to race on the men’s side, while Savannah Heckman and Morgan Kannapel will 
compete on the women’s side.  
 
Both squads recently wrapped up competition in the Conference USA Championships, which was hosted 
by WKU at Kereiakes Park on Nov. 2. The men’s squad placed seventh amongst the 11-school field, with 
four runners recording PR’s. The women’s team earned a 12th place finish against the 13-school pool, 
while also seeing four runners earn PR’s.  
 
“Cross country is all about momentum,” said cross country head coach Tim Sykes. “The men finished out 
the Conference Championships on a really strong note. They improved their place from last year, which 
was the goal coming in. So, we were excited about that. We just want to keep the ball rolling and build 
off that momentum as we go into the Regional Championships. 
 
“With the women, we have two women competing at the Regional Championships for the first time in a 
few years. So, they’re excited for that opportunity really to just get to showcase their fitness and 
represent Western Kentucky on the women’s side. So, hopefully this leads to a full women’s team next 
year.” 
 
Friday’s race will be just the second time this season that the women have competed in a 6k, with 
Heckman recording the team’s top mark with a time of 24:34.7, while the men will be competing in the 
10k for the first time this year.  
 
The women’s race will feature 347 competitors from 43 different schools, including ranked teams such 
as No. 5 NC State, No. 14 Furman and No. 23 Virginia Tech. 
 
On the men’s side, the 10k will comprise of 334 runners and 39 schools, which includes ranked teams 
such as No. 21 Virginia, No. 22 Virginia Tech and No. 26 Eastern Kentucky.  
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WKU CLOSES OUT SEASON AT NCAA REGIONALS 
 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. – WKU Cross Country closed out its season at the NCAA Southeast Regional 
Championships Friday morning at Panorama Farms in Charlottesville, Va. 
 
It was the school’s first time participating in Regionals since 2016 and first time sending a full team since 
2015, with seven men racing in the 10k and two women competing in the 6k.  
 
The men’s squad closed out their first 10k of the season with a 30th-place finish out of the 35-school 
pool, beating out UNCW, USC Upstate, Murray State, Northern Kentucky and Presbyterian. The team’s 
top finisher was Emerson Wells, who placed 146th against the 247-competitor field with a time of 
33:09.9. Ethan Snyder [166th Place – 33:32.6], Jacob Skillman [173rd Place – 33:41.8], Dedrick Troxell 
[177th Place - 33:47.8] and Clint Sherman [183rd Place – 33:55.3] rounded out the squad’s top five.  
 
“I think the men left it all out on the course,” said cross country head coach Tim Sykes. “They got out 
really strong, but in the middle third of the race when it was kind of time to move, we couldn’t move as 
far forward as we wanted to. Truthfully, I think that’s just an aspect of them being a young group, 
they’re freshmen and sophomores, and on the men’s side that 10k is obviously a longer distance so 
rhythmically it’s inspired them to get stronger and increase their training volume so they can compete 
and move in the middle third of the race in their next 10k experience. But, even though the men’s result 
wasn’t quite what we wanted, it was still an invaluable experience for them to come and see what it 
takes to compete at this level. 
 
“Although we didn’t meet our team goal of placing in the top 25, we did have our spread of our first 
man to our fifth man at below one minute, which was the objective. So, if we can keep that spread next 
year and they’re able to move up individually in their placement, then we’ll be in the team goal 
placement where we want to be.” 
 
WKU Men’s Results 
30th – Team – 33:37 avg. 
146th – Emerson Wells – 33:09.9 
166th – Ethan Snyder – 33:32.6 
173rd – Jacob Skillman – 33:41.8 
177th – Dedrick Troxell – 33:47.8 
183rd – Clint Sherman – 33:55.3 
233rd – Jacob Steppe – 35:54.7 
234th – Will Perrone – 35:56.2 
 
On the women’s side, both Savannah Heckman and Morgan Kannapel earned PR’s in the 6k. Heckman 
finished with a time of 23:07.5 and Kannapel recorded a mark of 23:59.8, with both runners topping 
their previous best times by more than a minute.   
 
“On the women’s side they competed well,” said Sykes. “They executed the race plan as best as 
possible. They left it all out on the course and when they crossed the line they couldn’t have given it any 
more. But, they still weren’t satisfied with the results. So, they’re definitely motivated from this 
experience and the learning experience they took from this will be invaluable moving forward. Overall, 
both of them came away with the recognition of what it takes to compete at this level. It was a good 
experience for both of them, although they weren’t satisfied, I think this experience will be invaluable.” 
 
WKU Women’s Results 
177th – Savannah Heckman – 23:07.5 (PR) 
219th – Morgan Kannapel – 23:59.8 (PR)  
 
“Both sides are definitely fired up, both the men and the women,” said Sykes. “They’re excited about 
now knowing what it will take to get where we want to go as a team.” 
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WKU CROSS COUNTRY SEEING STEADY PROGRESS FOLLOWING FIRST SEASON UNDER NEW STAFF 
 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – The WKU Cross Country team made notable strides in its first season under the 
program’s new leadership, with a reinvigorated focus on distance running from first-year Director of 
Cross Country and Track and Field Brent Chumbley and his staff.  
 
“I think the cross country team really bought in to what we are trying to do and I think they bought in 
early,” said Chumbley. “I think the team saw a new energy and focus and commitment to distance 
running that they haven’t necessarily felt in the past. That’s just a matter of really having the right staff 
and people around. Everybody on this staff is interested in what the distant runners are doing and 
everybody wants the distance runners to do well.” 
 
Though the cross country team hasn’t performed up to their standards in recent years, the program has 
a rich tradition and winning history. The men’s and women’s teams have combined for a total of 32 
conference championships dating back to 1978, with both teams taking home the conference crown as 
recently as 2011.  
 
“We’ve worked really hard to reach out to our alumni,” said Chumbley. “We’re doing that because there 
is a rich tradition here and you have to get that excitement back. That excitement can come from 
alumni, and it comes from the current students. It’s about having that buzz and that excitement back 
into the program and back into cross country to where everybody is as important as everybody else.” 
 
Chumbley believes he has put the right staff around him to re-ignite that growth in the cross country 
program and distance running group, as well the indoor and outdoor track and field program, 
emphasizing the importance of putting equal effort into each phase of these programs.  
 
“What we are trying to do as a staff is trying to put everybody on the same level,” said Chumbley. 
“There’s no event group that’s more important than the other. I like to think what we have done is we 
have put together a staff where all of the event groups have strong coaches so that I can expect strong 
performances out of every group instead of just one or two. I think the staff that I have kind of gives me 
the comfort and expectation that we all need to be able to produce. So, I think we’re are just changing 
the expectations and the culture to include everybody a little bit more.” 
 
Part of that staff includes Cross Country Head Coach Tim Sykes, who was excited by the opportunity to 
work with a young, but hungry, group of student-athletes.  
 
“I knew there would be some challenges coming in based on the history of the program in terms of just 
needing to make some improvements in a short period of time,” said Sykes. “But, I also looked at the 
roster and it seemed like there was a solid group of young men and women that was already in place on 
the distance side that I would have the opportunity to work with. That’s what I always like to focus on; 
whether you have the most elite student-athletes to work with, or you have developmental student-
athletes and everything in between, you really just hone in on that group and show them you care and 
you really invest in them. So, regardless of the recent past history of the distance program, I knew that it 
would be an opportunity for me to help the culture continue to progress and help the results continue 
to improve.” 
 
One of Sykes’ areas of emphasis during training was increasing the team’s mileage to improve the 
groups conditioning and endurance for not only the cross country season but the upcoming track and 
field seasons as well.  
 
“I think some of Coach Sykes’ ideas for workouts and ideas for mileage really helped all of us grow,” said 
sophomore Clint Sherman. “He’s looking towards the future by giving us more mileage and really 
providing us with better workouts that will also help us for specific events in track.” 
 
“He’s given us specific mileage for each week and what we want to build up to, and I think just having 
that added mileage has helped us too,” said junior Savannah Heckman. “The mileage has changed 
drastically from last year. The guys were at about 40 miles last year and I think the guys have been up 
close to 75 or 80 miles and we have been around 60, so that’s definitely made a big change.” 
 
The new training regimen payed off, as many individuals on both the men’s and women’s side saw vastly 
improved times throughout the course of the season. Of the 20 overall student-athletes that competed 
this year, 18 runners recorded personal-records in the 2019 season. 
 
To put things into even better perspective; of the five women that competed in both the season-opener 
and Conference USA Championship, every runner recorded improved times of at least 49 seconds, with 
an average improvement of 1:57 across all five runners. 
 
Of the eight men who competed in the team’s first 8k of the season and the C-USA Championship, all 
eight improved their times by at least 47 seconds, and had an average improvement of 1:40 across each 
of the eight runners.  
 
“One of our goals was to improve our conference championships team-place from last year,” said Sykes. 
“The men were ninth last year out of 11 teams, and this year we moved up to seventh as a team. On the 
women’s side, we finished in the same place as we did last year. Although we were somewhat 
disappointed there, we also kept things in perspective that the women improved significantly in their 
times and they really left it all out there on the course that day.”  
 
The teams’ hard work throughout the season culminated in WKU’s first appearance in the NCAA 
Regional Championships in years. With seven men and two women traveling to Charlottesville, Va., to 
compete at the NCAA Southeast Regional Championships, it marked the first time the program had sent 
runners to Regionals since 2016, and the first time WKU had a team competing at the event since 2015.  
 
The Regional Championships were a great learning experience for the team, and although they didn’t 
finish with the results they were hoping for, the squad is using it as motivation for the future.  
 
“We just wanted to get that championship experience,” said Sykes. “The experience was really awesome 
for the men and the women that got to compete. They really had a good perspective, upon leaving, of 
what it takes to run at that level. We know it will be very beneficial for them moving forward in terms of 
having that experience this year with the team being very young and then continuing to progress into 
indoors, outdoors and then the fall cross country season next year.” 
 
“It was a great experience,” said Heckman. “It was definitely eye opening to see some of the other 
teams out there because it was definitely more competitive than most of the other races we’d been in 
this season. But, it was good to see where we could possibly get to next year, especially with the 
possibility of bringing a full women’s team next year and seeing where the guys started so we could 
improve more.” 
 
The coaching staff has put in a strong foundation to build upon while laying out their expectations for 
this cross country program and what’s to come, and the student-athletes have been working hard to 
fulfill the vision that has been put in place by everyone involved with the program.  
 
Building a new culture takes time, but the pieces are starting to be put in place.  
 
“Culture is everything when it comes to college cross country and track and field teams,” said Sykes. “I 
would say that’s probably the most important characteristic of our men’s and women’s distance squad. 
They have a really strong, positive culture. They’re just young men and women of good character; which 
has been, in my mind, the thing that’s been the most fun to work with. They’re very coachable and they 
want to get better - they bought in to the idea of getting a little better each day.” 
 
“I know these men and women have been through a lot of changes in the past 12 or 18 months,” said 
Chumbley. “But they have done a fantastic job with it and I expect them to always do a fantastic job 
with it because they are serious about running and they are helping set the tone for the entire program, 
and they need to know that expectation is there.” 
 
“I think throughout the season it was pretty noticeable that the coaching staff really cared for us and 
cared about our success,” concluded Sherman. “So, I think it was a good season and we’re ready to 
move on to indoor and outdoor track and see what we can do.” 
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NEW ERA OF WKU TRACK & FIELD COMMENCES AT JINGLE BELLS OPEN FRIDAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Following a productive fall training slate, WKU Track & Field will head off to its 
first event under Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent Chumbley and his staff as the 
Hilltoppers head to Lexington for Kentucky’s Jingle Bells Open on Friday. The one-day outing will take 
place inside UK’s Nutter Field House. 
 
“Fall has been really good for us,” Coach Chumbley opened. “Obviously cross country got the year 
started with a really good season. The track team has done well adjusting to an entirely new staff, which 
I think is always more of a challenge for the student-athletes than it is for us. They’ve adjusted to 
everything well and I think we’ve finally hit our stride with training and expectations of the coaches that 
they work with.” 
 
Field events will open at 12:30 p.m. CT with the women’s high jump, while the women’s 60-meter 
prelims will get action started on the track at 3 p.m. 
 
“At this meet, we’re going to try to shake the rust off a little bit for all of the track & field athletes that 
haven’t been competing,” Chumbley shared of the opener. “It’s really just going to be a fancy practice 
for us; we won’t be running our top events. We’ll be using it as an opportunity to continue to train and 
be careful so we head into Winter Break healthy. It’s good to get out and see where we’re at, especially 
adding in automatic timing and kids from other teams in the lanes next to ours.” 
 
In total, 17 Lady Toppers and 12 Hilltoppers will be making the trip to Lexington to represent the Red 
and White. WKU will have 16 representatives who are returning for another season while 13 will be 
making their first appearance as a Hilltopper Track & Field student-athlete. 
 
Eleven teams will be represented at the Jingle Bells Open, including: Berea, Campbellsville, Cincinnati, 
Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky, Kentucky State, Kentucky Wesleyan, Lindsey Wilson, Midway, Trevecca 
Nazarene and WKU. 
 
Friday’s trip to Kentucky marks the first of four meets that WKU will compete in Lexington across the 
indoor and outdoor seasons. The Tops’ 2020 opener will also be hosted by the Wildcats as WKU kicks off 
the year at the Jim Green Invitational. 
 
WKU’s indoor season is comprised of seven meets including the Conference USA Indoor Championships. 
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WKU TRACK & FIELD COLLECTS 17 TOP-10 FINISHES IN SEASON-OPENER 
 
LEXINGTON, Ky. – WKU Track & Field racked up 17 top-10 finishes Friday afternoon in the Jingle Bells 
Open for its indoor season-opener at Nutter Field House in Lexington, Ky.  
 
Of the 28 WKU student-athletes who competed in a total of 16 different events, the squad saw a 
combined 25 personal-records set in the team’s first meet of the season. 
 
“I think we did a really good job today,” said Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent 
Chumbley. “We had some aches and pains to deal with, but that’s okay. Everybody came out and 
competed hard. I think we had some really nice performances. The 300’s went well, and a lot of our field 
events went well. I know Brett Brannon in the weight throw, every throw he had today would’ve been a 
lifetime PR. So, we had some really good things. Our distance runners came out and really supported us. 
They’re not trained for competition right now, they just came out to help us out.  
 
“They all came out and put out a great effort today. It’s not about times right now, it’s about using it as 
training, and everybody did a fantastic job with that so we’re really happy. I think we got what we 
needed out of today. We know where we are and the kids know where they are. It’s really exciting 
getting into break, and we should have something to keep us hungry coming into January.” 
 
The men’s squad saw three of its student-athletes record top-five finishes on the day, with Dartez 
Hamlin [4th Place – 34.44] and Kevin Johnson [5th Place – 35.73] earned solid marks in the 300m and 
Dedrick Troxell picked up a fifth-place finish in the 1000m with a time of 2:39.53.  
 
WKU Men’s Results 
Weight Throw 
8th – Brett Brannon – 15.18m (PR) 
Long Jump 
9th – Sheldon Noble – 6.40m 
Pole Vault 
8th – Devon Montgomery – 4.15m (PR) 
60m Dash 
14th – Sheldon Noble – 7.23 (PR) 
400m Dash 
9th – Dylan Duckworth – 55.26 
1000m Run 
5th – Dedrick Troxell – 2:39.53 (PR) 
6th – Clint Sherman – 2:39.95 (PR) 
7th – Jacob Steppe – 2:41.91 (PR) 
11th – Jacob Skillman – 2:47.68 (PR) 
14th – Luke Hoover – 2:48.99 (PR) 
15th – Carson Sharber – 2:49.22 (PR) 
17th – Will Perrone – 2:49.88 (PR) 
19th – Donnie Fry – 2:57.22 (PR) 
300m Dash 
4th – Dartez Hamlin – 34.44 (PR) 
5th – Kevin Johnson – 35.73 (PR) 
 
On the women’s side, two WKU student-athletes collected a total of three top-five placements. Paityn 
House finished third in the triple jump with a mark of 11.27m, while Grace Turner placed fifth in both 
the high jump [1.59m] and pole vault [3.47m].  
 
WKU Women’s Results 
High Jump 
5th – Grace Turner – 1.59m (PR)  
Weight Throw 
14th – Mary Claire Redden – 10.92m 
Pole Vault 
5th – Grace Turner – 3.47m (PR) 
6th – Nicole Ogorek – 3.37m 
8th – Alexis Thacker – 3.07m 
Shot Put 
20th – Jessica Smith – 8.69m (PR) 
Triple Jump 
3rd – Paityn House – 11.27m (PR) 
60m Dash 
11th – Samyzia Sears – 7.93 (PR) 
400m Dash 
7th – Aairiona Hayden-Ransom – 1:00.85 
1000m Run 
6th – Savannah Heckman – 3:15.73 (PR) 
10th – Kaia Enevoldsen – 3:32.23 (PR)  
11th – Carley Maskos – 3:32.94 (PR) 
12th – Heather Whitlow – 3:39.12 (PR) 
300m Dash 
7th – Alexis Williams – 39:75 (PR) 
13th - Kyleeyah Whitehead – 43:82 (PR) 
15th – Paityn House – 43.98 (PR) 
 
WKU will be back in action Jan. 10 when they head back to Lexington, Ky., for the Jim Green Invitational.  
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LIONEL NAU ANNOUNCED AS WKU JUMPS COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Director of Cross Country and Track & Field Brent Chumbley has 
announced the hiring of Lionel Nau (pronounced “no”) as the Hilltoppers’ jumps coach.  
 
“We are excited to welcome Coach Nau to The Hill,” Chumbley shared. “His experiences as a head coach 
and proven success in the jumps will complete our staff.” 
 
“I am privileged to work at WKU under the leadership of Coach Chumbley,” Nau shared of the 
opportunity. “I look forward to coaching WKU’s horizontal and vertical jumps and instill how hard work, 
dedication, and mental toughness can allow a student-athlete to harness themselves to greatness 
during championships, but also by preparing them for the competitiveness of a globalized 
world following their collegiate careers.” 
 
Nau arrives on The Hill after spending the last three years as the Director of Track and Field at Tusculum 
College in Greeneville, Tenn. While at Tusculum, Nau helped grow the cross country program while 
getting the track and field program off the ground in its inaugural season. In that first season, he saw six 
student-athletes qualify for the NCAA Division II Championships with three more qualifying in the 
program’s second year.  
 
Last season, Nau guided Nicole McMillen to First Team All-America honors in the steeplechase after she 
earned the South Athletic Conference indoor mile title. In 2018, the sprints, hurdles, relays and jumps 
instructor saw Widchard Guervil earn NCAA All-American status indoors in the 60-meter dash and 
outdoors in the 100 meter. 
 
Prior to his time in Greeneville, Nau was an assistant track & field coach at Queens University of 
Charlotte. While in Charlotte, he guided the sprinters, long jumps and hurdlers and helped more than 
triple the size of the team from 20 to 70 student-athletes. 
 
In his first season at Queens, Nau and the Royals achieved the first team conference championship in 
program history with the women taking the crown in 2014. That same season, Zack Lewis earned the 
men’s 400-meter conference title. The following season, Nau helped the Royals to team championships 
on both the men’s and women’s sides and saw Lewis repeat at the 400-meter champion. The 2016 
campaign featured both Queens squads repeating as conference champions while Asia Hart and Nikia 
Squire earned individual titles. 
 
From 2012-13, Nau was an assistant track & field and cross country coach at Paine College in Augusta, 
Ga. While at Paine, Nau mentored Baiesha Johnson to All-American status in the long and high jump. 
 
Across his eight years of collegiate coaching, Nau has been a part of five collective team conference 
championships while guiding 21 individuals to conference championships in the sprints, hurdles and 
jumps disciplines. 
 
Nau earned his Bachelors of Science in business administration from South Carolina State University in 
December 2003. He went on to earn his Masters of business administration from Webster University in 
May 2010. During his collegiate days, Nau helped SCSU to an indoor conference championship as the 
team captain in 2002. 
 
An accomplished athlete himself, Nau was a member of the Haitian Olympic Team Relay Pool for the 
2008 Beijing Games as a 4x400 relay member. He competed on the EAP and EAA European Circuit. Nau 
ran the 400 at both the Indoor and Outdoor French Nationals from 1996-99. 
 
Additionally, Nau is a native of Strasbourg, France who is fluent in French, English, and Kreyol in addition 
to being well-spoken in German and Spanish. 
 
He holds certification as an USTFCCCA Sprints/Hurdles/Relays Specialist and an USTFCCCA Strength and 
Conditioning Coach Certification (2016). In addition, he holds a USATF Level 1 Track and Field 
Certification (2010).  
 
Nau joins Chumbley, Tim Sykes and Tosha Ansley on WKU’s coaching staff. Chumbley was announced as 
WKU’s Director of Cross Country and Track & Field on August 1 and announced the addition of Sykes on 
Aug. 14 before Ansley joined the staff on Sept. 3. 

